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The Fifth International Conference on Sensor Technologies and Applications (SENSORCOMM 2011), held between August 21-27, 2011 in Nice/Saint Laurent du Var, France, was a multi-track event covering related topics on theory and practice on wired and wireless sensors and sensor networks.

Sensors and sensor networks have become a highly active research area because of their potential of providing diverse services to a broad range of applications, not only on science and engineering, but equally importantly on issues related to critical infrastructure protection and security, health care, the environment, energy, food safety, and the potential impact on the quality of all areas of life.

Sensor networks and sensor-based systems support many applications on the ground today. Underwater operations and applications are quite limited by comparison. Most applications refer to remotely controlled submersibles and wide-area data collection systems at a coarse granularity.

Underwater sensor networks have many potential applications such as seismic imaging of undersea oilfields as a representative application. Oceanographic research is also based on the advances in underwater data collection systems.

There are specific technical aspects to realize underwater applications which cannot be borrowed from the ground-based sensors net research. Radio is not suitable for underwater systems because of extremely limited propagation. Acoustic telemetry could be used in underwater communication; however off-the-shelf acoustic modems are not recommended for underwater sensor networks with hundreds of nodes because they were designed for long-range and expensive. As the speed of light (radio) is five orders of magnitude higher than the speed of sound, there are fundamental implications of time synchronization and propagation delays for localization. Additionally, existing communication protocols are not designed to deal with long sleep times and they can't shut down and quickly restart.

In wireless sensor and micro-sensor networks, energy consumption is a key factor for the sensor lifetime and accuracy of information. Protocols and mechanisms have been proposed for energy optimization considering various communication factors and types of applications. Conserving energy and optimizing energy consumption are challenges in wireless sensor networks, requiring energy-adaptive protocols, self-organization, and balanced forwarding mechanisms.

SENSORCOMM 2011 also included:

- WSNSCM 2011, The First International Workshop on Sensor Networks for Supply Chain Management

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SENSORCOMM 2011 Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to SENSORCOMM 2010.
truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the SENSORCOMM 2011 organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success. We hope that SENSORCOMM 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the area of sensor and sensor networks.

We hope Côte d’Azur provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time for exploring the Mediterranean Coast.
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Abstract—A promising approach for future road construction is based on a surface which is manufactured in a production plant and can be unrolled on a conventional base. This paper deals with the idea to make the road "intelligent" by integrating a net of sensor nodes. Equipped with acceleration sensors the sensor net can detect the traffic situation. With the knowledge of the exact position and velocity of each car a driver assistance system is able to find the fastest route or to give an accident warning on a very reliable level. This concept study describes the main idea of a low cost, energy harvesting sensor node containing an MEMS accelerometer with frontend, a processing unit, a photovoltaic energy harvesting power supply and a wireless communication link.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The next step in road building is to introduce a high quality, centimeter thin top cover manufactured in production plants probably on the base of a synthetic material. A better noise reduction and a lower rolling drag can be achieved since a production in a plant is done under best conditions. The feasibility of a "rollable" road has been shown in [1] and [2].

A conventional street needs a large amount of (oil based) bitumen, which is running out and therefore more expensive. In order to damp down the cost increase the amount of bitumen needed has to be reduced by decreasing the thickness of the bitumen based top layer of the road or to find a low priced suitable alternative material.

The road networks of developed countries are the backbones of their economies. To increase their capacity without building new roads intelligent traffic management systems are needed. These systems need exact information about the traffic flow to avoid traffic jams and minimize the individual traveling times. The quality of traffic management heavily depends on good input data.

Further it is getting more and more challenging and expensive to enhance the safety with vehicle based systems. In near future driving assistance systems will be upgraded to highly automated, nearly autonomous systems which need more reliable data to proceed. Vehicle based sensor systems are not able to provide these systems with data on the required quality level in every situation as shown by [3]. In contrast to this the here proposed infrastructure can be used for autonomous driving in the long run. Furthermore it can also provide information about the road situation ahead of the individual vehicle like humidity, temperature and slickness which are unknown for vehicle based systems.

II. SYSTEM CONCEPT

Fig. 1 shows a cross section of the "intelligent" road. The base layer can be build conventional, the top layer is called car-pad (analog to carpet). The centimeter thin, high quality, industrialy produced car-pad is unrolled and mounted to the conventional base. Therefore the time required for construction works is short.

The industrial fabrication of the car-pad enables the integration of sensors inside the top layer of the road (colored dots in Fig. 1). Integrated wireless sensor nodes allow to measure passing vehicles and different ambient road conditions like temperature or moisture. The cost of the sensor net is almost insignificant compared to present-day's overall road costs.

Each passing vehicle generates structure-borne sound which propagate through the top layer of the road and can be detected by an accelerometer (see Fig. 2). Accelerometers have very small dimensions, are cheap and can easily be integrated inside a sensor node. After preprocessing, the data are transmitted to small base stations mounted in beacons at the side of the road. These base stations combine the information of the different sensor nodes to a more global view of the traffic flow at this part of the road. The base stations transmit this information to a central traffic management center and to the passing cars.

Due to the very dense sensor network not only the traffic flow but also local events like accidents or other dangerous situations like cars in blind spots can be detected and road users can be warned. Since the information is determined by the infrastructure and not by a car based system, the system will even work if most users are not equipped with a vehicle on-board unit. To participate from warning signal no special hardware is needed. The on-board unit can be integrated into the navigation system.

Subsequently the energy harvesting sensor node is discussed. Besides the utilization in the road, this sensor node can also be used for structural health monitoring (e.g. in bridges or buildings).

III. INITIAL MEASUREMENTS

To the knowledge of the authors this is the first project which wants to use the structure-borne sound of vehicles for their detection. Since there were no data available for the
damping of the structure-borne sound nor the spectrum and the amplitude of that sound a measurement series was performed.

A commercial accelerometer with a sensitivity of 2270 mV s²/m was used. Fig. 3 shows the accelerometers output for a passing car with 50 km/h in a distance of 30 cm. The peaks in the acceleration show the points when the car's axes passes the sensor.

In order to reduce the amount of transmitted data, preprocessing is needed inside the sensor node. This can be realized using a straightforward filter as shown in Fig. 4 which can recognize the axes of passing vehicles.

The filter output is drawn in Fig. 5. Its period was experimentally determined to 10 ms, the sample time to 1 ms.

IV. SENSOR NODE

The structure of the sensor node to be integrated in the top layer of the road is shown in Fig. 6. The power supply of the sensor node consists of series connected solar cells, power regulators, an energy storage and a power management unit. A MEMS (Microelectromechanical System) accelerometer is the primary sensor of the node to detect the structure born sound of passing vehicles. Further sensors for temperature and humidity can also be attached to the ASIC. Only the solar cells, the supercapacitor and the accelerometer sensing element are
external components. All other functions are fully integrated into the ASIC. By this the sensor node dimensions, its power consumption and its price are drastically reduced.

In the following section the power supply and its components are described. Afterwards the different building blocks of the sensor node, the transmitter, the MEMS accelerometer and the accelerometer frontend are presented.

A. Power Supply

The power supply for the sensor node inside the top layer of the road is a critical issue. A lifetime of 10 years is targeted for the top layer of the road. Therefore it is necessary that the sensor node can operate for an even longer period of time. Batteries are not suitable for this application, because it is not possible to operate the sensor nodes for the required lifetime with affordable and small enough batteries inside the top layer of the road. Especially the high temperature differences during a year shorten the lifetimes of batteries and make their use in this application impossible [4].

Since primary batteries are not an option energy harvesting has to be used for the power supply. In [5] different energy sources like solar cells, vibration or temperature energy harvesting have been compared to find the optimal energy source for this application. Solar cells have been selected, because they offer the highest energy density for this application. Furthermore they are well studied and available for low cost. Their only drawback is the need for a transparent package with low reflection to maximize the irradiated power for the solar cell. To keep the sensor node operating during night or times when the solar cell is covered with e.g. snow an energy storage is required. In addition a power management unit is needed to control the electronics to maximize the harvested energy and the operation time of the sensor node. This section describes the structure of the power supply and its components.

1) Photovoltaic Cell: Today different types of solar cells based on different materials like monocrystalline silicon or organic polymers are available. In comparison to the other types silicon thin film solar cells offer medium efficiency of more than 10 %, low price and long term stability [6]. Furthermore the efficiency of amorphous silicon is quite constant even for weak irradiated powers [7]. To consider the life time degradation an efficiency of only 7.8 % is assumed for the power supply.

2) Energy Storage: The output power of the photovoltaic cells depends on the irradiated power which varies strongly. Therefore an energy storage is needed to supply the sensor node with enough energy if the solar cell cannot power it alone. For this application the specific energy and the number of charge-discharge cycles are the most important parameters for the energy storage. The specific power is not important because the sensor node needs less than 1 mW. Lithium rechargeable batteries and supercapacitors are the most promising energy storage technologies for this demands [8]. Due to the harsh temperatures between -40 and 80°C in this applications batteries are not suitable because their capacity would drastically decrease within the first years of operation [4]. That is why supercapacitors have been selected as energy storage technology. They do not limit the lifetime of the sensor node nor lose much capacity due to the temperature range.

3) Power Management System: Besides the energy source and storage DC/DC-converters are needed to improve the available power for the sensor node. A direct connection of the solar cell to the ASIC with the supercapacitor in parallel would not work, because the supply voltage would change between 0 V and the open circuit voltage of the solar cells. Therefore the power supply concept depicted in Fig. 7 was developed. Instead of one large solar cell, 6 smaller ones with the same area are connected in series to increase the output voltage. A multiplexer can connect the supercapacitor or the solar cells to a charge pump. Instead of directly connecting the solar cells to the load, a charge pump is used to keep the cells in their maximum power point. This can increase the harvested energy by more than 25 % despite the losses in the charge pump [9]. The output energy from the charge pump can be used to charge the supercapacitor or directly power the LDO. Using the Multiplexer (MUX) and Demultiplexer (DEMUX) lowers the efficiency for the direct connection due resistive losses. Since the blocks only switch infrequent the transistors can be quite large minimizing the resistive losses. These multiplexers are used to enable four different operation modes. The first one is used to charge the supercapacitor with the energy out of the solar cells. In this mode the charge pump performs the maximum power point tracking and can increase the output voltage of the solar cells to utilize the full voltage range (up to 5 V) for the supercapacitor and maximize the stored charge. The ASIC is powered in the second operation mode from the supercapacitor. A LDO is used to stabilize the power supply voltage. Since the losses in the LDO are proportional to the voltage drop across it, the charge pump is used to minimize it. The ASIC can also be direct powered via the charge pump and the LDO if the output power of the solar cells is sufficient. Furthermore a mixed supply from the solar cells and the supercapacitor for the ASIC is possible, too.

The power supply of the sensor node has been designed for an operation in Germany but by adapting the solar cell area and supercapacitor size it can be used all over the world.
The ASIC has to be active every 20 ms for 2 ms to be able to detect passing vehicles with a speed up to 180 km/h. During its active phase the ASIC needs less than 3.3 mW. Therefore it consumes maximal 248 mW per month. Using the method described in [10] for the area around Aachen in Germany an average irradiated power of 0.69 kWh/m² per day can be calculated for an availability of 95%. For an efficiency of 7.88 % an area of 3 cm² of the solar cells is enough for the operation of the sensor node. The efficiency of the charge pump is assumed to be 90% with a quiescent current of 2 µA. Taking the production variations and degradation over the lifetime into account the supercapacitor size has been set to 106 mF which is 40 % larger than needed. The size of the energy storage enables the sensor node to operate in total darkness for 31 days which should ensure operation even during winter with a lot of snow. A more detailed design based on exact data will lead to a drastic size reduction for the solar cell and the energy storage, which will lower the price per sensor node.

B. Transmitter

The transmission of the sensor data from the sensor node to the base station has to be wireless since a wired transmission would be too complex and expensive. For an approximation of the required energy for the data transmission the data packets and the attenuation have to be estimated. One data packet needs to consists of an ID, the sensor data and a checksum. It can be dimensioned to be less than 256 bit. The frequency band for the data transmission should be selected below 1 GHz due to the better propagation properties. Therefore the frequency ranges 869.40 – 869.65 MHz or 869.70 – 870.00 MHz have been selected for the data transmission. The attenuation for the radio wave could be calculated to be less than 61 dB for a German highway with three lanes per direction. This calculation assumes the absorption coefficient inside the top layer of the road to be 1.67. Since the base station will have more power available a transmitted power of 0.5 mW is sufficient for a stable data transmission. For this application the data transmission can be achieved with less than 2.4 J per data packet and fits well in the calculated power budget of 3.3 mW for 1 ms [11].

C. MEMS Accelerometer

Acceleration can be detected with different techniques like capacitive, piezoelectric or piezoresistive sensing. For this application capacitive MEMS accelerometers are most suitable, because they offer a small outline, low cost, low power consumption and constant quality. Due to their small size they have a low seismic mass which causes a high mechanical noise floor limiting the achievable resolution. The initial measurements on the test track have shown that the required resolution for the sensor nodes is 1 mg, which can be achieved with MEMS accelerometers [12]. The challenge for this application is to maintain the required resolution with as little power consumption as possible and for a competitive price. Therefore the MEMS accelerometer have to be optimized for the structure born sound detection and for lowering the requirements for the readout circuits and its power consumption.

D. Accelerometer Readout Circuit

One main challenge of sensor node design for the "intelligent" road infrastructure is the power efficient readout of the capacitive MEMS accelerometer. For a small parasitic capacitance at the readout node of the sensing element continuous time voltage sensing (CTV) is superior to other readout techniques like switched capacitor [13]. Furthermore it shows a better performance for low power readout circuits, because the resolution is not limited due to noise folding. In [5], [14] a special readout circuit was designed to meet the requirements for this application.

The accelerometer readout circuit is based on [12], [15] and uses dual-chopper stabilization for noise and offset reduction as well as power saving. As depicted in Fig. 8 the frontend uses energy efficient square wave stimulation with the frequency PHL ± PHL on port 1 and 2 of the sensing element. The acceleration dependent charge variations are evaluated on the middle port (M) of the sensing element. The first operation amplifier converts the charge into a voltage and adds flicker noise and offset to the signal. Its gain can be selected with the \( \text{gain0} \) and \( \text{gain1} \) switches. A passive mixer is used to mix the signal down from PHH ± PHL to PHL. Since the flicker noise and offset is around DC it is mixed up to PHL and apart from the signal. The second operational amplifier further boosts the signal and is more energy efficient since it operates at lower frequencies. After the second mixer the signal is mixed to DC and the noise is at PHL and PHH ± PHL, respectively. Therefore the noise can be reduced with a lowpass filter. The signal is digitized with an analog to digital converter.

To increase the resolution different calibration cycles are intended in the readout circuit. The sensor offset, which can drive the sensor frontend into saturation, is coarse reduced with an capacitor array at the middle port of the sensing element. A fine reduction is achieved with an DAC in the input stage of the second operation amplifier (not depicted in Fig 8). Furthermore the gain and offset for other building blocks are calibrated. To achieve the needed resolution of 1 mg a gain of more than...
60 dB is required which limits the input acceleration range to less than 1 g. The gains of both operational amplifiers are controlled by the logic to keep the frontend from saturating and therefore increase the acceleration input range.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a promising concept study of an "intelligent" road has been shown. With this road the traffic situation can be determined without having special equipped cars. Due to the absolute and accurate position information of each car the exact traffic situation can be derived. Traditional navigation systems extended with a receiver can be used as vehicle on-board units. The system can not only be used for optimal routing but also to enhance security by giving drivers assistance and warnings.

It could be shown in a measurement series that structure born sound can be used to detect vehicles and their speed. The proposed sensor net can easily and at low cost be integrated into an industrial fabricated "rollable" road. We have shown the sensor node on block level and listed the specifications. These specifications have been verified by reported circuitries listed in literature or by own transistor level simulations.
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Abstract - This work presents an ongoing research aimed at interpreting the responses of non-selective gas sensors (such as metal oxide resistive ones) in terms of simple IF THEN rules. In particular, it is shown how a logical combination of the output of three extremely low-cost sensors, namely MQ131, MQ136 and TGS2602, can be arranged to produce IF THEN inferences able to discriminate among CO, SO$_2$ and NH$_3$ emissions. The outcome is quantitatively similar to that obtained with high-selective and costly chemical sensors. The experimental results, albeit grounding on an empirical base, seem to support the idea that smart compositions of low-cost sensors are able to manifest surprising discrimination abilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic noses are progressively disseminating throughout both the business-to-business and business-to-consumer market for the number of application domains they spawn. Alcohol testers, air quality monitoring stations [1] food ripeness detectors [2] and even lung cancer sniffers [3] are all examples of this progression. The total cost of such devices is made of two chief components: signal acquisition, processing and transmission unit on the one hand and sensing unit on the other. The latter may significantly affect the final price when high-selective responses, precise and accurate performances are required. Of course, choosing cheaper solutions entails a conundrum.

Low-cost oxide-based resistive sensors are well known to be sensitive to a wide spectrum of gases and air contaminants (this, in principle, is not a drawback); however, their selectivity is generally low [4] thus providing an ambiguous response in terms of individual components of the gas mixtures. Consequently, if high selectivity is needed by the application, the only commercially available option is to buy extremely expensive sensors.

This work presents some empirical results aimed at validating the following hypothesis: it is possible to discriminate among different gas emissions by logically combining the output of low-cost sensors appropriately. The outcome should be as much close as possible to that obtained by employing high-selective and costly chemical sensors.

Therefore, wide-spectrum sensitivity is turned into an advantage because it allows one to provide a multi-detection device at extremely low-cost. Commercial prototyping of this kind of device is currently involving the set of three sensors MQ131, MQ136 and TGS2602 to discriminate among CO, SO$_2$ and NH$_3$ emissions.

Paper layout is organized as it follows. Section II overviews the principal approaches published in the literature to tackle with gas discrimination problems. Section III presents two different approaches to gas discrimination, i.e., classification and disambiguation; the latter is used in this paper and analyzed from the perspective of logics. Then, the experimental setting and the proposed approach are described in Section IV; finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Several techniques have been proposed in the literature to address the problem of low selectivity in low-cost sensors. With reference to tin oxide chemical sensors, two typical measurement strategies are employed [5]: multi-sensor arrays or dynamic measurements based on a single sensor. The latter mainly includes modulation in operating temperature by pulsed or oscillated heating.

A lot of works can be found on temperature modulation in semiconductor gas sensing [6-8]. The modulation is well known to provide more information than static measurement with a mode of a constant operating temperature. Sears et al. [9] suggest several advantages that can arise from the application of a heating voltage pattern. Among all, due to the different reaction rates of various analyte gases at different temperatures, a cyclic temperature variation can be used to characterize unique signatures for each gas.

Unfortunately, temperature modulation requires an intense (hence expensive) pre-calibration phase because of different kinds and patterns of temperature modulation that have to be tried in order to minimize cross-sensitivity effects. For this reason, some sort of signal post-processing is generally applied.

Signal processing attempts to extract information hidden in raw data attenuating the effect of the different sources of noise that can occur during measurements such as cluttered or dynamic background [10]. In [11], a systematic approach for automatic signal processing, evaluation and optimization of gas sensors with temperature cycles is proposed.

In very recent times, signal processing has been coupled with multi-array sensor setups. Initial promising results for example have been obtained in real-time breath monitoring applications with micro-sensor arrays [12]. In that case, the
signal processing technique is based on standard statistical dimensionality reduction and classification algorithms.

Other approaches employ gray-box models for predicting metal oxide sensor response as in [13]; in this case selectivity enhancement is reached thanks to parametric models. This, however, requires a specific knowledge of the underlying electrochemical and thermodynamic aspects.

III. DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO GAS DISCRIMINATION

The problem of correctly attributing low-cost sensor response to one gas from the list of the putative ones can be handled from multiple perspectives. Two of these are considered in the following: classification and signal disambiguation.

A. Classification-based approaches

In principle, the task of assigning a class label to a pattern can be viewed as a classification problem [14], hence the expected output is a classifier that minimizes inter-class and intra-class distance. However, several riddles hinder the correct classification of gases when low-cost sensors are employed. For example: provided timesheets often show an underestimation of the number and the range of sensed gases; furthermore, sensor drift determines non-steady behavior even when similar emission stimuli are supplied thus invalidating the calibration phase.

A high desirable condition is that function boundaries allow for proper discrimination among output classes. In other words, linear separability should be always pursued to avoid misclassification.

Starting from the work of Rumelhart and McClelland [15] it is well-known that 3-layer feed-forward networks are capable of forming any possible complex decision boundary (the so-called property of ‘Universal Approximation’). For this valuable property, a number of reference works in the literature applying neural networks as a computational tool for gas discrimination [16][17][18][19][20][21].

Notwithstanding, linear separation of data in case of gas mixtures can be hardly obtained. In fact, to achieve perfect classification, all the possible concentration combinations should be exploited, which is impractical and in contrast with the objective of an affordable sensor price, at least from the manufacturer’s point of view. For this reason, metal oxide sensors seem unable to produce a true quantitative information of gaseous concentrations, especially in normal operating conditions.

B. Disambiguation-based approaches

In a recent paper [22], the problem of cross-sensitivity has been accounted from a different viewpoint. It has been considered as a disambiguation process driven by algorithmic rules that come from the observation of the sensor datasheets and simple hypotheses on sensor behavior. The basic idea grounds on the hypothesis that, if the same gas is actually measured by two or more sensors, then their estimated concentrations will be similar, with an accuracy related to the number of concordant sensors. The same consideration can be drawn for every possible gas detected by the sensors so that a simple ranking strategy is applied. If the level of agreement among sensors about a supposed measured gas is above a certain confidence threshold, then the gas is considered to be a good candidate for the disambiguation process.

C. Blending classification and disambiguation approaches

The current paper tries to take benefit from the two above-mentioned approaches of gas discrimination as either a classification or disambiguation problem. The proposed one deals in fact with both separability (hence classification) and semantics (hence disambiguation). To achieve this goal, logical combinations of the output of three extremely low-cost sensors are employed. They represent a simple means to characterize sensor behaviors in intuitive linguistic terms, as it happens with fuzzy logic [23] descriptions. In the following, the proposed approach is presented in more detail.

IV. PROPOSED LOGIC-BASED APPROACH

It is fair to assume that any empirically-driven scientific methodology is based on the following steps:

1. observations and pre-processing (i.e., of measurable signals);
2. theoretical hypothesis formulation from observations;
3. consequent hypothesis validation;
4. theory formulation (hypotheses become verified rules);

If applied with care (possibly after several iterations) the steps above should lead to some verifiable (inductive) inference (i.e., a theory) about the phenomenon under scope. Hence, the result is a description of the analyzed phenomenon after some kind of classification and validation phase. It is noteworthy that none of the traditional Computational Intelligence [24] techniques such as neural networks or fuzzy logic seem to provide a complete coverage of all the previous points at the same time.

In [25], a heuristic for extracting IF THEN rules form signal measurements has been presented with reference to temperature time-series analysis. In this paper, the same heuristic is used for gas discrimination.

IF THEN rules are widely used in expert systems [26] for representing knowledge in a structured and logical way; their application to the field of sensor measurements is indeed quite a novel engagement in the literature.

The obtained rules are considered as “self-descriptors” of the observed signals since they manifest knowledge in the form of logical implications built upon numerical hypotheses on the input data without any external knowledge source available. Although quite at an early stage, this simple methodology has a relevant aspect: the output (i.e., rules) is built over the same alphabet of the input space (signals) by means of numerical hypotheses. Alternatively speaking, input-output mapping is performed through measurable hypotheses. At the end of the validation process, verified hypotheses become IF THEN rules, hence they provide a (logical) description of the observed input.

Since such methodology is general, it can be employed for gas discrimination, which is the aim of this paper. Consequently, numerical hypotheses applied over low-cost
gas sensor output signals can be used to infer on the kind of gas actually being sensed. In other words, given $N$ sensors as input, the expected output should be a set of IF THEN rules of the type:

$$\text{IF } \text{hyp(sensor}_1) \text{ AND } \text{hyp(sensor}_2) \ldots \text{ AND } \text{hyp(sensor}_N)$$

$$\text{THEN gas}_x \text{ OR gas}_y \ldots \text{ OR gas}_z \text{ are being measured}$$

where $\text{hyp()}$ is a predicative function defined as follows:

$$\text{hyp(sensor}_x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if hyp is verified for sensor } x \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

A pictorial representation of the proposed approach is drafted in Figure 1.

A. Experimental setting

The experimental setting has been built around three extremely low-cost sensors (see Figure 2 for more details), namely: Hanwei MQ131 and MQ136, Figaro TGS2602.

In all these sensors, the sensing material is a metal oxide semiconductor (generally tin oxide). When the sensing layer is heated at a certain temperature in the air, oxygen is adsorbed on the crystal surface with a negative charge. As quoted in [6] by withdrawing electron density from the semiconductor surface, adsorbed oxygen gives rise to Schottky potential barriers at grain boundaries, and thus increases the resistance of the sensor surface. Reducing gases decrease the surface oxygen concentration and thus decrease the sensor resistance. The overall process causes a decrease in the resistance $R_s$ of the sensing layer that can be measured against a standard value $R_0$ gathered at optimal test condition. Sensor datasheets are given as $R_s/R_0$ values against part-per-million (ppm) concentrations.

Experiments have been carried by directly exposing the device acquisition unit to small quantities of different gaseous contaminants. Emissions have been produced in sequence to stimulate subgroups of the chosen sensor triplet. Emissions have been the following: first, carbon monoxide (CO); second, sulphur dioxide (SO$_2$); third, a mix of the first two (CO+SO$_2$); fourth, ammonia (NH$_3$).

Actually, we purposely did not use any test chamber for the experiment since our objective was mainly to discriminate among classes of emissive phenomena rather than exactly computing the ppm values of the induced gases. All emission events have been tagged with a timestamp. This assured a correct synchronization between the emitted gases and the observed sensor responses.

B. Pre-processing

A brief sequence of pre-processing steps has been applied over raw data, namely: 1) normalization; 2) extraction of the first derivative; 3) extraction of the absolute value.

In the normalization step, the dataset is transformed so that each signal is brought at mean zero with unary standard deviation. This allows for comparing the dynamics of the signals on the same scale. The consequence is the loss of absolute values, which is however outside the scope of the paper and is left to a future work on the subject.

In the second processing step, sensor dynamics is emphasized by considering the first derivatives as relevant features in the signal characterization process.

In the last processing step, absolute values obtained from the previous step are taken, so that oscillatory behaviors of the first derivatives are eliminated.

The effect of the three processing steps on input data is displayed in Figure 3.
C. Defining numerical hypotheses over the dataset

After the pre-processing step, data are given in input to the logical block for gas selection.

Logical rules are defined by means of numerical hypotheses on data, as discussed above. The chosen hypothesis is a very simple one: it is defined by the following function:

\[
\text{hyp}(\text{datum}(k)) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \text{datum}(k) \geq \theta \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(\text{datum}(k)\) is an input sample at time \(k\) and \(\theta\) is a parametric threshold.

It is interesting to note that, depending on the value of \(\theta\), hypotheses can be true or false, i.e., below or above certain levels the hypothesis function may switch from one logical state to another. This means that an IF THEN rule of the type defined above can be verified only in certain subsets of the dataset.

Furthermore, it is important to stress that the logical state (true or false) is obtained only by means of measures, without explicitly knowing the analytical form of the underlying datum function. This allows for analyzing, in principle, any given measurable signal.

Parameter \(\theta\) provides one degree of freedom to the definition of the logical block. Of course, more than one parameter can be considered; however, for the sake of simplicity, only one parameter is taken in this paper.

D. Finding the best parametric configuration

The choice for optimal \(\theta\) has been led by the estimation of another parameter, referred to as the coverage index (CI).

The coverage index of an IF THEN rule is simply defined as the number of samples where the rule is verified divided by the dataset cardinality. In formulae:

\[
\text{CI}(\text{Rule}_i) = \frac{\# \text{ samples where Rule}_i \text{ is verified}}{|\text{Dataset}|}
\]

Similarly, the total coverage index (TCI) represents the fraction of samples in the dataset covered by at least one of the IF THEN rules representing the knowledge base.

TCI varies from 0 (no rule) to 1 (when rules completely partition the dataset). TCI can be reckoned by means of the following formula:

\[
\text{TCI}(\text{KB}) = \sum_{i=1}^{[\text{KB}]} \bigcup \text{CI}(\text{Rule}_i)
\]

There can be samples in the dataset firing more than one rule; this means that there can be rule activation patterns that partially or totally overlap over the dataset.

Our attempt was to empirically find the minimum number of rules (depending on parameter \(\theta\)) with the total coverage index closest to 1. For this to be achieved, an iterative procedure has been run varying the value of \(\theta\). Good results have been found for \(\theta = 0.3\) with TCI=1 obtained by means of the four rules expressed in Table 1, while an image showing all four rules activation patterns is framed in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule ID</th>
<th>KNOWLEDGE BASE (for (\theta=0.3))</th>
<th>IF STATEMENT</th>
<th>THEN STATEMENT</th>
<th>CI %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MQ 131 TGS 2602 MQ 136 SO2 NH3 CO other</td>
<td>F F T T T T N.A.</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MQ 131 TGS 2602 MQ 136 SO2 NH3 CO other</td>
<td>F T F N.A. T N.A. N.A.</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MQ 131 TGS 2602 MQ 136 SO2 NH3 CO other</td>
<td>T T T N.A. N.A. T N.A.</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MQ 131 TGS 2602 MQ 136 SO2 NH3 CO other</td>
<td>F F N.A. T N.A. N.A. T</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each row from Table I represents a true IF THEN rule. Antecedents (i.e., arguments of the IF statement) are hypotheses on samples coming from sensors; consequents (i.e., arguments of the THEN statement) are True/False values over the hypothesis that a certain gas is actually being sensed. These last hypotheses have been verified in a supervised manner by windowing the emission events around the tagged timestamp of the experiment phase. For any given rule, if the number of firing events in the window of a gas emission was too low (less than 5% of the window length) then the predicate variable was considered insensitive to that gas. If the number of firing event was comprised between 5% and 50% of the window length, then the predicate value was assigned a low credibility.

To be more clear, the first row of Table I represents the following statement:

```
IF MQ 131 AND TGS 2602 AND MQ 136 THEN SO2 AND NH3 AND CO OTHER
```

Figure 4. Rule activation patterns (rules correspond to logical relationship reported in Table I).
Rule 1:

IF MQ131 < 0.3 AND TGS2602 < 0.3 AND MQ136 >= 0.3

THEN SO\(_2\) OR NH\(_3\) OR (with low credibility) CO (with low credibility)

This means that every time the (preprocessed) values of MQ131 and TGS2602 are below 0.3 and those of MQ136 are above or equal to 0.3 then all the three gases are possibly being sensed: SO\(_2\), NH\(_3\) or CO, having the latter two cases a low credibility.

Rules may also provide very poor pieces of information like in Rule 4:

IF MQ131 < 0.3 AND TGS2602 < 0.3

THEN SO\(_2\) OR something unknown

where the interpretation is that if both MQ131 and TGS2602 values are below 0.3 then either we are in presence of SO\(_2\), or we are not capable of ascribing sensor behavior to one of the considered gases.

Of course, having multiple gases in output is not a desirable condition since it represents an ambiguous response. Notwithstanding, disambiguation can be partially dealt with by means of simple considerations.

E. Disambiguating sensor response

Rule 2 and 3 account respectively for NH\(_3\) and CO. This means that they do not need further disambiguation. If we want our system to be able to detect also SO\(_2\) emissions, some kind of rule post-processing has to be carried out. In particular, Rule 1 can be simplified assuming to disregard NH\(_3\) and CO response due to their low credibility.

Of course, this is only an empirical approach aimed at showing the problem of disambiguation at a coarse scale. More formal approaches go beyond the scope of the paper; for example, the reader may refer to a previous work [22].

F. Testing results with high-cost chemical sensors

For testing purposes, the discrimination abilities of the logic block has been compared with the output of high-cost chemical sensors. In particular, two SensoriC sensors for CO and SO\(_2\) detection respectively have been used for this aim. These two sensors are approximately between one and two orders of magnitude more costly than the low-cost ones. Their response to the events of CO and SO\(_2\) is depicted in Figure 5.

G. Dataset heteroscedasticity

In order to have a further estimate of the inner correlation among sensors, dataset heteroscedasticity (i.e., the property of measured samples to represent a population with equal variance) has been assessed through the Barlett’s test [27]. The test, computed on raw data coming from the triplet, has shown that (with reference to the proposed experiment) the number of dimensions necessary to explain the non-random variations in data is 3. The same result has been obtained by means of the principal component analysis [28].

This assessment defines the putative minimum number of IF THEN rules needed to best explain our data. As shown before, four IF THEN rules were empirically found.

H. Theoretical aspects and future developments

Since IF THEN rules are logical statements, they guarantee logical coherence in their respective domain of validity. For example, assuming that “IF A AND B THEN C” is true in a certain interval, this implies that, in the same interval, “IF A AND B THEN NOT C” cannot be verified. In other words, the proposed logical approach to signal interpretation, provides a coherent framework for gas discrimination.

Another key point, is the type of numerical hypothesis to apply over incoming data. For the sake of simplicity, only one parameter has been used for tuning purposes. However, it is fair to assume that, the more parameters used, the more discriminatory the type of rules found.

Starting from these observations, it is interesting to note that the proposed approach stays amid a wide number of fields, such as measurements, computational intelligence, logics. Measurements become valuator of hypotheses over data, thus allowing for a jump from the numerical world to the logic-symbolic one.

V. Conclusion

In this work, the novel hypothesis of logically combining low-cost metal oxide sensor responses by means of IF THEN inference rules has been presented for gas discrimination purposes. Observational experiments have been made to support this claim. In particular, it has been shown how a triplet of low-cost sensors (namely, MQ131, MQ136 and TGS2602) is sufficient for discriminating three different classes of emissions (CO, SO\(_2\) and NH\(_3\)).

This paper is built upon the theoretical and practical expertise gained from previous works in the mixed fields of measurement and computational intelligence. As far as the electrochemical and thermodynamic aspects are concerned, a temperature-humidity calibration phase was performed digitally on raw data basing on the available MQ131, MQ136 and TGS2602 datasheet information and using high-sensitivity temperature and humidity sensor output as ground-truth reference. As for the information processing aspects, the computationally-lightweight rule extraction
mechanism presented in [25] allowed for producing a coherent knowledge base with a very small number of valid rules (four in our case). Since the obtained rules are logical, when they account for conflicting behaviors, this means that they certainly do not occur in the same sampling time.

To cap it all, the noteworthy principle behind our proposal is that gas discrimination abilities gained with low-cost sensors can be surprisingly similar to that obtained with high-cost counterparts. This idea, although grounding by now only on an empirical base, seems to open a promising perspective in the research field of both measurements and intelligent information systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In WSNs (Wireless Sensor Networks), the sensor nodes cooperatively sense the environment and send the sampled data to the base station. Since many nodes may transmit a large amount of data synchronously, how to collect, transport, and process the data efficiently is the main research domain of the WSN applications [1]. Event-driven publish/subscribe is considered as an efficient method for data collecting and transmitting tasks in WSN. It is because data is sensed and transmitted only when certain events occur. Compared with the request/response model in which information exchange occurs by issuing requests and waiting for corresponding responses, publish/subscribe model can reduce the network overload significantly [2].

Implementing an efficient publish/subscribe mechanism in the WSNs is challengeable [3]. WSN is an ad-hoc, self-organized and totally distributed network. The subscriber nodes, which are interested in some events, do not know whether, when and where the events may occur. And the publisher nodes do not know which nodes are interested in these events either. Publish/subscribe mechanism in WSN must be distributed. Moreover, the WSN is resource-limited (in terms of computation ability, storage ability, and communication ability), event mapping and routing policies should be carefully designed to achieve publish/subscribe functionality and prolong the life of the WSN as much as possible.

Rendezvous-based model is a frequently used model for distributed publish/subscribe. In this model, the queries and events are sent to a set of selected nodes called rendezvous nodes that act as the brokers where the interests of the subscribers and publishers match. The mapping and routing policy should guarantee that there exists a rendezvous node that receives both the query and its matched event. When using predetermined physical node IDs, a query or event may be mapped to an ID that does not exist because the node that initiates the query or event has only local network information. Location-based method maps the query or event to a set of geographic locations and publishes it at the nodes nearest these locations. However, most sensor nodes are deeply embedded. It is impossible from them to integrate GPS-like positioning devices. And most existing position algorithms for WSN consume a lot of computing and energy resource [4].

Gossip-based approach does not require location information. In this model, each query or event is spread throughout the network by probabilistic broadcasting [5]. The queries and events are sent to almost all the nodes, which guarantee the high probability that the interests of subscribers and publishers match. However, since each query or event must be sent to almost all the nodes, network overload may be very high and serious congestion may occur frequently.

A more efficient mechanism that does not require location information is needed to address this problem. Gossip-based approach does not concern the content of certain query/event and sent a query/event message randomly. To guarantee that an event meets every query, excessive transmission becomes necessary. It causes unnecessary query and event forwarding in an unstructured network environment. We think, with a carefully designed overlay network (structured network environment), a query/event message can be forwarded more efficiently based on content-related mapping and routing. We propose TinyMQ, a content-based publish/subscribe middleware for wireless sensor network. In TinyMQ, an overlay network is constructed on top of the underlying WSN, in which sensor nodes can be logically connected independent of their geographical position. The unique keys represented by the binary strings chosen from \{0, 1\} is used as the logical
addresses of in the proposed overlay network, which enables hash based content-related message mapping and routing. This mapping mechanism guarantees the events meet the queries in the certain rendezvous nodes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related researches. Section 3 describes the details of TinyMQ including overlay maintaining, message (event and query) mapping and routing. In Section 4, the performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated. Finally, in Section 5, we present the conclusion and future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Several publish/subscribe approaches in WSN have been proposed in the literature. This section introduces these existing approaches briefly.

The Mires [6] middleware addresses the implementation of publish/subscribe communication for wireless sensor network applications. It adopts topic-based publish/subscribe mechanism that can reduce the number of transmissions and energy consumption because only the messages referring to the subscribed topic are sent to a sink node. In Mires, the publisher nodes must know which nodes the events are sent to and which paths the events are followed. The implementation detail and performance evaluation are not given either.

TinyDDS [7] is a lightweight implementation of the OMG DDS Specification Standard in WSNs. TinyDDS can adaptively perform event publication according to dynamic network conditions and autonomously balances its performance among conflicting objectives. It leverages an evolutionary multi-objective optimization mechanism to seek the optimal tradeoffs among objectives and adjust parameters in its event routing protocol. However, topic-based DDS is designed for the traditional distributed system that has a lot of difference with WSN. The main goal of TinyDDS is to provide the interoperability between WSNs and access networks. The goal of TinyMQ is to provide the interoperability among the nodes in a WSN.

PUB-2-SUB [8], a publish/subscribe framework for P2P networks, is based on two key design components: the virtualization component and the indexing component. The virtualization component maintains a naming structure by assigning to each node a unique virtual address. A tree-like overlay network is constructed and maintained. The indexing component determines the corresponding subscription and notification paths for given queries and publications, in which routing is based on the virtual addresses of the nodes. PUB-2-SUB+ is an extension of PUB-2-SUB for WSNs [9]. It is location-free and content guide. However, load balance is not considered in PUB-2-SUB+, which can cause high throughput and even congestion in some region where many events and queries are directed, such as the region near the root nodes. The nodes in this region may exhaust their energy and crash down quickly.

Compared with PUB-2-SUB+, TinyMQ partitions the whole network into multiple trees. A query/event is mapped to multiple nodes in the different trees. It facilitates load-balancing and high-availability. TinyMQ also allows cross-tree routing, which relieves the burden of root nodes.

III. TINYMQ

TinyMQ is a content-based publish/subscribe middleware for WSNs, which employs a general message mapping and routing mechanism on top of an overlay network to provide scalable and adaptable publish/subscribe. This section will explain how TinyMQ solves the existing problems.

A. Architecture

In TinyMQ, a sensor node can act both as a producer and a consumer of information, playing the role of publisher and subscriber, respectively. Publishers and subscribers exchange messages in form of events and queries.

TinyMQ consists of two layers: overlay layer and pub/sub layer. The overlay layer maintains a naming structure by assigning to each node a unique virtual address. The sensor network is organized in a logical topology despite node failures and network churn. Publish/subscribe layer provides message mapping and routing functionality for event subscription, event publication and event notification. The message mapping and routing mechanism determines the corresponding subscription and notification paths for given queries and events, in which routing is based on the virtual addresses of the nodes.

For events and queries, the initiated nodes select the rendezvous nodes through message mapping and sent corresponding messages to these selected rendezvous nodes through message routing. The rendezvous nodes check the events against the queries in order to determine whether dispatching the events to the subscribers or not.

B. Overlay network

We assume that the sensor network is a connected graph of n stationary nodes \( \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n\} \) and that there are one or more nodes \( \{S_1^*, S_2^*, \ldots, S_m^*\} \) (m ≥ 1) that are reliable like the sink nodes or base stations. Two nodes are called “neighbors” if they can communicate directly with each other.

![Figure 1. The overlay network with two root nodes (6, 9)](image)

Each node is assigned a binary string chosen from \( \{0, 1\} \) called key value to indicate its logical address, denoted by key(S). Using 0 or 1 symbols facilitates designing hash-based mapping mechanism.
TinyMQ maintains a multi-tree overlay on top of this kind of network, in which the stable sink nodes serve as root nodes and initiate the overlay constructing process. Every node belongs to only one tree. The nodes belonging to the different trees may have some key value, which means more nodes can act as rendezvous nodes for certain query/event message.

The form and structure of logic address is similar with PUB-2-SUB\(^*\). The key value of \( S_i \), a child of \( S_i^* \), is the shortest string of key(\( S_i^* \)) + \( \ast \) + \( \ast \) + \( \ast \) + \( \ast \) unused by any other child node of \( S_i^* \). However, PUB-2-SUB\(^*\) maintains only one tree across the whole network, which may lead to serious congestion near the root node. Although PUB-2-SUB\(^*\) claims that it can build multiple trees to relieve the congestion, each tree must contain all the nodes. It will cause large coordinating and maintaining overhead. In TinyMQ, there are \( m \) trees rooted by \( S_i^* \) across the whole network. Each node only belongs to one tree. The network is partitioned into \( m \) tree-based clusters. Therefore, the possible congestion near the root node can be avoided and better load balance can be achieved. An example of this kind of overlay is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the network comprises of 23 nodes, two of which (node 6 and node 9) serve as the root nodes.

Given a node \( X \), the key zone of \( X \), denoted by \( kzone(X) \), is defined as the set of all the binary strings, of which \( key(X) \) is the longest prefix. In Fig. 1, the key zone of root 6 is \( kzone(6) = \{ '0' , '00', '000', '0000', '0000\ast' \} \), and for a normal node 10, \( kzone(10) = \{ '0101', '01010', '01010\ast' \} \).

In this multi-tree overlay, each node \( X \) has a state, represented by \( info(X) = < key(X), root(X), dist(X) > \), where \( key(X) \) is the key value of node \( X \), \( root(X) \) is the root of tree which \( X \) resides, and \( dist(X) = < dist(X, S_i^*), dist(X, S_j^*), \ldots, dist(X, S_m^*) > \) is the vector of shortest distances from the root node \( X \) to the distance node. The distance is measured by the number of hops. If \( X \) is the root node, let \( key(X) = \varnothing \) and \( root(X) \) is itself. The key value is used to route messages inside a tree, whereas the distance information is used to route messages from a tree to another. Exception for the root nodes, all the above information is initially unknown for every node but will eventually be filled as nodes exchange information with their neighbors. Specifically, once a node \( X \) updates its \( info(X) \), it advertises the \( info(X) \) to all its neighbors. Upon receipt of such a message, each neighbor \( Y \) updates its state as follows:

1. Update distance information: \( dist(Y, S_i^*) = min(dist(Y, S_j^*), dist(X, S_i^*) + 1) \) for each root node \( S_i^* \).
2. If \( key(Y) \) has not been set, update key value and root information:
   a. Set \( root(Y) = root(X) \) (i.e., \( Y \) is in the same tree as \( X \)).
   b. Set \( key(Y) \) to a binary identifier according to the Key prefix rule: \( key(Y) \) is a string (shortest length preferred) of the form \( key(X) + \ast + \ast \) unused by any other neighbor node of \( X \). \( X \) is called the "parent node" of \( Y \).

C. Message mappings

We now consider the message mapping and routing mechanism and analyze how to accomplish publish/subscribe in WSNs. The notations that we will use in the following sections are defined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notations</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>The number of dimensions in the event space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>An ( d )-dimensional event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>A ( d )-dimensional event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c.a_1 )</td>
<td>An ( i )-th attribute of event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q )</td>
<td>A ( d )-dimensional subscription (query)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q.c )</td>
<td>An ( i )-th constraint of subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega )</td>
<td>A ( d )-dimensional event space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega_i )</td>
<td>Projection of ( \Omega ) on ( i )-th dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Sigma )</td>
<td>A ( d )-dimensional subscription space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each publish/subscribe application, we assume the interest has a fixed number of attributes called the dimension. The event is defined as some new information that a node wants to publish. The queries of interest are those that specify a lower-bound and an upper-bound on each event attribute. A query \( Q \) is represented as a \( d \)-dimensional interval vector \( \{ c_1, \ldots, c_l \} \), where \( c_i = [q_i, d_i] \), \( q_i \in [0, 1] \) is the constraint on the \( i \)-th dimension. A query subscribes to all events belonging to this interval. Each query is subscribed to all the trees and each event is published to all the trees. In PUB-2-SUB\(^*\) the event mapping mechanism only deals with one dimension events.

We use the key space-split mapping mechanism proposed in [10]. In this mechanism, message mapping is based on a collection of hash functions \( h_i : \Omega_i \rightarrow [0, 1] \); \( h_i \) maps attribute values in \( \Omega_i \) to bit strings of length \( l \). Given the set of \( h_i \) functions, a set of hash functions \( H \) is defined for constraints \( Q.c \), to return sets of \( l \)-length bit strings as follows:

\[
H(Q.c) = \{ h_i(e) | e \in \Omega_i, h_i(e) \text{ satisfies } Q.c \}.
\]

In order to implement the matching, TinyMQ distribute across the nodes in the system the tasks of storing subscriptions, matching events against subscriptions, and delivering notifications to subscribers. Subscriptions in \( \Sigma \) and events in \( \Omega \) should be assigned to nodes through two mapping functions: \( SK : \Sigma \rightarrow 2^\Omega \) and \( EK : \Omega \rightarrow 2^\Sigma \). \( SK(Q) \) returns a set of key values, named rendezvous key values of \( Q \) that indicate the corresponding rendezvous node responsible for storing \( Q \). \( EK(e) \) complements \( EK \) by returning the rendezvous key values of \( e \). The nodes with the same key values are the rendezvous nodes responsible for matching \( e \) against subscriptions registered in the system. So if \( e \in \Omega \), then \( EK(e) \cap SK(Q) \neq \emptyset \), which we call this property as mapping intersection rule.

The \( SK \) function returns all possible concatenations of bit strings: \( SK(Q) = \{ s_1 \odot s_2 \odot \ldots \odot s_l | s_i \in \{0, 1\} \land s_i \in H(Q.c_i) \} \) which returns several rendezvous key values. To satisfy the mapping intersection rule, the \( EK \) mapping is defined as \( EK(e) = h(e.a_1) \odot h(e.a_2) \odot \ldots \odot h(e.a_l) \) i.e., it returns a single rendezvous key value. It is base on the idea of cascade hashing.

For example, in a monitoring application for cold chain logistics, a query is \( Q = \{ 0 < \text{temperature} < 0.5, \ 0.85 < \})
humidity < 0.9), and a event is \( e = \{ \text{temp} = 0.25, \text{humidity} = 0.88 \} \), the mapping process is \( h_1 = (\lfloor |\text{temperature}| \cdot 10 \rfloor)^2 \).

The query is sent to the nodes with the common prefix of 0000, 0100, or 1000. The event is sent to the nodes with the common prefix of 0100. These nodes are the rendezvous nodes.

### D. Message routing

For ease of presentation in this section, we assume: (1) query \( Q = [q_0, q_1] \) or \( Q = [q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_3] \) (as \( q_i \in \{0, 1\}^m \) is an event set which consists of several events, and every event will be presented by several binary strings; (2) subscription notation \( <Q, S^*_e> \) indicates that \( Q \) will send to some nodes that belong to tree rooted by \( S^*_e \), and analogously, event notation \( <e, S^*_e> \) indicates that \( e \) will be sent and stored in some nodes that belong to the tree rooted by \( S^*_e \).

**Algorithm 3.1 Subscription Routing**

1. Initially, the subscription starts at the subscriber node of \( Q \), send to the nodes of the tree \( S^*_e \).
2. At a node \( X \) that receives \( <Q, S^*_e> \).
3. Quit if node \( X \) already received this query before.
4. If (root(\( X \)) \( \neq S^*_e \))
   5. \( Y = \min(\{\text{dist}(\text{Y}, S^*_e) | \text{Y is the neighbor node of node} \ X\}) \)
   6. Send the subscription \( <Q, S^*_e> \) to the node \( Y \).
   7. Else
   8. Let set \( Z = \{\text{str} \in \{0, 1\}^m | \text{Key(X)} \text{ is a prefix of str} \} \)
   9. If (\( \{Q - Z\} \neq \varnothing \))
   10. Let \( NK = \{\text{Key(Y)} | \text{Y is the neighbor node of} \ X \text{ but is not the child node of} \ X\} \)
   11. And let \( M = \{<K_0, K_{pre}> | \text{as for} \ K_0 (\in Q - Z), \text{exists a} \ K_{pre} (\in NK) \text{ that} \ K_{pre} \text{ is the largest common prefix of} \ K_0, K_{pre} \} \)
   12. Traverse the set \( M \)
   13. If (\( \text{pre} \text{ is longer than} \ pre_{\text{prefix}} \))
      14. forward \( <Q, S^*_e> \) to node \( K_{pre} \)
   15. else
      16. forward \( <Q, S^*_e> \) to parent node \( K_{pre} \) of the node \( X \)
   17. else if (\( \{Q \cap Z\} \neq \varnothing \))
      18. store \( Q \) at \( X \) if \( kzone(X) \) overlap with \( Q \)
      19. forward \( Q \) to all children of \( X \) in Tree(\( S^*_e \)).

Every node has been assigned a key value as a result of an overlay establishing process. A query can be initiated by any node in the WSN at any time. The routing algorithms to subscription (query) and publication (event) are presented below in Algorithm 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

In the Algorithm 3.1, when the node \( X \) receives the query \( Q \), if the node \( X \) does not belong to Tree \( S^*_e \), the subscription will be send toward Tree \( S^*_e \) (Line 4-6). Otherwise, the subscription will be stored and processed in the node \( X \) (Line 18) if it overlaps the zone \( kzone(X) \) of node \( X \), or send to child nodes of node \( X \) (Line 19) if it overlaps the zone \( kzone(Y) \) of the child nodes of node \( X \), or to neighbor nodes (Line 13, 14), or to parent node (Line 15, 16) of the node \( X \) according to the largest common prefix (Line 8-12).

**Algorithm 3.2 Event Routing**

1. Initially, the event starts at the publisher node of \( e \), send to the nodes of the tree \( S^*_e \).
2. At a node \( X \) that receives \( <e, S^*_e> \).
3. If (root(\( X \)) \( \neq S^*_e \))
   4. \( Y = \min(\{\text{dist}(\text{Y}, S^*_e) | \text{Y is the neighbor node of node} \ X\}) \)
   5. Send the event \( <e, S^*_e> \) to the node \( Y \).
   6. Else
   7. If (key(\( X \)) is not the prefix of \( e \))
      8. Let \( NK = \{\text{Key(Y)} | \text{Y is the neighbor node of} \ X \text{ but is not the child node of} \ X\} \)
      9. And let \( M = \{<e, K_{pre}> | \text{as for} \ e, \text{exists a} \ K_{pre} (\in NK) \text{ that} \ K_{pre} \text{ is the largest common prefix of} \ e, K_{pre} \} \)
      10. If (\( \text{pre} \text{ is longer than} \ pre_{\text{prefix}} \))
          11. forward \( <e, S^*_e> \) to node \( K_{pre} \)
      12. else
          13. forward \( <e, S^*_e> \) to parent node \( K_{pre} \) of the node \( X \)
      14. else if (key(\( X \)) is the prefix of \( e \))
      15. find the child node \( Y \) such that \( \text{key(Y)} \) is a prefix of \( e \)
      16. if (\( Y \) exists) then forward \( e \) to \( Y \)
      17. else search node \( X \) for those subscriptions matching \( e \).

![Figure 2. Message routing](image-url)
parent node (Line 12, 13) of the node X according to the largest common prefix (Line 7-9).

As shown in Fig. 2, based on our proposed routing algorithms, the subscription “01” is disseminated though 13→6→7 and 13→6→2→1→4 respectively; and the event “01” is disseminated through 21→14→7→6→13 and 18→9→4→1→2→6→13 respectively. Node 7 (with the common prefix 01) is the rendezvous node in the tree rooted from node 6, and node 4 (with the common prefix 01) is the rendezvous node in the tree rooted from node 9.

IV. EVALUATION STUDY

We use OPNET simulator to evaluate TinyMQ performance. The simulated network consists of 1500 sensor nodes uniformly placed in a 500m × 200m field, each node having a communication radius of 20m.

The event space is 2-dimension and any event in this space can be mapped into a bit string whose length is less than 128. Each subscription is a random continuous event set in this event space. Every node in the network can subscribe and publish.

In the simulation, 10,000 events and 100 queries are generated and disseminated. The length of the query interval (determining the size of event set) follows Zipf’s distribution. The reason to choose Zipf’s distribution is that recent work observed a Zipf like long tail distribution [11] of object annotation and the query terms in ad hoc, self-organized applications like WSN applications.

To evaluate the efficiency of TinyMQ, we consider the following performance metrics: subscription efficiency, notification delay and effect of failure. We also compared TinyMQ with PUB-2-SUB+ in terms of subscription efficiency and notification delay. PUB-2-SUB+ is selected because it is also a content-based subscribe/publish middleware built on a logic overlay without location information.

To measure subscription efficiency, we compute the average number of nodes that store a query and the number of hops that the query is forwarded until reaching those nodes. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show TinyMQ achieves higher subscription efficiency both in terms of storage and communication especially when the number of trees is larger. In Fig. 3, the x axis represents the number of trees, and the y axis represents the number of nodes storing the query. In Fig. 4, the x axis represents the number of trees, and the y axis represents the number of hops that the query is forwarded. For example, when the number of trees is 10, the average number of nodes storing the subscription decreases from 23 to 18, and the average number of hops forwarding the query decreases from 18 to 10. It is because the trees are not overlapped in TinyMQ and distance-based inter-tree routing can balance the load.

Notification delay is computed by the equation $d_t / d_{optimal}$, where $d_t$ is the total hop count distance from the source node to the destination node via the rendezvous node, and $d_{optimal}$ is the shortest hop count distance from the source node to the

![Figure 3. Number of nodes per query](image_url)

![Figure 4. Number of nodes per query](image_url)

![Figure 5. Notification delay](image_url)

![Figure 6. Repair cost](image_url)
destination directly. Fig. 5 illustrates notification delay of TinyMQ is lower than PUB-2-SUB +. The x axis represents the number of trees, and the y axis represents the value of $d / d_{optimal}$. Since both TinyMQ and PUB-2-SUB + do not create new network links, $d_{optimal}$ value should be same. The main reason for this improvement in notification delay is that the numbers of hops per query is lower in TinyMQ.

To evaluate the effect of failure, we let a random fraction $p$ of the network down and investigate the impact in terms of repair cost which is defined that the total number of nodes that need to update its state to remain valid. Fig. 6 illustrates the repair cost versus different number of failing nodes. The x axis represents the number of trees, and the y axis represents the number of nodes that must update their status. Since TinyMQ needs to maintain the distance information, most nodes need to update its information. When the number of trees increase, the network partitioned into more small clusters, the number of affected nodes decreases due to this separation.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Without location information the dissemination of queries and events in publish/subscribe services in sensor networks usually relies on a gossiping protocol which ignores the message content during the dissemination. Our proposed middleware, TinyMQ, provides an efficient content-based publish/subscribe architecture in WSNs. TinyMQ is based on a partition of the network, and nodes in each tree are assigned unique key values in such a way, that is convenient for content-based routing. Our simulation results have demonstrated several promising properties of TinyMQ in terms of subscription efficiency and notification delay.

Future work includes implementing and deploying TinyMQ in real sensor nodes such as MicaZ or IRIS. The issues of optimizing multi-tree based logic topology according to the network environment and studying the impact of node mobility will be also addressed.
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Abstract—Proactive link state routing protocols, as used within the Mobile Ad hoc NETwork framework, have not been as successful in wireless sensor networks. This is mainly due to the extensive energy usage by control traffic transmissions and state requirements. However, such protocols are in many situations a more suitable candidate than their counterparts. The benefits are their topology overview, and more importantly the already available spanning trees for information distribution. The high signaling overhead associated with proactive protocols can be reduced by taking advantage of the static nature of wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we investigate how the Optimized Link-State Routing (OLSR) protocol, as a proactive routing protocol candidate, can be adapted to work better in a wireless sensor network environment. The basis for the solution is that control messages are sent with a low frequency when the network is stable, and more often if topology changes occur. The proposed solution is investigated using simulations from no loss to lossy link environments showing promising results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are regarded as two distinctly different types of ad hoc networks, requiring routing protocols with specialized attributes. While MANET routing protocols are challenged with mobility, the main limitations for routing in WSNs are energy and memory. The IETF 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks) working group [1] have made great efforts to bring IP to WSNs and other low power wireless networks. Therefore, modifying a MANET protocol that natively supports IP to better fit the challenges of WSNs may help the introduction of IP in WSNs.

Radio communication is a major energy consumer in WSNs. Shwe et al. [2] proposed among other measures to minimize the number of control packet transmissions to reduce energy usage. However, limiting the control traffic could make the routing protocol less able to maintain routes and do route repair. Thus, our goal is to reduce the number of control packet transmissions while avoiding these negative consequences.

The traffic pattern types in WSNs are mainly the following, arranged in probability of occurrence from high to low:

1) Sensors to sink
2) Sink or a specific controller to all or some sensors
3) Sensor to sensor

In the first and third case, the main challenges that have been addressed are on optimizing energy preservation and memory usage. Less attention has been given to traffic flows from a controller to the sensors, for instance for software updates. The process of software updating would require a more optimized distribution tree. Hence, a proactive protocol enabling optimized message distribution and routing would in many cases be more advantageous than a protocol optimized for sensor to sink.

The Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol [3] is a proactive link state MANET routing protocol. It sets up and maintains routes regardless of application layer communication demands. The route maintenance is based on the regular transmission of control traffic. A high number of control packet transmissions will make the protocol less suitable for WSNs. At the same time it offers several advantages that are not as easily available with reactive protocols. For example, it can provide: quick rerouting in case of topology changes, spanning trees for information distribution, node cooperation, and node localization. Sleep functionality may be more challenging with a proactive protocol, but on the other hand, a proactive protocol may offer a distribution tree that may allow more efficient synchronization of sleep state. WSNs often operates over lossy links. In networks where links experiencing radio silence, a protocol enabling fast recovery is a requirement. Reactive protocols tend to increase their path distance as their have no mechanism to roll back after expiring radio silence as proactive protocols.

The OLSR protocol is not specifically designed for fixed topologies. Furthermore, due to its link state properties it also has a larger state requirement, than other protocols tailored for WSNs. There are no specified mechanisms to adapt the emission interval of control messages, depending on the grade of topology change. This means that the rate of control messages must be decided before the network deployment, based on the expected dynamics and the wanted reaction time to such dynamics. WSNs can be perceived as static and fixed without any dynamics. Nonetheless dynamics will occur, due to fluctuating links, new deployed nodes or nodes disappearing due to energy depletion or other malfunction. In a more dynamic network, where links or nodes break frequently, the routing protocol needs to perform control traffic dissemination more often.

The main contribution of this paper is the adaption of OLSR to exploit the static nature of WSNs through dynamically
increasing the intervals of the control messages. This proposed solution is named iOLSR. Scaling OLSR used in WSNs has been criticized for the extensive use of state, which makes scaling a challenge. However, for medium WSNs, the required memory for holding OLSR state will likely be below current memory limitations of many commercial nodes for WSNs. The proposed solution shows its ability to reduce its control traffic, and to deal well with in environments with error prone links.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Related work is presented in Section II. The changes proposed to OLSR are presented in Section III. The solution is investigated and compared to alternatives in Section IV. Finally, the paper is concluded along with an outline of further work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Earlier work that address adaptation of OLSR for WSNs include [4], where Benslimane et al. propose a way to perform energy-aware routing using OLSR. Minet and Mahfoud presents an energy-aware version of the OLSR routing protocol in [5]. These two papers focus on routing traffic over paths that minimize the energy consumed in the end-to-end transmission of a packet flow and avoiding nodes with low residual energy, increasing the network lifetime. iOLSR, on the other hand, does not consider energy levels, but instead focuses on the reduction of control traffic.

The OLSR standard allows for different nodes having different interval settings, but there are no described options or methods to vary the intervals while operating. Fast-OLSR [6] is a proposal to enable the broadcast of Fast-Hello messages with a shorter interval in case high mobility is detected. It is thus a proposal to change the control message intervals with basis in information about the relative mobility of the node, depending on if there is a high number of changes in the node’s neighborhood. In addition, Fast-OLSR proposes a Fast-Hello message with a reduced set of neighbors announced, to reduce the increased routing traffic overhead. Our proposed solution does not impose a new network message type and it is tested in a link burst environment. As with Fast-OLSR, iOLSR is compatible with the standard OLSR protocol.

An IPv6 routing protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) is currently being developed in the IETF. Clausen and Herberg investigate RPL-Enabled Optimized Broadcast in [7]. The authors argue that Multi-Point Relay (MPR)-based efficient broadcast is a well performing mechanism for WSNs, and the MPR mechanism is essential to the OLSR routing protocol, upon which we base our proposed solution.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The OLSR protocol uses two different control messages for its most basic routing functionality, Hello and Topology Control (TC). The Hello messages are generated by all nodes and are periodically broadcasted to all 1-hop neighbors. Based on the information exchanged in Hello messages, a subset of the nodes in the network are selected as MPR nodes. These nodes generate Topology Control (TC) messages, which are flooded throughout the network using the other MPR nodes.

The Hello and TC emission intervals affect the reaction latency to topology changes, and the intervals can be set balancing between the energy usage and the topology change discovery latency. The default lengths of the Hello and TC intervals are 2 and 5 s, respectively, and the main motivation for these low values is the ability to cope with high mobility induced topology change.

There are two clear side effects of increasing the control packet intervals. The first is the increased latency in detecting link breaks. To reduce the link break detection time, disappearing nodes causing link failures can be detected using Link Layer Notification (LLN). The second side effect is the latency in detecting new nodes. If new nodes are introduced in the network when the network has been operating for a while, these nodes will only be employed for routing when the network has discovered them. However, until the new node has received TC messages from all elected MPRs in the network, there is a risk that the node will discard packets to destinations it is unaware of. And worse, generate loops if it has a different view of the shortest path than the upstream node. Large message intervals will delay the discovery and the use of more optimal paths.

In static WSNs, there are no topology changes caused by mobility. The topology is stable and static for the most of the time. After performing the initial discovery of the topology, the routing protocol could stop disseminating control messages. However, at any time, a node may disappear or make its appearance in the network, and links may fluctuate. Links may even be broken due to external causes, such as targets entering the network detection zone. Therefore, even proactive protocols for WSNs must perform control with the network links to detect and recover from topology changes. To reduce the overhead of routing messages, which drains the nodes of energy, the message intervals can be increased or turned off. However, this is at the cost of slower detection of topology changes detected by necessary control packets.

We propose to allow each node to adjust its Hello and TC intervals depending on the local state of the network. In the initial startup phase, where each new received Hello message contains new information, the node keeps the default low interval between each new originated message. As the initialization phase draws to an end, and no more changes are experienced in the neighborhood, the control message intervals are increased. In this way, the energy usage is reduced while the topology is stable and unchanged. If a change is detected in the local neighborhood, the message intervals are reset, and then incremented anew when no changes are detected (i.e., the network is perceived as stable again). The topology changes are detected by using Link Layer Notifications (LLNs) and through Hello messages containing new information. As a consequence, the protocol is able to adjust itself to operate over both stable links and more lossy environments while optimizing the overhead of routing messages through the increasing intervals.

In our proposal, the intervals of the control messages must vary between a lower and an upper limit. If the lower interval
is too short, the number of control messages transmissions will drain the network nodes of energy without improving the routing protocol’s reaction time. If set very low, collisions of control messages may even impair the network, causing loss of data traffic due to loops or lack of routes. In the upper end, the time fields of the OLSR message header limits the maximum interval. The time is encoded in the header in a mantissa and exponent format, each of 4 bits, into one byte. A time value $i$ is encoded as $i = C \cdot (1 + \frac{\alpha}{16}) \cdot 2^{b}$ where $a$ is the highest 4 bits of the field, and $b$ is the lowest 4. The scaling factor $C$ is proposed as $\frac{1}{16}$ second, giving a time field range of 0.0625 s – 3968 s. The scaling factor could be increased to achieve a higher maximum time range, which could be advantageous for our proposed solution, but this has not been looked into in this work. In such a case, one would loose the resolution at lower numbers.

The intervals and the corresponding message timeouts (valid times) are increased each time the control message is transmitted. Upon experiencing a change in the neighborhood the intervals are reset to the default values, and the incrementation process begins over again. The rate that the intervals are increased each time the control message is transmitted. Upon experiencing a change in the neighborhood the intervals are reset to the default values, and the incrementation process begins over again. The rate that the intervals are increased each time the control message is transmitted. Upon experiencing a change in the neighborhood the intervals are reset to the default values, and the incrementation process begins over again.

A generic representation of the calculation of control message intervals and their timeouts has been sought for. The following formula represents the calculation of increasing the intervals continually, either linearly or exponentially. The generic interval $v$ can be calculated as follows:

$$v = v_d \cdot (\alpha^i + \beta \cdot i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In (1), $v$ is the resulting interval, $v_d$ is the starting (default) interval, $\alpha$ is the base exponential value, $\beta$ is the linear increment and $i$ is a counter of successfully transmitted control messages. Upon a change in the local topology information, this counter is reset to 0.

The basis for message information timeout has been to follow the proposal of the OLSR RFC [3], using 3 times the interval rate as the timeout value. However, with an expected increasing interval, the timeout $vt$ must be calculated as stated in (2).

$$vt = \sum_{k=0}^{2} v_d \cdot (\alpha^{(i+k)} + \beta \cdot (i + k))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In the equations, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are constants, set for the entire duration of the simulation use or network deployment.

**IV. SIMULATIONS**

**A. Setup**

The proposed solution was investigated using simulations on the ns-2 network simulator [8] version 2.34. The OLSR protocol as described in [3] and implemented for ns-2 in [9] was used for unicast routing, and the IEEE 802.11 protocol [10] was used as MAC layer. LLN was enabled in all simulations.

The solution was tested on a scenario with fluctuating links where the link loss is a consequence of link failures using an implementation of the Gilbert-Elliot link burst error model [11], [12]. The link has a certain probability of going into a 0–3 s burst error period for each received packet, and while in the burst error period, the link experiences a 100% packet loss. When not in a burst error period, the two-ray-ground radio propagation model is employed with a 250 m transmission radius.

The topology size was set to 40 nodes in a 1500 x 300 m$^2$ area, and the nodes were placed randomly using software from [13], to allow the examination of a wide network without the very long simulation processing time that follows using ns-2 with a high number of simulated nodes. The sink was randomly positioned. The simulation time was 6000 seconds unless otherwise stated. All nodes generated packets, except those nodes that appeared or disappeared, and the packets were set with the sink as destination, to test the paths toward the sink. The traffic load was 1 packet per second from each traffic-generating node. The traffic type was UDP unicast with a packet size of 50 bytes, and the traffic flows were started at 500 s. All data points are an average of 10 simulation runs, and are presented with a 95% confidence interval. The topologies were the same 10 topologies for each of the simulations. Other simulation parameter settings are presented in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIMULATION PARAMETER SETTINGS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio-propagation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface queue type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface queue size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data/basic rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transmission/sensing radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation/measurement time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random seed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For our proposed iOLSR solution, the interval incrementation counters were reset at the following events:

- Hello messaging causing link change or timeout.
- A new MPR selector or a timeout of an existing one.
- Link break causing a LLN.

When the static Hello intervals were increased, the TC intervals were increased correspondingly, so that for example a Hello interval of 10 had a TC interval of 25.

**B. Results**

1) Increasing intervals: First we investigated how the iOLSR solution compared to the regular static interval behavior of OLSR in varying link stability conditions. Three different static Hello intervals were simulated: 2, 20 and 100 s. The corresponding TC intervals are: 5, 50 and 250 s. The iOLSR default intervals were 2 s for Hello and 5 s for TC, and the interval increment was 2-base exponential. Examining the goodput results (Fig. 1) we see that all the variations manage to perform well when the topology is stable without many link errors. When the link error probability
increases, a higher interval between the Hello messages makes the routing protocol less capable of taking advantage of the links rebounding from a burst error, and this leads to a logical partitioning that reduces the goodput. Interestingly, we mark that iOLSR is able to offer the same performance as that of standard OLSR with 2 s Hello intervals, even at the highest link burst error probability.

While the goodput performance for all alternatives was very good at the lower link break probabilities, it is the number of transmitted control packets that is most interesting in WSNs, since the number of transmissions directly affect the energy use of the nodes. The number of control packet transmissions (Fig. 2) show iOLSR as being highly adaptive to the environment it operates in. When there is low probability of burst errors, the number of routing packets is kept at a much lower level than the comparable 2 s Hello interval results, and even compared to the 100 s Hello results. As the burst error probability increases, the routing protocol dynamically increases the number of Hello and TC messages generated locally in the area around each failing link.

2) Interval increment rate: The control message intervals’ rate of increase is important when evaluating iOLSR. We have investigated three increment options where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ refer to (1) and (2):

1) Linear (lin) ($\alpha = 1$ and $\beta = 1$)
2) 2-base exponential (exp2) ($\alpha = 2$ and $\beta = 0$)
3) 3-base exponential (exp3) ($\alpha = 3$ and $\beta = 0$)

As we see in Table II, the linear option will increase the interval by the default value for each successful transmission, while the 2-base and 3-base exponential options increment the message intervals exponentially according to (1).

The simulation results with varying control message interval incrementation rate shows that the goodput (Fig. 3) is not affected adversely by choosing a 2-base exponential increase of the intervals, even in an environment with a high probability of link burst errors. It follows the linear increment results very closely. The 3-base exponential increase is more prone to errors.
Examing the results for the number of control packet transmissions (Fig. 4), there is evidently great gain in using an exponential interval increment compared to a linear increment. However, the gain is much less in using a larger base exponent such as 3 compared to 2. The reason is twofold. First, the number of transmissions required to reach the maximum time field limit is lower with an increasing increment. After the incrementation phase, there is no difference between the increment values, since the intervals are no longer increased. For the exp3, the maximum interval for TC is reached at the fifth transmission, since the vt (control message information timeout) will be 5265 (Table II), thus exceeding the maximum time (3968). Second, the beginning of the incrementation phase is the phase where changes are most likely happen, especially at the initialization of the network. An interval increment that moves too quickly towards higher control message intervals may actually harm the initialization and convergence of the protocol.

Since there is great impact of how long the initialization phase is, when it comes to the number of transmissions, we have run some simulations without data traffic, and only routing traffic present, where the number of control packet transmissions is examined for the lin, exp2 and exp3 increment options. For a simulation lasting for 6000 s (Fig. 5), clearly the lin option is unable to reach the maximum interval. The two other options, however, reach the maximum interval very early.

In a longer simulation, 0–300000 s, the maximum time limit is even more pronounced, examining the control packet transmissions (Fig. 6). Except for the first measured step, the exponential increase options operate at the maximum for the entirety of the simulation.

The conclusion of the investigation into the increment alternatives is thus that the 2-base exponential increment represents a middleway between a too slow move away from the default intervals toward the maximum, and at the same time a more slow move away from the default intervals in the first phase of a stabilizing network.

3) Comparison with AODV: The final comparison in this paper is between the iOLSR (2-base exponential increase) and Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [14]. Protocols for WSNs normally establish routes from sink to sensors to reduce the control traffic. AODV establishes routes from sensors to sink. In lossy environments it is likely that sensors must take part in path or link recovery. Hence, AODV in this sense resembles many protocols for WSNs in its behavior. In this work we want to compare the impact of burst error on iOLSR to a reactive protocol handling path/link recovery, such as AODV. With AODV, the start of the traffic flows were spaced up with 1 s intervals, to prevent effects of a synchronized route setup process. The goodput results (Fig. 7) show the interesting fact that AODV and iOLSR follow each other closely.

Examining only the number of control packets transmitted (Fig. 8) with the goodput results in mind, AODV is clearly better at low link burst error rates, yielding a much lower number of control packet transmissions than iOLSR.

However, the control packet results only tell part of the story. Investigating further, the number of hops for the data traffic (Fig. 9) is much higher for AODV than for iOLSR. This is due to the way AODV sets up routes only once, flooding the network with a route request from each source in the network. Although the total number of control packets may be low, the
forwarding transmissions of the route requests are at risk of
 collisions, resulting in a failure to propagate the shortest path
 outwards to the destination. Furthermore, in case of low data
 traffic and low error rate, the result indicates the benefit of a
 reactive protocol. However, as traffic increases more traffic is
 traveling over more hops, thus draining more resources.

The consequence of the higher number of hops for the data
 traffic using AODV is the higher total number of transmis-
 sions (Fig. 10) where both the data traffic and control traffic
 transmissions are counted.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented an adaptation of OLSR for WSNs
 by introducing dynamically adaptive intervals. The advan-
tages of employing dynamic intervals for control packets
 were demonstrated. We achieved less control packet overhead
 than by using the default control packet interval. Also, we
 demonstrated a faster detection and integration of new nodes
 than by using a large control packet interval.

The solution induces costs in terms of less route main-
tenance. Even so, the proposed solution represents a much
 better alternative for reducing the number of transmissions
 than that of preset large intervals, since it will depend on the
 real dynamics of the network whether the routing protocol
 transmits many or few packets. Last, but not least, using a
 proactive protocol provide the ability for a more optimized
 traffic pattern from sink to sensors.

Next, we will elaborate on the benefit of turning off the TC
 functionality to further reduce the control traffic. Destinations
 located further than two hops away would be searched for by
 a request using MPR for request forwarding.
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Abstract—Open voids are often formed on the boundary of a deployed wireless sensor network (WSN). Geographical routing protocols must handle these voids where packets fall into local minima. To contribute on resolving this problem, we propose in this paper an effective mechanism for handling this kind of voids. It uses two simple and effective algorithms ensuring discovery and maintenance of the network boundary. Contrary to existing void-handling techniques, our proposal uses the information about this boundary and the destination node for better directing data packets in optimal paths. Thus, open voids are avoided with great efficiency. The proposed mechanism has good performances in terms of packet delivery ratio, average routing path length, boundary energy consumed per delivered packet and average residual deadline of all delivered packets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mission of a WSN is generally to supervise a phenomenon, to take measures regularly and to send alarms to a sink node. Many applications using WSN exist in different fields such as defense, safety, health, agriculture and smart houses. Due to several economic and deployment considerations, sensor nodes have small size with limited resources of storage and computation. They use batteries, thus energy conservation becomes a big challenge.

Since they communicate by radio with short range, the multi-hop routing becomes necessary so that captured information reaches the sink node. A simple approach would be to use the geographical routing, which guarantees a good scalability and a positive progression of forwarded packets towards the sink node. Each sensor node forwards the current data packet to its neighbor, which is nearest that itself to the sink node. The fact that no routing information is to maintain in a network, other than tables of neighbors, routing paths of data packets adapt to any topological change.

Nevertheless, the geographical routing has two problems. Firstly, it is not applicable when sensor nodes do not have the possibility of knowing their geographical locations. Virtual coordinates systems, such as NoGeo [1], GEM [2], and BVR [3], can be used in this case. These coordinates require nodes to know the distances from its neighbors to certain points of reference by using periodic messages. Secondly, there can be voids between a source node and a sink. A void is an area without any active node. It can be located inside the network (closed void) or on the network boundary (open void). A geographical routing path towards a sink is interrupting when relay nodes for avoiding voids are absent. Existing solutions present insufficiencies in handling open voids [4-17], so we propose in this paper an effective mechanism for this kind of voids.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the problem of open voids. Section III describes two algorithms that we propose to discover and maintain open voids on a deployed WSN boundary. Section IV presents the proposed mechanism for handling open voids in WSNs. Section V evaluates performances of our void-avoidance mechanism. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. OPEN-VOID PROBLEM

A void is an area where sensor nodes are unable to route packets or straightforwardly inalienable. It appears when using a random deployment of nodes or because of node breakdown due to various reasons, such as circuit breakdown, destruction or energy exhaustion of some nodes. The problem of geographical routing is that stuck nodes, located on a void boundary, can receive packets destined to the sink. Let us consider the example in Figure 1, where black nodes are located on the void boundary and node i must forward a packet to the destination node d. In this case, node i is stuck because there is any forwarding neighbor closer to node d. Once received by node i, the packet cannot have a positive progression towards node d. This packet will be directed towards node j (or node k) in a negative progression around the void. The node where a packet may get stuck is called a local minimum.

Without an efficient void-handling mechanism, data packets are dropped, wasting the network resources and communications can be lost between a few pairs of nodes. Such a behavior is strongly undesirable in WSNs and the loss of some critical information can harm the network mission.

Fig. 1. The void problem: i is a stuck node.

Open voids are located on the boundary of a deployed WSN. In order to reduce their negative impact on the routing effectiveness, particularly in case of real-time applications, several void-handling techniques exist in the literature. They
gather in two classes (Figure 2): right-hand rule [4-13] and backpressure rule [14-17].

![Figure 2. Classes of techniques handling open voids.](image)

The techniques belonging to the first class use boundary nodes to route any stuck packet towards its destination. In [4], the geographical routing algorithm GPSR is proposed. On a non-stuck node, the packet is forwarded by GPSR to the nearest neighbor to the destination node (greedy forwarding mode). Consequently, the destination is approximate hop by hop until reached by the packet. When this mode fails, the current node uses the face routing to overcome the meted void (perimeter forwarding mode). Boundary nodes apply the right-hand rule until the packet arrives at a node closer to the destination. Several other algorithms using the face routing were proposed later [5-9]. However, [18] showed that planarisation algorithms used to obtain a planar graph, such as Gabriel graph [4], reduced the number of usable links in a network. However, sensor networks deployed for real-time applications cannot admit this reduction because of its negative impact on exploring multiples paths towards the packet destination (load balancing and network fluidity).

On the other hand, the techniques belonging to the second class exploit the backpressure beacons broadcasted by the boundary nodes. When receiving these messages, upstream neighbors get alternative paths around the met void for next data packets. SPEED [14] is a spatiotemporal communication protocol proposed for WSN. It assures an end-to-end soft real-time for data parquets, requires each node to maintain information on its neighbors and employs the geographical forwarding to choose routing paths.

Moreover, SPEED maintains a desired delivery speed across sensor networks with a two-tier adaptation included for diverting traffic at the networking layer and locally regulating packets sent to the MAC layer [14]. It considers a routing void as a permanent congestion. In SPEED, a stuck node drops the received packet and sends out a backpressure beacon informing its neighbors about its final incapacity to forward the next packets. When its forwarding neighbors are stuck nodes, the current node drops the packet and broadcasts a backpressure beacon. This process is repeated until an alternative path is found or the source node reached by the beacons. To improve QoS guarantees, former works [15][16] proposed extensions to SPEED but they not changed the technique for handling routing voids.

The right-hand rule is less effective when handling open voids. It excessively uses boundary nodes and consumes rapidly their energy. In this case, several sessions can use a same boundary, where the problems of collisions and delays of packets. In the same way, the backpressure rule generates not only many control packets but also drops data packets in concave zones of voids. Routing paths are long because of backpressure beacons, from where links are overloaded and packets delayed. These packets will be dropped after their deadline expires, a non-desirable situation in case of real-time application.

To mitigate these insufficiencies, we propose an effective mechanism for handling open voids in WSNs. Called OVA-nb (Oriented Void-Avoidance on network boundary), the proposed mechanism orients each stuck packet on the network boundary towards its destination node. It uses the geographical coordinates of the current node, those of the network center and those of the packet destination node to compute the packet orientation around an open void. It is based on two simple and effective algorithms: NBD (Network Boundary Discovery) and NBM (Network Boundary Maintenance). The first algorithm identifies nodes forming the network boundary just after its deployment and the second one maintain this boundary in reactive manner.

Unlike existing techniques using long routing paths (Figure 2), OVA-nb uses short paths to avoid open voids (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. A short path used by our mechanism.](image)

**III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS**

Existing algorithms to discover and maintain voids, such as BOUNDHOLE [10] and the right-hand rule [11-13], inserts information about each boundary node in the VD (Void-boundary Discovery) packet, increasing the node memory requirements and reducing the algorithm scalability. Moreover, these algorithms periodically check an eventual failed node and rediscover the entire void if a boundary node fails. It would be interesting to rediscover only the affected local section of the void. The VD packet size grows whenever it moves forward on the boundary of a void to discover. Therefore, existing algorithms [10-13] deplete a significant portion of boundary nodes energy. The same drawback is true for the void maintenance procedure used by these algorithms. BOUNDHOLE [10] does not address the open void as a special case. The outside of the network deployment scope, including the open void shown in Figure 2-a, is considered as a great void. For each stuck packet on the network boundary, the algorithm uses a long routing path formed mainly by boundary nodes. At the same time, the right-hand rule does not consider an open void as a particular problem. It handles only the closed voids located inside a deployed sensor network.
To overcome these limits, we propose two simple and efficient algorithms. The NBD algorithm brings back all the nodes forming the boundary of a deployed WSN and then calculates and communicates its center. The NBM algorithm detects and then updates any topology change that can occur on the network boundary during its mission.

A. NBD algorithm

A designed sink (node cᵢ in the Figures 4 and 5) initiates the NBD algorithm when deploying a WSN. The algorithm operation is based on the GPSR protocol [4] to find the node closest to a virtual point located at one end of the network field. This node will complete the process of exploring the network boundary. The NBD algorithm takes place in three phases: initial phase, intermediate phase and final phase.

1) Initial phase: sink cᵢ selects the nearest place of a network field; i.e., the line which passes by one of the points B1, B2, B3 or B4 in Figure 4. Then node cᵢ projects its geographical location on the selected border. The resulting point (B1 in our example) represents the fictitious destination dᵢ used by the NBD algorithm to discover the nodes forming the network boundary.

2) Intermediate phase: the sink cᵢ sends to the fictitious node dᵢ a new packet ND (Network-boundary Discovery), whose header fields are summarized in TABLE I, to identify the fields Min and Max of the network boundary. The packet ND is routed by using greedy and perimeter modes of the GPSR protocol. When node bᵢ receives the packet ND, it launches the perimeter mode on the network boundary (Figure 5-a). During this process, the fields N1Up (1-hop upstream boundary node), N1Down (1-hop downstream boundary node) and N2Down (2-hops downstream boundary node) of each intermediate node are updated. When bᵢ (node that initiated the last perimeter mode) receives the packet ND for a second time, it deduces that it is the closer node to dᵢ. Thus, bᵢ execute the final phase of the NBD algorithm.

3) Final phase: when receiving the packet ND, node bᵢ computes the network center (the midpoint of MinMax), drops the packet ND and sends a new packet NU (Network-boundary Update), marked by its identifier, to browse the network boundary in the opposite direction of the packet ND. The header fields of the packet NU are summarized in TABLE II. Each boundary node bᵢ that receives the packet NU updates its boundary information (NBorder=1 and NCenter=NU.NCenter) and verifies the field NodeUp of packet NU. If this field identifies a neighbor of bᵢ then node bᵢ updates its field N2Up by NodeUp, otherwise N2Up receives N1Up. Note that N1Up and N1Down are used to maintain the network boundary, N2Up (2-hops upstream boundary node) and N2Down to route packets using two hops on the network boundary. This routing technique reduces energy consumption and minimizes end-to-end delays of the routed packets.

<p>| TABLE I. THE HEADER FIELDS OF THE PACKET ND |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Mission/Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PerimID</td>
<td>Identifier of the node having last the last perimeter mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DestID</td>
<td>Coordinates of the fictitious destination dᵢ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Forwarding mode of the packet (Greedy or Perimeter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Distance from dᵢ to the last node initiated a perimeter mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Coordinates of the minimum point on the network boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Coordinates of the maximum point on the network boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NodeUp</td>
<td>Identifier of the boundary node having sent the packet ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| TABLE II. THE HEADER FIELDS OF THE PACKET NU |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Mission/Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCenter</td>
<td>Coordinates of the network center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NodeUp</td>
<td>Identifier of a node having sent the packet NU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Discovery process of the network boundary.
a new boundary segment to connect to the old one. Following the failure of boundary node $b_2$ in Figure 6-a, node $b_2$ discovers the new segment $b_2n_1n_2b_4$ that connects to the old segment $b_1b_3b_4$ of the network boundary (Figure 6-b). For this discovery, $b_1$ considers $b_{i-1}$ as fictitious destination, sets forwarding mode to perimeter in the packet ND and executes the intermediate phase of the algorithm NBD. The discovery of new nodes is completed in the first node encountered in the old boundary segment (node $b_4$ in Figure 6-b). This node is recognized by its field N1Up that is different from the default value. Once the two segments are connected, the packet ND will continue its travel to restore the full information of the new network boundary. Upon receiving the packet ND, $b_1$ (node $b_3$ in Figure 6-b) executes the final phase of the NBD algorithm updating fields of nodes on the network boundary.

![Figure 6. Network boundary updating after a node failure.](image)

2) **Redeployed node outside the network:** upon receiving a location beacon from a neighbor $x$, boundary node $n$ checks its neighbors table. If $x$ is outside the network, node $n$ sends a new packet NS (Network-boundary Suppression), marked by its identifier, on the actual network boundary. Its mission is removing the information concerning this boundary. When receiving the packet NS, each intermediate node $b_i$ resets the fields concerning the network boundary (NBorder, N1Up, N2Up, N1Down and N2Down). At the end, node $n$ drops the packet NS and executes the NBD algorithm to discover the new network boundary. Having the updated fields N1Up and N1Down, node $n$ uses its 1-hop boundary neighbors $u$ and $r$ to perform the following rule: if $u \neq x > u \neq r$ then node $x$ is outside the network (Figure 7-a).

![Figure 7. Network boundary updating after a node deployment.](image)

IV. PROPOSED MECHANISM

The proposed OVA-nb mechanism orients towards the sink all packets arriving on the network boundary. Its role is to prevent these packets from drops by nodes located on boundaries of open voids. Having the network center and the updated fields NCenter, N2Up and N2Down, boundary node $s$ (s.NBorder=1) forwards any received packet $p$ to its destination node $d$ by using the angles $\varphi = dis$ and $\omega = std$, shown in Figure 8. When receiving $p$, node $s$ performs the following rules:

- If $\varphi < \omega$ (Figure 8-a) then $p$ is forwarded at the right of the line $(sd)$. Thus, node $s$ updates the orientation field in $p$ if necessary, constructs its set R (greedy forwarding neighbors of $s$ located at the right of line $(sd)$) and executes the following rule: if $R$ is empty the next-hop node $n$ of $p$ is identified by the field $s.N2Down$, otherwise $n$ is chosen from R.

- If $\varphi \geq \omega$ (Figure 8-b) then $p$ is to forward at the left of the line $(sd)$. In this case, node $s$ updates the orientation field in $p$ if necessary, constructs its set L (greedy forwarding neighbors of $s$ located at the left of line $(sd)$) and executes the following rule: if $L$ is empty the next-hop node $n$ of $p$ is identified by the field $s.N2Up$, otherwise $n$ is chosen from L.

Note that the next-hop node $n$ is chosen from the set R (or L) according to the routing strategy of the implemented protocol that uses the mechanism OVA-nb. Associated with SPEED for performance evaluation, OVA-nb uses the neighbor delivery speed as a criterion to choose the next-hop of the packet $p$. Also, when $s$ is not a network-boundary node (i.e., $s.NBorder=0$), it executes the routing strategy used by the implemented protocol for choosing the next-hop of each data packet $p$.

![Figure 8. Packet orientation by the mechanism OVA-nb.](image)

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Since we are interested by critical applications using WSNs, we first implemented the well-known real-time routing protocol SPEED by using the network simulator ns-2 [19]. For better performance, we associate with SPEED the mechanism OVA-nb, to handle open voids, and the resulting protocol is called SPEED-nb.
We compare SPEED-nb performance to those traditional protocols SPEED and GPSR. We use simulation scene with a grid distribution of nodes and the parameters summarized in Table III. Our objective is to show the inadequacy of existing techniques in handling open voids. This scene has a size of 800m×800m and contains 925 nodes. It contains an open void with 120m as radius, located on the right boundary of the scene. Six source nodes, selected randomly and located at the top of the void, periodically send data packets to a destination node located at the bottom of the void. Note that to enable a minimum of forwarded packets to the same destination node by the evaluated protocols, two other source nodes are selected from the left side of the void.

We evaluate performance of the protocols SPEED-nb, SPEED and GPSR at packet rate of 2 p/s. We vary the packet deadline between 50ms and 300ms. At the end of each simulation and for each protocol, we measure the packet delivery ratio, the average routing-path length, the average boundary-energy consumed and the average gain in deadline for each received packet. Each point in our graphs represents the average results of 15 simulations, with random source nodes for each simulation, performed under same conditions and during 221s.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 9. Success rate in delivering data packets.**

**Figure 10. Average routing path length of delivered packets.**

**Figure 11. Boundary energy consumed per delivered packet.**

We proposed the mechanism OVA-nb whose role is to orient each stuck packet from the network boundary towards its destination node. We also proposed two simple and...
effective algorithms used by OVA-nb to discover and maintain all boundary nodes of a deployed sensor network; where open voids are frequently formed. To evaluate the OVA-nb performances, we associated it with the well-known protocol SPEED. Evaluated by simulation, obtained protocol SPEED-nb outperformed the traditional protocols SPEED and GPSR in terms of packet delivery ratio, average routing path length, boundary energy consumed for each delivered packet and average residual deadline of delivered packets. Our mechanism OVA-nb resolved the insufficiencies of existing techniques in handling open voids. It is simple to implement, effective in handling open voids and can be easily associated with any geographical routing protocol.

Using the same approach, our current work is to propose a novel mechanism to deal with closed voids in WSNs, which will improve performances of the void-avoidance mechanism that we already proposed in [20][21]. We also plan to implement our proposals in a real scenario based on Imote2 sensor nodes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSNs) [1] is a special type of network represented by a set of sensor nodes, where each node works by detecting events, performing quick local data processing, and transmitting data through a ad-hoc wireless communication. Sensor nodes work in a cooperative way, and all their measurements are sent to a special node called sink. WSNs are commonly used in applications such as environmental, habitat, or industrial monitoring [2]. The phenomena monitored usually require measurements of physical variables, such as temperature, pressure, and humidity, and a single node can monitor one or more of these variables.

The data generated by WSNs have particular characteristics, as they arrive at the sink node in an online fashion, are unlimited, and there is no control in the messages order of arrival. This type of data is nowadays referred as data stream [3]. Besides the usually characteristics of any data stream, a sensor data stream has other peculiar features, since it represents only a sample of the entire population, is usually imprecise and noisy, and of moderate size.

There would be no problem in collecting, processing and transmitting a data stream if a WSN was not limited by a series of imposed restrictions. WSNs have a limited energy source (being a microelectronic device, a sensor node can be only equipped with a limited power source), low computational power, and reduced bandwidth, plus the weakness of a wireless medium communication. From these restrictions, the energy is the most critical, as the sensor lifetime strongly depends on the battery lifetime, and in some applications renewal of power resources might not be possible.

In these conditions, dealing with all the data stream becomes an unfeasible task. If the sensor node transmits all its measurements, it spends a lot of energy, and there is no guarantee that the data will not be delayed or lost. In order to respect the WSN restrictions, many strategies for data processing were proposed, including data aggregation, data fusion and data reduction.

The simplest strategy of the aforementioned is data aggregation [4]. Data aggregation reduces the data considering some application requirement, for example the data location. The main objective of this approach is to reduce the network data traffic by reducing the number of packets by aggregating them, regardless of data semantics. Data fusion [5], in contrast, is a more sophisticated strategy that focuses on processing data gathered by sensor nodes by benefiting from their processing capability. By exploiting the synergy among the available data, fusion techniques can reduce the amount of data traffic, filter noisy measurements, and make predictions and inferences about the monitored entity. Finally, the sensor stream reduction [6] strategies take advantage of the data stream algorithms characteristics to allow an online reduction of the data sensing based on application requirements, and are simple to implement.

From the three strategies, considering the application restrictions and the advantages of online data processing, we focus on sensor data stream reduction. Regarding the WSN application restriction, its use is motivated by three main factors. First, data transmission requires more energy than data measurement. Hence, reducing the data transmitted reduces the energy spent. Second, in order to reduce the data, the sensor node needs to perform constant and quick large local data processing, which requires simple and smart reduction strategies. Reduction strategies based on data streams are suitable here since they process the data locally and independently of previous data, avoiding the complete data storage and/or preprocessing. At last, as we have reduced bandwidth, sending large amounts of data can be problematic, causing excessive delay in response time and invalidating the data.

Although there are many sensor stream reduction strategies available in the literature [3], they usually consider ap-
Application specific conditions in their implementation, turning their portability to different scenarios a difficult task. Hence, every time a new application comes at hand, a lot of work is involved in adapting these technics to the new scenarios. In this direction, this paper proposes a general framework for sensor data stream reduction. The framework takes into account the reduction methodology design, which shows how to reduce data as it is sensed or routed through the sink, and the reduced data validation process, which assesses if the reduced data is as representative as the original data.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We first describe the reduction design focusing in the architecture reduction. We show some data reduce validation that can applied. We present some specifics study case showing the efficiency of our methodology afterward. Finally, the open issues and conclusions are discussed.

II. REDUCTION ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

This section presents a general architecture for sensor stream reduction that can be easily applied to any WSN scenario aiming to reduce its energy consumption and data delay. The way the streams are reduced depends on the moment the reduction is going to be performed, i.e., during sensing or routing streams, and the type of data stream we are dealing with, i.e., the number of phenomena monitored by the stream generated by the sensor node.

The proposed methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1. As observed, the input streams can have been originated by the phenomena (sensing stream) or sent to the sensor node by another node (routing stream). The sensing reduction is recommended when the sensor device gets an excessive number of samples, and cannot be dynamically calibrated to deal with more data than it currently deals with. The routing reduction, in contrast, is performed when the network does not support the amount of data being transmitted. For instance, if the application has some requirements regarding the amount of data supported by each sensor node, data stream reduction can avoid uncontrolled data loss while guaranteeing the application requirements. Note that the sensing stream arrives in the application layer, while the routing stream arrives in the network layer.

When data arrives in the network layer, the network packets first need to be unpacked, separating the data stream from the header (that may contain some specific application information/restriction). Once it is unpacked, it is sent to the application layer, to be processed in the same way that sensing streams. At the same time, stream information is given to a cross-layer (labeled in Fig. 1 as “stream information”), responsible for making the interface between the application and network layers. The “stream information”, highlighted in Fig. 1, is responsible for choosing which reduction algorithm should be executed and its parameters. The information stored in this cross-layer includes:

- **Feedback**: Data received from other sensor nodes in order to perform the reduction calibration in an online fashion. For example, if the data reduction is dynamic, other nodes can inform the current node if more or less data can be propagated.
- **Application information**: Data received from the network layer when the stream is unpacked. Examples of application information are the deadline to stream delivery or global energy constraints.
- **Data stream type**: Data received from the application layer after the data stream is classified, and can be univariate or multivariate.
- **Reduction parameters**: Data given to the application layer in to guide it to perform the more appropriated reduction, considering the “application information” and the “data stream type”. Examples of reduction parameter is **Use a sampling algorithm with 50% reduction**.
- **Reduction information**: Data received from the application layer after the reduction. Examples of reduction information are the reduction level achieved or the reduced data size.
- **New application information**: Data given to the network layer for packing the reduced stream out. Examples of application information are the updated deadline for stream delivery, the new global energy constrains, or the new data stream size.

When data streams arrive to the application layer, they first have to classified according to the number of variables they monitor. In this context, data streams can be univariate or multivariate. Univariate streams are represented by a set of values read by a unique type of sensor, e.g., a sensor node that monitors only environmental temperature. On the other hand, multivariate streams are represented by a set of values coming from different sensors of the same sensor node, e.g., a node that monitors temperature, pressure and humidity.
simultaneously, or by a set of measurements coming from
the same sensor type located in different sensor nodes, e.g.,
a node that processes data from different nodes monitoring
only temperature. This classification is important because the
data reduction process itself depends directly on the stream
type.

After the stream type is known, we have to choose
an appropriated stream reduction algorithm to effectively
perform the reduction. There are various types of data stream
reduction methods, such as online samples, histograms built,
and sketches [3]. The reduction algorithms available in our
API are depicted in Fig. 2, and explained below:

- **Random sampling**: This algorithm initially builds an
  histogram from the original stream. Then, for each his-
togram class, random elements are chosen to compose
  the reduced stream. The objective of this algorithm is
to reduce the data keeping the class frequencies of
the original histogram unchanged. It reduces the network
energy consumption and delay by reducing the trans-
mitted data while keeping its representativeness [6]. In
Fig. 2(a), we show a “stream in” of 100 elements,
from each 50% of its elements are randomly chosen
to compose the “stream out”.

- **Central sampling**: This algorithm is a variation of the
random sampling. The main difference is that, instead
of performing a random element choice, the central el-
ments of the histogram classes are chosen to compose
the reduced stream. In Fig. 2(b), we have a “stream in”
of 100 elements, 50 of them are chosen considering
the central histogram classes elements, generating the
“stream out”.

- **Sketch**: A data stream based algorithm that sketches
data, reduce it through a data sketch, e.g., the minimum,
maximum and average of a data or the data frequency.
In our case, the sketch algorithm builds a histogram
from the original stream, and uses the histogram class
frequencies as the reduced data sketch. The sketch
reduces the energy consumption and delay by keeping
a constant transmission data rate, since the sketch size
is fixed. After the histogram sketch arrives to the
sink node, the data represented by the sketch can be
artificially generated without losing data quality.
The only trouble in this strategy, when compared with the
sampling, is that the sketch looses the sequence of data,
despite of the good approximation when the original
data is regenerated artificially [6]. In Fig. 2(c), we have
a “stream in” with 100 elements, the histogram is built,
and then a “stream out” is generated with the histogram
class frequencies.

- **Multivariate sampling**: This algorithm uses principal
component analyzes to help multivariate sampling. The
principal components transformation is one of the most
powerful tools for multivariate data treatment [7]. It is a
transformation between \(\gamma\)-dimensional spaces, derived
from the covariance matrix of the input data (in our case
multivariate sensor data), generating a set of new data,
where each resultant value is a linear combination of the
original values. The number of principal components
is equal to the number of dimensions of the original
data and these principal components can be sorted
according their variance. Thus, the first and the last
principal component have the biggest and the smallest
variance, respectively. In our algorithm the principal
components of the original stream are computed. Then,
the first component is sorted and used to rank the
original stream. Based on this ranking and the data
reduction size, the most correlated data are sampled [8].
In Fig. 2(d), we have a “stream in” with \(100\times5\) ele-
ments (where each element represent data coming from
different sensors in the same node or different sensor
nodes), 50% of “stream in” is sampled considering the
raking of first component analyzed, and then a “stream
out” is generated with \(50\times5\) elements.

After the reduced data stream is obtained, if the stream
was being routed, it is passed back to the network layer,
which packs the stream and any information gathered from
the cross-layer, and sends it to the sink.

### III. DATA REDUCED VALIDATION

After data stream reduction is performed, it is important
to verify if the data quality of the original stream was
preserved. If a sensor stream item with 100 elements is re-
duced for 50 elements, are these 50 elements representative?.
Most of the time, data reduction validation is application
specific. However, there are some simple tests that can be
performed to validate the reduced data independent from the
target application, considering the distribution of univariate
streams, the variance analysis of multivariate streams, and
the absolute relative error for both types of streams.

The distribution approximation between the original and
reduced item streams can be done by the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test (KS test) [9]. This test evaluates if two
univariate samples have similar distributions, and is not
restricted to samples following a normal distribution.
For example, if the original univariate stream item follows a
Poisson distribution, this test verifies if the reduced item
stream keeps the distribution characteristics. The analysis of
variance (ANOVA) [10], used to validate multivariate data
reduction, can be used to indicate if there is significant
difference between the variances of the original and reduced
multivariate streams.

It is also important to evaluate the discrepancy of the
values in the reduced streams, i.e., if they still represent the
original stream. Considering univariate data, this discrepancy
can be quantified using the absolute value of the largest
distance between the average of the original data and the
lower or higher confidence interval values of the reduced
IV. METHODOLOGY CASE STUDY

In order to illustrate the application of the methodology proposed, this section presents two problems and the simulations performed to solve them following the steps described in the previous section. The first problem considers a general sensor stream application where a scheduled reduction has to be performed in the source node, i.e. it receives data about a phenomena for a certain time and then sends it to the sink. The second problem addresses a real time application where the reduction is performed during routing. Fig. 3 shows how the problems are addressed in the phenomenon view and the routing architectures.

In both scenarios, we consider a flat network that uses a shortest path tree based routing algorithm. The network density is kept constant (8 neighbors per node), and all nodes have the same software and hardware configuration. The phenomena monitored is always the same, and is represented by a normal distribution. The evaluation is performed through simulations using the NS-2 (Network Simulator 2) version 2.33. Other default simulation parameters, such as like radio range and bandwidth, were kept as 50 m and 250 kbps, respectively. Each simulated scenario was executed with 33 random topologies.

In the first scenario, the network has 128 nodes, with different numbers of nodes (1, 5, 10, and 20) generating 256 items \( \sum n = 256 \) every 60s. Note that in this scenario only the application layer of our architecture is considered (phenomenon view on Fig. 3). Once the data is sensed, it is classified as univariate, and this information is sent to the “stream information” module, which sets the reduction parameters selecting the central sampling reduction algorithm (Fig. 2(b)), considering a reduction of \( n/2 \) and \( \log n \), where \( n \) is the size of the stream sensed, i.e., \( n \) temperature or pressure samples. After the reduction step, the reduced stream is routed to sink. Observe that feedback and reduction information are not considered in this design, because the application requires only the local reduction, i.e., the reduction in sensing moment.

Fig. 4 shows the average value of energy consumption and the difference in the original \( n \) reduced data distribution using the KS-test with a 95% confidence interval. As showed in Fig. 4, the sample \( \log n \) reduces the energy consumption by reducing the transmitted data. However, the original data distribution is affected by 20%. This quality is acceptable by the large majority of applications when the network restrictions are strong. The sample of \( n/2 \) is interesting when the application does not have strong restrictions.

The second scenario simulated concerned a real time application, which works in both the application and network layers (phenomenon and routing view on Fig. 3). Again, only...
Figure 4. Example of data reduction in a general sensor stream application.

The real time application operation considers: (i) again the stream item represents $n$ samples of environment; (ii) the application has a soft deadline to deliver the stream item sensed, this deadline is packing with the stream item; (iii) the stream item is fragmented and routed through to sink; (iv) the router nodes look each packet and check if the stream item can be delivered; (v) if the deadline cannot be achieved the stream item is resembled (remember that it was fragmented) and reduced according the acceptable amount of data, e.g., the stream item with 256 elements cannot be delivered, so the router reduce it to 100 elements that can be delivered on time; and (vi) the stream reduced is repacking, now with the new application deadline, fragmented and forwarded through to sink.

To illustrate the reduction solution in this real time applications we consider again a flat network that uses a shortest path tree based routing algorithm, the network density is kept constant (8 neighbors per node), and all nodes have the same software and hardware configuration. The phenomenon monitored is always the same, it is represented by a normal distribution. Like in general application, we perform our evaluation through simulations and use the NS-2 (Network Simulator 2) version 2.33. Each simulated scenario was executed with 33 random topologies. At the end, for each scenario we plot the average value with 95% of confidence interval. Other default simulation parameters are used, like radio range 50 m and bandwidth 250 kbps.

To simulate the real time application we consider a minimum deadline (get empirical) that the “perfect network” supports. To force the in-network reduction we use concurrent traffic and all router nodes delay the packet fragments at 0.01% of the initial deadline. We set among the 128 nodes distributed in the network 16%, 20%, 25%, and 33% of this nodes generating extra traffic. However we stress the system to consider 2048 elements ($n$) in stream item. However, in order to highlighted the importance of the reduction controlled by stream information, we consider two estimation way: a simple that analyzes only the local node time; and a complex that tries to infer what happens during the data traffic.

In the Fig. 5(a) the application deadline is met in almost cases. The complex estimation presents a more scalable behavior considering the percentage of nodes generating data. This occurs because this estimation infers better the data traffic behavior during the routing. The Fig. 5(b) shows the simple and complex estimation using the random and central sample reduction algorithms. It is showed that in all cases we have a distribution approximation $\leq 40\%$. The central sampling algorithm with the complex estimation has a smaller error. The reason is that the complex estimation performs the maximum reduction sooner (the central algorithm is executed once or twice). This result shows that because fewer successive reductions are performed, more representativeness is kept in the reduced data, i. e., data degradation is mitigated.

V. OPEN ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS

This work presented a general methodology to perform sensor stream based reduction in WSNs. This methodology considered the application requirements, the reduction design, and the data reduce validation. Specifically, to reduction design was presented a architecture that can be applied
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been of high interest during the past couple of years. One of the most challenging tasks of WSN research is still location estimation. As a well performing fine grained localization approach, Distributed Least Squares (DLS) was introduced, splitting the costly localization process in a complex precalculation and a simple postcalculation, which is performed on constrained sensor nodes. Nevertheless, as size of precalculation and consequently, cost of computation and communication are growing with network size, it was shown that this algorithm is unsuitable for large WSNs. This restriction has been overcome by scalable DLS (sDLS), which enables to use the idea of DLS in large WSNs for the first time. Although cost of computation of sDLS is independent of the network size, it was relatively high, due to costly matrix updates. Consequently, this cost was reduced by sDLS with normal equation (sDLS\textsuperscript{ne}), circumventing the updates. Unfortunately, sDLS\textsuperscript{ne} comes along with a decreased localization accuracy. The approach, presented in this work, combines the efficient sDLS\textsuperscript{ne} approach with various coarse grained localization techniques to improve localization accuracy. The resulting localization accuracy overcomes the efficient sDLS\textsuperscript{ne} approach as well as the more precise sDLS approach, while cost of computation still outperforms sDLS.

Keywords—wireless sensor networks, localization, scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent technological advances enabled development of tiny wireless devices, which are able to sense their environment, compute simple tasks and exchange data among each other. Interconnected assemblies of such devices, called Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), are commonly used to observe large inaccessible areas. In many applications of WSN, knowledge of nodes’ locations is mandatory for a meaningful interpretation of measured data. In addition, location-awareness is also necessary for geographic routing [1][2] or location based clustering [3]. Due to existing limitations in terms of size, financial cost and energy consumption, local positioning within the network is preferred over utilizing Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs) like GPS [4]. Therefore, the presence of location-aware sensor nodes, referred to as beacon nodes, is typically assumed. The remaining nodes, which we refer to as blind nodes, are assumed to use communication and any kind of distance estimation or neighborhood information to estimate their positions with the help of beacon nodes.

Localization algorithms can be divided into centralized and decentralized on the one hand, and fine-grained and coarse-grained on the other hand. Coarse-grained approaches like Centroid Localization (CL) [5], Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) [6] and Adaptive Weighted Centroid Localization (AWCL) [7] often abstain from exact distances, require less communication and computation, and provide lower precision estimates. In contrast, fine-grained approaches use costly computations and distance estimations to achieve localization with high precision. High precision and low complexity have been firstly combined by Distributed Least Squares (DLS) [8], which splits the costly localization calculation into precalculation and postcalculation. Independent from a specific blind node, the complex precalculation is performed on a high performance sink. The remaining postcalculation is less complex and performed on resource-constrained blind nodes.

The concept of DLS has been adapted by scalable DLS (sDLS) [9], which enables the idea of DLS to be used in large WSNs. In contrast to DLS, sDLS provides costs of computation and communication, incurred on blind nodes, which are independent from network size, i.e., independent from total number of beacon nodes. This is achieved by use of individual precalculations instead of one global precalculation. A fundamental enhancement is given by sDLS with normal equation (sDLS\textsuperscript{ne}) [10], which significantly reduces the cost of computation by circumventing costly updates, introduced with sDLS.

Using sDLS, blind nodes are assumed to choose one precalculation out of several precalculations provided by neighbouring beacon nodes, according to their distances. Commonly, the set of beacon nodes included in the chosen precalculation differs from the set of beacon nodes within a blind node’s communication range. This causes a suboptimal localization accuracy and offers possibilities for further improvements. The present work combines multiple position estimates, based on sDLS\textsuperscript{ne}, by use of coarse grained localization techniques, to improve localization accuracy.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II covers basic informations about sDLS algorithms. In Section III, the new hybrid localization approach is presented in various variants, using several optimizing parameters. Section IV covers performed simulations. Simulation results
are presented in Section V. Finally, the presented work is summarized in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The DLS algorithm was developed to diminish trade off between precision and cost of localization [8]. It provides localization with high precision at low cost. The basic idea of splitting the calculation into precalculation and postcalculation was adopted by sDLS and its successor sDLSne to support large WSNs with network size independent cost for blind nodes. Both approaches are briefly described in this section.

The system of equations, which have to be solved for localization of a blind node is originally built by distance equations as given in equation (1).

\[(x-x_i)^2 + (y-y_i)^2 = r_i^2 \quad (i \in I; I = \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}) \] (1)

Here \(x\) and \(y\) give the unknown position of a blind node. The known position of a beacon node is denoted as \(x_i\) and \(y_i\), while the distance between both nodes is denoted as \(r_i\). The number of beacon nodes utilizable for localization is given as \(m\).

This system of equations is linearized by use of a linearization tool [11], using one beacon node as linearizer, denoted with index \(L\). After restructuring, the system of equations consists of equations as given in equation (2), where \(r_L\) denotes the distance between blind node and linearizer, \(r_i\) is the distance between blind node and beacon node, and \(d_{IL}\) denotes the distance between linearizer and beacon node.

\[b_{IL} = (x-x_L)(x_i-x_L) + (y-y_L)(y_i-y_L) = \frac{1}{2} [r_L^2 - r_i^2 + d_{IL}^2] \] (2)

After further restrictions, the system of equations matches the matrix form \(Ax = b\), using \(A\), \(x\) and \(B\) as given in equation (3).

\[
A = \begin{pmatrix}
(x_{k_1}-x_L) & y_{k_1}-y_L \\
(x_{k_2}-x_L) & y_{k_2}-y_L \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
(x_{k_n}-x_L) & y_{k_n}-y_L
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
x = \begin{pmatrix}
(x-x_L) \\
y-y_L
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
b = \begin{pmatrix}
b_{k_1L} \\
b_{k_2L} \\
\vdots \\
b_{k_nL}
\end{pmatrix}
\] (3)

Here, the beacon nodes, used for localization, are denoted with indices \(K = \{k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_n\}\) with \(K = \{I \setminus L\}\). Matrix \(A\) of equation (3) only consists of beacon position data, while \(b\) contains distances between beacon nodes and blind nodes. Therefore, calculations on matrix \(A\) are to be performed as part of the precalculation at a powerful sink outside the WSN. The localization will be finalized on each blind node by performing the remaining part of the calculation.

To solve the linear system of equations, using normal equations, equations (4a) to (4c) are used. While (4a) shows the entire equation, (4b) presents the precalculation, performed on the sink, and (4c) presents the postcalculation, performed on blind nodes.

\[
x = (A^T A)^{-1} A^T \left[ r_L^2 - r_i^2 + d^2 \right] \] (4a)

\[
A_p = (A^T A)^{-1} A^T 
\]

\[
x = A_p \left[ r_L^2 - r_i^2 + d_p \right] \] (4c)

The main difference between DLS and sDLSne is given by number and size of precalculations. Regarding beacon nodes in a WSN, \(G\) is considered as the global set of all beacon nodes and \(L \subseteq G\) denotes a local set of beacon nodes within the communication range of beacon node \(i\). While DLS uses only one precalculation, including all beacon nodes, i.e., equation (3) with conditions \(K = \{G \setminus L\}\) and \(L = 1\), sDLSne uses individual precalculations for all beacon nodes, i.e., \(|G|\) precalculations using \(K = \{I_i \setminus L\}\), \(L = i\), \(\forall i \in G\). Therefore, the sDLSne algorithm starts with an additional discovery phase to find other beacon nodes in one hop distance, as illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Algorithmic comparison of DLS and sDLSne](image)

Furthermore, DLS needs an explicit communication with all beacon nodes during the communication phase for distance estimation. Using sDLSne, this is an implicit process as each blind node receives precalculations from beacon nodes in its own communication range.

Using sDLSne, each beacon node provides its own precalculation, which would perfectly fit for a blind node on the same position. From all offered precalculations, blind nodes are expected to chose the one of the closest beacon node.

III. HYBRID LOCALIZATION APPROACH

The original intention of sDLS was to use exactly those beacon nodes, which are located within the communication range of the blind node, attempting to estimate its own position. To achieve this goal, a blind node is expected to choose the precalculation provided by the beacon node closest to its own position. Consequently this precalculation
includes most of the beacon nodes within the blind node’s communication range. Nevertheless, in most cases some beacon nodes included in this precalculation are outside the communication range of the blind node and vice versa. While sDLS locally updates this precalculation, by use of matrix updates, to achieve the initial intention, sDLS\textsuperscript{pre} estimates the unknown position with this unprecise precalculation.

Due to this displaced set of beacon nodes as well as the high influence of the node geometry, especially the given choice of the linearizing beacon node, the resulting position estimation tends to be drawn in the direction of this beacon node. In addition, the used distance estimation also causes an impairment of the position estimation. Furthermore, a defective distance estimation may cause the blind node to spuriously choose a precalculation of a beacon node, which is not the closest.

The aim of Hybrid Distributed Least Squares (HDLS) is to use multiple precalculations of nearby beacon nodes. The resulting position estimates, according to each chosen precalculation, serve as tentative results. These results can be seen as virtual beacon nodes. They will be combined to a final position estimate using coarse grained localization techniques. For that aim, various approaches have been studied in this work. The used coarse grained localization approach presents only one factor, that influences the resulting accuracy. The following factors, studied in our work, are to be further explained in this section:

- **Strategy:** number of virtual beacon nodes
- **Technique:** used coarse grained approach
- **Weightage:** used weight factor
- **Reduction:** reduction part, used by AWCL
- **Approximation:** distance approximation of inaccessible beacon nodes

### A. Virtual Beacon Strategy

To control the number of virtual beacon nodes that are to be created using sDLS\textsuperscript{pre}, the following strategies have been investigated:

- **Closest Two** – Virtual beacon nodes are created from precalculations of the two closest beacon nodes.
- **Closest Three** – Virtual beacon nodes are created from precalculations of the three closest beacon nodes.
- **Great Deal** – Virtual beacon nodes are to be created, using precalculations of all beacon nodes in range.
- **Range Based** – Beacon nodes in a range, given as a multiple of the distance to the closest beacon node, are used for creation of virtual beacon nodes. This strategy extends the before mentioned strategies, which serve as upper bound. Within our investigations, this range has been varied from 125% up to 250% of the closest beacon node.

### B. Coarse Grained Estimation Technique

Created virtual beacon nodes are combined to a resulting position estimation $P_b$ using coarse grained localization techniques. The following techniques have been studied:

- **CL** – The plain Centroid Localization (CL) approach is used to combine the virtual beacon nodes, i.e., unweighted arithmetic mean is used as given in equation (5). Here, $\mathcal{V}$ indicates a set of given virtual beacon nodes and $P$ indicates a position.

$$P_b = \frac{1}{|\mathcal{V}|} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{V}} P_i \quad (5)$$

- **WCL** – Virtual beacon nodes are combined using Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) as given in equation (6). Suitable substitutions for weight $w_i$ are to be presented subsequently. Common weights rely on measured distances or received signal strength (RSS).

$$P_b = \frac{\sum_{i \in \mathcal{V}} P_i \cdot w_i}{\sum_{i \in \mathcal{V}} w_i} \quad (6)$$

- **AWCL** – Virtual beacon nodes are combined by use of Adaptive Weighted Centroid Localization (AWCL). While WCL simply gives more influence to closer beacon nodes, i.e., beacon nodes with higher weight, the idea of AWCL is to give more influence to the difference of given weights. Therefore, if the weights, e.g., RSS, of beacon nodes in range are similar to each other, they are to be reduced by a reduction part $q$ of the smallest weight, with \{ $q \in \mathbb{R} | 0 \leq q \leq 1$ \}, as illustrated in Figure 2. Otherwise, i.e., in case of high differences within the weights, AWCL inherently acts as WCL.

![Figure 2. Illustration of the reduction, used by AWCL](image_url)
C. Weightage

Except from the plain CL algorithm, the presented coarse grained estimation techniques are utilizing weighting factors. The aim of weights is to give higher influence to more important (virtual) beacon nodes. In the given case a precalculation is defined as more important, if the accordant beacon node and therefore the linearizer is closer to the blind node. In the same way, it is more important if the number of beacon nodes included in the precalculation and in the blind node’s communication range is high. Consequently the following weights have been studied:

Signal Strength – Virtual beacon nodes are weighted according to the RSS of the beacon node that provided the precalculation used to create the virtual beacon node. On average, the RSS is expected to be higher the closer the beacon node is. Although, variations of shadowing and fading may compromise this relation, it has been investigated as possible weightage. Equation (8) illustrates this weight, with $i$ indicating the linearizer of the according precalculation as well as the resulting virtual beacon node.

$$w_i = \text{RSS}_i$$ (8)

Similarity – Virtual beacon nodes are weighted according to the rate of beacon nodes, included in precalculation, that are located within the communication range of the blind node. This weight is given in equation (9), where $P_i$ indicates the set of beacon nodes included in the precalculation of beacon node $i$ and $B$ indicates the set of beacon nodes within the communication range of the blind node. This is applied to the WCL approach, which is then called Similarity based WCL (SWCL).

$$w_i = \frac{|P_i \cap B|}{|P_i|}$$ (9)

D. Reduction part

AWCL has been shown as more accurate than the original WCL. In advance of an included WCL estimation AWCL reduces all given weights by a certain portion of minimum weight, as given in equation (7). This leads to the behavior that in case of nearby weights the remaining small differences get more importance. For our investigations, the used reduction part $q$ has been varied from 15% to 65%.

E. Distance approximation

To enable a blind node to use beacon nodes outside its own communication range, sDLS introduced a distance approximation, given in Figure 3, that utilizes the given distance between linearizer and inaccessible beacon node ($d_{iL}$), and the estimated distance between blind node and linearizer ($r_{iL}$), which was assumed to be as close as possible, due to the prior choice of the blind node. The sum of both distances is used as approximation of the unknown distance $r_i$.

Now, using not only the closest beacon node, but up to all beacon nodes within the communication range, this approximation tends to be more and more inaccurate. Therefore, two variants of this distance approximation have been investigated.

Independent Approximation – For each precalculation distances to inaccessible beacon nodes are estimated as given in Figure 3. All data used is either directly estimated by use of measurements or provided by the precalculation itself.

Dependent Approximation – Most inaccessible beacon nodes are included in multiple precalculations, provided to the blind node. As illustrated in Figure 4, distance approximations towards such an inaccessible beacon node will differ according to the used precalculation, due to different linearizer nodes used in different precalculations.

To provide the most precise distance estimation the shortest distance, which can be estimated from the given precalculations, have to be selected for calculation of virtual beacon nodes.

To achieve this, one possibility is to firstly determine all possible estimates for inaccessible beacon nodes, i.e., one for each precalculation, which includes the inaccessible node, to subsequently calculate the minimum distance estimations. In most cases a more efficient solution can be applied. Figure 5 illustrates such a solution compared along with independent approximation in the context of the over all position estimation, given on the right hand side. The illustrated approach
processes precalculations individually but in ascending order of their distances towards the blind node, as illustrated on the right side. For this purpose, the distance between blind node and linearizer acts as the distance towards its according precalculation. Once a distance towards an inaccessible beacon node has been approximated by a close precalculation, this distance will be marked as known, as illustrated in the last but one box on the left side of Figure 5. If the same beacon node occurs in a further precalculation, the before calculated distance will be taken and the beacon node will be not treated as inaccessible.

Figure 4 illustrates the presented strategies by giving a worst case example for both approaches. Using independent approximation for the precalculation illustrated in Figure 4(a) highly overrates the distance towards the inaccessible beacon node. By use of dependent approximation instead, the better approximation provided by a closer precalculation illustrated in Figure 4(b) would be used.

IV. SIMULATIONS

To verify performance of the introduced HDLS approaches, the MATLAB® based network simulator Rmase is used [12]. The simulator provides a realistic radio communication model including spatial and temporal normal distributed fading. A static bidirectional spanning-tree routing was used to send data packets from nodes to sink and vice versa. Distance estimations performed by blind nodes rely on the simulators radio model.

A random deployment of \( n^2 \) nodes within a field of \( n \times n \) arbitrary distance units (adus) was utilized. The first node was always used as sink, while the remaining nodes have been randomly chosen as blind nodes (50%) or beacon nodes (50%). Note that the low number of blind nodes has been proofed to has no significant influence on the presented results but speeds up the simulation dramatically. The field size parameter \( n \) was varied from 5 to 30. The average communication range, given by the radio model, was 3 adus. For each field size the average over 100 simulations has been determined. In each simulated network all presented localization approaches have been performed concurrently.

V. RESULTS

As described in Section III, there are various factors, influencing the accuracy of HDLS. To distinguish between the different approaches, resulting from these factors, a naming scheme is used, illustrated as syntax diagram in Figure 6. This diagram also shows the more than 350 combinations, which have been investigated by simulations. In Figure 6, "S" symbols similarity based weightage, applied to WCL. Reduction part of AWCL have been varied from 15% to 65%. Range based strategy, indicated with an "R", also denotes a percentage of the distance towards the closest beacon node, which limits the catchment area of further beacon nodes. It is used in addition to the fixed upper bound of virtual beacon nodes.

Figure 6. Syntax diagram: Naming of investigated HDLS approaches

First, used coarse grained techniques are analysed along with different virtual beacon strategies, i.e., the number of virtual beacon nodes. Figure 7 shows mean localization error over the number of deployed nodes, using the basic CL approach. It is illustrated, that the hybrid approaches perform significantly better than the underlying sDLS, but in most cases not as accurate as the original sDLS approach with costly matrix updates. Furthermore, it is shown that the hybrid approach with two virtual beacon nodes is outperformed by the one, using three virtual beacon nodes. In contrast, using as much virtual beacon nodes as possible does not further increase localization accuracy.

Similar results have been found for HDLS based on WCL with traditional RSS based weighting, shown in Figure 8. It is shown that this approach performs the better, the more virtual beacon nodes are used. Furthermore, it outperforms...
sDLS and therefore it also outperforms the CL based approach.

In Section III, SWCL has been introduced as an alternative approach of WCL, using similarity instead of signal strength. Both WCL based approaches are compared in Figure 9. On the one hand, the illustration shows that similar to the CL based approach, the SWCL approach performs best, when three virtual beacon nodes are used. On the other hand, it is shown that this approach is outperformed by the RSS based approach.

The third coarse grained technique, investigated to use with HDLS, is AWCL. The performance of AWCL depends on a reduction part, defined by AWCL. The best reduction part is said to be 55%. Therefore, this factor is also used for the results, given in Figure 10. The presented results show, that this approach also outperforms the costly sDLS approach and performs the better the more virtual beacon nodes are used. Further investigations, using different reduction factors showed that also in the given context a reduction factor of 55% performs best in most cases. Nevertheless, achieved accuracy is often influenced only marginal by the reduction factor.

As an intermediate result HDLS provides best accuracy, using as much virtual beacon nodes as possible, combined by AWCL with a reduction part of 55%. While the previous results used virtual beacon strategies with a fixed number of virtual beacon nodes, the following results investigate the range based virtual beacon strategy. The range within precalculations of beacon nodes are used to create virtual beacon nodes was varied from 125% to 250% of the distance between blind node and closest beacon node. The range based approach is combined with a fixed upper bound as presented before. Figure 11 shows the resulting localization accuracy for CL based HDLS, using various ranges and an upper bound of two, i.e., HDLS falls back into sDLS ner. if the closest beacon node is significantly closer than all other beacon nodes. On the one hand, it is shown, that even a small range of 125% outperforms sDLS ner. On the other hand, the graph shows, that only in few cases, this spatial limit outperforms the unlimited version. It also shows that in most cases a spatial limitation of 175% performs very close to the unlimited counterpart. Similar results have been found for the use of WCL, SWCL or AWCL.

As AWCL turned out as the most promising approach, it is selected to compare the range based strategy with various upper limits of virtual beacon nodes. Figure 12 shows the results for the previously introduced upper bounds in combination with the spatial limits of 125% and 250%. On the one hand, the results show that the range based strategy
also works for limits higher than two. On the other hand, it is shown that the higher the spatial limit, the lower the mean localization error. Although the unlimited approaches perform better than the corresponding limited approaches, it comes out that a spatial limit of 250% achieves good results.

To evaluate the range based strategy as an alternative to the before mentioned strategies of fixed limits, spatial limits have been figured out, which are equivalent to numerous limits. As illustrated in Figure 13, a spatial range of 150% can be put on a level with the upper bound of two virtual beacon nodes. A spatial limit of 200% instead can be equated with the strategy of using 3 virtual beacon nodes. Once again, as much beacon nodes as available is proved to provide lowest localization error. Nevertheless, a spatial limit of 250% provides also good results.

Using a spatial limitation instead of a fixed number of virtual beacon nodes can be only seen as alternative, if it is more cost efficient. Therefore, the number of arithmetic operations, used for the according localization approach, has been investigated. Figure 14 illustrates this cost for the HDLS approaches, presented in Figure 13. It clearly comes out that the two range based approaches, which have been pointed out as equivalents need slightly more computations than the corresponding approaches.

Up to this point, the presented results are based on independent approximation of distances towards inaccessible beacon nodes. The remaining part of this section presents the results, achieved by use of dependent approximation. As shown in Figure 15, use of this approximation significantly improves localization accuracy of CL based HDLS. It outperforms sDLS as well as the best CL approach with independent approximation, even if only two virtual beacon nodes are used. It is also shown that there is only a small gain, which distinguishes the all beacon strategy from the three beacon strategy. Similar results have been found using WCL, SWCL and AWCL. In all cases, each approach using dependent distance approximation outperforms the according HDLS approach based on independent distance approximation, using as much virtual beacon nodes as possible.

To sum up the before mentioned results and to figure out the best HDLS approach for each coarse grained technique the best performing approach is presented in Figure 16. Noticeable, but not surprising, best results are achieved using as much virtual beacons as possible. Furthermore, Figure 16 shows impressively that use of dependent distance approximation outperforms independent distance approximation. Using dependent approximation, the AWCL based approach performs best closely followed by WCL. The same
order is depicted for independent distance approximation. Furthermore, it is shown, that range based virtual beacon strategy is useful in combination with CL and SWCL. In all cases a high spatial limit is used.

Due to the obviously strong impact of the number of virtual beacon nodes, some analyses have been performed, taking only results with an upper limit of three or two virtual beacon nodes into account, respectively. In both cases dependent distance approximation outperforms independent distance approximation. Also the internal order of the presented approaches is similar to the one presented in Figure 16. For each upper limit of virtual beacon nodes the best HDLS approach is presented in Figure 17. As it is illustrated, two times AWCL based approaches provide best results, while in the third case WCL performs best. All given HDLS approaches perform better than original sDLS with costly update operations. Even though, using as much virtual beacon nodes as possible results in highest accuracy, high accuracy can be also achieved using two or three virtual beacon nodes.

The achieved improvements in localization accuracy are mainly caused by an increased number of beacon nodes, used for localization. Due to the fact, that different virtual beacons, based on different precalculations, use different sets of beacon nodes, cardinality of resulting unions is commonly higher than cardinality of the individual sets. Since the number of used beacon nodes only depends on the applied virtual beacon strategy, Figure 18 exemplarily shows the number of used beacon nodes for the best cases, presented in Figure 17. It is shown, that using two virtual beacon nodes increases the number of beacon nodes used by about 40% compared to sDLSne. Using three virtual beacon nodes leads to an increase of about 67%, while using as much virtual beacon nodes as possible leads to an increase of 245% beacon nodes.

As a matter of course, using more beacon nodes, increasing localization accuracy, comes along with increased cost by means of computation. The mean number of operations, performed on each blind node, to perform one localization is given in Figure 19. The mean number of operations is mainly determined by the number of virtual beacon nodes or the number of individual precalculations, respectively. The most important result is that all presented approaches need less computations than the original sDLS with matrix updates, while all of these approaches, given in Figure 19, provide higher accuracy than sDLS. The additional cost for each additional virtual beacon node is about 80% of the cost of sDLSne.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, the efficient localization approach sDLSne has been combined with various coarse grained approaches.
to improve accuracy of localization. As shown in Figures 8, 10, 15, and 17, the new HDLS approach provides higher accuracy than sDLSne and even outperforms the initial sDLS approach. Using the newly introduced dependent distance approximation, even use of only two virtual beacon nodes, i.e., two precalculations, dramatically increases localization accuracy. Although HDLS needs more computations than sDLSne, it needs much less computations than sDLS. It further provides the possibility to chose between various variants with different cost. Using a small range, the presented range based virtual beacon strategy provides an very cost efficient way to improve sDLSne.
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Abstract— One of the major challenges in deploying large scale sensor networks is the ability of the sensors to weave dynamically and autonomously into a sensing plan. In this paper we present a novel algorithm with certain characteristics. It is applicable for thousands of sensors and uses a tree based organization to present an aggregation method that aggregates discrete events into compound ones. It presents a set of security levels to ensure that events are transmitted to the control center (sink) and also presents backup layers to ensure maximal connectivity. Furthermore, it is applicable for sensors with no GPS. The algorithm was successfully tested using the dedicated simulator on a terrain containing 10,000 sensors. Our results show that the sensors perform the process of weaving into a sensing plan, the task of identifying multiple intruders, reporting the events to the sink in a short time and comply with the other demands.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of microelectronics and communication technologies facilitates the manufacturing of miniature sensors comprising a small transmitter/receiver, a processor, memory components and a low-power battery [1], [2]. Most often, the sensor, or node, is a Boolean sensing device that detects an event within a given sensing range, and is able to inter-communicate using wireless protocols with adjacent nodes, creating a wireless sensor network (WSN).

There are a few common methods to categorize the network organization in a WSN according to the network structure [3]. The first category is flat routing, wherein all nodes have an identical role. The routing of events from the sensing nodes to the sinks can use any node in the network without any limitations and without interacting with any centric nodes [4][5][6][7][8][9]. In hierarchical routing protocols, part of the sensors possesses additional tasks. In this case, the sensors are grouped into clusters. One of the sensors in every cluster is designated as the cluster-head. If needed, it is possible to group cluster heads into new clusters [10][11][12][13]. This organization method delegates routing responsibilities to the cluster heads rather than the regular nodes. Hierarchical routing is considered as an efficient way to reduce energy consumption by transferring the aggregation process to the cluster head. A third method is location-based routing. The sensors are aware of their position in the theater. This location information can be exploited in order to route data over the network more efficiently. The sensor location can be obtained from a GPS receiver installed in every sensor [14]. Another method uses relative coordinates that are based on information gathered from neighboring sensors. The distance between neighboring sensors can be estimated according to the strength of the incoming signals [15][16][17]. An interesting approach is presented in [18]. The traffic is divided into two types: high priority traffic and low-priority traffic. High priority data is routed using a dedicated congestion zone arranged as a spanning tree with the sink as a root and the low priority traffic is routed via other nodes and longer paths. This model enables every node to be connected to several trees according to the number of sinks.

In this paper, we present the Very Large Scale Sensor Network Algorithm (VLSSNA). The VLSSNA presents a novel routing technique for a very large network composed of 10,000 sensors. This number is significantly higher than the number presented in literature [19]. This algorithm creates a flat network. Moreover, the algorithm enables the network operators to assign an “importance level” to events and to transmit important events on parallel layers of the network. This feature increases significantly the probability that events will not get lost even if some intermediate nodes malfunction.

The sensors dissemination process is totally random without any prior definitions in the sensors. The organization of the network is an autonomous procedure without any external intervention. In our research, we assume a sensor density that prevents an object from crossing the sensing field without being detected [20]. Energy economization is achieved using a communication method that combines broadcasting and sensor-to-sensor communication and an aggregation process used to minimize the number of messages.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theater and the network elements, Section 3 presents the sensors control and management, Section 4 deals with energy saving methods, Section 5 presents the simulator used for evaluation of the sensor network and Section 6 presents the simulations and results. Conclusions follow in Section 7.
II. THEATRE AND NETWORK ELEMENTS

A. The Theater

Fig. 1 presents a schematic view of a typical theater on which the sensors are dispersed. The sensors are dispersed so that their density ensures that every target will be detected by one or more sensors. At the edge of the theater, three base stations (BSs) are placed, arranged in an equilateral triangle. The BSs are connected by a high-speed communication link. At least one sink controls and monitors the events.

B. Network Elements

a) Base Stations

The BSs are identical, and they are controlled by the sink. Every BS is required to know its exact position in space (x, y, z) coordinates. This information can be obtained manually when the BS is installed or via a GPS. In addition, all BSs clocks are synchronized. A BS is constructed of the following units: (a) A long-range downstream transmitter that covers the whole theater. (b) A short-range downstream transmitter and upstream receiver that cover the adjacent sensors. (c) A high speed LAN that connects all BSs and the sink. This LAN is used to transfer synchronization data among the BSs and the sink, alarms received from the sensors to the sinks and messages from the sink to the BSs and the sensors.

b) Sensors

The sensors are scattered in the terrain. The distribution of the sensors in the theater is not required to be uniform. However, it is assumed that some connectivity between a sensor and its surrounding sensors can always be found. A sensor has a limited life expectancy, and as a dispensable device the whole network will continue to function with a certain decrease in the number of active sensors. The design of the network allows the operators to add periodically new sensors to the field to overcome the natural decrease in the number of sensors. A sensor is composed of the following major units: (a) A binary Omni sensing device like a microphone. The sensor is unable to detect the direction of the event. (b) Short range Transmitter/Receiver. We can assume that the transmission range is greater than the sensing range. Fig. 1 presents a sensors field. The dashed lines present the sensing range while the full lines present the transmission range. A sensor can receive messages transmitted from other sensors within their transmission range or from the BSs. (c) Processor and Battery.

III. SENSORS CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

A. First Network Activation

The network activation process starts after completing scattering the sensors in the field. The sensors in the field will not start to work until the activation process ends. Note that all sensors clocks will be synchronized during the activation process. The activation process has 3 steps and is coordinated by the BSs:

1. BS1 sends a beacon that covers the whole field. This beacon carries the following data elements: (a) Time stamp used to synchronize the internal clock of every sensor and the other BSs. (b) The name and geographical location (XBS1, YBS1, ZBS1) of BS1. (c) Wait time (t1) in milliseconds. Every sensor receiving this beacon will update its internal clock with the BS1 time and its internal database with the coordinates of BS1. The other BSs will update their internal clock according to BS1 clock.

2. BS2 waits predefined t2 milliseconds (a) value known to all network elements) before broadcasting a beacon. This beacon which covers the whole field carries the following parameters: (a) The name and geographical location (XBS2, YBS2, ZBS2) of BS2. (b) Time stamp. Every sensor receiving this beacon will update its internal database with the coordinates of BS2.

3. BS3 will wait t3 milliseconds after BS2 transmission before broadcasting a beacon. This beacon parameters and the process are identical to these of BS2. Every sensor receiving this beacon will update its internal storage with the coordinates of BS3. After receiving the 3 beacons, every sensor starts its localization algorithm (based on trilateration). The termination phase of this algorithm is a set of sensors spread in the field when every sensor has identified the BSs, the BSs geographical locations and its own location. In the current state, the sensors stay dormant and do not initiate any activity.

The network activation process runs periodically and is used to join new sensors that were added to the field or remap old sensors that were moved inside the field.

B. Messages and Data Transfer

The communication among the network elements is performed by messages. The network elements exchange broadcast messages addressed by all listening nodes within the transmission range and directed messages that address a specific node within the transmission range. Another type of
classification is based on the transmission range of the message originator. A BS can transmit short range and long range messages while a sensor is capable to transmit only short range messages. Tab. 1 summarizes combinations between the message types and message transmission range. While a BS can send directly a long distance message to every node in the terrain, a node which is required to send an event to the BS, is required to use intermediate nodes to bridge the distance. The process of transferring the information from the node to the BS is based on a “store and forward” mechanism. A node that received a message will forward the message to the next leg in the chain only after it was received completely.

Special attention was given to energy saving. As will be described in details later in this paper we implemented “energy saving” methods in critical and demanding procedures.

C. Trees formation processes

During the trees formation phase, every sensor builds its connections in the field. All BSs initiate simultaneously the trees formation process although the processes are independent. It starts after the localization process and terminates when the sensors complete joining the spanning trees. After completion, every node is connected to \( n \) trees when \( n \) is the number of BSs.

Fig. 2 presents 2 trees in the theater. The tree of the root node BS1 and the nodes addresses is presented in continuous lines in black and the tree of root node BS2 is presented in dashed lines. The addresses of the nodes that belong to root BS1 start with \(<1.>\) and the addresses of nodes that belong to BS2 start with \(<3.>\). We skip the tree formation process due to lack of space.

IV. DETAILED DESCRIPTION – TFA ALGORITHM

The trees formation algorithm (TFA) organizes the nodes in the field in rooted trees. Only nodes that belong to the same tree can transfer events to the BS which is also the tree root and the sink. To ensure the maximal connectivity, all nodes will try to organize themselves in a single tree. Every node in the field has a unique and fixed node-id and a virtual coordinate (of the type x.y.z.) that may change depending on the changes in the tree structure. Every tree is identified by a “tree name” which is the id of the root node, which is the BS. The metrical join (referred also as join) protocol should satisfy the following properties:

Eventually all nodes within transmission area must fuse into a single tree. When two trees are being fused, most updates should be made to the nodes of the smaller tree (in the number of nodes). The protocol should maximize the number of nodes that joins the tree in every step (yielding a parallel fuse). Nodes periodically attempt to balance the tree by shortening their distance to the root of the tree by improving their position in the tree and joining higher-level nodes.

The protocol is fully distributive with no “central” control.

Running alarms will not be affected (i.e. will not break) in any way from the ongoing trees join process or rearrangement of an existing tress. The parallel process of creating the trees (with the roots BS1, BS2,...) is fully independent. When all processes terminate, every node is a member in all trees.

The TFA algorithm runs when the stability of the network is violated. Every time this algorithm runs, it will bridge the “holes” created by faulty sensors and will add new sensors that were added to the terrain.

A. Events, Events aggregation and Delivery Verification

In our model, every sensor has a circular events detection area around itself. An intruder that enters the sensors field will stimulate every node whenever it enters its detection radius.

Every node that detects an intruder sends an event message to its father. Fig. 3 presents a section of the sensors field and the intruder path within it. The circle around each sensor presents the detection zone of the sensor. Our assumption is that every sensor is able to perform basic filtering of the detected noise, i.e. a sensor programmed to detect a noise of a car will not respond to a noise created by a walking animal or barking of a dog. In Fig. 3 the intruder triggers 4 sensors located on his path.

The tree structure creates a natural organization of the nodes, which allows the network to “aggregate” events from each subtree in the subtree root and minimize the amount of events transferred towards the sink. For example, node \(<1.1>\) is able to aggregate the events detected by its children \(<1.1.X>\) and send it as a unified event to its father. A

Table 1: Messages Definition and Types of Messages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSG Range Type</th>
<th>Long Range Message</th>
<th>Short Range Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directed Message</td>
<td>A message sent by a BS, directed to a specific sensor in the theater. The addressed sensor is identified by a unique sensor-id within the terrain.</td>
<td>A message sent by sensors or the short-range transmitter of the BS. This message is addressed to a specific sensor identified by a unique sensor-id within the transmission range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast Message</td>
<td>A message transmitted only by a BS. This message is targeted to all sensors in the terrain.</td>
<td>A message sent by sensors or the short-range transmitter of the BS. All receiving nodes within the short transmission range address this message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
managing automaton runs in every node and enables the node to act in one of two possible ways: Detect an event or receive and handle event messages from its children and transfer them either transparently or with some updates toward the sink. The automaton is composed of 3 states.

1) Idle. This is the stable state of the node. In this state, the node is waiting for an event created by the intruder or to a message from one of its children. When the node detects an intruder, it sends the message “event-report-message” with the event details to its father. The main event details are the geographical location of the node and the event timestamp. After detecting an event, the node will not report any additional event for a short time span. This prevents the node from creating a flood of messages toward the sink caused by a single short timed stimulation.

2) Store information – open timer. As soon as the node receives an “event-report-message” from one of its children, it assumes that his other children may detect this same event. The node stores the event data and waits for additional messages from the other children. A short wait timer is activated in order to limit the wait time. If the node receives an “event-report-message” from all its children, the timer is redundant, and it is cancelled.

3) Calculate direction. This state is activated once the node decides to stop waiting for additional “event-report-messages”. The node tries to calculate the local direction of the intruder, based on the messages it received. The results are then sent towards the root using the message “aggregated-event-message”. It is possible to calculate the direction only if two or more children reported the event. In case that only a single child detected the event, the aggregated message will carry the location of the detecting node. In the case that 2 or more nodes have detected the event, the message will carry the locations of the two most distant detecting nodes.

When a node receives a message “aggregate-event-message” from its subtree, it acts as a router and sends it to its father.

B. Data Aggregation

The purpose of the aggregation process is to reduce the amount of data transferred from the detecting nodes toward the root. However, as will be explained later, this process slows the speed in which events are transferred toward the sink. The aggregation process can be nested, for example, node <1> in Fig. 3 can aggregate the data from its children <1.1> and <1.2> into a single message. A k-level aggregation process performs the aggregation process in the k lowest levels of the tree (starting from the leaves). The aggregation level can be adjusted according to the required performance of the network and the type of expected intruders.

The need to aggregate messages requires that inbound messages will be delayed in the node for a period of time. This delay enables other inbound event messages to arrive during the delay and to be aggregated into a single aggregated message.

C. Event Delivery Verification

The verification feature enables the network to ensure with high level of certainty that a reported event has been transferred successfully from the sensing nodes via the routing nodes to the BSs and the sink. The network architecture enables the use of two types of verification levels. The basic method is “Report & Forget” which does not require a BS to acknowledge the acceptance of the event report. The enhanced method “Report & Acknowledge” requires the receiving BS to send an acknowledgement to the reporting nodes. The acknowledgement does not use the sensors network to transfer the acknowledgement to the sender but broadcasts a "Shout" message over the air from the BS with the sensor-id and event details. In case that the event originator has not received the acknowledgment message within a predefined period, it will resend the event report.

Another capability of the architecture is to use two levels of energy saving delivery methods. The economized method uses a "Load-Sharing" mechanism where the reporting node selects cyclically one of the trees and sends the event report over the tree to a single BS. The "Active-All" mechanism is more energy consuming. Using this method, the node sends in parallel the event report over all possible trees by replicating the event report over all trees. The replicated events are propagated to the BSs and the sink. According to the events time and locations, the sink will fuse the replicated events into one single event.

V. ENERGY SAVING METHODS

The energy resources of the nodes are very limited. A critical factor in the design of the VLSSNA algorithm was to reduce the energy utilization as much as possible and to enable the network operators to select an operation mode that fits the needs and will meet the energy resources of the nodes. The following methods are used by the network. (a) In case that a node is able to control its transmission power, and it has more than a single candidate to become its father, it will select the most “economical” father that is not too close. (b) Optional Acknowledge (Ack) via “shouting” and not via the network. (c)Using adjustable replicated transmissions. A node can generate an Ack message that will be transmitted in parallel on one or more trees.
according to its importance. (d) The ability of the initiating
sensor to select randomly a tree contributes also to an even
utilization of energy in the network.

VI. THE INTERACTIVE FLEXIBLE AD HOC SIMULATOR

For testing and evaluating the protocols described in this
research (VLSSNA and TFA) we used the interactive
Flexible Ad-Hoc Simulator (IFAS) [7]. The IFAS simulator
was originally developed for evaluating the performance of
ad-hoc protocols; it was adapted for sensor networks and can
handle successfully thousands of sensors. In this section, we
shall describe the simulator and the simulation scenarios.
Special attention was given to the following aspects: (a)
enhanced visualization tools that give a full visual of the
theater, zooming of selected zones, node movements and
voice channels in ad hoc networks, and specific node status
including queue status; (b) tracing the formation of trees; (c)
tracing the events transfer and sessions in real time; (d)
configuration and simulation definition via online screens;
(e) definition and tracking of intruders paths and pace; (f)
support of logging, debugging and analysis tools.
The enhanced visualization capabilities, unique to this
simulator, contributed to the understanding of the protocols
behavior, as we were able to view the progress in the field
and detect unexpected behavior.

The simulator enables the user to get detailed online
reports. These capabilities set afloat disruptions in specific
nodes behavior as a result of their location in the field. It is
possible to “kill” nodes, zoom in and out selected areas and
trace explicitly certain events. Fig. 4 presents one of the
trees on a terrain with 3000 sensors (the black points) placed
randomly in the field.

![Figure 4: Sample Tree with BS-2 as a root](image1)

The root tree is BS2. The intruders which are not seen in this
view are crossing the field and activating the sensors. In the
bottom of the screen we see the events received by the BS.

![Figure 5: Base stations Organization](image2)

Table 2: Quantities details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of sensors</td>
<td>3000 sensors (except for the scalability tests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field size</td>
<td>1km x 1km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor transmission range</td>
<td>60 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event detection range</td>
<td>10 meters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

The simulation environment creates the infrastructure to
analyze the following directions: (a) the efficiency and
scalability of the TFA algorithm. (b) The performance of the
network in the following aspects: The contribution of the
aggregation process to reduce the number of messages and
the delay created by nodes as a result of the aggregation
process. The tests were performed using the parameters
presented in Tab. 2.

Fig. 5 presents the BSs organization. BS1, BS2 and BS3
act as the trees roots and are able to broadcast “shout”
messages that cover the whole terrain. In addition, the
events are received via these BSs.

The localization algorithm requires using a minimum of
three synchronized beacons that broadcast periodically a
time event. The best organization for the beacons is in an
equilateral triangle. To show an applicative possibility, we
combined the functionality of two beacons with BS1 and BS2
and created a Support Basestation (SBS) that participates
only on the localization process. The distance between BSs,
BS1 and BS2 is d. Note that it is possible to use the SBS as a
replacement for BS3.

Scalability and connectivity

The basic requirement from the TFA algorithm is to
connect all sensors in the field into one single network. This
set of tests is comprised of two groups:

1) Scalability tests. We run the TFA algorithm on a
field with a minimal population of 1000 sensors and a
maximum population of 10,000 nodes. The trees creation
process succeeded to fuse all sensors into a single tree
without any measurable impact on the performance.

2) Connectivity tests. The connectivity tests included
two groups of tests – the first group verified that all nodes
dispersed in the tree are merged into a single tree. The
second group of tests checked what happens if sub-tree
dnodes within the tree die. In this case, the tests show that
the nodes that belong to the subtree of the faulty node
discover the fault, and declare themselves as standalone
trees. This declaration initiated the fusion process that
results in a new fully connected field.

Average nodal delay

Intuitively, two factors contribute to the efficiency of the
aggregation process – the nodal delay time and the number
of the tree levels that participate in the aggregation process. Fig. 6 presents the impact of the nodal delay time on the aggregation process. In this test, we measured the percentage of aggregated messages out of all event messages triggered by the intruder as a function of the nodal delay time. In this test, every inbound message received by a sensor on its way to the sink is delayed for a fixed period before it is outbounded to the next tree level. We expect the number of aggregated messages to grow as the internal delay grows. As presented, the number of aggregated messages grows significantly to 33% when the delay grows to 700ms. A small increase to 40% is achieved when the delay grows to 1200ms. Additional delay time greater than 1200ms does not contribute to the performance. Note that the increase in the performance costs a significant delay in the arrival of the alarm message to the sink.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The tree based connection between sensors presents a very efficient and practical way to connect between very large numbers of sensors in a sensor network. The method presented in this paper depicts also a replication tree mechanism that increases the redundancy of the network and ensures a very high level of connectivity.

The aggregation algorithm is targeted to reduce the number of events that are transferred from the network to the sinks. The main purpose of this algorithm is to save transmission energy. A major consideration in the decision of the quality of this algorithm is the usage of extra energy required in implementing more sophisticated algorithms, the extra requirement from the processing unit and the memory size of the sensor. In addition, transmitting more data that is required to improve the algorithm increases significantly the energy consumption. The savings should be balanced against the cost of transferring all raw events to the sinks.
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Abstract— Position estimation is one of the major challenges of sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks. By utilizing the information of messages of some pre-deployed location aware nodes, called beacons, and signal strength based distance estimation, a location unaware node is able to estimate its position. In the recent years, several localization methodologies have been developed. Due to imprecise distance estimations via received signal strength utilization, the localization accuracies of these algorithms differ, depending on the scenario conditions. In the proposed work, we developed an algorithmic approach to improve the localization accuracy of a least squares approach via two strategies. On the one hand, we tackle the imprecise distance measurements with a preceding plausibility check. On the other hand, we evaluate the achieved accuracy and improve the result by weaning the result of adaptive weighted centroid localization into a hybrid localization. The achieved localization accuracy beats the performance of the preceding approaches in all investigated scenarios, particularly for low beacon densities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ongoing miniaturization of technical devices allows to combine microcontroller, sensors and radio technology to a single tiny and battery driven device, called sensor node. Due to their radio technology, numbers of the nodes can compose themselves together to a wireless sensor network (WSN), which ranges from few nodes in one-hop distance to each other up to large networks with hundreds of nodes and multi-hop dimension. Such WSNs can be deployed in an area to observe, using their sensor abilities to detect phenomena in various scenarios. Examples for the operation of sensor networks are disaster control, environmental observation, tracking of moving objects [1]. In most of the scenarios, e.g. object tracking, the location of a detected phenomenon is as important as the properties of the phenomenon itself. As result, the detecting nodes have to be aware of their position within a reference system. Due to the WSN operation in inaccessible or indoor scenarios and the large amount of nodes, neither a specific deployment of all nodes nor a global localization system, e.g. GPS, are always feasible for the localization of sensor nodes. A feasible solution is that a fraction of nodes is location aware and used as reference nodes, called beacons [2-6]. These beacon nodes get their position either due to a specific deployment, e.g. deployed by a robot or are additionally equipped with a GPS-receiver. All remaining nodes, called unknowns may be deployed randomly in the monitored area and estimate their position with the help of the beacon nodes. Each beacon broadcasts a message, and each receiving node stores the contained information about the beacons’ position as well as the received signal strength or the derived distance.

The algorithms, which utilize the collected information from all nearby beacon nodes to estimate the position of an unknown node, differ in complexity and achieved estimation accuracy. Interestingly, a high complexity is not mandatory for a competitive accuracy, especially if the distance estimations are inaccurate due to shadowing effects.

The contribution of the paper improves the localization accuracy in two ways. On the one hand, a plausibility check avoids applying impossible distance estimations, on the other hand the uncorrelated localization accuracy of a different algorithm family is utilized. The result is described as an algorithm called HyPAERLoc (Hybrid Plausible Approach for Error Reduced Localization). We compared HyPAERLoc with its preceding localization approaches in different scenarios with a log-normal fading radio channel model. With HyPAERLoc, the localization accuracy increases significantly compared to the preceding algorithms. Additionally, the algorithm avoids outliers.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the related work, Section III explains our simulation environment. Section IV analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of the researched localization approaches. In Section V, we describe and evaluate our check for implausible distances, Section VI describes and evaluates the hybrid localization approach. Section VII gives the conclusion and an outlook.

II. RELATED WORK
Beacon based localization algorithms can generally be divided into coarse-grained and fine-grained localization. The actual section describes common representatives of both groups of algorithms.

I. Coarse-Grained Localization
Coarse-grained localization algorithms represent heuristic methodologies to estimate the position of an unknown node. These classes of algorithms are characterized by the disadvantage, that even with exact distance measurements, they are not able to estimate the exact position of the unknown due to their simplification. In the following, three coarse-grained localization algorithms are described and evaluated.
**Centroid Localization**

By the idea of Centroid Localization (CL), an unknown node is located at the centroid of all received beacons [2]. If $P_i(x,y)$ represents the position of an unknown node $i$, $n$ represents the number of received beacons and $B_j(x,y)$ represents the known position of a beacon node $j$ in range, each unknown node $i$ can perform the algorithm as given in (1).

$$P_i(x,y) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} B_j(x,y)$$

(1)

It can be seen, that the algorithm is easily to perform and abstain from distance estimations.

**Weighted Centroid Localization**

An advanced approach is Weighted Centroid Localization (WCL) [3]. In contrast to CL, WCL uses additional information to calculate the centroid. Usually, a sensor node has the ability to measure the received signal strength of a message. The result of this measurement can be utilized to estimate the distance to the beacon node which sent this message. The estimated distance can be utilized to improve the position estimation by weighting the centroid calculation, as done by WCL. A practical approach is to describe the impact of a beacon $B_j$ with the weight $w_{ij}$ as reciprocal of the estimated distance $d_{ij}$ between unknown $i$ and beacon $j$, as done in equation (2).

$$w_{ij} = (d_{ij})^{-1}$$

(2)

With this weight, the calculation of the centroid changes as given in (3).

$$P_i(x,y) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij} * B_j(x,y)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij}}$$

(3)

As result, the position of the unknown node is not estimated as real centroid of all surrounding beacons, but nearer beacons pull the position of the unknown in their direction.

**Adaptive Weighted Centroid Localization**

The goal of Adaptive Weighted Centroid Localization (AWCL) was the improvement of the weighting [4]. If all distances between one unknown and its received beacons are similar to each other, the effect of the weighting becomes relatively low and the result is comparable to CL. To overcome this problem, AWCL adapts the resulting weights by applying the following steps:

1.) Determination of the smallest weight $w_{i,\text{min}}$
2.) Calculation of the reduction part $q$. Simulation results in [4] provide to calculate a feasible reduction part as done in (4).

$$q = w_{i,\text{min}} * 0.55$$

(4)

3.) Applying the centroid estimation with reduced weighting, as done in (5).

$$P_i(x,y) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} (w_{ij} - q) * B_j(x,y)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} (w_{ij} - q)}$$

(5)

As result, AWCL is able to apply a more influential weighting, which directly impact the localization accuracy in most situations.

**2. Fine-Grained Localization**

The idea of fine-grained localization approaches is to determine the exact position of an unknown node. The obvious disadvantage of the fine-grained localization approaches is the costly computational effort. In the following, the method of least squares as most common representative and one successor are explained.

**Linear Least Squares**

The method of linear least squares, also called atomic multilateration in [5], is an approach to approximate the solution of a linear over determined equation system. In least squares, the sum of the squares of the residua of the solved equation system is minimized. Applied to the localization problem, each unknown node $i$ has to determine two unknown variables, $x_i$ and $y_i$ in a 2-dimensional sensor network. Additionally, each received beacon $j$ allows setting up an equation as given in (6).

$$(x_i - x_j)^2 + (y_i - y_j)^2 = d_{ij}^2$$

(6)

This equation can be transformed as given in (7).

$$x_i^2 + y_i^2 + x_j^2 + y_j^2 - 2(x_i x_j + y_i y_j) = d_{ij}^2$$

(7)

Here, $d_{ij}$ is the known distance between unknown node $i$ and beacon $j$, $x_i$ and $y_i$ are the unknown coordinates of the unknown node and $x_j$ and $y_j$ are the known coordinates of the beacon in a common reference system. For applying linear least squares, the quadratic terms of the unknown have to be removed. This can be done by subtraction of the equation of beacon $k$, as done in (8).

$$x_i^2 + y_i^2 - x_k^2 - y_k^2 - 2(x_i x_j + y_i y_j) - 2(x_i x_k + y_i y_k) = d_{ij}^2 - d_{ik}^2$$

(8)

This linearization can be done for each couple $l$ of received beacons. For $n$ received beacons, the maximum number of different linear equations $m$ is given by equation (9).

$$m = 0.5((n - 1) * n)$$

(9)

After that, the present equation can be transformed into a linear equation $h_i = g_i x_i + y_i$. Here, $g_i$ and $h_i$ are absolute terms and represents single points for the unknown node $i$ in the...
final equation system, in which a straight line with offset $y_i$ and slope $x_i$ can be found.

For each couple of beacons $l$, values for $g_l$ and $h_l$ are calculated as given in (10) and (11) for the example beacons $j$ and $k$.

$$h_{l,i} = \frac{(d_{l,j}^2 - d_{l,k}^2 - x_j^2 - y_j^2 + x_k^2 + y_k^2)}{2 \cdot (y_k - y_j)}$$

$$g_{l,i} = \frac{(x_k - x_j)}{(y_k - y_j)}$$

After transforming the equations for each couple of beacons into a system of linear equations, the values for $x_i$ and $y_i$ can be computed as given in equation (12) and (13), whereby $\bar{g}_i$ and $\bar{h}_i$ are the average values of all available terms of $g_i$ and $h_i$.

$$x_i = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{m} (g_{l,i} - \bar{g}_i)(h_{l,i} - \bar{h}_i)}{\sum_{l=1}^{m} (g_{l,i} - \bar{g}_i)^2}$$

$$y_i = \bar{h}_i - x_i \cdot \bar{g}_i$$

As result, linear least squares is able to calculate the exact position of an unknown node, if the distances between the unknown node and the beacons are correctly estimated. In this case, usually only three beacon nodes and hence two independent couples of beacons are sufficient to determine the exact position.

**Scalable Distributed Least Squares**

Linear least squares have two major drawbacks. The first one is the cost intensive computation of the final position, the second one is the inaccuracy, if the measured distances are inexact. Both drawbacks were tackled with Scalable Distributed Least squares (SDLS) in [6]. While the splitting of the calculation and the involved challenges are not in the focus of this paper, the improvement of the accuracy is significant. Instead of choosing all available or a subset of couples of beacons for calculating $g_{i,l}$ and $h_{i,l}$, an unknown node $i$ in SDLS selects the nearest beacon node as linearizer and subtract the equation of the linearizer from each other node. Hence, the number $m$ of resulting beacon couples for $n$ beacons is given by $m=n-1$, and each couple contains a part of the linearizer. The reason for selecting the closest beacon as linearizer is given by the fact, that smaller distances could be measured more exactly due to the greater absolute difference in the signal strength.

To get an impression of the work of all localization algorithms with inaccurate distance estimations, example localization is given in Figure 1. LS and SDLS estimate the same position of the unknown node due to the limited number of beacons. Additionally it is recognizable that all coarse-grained algorithms localize the node in a triangle with the beacons as corners, which is always given by the heuristic of the algorithms.

### III. Simulation Environment

The described localization algorithms share one major drawback: Until now, they were only partly analyzed and not optimized to deal with realistic fading situations. Due to the node deployment near to the ground, their motionlessness and the possibly heterogeneous environment conditions, the log-normal shadow fading offers a well performing model for the real-world behavior of communicating sensor nodes [7,8]. Major part of the model is transmission equation of Friis, as given in equation (14).

$$P_t = P_r \cdot G_t \cdot G_r \cdot \left(\frac{c}{4\pi f}\right)^2 \cdot \left(\frac{1}{d}\right)^2$$

Here, $P_r$ is the received Power, $P_t$ the transmitted Power, $G_t$ and $G_r$ the antenna gains, $c$ the speed of light, $f$ the transmission frequency and $d$ the distance between transmitter and receiver. To adapt the transmission equation to log-normal shadow fading, an environment depending path loss exponent $N$ and a Gaussian distributed random variable $X_\sigma$ with mean value $\theta$ and standard deviation $\sigma$ is included into this equation, as given in (15), transformed to dB.

$$P_t[dB] = P_r[dB] + 20log_{10}\left(\frac{c}{4\pi f}\right) - N \cdot 10log_{10}(d) + 10log_{10}(G_t \cdot G_r) + X_\sigma$$

To analyze how the in Section II proposed localization algorithms perform in different environments, realistic values for the path loss exponent $N$ and the standard deviation $\sigma$ are required. In [8], the authors performed a widespread analysis of the log-normal shadow fading with a for sensor network feasible frequency band of 900 MHz. For our analysis, we selected two scenarios, from this paper.
The first one is the “Sandy Flat Beach” scenario. This scenario represents a sensor network which is deployed on a beach, a desert or another sandy and relatively flat area, for example to detect vehicles. The second selected scenario is the “Dry Tall Underbrush” scenario, which emulates a sensor network deployed in a forest, e.g. to detect or prevent forest fires. To compare the algorithms with each other in the appropriate scenarios, we set up a simulation environment as given in Table 1 in Prowler [9] with minimized edge effects by creating an internal area for its environment and is able to compute a distance to a beacon node.

Table 1: Simulation Setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor node properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency ( f )</td>
<td>900 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver sensitivity</td>
<td>98 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving Antenna Gain ( G_r )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitting Antenna Gain ( G_t )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario “Sandy Flat Beach”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Loss exponent ( N )</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation ( \sigma )</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario “Dry Tall Underbrush”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Loss exponent ( N )</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation ( \sigma )</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrounding area</td>
<td>300m x 300m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal area</td>
<td>100m x 100m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon density ( [10^3/m²] )</td>
<td>2.5; 7.5; ...; 22.5; 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon arrangements per density</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown nodes/beacon arrangement</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As precondition for the distance estimation, each node has knowledge about the path loss exponent \( N \) of its environment and is able to compute a distance to a beacon on the basis of the received signal strength by assuming an undisturbed channel and applying equation (16).

\[
d[m] = 10^{\left(\frac{P_t[\text{dB}]-P_r[\text{dB}]+20\log_{10}\left(\frac{f}{f_0}\right)+10\log_{10}(G_t G_r)}{10+N}\right)}
\]  

(16)

It is assumed, that the path loss exponent is estimated by all communicating beacons and provided in the network.

To get a statement about the number of received beacons versus the achieved accuracy, we varied the beacon density. For each selected density, we created 200 beacon arrangements and in each arrangement 50 unknown nodes localized their position with all described algorithms, if possible. The increased beacon density correlates with a certain number of beacons in range, as shown in Figure 2, and for low density, a fraction of nodes did not receive enough beacons to localize themselves, as shown in Figure 3. After applying the simulation with all beacon densities, the overall number of nodes with certain beacons in range differed extremely, as shown in Figure 4.

For statistical significance, we decided that a beacon number had to be used at least 1000 times for localization. Hence, we were able to analyze the accuracy with up to 15 received beacon nodes in the Sandy Flat Beach scenario and up to 44 received beacon nodes in the Dry Tall Underbrush scenario.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

To estimate the performance of the algorithms, we noted the localization error as distance of the origin position of a node and computed position of each algorithm. The simulation for the Sandy Flat Beach scenario is shown in Figure 5 and for the Dry Tall Underbrush scenario in Figure 6 as Boxplot-diagram. We selected this kind of presentation for a better visualization of the dispersion of the achieved results. The result shows that each algorithm performs better if more messages of different beacons are received. This is not surprising and covers our expectations.

The simulations allow comparing the coarse-grained and later the fine-grained algorithms among each other. In both
In the fine-grained algorithms, the arithmetic mean and the median of SDLS outperform the linear least squares algorithm with random choice of beacon couples. The reason is the careful choice of the linearizer in SDLS, which is always one of the closest beacons. Due to the channel model, the average distance estimation error is reduced if the distance is shorter. Hence, the impact of the more accurate linearizer distance allows a performance increase compared to randomly selected beacon couples.

Furthermore, the simulations allow a comparison between the fine-grained and the coarse-grained algorithms. It is recognizable that the fine-grained algorithms perform only marginal better or even worse than the coarse-grained algorithms. Additionally, both fine-grained algorithms are characterized by a number of extreme outliers, which achieve errors in the range of hundreds up to several thousand meters. There are two reasons for such outliers.

The first one is an inauspicious beacon arrangement where the received beacons do not surround the unknown node, but are (nearly) arranged in a line. The second one is erroneous distance measurements to the beacon nodes. Due to the algorithm, which does not optimize until the smallest distance error is found, but optimize the terms as given in (10) and (11), the final positions are not forced to reflect real possible positions. In contrast, the localization results of the coarse-grained algorithms localize the unknown node always anywhere between the beacons. On the one hand, this limits the maximum possible error, on the other hand, this limits the maximum achievable localization accuracy. As last part of our analysis, we investigated the correlation between errors in coarse-grained and fine-grained localization by selecting randomly 100 localized nodes with each received 3 beacon messages, and compared the localization error AWCL with WCL and SDLS of each localized node in a scatter plot, as shown in Figure 7. It is recognizable that there is a strong correlation between the two coarse-grained localization algorithms, while there is nearly no correlation between AWCL and SDLS. This different behavior is later utilized by HyPAERLoc.

Concluding, both algorithm families perform similar in the terms of accuracy in average, but with different accuracy in single beacon arrangements and distance estimations. Due to the higher accuracy potential of the fine-grained algorithms, our developed algorithm HyPAERLoc is based on the idea of SDLS, which accuracy is improved in two steps.

V. DETECTION OF IMPLAUSIBLE DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

The major idea to improve the distance measurement is given by a plausibility check, which benefits from the known positions of each couple of beacons $j$ and $k$, whose distances to the unknown $i$ are used to create a common linear equation. With the knowledge of the beacons' positions and the estimated distances to and between them, an unknown node is able to recognize implausible gaps as result of erroneous distance measurements. A node can
apply the plausibility check by solving equations (17), (18) and (19).

If one of the resulting gaps are greater than 0, at least one distance estimation is erroneous, even if the unknown and the beacons are deployed in a line, as shown in Figure 8.

\[
G_{ap_1} = d_{jk} - (d_{ik} + d_{ij})
\]

(17)

\[
G_{ap_2} = d_{ik} - (d_{jk} + d_{ij})
\]

(18)

\[
G_{ap_3} = d_{ij} - (d_{jk} + d_{ik})
\]

(19)

Our solution to deal with this knowledge about the implausible gaps is to adapt the estimated distances between the node and the beacons, until the conditions are not longer fulfilled, as given in Table II. As result, a more realistic distance estimation is performed, which can be applied to any fine-grained localization algorithm. Applied to SDLS, the increased accuracy is shown in Figure 9. Although the dispersion is not reduced, the plausibility check increases the arithmetic mean of the algorithm in both scenarios by up to 20\%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Adaptation of ( d_{ij} )</th>
<th>Adaptation of ( d_{ik} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( G_{ap_1} &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>( d'<em>{ij} = d</em>{ij} \left( 1 + \frac{G_{ap_1}}{d_{ij} + d_{ik}} \right) )</td>
<td>( d'<em>{ik} = d</em>{ik} \left( 1 + \frac{G_{ap_1}}{d_{ij} + d_{ik}} \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{ap_2} &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>( d'<em>{ij} = d</em>{ij} \left( 1 + \frac{G_{ap_2}}{d_{ij} + d_{ik}} \right) )</td>
<td>( d'<em>{ik} = d</em>{ik} \left( 1 - \frac{G_{ap_2}}{d_{ij} + d_{ik}} \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{ap_3} &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>( d'<em>{ij} = d</em>{ij} \left( 1 - \frac{G_{ap_3}}{d_{ij} + d_{ik}} \right) )</td>
<td>( d'<em>{ik} = d</em>{ik} \left( 1 + \frac{G_{ap_3}}{d_{ij} + d_{ik}} \right) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. HYBRID LOCALIZATION

Unfortunately, the plausibility check is not able to tackle the outliers due to inauspicious beacon arrangements or unrecognized erroneous distance estimations. For a further improvement of the localization accuracy, we tackle extreme outliers by a comparison of the plausibility of the fine-grained algorithm result with the result of a robust coarse-grained algorithm. This hybrid approach completes our HyPAERLoc algorithm and is performed in 3 steps:

1.) Estimation of the position of an unknown node with SDLS with preceding plausibility check and with AWCL.

2.) Rating of the accuracy of the estimated position of the unknown by comparing the estimated distances to all beacons \( RATE_{SDLS} \) and \( RATE_{AWCL} \) with equation (20).

\[
RATE = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( (x_i - x_j)^2 + (y_i - y_j)^2 - d_{ij}^2 \right)
\]

(20)

Here, \( x_i \) and \( y_i \) are the estimated position of an unknown node, \( x_j \) and \( y_j \) are the position of the beacon \( j \), \( d_{ij} \) the estimated distance between beacon \( j \) and node \( i \) and \( n \) the number of beacons in range. As a result, a high rate correlates with bad position estimation, because the resulting position does not correlate with the estimated distances to the beacons.

3.) Computation of the final position for HyPAERLoc \( x_{ih} \) and \( y_{ih} \) with equations (21) and (22).

\[
x_{ih} = x_{i,SDLS} + \frac{RATE_{SDLS}}{RATE_{SDLS} + RATE_{AWCL}} \ast (x_{i,AWCL} - x_{i,SDLS})
\]

(21)

\[
y_{ih} = y_{i,SDLS} + \frac{RATE_{SDLS}}{RATE_{SDLS} + RATE_{AWCL}} \ast (y_{i,AWCL} - y_{i,SDLS})
\]

(22)

After applying equations (20) and (21), the position of the node is estimated between the position of SDLS and AWCL and the node is located nearer to the position with the lower rate. The result for the position estimation of HyPAERLoc as boxplot diagram is given in Figure 10. One can see that the outliers of SDLS are completely eliminated and also the accuracy of the median is increased. For a further comparison, the resulting mean averages of SDLS, AWCL and HyPAERLoc compared to the beacon density are given in Figure 11 for both scenarios. One can see that HyPAERLoc always outperform its preceding algorithms with round about 50\% accuracy increase in average.

Figure 8. Implausible distance estimations (A) Condition 1, (B) Condition 2. For condition 3, exchange \( j \) and \( k \) in (B)

Figure 9. Accuracy of SDLS with plausibility check in both investigated scenarios

Figure 10. Accuracy of HyPAERLoc in both investigated scenarios
VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper presented HyPAERLoc as an enhanced localization algorithm of SDLS for inaccurate distance measurements. In two steps major problems of SDLS are tackled. The first one is a plausibility check, which allows detecting a fraction of erroneous distance estimations. The second one avoids outliers by evaluating the achieved positions and comparing them with the robust AWCL, which eliminates all strong outliers and improves the overall performance.

The algorithm comes along with additional computational cost, but the strong accuracy increase should compensate this drawback. Furthermore, there is no additional knowledge necessary compared to the involved localization algorithms. The algorithm is easily extendable to 3D-scenarios, which allow the application in more wireless sensor network scenarios.

Although the algorithm was tested in two scenarios with assumed log-normal fading channel model, an application onto real nodes would additionally strengthen the result and identifies additional challenges, e.g. erroneous RSSI measurements.

Essential questions, which are still left open in the paper are how to figure out the path loss exponent for each node and how a less random beacon deployment would impact the algorithms performance and the number of required beacon nodes. A comparison to alternative localization algorithms, e.g. MDS-map [10], is also intended in the near future.
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Abstract—Event detection is a major application in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Current Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols for WSNs are mainly optimized for the situation that an event generates only one data packet on a single node and the event occurrence rate is low. When an event generates multiple data packets or the event occurrence rate is relatively high, packet delivery latency and delivery ratio are degraded rapidly. In this paper, we present a new MAC protocol called Multiple Packets Transmission MAC (MPT-MAC) for event-based WSNs. MPT-MAC schedules multiple data packets generated by an event on a single node to be forwarded over multiple hops in an operational cycle. By this means, MPT-MAC can achieve low delivery latency and high delivery ratio under heavy traffic loads. We use event delivery latency (EDL) and event delivery ratio (EDR) to measure the event detection capability of MPT-MAC protocol. We show the performance of MPT-MAC through detailed ns-2 simulation. Compared to S-MAC-AL, R-MAC and DW-MAC, MPT-MAC can achieve lower EDL and higher EDR without more energy consumption. Furthermore, MPT-MAC can obtain lower duty cycle than DW-MAC when satisfying the latency requirement of the applications.

Index Terms—wireless sensor networks, medium control access, event detection, duty cycle, event delivery latency, event delivery ratio

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of wireless communication, embedded computation and sensor technology, WSNs are used widely in applications including military, industry, agriculture and environmental monitoring, and have been an active research area in the past few years.

Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols control how the wireless devices access the sharing wireless channel, being fundamental protocols and key techniques in wireless sensor networks. In the wireless MAC protocol used by wireless ad hoc networks, such as IEEE 802.11[1], the wireless devices must listen to the wireless channel in order not to miss incoming packets, even when no packets are transmitted or received. Idle listening consumes significant energy[2]. Therefore, traditional MAC protocols are not suitable for WSNs in which sensor nodes are generally battery-powered.

To reduce energy consumption of idle listening, duty cycling mechanism[3][4] has been introduced in wireless sensor network MAC protocols. In duty cycling, each sensor node follows a periodic active/sleeping schedule and the percentage of time in the active state is called duty cycle. When a node is active, it turns on its radio to transmit or receive data packets. However, when sleeping, it turns off its radio to save energy. Most of existing MAC protocols for WSNs adopt duty cycling mechanism, such as S-MAC[4][5], T-MAC[6], R-MAC[7], DW-MAC[8], B-MAC[3], X-MAC[9], RI-MAC[10] and so on.

Event detection is among the major applications in wireless sensor networks. Sometimes we need the long message to describe the event. However, the cost of re-transmitting the long message is very high. So when a node detects an event, more than one small data packet may be generated to describe the event. In addition, with more and more sensor nodes deployed, multiple nodes may detect the events and transmit data packets simultaneously. Current MAC protocols for WSNs are mainly optimized for the situation that an event generates only one data packets on a single node and the event occurrence rate is low. Under such heavy traffic loads, the performance of existing MAC protocols degrades obviously.

In this paper, we present a new MAC protocol for event-based WSNs, called MPT-MAC. MPT-MAC is a synchronous duty cycle MAC protocol. It allows nodes to wake up to communicate in sleep period and to continuously transmit multiple data packets generated by an event. MPT-MAC can achieve low delivery latency and high delivery ratio under heavy traffic loads. Furthermore, with the requirement of the applications satisfied, MPT-MAC can obtain low duty cycle to save energy and prolong the network lifetime. The contributions of this work are as follows:

- Presenting a new MAC protocol MPT-MAC, that schedules sensor nodes to continuously transmit multiple data packets generated by an event.
- Analyzing the possibility of low duty cycle in MPT-MAC when satisfying the requirements of applications.
- Using event delivery latency and event delivery ratio to measure MPT-MAC.
- Evaluating MPT-MAC protocol using NS2 simulator and comparing it with existing MAC protocols.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss related work and analyze some synchronous MAC protocols. Section III details the design of MPT-MAC. In Section IV, we show results from our simulation-based evaluation of MPT-MAC, including a comparison with existing...
Duty cycle MAC protocols can be classified into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous. In synchronous MAC protocols, all nodes need to be synchronized and wake up simultaneously to transmit data packets, for example, S-MAC, T-MAC, R-MAC, DW-MAC, and so on. However, in asynchronous MAC protocols, all nodes decide wake-up time according to their own schedules and need not to be synchronized. Asynchronous protocols mainly include B-MAC, X-MAC, RI-MAC, and so on. MPT-MAC presented in this work is a synchronous duty cycle MAC protocol, so we only discuss synchronous MAC protocols in this section.

S-MAC[4] was one of original synchronous duty cycle MAC protocols for WSNs. Figure 1 shows an overview of S-MAC. A cycle of S-MAC is composed of three periods: SYNC, DATA and SLEEP. At the beginning of SYNC period, the node wakes up to broadcast a SYNC packet to synchronize neighbor nodes. In DATA period, if node A wants to send a data packet to node B, they use RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK to complete data transmission. After transmitting the packet, node A and B turn to sleep. Node C without data communication will turn off its radio to sleep at the beginning of SLEEP period.

In S-MAC, nodes periodically alternate between being active and sleeping to reduce energy consumption of idle listening. But in one operational cycle, a data packet can be forwarded only one hop, so multi-hop transmission latency will be greatly increased. Wei Ye et al. proposed S-MAC with adaptive listening(S-MAC-AL)[5] to reduce data transmission latency. As shown in Figure 1, if node C overhears CTS packet from B to A, it will adaptively wake up after the transmission between A and B is done. After node B received a data packet, it will send an RTS to C. If C is the next hop of the data packet, node B can immediately forward the data packet to C and needs not to wait the next cycle. By adaptive listening, a data packet can be delivered up to two hops in one operational cycle.

![Fig. 1: Schedule of S-MAC and S-MAC-AL](image-url)

The duration time of DATA period in S-MAC and S-MAC-AL is fixed. Even though nodes have no data packets to communicate in the current cycle, they wait to sleep until DATA period is ended. Nodes in WSNs have no data communications in most of time, so idle listening of DATA period will waste significant energy. The fixed DATA period is not suitable for light traffic load. T-MAC[6] is primarily designed to shorten the DATA period when no traffic is around the nodes, so that nodes can preserve more energy. Its principle is that nodes go to sleep if they cannot detect any specified events in TA. TA is the minimum idle listening time of nodes in a cycle. Although T-MAC can preserve more energy than S-MAC when there is no traffic, it also only delivers a packet up to two hops within one operational cycle and cannot reduce multi-hop delivery latency of data packets.

Some approaches are proposed to reduce delivery latency. However, they make some specific assumptions on the communication pattern. For example, D-MAC[11] reduces data delivery latency only for data gathering tree. The streamlined wakeup optimization proposed by Cao et al.[12] addresses only the case in which each sensor node sends data to a sink node. Lu et al.[13] discusses how to minimize end-to-end delivery latency for a tree or a ring network.

R-MAC[7] introduces a new cross-layer approach to reduce packet delivery latency in multi-hop forwarding. Figure 2 shows the schedule of R-MAC. RTS/CTS in S-MAC are replaced by the pioneer frame (PION) of R-MAC. In an operational cycle, PION is forwarded over multiple hops during DATA period to inform nodes B and C when to wake up to receive or transit the data packets during SLEEP period. According to the number of hops carried in PION, nodes that are on the data forwarding path calculate their wake-up time during the SLEEP period using the equation (1).

\[ T_{\text{wakeup}}(i) = (i-1) \cdot (\text{durDATA} + \text{SIFS} + \text{durACK} + \text{SIFS}) \] (1)

![Fig. 2: Multi-hop forwarding of R-MAC](image-url)

The process of PION forwarding goes on till the DATA period is over, so the number of hops over which R-MAC can forward a data packet in a cycle is limited by the duration of the DATA period. However, a source node (e.g., node A in Figure 2) always starts transmitting a data packet at the beginning of the SLEEP period, two hidden terminal nodes that have succeeded in contending the channel in the DATA period will cause collision at the following SLEEP period.

In order to resolve the collision between the hidden source nodes at the SLEEP period, DW-MAC[8] uses one-to-one mapping to schedule nodes to wake up. Figure 3 gives the overview of the scheduling approach in DW-MAC. In this example, node A wants to transmit a data packet to node B. A firstly contends the channel and then transmits a SCH control frame during the DATA period. Supposed that transmission of SCH starts at \( T_1 \) units after the beginning of the DATA period and the duration of transmission is \( T_3 \). Based on \( T_1, T_3 \), the ratio between \( T_{\text{Sleep}} \) and \( T_{\text{Data}} \) and the equation (2), we can calculate the wake-up time \( T_2 \) from the beginning of the
SLEEP period of node A and B, and the maximum wake-up duration $T_4$. By one-to-one mapping function, data transmission during the SLEEP period will not collide. Furthermore, DW-MAC uses cross-layer approach like R-MAC to reduce multi-hop delivery latency.

$$\frac{T_2}{T_1} = \frac{T_4}{T_3} = \frac{T_{\text{Sleep}}}{T_{\text{Data}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Although DW-MAC resolves the problem that the hidden source nodes collide at the beginning of the SLEEP period, it only schedules one data packet to forward during the SLEEP period. If multiple data packets are generated by an event on a single node, DW-MAC has to schedule nodes to transmit data packets to the sink node in multiple operational cycles. This increases the data packets delivery latency. In addition, DW-MAC transmits SCH control frame for each data packet and multiple SCHs waste more energy.

These MAC protocols propose several approaches to reduce packet delivery latency. However, they are optimized for one data packet of an event and low event occurrence rate. MPT-MAC proposed in this paper can schedule multiple data packets generated by an event on a single node to be forwarded over multiple hops in an operational cycle, so it can work well under heavy traffic loads, such as when an event generates multiple data packets on a single node and the event occurrence rate is very high.

III. MPT-MAC DESIGN

A. Overview

MPT-MAC is a synchronous duty-cycle MAC protocol. Each operational cycle of MPT-MAC is also divided into three periods: SYNC, DATA and SLEEP period. We denote the duration of each period by $T_{\text{Sync}}$, $T_{\text{Data}}$ and $T_{\text{Sleep}}$ respectively. Similar to prior works, MPT-MAC must use synchronizing mechanisms[14][15] to resolve the clock drift and ensure to synchronize the clock in sensor nodes.

The principle of MPT-MAC is that nodes are scheduled to wake up during SLEEP period and to deliver multiple data packets over multiple hops in an operational cycle. In order to deliver multiple data packets, the receiver node that is scheduled to wake up in the SLEEP period waits for a little duration $T_{\text{wait}}$ after receiving a data packet. If the node does not receive any data packet during $T_{\text{wait}}$, it will go to sleep.

Figure 4 shows the example of multiple data packets transmission in MPT-MAC. In this example, node A detects an event and generates two data packets for this event. These two packets need to be transmitted to node B. According to the scheduling algorithm of MPT-MAC, node A and B wake up to transmit the data packet at $T_1$. Unlike DW-MAC, node B will keep listening to the channel. If there are other data packets in the A’s queue, node A can transmit the data packet D2 to node B SIFS delay after receiving ACK for D1 from B. Once A receives ACK for D2, A goes to sleep. However, node B will wait for a little duration $T_{\text{wait}}$ after receiving D2. If B doesn’t receive anything during $T_{\text{wait}}$, it will go to sleep.

As described in the example, node A only needs one operational cycle and one SCH frame to transmit two data packets to node B in MPT-MAC, but DW-MAC needs two operational cycles and two SCH frames. With the number of the data packets generated by an event on a node increasing, the number of the operational cycles and the SCH frames needed by DW-MAC will increase accordingly.

B. Wakeup Scheduling

MPT-MAC uses one-to-one mapping function to schedule nodes to wake up intelligently, just like DW-MAC. Node A that wants to transmit a data packet to node B contends the wireless channel using CSMA/CA protocol in IEEE 802.11. Once succeeding in contending the channel, node A will transmit a special SCH frame (SCH includes all fields of RTS/CTS and has the same function with RTS/CTS) that replaces RTS control frame. Node B replies with a SCH frame as CTS. Node A and B calculate their wake-up time $T_i$ in the SLEEP period using the equation (3) respectively.

$$T_{i}^{S} = SDTR \cdot T_{i}^{D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In the equation (3), we denote by $SDTR = \frac{T_{\text{Sleep}}}{T_{\text{Data}}}$ the ratio between the duration of the SLEEP period and the DATA period and by $T_{i}^{D}$ the time difference between nodes transmitting/receiving SCH frame and the beginning of the DATA period.

As shown in Figure 5, in order to reduce multi-hop delivery latency of data packets transmission, MPT-MAC uses cross-layer approach to schedule multiple data packets to forward over multiple hops in a cycle. In the example, node B will send its own SCH frame after receiving a SCH frame from the up hop node A. The SCH frame transmitted by node B will play two roles: firstly, it is the ACK of node A’s SCH frame, secondly, the next hop node C receiving B’s SCH frame uses the mapping function in the equation (3) to calculate wake-up time to receive data packets, so that multiple data packets can be forwarded over multiple hops in an operational cycle.
C. Multiple Packets Transmission

We denote by \( T_p \) the maximum time of a node occupying the channel during the SLEEP period, if it succeeds transmitting the SCH frame during the DATA period. According to the equation (3) and Figure 5, the time of node A using the channel without collision in the SLEEP period can be calculated by the following equation:

\[
T_p = T_2^S - T_1^S = SDTR \cdot T_2^D - SDTR \cdot T_1^D = SDTR \cdot (T_2^D - T_1^D) = SDTR \cdot (T_2 + SIFS)
\] (4)

In DW-MAC, node A will go to sleep immediately after transmitting data packet D1 in the time interval \( T_p \). However, the communication latency \( u \) between two nodes is less than \( T_p \) in common. We denote \( u \) as the following equation (5):

\[
u = dur\_DATA\_A + SIFS + dur\_ACK + SIFS
\] (5)

Therefore, MPT-MAC can transmit multiple data packets in the time \( T_p \). In order to avoid collision between A’s transmission and B’s, according to the equations (4) and (5), the maximum number of data packets transmitted by node A is \( N_{\text{max}} = \frac{SDTR \cdot (T_2 + SIFS)}{u} \). Each node must maintain a transmitting/receiving counter. The counter is added by 1 when the node transmits or receives a data packet.

When one of the following three situations happens, the node does not transmit the data packets in the queue or receive data packets any more, and goes to sleep:

1. The value of counter is equal with \( N_{\text{max}} \);
2. Nodes find that the remain time of \( T_p \) is less than \( u \);
3. The receiver node cannot receive any data packet in \( T_{\text{wait}} \), it turn to sleep. Because the sender node transmits the next data packet SIFS delay after receiving ACK of the previous data packet, we denote \( T_{\text{wait}} = SIFS + T_{\text{MAX\_PRO\_DLY}} \), where \( T_{\text{MAX\_PRO\_DLY}} \) presents the maximum propagation delay.

D. Low Duty Cycle

Duty cycle is denoted by the ratio between the active time of a node and the cycle:

\[
duty\_cycle = \frac{T_{\text{Sync}} + T_{\text{Data}}}{T_{\text{Sync}} + T_{\text{Data}} + T_{\text{Sleep}}}
\]

If a node has lower duty cycle, it will consume less energy and the lifetime of the node is longer. However, low duty cycle increases the sleep latency during the data packets forwarded. The major challenge of MAC protocol design for WSNs is how to tradeoff between low latency and energy consumption.

Compared with DW-MAC, MPT-MAC can schedule multiple data packets to deliver multiple hops without collision in an operational cycle, so it is possible for MPT-MAC to achieve lower duty cycle than DW-MAC. We analyze the relationship between the duty cycle and the data packets delivery latency, when a node transmits two data packets in one hop in DW-MAC and MPT-MAC. We give some following assumptions in DW-MAC and MPT-MAC to simplify the analysis:

1. Nodes always generate data packets when waking up.
2. Nodes always succeed in contending the channel at the same time \( T_D \).
3. Nodes have the same \( T_{\text{Sync}} \) and \( T_{\text{Data}} \), so \( T_{\text{Listen}} = \frac{T_{\text{Sync}} + T_{\text{Data}}}{2} \).
4. The duration of one RTS/CTS handshake is \( t = 2 \cdot \text{durCtrl} + SIFS \). We use \( \text{durCtrl} \) to present the duration of control packet transmission.
5. DW-MAC’s duty cycle is \( d \), and MPT-MAC’s duty cycle is \( k \cdot d \), where \( k \) is a constant.

According to the wake-up scheduling mechanism described in subsection III-B, we can calculate the two data packets deliver latency in one hop in DW-MAC and MPT-MAC respectively:

\[
\text{Delay}_{\text{DW}} = T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} + SDTR_{\text{DW}} \cdot T^D + u = T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{d}{T_{\text{Data}}}\right) \cdot T^D + u = T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} + T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} \cdot \frac{T^D}{T_{\text{Data}}} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{d}{T_{\text{Data}}}\right) + u
\] (6)

\[
\text{Delay}_{\text{MPT}} = SDTR_{\text{MPT}} \cdot T^D + 2 \cdot u = T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} \cdot \frac{T^D}{T_{\text{Data}}} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{kd}{k}\right) + 2 \cdot u
\] (7)

The difference between \( \text{Delay}_{\text{DW}} \) and \( \text{Delay}_{\text{MPT}} \) is given by the following equation (8) according to the equations (6) and (7):

\[
\text{Delay}_{\text{MPT}} - \text{Delay}_{\text{DW}} = T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} - u + T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} \cdot \frac{T^D}{T_{\text{Data}}} - \frac{1}{k} \cdot T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} \cdot \frac{T^D}{T_{\text{Data}}} \cdot (T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} - u) T_{\text{Data}} + T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} T^D
\] (8)

From the equation (8), as long as \( k \) satisfies the condition of

\[ k \geq \frac{(T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} - u) T_{\text{Data}} + T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} T^D}{T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} T^D} \]

the delivery latency of DW-MAC will be greater than that of MPT-MAC, \( \text{Delay}_{\text{DW}} \geq \text{Delay}_{\text{MPT}} \). Obviously, \( T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} \) is much greater than \( u \), so we can draw a conclusion \( T_{\text{Cycle}}^{\text{Data}} \cdot \frac{T^D}{T_{\text{Data}}} < 1 \). Therefore, when \( k \) is greater than a number less than 1, which means the duty cycle of MPT-MAC is less than that of DW-MAC, MPT-MAC will achieve lower data packets delivery latency than DW-MAC.
IV. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

A. Measure Metrics

For the event detection applications, packet delivery latency (PDL) and packet delivery ratio (PDR) cannot reflect well the capability of event detection in WSNs. Therefore, we introduce event delivery latency (EDL) and event delivery ratio (EDR)[16].

- **Event Delivery Latency.** Supposed that node S detects an event at \( T_0 \) and generates \( N \) data packets to describe the event. The sink node R receives all data packets of the event at \( T_1 \), we denote \( EDL = T_1 - T_0 \).
- **Event Delivery Ratio.** EDR is the ratio between the events succeeded in receiving by the sink node and the number of the events detected by source nodes. Only if the sink node receives all data packets of an event, we call that the sink node succeeds in detecting this event.

To some extent, EDL and EDR can also reflect the network's PDL and PDR. EDL and EDR are more suitable for event-based WSNs, because they reflect well the capability of event detection.

B. Simulation Environment

We evaluate MPT-MAC using version 2.29 of the NS2 simulator and compare it with S-MAC-AL, R-MAC, and DW-MAC.

Table I lists the key network parameters used in our simulations. These parameters are the default values in the S-MAC-AL module distributed with NS-2 package. They are used also in the simulations of R-MAC and DW-MAC. We ignore the state transition power and energy consumed by other modules such as CPU and memory[17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Packet</th>
<th>Size of Packet(B)</th>
<th>Latency(ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTS/CTS/ACK</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCH</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table I: Network parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>20Kbps</th>
<th>Tx Range</th>
<th>250m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tx Power</td>
<td>0.5 W</td>
<td>Carrier Sensing Range</td>
<td>550 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rx Power</td>
<td>0.3 W</td>
<td>Contention Window</td>
<td>64 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle Power</td>
<td>0.45 W</td>
<td>Size of RTS/CTS/ACK</td>
<td>10 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Power</td>
<td>0.05 W</td>
<td>Size of SCH</td>
<td>14 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFS</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>Size of Data</td>
<td>50 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFS</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>Channel Encoding Ratio</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traffic loads are generated by constant bit rate (CBR) flows. CBR can generate variable size data packets (50 bytes in common). So we can simulate the situation that an event detected by a node generates multiple packets by setting UDP’s packet size to 50 bytes. For example, if the data generated by CBR is 100 bytes, UDP will send two data packets, which presents a node generates two data packets when detecting an event. Intermediate replying nodes do not aggregate or compress data. We also assume that data processing at any node can be finished within a SIFS duration, so data processing will not introduce extra latency. The transmission latency of all types of packets can be calculated by the equation (9), where we choose 5 bytes for the preamble size \( p \) and 2 for channel encoding ratio \( Encode_Ratio \) in our simulations.

\[
durPkt = \frac{SizePkt \cdot Encode_Ratio + p}{Bandwidth} + 1ms \tag{9}
\]

Table II lists the transmission latency of all types of packets.

In order to evaluate the MPT-MAC’s performance under lower duty cycle, we adopt variable duty cycle in MPT-MAC. However, we keep the same duty cycle of 5% for other MAC protocols. The duration of SYNC, DATA, SLEEP and duty cycle are shown in Table III.

We use two types of scenarios for our simulations: chain and grid network.

Figure 6 give an example of a chain scenario. All nodes are equally spaced in a straight line and neighbor nodes are placed 200 m apart to compose a chain. A CBR that generates the event periodically is connected with node 0 as the source node, and node \( n \) is the sink node. In our simulations, we use 21 nodes to compose the chain, so from the source node to the sink node is 20 hops.

Fig. 6: n-1 hops chain

In the grid network scenario, the 7x7 grid network is composed of 49 nodes. As shown in Figure 7, the x coordinate and the y coordinate of each node are 200 m apart. The sink node locates the center of the grid network, and its coordinate is (600, 600).

Fig. 7: 7x7 grid network

Based on a correlated-event workload[18], we use a Random Correlated-Event (RCE)[8] to simulate random events. RCE randomly selects a coordinate \((x, y)\) and generate an event there. If the sensing radius of a node is \( R \), only the nodes can detect the event within the circle centered at \((x, y)\) with radius \( R \). With \( R \) increasing, more nodes will detect the event and the traffic loads become heavier. Table IV shows the average...
Table III: Duty cycle configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>TSync(ms)</th>
<th>TData(ms)</th>
<th>TSleep(ms)</th>
<th>TCycle(ms)</th>
<th>Duty Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-MAC-AL</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>130.4</td>
<td>3025.8</td>
<td>3185.0</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-MAC</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>168.0</td>
<td>4241.8</td>
<td>4465.0</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DW-MAC</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>168.0</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPT-MAC</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>168.0</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>variable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

number of nodes detecting the event with different R. In our simulations, we can adjust the sensing radius of nodes and the number of data packets generated by a node detecting an event to simulate the different types of scenario. In the chain and grid network scenarios, we simulate that a node generates multiple data packets when it detects an event by adjusting the size of data packet in UDP, so that we can evaluate the event detection capability of MPT-MAC.

Table IV: Number of nodes detecting the event with different sensing radius

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>350</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>450</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Event Delivery Latency Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the EDL of MPT-MAC. A node can generate N data packets when detecting an event. EDL is the interval from the source node detecting the event to the sink node receiving all data packets of the event. The average EDL is the average value of EDL of all events.

From Figure 9 we can see that the average EDLs of S-MAC-AL, R-MAC and DW-MAC all increase with the number of data packets increasing. However, MPT-MAC’s average EDL is about 7.9s when \( N \leq 6 \). When \( N = 8 \), the average EDL of MPT-MAC is 16.13227s, and DW-MAC is 73.59882s. The average EDL of MPT-MAC is only 22% of DW-MAC.

D. Event Delivery Ratio Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the event delivery ratio of MPT-MAC. The number of data packets generated by an event is 6 in the event deliver ratio evaluation.

Figure 10 shows the EDR of MAC protocols under the different event generating rate. We can find the EDRs of S-MAC-AL and R-MAC are always less than 1, and when the event generating rate increases an event per 15s, the EDR of R-MAC and S-MAC-AL significantly reduces to 0.13 and 0.0945 respectively. The EDR of DW-MAC keeps 1 until the event generating rate increases to an event per 25s. When the event generating rate increases to an event per 20s, the EDR of DW-MAC reduces to 0.8. And the EDR of DW-MAC is only 0.236 when generating an event per 15s. However, the EDR of MPT-MAC always remains 1 until an event per 15s.
For the grid network, there are more nodes that detect the event with the increase of the node’s sensing radius, so the traffic loads of the network is increased. Figure 11 shows the results of the EDR evaluation for 7x7 grid network under the different sensing range when RCE generates an event per 200s. We find that the EDR of S-MAC-AL and R-MAC is 0.083 and 0.156 respectively when the node’s sensing radius increases to 500m. When the node’s sensing radius is 500m, the EDR of DW-MAC is 0.711, and the EDR of MPT-MAC still is about 0.9, which is 25% higher than that of DW-MAC.

**E. Energy Consumption Evaluation**

In this subsection, we evaluate the energy efficiency of MPT-MAC. We vary the number of data packets generated by an event on a single node from 1 to 8 in the chain and grid network scenarios, and observe the average energy consumption during the entire simulation.

Figure 12 shows the average energy consumption in the chain scenario. When the number of data packets is increased, the average energy consumption of S-MAC-AL and R-MAC both increase. However, the average energy consumption of DW-MAC and MPT-MAC increase slowly. Because less SCH frames are transmitted in MPT-MAC than in DW-MAC, the average energy consumption of MPT-MAC is always little lower than DW-MAC. When an event generates 8 data packets in a single node, the average energy consumption of MPT-MAC is 5% less than DW-MAC.

Figure 13 shows the average energy consumption for 7x7 grid network. In this simulation, we set the sensing radius as 200m and RCE generates an event per 200s. We find that the energy efficient of MPT-MAC is as much as that of DM-MAC. However, Figure 9 shows the average EDL of MPT-MAC is much less than that of DW-MAC under this condition.

**F. Duty Cycle Evaluation**

According to the analysis in the subsection III-D, MPT-MAC can achieve comparable or better EDL than DW-MAC with 5% duty cycle. In this subsection, we evaluate the EDL and the average energy consumption of MPT-MAC when it adopts variable duty cycle from 2% to 5%, but the duty cycle of DW-MAC keeps 5%. We only use 7x7 grid network to evaluate the duty cycle of MPT-MAC. In our simulation, we keep the sensing radius of 200m for MPT-MAC and DW-MAC. RCE generates an event per 200s and each event generates 6 data packets.
The average EDL of MPT-MAC with different duty cycle is shown in Figure 14. We find that the average EDL of MPT-MAC remains about 10s when the duty cycle is less than 3.5%, and the average EDL of MPT-MAC increases obviously when the duty cycle is less than 3%. The average EDL of DW-MAC is about 51.04s. Even though the duty cycle of MPT-MAC reduces to 2%, the average EDL of MPT-MAC is 22.3s, that is still about 50%.

Fig. 14: Average EDL of MPT-MAC with different duty cycle

From the results shown by Figure 14, we draw a conclusion that the average EDL of MPT-MAC is much lower than that of DW-MAC even when the duty cycle of MPT-MAC is only 2%. So it is possible for MPT-MAC to achieve higher energy efficiency. Figure 15 shows that the average energy consumption of MPT-MAC with 2% duty cycle is 8% less than that of DW-MAC with 5% duty cycle. During the entire simulation, in most of the time nodes have data communications. When the traffic loads are ultra-light or even zero, lower duty cycle gains higher energy efficiency.

Fig. 15: Average EDL of MPT-MAC with different duty cycle

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented MPT-MAC, a new synchronous duty cycle MAC protocol for event-based WSNs to reduce event delivery latency and to increase event delivery ratio under heavy traffic loads. With the number of data packets generated by an event on a single node and the event generation ratio increasing, MPT-MAC achieved lower EDL and higher EDR than the existing MAC protocols without more energy consumption. Furthermore, MPT-MAC with 2% duty cycle achieved lower EDL than DW-MAC with 5% duty cycle, which means that MPT-MAC can preserve more energy and prolong the lifetime of the WSNs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A WSN is a self-organizing communication network consisting of a large number of sensor nodes that are randomly (and densely) deployed in a region, to monitor the environment or some physical phenomenon. Therefore, the distributed nodes individually sense the environment and collaboratively preprocess and communicate their captured information to interested clients (sinks). In request-driven WSNs a sink sends a request (interest) in a data-centric manner, where the destination is specified by tuples of attribute-value pairs of the data carried inside the message. Routing protocols determine routes how messages (interest and data) are forwarded between the sink and sources (nodes able to deliver the requested data) using data-centric approaches. Due to energy constraints, source nodes usually cannot send the data to sink(s) directly. The data is forwarded by intermediate nodes until it reaches the intended sink(s). The limited energy, the restricted communication and computation abilities (capabilities) of battery powered sensor nodes require energy-efficient routing protocols. The data gathered in a sensor network is highly correlated, due to a spatial and temporal correlation between successive measurements. Exploiting the data-centricity and the spatial-temporal correlation characteristics allows to apply effective in-network techniques, which further improve the energy-efficiency of the communication in WSN. Aggregation can eliminate the inherent redundancy of the raw data collected and, additionally, it reduces the traffic in the network, avoiding in this way congestions and induced collisions.

Routing means to find the right route between the many routes from source(s) to sink(s) by defying a path metrics. The strategy to select the next hop employs various metrics which allows to find different paths, e.g., energy-efficient, shorter, rapid, reliable paths according to the application goals. Some metrics combines the power consumption and latency, whereas others focus on prolonging the lifetime of the network by considering the node’s residual energy.

In the present paper, we focus on strategies to design energy-aware routing protocols using metrics that aim to prolong the network lifetime and we illustrate the performance of these distributed algorithms using our SNF simulator. We assume that the network is randomly deployed, each node can be a sink, the sources and traffic are not known apriori and the routing is achieved without additional routing messages. Collisions and retransmissions are also taken into account and the energy model computes automatically the energy consumed according to the state of the radio.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the state-of-art and the motivation behind simulating routing protocols for WSNs; Section III describes two energy-aware routing metrics and the corresponding distributed algorithms. Section IV illustrates some simulation results and unexpected behavior. Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK AND OBJECTIVES

Many energy-aware routing metrics have been proposed, e.g., [1][2][3][4][5][6][7], to minimize the energy consumption and to prolong the lifetime of the network. Several routing algorithms use distance-based forwarding, where the number of hops serves as a distance metrics. Establishing reverse paths is a very used scheme [2][8][9][10]. Shortest-path routing improves the overall energy consumption since the energy needed to transmit a message from source to intended destination is correlated to the path length.

Unfortunately, shortest path (or minimum energy path) will heavily load nodes on the path and these nodes die sooner, thus creating holes or leading to disconnected networks. Various techniques to balance the load among all forwarding nodes are proposed. Some of them consider the node’s residual energy to prevent nodes from choosing the same route often [6], other minimize the variance of the remaining energy between different routes [2][4][5] or use traffic spreading and aggregation as GBR [11]. The robustness to different types of failures (unreliable and asymmetric links, node failures) can be improved by multipath routing [2][9][10], where multiple paths to sink are established. In such cases the routing must incorporate packet delivery rate and link quality metrics.

Energy-efficient routing needs joint optimization with the link layer, since the only way to save energy is to switch off...
the transceiver; thus the MAC must use an active-sleep regime with a low duty cycle [12][13]. In order to study and optimize routing protocols, we use our SNF based on a cross-layer design. The simulator and the modular network architecture of a sensor node were described in [14][15].

III. ENERGY-AWARE ROUTING

We discuss two distributed forwarding algorithms for randomly deployed WSN, involving the residual energy of nodes. Each node can be a sink and the sources and the traffic are not known a priori. The routing is achieved without employing additional routing messages and without having global knowledge about the network’s topology. We assume that the sensor nodes and the communication links are reliable enough to relay the data packet along one path from source to sink. The routing protocol consists of three phases:

P1: Interest propagation and cost establishment phase, where the sink broadcasts the interest. This phase includes the maintenance phase, with periodical refreshes.

P2: Data transmission phase, where sources send data packets, which are routed in a multihop fashion (along intermediate nodes) to the sink.

P3: Reconfiguration in case of transient failures.

P1) During the interest propagation phase some cost information (to the sink) must be established. Each node keeps in a gradient table one-hop candidate neighbors in the sink direction. Each network packet has a routing header consisting of several fields including the source node, the destination node, a sequence number, hop count, some energy fields and the initiator node (optional). When the request packet leaves the sink the cost field is set to 0, the energy level is set to the node’s residual energy, the source and initiator addresses are set to the sink ID, the destination is set to a broadcast address and the sequence number is set to a unique number.

When a node receives the first time a request, it reads the relevant cost information and rebroadcasts a copy of the packet with the updated cost metrics. The node changes the source address and the energy level field to its node ID and its residual energy, respectively. Additionally, the node stores the sender ID and its residual energy in the gradient table (if this does not already exist). Whenever a node receives a copy of the packet leading to a smaller cost metric, it resets its cost metrics and broadcasts again.

A node recognizes copies of the same packet by using a unique sequence number, which can be a combination of the initiator identifier and the current time (or sequence number). Each interest packet is discarded as soon as it is known (same sequence number) and does not bring any new information.

Finally, each node has determined its minimum cost to the sink and depending on the size of its gradient table, it knows a subset or all of its neighbors and their cost.

P2) The data transmission phase starts when a node concludes that it can deliver data matching the interest attributes. This node, referred as source, sends a data reply, which is routed to its best neighbor (the gradient) and so on hop by hop until the data reaches the sink. Each node is able to address the data packet (radio unicast) to next receiver, and only this receiver forwards the data further. The routing algorithm in each node is now able to adaptively select among several possible candidates, the one having the best cost. The routing header of the data does not change and is used in a similar way as for the interest. The initiator field is set to the source ID in order to inform the sink where the data comes from.

To let an intermediate node conclude that the data packet sent has reached the receiver, we use an implicit acknowledgment scheme. It is based on the omnidirectional radio signal property and exploits the fact that, when the intermediate node receives a packet and forwards it, the sender node can overhear the transmission and concludes (by inspecting only the header) that the transmission succeeded. If the sender node didn’t hear the forwarded packet, it means the packet is possibly lost. Then the sender node either retransmits the packet up to a maximum number of retries or it sends the packet to another candidate intermediate node. In the latter case the node stores in the gradient entry of the failed intermediate information about the quality of the link, which can be used in the routing decision.

Some remarks considering both phases:

• Update routing information: To spread the routing information the (routing) protocol does not send extra routing messages but uses instead the interest to set-up routing information about the way back (return path) to sink. The routing information must be updated periodically to reflect the network state. Updates are also required to discover topology changes (i.e., new/depleted nodes) and ensure that the interest reaches all the nodes and was not lost. Therefore, the sink periodically broadcasts a copy of the original interest, referred as an interest refresh packet. Such a refresh updates cost information due to propagation failures (collision), node’s energy reserve depletion or the addition of a new node. Moreover, the broadcast nature of the transmission medium allows to update some other information (e.g., node’s residual energy, quality of the link) also during the data transmission phase (using the piggyback principle). The frequency of such updates depends on the sensor network application, where factors such as the numbers of sinks, the network’s data traffic, and the dynamics of topology change play a decisive role.

• Adaptivity and alternative intermediate nodes: The routing protocol stores in its gradient table several candidate neighbors. This is advisable since in WSN, (transient) node and link failures are common; when nodes along the default route fail, providing alternative relay nodes (for each intermediate node) saves a lot of overhead, since a new route establishment process is not necessary. This enables each node to self-adapt its routing behavior to current network conditions. Moreover, if the application requires that some critical data must reach the sink under any circumstances one can use redundancy by sending the critical data packet on more than one path (tradeoff between energy efficiency and reliability).

• Cost establishment during interest propagation: The interest and its periodical refreshes are used to spread and update the routing information into the network. Each intermediate node rebroadcasts these packets many times. If a node receives
several copies of the interest (or refresh) consecutively, each of them leading to a smaller cost metrics, the node rebroadcasts the interest several times. Moreover, each interest copy at a node induces further updates and copies for next relay nodes. Thus, each relay node consumes more energy and excessive retransmissions can lead to congestion in the network.

The reason that a node broadcasts more than once is that it rebroadcasts immediately after receiving a lower cost, without knowing if this cost is minimal, so it may rebroadcast too early. A useful approach to this problem is to postpone the broadcast of each node by a delay time \( T_w \) in order to gain time for further cost messages. This delay time can be set to a constant value or chosen directly proportional to the cost at the node; in the latter case, a node with high cost will wait longer in order to be able to receive better costs.

- In-network processing: Aggregation is very useful to reduce the energy consumption of the nodes on the path and, additionally, it can reduce the traffic in the network avoiding in this way congestions and induced collisions.

**P3)** Recovery mechanisms: Since the interest is refreshed periodically (by broadcast) each node must receive a message in a given interval from its neighbors, since each neighbor rebroadcasts it at least once. But due to unreliable transmissions and collisions not all the messages reach their destination. Therefore, the interval until a message from a neighbor is expected is set larger. In our simulations, this interval was configured to three refresh rounds. Each time a message from a given neighbor arrives the timestamp of the entry is updated. If within the predefined interval the node does not receive any message (incl. SYNC frames at MAC) from a neighbor, it removes the neighbor from the cache tables.

Similarly, when a node is trying to transmit a message to a neighbor that does not react to it (acknowledgment or overhear its retransmission), the node increments a retries counter. If after a predefined number of tries the neighbor does not responds, the node concludes that it is damaged or depleted and removes it from cache. In such a case, the routing algorithm selects from its gradient table a next candidate node where to forward the data message. New nodes are automatically inserted in the tables as soon as they rebroadcast an interest refresh.

Special mechanisms are necessary when some source becomes disconnected from the sink. In such situations the lack of the refresh, for a predefined number of rounds, stops or decreases the data generation rate at a source. Only when a new refresh is received the data generation is restarted. A similar approach can be used at the sink. We discuss next two energy-aware strategies that we proposed in [15] and provide the corresponding distributed algorithms.

### A. The \( h_cE \) routing strategy

To get path information we consider a combination of the hop count and the residual energy of each node on the entire path. For that each node \( j \) computes the metrics \( M(j) = \min\{ M(i) + 1/E(j) | i \in Neighbor(j) \} \), where \( E(j) \) is the residual energy of node \( j \) and \( M(i) \) is the summation of the costs on the path from the sink up to and including node \( i \).

Listing 1. Distributed cost establishment algorithm using the \( h_cE \) metrics.

Note: one can use the hop count also directly in the routing decision.

This additive metrics represents a quantitative characterization for the goodness of the entire route and balances the energy consumption of the network by redistributing the traffic load more uniformly on the nodes. The distributed cost field establishment algorithm is given in Listing 1.

To alleviate the problem of excessive broadcasts during flooding, caused by the fact that a node broadcasts instantly after receiving a lower cost without knowing whether this cost is minimal we introduce (in Listing 1, line 19) the waiting time \( T_w \) proportional to the cost between the receiver and sender (along the path the waiting time of each intermediate node will sum up, so at a node \( j \) \( T_w \) is proportional to \( M(j) \)).

The metrics used by \( h_cE \) captures path information, but due to the summation it can still lead to special cases when a chosen path with small cost goes through a node with very low residual energy.

### B. The \( h_cE \) routing strategy

In order to avoid a situation as above we considered the \( h_cE \) strategy, which uses a combined metrics involving both the hop count and the critical energy on the entire path. The intuition behind this strategy is that the bottleneck node’s energy is propagated along, to be able to skip it if there are better paths (even longer ones).

Each node computes and forwards the pair: [distance to sink (in hops); critical energy on path], as \([hc(j);cE(j)] = \left[ hc(i) \oplus cE(i) \right] + 1; E(j)]\), where \([hc(i);cE(i)]\) is the hop count and critical energy pair corresponding to node \( i \) \( \in Neighbor(j) \) and the operator \( \oplus \) is defined for each term as \( hc(j) = hc(i) + 1 \) and \( cE(j) = \min\{cE(i), E(j)\} \). The cost establishment algorithm is given in Listing 2.

Listing 2. Distributed cost establishment algorithm using the \( h_cE \) metrics.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011. ISBN: 978-1-61208-144-1
case RECEPTION_EVENT: // received packet from node i
receivePkt( i, M(i)=\[hc(i);cE(i)\], E(i) );
storeUpdateNeighborInCacheTables( i, M(i), E(i) );
Mcrt = add( M(i), \[ 1; E\] );

if ( isNewCostBetter( M, Mcrt ) ) {
    M = Mcrt; nextHop = i; // record i as relay node
    nptk = createPkt( nodeId, M, E, ... );
    if ( timer->isScheduled() ) cancelTimer( timer );
    scheduleTimerAt( cttTime() + TWAIT*M.hc/M.cE, timer );
}

case BCAST_DELAY_TIMER: broadcastPkt( nptk ); ...

pair add( pair M1, pair M2) { // Addition of two costs
    pair Res; Res.hc=M1.hc + M2.hc; Res.cE= min(M1.cE, M2.cE);
    return Res;
}

bool isCostBetter( M1, M2) { // Comparison of costs
    return (M1.hc/M1.cE > M2.hc/M2.cE);
}

As can be seen, at each reception of a message from a node i carrying the pair \[hc(i);cE(i)\] the receiver node records the pair in its cache, computes the new cost using the add method and compares it with its previous cost using the isCostBetter method. Hereby, we compare the ratios \(hc/cE\) for the receiver and sender node, since it is naturally to promote shorter paths (having the hop count in numerator) and paths with higher critical energy (having \(cE\) in denominator). After the comparison the (receiver) node propagates the better cost as a pair and the node that leads to the better cost is the preferred next hop. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Cost establishment process: a) Nodes G, B, and F send their cost; b) C receives first the packet from F and it broadcasts the cost [3, 40]; c) C receives a smaller cost from B and broadcasts again the cost [2, 40]. Nodes A and E spend their cost. The source S knows three paths (along nodes A, C, E) and selects the path with the smaller cost (along C).

A node will wait for a time \(T_w\) which is chosen directly proportional with the ratio \(hc/cE\) (computed from the pair \[hc; cE\] of the sender an its local energy). During this period, the node computes from all received packets the minimal cost \(hcE\) (computed from the pair \[hc; cE\]) and, if this is better than its own, it updates its local energy consumption and throughput.

We use the following general setting for the simulations. As MAC protocol we use our variant of T-MAC [16] with a listen time of 30\(\text{ms}\) and a frame time of 600\(\text{ms}\) and overhearing avoidance flag enabled (nodes in the NAV-state turn off their radio to save energy). The interest is refreshed each 5s and the simulation time is 180s. To configure the radio we used the CC2420 transmitter [17] with the following parameters:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\text{current}$ [mA]</th>
<th>$\text{power}$ [mW]</th>
<th>$\text{switching}$ time [(\mu\text{s})]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL(sleep) RX(receive) TX(transmit) SL RX TX Switch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02 24 14 0.04 48 28 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The energy consumed according to the node’s different states was multiplied with a factor of 10 to make the results sooner visible and to reduce the simulation running time.

We start with a network scenario where three sinks send a request for different network’s zones and wait for data to be reported by one or several sources.

A. Impact of the routing strategy on the depletion time

We illustrate comparatively the impact of strategies on the time when the first three nodes run out of energy.

Settings: The three sinks are node 21, 24 and 41 (see Fig.2). The first two of them are placed in the bottom right corner and gather data from two zones placed on the left side, the upper one (the red rectangle) and the bottom one (the green rectangle) with three sources, respectively. The third sink, node 41, is placed on the bottom left side and gathers data from the opposite upper-right corner (the purple rectangle). Node 21 and 24 request data at each 400ms and node 41 at each 800ms (aggregation disabled) respectively. The interest is refreshed at 1s for the first sink and at 4s for the left two.

Since the routes from sources to sinks cross themselves, we set a very low initial energy for several nodes in the middle of the network: 700\(\text{mJ}\) (3eU) for node 10, and 1000\(\text{mJ}\) (5eU) for nodes 0 and 7. The energy of a node is converted in a scale between 0-255, which are called energy units (eU).

For space constraints we illustrate comparatively only the impact of the \(hc\) and \(hcE\) strategies on the nodes’ depletion time. The \(hc\) strategy uses the shortest path between source and sink, meaning that the routes are along the low energy nodes (0.7 and 10). As explained in section §IV-B, the \(hcE\) is...
strategy avoids the low energy zone of the 3 nodes; the routes are either upper or lower as illustrated in Figure 2. To illustrate the routes that each data packet follows, we animated with a different color the links on which data packets are forwarded. In the figure the data packets for sink 21 travel on red paths, for sink 24 on yellow paths and for sink 41 on blue paths, respectively. Even though the three colors overwrite themselves when two data packets follow the same line (sometimes in opposite direction, e.g., node 1, 9, etc.) it is easy to identify during simulation the route that a packet follows to reach the corresponding sink.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depletion time [s]</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>Node 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hc</td>
<td>42.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hccE</td>
<td>54.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Impact of high traffic and strategy on depletion time.

The depletion time result are given in Table I. The low energy nodes are sooner completely discharged in the case of hc since they are participating in forwarding the data. In the case of hccE the low energy reserve is consumed by the active phase of active-sleep regime of T-MAC. The time percentage gain is between 15% (node 7) and 28% (node 10).

We observed during simulation (with different seeds) that the hccE can occasionally route for short time a packet along a "bottleneck" node even though there are other paths. More about the causes of such a behavior in §IV-C.

B. The backoff waiting time

The metric establishment process takes place in the first phase and periodically at the rate of refreshes sent by the sink. A large number of rebroadcasts (especially when the refresh rate is high) impacts on the active time of a sensor node and the network traffic leading to a higher energy consumption. In order to overcome this problem we analyse the impact of various waiting times by using different strategies in a particular network topology (see Figure 3) with sensor nodes using an active-sleep regime.

Settings: The sink is node 21 and the rectangle zone contains one source, node 16, which generates data at each 300 ms. We set a very low initial energy for several nodes: 0.7mJ (3eU) for node 19 and 11 (5eU) for node 17. We have in this scenario paths of different length and due to low energy nodes we have various metrics depending on the chosen strategy. The simulation time is 180s and the interest refresh rate is 5s. That means that each node should broadcast at least 36 times, i.e., for 30 nodes this gives a total of 1080 times. Since the nodes 17 and 19 have very low energy, the total number of rebroadcasts is reduced to 1050 broadcasts (optimum), as these two nodes are broadcasting together no more than 30 times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rebroadcasts</th>
<th>Broadcast delay (T_w [ms])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hc</td>
<td>1013 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hce</td>
<td>1014 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hccE</td>
<td>1179 (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Number of rebroadcasts with data traffic.

Thus, for a fixed broadcast delay the number of rebroadcasts is high and therefore by using hccE strategy a variable T_w larger than 40ms is recommended.

We illustrate in Table IV the impact of the broadcast delay (T_w) on the total energy consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy [J]</th>
<th>without data</th>
<th>with data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hc</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hce</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hccE</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Energy consumption with data traffic.

As expected, for T_w = 0 the energy consumption for the hc strategy is a bit lower than for the hce and hccE strategies (2.5% and 5.6%, respectively). This situation can change when using a T_w > 0. Although introducing an adjustable waiting time reduces the number of broadcasts, its impact in the energy consumption is not necessarily as expected in theory. This is due to the fact that nodes are spending more time in idle state, which leads to higher energy consumption.

For the hccE strategy the energy consumption decreases with a variable delay. For hc with a smaller adjustable waiting time the energy consumption decreases, but it increases for larger delay due to the T-MAC’s aggressive time-out policy. Since T-MAC extends its listen period at each send/receive event, the total time the node is in idle state is longer for a 600ms delay than for a 40ms delay. This can be seen by means of our SNF when examining the transceiver states of the involved nodes (for place reason we omit the graphs here).

C. Behavior anomalies

We discuss next an example of unexpected behavior. We consider the special network scenario given in Figure 3, with the settings given in §IV-B. The depletion time of of nodes 17...
and 19 are 78.04s and 70.83s for $hc$ and 84.07s and 62s for $hccE$. It is expected that in the case of $hccE$ strategy, paths along low energy node are avoided. The results show a gain of about 8% at node 17, but a lose of more than 4% at node 19. To explain this behavior we take a closer look to the simulation.

In the case of the $hc$ the source 16 selects the minimal hop count route, thus a four hops paths, with next hop either 17 or 23 or 25. All routes are along low energy nodes (either 17 or 19). After a while both nodes are depleted, but due to different causes. Node 17 is depleted at 78.04s being a relay node in forwarding all data packets. Node 19 loses all its energy at 70.83 being passive, by following its active-sleep schedule imposed by T-MAC. After both nodes are down, the source selects the next shortest path namely 23-24-18-20-21.

In case of $hccE$ strategy, by deferring the broadcast with a time proportional to the received metrics the optimal path 23-24-18-20-21 is not chosen. A random contention time in T-MAC (maximal 9ms) may cause that a broadcast propagates faster on a longer path than on a shorter one. Moreover, if a node goes to sleep, the broadcast is additionally delayed with the time of the sleep period. Different velocity of propagation of the broadcast, collisions, short term disconnection and transient failures are common in WSNs. The cumulative impact of all these factors is very difficult to be predicted, but using our simulation framework we identified three cases.

- The worst case happens when a suboptimal broadcast (of the same round) is unable to correct an already suboptimal routing information, e.g., paths along 26 are invisible since 26 failed to receive the broadcast from 10.
- Even though such cases are rare, the $hccE$ strategy cannot always avoid them and the simulation framework gives insights to find the causes for an initially unexplained behavior.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we supplemented our research [15] on energy-aware strategies randomly deployed WSNs, where multiple sinks are allowed, each node can be a sink and the sources and the traffic are not known apriori. We provided distributed routing algorithms that compute the next hop without employing additional routing messages. We further investigated the effects of introducing a broadcast delay on the number of messages and on the energy consumption. We presented simulation results that also give insights for unexpected behavior.
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Abstract—The paper treats the problem of localization in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). In our work, we present and evaluate the localization system that can be used to calculate the geographical positions of network nodes. The search for the accurate positions of nodes is performed using a signal strength measurements and known positions of a set of selected sensors equipped with GPS system. Our scheme uses node to node distance estimates calculated based on RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator). The proposed solution is self-adaptive, since the transformation of RSSI measurements into distances is done automatically using information about strength of signals received by nodes equipped with GPS. We focus on the performance of our approach to localization, and discuss the accuracy of position calculation for various methods of inter-node distances estimation. The use and efficiency of the proposed localization system is illustrated by numerical examples performed in our WSN Localization Simulator.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of localization is to assign geographic coordinates to each node in the sensor network in the deployment area. Wireless sensor network localization is a complex problem that can be solved in different ways [1]. A number of research and commercial location systems for WSNs have been developed. They differ in their assumptions about the network configuration, distribution of calculation processes, mobility and finally the hardware’s capabilities, [2], [3], [4].

Recently proposed localization techniques consist in identification of approximate location of nodes based on merely partial information on the location of the set of nodes in a sensor network. An anchor is defined as a node that is aware of its own location, either through GPS or manual pre-programming during deployment. Identification of the location of other nodes is up to an algorithm locating non-anchors. Considering hardware’s capabilities of network nodes we can distinguish two classes of methods:

- range based (distance-based) methods,
- range free (connectivity based) methods.

The former is defined by protocols that use absolute point to point distance estimates (ranges) or angle estimates in location calculation. The latter makes no assumption about the availability or validity of such information, and use only connectivity information to locate the entire sensor network. The popular range free solutions are hop-counting techniques. Distance-based methods require the additional equipment but through that much better resolution can be reached than in case of connectivity based ones.

In general, to solve the distance-based localization problem it is necessary to combine two techniques: signal processing and algorithms transforming measurements into the coordinates of the nodes in the network. Hence, distance-based localization schemes operate in two stages, as shown in Fig. 1:

- **Distance estimation stage** – estimation of inter-node distances based on inter-node transmissions.
- **Position calculation stage** – calculation of geographic coordinates of nodes forming the network.

The paper is structured as follows: We formulate the localization problem in Section II. In Section III, we provide a short overview of popular radio signal measurement techniques and discuss the signal propagation modeling. In Section IV, the localization process using our localization system is described. The results of numerical experiments are summarized in Section V. In Section VI, we present conclusions.
II. DISTANCE-BASED LOCALIZATION TECHNIQUES

We are concerned with the distance-based approach to localization. Let us consider a WSN formed by $M$ sensors (anchor nodes) with known position expressed as $l$-dimensional coordinates $a_k \in \mathbb{R}^l$, $k = 1, \ldots, M$ and $N$ sensors (non-anchor nodes) $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^l$, $i = 1, \ldots, N$ with unknown locations. Our goal is to estimate the coordinates of non-anchor nodes. We can formulate the optimization problem with the performance measure $J$ considering estimated Euclidean distances of all neighbor nodes

$$
\min_{\hat{x}} \left\{ J = \sum_{k=1}^{M} \sum_{j \in N_k} (||a_k - \hat{x}_j||_2 - \tilde{d}_{kj})^2 
+ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in N_i} (||\hat{x}_i - \hat{x}_j||_2 - \tilde{d}_{ij})^2 \right\},
$$

(1)

where $\hat{x}_i$ and $\hat{x}_j$ denote estimated positions of nodes $i$ and $j$, $\tilde{d}_{kj}$ and $\tilde{d}_{ij}$ distances between pairs of nodes $(k, j)$ and $(i, j)$ calculated based on radio signal measurements, $N_k = \{(k, j) : d_{kj} \leq r\}$, $N_i = \{(i, j) : d_{ij} \leq r\}$ sets of neighbors of anchor and non-anchor nodes ($j = 1, \ldots, N$), and $r$ maximal transmission range.

The stochastic optimization algorithms can be used to solve the problem (1). Kannan, Mao and Vucetic in [5] present the results of location calculation for simulated annealing method. We propose the hybrid technique that uses a combination of the trilateration method, along with simulated annealing (TSA: Trilateration & Simulated Annealing). TSA was described in details in [6]. It operates in two phases:

- **Phase 1** – the auxiliary solution (localization) is provided using the geometry of triangles.
- **Phase 2** – the solution of the phase 1 is improved by applying stochastic optimization.

III. RANGE ESTIMATION

As it was mentioned in Section I using range based methods we can reach much better resolution than in case of range free ones. However in order to do that the additional equipment is usually required. Each of popular techniques – widely described in literature [2], [1] – such as Angle of Arrival (AoA), Time of Arrival (ToA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) needs an additional stuff such as antennas or accurately synchronized clocks. The only exception from these requirements is a Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) technique.

RSSI is considered as the simplest and cheapest method amongst the wireless distance estimation techniques, since it does not require additional hardware for distance measurements and is unlikely to significantly impact local power consumption, sensor size and thus cost. Main disadvantage of using RSSI is low accuracy. In respect to wireless channel models (Section III-A) received power should be a function of distance. However, the RSSI values have a high variability and they cannot be treated as a good distance estimates [7], [8]. On the other hand some authors indicate that new radio transceivers can give RSSI measurements good enough to be a reasonable link estimator [9], [10].

A. The radio signal propagation modeling

Propagation models are generally focused on predicting the average received signal strength at a given distance from the transmitter, as well as the variability of the signal strength in close spatial proximity to a particular location. Propagation models that predict the mean signal strength for an arbitrary transmitter-receiver separation distance are useful in estimating the radio coverage area of a transmitter and are called large-scale propagation models, since they characterize signal strength over large distances (hundreds or thousands of meters). On the other hand, propagation models that characterize the rapid fluctuations of the received signal strength over very short travel distances or short time durations are called small-scale models [11].

In this paper we concentrate on the stationary networks and do not consider small fluctuations of the signal strength in time. Hence the large-scale model is used further. Both theoretical and measurement based propagation models indicate that average received signal power decreases logarithmically with distance, whether in outdoor or indoor radio channels [11]. The mean large-scale path loss can be expressed as a function of distance:

$$
PL(d)[dB] = PL(d_0)[dB] + 10nlog\left(\frac{d}{d_0}\right),
$$

(2)

where $d$ is the transmitter-receiver distance, $d_0$ is a reference distance (for IEEE 802.15.4 radio typically the value of $d_0$ is taken to be 1 m) and $n$ is the path loss exponent (rate at which signal decays). The value of $n$ depends on the specific propagation environment and should be obtained through curve fitting of empirical data. An empirical experiment is also the best way to select an appropriate path loss for the reference distance $d_0$ [12].

The received signal strength $P^r$ at a distance $d$ is:

$$
P^r(d)[dBm] = P^t[dBm] - PL(d)[dB],
$$

(3)

where $P^t$ denotes the power of transmitter.

IV. LOCALIZATION PROCESS

As it was mentioned in Section I our localization system operates in two stages: the distance estimation stage and the position calculation stage.

A. Distance estimation stage

The signal propagation model outlined in Section III-A allows us to estimate the distance if we know the power of received signal. Hence, in our research we used RSSI measurements. The objective of the distance estimation stage is to tune parameters of propagation model (2-3) wrt a given network technology and deployment area. Calibration procedure achieves this goal automatically – by exploiting information (pair $o$ values: RSSI and true physical distance) obtained for the links connecting anchor to anchor node. Therefore the localization can be called
self-adaptive since the algorithm is capable of calibrating own parameters without additional information about the environment.

Consider WSN with $M$ anchor nodes with known coordinates $a_k \in \mathbb{R}^2$, $k = 1, \ldots, M$ as defined in Section II. For each pair $(i, j)$ of anchors which is in transmission range we can measure received signal strength $P_{ij}^r$. The set of such pairs is as follows:

$$\Psi = \{(P_{ij}^r, d_{ij}) : ||a_i - a_j|| < r\},$$

(4) where $d_{ij}$ is known true physical distance between anchors $i$ and $j$, and $r$ transmission range.

Using (2) and (3) we can estimate the average distance between nodes $i$ and $j$ as a function of received signal strength $P_{ij}^r$:

$$\bar{d}_{ij} = d_0 \cdot 10^{\frac{\mu \cdot \overline{PL}(d_0) - 10 \beta \cdot P_{ij}^r}{10}},$$

(5) where $d_0$ denotes the reference distance, $\overline{PL}(d_0)$ the path loss at the reference distance, $n$ the path loss exponent and $P^r$ output power of the transmitter. It should be pointed that the goal of the calibration procedure is only to predict a value of the distance $d$ for known value of $P_{ij}^r$, not to find the exact value of the parameters $n, P^r, d_0, \overline{PL}(d_0)$. Hence, we can simplify the equation (5) introducing parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$:

$$\bar{d}_{ij} = \alpha \cdot 10^\beta \cdot P_{ij}^r,$$

(6)

where $\alpha = d_0 \cdot 10^{\frac{\mu \cdot \overline{PL}(d_0)}{10}}$ and $\beta = -\frac{1}{10n}$. It seems to be reasonable to fit the RSSI-distance curve based on two parameters not four.

It is obvious that this average distance differs vastly from the true physical distance between selected nodes, but there is no chance to fit the curve describing signal propagation to all samples from $\Psi$. An ordinary least square (OLS) method can be used to calculate values of parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ that minimize the error between the true physical and estimated distances:

$$\min_{\alpha, \beta} \sum_{(P_{ij}^r, d_{ij}) \in \Psi} \left(\bar{d}_{ij} - \alpha \cdot 10^\beta \cdot P_{ij}^r\right)^2.$$  

(7)

The set $\Psi$ contains distances and RSSI measurements for anchor to anchor connections. It should be pointed here that errors caused by the signal diffraction, reflection and scattering are very high and increase with distance. For anchors distributed randomly it is very probably that they are not very close to each other and because of errors RSSI measurements are similar for different distances, see Fig. 2. In (7) all samples have the same significance (both empty and filled boxes in Fig. 2).

In order to overcome this property and improve the significance of “outliers” the weighted least square (WLS) approach was incorporated. The RSSI values scope was divided into a few ranges (indicated by a vertical lines in Fig. 2), which have the same impact on the minimized performance function. The set of anchor to anchor measurements can be given by a sum of separate subsets:

$$\Psi = \Psi_1 \cup \cdots \Psi_k \cup \cdots \cup \Psi_n.$$  

(8)

The optimization problem for WLS approach is formulated as follows:

$$\min_{\alpha_{uls}, \beta_{uls}} \sum_{(P_{ij}^r, d_{ij}) \in \Psi} \frac{1}{|\Psi_k|} \sum_{(P_{ij}^r, d_{ij}) \in \Psi_k} \left(\alpha_{uls} \cdot 10^{\beta_{uls}} \cdot P_{ij}^r - d_{ij}\right)^2.$$  

(9)

Finally, in order to make calibration stage more robust the geometric combined least square method (GCLS) is proposed. In this approach parameters $\alpha_{gcls}$ and $\beta_{gcls}$ are expressed as:

$$\alpha_{gcls} = \sqrt{\alpha_{uls} \cdot \alpha_{uls}}, \quad \beta_{gcls} = \frac{\beta_{uls} + \beta_{uls}}{2}.$$  

(10)

The parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ obtained as a solution of optimization problems OLS (7), WLS (9) and GCLS (10) are used to transform the RSSI measurements characterizing the whole network into the matrix of appropriate distances, which is used in the next stage.

B. Position calculation stage

In the position calculation stage the measurements of inter-node distances are used to estimate the coordinates of non-anchor nodes in the network. We propose two-phase method – TSA to solve the optimization problem (1). We describe its performance in case of WSN placed on a plane.

1) Phase I (trilateration): In the first phase the initial localization is provided using the geometry of triangles. To determine the relative location of a non-anchor on a 2D plane using trilateration alone, generally at least three neighbors with known positions are needed. Hence, all nodes are divided into two groups: group $A$ of nodes with known location (in the beginning only $M$ anchor nodes) and group $B$ of nodes with unknown location (in the beginning $N$ non-anchor nodes). In each step of the algorithm node $i$ from the group $B$ is chosen. Next, three
nodes from the group A that are within node i radio range are randomly selected. If such nodes exist the location of node i is calculated, node i is moved to the group A. Otherwise, another node from the group B is selected and the operation is repeated. The first phase stops when there are no more nodes that can be localized based on the available information about all nodes localization. It switches to the second phase.

2) Phase 2 (stochastic optimization): Due to the distance measurement uncertainty the coordinates calculated in the first phase are estimated with non-zero errors. In addition the position of nodes that have less than three localized neighbors can not be estimated. Hence, the solution of the first phase is modified by applying stochastic optimization method. A Simulated Annealing (SA) was considered in our research [13].

From the numerical experiments it was observed that the increased value of the location error is usually driven by incorrect location estimates calculated for a few nodes. The additional functionality (correction) was introduced to remove incorrect solutions involved by the distances measurement errors. The additional constraints were introduced to the optimization problem. The detail description of the correction algorithm can be found in [6].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In [6], we presented performance evaluation of TSA method in case of simplified model for distances approximation. We estimated the nodes’ locations for known values of distance measurements, and focused only on localization phase. It is obvious that in real application inter-node distance have to be calculated based on radio signals measurements. Therefore, in this work we focus on self-adaptive distance calculation based on signal strengths and calibration of propagation models.

In order to evaluate our two-phase method extended by the calibration procedure many numerical tests were performed using our new software tool – WSN Localization Simulator (Fig. 3). All the calculations were carried out on the machine Intel Core2 Duo E6600 – 2.4GHz, 2GB RAM. The average results obtained during five runs of each localization task are presented in tables and figures. In this paper we present the results for the centralized TSA algorithm (each sensor node gather the measurements of distances between its and all the neighbors and pass them to a central station for analysis, after which the computed positions are transported back into the network).

A. Network topology generation

Network models considered in this work were created using generator built in our simulator, which is based on Link Layer Model for MATLAB provided by M. Zuniga and B. Krishnamachari [14]. This tool allows to generate link layer models for wireless sensor networks. In our software we focus on wireless channel modeling. No radio modulation and encoding were considered. The sample network topology – presented in Fig. 4 – was generated using parameters collected in Table I. The sensor network consisting of 200 nodes – 20 anchor nodes (marked with diamonds) and 180 non-anchor nodes (marked with circles) was considered.

B. Distance estimation stage evaluation

The comparative study of different methods of inter-node distances estimation was performed. Fig. 5 depicts the relationship between the RSSI measurements and the true physical distances for the considered task. In Fig. 5a the RSSI measurements only for anchors are presented – these data are used for signal propagation model calibration. The Fig. 5b depicts the measurements for all connections. The fitting curves obtained during calibration process are marked with the red line for the ordinary least square method, with the green line for the weighted least square method and with the blue line for the geometric combined least square method. As we can see the propagation model for the ordinary least square method
Table I

**LINK LAYER MODEL PARAMETERS USED IN EXPERIMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PATH LOSS EXPONENT</strong></td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHADOWING STANDARD DEVIATION</strong></td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PL_D0</strong></td>
<td>35.0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D0</strong></td>
<td>1.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTPUT_POWER</strong></td>
<td>0.0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOISE FLOOR</strong></td>
<td>-105.0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASYMMETRY</strong></td>
<td>0 (NO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERRAIN DIMENSIONS_X</strong></td>
<td>1000.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERRAIN DIMENSIONS_Y</strong></td>
<td>1000.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NUMBER_OF_NODES</strong></td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOPOLOGY</strong></td>
<td>3 (RANDOM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II

**COMPARISON OF DISTANCE AND LOCALIZATION ERRORS FOR OLS, WLS AND GCLS METHODS USED IN CALIBRATION STAGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>LE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary least square (OLS)</td>
<td>19.22%</td>
<td>3.34 (0.65*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted least square (WLS)</td>
<td>17.65%</td>
<td>4.32 (0.97*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric combined least square (GCLS)</td>
<td>18.21%</td>
<td>3.95 (0.48*)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* the variance of results obtained from five runs of each task.

is prone to overestimating calculated distances between the nodes.

The differences between the true physical distances and those obtained from propagation model are presented in Fig. 6. The error is defined as $DE = \frac{|d - \tilde{d}|}{d}$. It can be observed that WLS and GCLS methods effects in smaller maximum error. The differences in results of considered method increase in case of low density networks with big distances between anchor nodes.

**C. Position calculation stage evaluation**

The distance estimation stage produces inputs to the localization process. The estimates of inter-node distances are used to compute the coordinates of non-anchor nodes in the network. Due to the measurement uncertainty it is difficult to find a good metric to compare the obtained results. To evaluate the performance of tested algorithms we have used the mean error between the estimated and the true physical location of the non-anchor nodes in the network, defined as follows:

$$LE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{||\hat{x}_i - x_i||}{r_i} \right)^2 \cdot 100\%,$$  

where \(LE\) denotes a localization error, \(x_i\) the true position of the sensor node \(i\) in the network, \(\hat{x}_i\) estimated location of the sensor node \(i\) and \(r\) the radio transmission range. The localization error \(LE\) is expressed as a percentage error. It is normalized with respect to the radio range to allow comparison of results obtained for different size and range networks. The results of the localization stage are presented in Table II.

It should be underlined that the localization accuracy is more than satisfactory. The localization errors are below 5% for different calibration methods, while the mean error in distance measurements is about 20%. It means that our approach allows to obtain accurate location estimates even in case of very inaccurate distance measurements.

**VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

We have presented the design and evaluation of our hybrid two-phase scheme for estimating the locations of nodes with unknown positions in WSN system. Emphasis was placed on the inter-node distances estimation based on received signal strength indicator. We have evaluated our algorithm, through analysis and simulation. Our evaluation demonstrates that the TSA method provides quite accurate location estimates. In our current research, we apply our algorithm to the testbed network of sensors in the laboratory.
Figure 6. Distance errors histograms.
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Abstract—Ultra low-power Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) use duty cycled medium access protocols and dynamic routing for multi-hop communication. Transmitted packets can have variable delays and routes. Thus, data timestamps and temporal order of the packets are unknown. However, timing information is essential for many WSN applications. In this paper, we present a novel time synchronization protocol for application packets in multi-hop WSNs. The proposed protocol is based on calculating delays as packets traverse from node to node. It provides high energy-efficiency by minimizing communication overhead. Fault tolerance is achieved by fully distributed operation. The protocol computational complexity is low, including only simple operations. We experimented the proposed protocol using real WSN hardware communicating in 2.4 GHz radio band. The maximum synchronization errors ranged from 72 $\mu$s to 909 $\mu$s, and the average errors from 20 $\mu$s to 153 $\mu$s when the hop count was varied from two to six and varying protocol parameters were used. With values extrapolated from the experimental results, the maximum error was 15 ms, which occurred with 100 hops. The paper presents the design, implementation, and experimental results for low-complexity synchronization protocol with maximum errors ranging from 72 $\mu$s to 15 ms with varying network sizes.

Keywords—Wireless Sensor Networks; Time synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous computing requires small and low-cost devices embedded into everyday objects. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) form a key building block in the construction of these smart environments. WSNs consist of densely deployed, independent, and collaborating low-cost sensor nodes, which are highly resource-constrained in terms of energy, processing, and data storage capacity [1]. The nodes can sense their environment, process data, and communicate over multiple short distance wireless hops. The network self-organizes and implements its functionality by co-operative effort. WSN nodes must operate for years with small batteries or by harvesting their energy from the environment. Minimizing communication is essential in achieving energy-efficiency since the radio transceiver is the most power-consuming component in a WSN node [2].

Ultra low-power WSNs use duty cycled Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols and autonomous dynamic routing. The nodes are active only a fraction of the time and the routes of subsequent packets can differ. This results in unknown sensing times, variable forwarding delays, and unguaranteed temporal order of the packets. However, many applications require that timing information of sensed phenomena can be resolved. In basic monitoring, it is usually critical to know the actual sensing times of the reported values. Furthermore, e.g., inferring target velocity from a series of proximity detections [3] requires that the order of (inferring) the sensed events is known.

The most straightforward way for obtaining accurate time information would be to equip every node with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) signal receiver or an accurate atomic clock. However, this would be infeasible in WSN nodes due to increased size, cost, and energy consumption. Although effective in the Internet, the widely used Network Time Protocol (NTP) [4] is too inflexible for WSNs with ad-hoc operation [5].

Commonly, WSN synchronization protocols target at achieving common time locally among a set of neighboring nodes or globally to the whole network. In these, the synchronization protocol operation is fully de-coupled from application-level operation resulting in continuous common time keeping among the nodes. Thus, there is constant synchronization overhead and the overhead is also included in nodes that do not require time information. In these protocols, the time service quality is common to every node and application. This may result in unnecessary accuracy and overhead for some applications, and redundant synchronization overhead during periods time information is not actually needed.

In this paper, we present a delay-based time synchronization (D-DYNC) protocol for application-level time resolution in multi-hop WSNs. The proposed protocol is based on calculating delays as packets traverse from node to node. D-SYNC provides following key benefits compared to related protocols:

- **High energy-efficiency**: D-SYNC does not require explicit messaging to achieve synchronization. The delay information is piggybacked in application packets. The timing accuracy can be adjusted with simple delay field shift operations according to application requirements. This adjustment minimizes the packet delay field size,
and thus, the transmitted overhead data while providing required accuracy. Synchronization can be switched on on-demand only for required time periods, e.g., when a specific event is sensed. These characteristics minimize the communication overhead, and thus, energy consumed by the radio.

- **Fault tolerance:** D-SYNC is fully distributed having no dedicated time reference nodes nor single points of failure. In dynamic WSNs, there may be periods when nodes are not in the radio range of any other nodes in the network or multiple re-transmissions are required due to poor links. D-SYNC can still maintain timing for the buffered packets and the buffers can be unloaded as connectivity is re-established.

- **Minimal computational complexity:** The complexity of the D-SYNC protocol is low including only timestamp value saving, delay calculation using subtraction, and shifting for timing accuracy adjustment.

We present a mathematical analysis and prototype experiments for the D-SYNC protocol. The mathematical analysis provides tools for estimating the maximum achievable accuracy and the required minimum delay field width for variable WSN deployments. We experimented the D-SYNC protocol with real resource-constrained WSN nodes. Accuracy results are presented for varying hop and delay field shift amounts. The used hardware is typical for resource-constrained WSN nodes having a simple 8-bit microcontroller with 2 MIPS performance for processing and a low-power low-cost 2.4 GHz radio for communication. The radio frame length is 32 B requiring minimal protocol overhead for maximizing application payload data content in the packet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented in Section II. The D-SYNC design and mathematical analysis are presented in Section III. Section IV introduces the used prototype hardware platform. The experiments and results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and present the future work.

### II. RELATED WORK

Next, we present the most essential multi-hop time synchronization protocols proposed for WSNs surveyed, e.g., in [5] and [6]. The protocols represent fundamental approaches to clock synchronization [6]. We compare them against D-SYNC benefits listed in the previous section.

The Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN) [7], the Lightweight Tree-based Synchronization (LTS) protocol [8], the Delay Measurement Time Synchronization (DMTS) protocol [9], and the TSync protocol [10] use a dedicated time reference node, a tree structure, and periodical synchronization messages forwarded throughout the tree. In these, the periodical synchronization message exchanges inflict continuous energy consumption overhead to the nodes. Fault tolerance against lost time reference node is not considered at all or is mitigated by using several reference nodes, which are chosen using a leader election algorithm. In either case, single points of failure, the reference node(s), exist in the network.

LTS and TSync provide also a de-centralized version where nodes can query time information from a reference node. In these, the messaging overhead is large since the queries have to be first forwarded to the reference node, possibly via multiple hops, and then synchronization is achieved by reversing the path of the query.

The Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP) [11] floods synchronization messages, originating from a reference node, periodically through the network inflicting significant continuous energy consumption overhead. There is no single point of failure since any node in the network can act as the time reference.

In Reference-Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) [12], clock parameters are exchanged with every neighboring node. This method incurs significant messaging overhead and energy consumption penalty, which increases with the density of the nodes. RBS reduces the overhead with on-demand post-facto synchronization in situations where continuous synchronization is not needed. Still, when continuous synchronization is required, a constant messaging overhead occurs also in RBS.

The protocol presented in [13] achieves multi-hop synchronization using a tree structure. The periodical synchronization message exchanges inflict continuous energy consumption overhead to the network. Also, since clock parameters are exchanged with every neighboring node, with which synchronization is required, the overhead increases with the synchronized neighbor amount.

The Time-Diffusion synchronization Protocol (TDP) [14], and the protocol proposed by Li et al. [15] achieve network wide time by co-operative effort of all the nodes in the network. The complexity of both protocols is high requiring lot of messaging [5]. The protocols do not rely on a single reference node increasing fault tolerance.

### III. D-SYNC DESIGN

The D-SYNC protocol is based on calculating cumulative delay for a packet as it traverses via a multi-hop network. Each synchronized packet includes a delay field, which is updated at every hop. Every node forwarding a synchronized packet adds the local delay incurred by that node using its local clock. Using this delay value included in the packet, a destination node can resolve the source event time in its local time base.

#### A. Single-Hop Delay Calculation

The undeterministic delays during a packet exchange are the main contributors for synchronization inaccuracy. The total delay incurred by one packet exchange can be divided
into send, access, transmission, propagation, and receive delays [16]:

- The **send delay** includes the time spent at the source node to construct the packet, the delays incurred by the operating system, the buffering delays including re-transmissions, and the time required to transfer the packet to the MAC layer for transmission. The send delay is undeterministic and highly variable.
- The **access delay** includes the time spent waiting for access to the wireless communication medium. It depends on the used MAC protocol. The access delay is undeterministic and can be highly variable.
- The **transmission delay** \( t_{tx} \) refers to the time it takes to transmit a single packet over the wireless medium. It is directly proportional to the length of the transmitted packet and inversely proportional to the radio data rate making it relatively deterministic. This delay also includes deterministic and undeterministic radio specific delays. An example of a deterministic radio delay is the radio start-up transient time, during which the radio hardware is powered up.
- The **propagation delay** changes as a function of distance. For radio waves it is below 1 µs for distances under 300 m. The ns scale error caused by it does not contribute significantly to the error budget of synchronization in WSNs [12] and is considered to be zero.
- The **reception delay** consists of the time it takes for the radio receiver to process the incoming bits and notify the host of packet arrival. Commonly, much of the physical packet processing is done in the radio hardware and a packet is delivered to the host via a digital interface. Thus, this delay is relatively small. The undeterministic components can be mainly contributed to the small variability in interrupt latencies.
- The **receive delay** includes the time required to transfer the packet to the receiving layer. It includes the delays incurred by the operating system and the buffering delays. The receive delay is undeterministic and highly variable.

The operation principle for calculating single hop delay in the D-SYNC protocol is illustrated in Figure 1. A packet is triggered for transmission at time \( t_0 \) at the source Node \( i \). The time value is saved to internal packet data structure in the local time of Node \( i \), \( L_i(t_0) \), where \( L_i(t_k) \) denotes real time \( t_k \) in the time base of node \( i \). After \( t_0 \), the packet is constructed and scheduled for transmission. Just prior to transmission, at time \( t_1 \), the delay value is calculated using the previously saved and current time values. This delay is inserted to the packet at the MAC protocol or the radio driver (depends on implementation specifics). The calculated delay value is \( L_i(t_1) - L_i(t_0) \). Now, the packet is transferred to the radio transceiver hardware, which transmits it after a radio specific delay. Calculating the delay just before transmission mitigates the highly variable send and access delays.

Furthermore, the time \( L_i(t_1) \) is again saved to the internal packet structure in case the packet is not actually received by the next hop node and re-transmission is needed. In the case of re-transmission the additional delay can be calculated and added to the current delay value using the saved time value \( L_i(t_1) \) and the new transmission moment of the packet.

After the transmission delay \( t_{tx} \) and the propagation delay, the packet is received by the recipient Node \( j \) at time \( t_2 \). After interrupt latency, the recipient saves the reception time of the packet \( L_j(t_3) \). This saved value can be again used for internal delay calculation at node \( j \). Saving the time value just after reception mitigates the highly variable reception and receive delays. Furthermore, the transmission delay is added to the packet delay at this stage due to successful packet exchange. Thus, the only remaining inaccuracies are the propagation delay and the possibly undeterministic timing inflicted by the radio hardware.

### B. Multi-Hop Delay Calculation and Time Resolution

To calculate the multi-hop delay, the single hop delay calculation is performed at every hop and the resulting delays added to the delay field in the packet. This means that also the inaccuracies accumulate hop-by-hop but are minimized by low-level timestamping. An example of the multi-hop delay calculation is presented in Figure 2. Node 1 schedules packet for transmission at time \( t_0 \) and saves time value \( L_1(t_0) \) to the internal packet data structure. The physical packet transmission to the next hop (Node 2) is started at time \( t_1 \). Thus, calculated delay from packet

![Figure 1. Example of single hop delay calculation. The total delay incurred by one packet exchange can be divided into send, access, transmission, propagation, and receive delays. By calculating delay values just prior to transmission, the highly undeterministic delays can be mitigated and delay estimation accuracy improved.](image-url)
Figure 2. To calculate the multi-hop delay, the single hop delay calculation is performed at every hop and the resulting delays added to the delay field in the packet.

gained. This results in lower accuracy but less overhead bits and larger maximum delay value.

Thus, the delay field overhead can be minimized when the scale of required accuracy, maximum number of hops in the WSN, and the worst case hop delay can be estimated. On the other hand, the shifting enables graceful degradation of accuracy at run-time. With a fixed delay field width, the field overflow can be monitored hop-by-hop and additional shifting can be used when required.

With shift amount of $S$ bits, the maximum achievable accuracy in ticks ($\varepsilon$) is given by

$$\varepsilon = 2^S$$

and the maximum presentable delay in ticks ($D$) is

$$D = 2^{N_{bits} + S} - 1,$$

where $N_{bits}$ is the number of bits in the delay field. E.g., for a WSN where maximum number of hops is 20, the worst case hop delay is 10 s, and the internal clock tick in the nodes is 1 $\mu$s, the maximum achievable accuracy values and presentable delays with varying delay field widths are as follows.

With an 8-bit delay field the required shift amount is 20 bits resulting in maximum accuracy of 1 s and maximum presentable delay of 268 s. The corresponding values for 16-bit and 24-bit delay fields are shift of 12 and 4 bits, and maximum accuracy of 4 ms and 16 $\mu$s, respectively. For 16-bit and 24-bit delay fields the maximum presentable delay is 268 s with the given shift values. With a 32-bit delay field, no shift is required, maximum accuracy is 1 $\mu$s corresponding to one clock tick, and the maximum presentable delay is 4295 s.

IV. PROTOTYPE HARDWARE PLATFORM

The prototype hardware platform is presented in Figure 3. The platform uses a Microchip PIC18F8722 MCU, which integrates an 8-bit processor core with 128 kB of FLASH program memory, 4 kB of RAM data memory, and 1 kB EEPROM. The used clock speed of the MCU is 8 MHz resulting in 2 MIPS performance.

For wireless communication the platform uses a Nordic Semiconductor nRF24L01 radio transceiver operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band. The radio data rate is 1 Mbps and there are 80 available frequency channels. Transmission power level is selectable from four levels between -18 dBm and 0 dBm with 6 dBm intervals and ±4 dBm accuracy. Loop type antenna is implemented as a trace on the Printed Circuit Board (PCB).
The platform is equipped with a 32,768 kHz crystal for real-time clock implementation. This results in clock resolution of approximately 30 μs. The resolution is enhanced by using the MCU’s own oscillator and delay loops for fine timing below 30 μs.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

For the experiments, the D-SYNC protocol was implemented on the prototype hardware platform. For communication, a multi-hop protocol stack implementation with fixed routing and fixed one second delay per hop was used. A ring topology was used to implement scenarios with varying amount of hops. An example of the topology with 4 hops is illustrated in Figure 4. The scenarios are general as the path traversed by a single packet can always be reduced to a simple chain of nodes independent of the actual network topology used.

The experimental scenarios consisted of 2, 4, and 6 hops. Each of the three scenarios was experimented with no shift, giving a time resolution of 1 μs, and with shift of 8 bits, giving a time resolution of 256 μs. For each test, the packet was transmitted 100 times, of which maximum delay errors and average delay errors were calculated. It must be noted that the experimented scenarios represent a subset of possible scenarios that can occur in a WSN. The number of hops, the length of channel access delays, and the required shift amount can have variations. These are inherently handled by the D-SYNC protocol. The presented experimental setup provides a well-defined and reproducible framework for estimating the orders of magnitude of achievable accuracy. Furthermore, it gives total control over the scenario parameters.

In the experiments, the source node was set to be also the final destination node letting the transmitted packet traverse a loop. Upon transmitting a packet, the source node saved the initial packet transmission time and after reception the reception time. Using these times a reference delay was calculated. The intermediate nodes forwarded the packet and added the cumulative delay value given by the D-SYNC protocol. The reference time value was compared to the value given by the D-SYNC protocol for calculating accuracy.

The results are presented in Figure 5. With shift of 8 bits, the maximum synchronization errors were 300 μs for 2 hops, 573 μs for 4 hops, and 909 μs for 6 hops. The corresponding values with no shift were 72 μs, 194 μs, and 223 μs, respectively. With the 8-bit shift, average errors were 60 μs, 76 μs, and 153 μs with the given hop amounts. The corresponding average values with no shift were 20 μs, 105 μs, and 118 μs, respectively.

The results show an almost linear increase in delay as the hop count increases. Figure 6 presents least squares linear fit of the results extrapolated to 100 hops. Using these values the synchronization error can be estimated beyond the experimented 6 hops. With shift of 8 bits, for 25, 50, 75, and 100 hops, the estimated maximum errors are 3.7 ms, 7.5 ms, 11.2 ms, and 15.0 ms, respectively. The corresponding values with no shift are 1.0 ms, 2.0 ms, 3.0 ms, and 4.0 ms. With the 8-bit shift, for 25, 50, 75, and 100 hops, the estimated average errors are 0.6 ms, 1.2 ms, 1.8 ms, and 2.4 ms, respectively. The corresponding values with no shift are 0.5 ms, 1.1 ms, 1.6 ms, and 2.2 ms.

The main error source in the experiments was the real-time clock of the used prototype platform. The usage of delay loops for fine timing produces inaccuracies when clock resolution is below 30 μs. First, this incurs error in the actual delay calculation. Furthermore, the same clock is used at the
radio driver. This causes errors in the packet transmission times and packet reception time registering.

The results show that the shifting has an obvious impact on the maximum synchronization errors, which accumulate when the hop count increases. However, the difference between the average synchronization errors between the 8-bit shift and no shift is much smaller. With the experimented four hops the average synchronization error was even smaller with the 8-bit shift compared to no shift. The surprisingly small difference in the average synchronization errors can be explained by the fact that with the 8-bit shift the maximum error fluctuated between positive and negative and was almost equal to both directions whilst with no shift the maximum error was almost always positive.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented D-SYNC time synchronization protocol for multi-hop WSNs. The proposed protocol is based on multi-hop delay calculation for synchronized packets. High energy-efficiency is achieved by minimizing communication overhead. Accuracy versus overhead tradeoff can be adjusted using simple shift operations. Timing is maintained on-demand removing redundant overhead when synchronization is not needed. D-SYNC operation is fault tolerant having no single points of failure and supporting disconnected periods. The protocol complexity is low, including only timestamp value saving, delay calculation using subtraction, and shifting for timing accuracy adjustment.

We presented a mathematical analysis and tools for estimating the D-SYNC accuracy and overhead tradeoff. D-SYNC was implemented on real resource-constrained WSN nodes and its accuracy was experimented with variable hop and shift amounts. The maximum synchronization errors ranged from 72 ms to 909 ms, and the average errors from 20 ms to 153 ms when the hop count was varied from two to six and the shift amount varied for zero to eight bits. With values extrapolated from the experimental results, the maximum error was 15 ms, which occurred with 100 hops and 8-bit shift. The experiments show that the errors have a predictable change when the hop amount increases and the error remains in the ms-scale even for large networks.

Our future work concentrates on clock drift compensation in the delay calculation. Synchronized MAC protocols rely on accurate local synchronization among neighboring nodes. This information can also be used to derive clock drift values for the D-SYNC protocol.
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Abstract—This paper presents a routing protocol for wireless sensor networks (WSN), established on the basis of fundamental concepts in source based routing (SBR) for ad hoc networks and minimum cost forwarding (MCF) methods for heterogeneous WSNs. Neither routing tables nor network topology information is maintained at sensor level, which makes the proposed protocol part of the reactive routing protocols class. Despite the lack of network information at the sensor, the packets from the sink node to sensors, and vice-versa, always follow the optimal communication path with minimum cost. Simulation results have shown that the proposed protocol performs better than MCF protocol alone, and nodes always route the packets through the optimal path up to destination. In fact, according to the energy consumption and throughput found by simulation, this protocol improves on the MCF protocol for applications where the sink node, acting as a server or base station (BS), generates significant amounts of network traffic. All results are based on simulations and data treatment performed with OMNet++ 4, Matlab 7 and Microsoft Visual Studio2010(C#) platform tools.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) comprises a large number of sensors equipped with wireless communication ports that are deployed closed or within the phenomenon to be monitored. Recent advances in wireless communication electronics have enabled the development of low-cost, low-power, multifunctional sensor nodes. Small in size and capable of communications over short distances, this emergent technology has opened a wide range of application possibilities. Usefulness can be found in a panoply of areas, such as health, military, industrial and home applications [1][2]. Usually, in a sensor network, sensors cooperate to handover data from the source sensor to the destination. In most systems, a single sink node is responsible for collecting data from all sensors. Still, in numerous situations, this sink node also is a BS node to manage the sensors.

WSNs are ad hoc networks, employing techniques for network self-organization and packet routing [3]. However, there are many fundamental differences between the traditional wireless ad hoc networks and WSNs per se, which makes conventional wireless ad hoc network protocols unsuitable for WSN applications. Large number of sensors, prone to failure, fast changing network topology, limited resources and low-power consumption are examples of such dissimilitude found in WSNs. The literature describes numerous protocol designs targeting specific WSN applications [1][2][3]. Sensor networks are limited-resource systems, therefore a significant amount of effort has been directed to reduce the size of the network part, overall power consumption and to the design of protocols that take these characteristics into consideration.

Routing protocols are classified in two general categories: proactive and reactive protocols [1]. Proactive routing protocols keep track of routes to all destinations in routing tables. LEACH [4], a protocol based on node clustering and PEGASIS [5], a protocol based on a token-passing chain, are two examples of proactive routing protocols. Unlike proactive protocols, reactive protocols acquire routes on demand and avoid saving information about the network topology. Flooding, Gossiping and MCF [6] [7] are examples of reactive protocols.

Traffic in sensor networks displays, in general, a heterogeneous nature [8]. In fact, in most cases, the communication patterns in sensor networks are characterized by:

a. Traffic between the BS node and sensor nodes. This type of traffic has two sources: 1) sensor nodes sending acquired data to the BS node (BS as a sink node); 2) BS node sending control information to the sensor nodes (for configuration of measurement parameters, for example). This type of traffic represents the largest part of the overall communication.

b. Traffic between adjacent nodes: adjacent nodes exchange information data for data transmission, get the conditions, connections, topology and etc.

These conditions need to be considered during the design of a network protocol for sensor networks. This paper proposes a reactive routing protocol where sensors have no information about the network topology, but packets from sensors to BS or vice-versa, always communicate over optimum paths with minimum cost. Since the proposed concept combines source routing with minimum cost forwarding, it is called the Source Routing for Minimum Cost Forwarding (SRMCF) protocol. In this approach, the
routing information of the packets generated by the BS to be sent to sensor nodes is included in the packets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related works. Section 3 describes the main protocol and section 4 explains the network initialization procedure. Section 5 presents and discusses simulation results from the proposed protocol. Section 6 unites the main conclusions drawn from this work.

II. RELATED WORKS

The MCF protocol is a good method for routing packets in a reactive sensor network [6][7]. This routing method is a cost field based approach and exploits the fact that the routing direction of data, flowing from sensors to sink, is always known and that cost is always minimum. In this method, sink node starts to setup the network with broadcasting its cost value and all nodes get minimum cost value to reach the sink node. With this method, sensor nodes have neither routing tables nor information about the network topology.

It is observable that this approach applies only for data sent from the sensor nodes to sink. If the sink node wants to send data to a specific node, other methods like flooding must be employed. In situations where the BS node simultaneously acts as a sink and server, and generates a significant amount of data, then implosion, overlapping and resource blindness problems, resulting from the flooding method, will reduce the network performance. Therefore, MCF is appropriate only for those applications where the sink node has an almost exclusive role of data collector.

For the BS to send data to a dedicated sensor, destination and routing path must be defined at the BS node like in source based routing (SBR) [9]. To implement source routing, the packet contains the address of each node on the routing path. Source routing requires determining the address of all nodes and routing paths from source to destination, as is done in protocols like Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [9][10] for wireless ad hoc network and Link Quality Source Routing (LQSR) [11] developed by Microsoft for wireless mesh networks. DSR and LQSR protocols are reactive approaches and do not need routing tables. These protocols determine a route on-demand when the source node wants to send data to destination node and keep the routing information while communicating.

The source node establishes a route between source and destination nodes by broadcasting a RouteRequest packet. When the destination node receives the RouteRequest packet, it replies with RouteReply packet to the source node. This packet carries the routing path from source node to destination node. During the communication between the nodes, the intermediate nodes route the packets by using the routing information which is carried in the packet headers.

A higher connection setup delay in comparison with table-driven protocols and the absence of a mechanism for local repair of failed links are some of the disadvantages of the DSR and LQSR protocols.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROTOCOL

Consider a wireless network composed of multiple sensor nodes and one BS node. The BS node maintains a table of minimum cost paths from itself to every sensor node in the network. If the BS node needs to send a packet to a given sensor node, over a specific path specified in the table, the intermediate nodes must be aware of the path and route the packet to the correct links. As aforementioned, sensors in a reactive network do not have any information about the network topology. Furthermore, it is impossible to route the packet over a predefined fixed path when nodes have no knowledge about network topology or routing information. However, if the packet carries the path information, like it is done in Trajectory Based Forwarding (TBF) [12] and DSR, then the intermediate nodes can use this information to route the packets to destination node.

Taking into account the heterogeneous traffic in a WSN and making use of minimum cost forwarding and source based routing concepts, a reactive protocol can be designed to have optimum routing in both communication directions (from BS to nodes and nodes to BS).

It should be noted that in this method there is only one routing table at the BS node: the other nodes use the information in that table when the BS node issues a route-packet. The routing of packets, originated from sensor nodes, is based on the minimum cost forwarding method, without resourcing to a routing table. It is necessary that nodes can identify the type of a packet, because the routing algorithms for packets, coming from the BS node and for packets generated by sensor nodes, are different. These algorithms are described below.

A. Packets Sent from BS to Sensor Node

Suppose that the BS node needs to send a packet to sensor N3 in Fig. 1. In a mesh network, there are many paths from BS to each node, but almost always there is only one optimum path that has minimum cost for forwarding packets. Suppose that the minimum cost path, between BS and sensor node N3, is the one shown in bold in Fig. 1. In the present protocol there is a routing table at the BS node that maps each sensor node ID to the minimum cost path from BS to sensor node. This table is formed during the network setup phase.

![Figure 1. The minimum cost path between the BS and sensor N3](image)

Fig. 2 depicts the proposed format for packets generated by the BS. The packet header includes three fields for routing purposes: a pointer, an offset and path information. The pointer determines the position in the information path
for the next node. Each sensor node will decrease it by one unit before sending the packet to the next node. When the Pointer reaches zero, it means that the current node is the destination.

![Packet Diagram]

The packet header is variable in length and depends on the number of the nodes between the BS and destination nodes. The offset determines the length of the path: the destination node will use it to determine the start position of payload, while intermediate nodes can ignore it.

As an example, table I shows the paths from BS to nodes N2, N3 and N4 as presented in the routing table at the BS. The value saved for each node is an ordered list of intermediate node IDs.

**TABLE 1. ROUTING PATH FOR NODES N2, N3 AND N4 IN ROUTING TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID2</td>
<td>ID1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID3</td>
<td>ID1, ID2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID4</td>
<td>ID5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the pointer value as the packet passes through different nodes on the path form BS to N3. To send a packet from BS to N3, BS generates a packet with path (ID1, ID2, and ID3) and pointer value 2. When N1 gets the packet from BS, the pointer value is 2. N1 decreases the pointer by one and sends the packet to N2 (since ID2 was the node ID in position 2 as specified by the pointer). When arriving at N2, the packet pointer is 1: therefore the packet will be sent to N3 with new pointer value 0. N3 gets the packet when the pointer is 0: this means that N3 is the destination node.

It can be seen that with this method sensor nodes can route packets without having information about the destination node and with minimum processing. All the information that they need to select the next node is available in the header, and sensors only select the next node based on the pointer value and the ID list present in the header.

**B. Packets from a Sensor Node to BS:**

Suppose now that the sensor N3 in Fig. 1 needs to send a packet to the BS node. As will be described later, during the setup phase of the network, to each node is assigned a minimum cost value and the ID of that adjacent node, on the path to the BS that has minimum cost. In this example, assume that the minimum cost neighbour is N2 for N3 and N1 for N2. Then N3 generates a packet that includes the N3 ID and sends it directly to N2. When N2 has a packet that must be sent to the BS node, it will send it to N1. In this example, N1 will send the packet to the BS directly. The received packet includes ID3 as the identification of the source node.

It is clear that the packet header is different for packets sent from the BS node and for those originated from the sensor nodes. In the latter, there is no information about the present path and the size of the header is fixed. Intermediate nodes decide how to handle each packet based on its type.

**IV. NETWORK SETUP**

Before normal operation, the network must be initialized. The setup phase has two steps. During the first all nodes determine their cost values for communicating with the BS node. During the second step the BS node generates the routing table. The setup processing is as follows.

**A. Determination of each Node Cost Value**

This step is similar to the minimum cost forwarding back-off process [6], however, differently from MCF; each node now has a unique ID. First all nodes except the BS, set their cost to infinity. The cost can be of any parameter such as hop count, transmission power, consumed energy, processing resources or delay. The BS node associated cost is zero. The BS broadcasts a cost advertisement message to the adjacent nodes. When a sensor node receives a cost message, compares its present cost with the new cost plus the link cost. If the new total cost value is less than its previous cost, the node changes the cost to the new value and saves the sender ID responsible for the advertisement message. The node then broadcasts an advertisement message to the adjacent nodes with its new cost value and ID. This process continues until all the nodes set their cost values to the minimum and introduce themselves to the BS. From the standpoint of the BS, one node does not exist unless it has introduced itself to BS. The BS node has to wait for the setup of the network to finish. The waiting time is set according to the number of nodes and network parameters such as link speed, delay and processing time.

In Fig. 4 example, node N3 has two links with N2 and N4, but the cost value from N2 is lower than the cost value from N4. Therefore, N3 will change its cost to 5 and register...
the ID of N2 as being on the path with minimum cost to the BS node.

Figure 4. Forwarding along minimum cost

B. Routing Table Creation in the BS Node

As mentioned before, there is only one routing table for the whole network at the BS node. This table has information about all optimum paths with minimum cost values between the BS node and other nodes. The table creation step proceeds as follows:

When a node changes its cost value to a new value (during the setup of the network or even during normal operation of the system), it sends a message with its ID to the adjacent node from which it had calculated its own cost value. The receiver node adds its ID to the received message and sends it back to the next adjacent node along the optimum path. Eventually, when the BS receives the message, it has a message from the source node that includes the IDs of the nodes in the path between the source node and server node. The server node (BS) will save the IDs as a routing path in the row of the routing table, corresponding to the particular source node. This way, sensor nodes and sink node collaborate in the creation of the routing table. It should be noted that the same process will be performed during the normal network operation if a cost value, of a given node, changes. The cost value of nodes can change when a link or node failure occurs or still when a node gets a cost advertisement message with a lower cost value than their previous cost.

Fig. 5 shows the routing path creation for node N3, supposing that N1 and N2 are the nodes with minimum cost value to BS node, on the path between the N3 and BS. Table I shows the value of that row belonging to N3 with ID3 in the column “Node” of the routing table.

Figure 5. The cost value of N3 has changed

If a link or node failure occurs during normal operation, the cost value of the nodes and their related routing path in BS must be updated. For example, suppose that the link between N3 and N2 in Fig. 4 fails, so that the previous cost value of N3 is not valid anymore. Then N3 starts the process of getting a new cost value by changing its cost value to infinity and sending a cost request message to adjacent nodes. In this case, it obviously gets a new minimum cost value from N4. Now the new path with minimum cost between N3 and BS goes through N1 and N4. After the change in cost value, the routing path related to N3 in the routing table of BS is updated as mentioned in step B. Note that the cost value of the nodes located closer to the BS than the failing link are not affected. The process for updating the cost value after a node failure is similar.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In the above sections the routing protocol and the setting up of the network were exposed. This section presents the simulation results and the respective performance of a WSN using the proposed protocol. The results are compared with one employing the MCF protocol, and were obtained by implementing both protocols with OMNet++ 4. Matlab 7 and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 with C# were also used to create the network and help on the analysis of the data from OMNet++.

The sensors were randomly scattered in a square area and remain fixed throughout the simulation. Table II shows the simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor nodes</td>
<td>50, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network area (m2)</td>
<td>100×100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The averages size of the packets generated with nodes (byte)</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packets maximum length (byte)</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna reach (m)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing delay (ms)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes buffer size (byte)</td>
<td>1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time (s)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluation metrics are network throughput and energy consumption in terms of packet generated by BS node, when all the sensor nodes and BS node simultaneously generate packets. Another item in analysis is the average packet header size created by the BS node in terms of the number of sensor nodes in the network.

Fig. 6 shows the throughput of networks with 50 and 100 nodes using the proposed protocol. For comparison, the throughput for the same network, using the MCF protocol, is also shown. Results were collected for different amounts of traffic generated by the BS node. The results show that due to the use of optimum path information, during communication, SRMCF achieves higher throughput than MCF. Furthermore, for the range analysed, the throughput is almost constant with increasing data-rate.
In fact, with the proposed protocol, the traffic generated by the BS node is similar to the traffic of the other nodes. In contrast, the MCF protocol floods the packets from BS to nodes and increases the unwanted traffic in the network. Usually, increasing the traffic augments the probability of collisions and consequent packet loss, decreasing the network throughput.

Fig. 7 shows the network energy dissipation plot for the SRMCF and MCF protocols and for various values of generated packets by BS node. The simulation results are for 50 and 100 nodes.

The energy consumption during data transmission depends on distances between the nodes [13] and usually is in the range of a few nano joules per each communication bit in WSN applications (10.8 nJ/bit reported in [14]). After the network setup is finished, each node starts to send packets to the BS node, at 1kBps data rate. The BS node randomly selects nodes and sends packets to them. It can be seen that, for the same conditions, the MCF protocol leads to a larger energy dissipation that furthermore increases faster with increasing data-rate. This is consequence of the flooding method used by MCF to send packets from BS to the nodes. In contrast, the proposed protocol sends the packets directly from BS to the node over the optimum path.

The SRMCF packet header size, generated by BS, is variable and depends on the number of nodes in the paths between the BS and destination nodes. When the BS needs to send data to adjacent nodes uses a minimum length of 5 bytes for the header. Fig. 8 shows the average header size for networks with 100 to 1000 nodes. The figure implies that although the number of nodes increases 10 times, the average header size increases only by a factor of 2.26.

The effect of a variable header size has been taken into account in the energy dissipation simulations by considering the energy dissipated for each. In our simulations, the maximum packet size is 256 byte, so a one–byte filed is enough to specify the packet length. Both SRMCF and MCF have a fixed 5-byte header for packets generated by the sensor nodes. Both protocols have a relatively small header size in relation to the overall packet size.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper describes a routing protocol for wireless sensor networks based on the inclusion of routing information in the packets when minimum cost forwarding method is used. With the proposed protocol, and except for the BS node, there is no need to maintain explicit forwarding path tables in the intermediate nodes. The routing table on BS is formed in the network setup phase and updated after any change in network topology reported by sensor nodes. The intermediate nodes get routing information from the packets originating from the BS without having to know the network topology. In comparison with the MCF protocol, the traffic from sensor nodes to BS is the same, but the traffic from BS node to sensor nodes achieves better performance without significant changes on the sensor nodes side.

The simulation results indicate that not only the proposed protocol has higher throughput than MCF, but also dissipates less energy.
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Abstract—Collaborative sensor relocation has potential to improve Mobile Sensor Network (MSN) performance while prolonging its life span by conserving sensor battery energy. However, lack of centralized control, variety of performance criteria, numerous uncertainties, and a possibility of sensor trapping in sub-optimal positions make collaborative sensor relocation an exceedingly challenging problem. Assuming that the sensing and communication operations are optimized much faster than sensors relocate, this paper proposes a sensor relocation strategy based on iterations of a Distributed Subgradient Projection Algorithm (DSPA). While maintaining inherently distributed nature of the computations, DSPA-based sensor relocation is capable of aligning sensor mobility with the overall MSN goals. This approach also accounts for a possibility of abrupt topology changes as sensors relocate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Sensor Networks (MSN) are envisioned to offer a novel set of applications in detecting, monitoring and tracking people, targets or events in pervasive computing environments [1]. Locations of sensors in a MSN affect both their ability to acquire information on the intended target(s) and event(s) as well as their ability to communicate this information to the intended recipient(s). The information acquisition needs, which require proximity to the target(s), often compete with the communication needs, which require proximity to the recipient(s) of the sensor information. Inherent traits of MSN such as lack of centralized control, variety of performance criteria, operational uncertainties, and possibilities of MSN topology change and sensor trapping in suboptimal locations make MSN optimization an exceedingly challenging problem.

Our previous publications [2]-[4] proposed aligning sensor mobility with the overall MSN goals by assuming that (a) sensing and communication are optimized much faster than sensors relocation and (b) sensor relocations are governed by cost/benefit analysis where “cost” of sensor battery energy expenditure for sensor relocation is weighted against projected performance gains due to new sensor locations. This approach is vastly superior to sensor mobility control based on phenomenologically defined potential fields and the corresponding virtual forces [5]. This is because dissipation of the non-renewable sensor battery energy, asymmetric virtual forces due to asymmetric wireless channels, and abrupt changes in the optimal MSN topology with sensor relocation are inconsistent with the existence of global potential field.

Practicality of the framework proposed in [2]-[3] depends on overcoming numerous challenges with (inherently) distributed nature of MSN being the most critical. An intelligent sensor may have direct knowledge of its current life expectancy determined by its battery energy level and depletion rate affected by the surrounding terrain as well as sensor information acquisition and transmission capabilities. However, a sensor typically has no direct knowledge of the effect of its relocation on the rest of the MSN.

This paper suggests that the class of Distributed Subgradient Projection Algorithms (DSPA) [6]-[7] has potential for addressing major challenges of controlled sensor mobility in MSN. Subgradient-based iterations allow for dynamic network topology optimization. Projection of the algorithm iterations onto the set of feasible sensor locations ensures sensor information acquisition and communication needs. Most importantly communication overhead reducing techniques allow for addressing the inherently distributed nature of MSN. While more conventional pricing-based algorithms effectively reduce the communication overhead in some particular situations, recently emerged consensus-based algorithms have low communication overhead in a more general setting.

Consensus-based algorithms differ in their approach to achieving consensus. In the first type [6] each agent maintains and iterates its own sequence, and consensus is achieved by communicating this sequence to the neighboring nodes, who incorporate neighbors’ sequences into their own sequences through averaging. In the second type [7] all agents update a single sequence and consensus is achieved by passing the sequence instances to each other. In this paper, we concentrate on the first type since updating and passing instances of a single sequence by agents to each other exposes algorithm to the risk of manipulation by malicious agents while averaging with judiciously chosen weights can mitigate this risk. Comparison and suitability of a particular consensus-based algorithm for controlling sensor mobility is left for a future study.

A major difficulty with controlling sensor relocation is the possibility of sensor trapping in suboptimal locations (e.g. in non-flat terrain) due to typical non-convexity of the performance criterion [8]. A possible approach to overcoming
this difficulty is allowing occasional random sensor relocations to escape the potential traps in the spirit of simulated annealing optimization algorithm [9], [10]. One of the advantages of the proposed approach in this paper is in its ability to incorporate such random moves in a distributed way.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II quantifies the effect of sensors positions on MSN performance; while the effect of sensors relocation is discussed in section III. Section IV describes sensor relocation algorithms based on maximization of the corresponding performance gain. Section V discusses initial simulation results showing benefits of cooperative sensor relocation for the case of a MSN tracking a single target on a flat terrain. Finally, section VI briefly summarizes the proposed approach to controlled sensor mobility and outlines directions for future research.

II. MSN PERFORMANCE

We consider a Mobile Sensor Network (MSN) comprised of sensors/nodes \( s \in S = \{1, \ldots, S\} \), which acquire and communicate information to a single destination formally identified as node \( s = 0 \). The MSN topology is \( \Gamma = (N, L) \) with set of nodes \( N \) and set of links \( L \). Here, we assume that our goal is to maximize the MSN life span, given the constraints on sensors ability to acquire and communicate sensor information at some low fixed rate and sensor battery energy availability. Subsection A describes requirements on MSN ability to acquire and communicate information to the destination. Subsection B quantifies effect of sensor locations on MSN performance.

A. Sensing and Communication Requirements

Requirements on sensor ability to acquire and communicate information can be incorporated into performance optimization either through penalty for the corresponding energy expenditure or directly in terms of feasible sensor locations. In a wireless interference-limited network, capacity \( c_i \) of a link \( l = (i, j) \) from node \( i \) to node \( j \) depends on the transmission power, channel condition, and node locations through the Signal-to-Interference Ratio:

\[
SIR_j = p_y \frac{\xi_j(x_i, x_j)}{\eta_j + \sum_{(n,k) \neq (i,j)} p_n \xi_n}]
\]

where path gain \( \xi_j = \xi_j(x_i, x_j) \) depends on the locations of the link \((i, j)\)’s end-points \(x_i\) and \(x_j\), and the noise power \(\eta_j = \eta_j(x_j)\) at the receiver located at \(x_j\).

Specific form of channel capacity \( c_{ij} = c_{ij}(SIR_j) \) as a function of \( SIR_j \) depends on the modulation and coding schemes. We assume a threshold-based channel model: \( c_{ij}(SIR_j) = c \) if \( SIR_j > \chi \) and \( c_{ij}(SIR_j) = c \) otherwise, where \( c, \chi > 0 \) are some constants. We also assume that the interference from simultaneous transmissions by different sensors is negligible as compared to the noise at the receiver:

\[
\sum_{(n,k) \neq (i,j)} p_n \xi_n(x_i, x_j) < \leq \eta_j(x_j).
\]

Thus, Signal-to-Interference Ratio on the link \((i, j)\) is a function of the transmission power on this link:

\[
SIR_j = \frac{p_y \xi_j(x_i, x_j)}{\eta_j(x_j)}.
\]

For a threshold-based channel model the minimal transmission power for node \( s \) on an active link \( l = (s, j) \in L \) is:

\[
p_j(x_i, x_j) \approx \frac{\eta_j(x_j)}{\xi_j(x_i, x_j)}.
\]

The minimal total transmission power required for sensor \( s \) to send information at low rate to nodes \( i : (s, i) \in L \) is

\[
P_s = \sum_{l \cap (s, i) \in L} \frac{\eta_j(x_j)}{\xi_j(x_i, x_j)}
\]

where the set of nodes active links \( L \) determines the network topology. In the case of free-space propagation:

\[
\xi_{ij} = \frac{\|x_i - x_j\|^\gamma}{\gamma}
\]

where \( \xi_{ij} \) and \( \gamma \) are positive constants, and \( \|x_i - x_j\| \) is the Euclidean distance between sensors \( i \) and \( j \) with coordinates \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) respectively.

B. MSN Utility

Following [8] we assume that sensor \( s \in S \) utility of preserving battery energy until moment \( T \) can be quantified by utility function \( u_s(T/T_s) \) where \( T_s \) is the corresponding target. Monotonously increasing functions \( u_s(z), z \geq 0 \) have an S-shape and steeply increases around \( z \approx 1 \). A convenient approximation for functions \( u_s(z) \) is

\[
u_s(z) = A_s[1 + e^{-(z-1)/a_s}],
\]

where parameters \( a_s, A_s > 0 \) affect importance of conserving sensor battery energy as compared to other considerations, e.g., high information rates. At moment \( t \), sensor \( s \) remaining battery energy level is \( E_s = E_s(t) \) and the battery energy draining rate is \( p_s = p_s(t) \). Then, the projected battery energy depletion time is \( T_s = t + E_s/p_s \), and thus the corresponding utility is

\[
u_s(T_s/T_s) = u_s(t + E_s/p_s)/T_s \]

Given sensor locations \( \mathbf{x} = (x_s, s \in S) \) and sensor battery energy levels \( \mathbf{E} = (E_s, s \in S) \), we quantify MSN performance by the aggregate utility:

\[
W(t, \mathbf{x}|\mathbf{E}) = \sum_s w_s(t, \mathbf{x}|E_s)
\]

where

\[
w_s(t, \mathbf{x}|E_s) = u_s\left(\frac{t + E_s/p_s}{T_s}\right)
\]
For simplicity we further assume that power draining rates $\bar{p}_s = \bar{p}_s(x)$ are only due to communication and thus are given by (5). We also assume that requirements on sensor ability to acquire information are formalized directly in terms of sensor locations, e.g., with respect to the tracked target(s) or with respect to their ability to cover the area of interest.

III. RELOCATION GAIN

Subsection A quantifies cost/benefits of sensor relocations, where cost is associated with the energy expenditure on sensor relocations; and, potential benefits are associated with better information gathering (or transmission) due to the new sensor positions. Subsection B introduces subgradients of MSN utility and describes the effect of sensor relocations on the MSN performance. It also discusses communication overhead required for estimation of these subgradients.

A. MSN Utility Gain

Sensor $s \in S$ relocation from point $x_s$ to point $x_s + \Delta x_s$ during time interval $[t, t+\theta]$ results in the following gain in this sensor utility:

$$v_s(x, \Delta x_s) = w_s(t+\theta, x', E_s - \Delta E_s) - w_s(t, x, E_s)$$ (11)

where function $w_s(\cdot)$ is given by (10), $\Delta E_s$ is the energy expenditure on communication and sensor relocation, $x' = (x_i + \delta_{is}\Delta x_s, i \in S)$ is the vector of sensor positions after sensor $s$ relocation, and $\delta_{is}$ is the Kronecker symbol (i.e. $\delta_{is} = 1$ if $i = s$ and $\delta_{is} = 0$ otherwise).

Assuming a small $\theta$, the communication energy can be approximated by $\bar{p}_s(x, \Delta x_s)$, where communication power $\bar{p}_s(x)$ is given by (5). Estimation of relocation energy $E_s$ is more complicated since this energy depends not only on the initial and final positions of sensor $s$, but also on the entire relocation process. Here, we assume that given sensor $s$ initial ($x_s$) and final positions ($x_s + \Delta x_s$) respectively, the relocation process will take place in such a way that minimizes the relocation energy. Therefore, making $E_s$ a function of the initial and final locations only (i.e. $E_s = E_s(x_s, \Delta x_s)$). In practice, this minimization is possible for sufficiently small step size $\theta$ when one may assume that the sensor motion occurs on a straight line connecting points $x_s$ and $x_s + \Delta x_s$.

Our assumptions above lead to the following approximation:

$$\Delta E_s(x, \Delta x_s) = p_s(x)\theta + E_s(x, \Delta x_s)$$ (12)

Small sensor relocation from points $x = (x_s, s \in S)$ to point $x + \Delta x = (x_s + \Delta x_s, s \in S)$ results in the following gain in the aggregate utility (9):

$$V(x, \Delta x) \approx \sum_s v_s(x, \Delta x_s)$$ (13)

A natural sensor relocation algorithm maximizes this gain (13) over $\Delta x$ subject to feasibility of the new sensor locations:

$$\Delta x^* = \arg \max_{\Delta x} V(x, \Delta x)$$ (14)

B. Subgradients of MSN Utility

Assuming a fixed network topology $\Gamma = (N, L)$, gradient $g_s(x) = \nabla_{\Delta x_s} v_s(x, \Delta x_s)|_{\Delta x_s=0}$ characterizes the gain in sensor $s$ utility (10) resulting from small sensor $s$ relocation from point $x_s$ to point $x_s + \Delta x_s$:

$$g_s = -\frac{u'}{T_s} \frac{E_s}{p_s} \nabla_{\Delta x_s} \bar{p}_s(x_s, x_s)$$ (15)

Expression (15) accounts for change in sensor $s$ communication power $\bar{p}_s(x_s, x_s)$ and the energy expenditure of the relocation. Gradient $g_s(x) = \nabla_{\Delta x_s} w_s(x)$ characterizes the gain in sensor $s$ utility (10) resulting from small sensor $i \neq s$ relocation from point $x_i$ to point $x_i + \Delta x_i$:

$$g_{si} = -\frac{u'}{T_s} \frac{E_s}{p_s} \nabla_{\Delta x_i} \bar{p}_s(x_i, x_i)$$ (16)

The change in sensor $s = i$ utility is due to change in sensor $s$ communication power $\bar{p}_s(x_i, x_i)$.

Sensor $s \in S$ relocation only affects neighboring sensors $S^-_s = \{i : (i, s) \in L, i \in S\}$, that directly send information to $s$. Sensor $s \in S$, on the other hand, is only affected by relocation of neighboring sensors $S^+_s = \{i : (i, s) \in L, i \in S\}$, that receive information directly from $s$. For brevity, we further assume that all links are unidirectional, i.e., $(i, s) \in L \iff (s, i) \in L$; and thus, sensor $s$ relocation directly affects only sensors $i \in S_s = S^-_s = S^+_s$:

$$g_s(x) \equiv 0 \text{ if } i \not\in S_s$$

Pricing-based cooperative sensor relocation algorithm, described in Subsection B, assumes that each sensor $s$ can estimate the subgradient

$$g_s(x) = \sum_{i \in S_s} g_{si}(x)$$ (17)

which quantifies the effect of this sensor relocation on the rest of the MSN. However, except for some particular situations, estimation of the subgradient (17) by sensor $s$ is associated with high communication overhead. Subsection C demonstrates how this communication overhead can be reduced with consensus-based algorithm, which requires sensor $s \in S$ to estimate $g_{si}(x)$ rather than $g_s(x)$ for $i \in S_s$. This is a much easier task since an intelligent...
sensor \( s \) can estimate \( g_{sn}(x) \) by (a) measuring its remaining battery energy level \( E_s \) and communication powers \( p_{sn}(x) \) to the neighbors \( i \in S_s \), (b) estimating its relocation energy \( E_s(x_i, \Delta x_i) \), and (c) estimating the positions of the neighboring nodes \( (x_i, i \in S_s) \).

### IV. COOPERATIVE SENSOR RELOCATION

Subsection A proposes cooperative sensor relocation following iterations of subgradient projection algorithm for solving the optimization problem (13)-(14). Subsection B proposes consensus-based cooperative sensor relocation, which mitigates high communication overhead. This is achieved by following iterations of the decentralized subgradient projection algorithm. Subsection C suggests that combining decentralized subgradient projection algorithm with simulated annealing may result in avoiding traps on non-flat terrains.

#### A. Relocation by Performance Gain Maximization

In the case when sensor \( s \in S \) is aware of the effect of its relocation on the entire MSN (as measured by (17)), the following relocation algorithm greedily maximizes the MSN performance gain. At step \( k \), given sensor positions \( x^{(k)} = (x^{(k)}_s, s \in S) \) and remaining sensor battery energy levels \( E^{(k)} = (E^{(k)}_s, s \in S) \), cross-layer network optimization produces the optimal network topology \( \Gamma^{(k)} = (N, L^{(k)}) \). At the next step \( k + 1 \), each sensor \( s \in S \) is relocated following the subgradient (17):

\[
x^{(k+1)}_s = P_X[x^{(k)}_s + \alpha^{(k)} g_s(x^{(k)})]
\]

where scalar \( \alpha^{(k)} \) is the step size, and \( P_X \) denotes the Euclidean projection onto the set of feasible sensor locations \( X \). Then, given new sensor locations \( x^{(k+1)} = (x^{(k+1)}_s, s \in S) \) and remaining sensor battery energy levels \( E^{(k+1)} = (E^{(k+1)}_s, s \in S) : \)

\[
E^{(k+1)}_s = E^{(k)}_s - E_s(x^{(k)}_s, x^{(k+1)}_s - x^{(k)}_s) - \bar{p}_s(x^{(k)}) \Theta,
\]

cross-layer network optimization produces new optimal network topology \( \Gamma^{(k+1)} = (N, L^{(k+1)}) \).

The main assumption that sensors \( s \in S \) are aware of the gradients (17) can be justified for the case of symmetric propagation matrix: \( \xi_{ij}^{(k)} = \xi_{ji}^{(k)} \forall i, j \in S; i \neq j \), where \( \bar{p}_s(x, x_i) \equiv \bar{p}_s(x_i, x) \). In this case, if each sensor \( i \in S \) estimates the “pricing” for its battery energy \( \pi_s = (u_i E_i) / (\bar{p}_s \bar{p}^{i^*}_{s}) \) and propagates this price to its neighbors, then each sensor \( s \in S \) can directly estimate the effect of its relocation on the rest of the MSN as follows:

\[
g_{sn}(x) = (\pi_s / \pi_j) g_{sn}(x) \tag{20}
\]

#### B. Relocation by Building Consensus

Assume that each sensor \( s \in S \) is aware of the impact of its own and neighbors \( i \in S_s \) on its performance as measured by \( g_{sn}(x) \). We consider cooperative sensor relocation by iterations of Distributed Subgradient Projection Algorithm (DSPA) for solving optimization problem (13)-(14). DSPA achieves cooperation by building consensus on optimal sensor locations through information exchange between each sensor and its neighbors. In effect, DSPA offers a consistent approach to overall performance optimization while minimizing the communication overhead. Again for brevity, we only describe DSPA-based cooperative sensor relocation and refer to [6] for elaborate details of DSPA.

The algorithm proceeds in steps. At step \( k \), each sensor \( s \in S \) updates its own position \( x^{(k)} \) and vector of estimates of the positions of its neighboring sensors \( i \in S_{s,k} \), (i.e., sensors directly communicating with sensor \( s \) at step \( k \), \( \tilde{x}^{(k)}_s = (\bar{x}^{(k)}_s, i \in S_{s,k}) \)) as follows:

\[
x^{(k+1)}_s = P_X[x^{(k)}_s + \alpha^{(k+1)} g_s(x^{(k)})] \tag{21}
\]

\[
\tilde{x}^{(k+1)}_s = P_X[z^{(k)}_s + \alpha^{(k+1)} g_s(x^{(k)})] \tag{22}
\]

where \( X \) is the set of feasible sensor locations, \( \alpha^{(k+1)} > 0 \) is the step size, and \( P_X \) denotes the Euclidean projection onto the set of feasible sensor locations \( X \).

The vector \( z^{(k)}_s \) is the weighted average of \( \tilde{x}^{(k)}_s \) which is computed by sensor \( s \) as follows:

\[
z^{(k)}_s = \sum_{j \in S_{s,j}} \alpha_{s,j}^{(k+1)} \tilde{x}^{(k)}_j \tag{23}
\]

Scalars \( \alpha_{s,j}^{(k+1)} \) are the non-negative weights that sensor \( s \) assigns to sensor \( j \)’s iteration at step \( k+1 \). Equation (23) represents a “consensus”-based step that ensures under conditions specified in [6], sensor \( s \in S \) estimates of other sensor positions converge to their actual positions (i.e. \( \tilde{x}^{(k)}_s \rightarrow x_i \) as \( k \rightarrow \infty \)).

#### C. Escaping Traps with Random Moves

Using local information for controlled sensor relocation on non-flat terrain is prone to sensor trapping in suboptimal positions due to typical non-convexity of the performance criterion [8]. A combination of controlled sensor mobility with simulated annealing to avoid sensor trapping has been proposed in [9] and further discussed in [10]. This subsection discusses a possibility of combining DSPA-based sensor relocation and simulated annealing algorithms.
Conventional simulated annealing algorithm [9] suggests sensor relocations from points \( x = (x_s, s \in S) \) to points \( x + \Delta x = (x_s + \Delta x, s \in S) \) with probability

\[
\Pr \{ \text{ob} (\Delta x) \} = Z^{-1} \exp \beta V(x, \Delta x) \tag{24}
\]

where function \( V(x, \Delta x) \) is given by (13), \( Z \) is the normalization constant, and \( \beta \) is the inverse “temperature”. In the case of “high temperature”: \( \beta \to 0 \), sensors perform random walk, while in the case of “low temperature”: \( \beta \to \infty \), sensors perform optimization (13)-(14). The main advantage of simulated annealing algorithm is that it allows for obtaining guidelines on the “cooling schedule” in order to ensure convergence to the global solution of optimization problem (13)-(14). Therefore, with a proper cooling schedule sensors can avoid traps.

The problem with random relocations following (24) is that this algorithm is centralized. In the spirit of a distributed subgradient algorithm, it is natural to relocate sensor \( s \) from point \( x_s \) to point \( x_s + \Delta x_s \) with probability

\[
\Pr \{ \text{ob} (\Delta x_s) \} = Z_s^{-1} \exp \beta v_s (x_s, \Delta x_s) \tag{25}
\]

where function \( v_s (x_s, \Delta x_s) \) is given by (11), \( Z_s \) is the normalization constant, and \( \beta \) is the inverse “temperature”. In a simulated annealing version of algorithm (21)-(23) sensor \( s \) relocates from point \( x_s \) to point \( x_s + \Delta x_s \) with probability (25) while updating estimates of locations of its neighboring sensors following (22)-(23).

In the case of “low temperature”: \( \beta \to \infty \), sensors will perform optimization (21)-(23). The similarity with conventional simulated annealing suggests the possibility of existence of a cooling schedule that allows sensors to avoid traps with a distributed version of simulated annealing.

V. EXAMPLE: TRACKING A SINGLE TARGET

Consider a MSN designed to track a single target \( G \) and communicate the desired information at a low rate to a fixed destination \( D \). For brevity, here we only discuss simulation results for a scenario with \( S = 6 \) sensors on a flat terrain where signal attenuation depends only on the distance (6). To simplify further, we assume that energy required for relocation is proportional to the travelled distance. It can be shown that under some natural conditions and for sufficiently high initial sensor battery energy levels, the optimal MSN topology is linear with only one sensor tracking the target and the rest of the sensors relaying this information to the destination, formally identified as sensor \( s = 0 \).

Figure 1 shows this linear topology with six sensor, where information flows from the target to the destination: \( G \to (s = 6) \to \ldots \to (s = 1) \to (s = 0) \), while the control information flows in the opposite direction: \( (s = 6) \leftarrow \ldots \leftarrow (s = 1) \leftarrow (s = 0) \).

We also assume that sensors have the maximal communication and sensing range indicated by the corresponding circles in Figure 1. Sensor relocation algorithm accounts for existence of these maximal ranges by projecting the iterations of the relocation algorithm onto properly designed set of feasible sensor positions.

In a case of stationary sensors, Figure 2 shows that sensor battery energy draining rate is completely determined by the initial sensor positions with respect to the stationary destination and the target (which may or may not be stationary).

Figure 2 demonstrates imbalances in sensor battery energy draining rates due to initial sensor positions. Since in our model sensors use minimal communication power required for MSN operation, the network becomes non-operational in approximately 90 minutes. This is the time when sensor \( s = 3 \) spends all of its energy.

In the case of non-cooperative sensor relocation, shown in Figure 3, the MSN becomes non-operational in approximately 140 minutes when sensors \( s = 1, s = 3 \) and \( s = 6 \) deplete their battery energy.
The inverse S-shape of the residual sensor energy evolution, shown in Figure 3, is indicative of selfish sensor relocation when each sensor attempts to prolong its own life-span. In this case, each sensor is attempting to minimize its transmission power by positioning itself at the “middle point” of the neighboring sensors without any consideration for conserving the neighbors’ battery energy. This “selfish” sensor positioning is responsible for lack of coordination shown in Figure 3.

In a case of cooperative sensor relocation, shown in Figure 4, all sensors deplete their battery simultaneously prolonging MSN life span to approximately 300 minutes. This is achieved through cooperation, when sensors with longer life expectancy are “willing” to relocate longer distances in order to save energy for sensors with shorter life expectancy.

Future research should evaluate pros and cons of different versions of distributed subgradient algorithms with respect to controlled sensor relocation, and provide guidelines for selection of the algorithm step size and free parameters involved in the “consensus” step. These selections affect the trade-off between the algorithm convergence rate and communication overhead. The ability to avoid traps on non-flat terrains is critical for practical implementation of controlled sensor relocation. This paper has suggested the possibility of achieving this by combining a distributed subgradient projection and simulated annealing algorithms. More studies need to be done to realize this possibility, including developing distributed cooling scheduling.

Finally, note that the important issue of initial network formation has not been discussed. Distributed subgradient optimization algorithms assume agent connectivity. However, at the initial stage mobile sensors may be organized in several disconnected clusters. In that case, controlled sensor mobility should simultaneously pursue two goals: collaboration within clusters and establishing connectivity between clusters. This problem, which can be broadly framed as controlled mobility in Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTN), would require new ideas and approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, wireless sensor networks (WSN) have gained increasing attention from both the research community and users [3], [11]. WSN are distributed architectures formed by a set of wireless devices that can freely and dynamically organize themselves into temporary network topologies. Typical WSN usually consists of stationary devices. In many real life applications networks formed by stationary nodes suffer insufficiency. Therefore, there is a need for mobile sensor network (MSN) that is capable to change its layout and position. Such a network is formed by mobile sensor devices.

This paper considers issues concerning self-configuring MSN design and development. We focus on network systems formed by mobile, wireless devices that may spontaneously create a network, manage movement of sensor nodes, assemble the network themselves, dynamically react to changes in the domain and network requirements. There are many benefits of these features, and many potential applications. Examples include an optimal coverage for monitoring of an unknown environment, producing a well connected network despite the limited resources, providing a connection between data sources and data sinks, which are not necessarily uniformly distributed across the network, and others. It is obvious that the mobility of MSN can be used to improve its performance characteristics, such as sensing coverage or network connectivity. The question is how the mobility can efficiently be managed toward a better network system performance. We present and describe a novel approach to design MSN. The proposed concept of mobility patterns calculation is based on a cluster formation and an idea of potential function commonly used in robots navigation.

II. MOBILITY MODELING IN MSN

Modeling of node mobility plays the crucial role in design and development of MSN systems. Simulation results show that the communication protocols performance may vary drastically across mobility models and performance rankings of protocols may vary with the mobility models used [1], [7]. Therefore, studying the performance of ad hoc networking protocols and application services in the presence of mobility is an important stage of the design process. It implies that the characteristics of mobility models of mobile nodes need to be analyzed and studied very carefully. It is obvious that real-life movement patterns are very difficult to obtain, and realistic models are usually very complicated. Many less and more detailed mobility models have been introduced, and are described in literature. The survey can be found in [7].

In this paper, we present the mobility models taxonomies provided in [1] and [7]. In general, we can distinguish two approaches for mobility patterns modeling [2], [7], [8]:

- **Motion traces models** (TM). The deterministic models, that require the accurate information about mobility patterns (i.e., positions of nodes in time).
- **Syntactic models** (SM). The analytical random-motion models, that uses randomness in calculation of traversing patterns from one place to another. They can be classified based on the description of the mobility patterns into: individual mobile movements and group mobile movements, and based on the degree of randomness into: constrained topology-based models and statistical models. In constrained topology-based models the movement is restricted by various constraints:
pathways, speed limits, obstacles, etc. In statistical model the node is allowed to move anywhere in the domain, hence the model is based on total randomness. Bai et al. [1] classify the mobility models based on their basic mobility characteristics:

- **Random models.** As in statistical models, nodes move randomly, and can be classified further based on the degree of randomness. A Random Mobility model (RM) that implements Brownian-like motion, and a Random Waypoint model (RWP) with randomly generated destination point and velocity are popular models from this group.

- **Models with temporal dependency.** The mobility patterns are influenced by the previously generated movement patterns. A Gauss-Markov and smooth random mobility model fall into this category.

- **Models with spatial dependency.** The nodes tend to move in a correlated manner. A reference point group mobility model belongs to this category.

- **Models with geographical restrictions.** The movements of all nodes are constrained by streets, roads, obstacles, etc. Path-based and obstacle mobility models fall into this category.

Roy [7] provides the alternative classification. He divides the models into seven groups:

- **Individual mobility models.** The mobility pattern for the individual node is calculated.

- **Group mobility models.** The mobility pattern for a group of cooperative nodes is calculated.

- **Autoregressive mobility models.** The mobility patterns are correlated with the mobility states (i.e.: position, velocity, acceleration at consecutive time instants).

- **Flocking and swarm mobility models.** The mobility patterns imitate the trajectories performed by dynamic nodes of self-organizing networks in nature (like swarms).

- **Virtual game-driven mobility models.** The mobility pattern calculation takes into account the interactions with all other nodes in a network or with groups of nodes.

- **Non-recurrent models.** It is assumed that a network permanently changes its topology in time. A node moves in a totally unknown way, and previous patterns are not repeated.

- **Social-based models.** The family of the mobility models that are associated as a community of groups within a society. The models describe non-homogenous behaviors in both space and time.

The mobility models that are examples of above-quoted categories of models are collected in Table I.

### III. MOBILITY MODEL FOR SELF-CONFIGURING MSN

We consider a problem of design a self-configuring network of mobile nodes, connected by wireless links. We assume that to achieve a goal network nodes should collaborate, and a whole network should enable continuous communication with the base station, hence the network must be connected. Collective motion is often required in mobile sensing networks. It involves communication among and between individual nodes or clusters of nodes to coordinate their movement. We assume that the network system should change its topology to achieve a goal. The objective is to calculate mobility patterns for all network nodes. The use of relatively simple random mobility models did not give satisfactory results in our experiments. Therefore, we have developed a novel algorithm to calculate mobility patterns for a mobile sensor network. Our mobility model resembles a collision-free movement of a group of mobile devices. It can be used in ad hoc networks simulation for design of
network scenarios or for motion planning for real MSN.

In our research we have focused on the individual mobility where the mobility pattern of an individual node is considered. Our model combines two approaches – potential field and particle-based mobility modeling. The concept to build an artificial potential field where the mobile devices move from a high-value state to a low-value state, and define an associated potential function that captures both operational goals and the environment of a network is a popular direction in motion planning in mobile robotics [4], and mobile sensor networks [5]. Due to such model, the determined mobility pattern of each node includes attraction to the destination and repulsion from each obstacle. In these approaches sensor nodes not only receive forces from the surrounding environment, but also receive forces from one another. The particle-based mobility modeling [7] that considers each mobile node as a "self-driven" moving particle in the physics of Newtonian mechanics or quantum mechanics is the other popular technique in management of mobile devices. Each node is characterized by a sum of forces, describing its desire to move to the direction, avoiding collisions with other nodes and obstacles. The driving force is associated with each node, and is self-produced.

A. Problem Formulation and Network System Description

Let us consider a set of mobile wireless devices that compose MSN, and are assumed to operate in a three-dimensional field filled with obstacles. Each node navigates itself to a particular location to achieve the goal. The objective is to calculate the optimal motion trajectory from one configuration to another that meets the following requirements:

1) the mobility should be managed toward a better coverage and well connected network that enables a continuous communication with a base station,
2) the traversing pattern from one place to another has to be collision free and should allow to push the network node through the narrow passage,
3) the traversing pattern has to capture the environment requirements (the signal propagation can change in time).

We propose the scheme for management of nodes’ movement based on a cluster formation and application of an artificial potential function that captures the above-quoted requirements. In our formulation all network nodes and obstacles form a set \( S \) of \( N \) entities; \( O_i, i = 1, \ldots, N \). We assume that our obstacles can move as well (nodes can be obstacles for other nodes in the network), hence the obstacles are the same type of entities as the network nodes. We define each entity \( O_i \) as a solid body, which position is described by three Cartesian coordinates \( [x_i, y_i, z_i] \) and orientation is given by a quaternion [4]: \( Q_i = q_i^0 + q_i^1 i + q_i^2 j + q_i^3 k \). We consider objects that are of different shapes. To simplify the calculation we made an assumption that the interactions between each pair of entities (\( O_i \) and \( O_j \)) are described by the interactions between points selected from \( O_i \) and \( O_j \) (see Fig. 1). Hence, in case of \( O_i \) the set of selected points is as follows: \( P^i = p^1_i, \ldots, p^M_i, P^i \in O^i \), with \( p^1_i = \centerdot \), where \( \centerdot \) is the central point, and \( M_i - 1 \) other points are selected by the user. Such a representation of a node allows us to implement translation and rotation, hence it is easy to rotate the network node and push through the narrow passage, Fig. 2. The rotation is given by a quaternion product.

Obviously, it is possible to simplify the description, – each object \( O_i \) can be described by a single point \( \centerdot \) (similarly to commonly used mobility models). In such an approach the mobility pattern calculation simplifies, but the generated trajectory is less realistic.

[Figure 1. The node node description.
Figure 2. The rotation of the mobile device.]
B. Potential Field Mobility Model

Inspired by classical dynamics that study the motion of objects in the concept of an artificial potential fields, and particle-based modeling we propose the model in which the mobility of each node in the network is governed by the description of an artificial potential function. The potential function \( U \) is a differentiable real valued function, which value can be viewed as an energy, and hence the gradient of the potential is a force. The gradient is a vector, which points in the direction that locally maximally increases \( U \). The potential function can be constructed as a sum of attractive and repulsive potentials. The meaning of the attractive/repulsive is straightforward: the goal attracts the mobile device while the obstacle repels it. Therefore, the sum of attractive and repulsive influences draws the mobile device to the goal while deflecting it from obstacles. The gravity mobility model, which is based on the use of Newton’s gravitational law of motion in classical dynamics to calculate a mobility pattern is the example of this approach. Unfortunately, it is insufficient in many applications. The model often introduces oscillations into the movement of nodes. The oscillations are hard to eliminate. To address this problem, we constructed a simple potential function that captures all the requirements for calculated mobility pattern mentioned in the previous paragraph. The inspiration came from classical mechanics and liquid crystals where it is popular to model the interactions between a pair of neutral atoms or molecules via Lennard-Jones potential function (see [10] for details). We propose the simpler function with similar characteristics:

\[
U_{ij}^{ab}(\hat{d}_{ij}^{ab}) = \begin{cases} 
 em^i_{ij}m^j_{ij} \left( \frac{d_{ij}^{ab}}{\hat{d}_{ij}^{ab}} - 1 \right) & |\hat{d}_{ij}^{ab} - d_{ij}^{ab}| > \tau_{ij}^{ab} \\
0 & |\hat{d}_{ij}^{ab} - d_{ij}^{ab}| \leq \tau_{ij}^{ab}
\end{cases}
\]

\( (1) \)

where \( \hat{d}_{ij}^{ab} \) denotes the estimated distance between points \( \mathbf{p}_i \) and \( \mathbf{p}_j \), \( d_{ij}^{ab} \) the reference inter-node distance (calculated due to maximal radio range), \( \epsilon \), \( m_i^{k} \), \( m_j^{k} \) and \( \tau_{ij}^{ab} \) are parameters. The point reaches an unstable equilibrium for \( \hat{d}_{ij}^{ab} \in [\hat{d}_{ij}^{ab} - \tau_{ij}^{ab}, \hat{d}_{ij}^{ab} + \tau_{ij}^{ab}] \), as depicted in Fig. 3. Similarly to the Lennard-Jones potential the form of \( U_{ij}^{ab} \) has no theoretical justification. In the reference position of our node \( \hat{d}_{ij}^{ab} = d_{ij}^{ab} \) we obtain \( U_{ij}^{ab} \approx 0 \); it means the best coverage on condition of full connected network. However, in unknown environment with obstacles it is usually impossible to move a node to an optimal position. Hence, we can calculate the estimated distance \( \hat{d}_{ij}^{ab} \) solving the optimization problem

\[
\min_{\hat{d}_{ij}^{ab}} U_{ij}^{ab}(\hat{d}_{ij}^{ab})
\]

\( (2) \)

It is obvious that the calculation of the whole trajectory since the node reaches the equilibrium point is not an easy task because of the numerous actors operating in the scene. However, we can describe our mobile network as a physical system consisting of objects that are forced to move in the advisable direction with the adequate speed.

The algorithm 1 for traversing pattern calculation at time instants \( t_0 + \Delta t, t_0 + 2\Delta t, \ldots \) for \( i \)-th node is as follows:

- **Step 1.** Calculate the reference inter-node distances due to current maximal radio range and environment characteristics (for all points of \( O^i \)).
- **Step 2.** Calculate the values of \( \hat{d}_{ij}^{ab} \) for all points of \( O^i \) using the formula (1).
- **Step 3.** Calculate the displacement for the whole object \( O^i \) (the \( i \)-th node) for results of Step 2.
- **Step 4.** Move the \( i \)-th node to the new position in the domain.
- **Step 5.** Rotate the \( i \)-th node (if necessary).
- **Step 6.** Calculate and broadcast to the network the new positions of all points of \( O^i \). Return to Step 1.

C. Reference distances calculation

In the first step of our algorithm we have to calculate the reference distances for all points selected from a given node, due to the current maximal radio range, and assumed probability of connection between nodes in a network. To solve this problem we can use \( Q \)-function defined in [6]. Unfortunately, \( Q \)-function depends on two parameters: \( n \) called "distance-power gradient" that indicates the rate at which a signal strength decreases with a distance, and the signal disturbance \( X_n \) that is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable with standard deviation \( \sigma \). To estimate both these parameters we apply the commonly used radio signal propagation model that indicates that received signal power decreases with a distance, both in outdoor and indoor environments. Therefore, the power of the signal received by a receiver \( P^r \) at a distance \( d \) is defined as

\[
P^r(d) = P^d[dBm] = P^d[dBm] - PL(d)[dB],
\]

\( (3) \)

where \( P^d \) denotes power used by a sender to transmit the signal and \( PL(d) \) the average signal degradation (path loss) with a distance \( d \). A path loss \( PL(d) \) is modeled as follows:

\[
PL(d)[dB] = PL(d_0)[dB] + 10n\log \left( \frac{d}{d_0} \right) + X_n + \sum_i PAF_i
\]

\( (4) \)
where $d_0$ is a close-in reference distance (for IEEE 802.15.4 usually $d_0=1$m), $PAF_i$ is a partition attenuation factor for $i$-th wall (experimentally determined).

We calculate $n$ and $X_\sigma$ using formulas (3) and (4), assuming $d = d_i^j$ ($d_i^j$ is a real distance between nodes $i$ and $j$ calculated for known nodes locations) and measured $P_r$. We assume that all nodes are equipped in any location system and are aware of their own location. The detailed description of $n$ and $X_\sigma$ computing can be found in [6].

D. Self-configured MSN Design

Consider a situation where the task is to create a network that enables the continuous communication with a base station to achieve a given goal or goals. We can form a cluster structured MSN that covers the area between the base station and the cell containing a goal or a set of goals. The cluster formation is based on the following characteristics:

1) all nodes are grouped into overlapping clusters with two, three or four elements, Fig. 4, 2) nodes in a cell must be able to communicate with each other, 3) each cluster can communicate with all neighboring clusters.

The design of a self-configuring network is performed in two steps. We can distinguish two groups of calculation units: the central unit (the base station) and the set of local units – the mobile nodes (see Fig. 4).

Central unit: The central unit task is to determine the initial location of nodes and the clustering scheme i.e., the number of cells and the assignment of nodes to clusters. Decomposition of a network into clusters may be predefined or calculated by the dedicated clustering algorithm.

Network nodes: Each node sends at time instants $t_0 + \Delta t, t_0 + 2\Delta t, \ldots$ broadcast messages with its location, transmitted signal power $P_r$, cluster (or clusters) identifier (id), data about neighbors. We use MAC protocol with beacon synchronization. Next, the node calculates its displacement using the algorithm 1 presented in Subsection III-B. The calculations are performed based on current distances between nodes and the measured signal power strength. We assume that for reference distances $\overline{d}_{ij}$ in the formula (1) the probability of connection between nodes in cluster has to be equal to 99 percent or higher. Finally, the network consisting of calculated clusters is formed. It should be pointed that the value of the reference distance is adaptively modified due to the dynamic changes both in the deployment area and the set of network devices (decreased energy resources).

IV. Simulation results

In order to evaluate the performance of our mobility model simulations of various ad hoc network topologies and tasks have been performed. In this paper, we present the example application of our model to support the design of a self-configuring, well-connected network that enables a continuous connection between a goal and a base station.

Consider a situation where the fixed network infrastructure in a disaster area is damaged due to an explosion at a chemical plant. We plan to send several rescue teams to work on the disaster scene (0.36km²). A rescue mission requires that new communication channels be quickly established. MSN can be successfully used to solve this problem. It can enable communications with an adequate quality and can adapt to changing conditions and requirements in the danger zone. In case when we plan a rescue action it is useful to check various possible scenarios taking into account all constraints concerned with the environmental conditions. In presented problem the developed MSN should provide the continuous communication with all rescuers during the rescue action. Simulations were performed in our software platform for parallel ad hoc networks simulation, called MobASim, and described in [9]. The goal of the experiments was to create a network topology with minimal number of nodes that ensures the connection between all rescuers and the base station. We present the simulation of 180 seconds of given ad hoc network operation. The network was composed of 4 rescuers and 10 mobile devices used for re-establishing the communication infrastructure. The mixed outdoor and indoor environment was considered (see Fig. 5).

As a final result of our simulations we have obtained the network consisting of eight clusters with irregular shapes, as presented in Fig. 6. The estimated values of calculated distances $d$ between nodes in clusters 0, 1, 5 and 6 calculated at given time instants are presented in Table II.

V. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have described the novel approach to managing the mobility of a mobile sensor network that combines potential field and particle-based schemes for calculating the mobility patterns. We have defined the suitable artificial potential function for the optimal inter-node distances calculation that captures the task and environment of MSN requirements. In our opinion the proposed mobility model is a good compromise between representativeness.
and simplicity. The presented case study showed that by employing a multihop wireless communication and mobile nodes acting as communication relay stations, with movement calculated due to our model even relatively distant points in the deployment area will be able to communicate with the base station. In future research we plan to compare our scheme with other existing models, and test its utility to other ad hoc systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A WSN consists of small wireless units called motes, which are attached to a specific type of sensors. The sensors measure an environment phenomenon (e.g., humidity, temperature, or soil moisture) [6] and the measured value is expressed as an analog signal generated by the sensors. The analog signal is converted to a digital signal within the mote and transmitted wirelessly to a mote that has expressed interest in that data [21]. This mote is generally called a collector node. The collector mote could also be attached to a gateway to facilitate the transfer of data between the WSN and other devices on more conventional networks like IP. Additionally, some WSN applications have been extended to not only sense the phenomenon but also to react in response to the sensed data. These networks are typically referred to as Wireless Sensor Actor Networks (WSANs) [9].

WSN systems can be complex and many different challenges can arise during the design of a WSN. One challenge is the distribution of nodes and sensors in a physical environment that may result in lost and delayed data. A second challenge is the inclusion of real-time behavior within a distributed WSAN. Many WSANs require real-time communication and control when a specific phenomenon is observed [9]. A third challenge is memory management within the sensor nodes [6]. The small size of the nodes leads to physical limitations that restrict the available memory and therefore memory management is often required. A fourth challenge is operational reliability. WSNs often consist of self-powered nodes in environmentally challenging domains imposing strong reliability requirements. For example, there is a requirement to maximize the life-time of a network because the nodes have a limited power source [20]. A fifth challenge is improving the network performance, i.e. reduce network delays, packet loss, while increasing throughput. Network performance improvements may involve the use of concurrency and event driven communication, which can add additional complexity to the system.

The design of WSN systems usually occurs at the implementation level and does not involve design at higher levels of abstraction. This leads to a decrease in code portability and to platform-specific implementations [15]. A WSN system produced using this approach is prone to both design and implementation errors and very challenging code debugging [16] (user interfaces to sensor nodes are very limited so even simple text output is challenging.) If errors are not detected during the implementation and verification stages of development then they may appear once the system is deployed and is operational. The nodes of an operational WSN application are generally difficult to access once they are deployed in their working locations [20].

The challenges of developing WSN systems often benefit from higher level-design and analysis. The use of modeling languages and techniques can drive the design through different abstraction layers and analysis tools can help refine the model [15]. In this paper we survey 9 modeling techniques for WSNs. For each technique we examine how it models the WSN at the node and system-level.

The rest of the paper is organized into six sections. Section II gives an overview of the modeling technique reviewed in this survey. Section III discusses the modeling of WSN elements including sensors, nodes and hardware while Section IV discusses modeling at the system level. Section V discusses the supporting tools and the importance of each tool for WSN design. Finally, Section VI provides
conclusions and future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide an overview of each of the modeling techniques included in our survey (see Table I). Some of those modeling techniques have been used in the application development process, while others take WSNs as a case study for their modeling approach. Some use an appropriate notation to support the aim of the modeling, such as UML, while others use their own notation, such as the Insense technique [6]. The survey discusses the details of each modeling techniques, but not the contribution of each notation in the area of modeling.

The techniques use different basic elements (e.g., channels, processes, modules, components) to express a WSN as a model. A channel is used to represent the communication between two elements of a WSN. For example, channels can represent the characteristics of sensor-node communication, node-node communication and node-gateway communication. Processes, modules, and components are used to represent the sensors and nodes of a WSN. We will describe details of the modeling elements later when we discuss the individual modeling techniques.

The modeling techniques surveyed also vary in terms of the scope of modeling. For example, some techniques are intended to model a single node or communication between a pair of nodes while others are intended to model the entire WSN.

A. High-Level SDL Models (HL-SDL)

HL-SDL is a modeling language that uses the Specification and Description Language (SDL), which is normally used to model and simulate communication protocols [12]. SDL has been adapted by Dietterle, et al., to model TinyOS components using SDL processes (i.e., extended finite state machines) [10]. The system is modeled as a collection of channels and processes. The model can be used to generate nesC source code, which is commonly used in WSNs based on the TinyOS environment. While generating nesC code, each process (which is the smallest unit of the model) represents a component in TinyOS [13]. In their work, Dietterle et al. used manual optimization to enhance the generate code [10].

B. Insense

Dearle et al. use the Insense modeling language to create a component-based model for a WSN [6]. Components in Insense are concurrent and they communicate synchronously via directional channels that are used to abstract away from low-level synchronization and communication issues [6]. Insense is built in the Contiki operating system (Contiki is a popular operating system used for WSN) [11]. The Insense model has a translator that produces C source code that can be used to calculate important details such as worst case execution times (WCETs) and worst case space (WCS) within a given WSN [6].

C. MathWorks Modeling Approach

The framework aims to design, simulate, and generate the code for WSNs. The node behavior is modeled as a parameterized Stateflow block. Nodes in the MathWorks approach also containing timing and random number generators that are used for simulation. Additionally, the communication medium, which is used to define the connectivity between the nodes, is represented at a lower abstraction level and is implemented in the C language. By leveraging MathWorks tools such as animated state charts, chart displays, scopes, and plots, analysis of the WSN can be performed. According to the results the model can be refined. The final stage is to generate the WSN code using the Target Language Compiler (TLC) which can generate C code for MANTIS [2] and nesC code for TinyOS [13]. The Mathworks approach has been used successfully to generate the code for Energy Efficient and Reliable In-Network Aggregation (EERINA) [17] algorithm for clustered sensor networks.

D. Model Driven Engineering Approach (MDE)

Losilla, et al. use UML and a Model Driven Engineering (MDE) approach that includes three modeling layers:

- WSN Domain Specific Modeling: a meta-model that is created by a domain expert.
• NesC Platform Specific Model (PSM): used with the UML PIMs to generate the NesC source code.

Transformation rules control moving from one modeling layer to another. Moreover, refinement can occur after every transformation to improve the generated model. This MDE approach is supported by the Eclipse IDE as well as a number of Eclipse plug-ins (e.g., MOFScript) that are responsible for automating the transformation process. The MDE approach has been used to generate the nesC code for the MITRA WSN application which was designed for the precision agriculture applications [15].

E. Promela Model (PM)

Modeling an Ad-Hoc Sensor Network in Promela is an example of using the input language of a model checker to specify a WSN. The model checker used is Spin and the input language is Promela. The Promela model includes the physical location of all the dynamic nodes and supports adding and removing nodes as well as changing their physical location. The Spin model checker is used to perform a network connectivity check. Specifically, the physical location data of the nodes is analyzed in conjunction with the data about the coverage range of the sensors [19].

F. SensorML

SensorML is an XML based language that supports modeling each sensor by specifying the sensor’s meta-data (e.g., sensor Id, sensor type). The model includes representations of the physical elements (e.g., the sensor and actuators) and the non-physical element (e.g., mathematical operation within the sensor). All of the elements are modeled as processes that are linked together explicitly through inputs and outputs. Linked sequences of processes form process chains that correspond to the behavior inside a single node [4]. Sensor Web Language (SWL) is a simple version of SensorML and is used in the WSNs deployments to achieve the interfaces between the network elements base station, sensors, and web browser. Additionally, the language can be used to achieve the interface between two or more different WSNs [18].

G. SystemC-AMS

SystemC-AMS combines C++ with block diagrams to model the WSN and simulate the system. For each node, SystemC-AMS models the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), the microprocessor, and the channel. The goal of SystemC-AMS, is to calculate the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) for the ADC and Bit Error Rate (BER) for the communication channel between two nodes [21].

H. UM-RTCOM Model

UM-RTCOM is a real-time component based modeling framework written in CORBA that is composed of sensors, actors and a coordinator (the coordinator in located on a base station). Actors gather data from groups of sensors based on their physical locality and respond to a phenomenon identified by the coordinator [9]. Sensors communicate with actors and actors communicate with the coordinator using channels. Communication via a channel is modeled as a tuple. "A tuple is a sequence of fields with the form: (t1, t2, ..., tn) where each field ti can be a TC identifier (or) a value of any established data type of the host language where the model is integrated” [9]. A UM-RTCOM model can also be used for several kinds of analysis WCET, deadlock freedom, and verification of liveness properties. The communication channel protocol modeled in UM-RTCOM has been tested in an actual sensor network deployment by Barbaran et al. [1]. The deployment shows the improvement of the middleware overhead compared to another deployment where the motes send the sensed data periodically to the actors.

I. eXtended Reactive Modules (XRM)

XRM is an extension language of Reactive Modules (RMs). Demaille, et al. used WSNs as a case study to evaluate the XRM modeling language [8]. The case study successfully used XRM to model multiple nodes as modules and was able to support several network issues such as communication capability, memory, and energy consumption. Model checking of XRM is possible via a transformation to the original RM language. RM modules can be used with the model checking tools PRISM and APMC [7].

III. MODELING AT THE NODE AND SENSOR LEVEL

In this section, we consider how the different modeling techniques represent WSN elements, including nodes, sensors, and hardware. In particular, we consider the modeling of node/sensor behavior, sensor data, and hardware components (see Table II).

The node behavior column tries to capture which particular characteristics that an approach focused on modeling. The sensor and hardware modeling column considers if the actual WSN hardware, such as the ADC, microprocessor, and the wireless channel are included in a model. Hardware modeling also considers the types of sensors that a modeling technique can represent.

A. Node Behaviors

Most of the modeling techniques use a form of component-based modeling to represent a sensor node. The WSN behavior is modeled by specifying the component’s internal behavior, component to component interactions, and the communication channel’s characteristics. It should be noted that the approaches could be divided into two distinct types. Those that focused on the augmentation of the models to capture particular features such as concurrency, event-driven behavior, and real-time behavior and those that leveraged standard models like state space and procedural coding that were later used for code generation.
tion or performance analysis. This separation also lets us clearly see those approaches that have included concurrency, event-driven behavior, and real-time behavior, since these three features are crucial for WSN design.

The only technique that we felt did not model node behavior was the paper using the Promela Model Checker [19]. The authors of this work decided to simply focus on the modeling of network connectivity as opposed to including any significant modeling of the node behaviors. Promela though can be used to model and analyze node behaviors.

B. Modeling Sensors and Hardware

Most of the modeling techniques surveyed can be used to create a platform independent model. However, even in a platform independent model there is a necessity to include some of the hardware details.

One of the reasons for including the hardware details is that the software in the nodes of a WSN is tightly coupled to the hardware elements of the node. Therefore the binding of software and hardware components should be represented in the model. An example of a hardware-software binding is the interaction between the sensor (e.g., humidity, temperature or moisture) and the software component that handles the readings. The sensor type is modeled as a component that uses a communication channel to transfer data to the software components [6].

Another reason that hardware information may need to be represented is to be able to generate source code from the model. Generated source code is interacting with the node hardware (timers, ports, sensor types) and therefore the model has to be aware of the hardware components in order to generate the correct code [15], [10].

Finally, hardware representation also helps in the analysis stage. For instance the ADC circuit has to be modeled to calculate the SNR, the communication channel has to be represented is to be able to generate source code from the model. The authors of this work decided to simply focus on the modeling of node behaviors. Promela though can be used to model and analyze node behaviors.

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Node Behaviors</th>
<th>Sensors &amp; Hardware Modeling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HL-SDL [10]</td>
<td>concurrency, event-driven</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InSense [6]</td>
<td>concurrency, real-time</td>
<td>sensor types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathWorks [16]</td>
<td>procedural, state space</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDEA [15]</td>
<td>procedural, state space</td>
<td>timers, ports, wireless channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM [19]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensorML [4]</td>
<td>event-driven</td>
<td>sensor types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SystemC-AMS [21]</td>
<td>procedural</td>
<td>ADC, microprocessor, wireless channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM-RTCOM [9]</td>
<td>concurrency, real-time, event-driven</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRM [8]</td>
<td>procedural, state space</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II Modeling of WSN Elements

IV. Modeling at the System Level

This part of the paper focuses on modeling contributions to the distributed nature of sensor networks. The modeling techniques deal with various distribution issues, such as network behavior and topology modeling. The modeling techniques that deal with the network system are shown in Table III.

A. Network Behavior

Modeling network behavior in a WSN is crucial because many important performance values are based on the network. For example, the trade-off between packet loss and power. Due to the fact that the node has limited power resources, it is common to use a power management algorithm that controls the wake up state of a node from active to sleeping and vice versa. Packages can be lost if this is not done properly. XRM for example, calculates the package delivery probability. This can be helpful for applications in which the package delivery is an important factor. Also related to power management, modeling the power consumed in the wireless communication process between the nodes is an important factor in increasing the life-time of the WSN. XRM models the power consumed by each wireless communication channel. Every time the node model is provoked to send or receive a signal, a specific amount is subtracted from the energy level [8].

Another example where modeling at the network behavior is important is in capturing the deployment and interaction of the software components across the network. For example, MDEA divides the software elements into two groups, those residing on the nodes and those residing on the gateway. The generated code should guarantee the interaction between the node and the gateway [15].

In a similar fashion UM-RTCOM models the network elements (sensors, actors, and the gateway) as three virtual machines (VMs), where each VM models a single element. The system behavior is modeled by the interaction between the three VMs [9].

B. Topology Modeling

This section focuses on how the topology is modeled, in the other words how the physical locations of the nodes have been modeled. The topology of WSN systems can be dynamic or static. The static topology represents the nodes in a fixed location while the dynamic topology represents the nodes while they are in a moving state. Ad-Hoc SNMC captures the dynamic topology by recording the physical location of the nodes in a Location Manager (LM). While the nodes change their physical location, they send the updated location to the LM. Through the use of model checking, the nodes connectivity can be checked [19]. Additionally, based on the modeling target, the technique models the number of hops in the network design. For instance, SystemC-AMS analyzes the communication channel between two nodes,
such that the model deals with single hop communication issues between two nodes.

XRM is an example of modeling for static topologies. The topology is modeled as a grid location. Each node location is modeled as an X-Y variable [8].

In MathWorks, the framework is able to model the static topology by modeling the nodes with state chart and the communication medium which is implemented in C, models the connectivity between the network node [16]. In the UM-TRCOM model, single hop communication is used between the network nodes because of the application requirements and nature of the problem. behavior is modeled by the interaction between the three VMs [9].

V. SUPPORTING TOOLS

Almost all of the modeling techniques surveyed offers some tools to support the design of WSNs. In this section we discuss support tools that include code generation, execution and analysis, and model checkers (see Table IV).

A. Code Generation

Code generation is the process of generating source code from a model or another source code representation. Tools for generating source code from WSN models are beneficial with respect to design for two main reasons:

1) Implementing the source code for the nodes is tedious, time consuming and requires a lot of time and effort from the developers.

2) Debugging the design at the source code level is also a very challenging and time consuming process.

Modeling can help to solve these problems by designing the system at higher abstraction layers and generating the target code from that layer [15]. The simplicity of the code generation process depends on the degree of similarity between the modeling notation and the generated code notation. The Mathwork technique generates nesC code and C code from ANSI C modeling notation. Generation of C code is developed through minor changes in the modeling notation versus the generation for nesC needs a lot of the changes for ANSI C to generate the proper code [16].

One criticism of code generation tools is that the code produced is not as efficient as hand-written source code. Manual optimization by the user is one solution to achieving better performance from generated source code [16]. An example of manual optimization of WSN source code is modifying the communication between the components from asynchronous in the model to synchronous in the target platform. In addition to manual optimization of the generated source code, simulation can be used at the model level to refine the model (with respect to performance) prior to code generation [10].

Our survey reviewed four modeling techniques which are capable of generating source code: MDEA, HL-SDL, Insense and MathWorks. MDEA and HL-SDL can generate nesC code for WSNs [15], MathWorks generates nesC as well as C code that executes under the MANTIS operating system [16] while Insense generates C code [6].

B. Model Checking

Model checking is a formal methods technique for software engineering [5]. A model checker takes as input a model of a system and a property specification. The model is converted into a finite state model and the model checker uses an exhaustive state space search to verify the specification. The model checker will determine if the model satisfies the specification. If it does not, than a counter example (error trace) may be provided.

Applying model checking to WSN models allows the designer to verify that the design is correctness as well as detect potential errors. In response to errors, the model can be modified and the design improved prior to implementation. Model checking for WSNs can be classified as direct and indirect model checking. Direct model checker occurs
when a model checker exists that can take the WSN model as input. An example of direct model checking is in PM where the modeling language, Promela, is also the input language for the model checker Spin [19].

Indirect model checking occurs when no model checker exists for the WSN modeling language and model transformation is required in order to transform the WSN model to a language that can be input to a model checker. For example, XRM models need to be transformed into RM in order to be used with the model checkers PRISM and APMC [8]. A drawback of indirect model checking approaches such as the one used in XRM is that the model checking results are given with respect to the RM model and need to be transformed back into an XRM form. The challenge of transforming between the WSN modeling language and the model checker input language is known as the semantic gap problem. Another example of indirect model checking is in IM where the authors manually created a Promela model of the component communication channel in order to verify the correctness of the communication protocol. Their verification identified an error that lead to a modification to the original Insense model [20].

Model checking has also been used to check the network topology of WSNs [3]. However, we have excluded this work from our survey since our primary focus is on software design.

C. Model Execution and Analysis

In addition to code generation and model checking we also consider other tool support including tools that execute and analyze the WSN models. Model execution refers to the execution or interpretation of the WSN design at the model level. XRM is the only technique in our survey supports model execution. The XRM compiler, a domain specific compiler, allows for model execution and debugging as well as model optimizations (e.g., dead code removal) [8]. Model analysis includes a variety of static and dynamic techniques and a number of the approaches in our survey include some kind of analysis tool. We will not discuss some of the analysis provided by these tools.

Real-time behavior is an important system requirement for WSANs and real-time design often includes schedulability analysis. Schedulability analysis includes WCET (the maximum time length taken to execute a process), WCS (the sum of the space requirements of each component’s parameters), and deadlock analysis [6] [9]. HL-SDL, Insense and UM-RTCOM provide some form of schedulability analysis (see Table IV).

Other modeling techniques to include analysis tools are MathWorks and SystemC-AMS. MathWorks includes functional analysis of the WSN algorithms. SystemC-AMS calculates factors to judge the electronic system of the nodes by simulation. The first factor is SNR for the ADC process inside the node. The second factor is BER for the wireless communication channel [21].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Modeling helps to resolve some of the WSN software implementation challenges before deployment.

As depicted in Table I, several approaches have focused only on the modeling of software elements in a sensor node while others also model the sensor network. Both of these are important to be modeled from a sensor network perspective. Also many of the modeling languages support components as one of its basic modeling elements. Component based modeling is a fundamental way to partition software entities because it can be used to support multi-threading design and analysis. Most of the approaches reviewed can also model the communication channel. A few like PM and SensorML can model a process. Process modeling is important in capturing a systems behavior.

As depicted in Table II, the modeling techniques are targeted to analyze specific software challenges like concurrency, real-time, and event modeling. We also see that they may be focused on simply modeling the sensory information or hardware to facilitate code design as is the case with MDE and SystemC-AMS.

Modeling at the system level is also another feature that some modelers support. As seen in Table III, several modeling techniques like UM-RTCOM, XRM, PM, MDEA, and MathWorks can all model the sensor network but there is a focus for each on what behavior they model. They all model node activity and take into account node to node communication but not all can explicitly model the network topology as is the case with MDEA.

Support for analysis and code generation tools is vital for a modeling technique. Table IV reflects, the fact that certain modeling technique can do code generation while others cannot. This depends primarily on the focus of the developers of the modeling technique and the maturity of the approach. It should be noted that very few of the techniques support model checking. We speculate that this is largely due to the gap between the designing process and the model checking. This gap exists because the design takes place in domains such as CORBA and UML. In order to check the model with model checking methods, the design has to be re-modeled again in the model checking domain.

As a future direction for WSN modeling, enhancements for code generation tool are required. Such enhancements can improve the quality of the generated code in terms of the size and avoidance of manual optimization for the generated code. Additionally, the modeling domain should be selected such that model checking can be done without redoing the model in the model checking domain. Moreover, the modeling domain should support analysis at the design stage, which helps the software system developer detect and correct software system problems at an earlier stage of the
sensor system design. Some of the reviewed papers have performed analysis for WCET, WCS, deadlock, SNR for sensor interfaces, and BER for the communication channel. To the best of our knowledge, package delay and data losses have not been considered in the analysis but these factors are important for sensor networks.
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Abstract—Reliable communication is crucial for successful deployment of a wireless sensor network. By taking into account communication and other wireless sensor networks constraints, networks can be analyzed efficiently. The diagnosis of the network's operation can be done using the information gathered by the sensor nodes in the network. This paper discusses wireless sensor network diagnostics describes so-called neighbourtables used to collect diagnostic data of the wireless CiNet network and their construction. The information stored in neighbourtables can be used to monitor network behavior and to improve networks' packet routing and fault recognizing for the nodes, in both, nodes' and centralized applications' point of view.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, study of wireless sensor networks (WSN) has become a rapidly developing research area. A WSN is a set of wireless sensor nodes where each node measures a physical value using selected sensor probes and sends the value to a database through specific sink nodes. Nowadays, WSNs are widely used in civil and industrial applications such as smart home or environment monitoring [1], [2], [3]. Compared to traditional sensing methods, wireless sensor networks technology offers some benefits: wide areas can be covered with inexpensive, energy-efficient battery-powered devices, which make long-term monitoring and real-time access to measuring data possible. Often the nodes of WSN also are able to self-configure themselves, which enables quick and easy system deployment.

The use of WSN-applications also reveals many different constraints that can decrease the possible number of real application deployments. These constraints may be defined in different categories based on the constraints, such as the system’s memory, processors’ limitations and energy consumption. Out-of-date communication equipment and their bandwidth as well as physical environmental and measurement factors related to sensors’ location and calibration also may be the cause of different constraints. A WSN can take into account some of the possible constraints by gathering diagnostic information from the network. For example, radio link quality is affected by many internal and external factors, and it can be evaluated by using the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). RSSI values as well as other diagnostic data, such as battery levels, the number of received packets etc., can be stored in one table, the so-called neighbourtable.

In WSN nodes, the diagnostic data collected to the node’s neighbourtables, gives the nodes direct information about the network around them and also information about the sink node. The node can directly use the neighbourtable information to determine its routing and clustering possibilities based on the collected and calculated information about the neighbour nodes. Since the nodes’ neighbourtables can be centrally collected to a server database, they can be utilized in different diagnostic applications. For example, we have developed a graphical real time application, CiNetView, to make wireless sensor network deployment and monitoring easier. The application visualizes, in real time, the nodes’ relative locations as well as shows the links’ quality, which makes the deployment of WSN much quicker and easier.

This paper discusses reasons for wireless sensor network diagnostics and describes the so-called neighbourtables used in the wireless CiNet sensor network. The paper is organized as follows: First, we provide a brief description of some related research and then discuss the useful diagnostic data and neighbourtables in WSN. Section IV presents the neighbourtables construction in CiNet network as well as their usage. Other functionalities of the tables are also described in more detail. A survey of the neighbourtables’ energy cost is presented. Finally, some experiences of the use of neighbourtables in real wireless sensor network implementations are discussed.

II. RELATED WORK

Analysis and monitoring of WSNs are highly evolving research topics in the field of wireless technology. However, real time performance of wireless communication is not that widely studied. In [4], Meier et al. discuss link behavior and metrics that can be used to evaluate link performance. They have used statistical link analysis in their studies. Ferrari et al. have done indoor performance
studies of WSNs [5]. Sensor network diagnostics and visualization are discussed in [3]. However, there has not been much discussion on real time inspections of the changes in link qualities, whether uplink or downlink, in sensor networks. There are some commercial network visualization and diagnostic applications, for example, MOTE-VIEW [6] and Surge View [7], developed by Crossbow Technology. One approach that uses additional messages to construct and utilize neighbourtables is considered in [8]. Routing using neighbourtables is studied in [9] and [10]. Jacoet et al. have discussed indirect diagnosis of the node state with few messages, using an SNMP-like LiveNCM management tool [11].

III. NETWORK VARIABLES AND DIAGNOSTIC

For a customer’s point of view, wireless network is fine when the wanted information is received and processed correctly, that is, when the network works properly. On the other hand, wireless networks include large amounts of all kinds of data that can be used to give useful information about the networks’ operational performance and reliability, not only for the user or customer, but also for the networks’ maintenance crew. Due to the limited amount of memory and space in the sensor nodes and the transmitted data frames, it is reasonable to define the relevant information and metrics that can be used in WSN diagnostics. Fynn [12] has done a collective study of WSN performance analysis methods and metrics, the topics including storage, routing, real time communication, power management and architecture.

The most important information from the node’s point of view are its neighbours’ addresses, since without them other information cannot be linked to a specific node and it is almost impossible to perform any data routing. The sink node is defined to be the so-called root of the network, and its relative location need also be known. Therefore, a metric called hop count is essential information for the nodes. The bigger the hop count the greater the number of relaying nodes that are needed for sending packets between the specific sensor node and the sink node. This value does not necessarily directly indicate the physical distance, but rather the relative length of a path that a data packet needs to be forwarded to reach the sink node. The hop count value tells the node the direction of the sink that the packet is to be sent to with the minimum number of forwarding retransmissions. Hop count values can also be defined to be calculated from the nearest gateway of the node.

Radio link quality is affected by many factors, which can be divided into a device’s internal and external factors. The internal factors are caused by imperfections of the device’s hardware or software. E.g., different radio chips do not behave exactly in the same way and each node has its own radiation pattern that is not uniform [2]. The external factors, such as fading, shadowing, multipath propagation, and dynamic environmental factors affect wireless communication and make it difficult to predict the radio performance beforehand. Link quality can be evaluated by using the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), which indicates the strength of the radio signal between two nodes at the receiver’s position. RSSI values can be used to determine whether the link is acceptable or not. The nodes typically have been programmed to respond to a predefined RSSI lower bound to determine whether the link is strong enough to be useful. In WSNs, radios typically operate in the 2.4GHz ISM band and are based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard due to which RSSI value -85dBm is considered to be the acceptable lower bound. It is also possible that the link quality may only be suffering from temporary deterioration, for example when people suddenly walk between the nodes. Therefore the neighbour RSSI values also need to be averaged to avoid useless routing changes. Since the data packets’ path RSSI value, from node to sink or vice versa, cannot be any larger than the worst link’s case, the path RSSI values indicate the lowest RSSI value between the sink and the node. This information can directly be used in packet sending and routing decisions. Meier et al. [4] have used RSSI values too, but also, e.g., number of packets, average packet reception rate (PRR) and link quality indicator (LQI) to perform efficient WSN link diagnostic.

When sent packages are spread from the sink node to the last node in the network, it is possible that some of the packages arrive through multiple paths and are somewhat delayed. Nodes need to be able to recognize the packets that have been sent on the same synchronization period. Therefore, every packet has its own sequence number, which also needs to be stored. Some of the packets may be received from different neighbour nodes, meaning that the packets have traveled through different paths from sink to the receiver node. Packet routing is also one interesting network management related topic that will be discussed later.

Wireless nodes naturally need energy to operate, and they usually are battery powered. The varying shape and utilization of the network cause that the battery levels of the nodes do not consume at the same rate all over the network. Therefore, it is essential to know that how much the batteries have power left.

In addition to these considerations, the nodes can be programmed to have several different counters that can be set to count, for example, the number of received and missed packets. These counters can then be used to calculate, e.g., throughput and reliability values of the sensor or relay nodes. All this information needs to be stored somewhere. One solution is to use neighbourtables.
Typically, when talking about neighbourtables, people are thinking about routing tables. A short comparison of neighbourtables and routing tables is needed. A routing table is a set of rules that is used to decide where data packets traveling over network will be directed. Each packet contains information about its origin and destination. The routing table contains the information necessary to forward a packet along the best path toward its destination. Usually a routing table includes the following information:

- **Destination**: The address of the packet’s final destination.
- **Next hop**: The address to which the packet is to be forwarded.
- **Metric**: Assigns a cost to each available route so that the most cost-effective path can be chosen.

Our definition of neighbourtable is that neighbourtables basically include, not only the same information as routing tables, but also some additional information. They can be used to aid routing decisions, but they can also be used in different diagnostic and management solutions as well. For a single node’s point of view, a neighbourtable is a multifunctional set of information about the nodes’ neighbour nodes and the links between them. Globally speaking, the neighbourtable file, constructed by the server, includes all essential information about the whole network, and the whole network’s operation can be diagnosed and monitored in real time from there.

IV. THE CiNet NEIGHBOURTABLE

We are using CiNet nodes [2][13] in our study. CiNet is a research and development platform for the WSN implemented in Kokkola University Consortium Chydenius. The hardware in the CiNet node is specially designed for WSNs and consists of inexpensive, standard off-the-shelf components. The CiNet node includes all the basic components necessary for WSNs. In our CiNet, the nodes use cross-layer architecture [13].

The main idea of the cross-layer architecture is to implement a wireless sensor network’s basic tasks, such as topology management and power saving functionalities, as separate protocols in a cross-layer management entity. Data structures, which are in common use, are in this study implemented in the cross-layer management entity as a neighbourtable data addition. The use of a cross-layer implementation reduces computational and memory requirements - not all the information needs to be transmitted between application interfaces and protocol layers. The architecture also allows the implementation of the application and protocol stacks be as simple as possible, since they are practically free of the tasks related to network management.

In every node, the neighbourtable is stored to a one common data storage in the cross-layer management entity, where all the protocol stack layers can utilize the same information, see Figure 1. This reduces the total amount of memory storage space needed, but the use of cross-layer architecture causes challenges related to maintenance, which have to be considered in the implementation. The problem has been approached by using message multiplexing in the data link layer and modular structure in the cross-layer management entity.

Basically the neighbourtable of each node consists of $d$ levels with $b$ entries at each level. More precisely, every level $d$ is a different neighbour of the node and each entry $b$ includes stored information, such as node ID, battery level, RSSI and hop count.

All the nodes’ neighbourtables are also collected to a single data file on a server, from where all the information can be retrieved. This centralized neighbourtable can be used in different WSN management and diagnostic applications and tools. The format of the file is shown in Table I.

### Table I

**Format of the server’s neighbourtable data file.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seq No</th>
<th>Node ID 1</th>
<th>Neigh. 1 data</th>
<th>Neigh. 2 data</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seq No</td>
<td>Node ID 2</td>
<td>Neigh. 1 data</td>
<td>Neigh. 2 data</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq No</td>
<td>Node ID N</td>
<td>Neigh. 1 data</td>
<td>Neigh. 2 data</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. **Neighbourtable construction**

In a CiNet network, each node constructs and maintains its own neighbourtable, as defined in Table II, in which the node stores information about its neighbours, which are the nodes that it hears. The neighbourtable of each node is updated in every synchronization period of the network, see Figure 2. The neighbourtable construction and update is defined to be one part of the synchronization protocol. The sink node broadcasts the
synchronization message isotropically, and every node that hears it broadcasts that message onwards through the network during a predefined time period. In this way the whole network can be synchronized. The synchronization frame structure is shown in Figure 3(a). The SYNC frame also includes additional data that is not used in the neighbourtables, such as the CMD and a command byte that can be used to control the nodes’ operation. Before relaying the synchronization message, the nodes update it with their own information. Based on the received synchronization messages and the data included in the synchronization frames, the nodes update their neighbourtables. Note that the synchronization messages are heard by all the nodes’ neighbours, including the predecessors, which means that the neighbourable information can be collected in both directions. To prevent any ping-pong effect, the nodes broadcast the synchronization message only once in every synchronization period. Continuous synchronization of the network is vital to ensure valid operation of the network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>CiNet nodes’ neighbourtable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U16INT u16NhAddr</td>
<td>Neighbor address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSINT s8RSSI</td>
<td>Neighbor link RSSI value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8INT u4Bat:4</td>
<td>Battery level of the neighbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8INT u4HopCnt:4</td>
<td>Hopcount of the neighbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8INT u8NodeType</td>
<td>Sink, Relay, Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U16INT u16Received</td>
<td>Number of received sync packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U16INT u16Missed</td>
<td>Number of missed sync packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSINT s8AvgRSSI</td>
<td>Avg RSSI of the neighbour link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSINT s8PathRSSI</td>
<td>Path RSSI (path’s weakest RSSI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8INT u8PrevSeq</td>
<td>Previous sequence number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8INT u8Ntp</td>
<td>UpLink throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8INT u8UplinkTp</td>
<td>Path throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U32INT u32NhLastSeen</td>
<td>Last seen time, for entry maintain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8INT u8Status</td>
<td>Sync status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After every synchronization period, every node in the network now has real time information about the network around, including information about the sink node. After the synchronization period, the nodes also can send the neighbourable information through the sink node to the server during the management period. The time interval of this neighbourable update can be defined to meet the application demands. A minimum update interval is one synchronization period, but it can also be much longer. The management frame includes a section where the neighbourtable information is sent. The management frame structure is shown in Figure 3(b) Diagnostic and other management data is sent (and acknowledged) as a unicast transmission through a selected route to the sink node. If retransmissions are not needed, each management frame is sent once in every synchronization period.

![Table II](image)

B. Neighbourtable utilization

Neighbourtables are specially used for collecting information for real time deployment and for monitoring of the WSN. They can be locally used in the nodes or with some management tool. Since every neighbourable of every node is known, it is possible to count different diagnostic values using the information collected to the neighbourtables.

One of the most useful values that can be calculated from the neighbourable information is the throughput of one link. The throughput value can directly indicate the reliability and robustness of the sensor node or a link between two nodes. A good throughput values should be near 100%, but in WSNs typically at least some of the packets are missed. Since network synchronization is done periodically, the node knows how many times it should have heard the synch message after having received the first synch message. The sequence number...
of the received message is checked, and if the number has increased more than one, then a packet or packets have been missed. The throughput information is calculated based on the nodes’ packet counter values.

When a node has been working for a while, the throughput value will settle to some level that will indicate the basic information about the links reliability. If the throughput value suddenly begins to go lower, it will be a clear indication about something having changed or broken in the network, for example, a car might have been parked between two nodes, interfering with the signal.

A node’s battery level information can be used to alert the network supervisor to do network maintenance. If a low battery level is noticed before a link stops working, due to power out, it is possible to keep the network topology controlled. Another point is that if the node’s battery level is decreasing more rapidly than in the other nodes, it is possible that the node is not working correctly, or that it is relaying too much data.

For packet routing, nodes typically use basic routing tables. Using the routing table, nodes can efficiently transfer data from each node to a sink, but the routing decisions can be thoroughly justified with the extended information of the neighbourtables. Naturally, the nodes’ address information is the most important, but other information can be used to optimize the networks’ routing performance and reliability. Almost all the information that the neighbourtable contains can be used to improve the network’s data routing.

In our solution, the routing protocol uses hop count and RSSI values. The minimum hop metric is used in many routing protocols due to its simplicity and isotonicity [14]. Hop count value can directly indicate the logically shortest transmission path from a node to a sink. RSSI values also indicate the links’ or the whole paths’ quality. In order to maximize packet throughput, it is reasonable to choose links that are more likely by the next relay. Throughput values indicate the total amount of packets that have successfully been transmitted through a specific link. If a link has a good throughput value, it is more likely to perform the transmission successfully again. The battery levels of the nodes’ neighbours can also be used to define the data routing. If the battery level of one node is getting low, then an alternatively routing should be used, if possible, to avoid unnecessary dropouts.

Transmitting power for the nodes’ radios can also be optimized using the RSSI information in the neighbourtables. In some applications and hardware solutions, it is possible to adjust the radio chips’ transmitting power in real time. An acceptable lower bound of RSSI can be fixed, and, based on it, the transmitting powers can be lowered or increased when necessary.

V. THE COST OF NEIGHBOURTABLES

In CiNet network, the nodes are synchronized periodically to ensure valid operation. The length of the synchronization period, during which the neighbourtables are collected, depends on the application used and on the WSN measurement solution. Thus, data collection is embedded to the synchronization messages, and no extra messages are needed to be sent to collect the neighbourtable information. The maximum size of the SYNC frame is 16 bytes. Of these, 4 bytes are directly related to the neighbourtable usage. It can be stated that basically almost all information in the SYNC frame would be sent even without the neighbourtable usage, since the information is used for routing protocols in any case. Therefore, it can be said that the neighbourtables are filled with almost free of additional energy cost. Only the size of the synchronization frame is increased.

As every node can store the information of eight neighbours and as 18 bytes of memory have been reserved for each neighbour, this means a maximum memory use of 144 bytes (8 x 18 bytes). From these, the six best are sent in the management phase (one management frame can fit six neighbours).

The main additional cost of the neighbourtables incurs when the tables are also sent to the sink node as a part of the management frame. This increases the number of sent packets and time to spend for sending the data. It also consumes more energy. The total cost of one sent and received management frame is defined as $E_{frame} = \Delta E_{tx} + \Delta E_{rx}$. Our measurements have shown that a management frame transmission takes about 0.216 mJ of energy and receiving takes about 0.142 mJ, so the total consumption is about 0.4 mJ [15], [16].

The energy overhead of the whole network to transmit the neighbourtables to the sink node depends on many different factors. These include, for example, the size of the network used, the number of hops and the application that determines the number of sent and relayed packets. The transmission time of one node is determined by the size of the sent packet. The node’s transmission power and battery voltage also affect energy consumption. The size of one transmitted management frame that includes the neighbourtables is between 50 and 128 bytes, depending on the number of the node’s neighbours.

VI. CI_NETVIEW: A NEIGHBOURTABLE UTILIZATION TOOL

Neighbourtables can be used to help sensor network diagnostic and visualization. We have been using neighbourtables in our CiNetView application [17]. The CiNetView application is a graphical tool for making the deployment and monitoring of a WSN easier and more assured. CiNetView is based on diagnostic information.
that the nodes have collected and stored to neighbourtables. The application is server-centralized and it reads information from the neighbourtable file. The application displays network topology based on relative locations produced by the MDS-algorithm. It can also use real background images and maps, where the user can exactly pinpoint the nodes’ true locations. CiNetView displays the essential network diagnostic information and helps the user to see the changes in the network’s behaviour. Because of the real time presentation of the network’s connections and the quality of these connections, the advantages of this application can be seen most clearly in the network’s deployment phase. The application can be used to diagnose and monitor a WSN through the network’s lifetime.

VII. Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed the main topics about wireless sensor network diagnostics and defined the essential metrics for WSN diagnostics. The presented neighbourtables are constructed, without significant additional transmission overhead, using modified network synchronization messages and in every node they are stored to a common data storage in the cross-layer management entity, where all the protocol stack layers can utilize the same information. Neighbourtables can be used in WSN diagnostic and management.

For future work the idea is to improve the utilization of the neighbourtables from the nodes’ point of view and in general diagnostic applications. The goal is to make a database that collects historical data from the wireless sensor network and can be used in backtracking errors that have been noticed in the network.
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Abstract—Extracting useful temporal and spatial patterns from sensor data has been seen before, the technical basis of machine learning with data mining is studied with the evidence collected uniformly over many years and which allow using users’ perspective in collected evidence. This model helps in probabilistically forecasting fires and help forest department in planning day to day schedules. Using a model to predict future events reliably one needs to collect samples from sensors and select a feature, which does have any particular bias. Due to practicable problems most of the collected data have 80% of attributes missing and the remaining has numeric values, which are hard to discretization. To adapt to such limitations, we use nominal data type, which allows better understanding of the temporal and spatial features, which are learnt. We encounter several practicable limitations as forest fires events are very rare and manual classification is extremely costly. Another is the unbalanced nature of the problem of the many forest fire events many are of the burnt area is very small and gives skewed distribution. Most of the examples naturally group into batches, which are collected from evidence satellite photography and collaborative reports from national parks departments. The second set of database was collected from the meteorological weather station about several weather observations, which are located very close to the reported fires. Finally, the compiling task is to serve as a filter and provide the user to vary the false alarm rate. We show by regression analysis of the compiled dataset that the forest fire classifier has a minimum false alarm rate when including temporal features. The machine learning algorithms successfully classifies accidental small fires with 85% reliability and large fires by a much lower accuracy of 30%.

Index Terms—Machine Learning, Datamining, Naive Bayes, Forest fires, Fire Weather Index (FWI), Temporal Patterns, WEKA machine learning framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accidental small forest fire can lead to heavy loss of precious natural reserves in protected lands in which many different species thrive due to their balanced ecology. Tropical rain forests are also a factor in keeping the sensitive balance global warming trends seen recently due to heavy deforestation due to human needs. One of objective of datamining is to allow modeling the users’ perspective such as temporal properties, which are cause and effect of forest fires, which allows in reducing false detection. The hidden patterns are mined, which allows to find the underlying hidden structure of the data. This allows learning the concepts needed for forest fires classification. The features extracted of the predicted class by means of datamining allows to apply many machine learning algorithms to the transformed data. This framework forms the technical basis for the supervised and unsupervised classification.

Temporal query properties like weekday and weekends help probabilistically bias the predicted outcome of class variables to be classified. As a small human accidental fire or a possibility of occurrence of large natural fire disasters can further be classified according to the users choice. Attribute value transformations are equally important when formulating attribute dependencies within a weather class [4,5,6,7] nominal values such as cool, windy and high humidity for successful formulation of machine learning rules.

Following motivation the rest of the paper with is organized as follows. In Section III, we evaluate the performance of machine learning algorithms and develop a weak learner for temporal features. Section IV presents initial basis for user queries without significant error analysis, that is without any ranking criteria. In Section V, we evaluate Naive Bayes [1] with Tree based classifiers and compare the method on the task of accidental fire prediction. Section VI investigates alternative classifiers and computational aspects of the method respectively and explains the results. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. STATE OF THE ART

The historic information recorded by it does not reveal any hidden patterns to calculate the likelihood of forest fires. Classifiers model depends on accurate class conditional probabilities but in practice, samples are limited,
most of the estimates are approximate which further biases the sample search space. With limited samples, the Bayesian method does the better estimation of the class conditional probabilities, when compared to maximum likelihood method. The internal representation of the classifier data model uses a weighted term, and best evaluates the quantity purity of the labeled class. This provides classification of the same-labeled pattern with insufficient samples, with pure and impure groups and helps its internal ranking. The internal representation captures the hidden pattern of the training samples, once the hidden patterns are quantitatively verified with a base classifier such as Naive Bayes, these representative patterns are further classified by user specified attributes such as which month and which day the particular pattern has maximized the likelihood of a phenomenon such as fire event.

There are standard benchmarks for performance comparison of classifiers and Bayes gives the lowest error rate compared to others. We also study the kappa score, which compares our classifier with a J48 tree classifier for the same input data set and normalizes using the results of the confusion matrices. A high kappa score is generally preferred for a classifier to be efficient, which needs using of good pre-processing algorithms. Since sensor data are, highly unreliable most of well-designed classifiers perform badly and cannot adapt to the sensor data stream. By using post-processing of miss-classified samples and identifying falsely classified data also called outliers, we further improve the reliability. From authors previous work [1], we have shown data aggregation eliminate redundancies and improves reliability in sensor network performance. The current ML algorithm focuses on event aggregation over a long period of time from user reports and collaborative sensor network stream, which have been further classified to a particular application. We study the effects of predicting forest fires in a given region using sensor aggregated data.

III. MACHINE LEARNING RULES

Consider the concept learning, in particular the learner considers some finite hypothesis [6] space H defined over instance space X, in which the task is to learn some target concepts \( c : X \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \). As we are building a fire event predictor from the sensed data, we assume that the network learner is given some sequence of training measurements \((x_1, d_1), \ldots (x_m, d_m)\) where \( x_i \) is some instance from X and where \( d_i \) is the target value of \( d_i = c(x_i) \). As we are learning from a knowledge base such as data repository the sequence of instances \((x_1 \ldots x_m)\) is held fixed, so that the training data \( D \) can be written as the sequence of target values \( D = d_1 \ldots d_m \).

\[
P(h|D) = \frac{P(D|h)P(h)}{P(D)} \tag{1}
\]

\( h_{MAP} = \arg\max_h P(h|D) \) \tag{2}

The assumptions for the concept learning follows:

- The training data \( D \) is noise free.
- The target concept \( c \) is contained in the hypothesis space \( H \).
- We have no a priori reason to believe that any hypothesis is more probable than any others.

Since we assume noise free samples, the first hypothesis can be formed for the detection of forest fires [2] for an approximate target function \( V \) as shown in equation (3)

\[
V(Fire Location) = XPos + YPos \tag{3}
\]

where every incident of forest fire is documented and its location in terms of \(<X, Y>\) [2] are recorded. The learning algorithm uses a boosting [5,6] method to learn from the forest fire events and its corresponding correlated sensor measurements. The model does not use real-time sensor inputs and data samples to classify but on the other hand it uses recorded fire events and probabilistically predict the new sensor input closest to the already seen training sample (data aggregated over time) using Naive Bayes or Tree classifiers. This computational model can further post-processed using supervised learning to improve on the purity of the classes and detect any outliers which may create false alarms. The unreliability of accurately detection real and outlier events is an open problem in sensor networks. The above equation is dependent on \(<X, Y>\) positions in Figure 1 map, for grid of 10x10 it may need 100 combinations of every other dependent variable making the model unfriendly. The estimated formula of the above equation (3) can estimated in temporal terms for the Fire Event as shown in equation (4).

\[
V_{train}(Fire Event_{Day of week}) \leftarrow \tag{4}
\]

\[
\hat{V}(Fire Event_{Day of week}) Temporal Variable + \tag{5}
\]

Temporal Variables = Month of the year + Day of the week

\[
\hat{V}(Fire Event_{Day of week}) Correlated measurements
\]
Correlated measurement = temperature + humidity + wind + rain
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Correlated measurement = temperature + humidity + wind + rain
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B. Algorithm complexity

The learning algorithm needs to define the best fit for the given hypothesis and adjust the weights to minimizing the error and miss classifications.

\[ E \equiv \sum (V_{\text{train}}(\text{Fire Event}) - \hat{V}(\text{Fire Event}))^2 \] (12)

A. Estimating training values with sample data

Sample datasets are based on UCI forest fire repository. The equation representing the Bayes probability model of the hypothesis is given in equation (1). In our case the hypothesis to be maximized is shown in equation (2) for a four class classification, as shown in equation (7). The assumption here is that the training set \( D \) is a unbiased representation to learn the concept \( c \) and can estimate the inputs \( x_i \). The previously defined dependent variable Fire Location, which is used to estimate given the independent correlated measurements and its relation to the temporal attributed are given in equations (4), (5) and (6). The target concepts are present in the training samples and, we like to see the influence of adding sensor measurements to further accurately learn the concepts of the human induced accidental fires versus the more natural accruing types of the medium and large fires. For the sake of clarity of machine learning domain we convert the correlated sensor data to nominal [5] types, as illustrated below.

\[
\begin{align*}
temperature &= \{\text{cool; mild; hot}\} \quad (8) \\
humidity &= \{\text{low; medium; high}\} \quad (9) \\
w\in\text{d} &= \{\text{true; false}\} \quad (10)
\end{align*}
\]

The model estimation of the the target function with weights \( w_1, w_2 \) as shown allows to minimize the training error, where \( x_1, x_2 \) are temporal and correlated measurements.

\[ \hat{V} = w_1 x_1 + w_2 x_2 \] (11)

As measuring ambient phenomena are correlated, we expect them to be independent, then all the i.i.d’s can be aggregated to \( nC_r = 517 \times 2^r \approx 10^{89} \) possibilities, were in this case the combination is calculated. As these methods are used with pre-processing to reduce data overloads in the model further real valued dataset search space optimization is possible. Domain knowledge as in the case of WSN can be used practically to reduce the complexity of machine learning algorithms if well studies and calibrated. To judge the affectiveness of the model and the classification effectiveness, we initially rely on real-valued numeric model such as [1] to estimate the errors. In contrast to the previous approach, we use nominal values as defined in equations (8), (9) and (10) to build a tree classifier and further reduce errors.

IV. NAIVE BAYES

One can use Naive Bayes [5], which by design presumes the class densities, which have been determined and accurate. The model calculates the class conditional probabilities of the input feature vectors. To understand the underlying skewed structure of the dataset, we further create thresholds for accidental small fires compared to medium and large fires as shown in Table II. So we have the four possible values for the target variable as shown in equation (7).

\[ ? = \{\text{Month = August; Day = Monday} \}
\]

\[
\{\text{Temperature = Cool; Humidity = High; Wind = True}\}
\]

As measuring ambient phenomena are correlated, we expect them to be independent, then all the i.i.d’s can be aggregated to \( nC_r = 517 \times 2^r \approx 10^{89} \) possibilities, were in this case the combination is calculated. As these methods are used with pre-processing to reduce data overloads in the model further real valued dataset search space optimization is possible. Domain knowledge as in the case of WSN can be used practically to reduce the complexity of machine learning algorithms if well studies and calibrated. To judge the affectiveness of the model and the classification effectiveness, we initially rely on real-valued numeric model such as [1] to estimate the errors. In contrast to the previous approach, we use nominal values as defined in equations (8), (9) and (10) to build a tree classifier and further reduce errors.

A. User query

To validate the model let us predict the outcome of a peak month, from the dataset [2] August has significant number of reported fires compared to other months. Estimating the probabilities of fire events given the attribute values for the class

\[ ? = \{\text{Month = August; Day = Monday} \}
\]

\[
\{\text{Temperature = Cool; Humidity = High; Wind = True}\}
\]

The estimated class conditional densities for the independent variables temperature, humidity and wind conditions are calculated using temporal attributes month for the dataset are shown in Table II. The datasets further is explored using two temporal variables, which are month and the day of the week as shown in Table I and Table IV. The temporal variables introduced into the dataset helps gain the insight of users’ dependencies with fire prediction model.

\[ g_i(x) = P(\omega_i \mid x) = \frac{P(x \mid \omega_i) P(\omega_i)}{\sum_{j=0}^{n} P(x \mid \omega_j) P(\omega_j)} \] (13)
id3 is a popular tree classifier algorithm, to implement ID3 as illustrated in figure 2 and table X with our attributes. Let (S) be a collection of samples then using the tree algorithm, which uses entropy to split its levels is given by

\[ Entropy(S) = \sum_{i=0}^{c} p(i) \log_2 p(i) \]  

Let us assume a collection (S) has 517 samples [2] with 248, 246, 11 and 12 of accidental, small, medium, large fires respectively. The total entropy calculated from equation (18) is given by

\[ Entropy(S) = \log_2 248 + \log_2 246 + \log_2 11 + \log_2 12 \]  

A. Attribute selection

ID3 uses a statistical property called information gain to select the best attribute. The gain measures how well the attribute separates training targeted examples, when classifying them into fire events. The measure of purity that we will use is called information and is measured in units called bits. It represents the expected amount of information that would be needed to specify whether a new instance should be classified accidental, small, medium or large fires, given that the example reached that node. The gain of an attribute is defined by and illustrated in Table V. Using the calculated attribute for information gain we show that temp attribute is used before the wind attribute to split the tree after the tree root.

\[ Gain(S, A) = Entropy(S) - \sum_{i=0}^{c} \frac{S_v}{|S|} Entropy(S_v) \]  

N. TREE CLASSIFIER

In this section, we will focus on the domain rules, which are applicable to the learning system. Tree classifiers lend itself to use ML rules [6] when searching the hypothesis by further branching on specific attributes. The design of such a classifier needs to sort the weights or entropies [5] of the attributes, which is the basis of its classification effectiveness.
\[
\text{Entropy}(S_{\text{Medium}}) = \frac{23}{96} \log_2 23 + \frac{65}{96} \log_2 65 + \frac{3}{96} \log_2 3 + \frac{5}{96} \log_2 5 = 1.282
\]

\[
\text{Entropy}(S_{\text{Cool}}) = \frac{117}{269} \log_2 117 + \frac{146}{269} \log_2 146 + \frac{2}{269} \log_2 2 + \frac{4}{269} \log_2 4 = 1.175
\]

\[
\text{Entropy}(\text{temp}) = \frac{43}{517} \log_2 43 + \frac{139}{517} \log_2 139 + \frac{335}{517} \log_2 335 + \frac{517}{517} \log_2 517 = 1.05
\]

\[
\text{Gain}(S, \text{temp}) = 1.23 - 1.08 = 0.192
\]

\[
\text{Entropy}(S_{\text{HIGH}}) = \frac{162}{249} \log_2 162 + \frac{72}{249} \log_2 72 + \frac{8}{249} \log_2 8 + \frac{7}{249} \log_2 7 = 1.1952
\]

\[
\text{Entropy}(S_{\text{LOW}}) = \frac{68}{133} \log_2 68 + \frac{59}{133} \log_2 59 + \frac{133}{133} \log_2 133 + \frac{2}{133} \log_2 2 + \frac{4}{133} \log_2 4 = 1.24
\]

\[
\text{Entropy}(\text{wind}) = \frac{361}{517} \log_2 361 + 1.1952
\]

Fig. 2. Tree classifier and attribute view.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Temp</th>
<th>Wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>not shown</td>
<td>gain: 156/517 = 1.2002</td>
<td>gain: 156/517 = 0.192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V

:\n
Gain ratio calculation for tree in Figure 2.

\[
\frac{156}{517} \times 1.24 = 1.20
\]

\[
\text{Gain}(S, \text{wind}) = 1.23 - 1.20 = 0.025
\]

The internal tree representation for \( m \) attributes from \( n \) samples will have a complexity of \( O(lg n) \), with increasing inputs, given by parameter \( n \), the height of the tree will not grow linearly as in the case of Naive Bayes. On the other hand complexity of building a tree will be \( O(mn lg n) \).

VI. SIMULATION

Open-source workbench called WEKA [3] is a useful tool to quantify and validate results, which can be duplicated. WEKA can handle numeric attributes well, so we use the same values for the weather data from the UCI [4] repository datasets. The class variable has to be a nominal one, to allow WEKA [3], we convert all fire types to "0" or "1". Where "0" is of accidental small fire and "1" is for large fires making it a two class classifier, the results are shown as confusion matrix in Table VIII and Table IX. Naive Bayes correctly classifies accidental and small fires(209 out of 247) were as the J48 Tree classifier does far more, 219 out of 247. As WEKA uses kappa [3] stats for evaluating the training sets, a standard score of > 60% means training set is correlated, using J48 simulation, we get 53.56% just below the standard. The comparison on results shows that tree classifier does better than Naive Bayes by 25% overall and equally well for accidental and small fires as shown in Table VI and Table VII, when randomly tested it falls just short of the expected 60%. Therefore using sensor network measurements accidental and small fires can be predicted reliably.
A. Simulation analysis

WEKA attribute statistics and its effective correlation score. Table VI and Table VII show kappa and other comparison statistics for Naive Bayes and J48 tree classifier.

B. Error analysis

Equation (12) specifies the model error and the Confusion matrix from the simulation score are shown in Table VIII and Table IX, upper bound of small fire(AF+S+SF) has over 80% accuracy for J48-Tree and 61% for Naive Bayes. The corresponding baseline performances including all fires categories is 72.1% for J48-Tree and Naive Bayes is over 80% accuracy for J48-Tree and 61% for Naive Bayes.

1) Correlation of attributes: From statistical point of view if the attributes have similar values then it creates high bias creating what is called over-fitting error during learning. In our case temp and humidly may have similar values and needs to be avoided and substituted with a suitable attribute. To pre-process and analyze, we use all the available in the dataset and WEKA provides the attribute selection as illustrated in Table X.

We use the attribute selection wizard of WEKA to find out the best match. The analysis shows from Table X that the Month(100%), Day(10%) and Wind(0%) are highly dependent on the precision. As most of the attributes are nominal it lends more to a tree classifier, which are more flexibility in handling nominal types by design.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The future research work will focus on how to rank sensor queries with high reliability which otherwise be biased due to unverifiable outliers present in the form of noise, spikes and false positives in the time-series data. The training sample sorting allows to weigh the precession versus relevant evidence based on the ranking criteria, such has F-scores and correlated Fire Weather Index (FWI) to further compare the likelihood of predicting large fire events reliably. The statistical analysis of the data collection helps in exploring the higher and lower bounds of the FWI ranges and its corresponding robustness to predict large fires using our implemented algorithms.
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Abstract— Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are nowadays considered to be a very active research field. WSNs consist of interconnected small devices, which are managed by users. Their demands in hardware are limited and the usage of particular communication protocols lead in great autonomy. A WSN application is the localization of targets invading in the area covered by sensors’ range. This target may be an animal, human, object or anything else. Localization can only take place when the sensors are capable of processing data and of communicating with each other. When these conditions hold, localization is achieved. A simulation environment has been developed in Matlab for studying the above described problem, where the localization algorithm may be integrated together with different scenario parameters. These scenarios have been implemented for evaluating the localization algorithm performance for different mobile object trajectories and speeds as well as for different network topologies. Finally, the evaluation results are discussed and conclusions drawn are presented.

Keywords—wireless sensor networks, localization, simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

As wireless sensor network (WSN) applications cover a growing number of fields, the need for fast yet accurate exploration of optimal alternatives becomes more demanding, thus necessitating the development of structured and efficient performance evaluation strategies.

An efficient localization algorithm is expected to predict the path of the mobile object with high accuracy. Localization applications using WSNs range from health monitoring to house safety and even to military surveillance [1]. On the other hand, the localisation performance is affected by a series of parameters that need to be addressed and co-evaluated during the simulation process [2]. These parameters are related to the communication channel, to the target mobility pattern and to the localization nodes’ positions. The type of signal used for the target position varies from RF to IR and ultrasound depending on their suitability for different application scenarios and on the available power [3]. The mobile target speed and mobility pattern are important parameters as they directly affect the time that the target resides in communication range and indirectly the tracking accuracy. Moreover, the network topology may facilitate or harden the localization task, i.e. a randomly deployed set of nodes has less probability to achieve high communication coverage in the localization area than a pre-defined deployment scheme. Finally, the limited resources of WSNs impose restrictions to their capabilities and performance; the limited memory restricts the use of complicated and demanding algorithms and the limited battery storage restricts the power consumption and extensive execution time [2].

In this work, the issue of localisation applicability and performance with WSNs is discussed. For this purpose, a simulation strategy and environment has been developed, incorporating models of all aspects of WSN performance affecting the localisation accuracy. Section 2 presents the most commonly used localisation techniques, whilst Section 3 covers WSN related parameters that need to be considered during a performance evaluation study. Section 4 presents the simulation process and scenarios followed by this work, as well as the simulation environment developed to perform the experiments and Section 5 discusses the experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

II. LOCALISATION TECHNIQUES

As many localization techniques exist in the literature, this work focuses on the most widely used for fixed network topologies and analyses them with respect to the network...
and mobility parameters to select the most representative one for studying localization performance of a mobile target in fixed WSN topologies.

At the initial phase of the localization algorithm, every fixed node makes known its position to the rest of the nodes in the network. At the end of this phase, nodes keep only their neighbor’s positions so as not to overload their memory. Once a mobile target enters the localization area, the fixed nodes attempt to track its path based on their relative distances from the target. The result of the localization algorithm is then either communicated to a node centrally placed in the network area or consumed by the mobile target or even by a set of fixed nodes in the network. This last step depends on the application case.

The complexity of impact factors and varying application cases affecting the localization task success have led to a wide variety of existing localization techniques targeted to specific application requirements. These techniques differ in the type of signal used to estimate the target position, with the most popular being the RF signal, ultrasound, infrared and the received signal strength (RSS). Some techniques have been developed for fixed topologies and others for dynamically changing networks. Focusing on the fixed topology localization techniques, grid and random scenarios are discriminated as the varying impact factors are seriously affecting localization performance.

For grid topologies, the most common technique is the fingerprinting approach, which computes the target position based on the comparison between the RSSI and predefined signal strength measurements stored in a database [8]. For random topologies, the most famous technique is hop-counting, which uses RF signals and hop count tables for every node’s neighbors [9].

The work presented in this paper adopts the triangulation technique based on RSSI, which belongs to the hop-counting localization family. This method bespeaks at least three fixed nodes in the vicinity of the mobile target, for the localization to be performed. The mobile target can be tracked inside the triangular area covered by the three fixed nodes in communication range to the mobile, as shown in Fig. 1. The distance among each nearest fixed node and the mobile target is calculated based on the RSSI from the mobile target. This procedure is repeated for all fixed nodes nearest to the mobile target along its path until the mobile target exits the communication area of the WSN.

III. WSN MODELING PARAMETERS

The WSN parameters have been modeled to facilitate the evaluation of the triangulation technique for localization through simulation. These parameters are:

a) the signal propagation model used to translate RSS to distance and vice versa,

b) the fixed nodes topology,

c) the mobile target speed and

d) the mobile target mobility pattern.

A. Signal propagation model

Distance computation is achieved based on the RF propagation model developed in [2], which takes into account environmental parameters and the fixed topology impact on the RSSI. As such, the propagation model adopted by this work is based on experimental measurements and is accurate enough and representative of a real-life scenario, as opposed to the theoretical RSS-distance characteristic provided by the TelosB manufacturer [12].

As discussed and concluded in [11], for a RSSI-based triangulation technique to be applied in a fixed topology with satisfactory results, the mobile target is considered to be at 0.5m and the fixed nodes at 0.55m. The RSSI vs. distance characteristic, adopted by [11], shown in Fig. 2, represents a realistic RSSI characteristic, considering the environmental impact on communication and connectivity conditions. The blue characteristic has been quantified to form the RF propagation model during the simulation experiments conducted in this paper.

![Figure 1. Location calculation based on triangulation](image-url)
B. Network Topology

The network topology has a high impact on the localization accuracy, as the fixed nodes positioning defines the communication links quality with the mobile target and thus the localization success. If the fixed nodes are deployed in a grid, the probability that the mobile target is reachable by at least three fixed nodes is high and thus it can easily located. On the other hand, if the network topology is random, the communication quality is less probable to be good in the whole localization area, leading to low mobile target connectivity to the fixed nodes and thus degrading localization performance. Following the analysis of [10], the network topology of the fixed nodes is considered to be a grid with distance of 55m among them in order to achieve high communication quality and thus good connectivity.

C. Mobile object parameters

The two parameters affecting localization accuracy are the speed and the trajectory of the mobile target. If the speed of the mobile target is low, the three nearest nodes have enough time to apply localization calculations and to predict its position. For low mobile target speed, the three fixed neighboring nodes may need more rounds of predictions for increasing the localization accuracy. On the other hand, if the mobile object moves too fast, the time window during which the mobile target moves in the fixed nodes’ communication area may not be long enough to allow message exchange and position calculation.

As far as the second parameter is concerned, namely the mobile target trajectory, its impact is lower relatively to speed. However, in combination with the fixed nodes topology, it can make communication very difficult and thus the localization task too hard. In this work, the impact of both the mobile target’s speed and trajectory on localization accuracy are studied.

IV. SIMULATION PROCESS AND SCENARIOS

The evaluation methodology followed in this work assumes a fixed network topology and a mobile target moving in the network range. The localization technique adopted in this work is triangulation and the parameters affecting its performance are modeled in a simplified yet efficient way in order to provide a complete set of impact factors for inclusion in the developed simulation framework.

As shown in Fig. 4, the simulation-based evaluation procedure starts when the mobile object starts moving from a known starting point in the WSN covered area. While the mobile object enters the localization area, the fixed nodes start communication with it in order to compute the mobile object’s RSSI. The three fixed nodes with the highest mobile object’s RSSI are considered to be the nearest to it and start the localization process. The three fixed nodes translate the RSSI into distance based on the radio propagation model developed in [2], which depicts the real signal propagation of the TelosB platform [12]. Based on the range of each fixed node the algorithm calculates the points at which, the three communication ranges intersect. Thus, the triangle that the localization algorithm needs has been formed and its middle point is computed. For simplicity reasons, the mobile target position is assumed to be the center of the triangle formed by the communication range of three nearest fixed nodes. This procedure is repeated by the fixed nodes corresponding to the nearest range of the mobile object trajectory until the mobile object leaves the network area.

The impact factors on the localization algorithm performance form the set of simulation parameters and their combination the relative simulation scenarios:

- fixed network topology: grid and random
- the speed of the mobile object: 5Km/h (man walking) and 15Km/h (man running)
- the trajectory followed by the mobile object: beeline and random

The performance metric of the localization algorithm is the localization error.
average localization error is 3.7m and 5.6m respectively, with low variance. As long as the mobile target moves at low speed within the communication area of fixed nodes, the effect of its trajectory on the localization success is relatively low.

On the other hand, when the speed of the mobile target is tripled for the same network conditions and fixed nodes processing time, the percentage of successfully received packets is reduced by 30%, thus leading to position miscalculations. As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the number of position calculations is considerably reduced to 53% for the straight path line and to 71.5% for the random path. Another conclusion drawn from the 4 latter figures is that the localization algorithm is easier to predict the straight path than the random path with the localization error to be 4.5m and 5.8m respectively. The red spots that the algorithm predicts in straight move is nearest than them in random move. Therefore the prediction in straight move is better than the random move.

Figure 5. Straight move in grid topology with speed 5km/h

Figure 6. Random move in grid topology with speed 5km/h
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 depict the mobile target localization in a random fixed grid, moving at slow speed of 5Km/h. It is evident that the random placement of fixed nodes narrows the communication range along the mobile target trajectory, thus leading to localization failure in spots, where 3 fixed nodes cannot be found within range of the mobile target. That is the reason why, in Fig. 9, the mobile target trajectory from points (140,110) until (200, 150) is not tracked at all.

This is not the case for the random mobile path shown in Fig. 10, where the mobile target has more spots within the communication range of fixed nodes, causing the prediction to rise up to 20.5% more than the straight move. However, it must be noted that for the random deployment scheme, even though the prediction level increases, the localization error is higher. It is, therefore, evident that the fixed nodes should be deployed in such a way as to cover as evenly as possible the localization area from a communication point of view.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show localization results of the worst-case scenario, where the network topology is random, the mobile target moves at high speed of 15Km/h and its path goes out of the fixed nodes’ communication range for a high percentage. The triangulation algorithm performance is seriously degraded with a low percentage of localization success close to 10.6m and 38.3m for beeline and random trajectory respectively.

Overall, for the triangulation technique to achieve high accuracy, the network topology should be carefully studied to be at least similar to a grid. The mobile target trajectory plays a minor role for the localization error, as long as the target stays within the fixed nodes communication range. Finally, the mobile target speed has high impact on localization performance but as this is a parameter that cannot always be managed, the density and deployment scheme of the fixed nodes is again a parameter that should be used to compensate to achieve the localization goal.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper deals with the issue of localization applicability and performance in WSNs. For the evaluation of localization techniques, several approaches have been studied and the triangulation technique has been chosen for the case study. WSN characteristics have been modelled and a simulation strategy has been developed. The simulation environment, developed in Matlab, incorporates these models of all aspects of WSN performance affecting localization accuracy. The presented methodology principles may be applied to other localization evaluation attempts and be cross-validated by experimental setups.

The simulation environment that has been developed follows a holistic approach covering all aspects of WSN nature and as such may be generalised to incorporate a library of localization techniques. Moreover, further enhancements of the type of evaluation scenarios may support the applicability study of existing or new localization techniques to different applications i.e. the variation of network topology schemes or the number of mobile targets. Overall, the simulation framework has been developed in a modular way as to cover the mobility parameters in combination to the network topology and radio propagation characteristics and is extensible as to be able to incorporate more evaluation and impact parameters in the form of libraries.
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Abstract—The routing protocol for low power and lossy networks (RPL) was recently designed in the ROLL working group at IETF. Few simulation tools exist that enable its evaluation in order to prepare for its real deployment. In this paper, we provide a new evaluation of this protocol with two approaches using two different simulators adapted to our needs. We first evaluated the value of mobile sinks in wireless sensor networks to extend the network lifetime using a sensor network simulator, WSNet, augmented by our own RPL module. We then focus on the performance comparison of simulated sensor networks and real powerline communication networks (PLC) using the RPL capable COOJA simulator augmented by our own PLC module. In each case, we justify the simulator choice, describe the tools implemented and present the obtained results. Our studies give two new RPL evaluations and show the interest of choosing a simulation tool adapted to the targeted study with the associated software developments. As a conclusion, we demonstrated how these two case studies can be combined in a heterogeneous network architecture to extend its global lifetime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, significant studies have been conducted to enable the convergence of sensor networks with the IP world and the connectivity of smart objects to the Internet. The IETF Working Group IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) proposed an RFC [1] to enable IPv6 packets to be carried over IEEE 802.15.4. Eventually, the IETF Working Group Routing over Low power and Lossy networks (ROLL) designed a routing protocol named IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (RPL). RPL was proposed because none of the existing known protocols such as AODV, OLSR or OSPF met the specific requirements of Low power and Lossy Networks (LLN), see [2]. The RPL protocol targets large scale wireless sensor networks (WSN) and supports a variety of applications e.g., industrial, urban, home and buildings automation or smart grid. The ROLL working group charter stipulates that the designed routing protocol should operate over a variety of different link layers, including but not limited to low power WSN. This feature requires the RPL protocol to support heterogeneity in LLN, for instance with the use of WSN and Power Line Communication (PLC) technologies.

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of the RPL protocol in two cases dealing with low power WSN and low power PLC. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is reviewed. Section 3 presents the RPL protocol. Section 4 describes the implemented modules for the simulation of RPL on WSNet [3] and Cooja [4]. In Section 5, the performance evaluation of RPL in the case of WSN with mobile sink nodes and PLC nodes is provided. Section 6 concludes the paper and discuss our future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, several RPL simulations and implementations have been provided. In the internet draft [5], the RPL performance is evaluated by considering several routing metrics (i.e., path quality, delay bound for P2P routing, routing table size, control packet overhead, loss of connectivity) in real-life deployment scenarios. The simulator used in this study is OMNET++/Castalia [6]. In [7], the authors simulated RPL on OMNET++ to analyse its stability delays. In [8][9], the authors studied the multipoint-to-point performance of RPL as well as some suggested broadcast mechanisms. The simulations have been performed on NS2. In [4][10] the authors proposed a framework for RPL simulation, experimentation and evaluation. This framework is composed of three parts: the Contiki operating system [11], the COOJA [4] / MSPSim [12] simulator and the ContikiRPL implementation [10]. At Berkeley and Johns Hopkins universities, an open-source implementation of RPL in BLIP-2.0 for TinyOS 2.x [13] is under development. We provide in the following a RPL control message simulator based on the WSNet [3] / WSim [14] WSN simulator. There are also several other RPL industrial non-open source implementations.

Despite the fact that several studies and implementations have been conducted to evaluate the performance of RPL, to our knowledge, there has been no evaluation of RPL in the case of mobile sink nodes and low power PLC nodes.

III. PRESENTATION OF THE RPL PROTOCOL

RPL [15] is a routing protocol designed for low power and lossy networks and targets networks with thousands
of nodes. RPL supports the multipoint-to-point, point-to-
multipoint and point-to-point traffic. The basic idea of
RPL is that the nodes organize themselves by forming
a Destination Oriented DAGs (DODAGs) rooted towards
one sink (DAG ROOT) identified by an unique identifier
DODAGID. The DODAGs are optimized according to an
Objective Function (OF) identified by an Objective Code
Point (OCP), which indicates the constraints and the metrics
in use [16] (e.g., hop count, latency, expected transmission
count, energy, ...). Each node is assigned a rank which
determines its relative position in the DODAG. The rank
increases down et decreases up.

RPL uses the concept of DAG INSTANCE, which is a set
of multiple DODAGs. A node can be a member of multiple
DAG INSTANCES but can belong to at most one DODAG
per DAG INSTANCE. RPL constructs and maintains the
upwards routes of the DODAGs by the transmission of
DODAG Information Object (DIO) messages. DIO messages
contain many informations: RPL INSTANCE, DODAGID,
RANK, DODAGVersionNumber. The transmission of DIO
messages by a node is regulated by a trickle timer [17]
to eliminate redundant control messages. Each node monitors
its neighbors’ DIO messages before joining a DODAG.
Then, it selects a DODAG parent set from its neighbors ac-
cording to the cost they advertise and eventually computes its
RANK. Destination Advertisement Object (DAO) messages
are aimed at maintaining downward routes. Sending a packet
to the DAG ROOT consists in selecting the preferred parent
with lower rank. Any node in RPL can send a DODAG
Information Solicitation (DIS) message to solicit a DIO
message from its neighborhood.

To repair the topology of the DODAG and allow nodes
to join a new position, the DODAG ROOT increments the
DODAGVersionNumber to create a new DODAGVersion.
This operation is called global DAG repair. RPL also sup-
ports other mechanisms to allow local repair within the
DODAG Version. For example, the node can detach from the
DODAG, advertise a rank of INFINITE_RANK to inform
its sub-DODAG, and finally re-attach to the DODAG.

IV. IMPLEMENTED MODULES FOR RPL SIMULATION

A. Simulator choice

Table I compares the technical features of existing simu-
lators. We needed open-source simulators in order to easily
implement our research platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>m2</th>
<th>Contiki (DNet++)</th>
<th>TOSSIM</th>
<th>Contiki/MPSoC</th>
<th>WinSim/WSNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of details</td>
<td>generic</td>
<td>generic</td>
<td>node level</td>
<td>all levels</td>
<td>all levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>discrete event</td>
<td>discrete event</td>
<td>discrete event</td>
<td>discrete event</td>
<td>discrete event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulator platforms</th>
<th>FreeBSD, Linux, Solaris, Windows (Cypriot)</th>
<th>Linux, Windows (Cypriot)</th>
<th>Linux, Windows (Cypriot)</th>
<th>Linux, Windows (Cypriot)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSN platforms</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Micaz</td>
<td>Micaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN OS</td>
<td>TinyOS, Linux, Windows</td>
<td>Windows, Windows</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Linux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI support</td>
<td>Monitoring of simulation flow</td>
<td>Monitoring of simulation flow</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless channel</td>
<td>Free space, two-ray ground refraction, shadowing</td>
<td>Lognormal shadowing, exponentially measured, path loss map, packet reception rate map, temporal variation, unit disk</td>
<td>Lognormal shadowing</td>
<td>Multi-path ray tracing with support for attenuation for obstacles, unit disk, directed traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHY</td>
<td>CC1100, CC2420</td>
<td>CC2420</td>
<td>CC2420/TM01</td>
<td>CC1100, CC2100, CC2420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>802.11, preamble, based TDMA (preliminary stage)</td>
<td>TMAC, Tunable MAC, SMAC, (can approximate BMAC, LPL, etc.)</td>
<td>Standard TinyOS 2.0</td>
<td>TMAC, X-MAC, LPP, NutMAC, com¨ed. ScionOS, ScionMAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11</td>
<td>Simple Tree, Multi-path Rings</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>UDP, TCP</td>
<td>UDP, TCP</td>
<td>UDP, TCP</td>
<td>UDP, TCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>Relative process with Minimum addition</td>
<td>Generic moving time varying physical process</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumption model</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I OPEN-SOURCE SIMULATORS COMPARISON

Our PLC motes development was conducted under the
Contiki OS. COOJA is the simulator natively integrated into
Contiki and it was a natural choice. COOJA runs as a
plug between a hardware emulator (MSPsim, Avrora) and
Contiki. Thus, it can directly run Contiki OS code, without
modification. As a result, the ContikiRPL implementation
is directly executable in COOJA. Moreover, it has a friendly
GUI that made it ideal for easy learning and prototyping
at the application level. Several plugins provide a fine
gained vision of the simulated network. Various media and
platforms are supported, forming a good starting point for
our PLC components implementation.

B. WSnet simulator

A RPL module was implemented at the network layer in
the WSNet simulator according to RPL draft version 5.
The main features of this module are DODAGS building,
rank computation and packets forwarding. The metric used
to construct the DAG and determine the rank is hop count.
To build the DODAGs, DAG ROOTs start by sending DIO
packets containing: RPL INSTANCE, DODAGID, RANK,
DODAGVersionNumber and OF. The nodes listen for DIOs
and use their informations to join a new DODAG and
compute their rank. To that end, every node scans all its
candidate neighbors and selects the current best parent by
considering the OF. The nodes determine their own rank by
adding the preferred parent rank to a RankIncrease value.
The RankIncrease may vary from 1 to 16. Then, the nodes
retransmit their own DIO packets to update the DoDAG
and inform other nodes about the changes. The packets are
routed to DAG ROOTs by the selection of the preferred
parent with the lowest rank. The global DAG repair was
implemented to reconstruct the network topology in case of
broken links. The transmission of DIO messages by
nodes is regulated by a trickle timer to suppress redundant
control messages. The trickle timer interval for emitting DIO
messages was initially fixed to one second and then incre-
mented exponentially over the simulation time as specified
in [17]. The routing module was used with chipcon radio
CC1100 with 250 kbps data rate and implemented over IEEE
802.15.4 MAC and PHY layer specifications.

In the energy module, the current consumption values in
transmit and receive mode were respectively fixed to 16.9
mA and 16.4 mA, as stated in [18]. In the application
module, all the data packets generated by the sensors are
fixed to 127 bytes (IEEE 802.15.4 MTU) and destined to
the DODAG ROOT. Every minute, a packet is sent to the
sink according to a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sampling.
The traffic supported in the application is multipoint-to-
point. Therefore, only upwards routes were considered and
DAO messages advertisement was configured to be entirely
disabled. The mobility model in WSNet was modified to
allow sink nodes to move according to our different moving
schemes.

C. Cooja simulator

The ContikiRPL implementation works straightforwardly
in COOJA and thus does not require any modification on
our new platform. The ContikiRPL implementation is based
on RPL draft version 18. It handles DIO, DIS, DAO, DAO-
ACK, trickle timers management, local and global repair,
ETX and Hop Count metrics.

1) PLC Nodes Implementation: None of the Hardware
used in our PLC components are currently implemented
in COOJA. Our PLC platform implementation relies on
the existing Berkeley Telos [19] platform implementation
in MPSim. This platform is composed of a MSP430
micro-controller and a CC2420, 802.15.4-compliant radio
transceiver. We customized it to fit our low power PLC
components [20] behavior. Notice that the Telos platform
uses a fH611 version of the MSP430 MCU whereas our
PLC nodes use a f5438 version. RAM/ROM capability
modifications have been made to fit f5438 capabilities. A
new implementation has been created in MPSim to fit these
differences. Other differences have limited impact on the
PLC components performances and are not considered.

The PLC transceiver is the component with the most
important impact on the node behavior, so its specificities
were carefully implemented to have a precise simulation.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the PLC implementation
architecture in COOJA. As the MAC layer of the PLC node
is implemented in the transceiver itself, new MAC drivers
have been implemented in the Contiki core.

2) Powerline medium Implementation: There is no well-
adopted models for PLC simulation. We used the Directed
Graph Radio Medium (DGRM) implementation of COOJA
to create a PLC medium. We extended it with a node plugin
in order to synchronize all simulated PLC nodes with a
voltage emulation. This plugin updates the voltage emulation
every 100µs on each node and triggers the computation
of the communication windows on each PLC transceiver.
Links are oriented, enabling to create asymmetric links, a
common case in PLC networks. Every link created presents
a success ratio and a delay configuration parameters. Links’
delay are not relevant on PLC networks, because the speed of
signal propagation on electric wires was orders of magnitude
smaller than the upper networking layer delays on low power
PLC. Success ratio enables to inject real link measurements
into the simulator.

3) COOJA developments: Our PLC medium implementa-
tion creates a voltage emulation signal, computes the
time windows where the PLC transceiver can transmit data,
and updates a value in the Contiki core according to this
computation. The voltage emulation consists in a sinus
computation, where amplitude, frequency and phase can be
set. The time window is computed according to the PLC
transceiver specificities. It creates a transmitting-enable time
window around the increasing zero-crossing voltage. This
time window computation updates a value in the Contiki
core that will impact the transceiver behavior. A PLC node
plugin has been implemented to synchronize every node
on the same electrical phase and trigger the time windows
computation with a 100µs granularity. This plugin relies
on the “tick loop” to synchronize all simulated nodes.
The PLC medium implementation triggers the PLC values
computation to check if the PLC transceiver of the simulated
node is able to transmit or not.
4) **Hardware Implementation**: The PLC transceiver implementation in MSPsim is based on the CC2420 with data rate modification. A new chip has been created with the same architecture as the CC2420 and the symbol period has been adjusted to 16µs to fit the PLC transceiver baud rate with Hamming code correction. CC2420 can continuously transmit data whereas the PLC transceiver sends data bursts around the uprising zero-crossing of the voltage. With the hamming correction error, the PLC transceiver sends bursts of 12 bytes each 50 Hz voltage period. The implementation respects this physical indentation.

5) **Contiki developments**: A modified version of the CSMA implementation in Contiki has been created to handle the backoff computation and the retry mechanism of the PLC chip. Radio duty cycling (RDC) mechanisms are not used over PLC but its implementation offers useful mechanisms such as no-ack and collisions detection. For a PLC simulated node, the relevant parts of these features have been added to the original implementation to create a dedicated RDC layer. Finally, a new low level driver has been created to synchronize the transmission of the simulated PLC chips with the Contiki core variables. This reflects the time window computed into the PLC medium implementation into the COOJA simulator. This driver waits for the time window before beginning to transmit a packet. This driver also handles the chip specific CCA mechanism.

V. **Performance evaluation of RPL**

In this section, we evaluate the performance of RPL on the modified simulators by considering two case studies: mobile sink nodes and PLC nodes.

A. **Case of mobile sink nodes**

The WSNs are often composed by a large number of battery-operated sensors, which have a limited energy supply. The sensors play at the same time the role of source nodes by generating data and relay nodes by forwarding the data of nodes farther away from the sinks. Thus, the sensors near the sinks are more likely to use up their energy much faster than distant nodes because they carry heavier workloads. Therefore, they become hot-spots. The hot-spot rapid energy depletion prevents farther nodes from relaying their data to the sinks. Consequently, the network lifetime ends prematurely. Moving the sinks even infrequently can partially solve this hot-spot problem and increase the network lifetime [21][22]. For this reason, the evaluation of the performance of RPL with multiple mobile sinks is needed to determine their best placement over time.

To evaluate the RPL performance in case of mobile sink nodes, we investigate the network lifetime (i.e., the death time of the first sensor), the sensors residual energy and the packet overhead. Moreover, we make a comparative study with different mobility schemes: RPL_Static, RPL_Random, RPL_Energy, RPL_Weight. In the first scheme, the sinks are fixed. In the second scheme, the sinks are moving randomly among the sensor nodes. In the third scheme, the sinks are moving towards the nodes with the highest energy. In the fourth scheme, the sinks are moving towards the leaf node of the DODAG, which has the highest weight. This weight is a function of three parameters influencing the network lifetime: $h_i^k$ is the number of hops from sensor node $i$ to its DAG ROOT at position $k$, $e_i$ is the residual energy of sensor node $i$ and $b_i$ is the number of its 1-hop neighbors. The exact weight calculation is as follows: $w_i = \beta h_i^k e_i + \gamma b_i$ where $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are coefficients of normalization. They mitigates the effect of scale since the measurement units are different. The moving schemes are performed only during the periods multiple of the periods of DAG repair. The number of sensors used in the simulation ranges from 100 to 1600 nodes whereas the number of sinks is fixed to three.

Figure 2 shows the lifetime gain as a function of the network size for different moving schemes with respect to the case of RPL with static sinks. The results shows that the lifetime improvement increases with the size of the network. This straightforwardly proves that using mobile sinks in RPL is more beneficial in large scale networks. It is also observable that the lifetime gain obtained in RPL_weight scheme is better than the other strategies independently of the size of the network. Moreover, the lifetime improvement induced is about 24% in network with 1600 nodes.

![Figure 2. Network Lifetime improvement as function of network size](image)

Figure 3 compares the percentage of sensors residual energy as function of the network size at network lifetime end. The energy left unused at the end of network lifetime in mobile sinks schemes is notably lower than in the case of static sinks. This is due to the fact that sinks mobility changes the nodes acting as relays frequently and leads to balanced energy consumption among nodes. Nevertheless, RPL_Weight results in the best distribution of the available energy on the sensors since it leaves the smallest amount of unused energy at the end of network lifetime.

In Figure 4, we analyze the amount of data packets transmitted (including forwarded) and the ICMPv6 control
Figure 3. Percentage of sensors’ residual energy at network lifetime end.

Figure 4. Packets transmitted: Control packets and Data packets (including forwarded data)

packets (DIO messages) transmitted by each node. With RPL_Static scheme, the nodes near the sinks (e.g., node id 778) has more data traffic than other nodes because they have to transmit their own data in addition to farther away nodes data. However, for leaf nodes (e.g., 1401), the amount of data packets transmitted is smaller than middle or close to the sink nodes ones. This is because they do not have to act as forwarding nodes. By moving the sinks according to RPL_Weight, the nodes playing the role of relay nodes change and the data traffic becomes more balanced among all the nodes. As shown in Figure 4, the majority of nodes have a comparable amount of data packets transmission. Moreover, the control overhead is very small in comparison to data packets. It is also not highly increased in spite of the mobility of sinks. This can be explained by the fact that the sinks move only during the periods of DAG repair.

B. Case of PLC nodes

PLC nodes are not energy constrained, so that they can play the role of sinks presented in the previous Section. Relying on the IPv6 design, and the 802.15.4 adaptation over PLC presented in [24], a lightweight IPv6 hybrid stack was designed over PLC and 802.15.4 with a unique 6LoWPAN adaptation [25]. As a result, these sinks become PLC-RF bridges that form a PLC backbone to connect the wireless network. Considering the hypothesis of a limited number of sinks, we consider that a small amount of PLC nodes will be equipped with a dual physical stack. According to the previous proposition, these bridges will be moved periodically to distribute energy consumption efficiently. In such a context, we should determine the ability of the PLC network to fulfill a “LLN backbone” role. Moreover, depending on the traffic volume and RF performance, the PLC backbone may induce losses, additional latency and/or decrease the overall throughput across the network.

In order to evaluate the performances of this backbone, we measured the performances of a real and a simulated PLC network implementing the RPL network stack. We observed hops distribution, packet delivery ratio (PDR), throughput and latency. Our test bed was a 2 floors research laboratory, composed of 25 rooms. We used 6 PLC nodes and a border router. PLC nodes were randomly plugged in outlets. The Border router was never moved. After topology establishment, the border router sends 3 series of 30 pings to each node it has in its routing table with a delay of 2 seconds per hop between each ping. Once the 3 series of 30 pings were done, we moved all the PLC nodes into a new room, and repeated the scenario. The power grid electrical network was impacted by daily life activity. The simulation platform first replayed the scenarios in the testbed topology but with ideal links in order to quantify the looseness of the PLC media. The simulated nodes used the same software as real nodes.

Figure 5(a) shows that from the border router location, the RPL protocol reached all the 6 PLC nodes in any...
room through a 3 hops maximum path. This points out the reliability, connectivity and forwarding cost reduction that is potentially available in such hybrid networks. Furthermore, this also shows that a small amount of PLC nodes may be enough to form a PLC backbone. For instance, the previous hypothesis of 3 sinks in Section V.A, shows the gain that can be obtained using 3 RF-PLC bridges for an entire small building. As expected, in Figures 5(b), 5(c), 5(d) the performances of the PLC network for PDR, Throughput and Latency decrease with path length e.g., number of hops. Though, the maximum paths length of 3 limits the performances downgrade. Throughput is less impacted by real PLC links because it is only computed for successful transmissions. Latency performance shows that real PLC links induce more link layer retries on real PLC networks. Notice that in the simulation, even with ideal links, 100% PDR is not reached because of collisions with control messages traffic.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our studies show that there are several possibilities for LLNs simulation. In particular, the RPL routing protocol is already supported in Contiki/COOJA. However, WSNet provides interesting capabilities for mobility management. Our research provides new functionalities either in WSNet with the implementation of RPL for our needs in the context of sink mobility and in COOJA with the support of a new networking hardware, namely low power PLC.

With these improved simulators, the conducted experiments show the interest of RPL simulation in order to improve WSN lifetime by managing the sink mobility and to provide coherent routing in LLN heterogeneous platforms with wireless and PLC sensor networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are evolving into a more mature research field, with more and more protocols being developed and publicly released. The use cases for WSNs are equally fast expanding into new domains, such as Wireless Building Automation [1] and Cognitive Networks [2]. Recently, the interest of the research community in experimentally-driven research in wireless networks is increasing. This observation is reflected in the topics of international conferences that increasingly welcome experimentally-driven research, and the recent interest of the European Commission in experimental facilities [3]. Still, when WSN protocols are developed, research efforts are often focused on the isolated programming of single layer protocols with little regard for other layer functionality or restrictions. This leads to protocols that exist in a vacuum and perform well on a theoretical basis, but have problems when deployed under real-life circumstances [4], [5]. Many of these protocols are furthermore validated using ad-hoc created experimental tests, specifically aimed at the strengths of a specific protocol, leaving little room for objective comparison with other protocols.

Currently, there exists no fixed set of accepted testing methods, scenarios, parameters or metrics to be applied on a protocol under test. This lack of standardization significantly increases the difficulty for a developer to assess the relative performance of their protocols compared to the current state of the art. As a solution to these problems, we introduce a benchmarking methodology for WSN research to increase the value of performance evaluations.

We define WSN benchmarking as the measurement and evaluation of wireless sensor protocols, devices and networks, relative to a reference evaluation, under well documented conditions. As a result, benchmarking differs from traditional ad-hoc experiments by following a commonly accepted methodology that covers the entire experiment life cycle, making experiments reproducible and the results directly comparable with other research results. In WSN research, this requires not only evaluating the device or protocol under test, but also measuring or modeling the wireless environment.

We have used the presented workflow in our previous work [6], where the real-life performance of five popular MAC and routing protocols for TinyOS [7] was evaluated. While [6] focuses on the results, this paper complements it by focusing on the used experimentation methods and the developed implementation to reach these results.

Our methodology is specifically aimed at real-life experimentation and testbeds. Simulations can reduce the duration of tests dramatically. Unfortunately, the real-life value of the obtained results does not necessarily increase [8]. To truly know the performance and characteristics of a network protocol, it should be benchmarked in multiple real-life environments under various realistic conditions. Within the European seventh Framework Programme, the CREW (Cognitive Radio Experimentation World) project [9] targets the development of an open federated test platform, facilitating experimentally-driven research on cognitive radio, cognitive networking, and spectrum sensing. An important aspect of CREW is the creation of a wireless benchmarking framework, which should allow fair comparison of wireless (cognitive) solutions, by creating a reproducible test environment, as well as traffic and interference models needed for emulating realistic applications and interference sources, eventually establishing a methodology for the evaluation of cognitive radio concepts.

After first reviewing the related work, the benchmarking workflow is presented in Section III, together with the concepts that drive it. Next, the proof of concept implementation of our WSN benchmarking methodology is discussed in Section IV, before presenting our future work in section V.
II. RELATED WORK

Although benchmarking of (wireless) networks is currently a research topic in multiple European research projects such as CREW [9], BonFIRE [10], or OneLab(2) [11], few benchmarking frameworks for wireless network protocol design are currently found in literature. Among the work that can be found, TinyBench [12] focuses solely on the internal metrics of a single sensor node; In the work of Kim et al. [13], only a single layer in the protocol stack per benchmark execution is observed. Similarly, in [14], the authors explore black-box benchmarking of application protocols in network protocol stacks. As their focus is only on the performance of the application, they choose not to measure the performance of individual networking protocols. Benchmarks of individual characteristics of WSNs are furthermore also found in [15], where the authors develop a benchmarking methodology to evaluate the performance of sensor processors. To this end, the authors compose different basic benchmarking applications based on modular application building blocks.

In contrast with our presented benchmarking approach, the works cited above analyze only a single protocol layer. While this simplifies analysis and benchmark execution, the approach cannot provide information on layer incompatibilities between different sets of protocols, nor gives information on the overall performance of a network which is built based on the protocols under test. Benchmarking on a larger scale and scope by evaluating a complete protocol stack while observing an entire sensor network delivers a better insight into the real-life performance of a WSN application.

In other studies such as [16] and [17], the term ‘benchmarking’ is used to evaluate the performance of a network as a whole. In the former technical note, the authors give an overview of do’s and don’ts and hints for the performance analysis of Wireless LAN access points in terms of throughput and rate vs. range performance. In the latter document, the authors note that no third-party benchmarking solutions seem to be available and then resort to an ad-hoc benchmarking approach to compare the three wireless mesh networking platforms, mainly in function of throughput and coverage predictability. Unfortunately, while these authors do compare the overall performance of different wireless solutions, the lack of generic benchmarking solutions makes that their approach can only be used for their specific cases. Ad-hoc benchmarking solutions may lead to faster results when only needing to compare a fixed set of wireless protocols or wireless devices once, however, the reproducibility and level of details obtained through these tests is generally limited.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the related works present a sustainable benchmarking workflow, fully and flexibly supporting the benchmarking of wireless sensor solutions on testbeds. In the next sections, we present our generally applicable benchmarking solution, which was successfully used to reliably evaluate the performance of multiple full wireless networking stacks [6].

III. BENCHMARKING WORKFLOW

In Figure 1, we propose a benchmarking workflow responsible for defining, executing and analyzing individual experiments. By incorporating the entire experiment life cycle in our methodology, benchmark integrity and correctness is enforced. We describe the separate components in further detail to indicate their individual importance.

A. Benchmark scenario

A benchmark is fully defined by a scenario. A scenario is the global description of a benchmark and is based on real-life use cases or artificial test environments. For example, a scenario could describe the specific traffic patterns and network load of an intrusion detection use case. Such scenario properties are defined using three different scenario components: (i) criteria, (ii) parameters and (iii) metrics. It is the detailed description of these scenarios that can form a baseline for benchmark standardization.

A criterion defines the focus of a benchmark, and the characteristics to be examined. To establish a broad view on the performance of a sensor network, it is generally necessary to combine multiple criteria in the evaluation, depending on the requirements of a specific deployment or comparison. If the scenario is based on a real-life use case, the criteria should be chosen to reflect the most important
characteristics of the use case. For example, when node lifetime in a battery powered network is important, energy efficiency is an appropriate criterion.

A scenario contains a number of parameters, allowing fine grained control over the execution of a benchmark. Depending on the scope of a parameter, two categories are distinguished, i.e. internal and external parameters. External parameters control the node behavior, e.g. the amount of data it sends, to whom, and at what rate. The scenario dictates in what range the external parameters can vary while staying in the same scenario, e.g. for a building automation temperature monitoring scenario the reporting interval can vary between five seconds and ten minutes. External parameters are also responsible for defining the environment, emulating interference or background traffic.

Internal parameters on the other hand affect the settings of the evaluated protocols, e.g. route table size, sleep interval, queue size. Internal parameters are most often used for protocol optimization, where a designer wants to increase the performance of his own protocol for a specific use case.

Each internal or external parameter can additionally be a function of the time, changing depending on the progression of the benchmark if the scenario requires it. This can be useful to simulate the dynamic behavior of the evaluated protocols or the environment.

Finally, the metrics are the aspects from the benchmark execution that are logged and evaluated. The chosen metrics should reflect the focus of the benchmark criterion and provide information to form well supported conclusions. These metrics are performance metrics and are dependent on the execution of the benchmark, e.g. throughput, packet error rate. In a final phase, all metrics are translated to a single benchmark score using appropriate weights defined in the scenario. This can also be a combination of the measured performance metrics with predefined business metrics, e.g. cost or operational complexity.

In Table I an example of the relationship between criteria and metrics is given, with examples of external parameters.

These scenarios should be standardized so that they define which benchmarks should be applied for different use cases. This includes topology and environment information to complete the external parameters of a specific benchmark. Both internal and external parameters should be well defined so that a repeated benchmark delivers the same node behavior, regardless of the specific framework implementation. A common format for benchmark definition and result description is essential to obtain relevant evaluations across different platforms. These efforts will increase the adoption and value of a benchmarking solution.

B. Scheduling

The scheduling component is responsible for executing a benchmark with the correct parameters on the WSN testbed. A benchmark performed in isolation rarely provides enough information to form well-founded conclusions. For a full protocol analysis multiple benchmarks are needed, varying parameters to form a global view. There often exists a correlation between groups of benchmarks scanning a parameter space, e.g. when evaluating the delay metric by adjusting the radio duty cycle, packet interval and network size the three parameters will be correlated. If this correlation is exploited the amount of required experiments can be drastically reduced, while increasing the value of the performed benchmarks. The scheduling and analysis components form a tightly coupled feedback loop to enhance these effects present in many benchmarks and use result feedback to adjust benchmark parameters. We consider two types of benchmark relationships:

Iterative benchmarks: are correlated by the common parameter space that is scanned. The results of a series of benchmarks can be used to tighten the parameter space in subsequent benchmarks. A series of sampling benchmarks can help to define the result space, so that new benchmarks can be selected to focus on interesting parameter intervals. This concept is illustrated by Figure 2, where the parameter space defined by three parameters is tightened around two phenomena by iterating a series of benchmarks, changing the parameter granularity and range. The dots represent individual experiments.

Conditional benchmarks: present a different type of coupling, where the successful execution of a certain benchmark is required before the coupled benchmark can be executed. This occurs when a relationship between two benchmarks is strict, i.e. a benchmark has no value if a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metrics</th>
<th>criteria</th>
<th>delivery</th>
<th>application</th>
<th>energy</th>
<th>use</th>
<th>experiment</th>
<th>footprint</th>
<th>end-to-end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reliability</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delay</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>throughput</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stability</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalability</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I
EXAMPLES OF CRITERIA, PARAMETERS AND METRICS

Figure 2. Parameter space reduction with three iterated benchmark series
previous benchmark did not yield the required result. To cope with sequential benchmarks a hard decision relationship is modeled between consecutive benchmarks. If these hard choices are implemented, insignificant benchmarks can be canceled or altered, saving evaluation time.

C. Analysis

The analysis component is responsible for processing measurement data during and after the experiment using the predefined metrics of the benchmark scenario. An important factor of benchmarking is the level of visibility required to perform a correct analysis. Visibility is defined in [18] as the energy cost of diagnosing the cause of a failure or behavior.

A high visibility grants insight in the internal metrics of the protocol or device under test, e.g., queue depth, processing delay and processor load. The higher your visibility requirements are, the more difficult it is to obtain that insight in a real-life testbed without altering the behavior of the protocol under test. This is also known as the Heisenbug problem [19], based on the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, where the internal observation of the program under test changes its behavior compared to an unmonitored execution.

A low visibility is the most straightforward to obtain in a testbed since no in-depth metrics are monitored when the sensor node is seen as a black-box. But if little or no information is available on the internal metrics of a protocol or sensor node, then the analysis is limited in its scope.

Visibility in benchmarking is additionally considered as the complexity cost of the diagnosis. A benchmarking framework should be capable of regulating the visibility of each benchmark to minimize the complexity of the analysis, but still achieve the desired results.

Monitoring is the live analysis of the environment and meta information of a WSN experiment, and a crucial component of any benchmarking system. To detect unwanted effects such as node crashes, clock drift and external interference, monitoring the benchmark and its environment should be an important part of a benchmarking framework. Without this feature, the quality of benchmarking results decreases as the nondeterminism of a benchmark increases. A benchmarking system should not only anticipate this nondeterminism, but instantly decrease its influence [20]. This can be done by adjusting the run length of each benchmark, depending on the measured stability and variance of the recorded metrics and the environment while repeating a given benchmark multiple times to compensate for outliers. This implies that not only the WSN devices themselves should be monitored, but also the wireless medium. For this purpose a number of WSN nodes or specialized devices should be deployed to scan the environment and model the external interference to the benchmark, so that a complete coverage of the experiment area is obtained. If the measured environment does not map to the defined environment in the benchmark scenario, the results should be discarded or decreased in value, depending on the measured deviation.

D. Evaluation

In our benchmarking workflow, two forms of evaluation are identified. The first evaluation is the most straightforward, where the metrics results are translated to one or more easy to understand benchmark scores. A second evaluation is the parameter evaluation that occurs in the feedback loop between the analysis and the (re)scheduling of a benchmark, where the original parameters of a benchmark are adjusted.

Benchmark score: is the result of an additional processing of the performance metrics to more directly comparable scores. This process is always a reduction of the metrics data, so that a reliable intuitive comparison is possible between benchmarks, only based on the benchmark score. Depending on the type of benchmark a capped score can be presented in the form of a percentage or an uncapped score as a real number. For uncapped scores, the reference benchmark metrics results are mapped to a designated score, e.g., 0, 1000 or 10 000.

Parameter evaluation: uses the result feedback from the analysis to refine the chosen parameters of a benchmark. This form of evaluation enables the use of correlation effects in the scheduling step as described in III-B. From the metrics of a series of previously executed correlated benchmarks interesting parameter sets are identified and additional benchmarks are scheduled with adjusted parameters to refine the benchmark results.

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION

In order to validate the concepts of the described benchmarking workflow, we implemented a proof of concept benchmarking system, enabling the automated performance evaluation of multiple protocol implementations. While the benchmarking framework is implemented on a specific wireless test environment, it is very loosely coupled and therefore applicable to multiple testbed environments with minor adjustments.

The specific benchmark implementation in this paper is built on the IBBT w-iLab testbed [21]. With a capacity of 200 sensor nodes, deployed across three floors of an office environment, the testbed provides ample measurement accuracy and size. Each Tmote Sky sensor node [22] is connected to a central database, so that every action and state of the entire sensor network can be monitored centrally.

The implemented framework consists of four cooperating components, given schematically in Figure 3. The main components are (i) the TinyOS code, (ii) the configuration software, (iii) the testbed and (iv) the result analysis. These components are briefly discussed below, and shown how they address the needs of our benchmarking system and map to the proposed workflow.
The TinyOS benchmarking code: is the enabling factor of our framework, built on the popular operating system for wireless sensor nodes. This component allows the selection of MAC and routing protocols at compile time, with minimal requirements on the protocol implementation. This code has to be included in the WSN firmware so that the other components of the framework are able to communicate with the individual nodes. The code largely consists of generic timers and components, so little execution logic is embedded in the static code for the sensor nodes. Since control and execution is very loosely coupled it is straightforward to port our code to other operating systems, hardware or platforms.

The configuration software: centralizes the logic and control of our benchmarking system. This component translates the formal benchmark scenarios defined in III-A to specific configuration messages for the individual sensor nodes. It also has full connectivity through the testbed infrastructure to the WSN nodes and fulfills the functions of the scheduling component of our workflow. Each sensor node in the network only receives local configuration details and has no global knowledge of the network, corresponding with a real-life situation. Each individual configuration message is stored in a central repository, so that a benchmark can be executed multiple times with exactly the same configuration. This enhances the comparability and since the source code is written in Java, the same benchmarking logic and algorithms can easily be distributed to other systems.

The testbed: enables the execution of a benchmark on the available hardware and provides an important monitoring and control component with the “Environment Emulator” (EE). The EE is connected through a USB interface with the sensor nodes of the testbed and allows the emulation of battery level, the measurement of external metrics such as power consumption and the generation of accurate interrupts. For these features, a direct connection is made with the general purpose pins of the Tmote Sky node, allowing communication and measurement without using the blocking functions of the UART. The inclusion of the EE allows the synchronization of the benchmark and the sensor nodes. The sensor nodes connected to the testbed are configured with a management IP address. This way, each sensor node can receive a series of configuration packets at the start or during the benchmark, controlling the exact execution of the node during the benchmark.

Result analysis: is performed on the result set generated by the TinyOS component during or after the benchmark. The analysis component is fully decoupled from the rest of the framework and can work on any result set as long as the data format is provided before the analysis. The proof of concept application is provided with two analysis tools, one written in Java for real-time experiment monitoring and another composed of MATLAB scripts to generate graphs for each active metric.

Evaluation: is not yet an automated process in the current proof of concept. Both forms of the described evaluation are supported, but must be done manually. The evaluation of the metric results is aided by the automatic generation of graphs based on the types of metrics in a scenario, after which an analyst can draw the correct conclusions. The parameter evaluation after the result feedback is also a manual process, where based on the Design of Experiments [23] a parameter space is scanned, starting from coarse parameter choices to fine variations, based on the areas of interest identified by the analyst.

The benchmarking framework implementation is currently used in our research department to evaluate protocol compatibility and real-life performance. The proof of concept does currently not include all advanced features, nevertheless some interesting results are already achieved with the framework. An in depth analysis of the results obtained using this benchmarking framework is available in [6].

V. FUTURE WORK

The current proof of concept implementation is to be expanded with the more advanced monitoring and coupling aspects. An important improvement would be the further automation of the benchmarking framework, where benchmarks are automatically scheduled and refined based on previous runs. This could drastically shorten the time spent on evaluating and analyzing the raw data from the experiments, while also increasing accuracy and reducing the time needed to achieve reliable results [24].

The final results of the performed benchmarks are currently aggregated in easy to understand graphs of different scope, allowing a complete overview of the measured performance characteristics. Although complete, this method still requires an analyst to draw conclusions from the metric data. These conclusions are not always straightforward and require a certain familiarity with the subject. It would make the benchmarking system more practical if the results could be translated in a series of scores on different criteria, leading to straightforward conclusions about the performance of the evaluated system.
We are also looking to create a full integration of our configuration software in the web management system of the IBBT testbed. This will enhance the usability of the framework, while also drastically expanding the user base. This transition and the usage of a central database for all framework users will allow the possibility of easy benchmark sharing. Specific configurations and updates can easily be disseminated throughout the user community, improving the standardization and comparability.

VI. Conclusion

In this work it was argued that common problems exist in the development and evaluation of WSN protocols and applications, that lead to difficult deployments and real-life performance confusion.

The proposed benchmarking workflow tries to solve these experimentation problems, based on the methods used in our experimentally driven research. This methodology focuses on benchmark correctness and comparability, starting from a rigorous benchmark definition by scenarios. Next, the scheduling step in tandem with benchmark monitoring is responsible for the correct and most efficient execution of a benchmark. Finally, the analysis and evaluation give a clear and comparable view of the benchmark results. This has led to a benchmarking workflow that enables the qualitative comparison of WSN solutions in the least restrictive way.

By using the presented methodology, experimenters will reach more reliable results that are comparable with the results of others using this benchmark workflow. It is shown how this benchmarking methodology can be translated to a proof of concept implementation, realizing an essential subset of the proposed benchmarking concepts, capable of evaluating and analyzing network protocols and their combinations in a real-life environment.

We hope this work will be a first step to a standardized benchmarking system, assisting protocol developers and users in the selection and optimization of many existing and future protocols.
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Abstract—This paper describes an application which increases the overall efficiency of a neural network classifier intended for authentication whilst using fewer biometric features. Normalization of the biometric data is generally performed to remove unwanted impurities. However, in this case, when performing normalization, the statistical property for each set of data has also been taken into consideration prior to the classification process. Combination of the normalized biometric features has been performed while comparing their standard deviation. The resulting fused data has correlation value as low as possible. This gives rise to a higher probability of uniquely identifying a person in feature space. The proposed system is intended to make authentication faster by reducing the number of biometric features without degrading the overall performance of the classifier. The performance of the classifier was computed using the mean square error (MSE). The results show that redundant biometric data can indeed be excluded without degrading the performance of the classifier.

Keywords-mean square error; normalization; biometric sample; keystroke dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometric systems have been successfully applied as a method of authentication to replace conventional access controls [1][2]. Biometrics is the automated method of recognizing a person based on physiological or behavioral characteristics. Biometric data are highly unique to each individual, easily obtainable non-interferingly, time invariant (no significant change over a period of time) and distinguishable by human without much special training [3]. Enrollment and authentication are the two primary processes involved in a biometric security system. Enrollment consists of biometric measurements being captured from a subject. The related information from the raw data obtained from the subject is gleaned by the feature extractor, and this information is stored on the database. During authentication, biometric information is detected and compared with the database through pattern recognition techniques [4][5][6] that involve a feature extractor and a biometric matcher working in cascade.

Biometric technologies were first proposed for high security applications [6][7], but are now emerging as key elements in the development of user authentication. These technologies are expected to provide important components in regulating and monitoring access [7]. Momentous application areas include security, monitoring, database access, border control and immigration. Until now, biometric systems have been relatively expensive. In addition, they have lacked the required speed and accuracy. A family of techniques has emerged, where quality measures were used to weigh the contribution of different biometric modalities in multi-modal fusion [8]. Quality measures have also been heuristically included as meta-parameters in biometric matchers. More recently, quality measures have been interpreted as conditionally-relevant classification features and used jointly with other features to train statistical models for uni-modal and multi-modal biometric classification [9][10][11].

In this paper, we propose a novel technique for selecting biometric features for authentication purposes. The statistical property of each feature has been taken into account. The aim has been to unambiguously identifying each individual enrolled in the system while decreasing the number of features used for authentication purposes. This obviously leads to faster authentication and also an improvement in performance. Data mining technique have been used to remove unwanted impurities (noise, etc.) from the data. The variance and standard deviation of the refined data have been computed. The result shows that the statistical properties of biometric data can play an integral role in the accuracy and performance of classification. Section two provides a literature of the concept of data mining technologies and the z-score normalization technique. Section three provides the methodology of the approach used in the design of the system. Section four shows the results of the simulation and Section five provides ground for discussion and future work while section six gives an insight of the impact this research.

II. DATA MINING TECHNOLOGIES

Generally, data mining means the extraction of hidden predictive information from large databases. This is a powerful new technology with great potential to help companies focus on the most important information in their data warehouses [12]. Data mining tools predict future trends and behaviors, allowing businesses [13] to make proactive knowledge-driven decisions. They scour databases for hidden patterns, finding predictive information that experts may miss because these information lies outside their expectations. Data transformation such as normalization may improve the accuracy and efficiency of mining algorithms involving neural networks, nearest neighbor and clustering classifiers [14]. Score normalization
refers to changing the location and scale parameters of the matching score distributions at the outputs of the individual matchers [15]. The resulting output is used to perform classification, so that the matching scores of different matchers are transformed into a common domain. The most commonly used score normalization technique is the z-score [17]. This is calculated using the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the given data. This scheme can be expected to perform well if prior knowledge about the average score and the score variations of the matcher is available [16]. If we do not have any prior knowledge about the nature of the matching algorithm, then we need to estimate the mean and standard deviation of the scores from a given set of matching scores. The normalized scores \( S_k' \) are given by [17]

\[
S_k' = (S_k - \mu)/\sigma
\]

where \( S_k \) is the raw data, \( \mu \) is the arithmetic mean and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the given data. If the input scores are not Gaussian distributed, z-score normalization does not retain the input distribution at the output. This is due to the fact that mean and standard deviation are the optimal location and scale parameters only for a Gaussian distribution [18].

III. METHODOLOGY

The flowchart shown in Fig. 1 provides an insight of the design of the application. A hold is a distinct biometric feature from a biometric sample. The biometric data labeled 1, 2 and three consisted of different features or hold. Fig. 2 shows the histogram of the distribution of hold one which indeed follows a Gaussian distribution hence z-transform is a possible standardization for the data. It is a set of input which is similar for different individual.

Figure 1. Flowchart showing the design of the system

Figure 2. Plot of frequency distribution against data for Hold 1
Table 1 shows the mean and the standard deviation for each feature, in this case defined as holds. The dataset consist of nine features (hold) out of which 511 combination can be made. A subset of this amount, that is, those with greater difference in standard deviation and mean were combined for simulation purposes. This enabled a greater variance among data which decreased the correlation and thus increased the divergence from similarity for each user. This allows authentication with smaller False Acceptance rate (FAR) since there are considerable gaps between the users dataset in terms of standard deviation. It is also noticed that some features can be eliminated since they have close correlation with others and do not have a considerable impact in authentication. By eliminating these features the authentication is expected to be much faster as it makes use of fewer biometric features with more valuable information. Combining the feature vector from each biometric creates a vector that has a higher dimensionality and higher probability of uniquely identifying a person in feature space.

### TABLE I. MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH HOLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Average (µ)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hold 1</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold 2</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold 3</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold 4</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold 5</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold 6</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold 7</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold 8</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold 9</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

Simulations of the combined features were performed using neural network toolbox in MATLAB. The number of neurons, training set, and testing sets were initially chosen at random until a good and consistent result was obtained. The aforesaid parameters were eventually set to be fixed. The training algorithm used was the Levenberg Marquart algorithm and the results were computed in terms of mean square error (MSE).

Fig. 3 shows the results after the combination of two sets of data. The continuous curve is the combination with the greatest difference in standard deviation and mean while the broken curve is the combination with the smallest difference in mean and no difference in standard deviation. A horizontal line is drawn at MSE equals 0.04 to help in noting the difference between the two curves since they are closely overlapped to each other. This makes differentiation between them much easier than by mere observation of the graphs. The horizontal line is drawn as a reference to enable computation of the distinction of the two curves in a more simplified manner. The number of MSE for the red curve below the horizontal line is 50, which are about 72% of the results after simulations while the blue curve contains only 35 MSE below four representing 50% of the results both obtained upon seventy trainings.

Figure 3. Performance of two sets of data combinations.
Fig. 4 displays the mean square error of normalized data versus number of training for the best and worst training performances. The blue dots represents the results of the best combination whereby having greater statistical among the features. The best performance is obtained upon combining Hold 1, Hold 3 and Hold 5. This was obtained upon simulation of the combined holds. It should be noted that the correlation among these three set of data is indeed smaller compared to other combination of data. Two lines have been drawn joining the MSE for the first training and the last training. The sole purpose of the line is to show that even though the performance is continually being improved after each training, yet the combination with the lowest correlation always remained the best in terms of MSE.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fusion of a minimal number of biometric features in order to give better performance can be made upon a good statistical analysis of the biometric data. However, too few fused features also result in poor performance. This is because of the limitation of the variation among users thus classification becomes more error prone. For this reason there must be a balance between the statistical property and the amount of features used. The search space for the individual when performing authentication should be coherent with the number of features used as this helps distinction among individuality. While reduction of the search space remains a big challenge in biometric databases, it should not be compromised with the efficiency of the system. Minimizing the number of biometric can be regarded as a good tradeoff while keeping the search space constant. In the case of keystroke dynamics, the combination of the holds resulting in their better performance could pave way for faster authentication. It would be interesting to see the behavior of the classification process in neuroevolution of augmented topologies (NEAT). NEAT also eliminates the randomness involved in selecting the topology and weight since it enables automating the process of topology and weight optimization which is expected to give an even enhanced performance. The process of complexification from a simple topology, ensure that the final architecture is rightly suited for optimal classification process. This also results in a network that is neither too big which gives rise to over fitting nor too small, resulting in under fitting. Furthermore, selections of features were made from a single type of biometric, i.e., keystroke dynamics. It opens door for fusion of different biometrics as this will obviously result in an even more enhanced performance. The reason is due to the fact that it will create even higher divergence among the data used thus creating more uniqueness among individuals. Thus, fusion of biometrics such as iris scan and fingerprint using their statistical values can be made while keeping the number of fused features low.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this era, security has become a key element which is kept in mind when designing and developing new technologies. Biometrics has become an emergent aspect of security hereby responding to the growing need for authentication and distinction among individualities. They are gradually taking the place of traditional authentication method. Biometric authentication has become an integral part of everyday life and the trend toward a more efficient and less time consuming device is an engineer’s objective. The methodology used in this paper could inspire to build biometric systems that uses captured biometric sample and uses their statistical property to combine or remove any redundant data
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Abstract—EPCglobal has provided a standard layered architecture built around the EPC (Electronic Product Code) for the global RFID data sharing. Among these layers, EPCIS (EPC Information Service) plays an important role for tracing and tracking individual items. However, there is no well-known solution for testing EPCIS. In this paper, we propose a performance evaluation tool for EPCIS. This tool provides fast data insertion method, rapid test data generation method, and performance evaluation method. Finally, we performed experiments to analyze our tools’ test data generation speed. Through these functions, our suggested tool can generate a large number of EPCIS event data rapidly, almost 40 times faster than existing tools.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, since the price of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tag drops and the size of RFID become smaller, RFID technology is becoming essential in many areas such as pharmaceutical and supply chain management [1]. In the field of supply chain management, RFID technology, replacement technology of barcode, enables us to track individual items. Therefore, an RFID system should store an enormous amount of data.

EPCglobal [2] has suggested a standard architecture for EPC (Electronic Product Code) to support the use of RFID. The standard architecture consists of several layers such as ALE (Application Level Event), Capturing Application, EPCIS (EPC Information Service), ONS (Object Name Service) and EPCDS (EPC Discovery Service) [3]. Each layer communicates with each other using a Web Service (XML Web Service).

ALE is filtering and grouping a number of raw tag data from several readers. A Capturing Application changes raw tag data to event data and sends it to the EPCIS. An EPCIS stores entire event data that contains of raw tag information and business information.

EPCIS needs high performance to store and process a large volume of data. However, there is no well-known solution for evaluating EPCIS. And deployment real system to the real application for a test is waste of time and man power. To solve this problem, in this paper, we propose a method to generate test data for evaluating the performance of EPCIS.

II. RELATED WORK

A. EPCIS

EPCIS is one of the standard architectures proposed by the EPCglobal [3]. Its main function is storing and searching event data. Event data consists of raw tag data and business information. The EPCIS Standard V.1.0.1 [4] proposed the basic architecture.

![Simple EPCIS architecture](image)

Figure 1. Simple EPCIS architecture

Figure 1 illustrates a simplified EPCIS architecture [5]. The Capturing Application receives raw EPC data from the Application Level Event and adds business information to make event data. After that, a Capturing Application sends event data to the EPCIS through the EPCIS Capture Interface. The EPC Repository changes form to store relational database such as Oracle and MySQL. When a user query from the Accessing Application is sent to the EPCIS Query Interface, the EPCIS Repository analyzes the query and changes it to the SQL and searches the data. After searching, the EPCIS Query Interface returns the result of the user query.

In the EPCIS standard data model, there are four event types: ObjectEvent, AggregationEvent, TransactionEvent and QuantityEvent [4]. Each event consists of various fields like event time, EPC list, action, bizlocation, and so on.
An ObjectEvent captures information about an event pertaining to one or more physical objects identified by EPCs. An AggregationEvent describes events that apply to objects that have been physically aggregated to one another. A QuantityEvent captures an event that takes place with respect to a specified quantity of an object class. A TransactionEvent describes the association or disassociation of physical objects to one or more business transactions.

B. Existing RFID Middleware Test Tool

Several papers [6, 7, 8] suggested test method for RFID middleware. These papers suggested that create virtual test data using virtual reader technique [6], performance test for ALE using several virtual readers and virtual accessing application [7], and ALE scalability verification to use several virtual readers and virtual path technique [8]. Figure 2 shows a simple idea of virtual reader and virtual tag. This method’s main idea is to virtualize the real reader and to tag and make a real time test data for ALE.

![Figure 2. Example of Virtual reader](image)

But these methods are focused on ALE. Therefore, these methods have problems for testing EPCIS. So in this paper we propose the performance evaluation tool for EPCIS.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Since EPCIS handles a large amount of data, a high work load is expected in EPCIS. Figure 3 shows an example of the event occurs in a production factory. In producing place every item will be attaching a tag. Thus every item generates a one event. After producing, in packing part generates for group of items to one event. After packing, storing and transporting place also generate the same number of events.

![Figure 3. Example of real event generation](image)

In this example, if a factory producing 200,000 items for a day and packed in 10 items, then the number of generated events in one month is shown as Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Process</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Event Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Producing</td>
<td>Object Event</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing</td>
<td>Aggregation Event</td>
<td>600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storing</td>
<td>Object Event</td>
<td>600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transporting</td>
<td>Transaction</td>
<td>600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,800,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first problem is the speed of data insertion. If test data is generated from ALE, that data must pass the Capturing Application. Since the Capturing Application adds business information to raw tag data to make EPCIS event data. But, as shown in Figure 4, each layer communicates through the web service using XML file in RFID middleware. But, marshaling operation, object conversion to XML file to be sent by the web service, and de-marshaling operation, XML file convert to object to be used in the program, are very slow operations [9]. Therefore, if a large volume of test data, such as Table I, generated from ALE will take long time to arrive at the EPCIS. And also, existing methods could generate noise data or redundant data cause of network communications.

![Figure 4. Example of web service communication](image)

The second problem is the data generation latency. ALE processes only real time data. Therefore, the real environment’s scenario, like Figure 3, has several seconds waiting time between product event and packing event or several hours waiting time between storing event and transporting event. Then, these testing tools have to wait same time for generating next event data since existing test tool only make a real time event for ALE. And, if the test data generating tool ignores the scenario and randomly generates event data, then meaningless data will be generated. Since that test data did not reflect the characteristics of the target environment.

To solve these problems this paper introduces a performance evaluation tool for EPCIS. This tool provides virtualization the passage of time for a high speed test data generation, high speed data insertion technique, and performance measurement function.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TESTING TOOL FOR EPCIS

This section proposes an architecture of the performance evaluation tool for EPCIS. Furthermore, we explain this tool’s functions, parameters, and implementation.
A. Architecture

Figure 5 depicts the architecture of the performance evaluation tool for EPCIS. It consists of the configuration parser, event generator, tag generator, time controller, result generator, database connector, file connector, and EPCIS access controller module.

Configuration parser module analyzes user’s input data such as tag information, event information, time information, and output information. Time controller module uses tag generator, which is instead of ALE’s function in EPCglobal standard architecture, and event generator module, which is instead of capturing application, to generate business event data and tag data. Time controller module also gives time data to result generator module. Result generator module gathers the separated business, tag, and time data and generates event data for EPCIS performance evaluation.

![Figure 5. Architecture of the test data generation tool](image)

Depends on users setting, generated EPCIS event data will insert database directly or store in the file using a database connector and file connector module. EPCIS accesses the controller module send user defined query to EPCIS. And if the EPCIS controller module got a reply from EPCIS then store query response time and number of stored event data to the database.

B. Function

In this section, we will explain each module’s functions more detail.

1) Virtualizing passage of the time

Time controller module plays virtualizing passage of the real time function.

Existing RFID testing tools [6, 7, 8] are focused at ALE which uses only real-time data. Therefore, these testing tools are not considered scenario’s waiting time of target environment. But EPCIS handles both real-time data and historical data. Therefore, test data generation tool for EPCIS has to control passage of the time to reflect test environment’s scenario.

2) Tag, event data generating function

Tag generator and event generator module provide generating tag and business event data function. And result generator plays join of these two generated data function to make EPCIS event data.

EPCIS event data include both business information and raw tag data. According to this reason, unlike existing test tool, the performance evaluation tool for EPCIS has not only tag data generation function but also business event data generation function, instead of ALE and capturing application.

3) Fast Event data insertion techniques

Database connector and file connector module make output of our tool’s result.

Insertion method of event data to EPCIS is web service communication using XML file, which is suggested by EPCglobal Standard. But web service communication’s performance is too low to create a large number of event data [9]. So our test data generation tool provides direct insertion method to relational database for fast insert of event data for EPCIS. And also we provide file output method too.

4) Performance Measurement function

EPCIS access controller module plays send a user defined query to EPCIS query interface and store response time of query and number of stored event in EPCIS.

After creating the EPCIS test event data, our tool provides performance measurement method for EPCIS. EPCIS queries will define by a user using our tool’s interface cause of the performance test of EPCIS is highly depended on target environment. After query definition EPCIS access controller sends generated query to EPCIS query interface. And, if the EPCIS access controller receives a result of a query sent from EPCIS, then store response time of query result and number of event, which is stored in EPCIS.

C. Parameters

Test data generation tool have to know about a real installation environment to generate meaningful test event data. Since the user should input real environment information parameters for test data generation. Parameter can be divided into three XML files.

1) Tag Information

The first parameter is tag information. Tag information contains a code type of EPC, company, item, serial number, which is the use at real environment. And also tag information includes a number of tags, generation cycle. Table II shows more detailed information of tag information parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Code type and company prefix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>item</td>
<td>Item prefix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serial</td>
<td>Serial prefix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Number of tag will generate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>Delay for generation cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag</td>
<td>Representative one tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TagList</td>
<td>Representative list of tag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Configuration parser module read this information and sends to tag generator then the tag generator makes raw tag data using this information.
2) Event Information

The second parameter is event information. Event data will be completely different depending on the environment's features. So setting of event data is a necessity for reflecting the characteristics of the target environment's scenario. Event information parameter contains a type of event, type of action, business step, read point, business location, and the waiting time for the next event. Table III explains more detail of event information parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Set event type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>action</td>
<td>Event relates to the lifecycle of the entity being described[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bizStep</td>
<td>A vocabulary whose elements denote steps in business process[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>readPoint</td>
<td>Identify the most specific place at which an EPCIS event took place[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bizLocation</td>
<td>Designate the specific place where an object is assumed to be following an EPCIS event until it is reported to be at a different Business Location by a subsequent EPCIS event[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stayTime</td>
<td>Staytime for next event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Representative one tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventList</td>
<td>Representative list of event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Configuration parser module reads event information and sends to event generator module then the event generator makes business event data using this information. Figure 6 shows an example of event parameters.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<EventConfig>
  <EventList>
    <Event>
      <Type>ObjectEvent</Type>
      <action>Add</action>
      <bizStep>Product</bizStep>
      <readPoint>10</readPoint>
      <bizLocation>Conveyorbelt</bizLocation>
      <stayTime>2</stayTime>
    </Event>
    <Event>
      <Type>TransactionEvent</Type>
      <action>Remove</action>
      <bizStep>Transport</bizStep>
      <readPoint>5</readPoint>
      <bizLocation>Docks</bizLocation>
      <stayTime>3</stayTime>
    </Event>
  </EventList>
</EventConfig>
```

Figure 6. Example of event parameter

3) Time information and output information

The third part is starting time and output information. The test data generation tool will emulate passage of time, since the start time setting is required. And test data generation tool provides two parameters for store method. One is directly inserting method to the relational database, and another one is the file writing method. Table IV shows more detail information of time and output information parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Year of start time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>Month of start time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Day of start time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute</td>
<td>Minute of start time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>Second of start time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit time</td>
<td>Program unit time for one second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File out</td>
<td>Value for file out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB insert</td>
<td>Value for database insert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance evaluation tool for EPCIS is separated two parts. The first part is an event data generation part. This part shows the process of generating event data. If user click start button then analyzes a user input and draw biz location. After that tool starts generating event data directly and show process of generation. Figure 7 shows implemented generation part.

Figure 7. Test data generation tool
Figure 8. Performance Evaluation tool

The second part is performance test part. Figure 8 shows performance evaluation tool. First, user sets address of EPCIS and tag information for query. After that click start query button then evaluation tool start sending query to EPCIS. If the EPCIS reply query response then recording number of stored data and query response time to the database. Performance evaluation function provides not only point query, which search just one value, but also range query. Measured information shows a graph directly to the user. This function provides to users can easily test the performance of EPCIS.

V. PERFORMANCE OF TEST DATA GENERATION

We evaluated the effectiveness of our tool. For this regard, we compared our tool with an ALE test tool [8] by checking the time of event test data generation. Since the ALE tool cannot generate EPCIS event data, we added the Capturing Application to transform tag data into event data. Figure 9 shows the architecture for test environments.

All experiments were performed on an Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 machine with 3.25 GB memory running Windows XP. We used an LIT-EPCIS which is the EPCglobal-certified software for EPCIS and ORACLE11g for EPCIS repository.

The parameter setting consists of one business location, one reader and one type of tag.

We have generated test event data from 1,000 to 500,000. We conducted this experiments 10 times and averaged experimental results.

Figure 10 shows the creating time for event data. Our tool shows a better performance than ALE test tool: it is 40 times faster than ALE test tool.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

EPCIS handles the large amounts of data since it can cause a performance problem. But there is no tool for testing EPCIS. Thus we propose an EPCIS performance evaluation tool. Its main functions are as follows: quick event data generation, fast insertion to EPCIS repository and performance evaluation. We have conducted an experiment to see the effectiveness of our tool. In our future work, we plan to consider the problem of optimizing RFID tags deployments and EPCIS based on our performance evaluation tool.
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Abstract—Smart phones are increasingly becoming powerful sensor devices, which can be used to continuously sense the user’s environment such as location coordinates. Numerous smartphone applications such as augmented reality and navigation requires accurate stream of location data. One of the major challenges in location sensing is energy efficiency. GPS is the primary source of location information and the continuous use of GPS has a major impact on the device’s battery life. In this paper, we describe an energy efficient framework, which can provide a continuous stream of location data to the applications. We describe an adaptive duty-cycling strategy combined with a location estimation mechanism. We show that our location estimator provides reasonable accuracy while providing high-energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile phones are powerful platforms with a wide variety of sensors, which enable the applications to be continuously aware of the user’s environment. An ever growing number of applications requires continuous stream of the user’s location to provide sufficient context to the information they process. A few (among the numerous) applications of continuous location sensing on mobile phones include participatory sensing [5], augmented reality [1], social networking [2], maps and navigation.

One of the main challenges in enabling continuous location sensing on mobile phones is energy efficiency. The power usage is different for different and localization primarily uses the GPS hardware which has a major impact on battery life [4]. Modern mobile operating systems such as Android provide WiFi based mechanisms to detect the location. Even though this mechanism is relatively energy efficient (compared to GPS), it sacrifices the location accuracy to a great extent and it limits its applicability. As a result, it is essential to use GPS for applications, which require higher accuracy.

In this paper, we describe a framework for energy efficient location detection for continuous sensing applications. Various mechanisms have already been mentioned in the literature for energy efficient localization [6, 7, 8]. Inspired from these mechanisms, our framework is implemented based on the following principles: 1) Reduce the use of GPS by using a combination less power hungry sensors (whenever possible) to detect and estimate location data, 2) Detect user movement and turn off GPS when the user is idle, 3) Duty-cycle GPS and other sensors used in the framework.

One of the problems with duty-cycling is the impact on data accuracy. If the application requires location data between two duty-cycles, it will only receive the GPS coordinate from the previous duty-cycle. If the duty-cycle interval is large, the user can move a significant distance between two duty-cycles resulting in reduced accuracy. This accuracy can be improved by reducing the interval but only at the cost of energy efficiency. In this paper, we also describe a scheme to improve the accuracy without reducing the duty-cycle interval by using location estimation. We describe the design, implementation and evaluation of the of the energy efficient localization framework containing the location estimator.

Various mechanisms for location prediction have already been proposed. For example, [6] describes a mechanism called EnLoc, which used human mobility patterns as a heuristic to estimate the user location. In our scheme, we estimate the speed using the information from the previous duty-cycle and current movement pattern (which is calculated using the accelerometer). Our estimation scheme is based on user speed prediction using accelerometer samples. We propose the use of a caching mechanism, which dynamically learns the correlation between the value calculated from the accelerometer and the actual speed of the user.

Our implementation is based on an assumption that the user will continue to move in a straight line between two consecutive duty-cycles. Even with this assumption we show that our framework can provide reasonable data accuracy and high energy efficiency.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the design details of the energy efficient localization framework and section 3 talks about the location estimator component of the framework. Section 4 mentions a few important details from the implementation and section 5 details the experimental results followed by the conclusion in section 6.

II. DESIGN

Our group chose to design a framework to provide location data to possible clients. The philosophy followed largely stems from the design philosophy used in sockets, in which the multiple potential streams and sources of sensor data used to provide a single location are abstracted away, presenting a single stream of
location data to client programs. We divide up our sensors into modules roughly correlating with our three localization schemes. We break up our modules into a GPS based scheme, a WiFi based scheme, and a cache and WiFi based scheme. Our three schemes have differing power consumption figures as well as accuracy, due to the sensors and algorithms used within. This allows the framework to switch between the various schemes for better power saving, increased accuracy, and redundancy. The schemes used are named for the primary sensor used to obtain location. From these three schemes, the framework itself caches the last several location samples, for use in the last significant module in the system, the location estimator module.

The framework provides location data to clients, but the rate it polls its own modules is independent of the rate at which the clients require location data. Additionally, since the framework must allow module polling to be adjusted based on power concerns as well as redundancy concerns, the framework must incorporate an estimation module to fill in data at time points in between module samples. The estimation module is responsible for providing location data between module location fixes, as well as smoothing out location data based on location values cached by the framework itself. It uses location data coupled with bearing and velocity to return a predicted location.

The framework connects all of the aforementioned modules, decides which location module to use based on the set of sensors available for use, the remaining amount of system power, and the power savings settings specified by the user. If the client polls the framework at such a time far enough from a location module poll, the estimator module is used to provide a best guess location instead. As estimation algorithms go, accuracy degrades very severely very quickly, so the framework must rely on the next location module poll interval to lock location to an “accurate” value.

The design lends itself to the stated goal of power efficiency by allowing the system to modify the set of sensors currently in use for a more power efficient set, but to adjust the rate at which it samples those sensors through the use of an estimation module.

A. GPS

The GPS module, so named because the primary source of location is the GPS, relies on sensing idle time to reduce its power consumption to the minimal it can. This is significant as the GPS sensor’s power usage is one of the highest, as illustrated in this chart. We bring GPS power usage in this scheme down by using the 802.11 WiFi and accelerometer sensors to detect idleness, instead reporting back the last known GPS location, only using GPS for location when under periods of motion and location change.

While Figure 1 shows that one of the few sensors that does in fact consume just as much power as the GPS is the 802.11 WiFi chip, Figure 1’s data shows power consumption for WiFi in a data transfer state. Our scheme uses WiFi only to sample the MAC addresses of the base stations broadcasting within range. These values are cached in the GPS module, to be used later as a fingerprint identifying the particular area it was sampled in. Since base stations may or may not be visible in repeated scans of the same area, the cache includes a similarity comparator, which will match area fingerprints provided the base station MAC addresses seen are within some percentage of similarity of each other. By comparing a scan’s fingerprint against the cache, we can establish whether or not the current location is new. This allows the GPS sensor to establish idleness with relatively good power consumption.

While 802.11 WiFi can be used to establish whether the current location has changed, in order to ascertain whether the system is in motion, the accelerometer is used. When WiFi scans reveal an unknown location fingerprint, the accelerometer is polled for a movement factor. This movement factor will be discussed in more detail later, but for now it is sufficient to say that the movement factor is a sum value of acceleration in 3D space. The GPS module uses this movement factor to decide whether the system is in motion, and from there whether to poll the GPS sensor for a more accurate fix.

By taking advantage of the usage profile of mobile phones, which we believe tends towards less stationary periods punctuated by short periods of movement, the GPS module designed has the potential to reduce power consumption by a significant amount. However, of the three sensor modules designed, the GPS module is still the most power hungry. On the scale of power consumption versus accuracy, the GPS module still tends towards accuracy.

B. WiFi

The WiFi module is named for the fact it acquires location

![Figure 1. Overview of Design](image-url)
by polling for WiFi signatures and comparing against a 3rd party online WiFi location database. There are several of these services available, including Skyhook [3] and Google’s own WiFi location implementation available on its Android platform. This module uses the WiFi location sources in an analogous manner to the GPS sensor. As noted before in Figure 1, the WiFi chip’s power consumption is high, but the assumption again holds that this is for data transfer. The opportunity for power savings here comes from the fact that the WiFi location is based around signal strength and base station MAC addresses. By avoiding constant trips to the location database when idle, power can be saved. However, we do not expect this approach to yield as significant savings as the scheme that uses GPS due to the need to periodically use the WiFi to scan the current location.

As noted before, the WiFi module is very similar to the GPS module in terms of design. They share the same general algorithm of polling the location source under movement while scanning using the WiFi and accelerometer for fingerprints and movement factors, respectively. The WiFi scans provide a test for idleness, while the movement factor obtained from the accelerometer is used in the decision to poll the main location sensor. Power usage is primarily minimized by the scan for idleness.

Since the WiFi module is so similar to the GPS module, its intended use case is that of a backup to the GPS module. Should the GPS be unavailable due to a physical lack of GPS hardware, user GPS use restriction, lack of GPS signal, or even GPS sensor damage, the WiFi module can be used as a replacement. Obviously the WiFi module’s accuracy falls compared to GPS, as systems such as Skyhook report accuracy of approximately 10-30 meters [3]. Additionally, we anticipate that a comparison of energy efficiency against the GPS module will result in modest gains at best. Again, this is why we have designed the WiFi module from the outset as a backup or replacement for the GPS module.

C. WiFi & Cache

This module is named for the fact that it gets location based on WiFi fingerprints already present in the cache. As mentioned before, both the GPS and WiFi modules incorporate a cache of WiFi location fingerprints. The idea behind this module is to use the cache of location fingerprints directly to look up locations. The accelerometer and compass is then used to provide a bearing for use by the estimator module. In essence, this module is in many ways a micro-implementation of a WiFi location scheme, such as Skyhook. Because this scheme relies on local sensors only, it is the most limited and inaccurate, and it is only used in the case that GPS and WiFi location have failed, have become too power-intensive, or have become user-restricted.

The reason we believe this scheme can be functional again lies with user usage profiles. Typical mobile phone usage tends towards repeat visits to a similar set of locations. From this observation we feel it is likely that cached locations will be visited again, and an estimated location can be generated from previously observed patterns. Additionally, as it relies most heavily on a lookup of data, power usage is minimal. However, it again is worth noting that this scheme is has many more drawbacks compared to GPS and WiFi location, including potentially poor accuracy, fragility, and failure to return data, and as such is intended for use in situations where any other localization modules are not available, not as a primary location source.

III. LOCATION ESTIMATION

The location estimation method is a threshold-based scheme between GPS duty cycles. Conceptually, our group partitioned GPS duty cycles into equal length time instances. A $T'$ time threshold was then determined in an adaptive manner. Here $T'$ was defined as the elapsed time from when our framework polled GPS to gather the exact location and the current time. If a client polled our framework with a get current location event outside of our $T'$ value, our estimator would simply return the prior GPS duty cycle GPS sample, with the justification that the prior sample is still “fresh” enough to maintain relative accuracy. However, if a client polled our framework outside the $T'$ value, then our location estimator method would be invoked.

Assuming the time threshold was set to $T_1$, the location returned to satisfy the request of event $E_1$ would simply be the location value when actually polling GPS at $C_1$. However, the location estimator would be invoked for event $E_2$ and return an approximate location based on the GPS sampled location at $C_1$ as the method’s baseline location. It is important to note that the location estimator method is an iterative process and thus has a cumulative error characteristic. For instance, if a get current location event $E_2^*$ occurs between time instances $T_2$ and $T_3$, the location estimator will base its approximation computation for satisfying the event by using the location at the last satisfied event, namely the location returned at $E_1$, as the baseline. Similarly, if a get current location event $E_2^{**}$ occurs between $T_2$ and $C_3$, the estimator will satisfy this request by using the location generated for $E_2^*$ as its baseline.

It is also important to note that these characteristics are then reset at the next GPS duty cycle. Thus, event $E_3$ is satisfied in a similar manner as event $E_1$, now using the GPS location at the next duty cycle, $C_2$. Furthermore, based on this new GPS polled value, events $E_4$, $E_4^*$ and $E_4^{**}$ will be dealt with in the same manner as $E_2$, $E_2^*$ and $E_2^{**}$ respectively in the prior GPS duty cycle.

The algorithm for the location estimation scheme begins by calculating the system time and comparing this Delta T value with the previously defined $T'$ threshold. If the Delta T is less
than or equal to the $T'$ threshold value, this means that the get current location event request lies within our threshold parameter and the previously sampled GPS value can simply be returned as it is “fresh” enough. If, however, the Delta $T$ value is greater than the $T'$ threshold value, then the event request is outside this freshness boundary and an approximation must be done on location to satisfy the request. Thus, the scheme enters an accelerometer module whereby the sum of the net acceleration of the mobile device is calculated and averaged over $N$ very closely timed samples. Here $N$ is again adaptive and the extremely minute time instances between samples are for the purpose of simulating a continuous time interval of the mobile phone’s movement behavior. This behavior was qualified as the Current Movement Factor of the phone and is defined as the “movement state” of the phone.

If this Current Movement Factor is zero, we assume that velocity is also zero and thus we return the current location stored (either the location from the previous GPS sample or an approximate location generated for a prior event). If the Current Movement Factor is equal to the Previously Recorded Movement Factor, then we use the corresponding speed of the previously recorded movement factor as an input to our formula estimator. If non-equality holds between the above two movement factors, then the scheme enters a Movement Factor vs. Speed Hash Map, which is described in greater detail below. Upon entry into the Hash Map, if a corresponding speed exists for the Current Movement Factor, we use this speed as an input to the formula estimator, however, if no such corresponding speed exists, we simply use the previously recorded speed (which again corresponds to the speed of the previously recorded movement factor) as our input. Once the scheme enters the formula estimator, a new location is generated based on the movement factor, speed, bearing, time and location stored. The variable values are then updated and the scheme is then prepared for subsequent event requests.

The formula estimator calculates a new location based on the Haversine formula, which is a well-known trigonometric and iterative equation for navigation. Our version of the Haversine formula calculates a new location based on: 1.) the current location in our system, 2.) the distance determined as a product of the elapsed time from the derived location of the prior event request and the probable speed (derived from the Movement Factor vs. Speed Hash Map), and 3.) the bearing, which is assumed to be constant since the last GPS sampled location.

The Movement Factor vs. Speed Hash Map is a necessary data structure since directly calculating velocity as the integration of acceleration is exceptionally error-prone due to shaky movements. Thus the purpose of the Hash Map is to maintain a history of Movement Factor vs. Speed correlations for GPS samples collected during past duty cycles. The map tries to match the Current Movement Factor with a cache of speeds. One of the main problems with this mechanism is that there is a many-to-one correspondence between speed and movement factor, and thus the movement factor gets frequently overwritten. For instance, if an individual is walking 2 m/s while keeping the mobile device extremely stable in his/her hand, and then enters a car that will travel 40 m/s (but continues to keep the mobile device in exactly the same stable manner in his/her hand as in the walking case), then the movement factor has two corresponding velocities. Similarly, this property can be extrapolated to many velocities. Our system deals with this by autocorrecting the movement factor at every new GPS sample, and thus the Hash Map serves as an intelligent mechanism that attempts to learn, over time, the relationship between Movement Factor and Speed.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In this section, we describe a few important aspects of the framework implementation.

As mentioned before, the GPS hardware is duty-cycled in our framework to reduce energy consumption. We use an adaptive duty-cycling scheme where the interval between two duty-cycles is dynamically calculated using the user’s speed. This is done by making the distance traveled between two duty-cycles constant. In our current implementation, this value is defined as 100m and the duty-cycle interval is calculated by dividing this value with the current speed. The problem with this approach is that the user’s speed could increase in large amount within the same duty-cycle interval, which in turn reduces the accuracy. But the location estimator mitigates this problem by estimating the locations in between regardless of the speed variations.

In order to detect the movement factor, the accelerometer is used, which is also duty-cycled at a constant rate. In our current implementation, this interval has been chosen to be 10s. At every duty-cycle, a few accelerometer samples are collected and the net acceleration on each sample is calculated. These net accelerations are averaged to get the movement factor.

In order to detect movement when the user is idle, WiFi signatures are continuously scanned to check if they have been changed. This is also done at a constant rate every 10 seconds. We also discard weak signals for better stability.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The evaluation was done on a Motorola Droid X using ANDROID Platform- 2.2. The evaluations were done to measure two factors, battery consumption and accuracy.

Accuracy is measured as the deviation from GPS coordinates as obtained from the sensor directly. It should be noted that in
some cases the GPS coordinates directly obtained from the sensor may have significant deviation from the ground truth. Thus we are only measuring the deviation of the values as estimated by the framework with values as given by GPS sensor. We are not comparing the values with real path taken by the subject. For accuracy measurements we poll both the framework and the GPS sensor at the same time at a fixed rate. This information is recorded as pairs of locations obtained at the same time. Since the GPS sensor is continuously used, there is a significant drain on the battery. In the evaluations below, the experiments for battery consumption and accuracy measurement have been kept separate for this reason.

Accuracy was evaluated for two cases. The first is a set of measurements gathered when the subject is walking or running. The user will walk interspersed with random amounts of time spent in running or waiting at stop signs or road crossings. The second is a set of measurements gathered when the subject is driving.

A. Test Scenario 1

This scenario involved walking short distance with near constant speed. The subject does not run or stop at any time when the sample was collected. The walk was in a near straight line. The locations were sampled every 5 seconds. Figure 7 shows a plot of GPS coordinates (in yellow) and the locations returned by the framework (in blue).

The locations are marked with numbered symbols. The numbers indicate from which pair the point was plotted on the map. Some of points returned by the framework will not be visible since they coincide with the GPS locations and thus are rendered under the symbol for the GPS locations. This will be observed in all the test scenarios for accuracy measurement.

B. Test Scenario 2 & 3

These scenarios involve walking long distances with variable speed. The subject occasionally runs and stops at road crossings. The walk was in a near straight line. The locations were sampled every 5 seconds. Figure 8 and 9 shows a plot of GPS coordinates (in yellow) and the locations returned by the framework (in blue) for each of the scenarios respectively.

Figure 2. Test Scenario 1

Figure 3. Test Scenario 2

Figure 4. Test Scenario 3

Figure 5. Test Scenario 4
C. Test Scenario 4

This scenario involved driving with variable speed. The subject accelerates at random times and stops at signals. The drive route was a near straight line except for one major change in direction. The locations were sampled every 3 seconds. The figure 10 shows a plot of GPS coordinates (in yellow) and the locations returned by the framework (in blue). The figure 10 (inset) shows the how the majority of the points are plotted. The figure 10 (main) shows a specific part of the plot where a change in direction occurred. The average speed was 6.146 m/s and the variance in speed was 29.22 m/s. These are measured using the speed information returned by the GPS location API.

D. Discussion

In our implementation the bearing of the subject was assumed constant and the results of the test scenarios reflects the same. As can be observed from the figures, the blue symbols, when not aligned with the yellow symbols, are at tangents to the path formed by the yellow symbols. This is directly due to the fact that the bearing is assumed at the point of divergence and that point onwards estimated points occur in a straight line whereas the GPS location changed direction. It can be observed that the errors are cumulative in nature and errors in previous estimations add to the current estimation until the framework synchronizes back with the GPS locations from the sensor. This can be markedly observed in Test Scenario 3 where the tangents are significantly off the mark. However in the case of driving (Test Scenario 4), the tangents are not so marked. This could be attributed to the adaptive cycling used for GPS sampling (which reduces the sampling interval for higher speeds) thus leading to a faster synchronization of the framework to the actual GPS coordinates.

E. Power Measurement

The power consumption measurements are obtained by running separate runs for a scripted route. The drop in battery power for the new framework at various instances of time with respect to the reference start point of measurement is recorded. Similarly drop in battery power for a direct GPS polling at various instances of time with respect to the reference start point of measurement is recorded. The interval for which the battery API in Android returns a change event is phone dependent. The Droid X showed only 10% battery changes.

VI. CONCLUSION

The experimental results show that reasonable accuracy can be obtained by using location estimation mechanism even with the assumption that the user must only move in a straight line. One drawback of our approach is that successive estimations within the same duty-cycle will result in compounded error. Thus, if the application does not poll the location a large number of times, reasonable accuracy can be guaranteed.

We also show that adaptive duty-cycling combined with user idle detection can save a great deal of energy. This energy saving is directly proportional to the idle time of the user. With mechanisms such as WiFi signature detection in place, quick user movements could be detected so that GPS sampling can be restarted before the user covers a large distance.

We would like to acknowledge that a practical application of this mechanism would require detection of bearing changes between two different duty-cycles. This can be done using the compass and the orientation sensor and the investigation of this mechanism is left to our future work.
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Abstract—When discussing powering wireless sensor network nodes, there are a few major energy consumers: communications, microcontroller and the sensor. We propose a wireless sensor network platform architecture minimizing the energy consumption of sensing. The architecture proposed herein is based on a reactive approach to sensing. A number of possible hardware approaches are evaluated and compared. This comparison indicates that analog storage between the sensing element and the sensor electronics can be a feasible method for reducing the energy consumption of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most common questions regarding wireless sensor networks, WSN, is what the power consumption at the sensor node must be. Much work has been done on low-powered sensor nodes and their communication abilities: see, for example, [1]–[7]. Some specific examples are schemes handling the reduction of communication [8], effective routing and multihop schemes, and the reactive partial waking up of WSN nodes [9].

Most often, the sensing element itself is disregarded from an energy budget point of view. The current state of the art for sensor interfacing is to convert the sensor data to digital form. The most common approach is using an A/D converter. Other well known approaches involves letting the sensor data influence a digital pulse train of which we easily can measure parameters like frequency, pulse width or duty cycle. None of these approaches puts the power consumption of the sensor into focus. All of these approaches are based on the assumption that all data should be transferred to some computational stage on the WSN node or any device higher up in the system architecture.

In this paper, we propose an architecture for low power interfacing of a sensing element to a WSN node. The architecture exploits the idea of detecting no or discardable changes in data. Such detection should then inhibit further processing of sensor data as early as possible. The proposed architecture is based on a reactive wake-up chain starting at the sensing element itself.

Figure 1. Traditional WSN node architecture, A1

Figure 2. WSN node architecture, A2, with external digital sensor memory and comparison logic.

A. WSN node architecture

The basis for this WSN node architecture is the determination of changes in sensing element data as early as possible. In many real systems data changes are small and are most often not of interest to the surrounding system. From an energy consumption point of view, we like to keep as much of the WSN node asleep as possible when determining whether a data sample constitutes a significant change compared with the previous sample.

Consider a WSN node architecture as in Figure 1. The most frequently used approach is to read the data into the μP store and compare it with the previous data. Energy is spent on sensing element sampling, signal amplification and filtering, A/D conversion and data comparison in the μP.

The next opportunity for comparison is by adding a digital memory and comparison function after the A/D conversion, as shown in Figure 2. Energy is spent on sensor sampling, signal amplification and filtering, A/D conversion and storage and comparison of the data in digital memory. Enabling
the µP to sleep while performing sensor data sampling if there are no changes or small changes in sensor data will use energy only for the HW cost of digital memory, some configurable logic (to allow for the setting of change limits) and sending a wake-up signal to the µP.

Figure 3. WSN node architecture, A3, with external analog memory and comparison logic before the A/D conversion.

In terms of energy cost here, the A/D conversion is the most power-hungry process. Can we bypass A/D conversion as well? A possibility for this is given in Figure 3. Here, we introduce analog memory with the capability of storing the µP. HW developments supporting this architecture using charge-coupled device technology, or ccd, were made available in the seventies [10]. Recently, new findings presented by Borg and Johansson [11] indicate that ccd technology implemented in standard CMOS processes exhibits properties supporting the proposed architecture. Energy is spent on sensor sampling, signal amplification and filtering and analog storage (ccd) and associated logic. Thus, A/D conversion and the µP can sleep during sensing element data sampling if there are no changes or small changes in the sensed data.

II. ENERGY ANALYSIS OF THE ARCHITECTURE

To analyze the energy consumption of the presented architectures, we will use two different sensing situations:

- Temperature sensing using a PT100 element as the sensing element
- Ultrasound pulse echo measurement using piezo ceramic transducers as sensing elements

This analysis is conducted using published state-of-the-art data (from our group and others) and data from commercial devices. In this way, we can build an accurate picture of the total energy consumption of the proposed architectures. No circuit simulations are made here, nor have we built any complete devices.

The energy analysis is based on the following model. The total electrical power $P_{tot}$ consumed by a WSN node can be described as:

$$
P_{tot} = P_{sens} + P_{cond} + P_{A-mem} + P_{AD} + P_{D-mem} + P_{\mu P} \tag{1}
$$

The total energy usage is then obtained by introducing the time needed for each operation (after which it can be turned off). To make the analysis reasonably simple, we assume that the architecture supports turning off $E_{sens}$, $E_{cond}$, once data has been stored either in analog or digital form.

For data sampling from one sensor, we assume a sensing and conditioning time $t_{sens, cond}$, an analog storing time $t_{A-mem}$, an A/D time $t_{AD}$, a digital memory time $t_{D-mem}$ and a µP time $t_{\mu P}$. Thus, we obtain the total power $E_{tot}$ used for data sampling from one sensor as:

$$
E_{tot} = P_{sens} \cdot t_{sens} + P_{cond} \cdot t_{cond} + P_{A-mem} \cdot t_{A-mem} + P_{AD} \cdot t_{AD} + P_{D-mem} \cdot t_{D-mem} + P_{\mu P} \cdot t_{\mu P} \tag{2}
$$

Provided that we have some understanding of the real values of these energies and times, we can calculate the total power consumption. In the following equation, we will do this for two sensor types, a PT-100 sensor and an ultrasonic pulse echo sensor, for each of the three architecture types A1, (see Figure 1), A2 (see Figure 2), and A3 (see Figure 3).

A. Energy analysis PT-100 sensor

In this case, we assume the power consumption and time needed for a PT-100 sensor and its associated electronics, according to table I. For each of the three different architectures in Figures 1-3, we then calculate the expected span of energy consumption (see Figure 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Energy consumption [mW]</th>
<th>Time awake [µs]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PT100</td>
<td>0.1-1 [12], [13]</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditioning electronics</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog memory</td>
<td>0.1-0.5 [10], [14], [15]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/D (10-14 bit)</td>
<td>0.05 – 2 [16], [17]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital memory</td>
<td>0.01-0.1 (storage time)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µP</td>
<td>1-10 [18]</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND TIMING FOR A PT100 WSN SENSOR NODE, OBSERVE THE LOGARITHMIC SCALE ON THE Y AXIS.

B. Energy analysis ultrasound sensor

Here, we discuss the power consumption and time needed for a piezoelectric transducer in an ultrasound pulse echo system. A typical pulse echo measuring situation with typical sound signals is shown in Figure 5. In table II, the power consumption and related timing for the sensor and associated electronics are given. For each of the three different architectures A1-A3 of Figure 1-3, we then calculate the expected span of (maximum and minimum) energy consumption (see Figure 6).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Under the assumptions that we made, we have compiled energy consumption data for two sensing scenarios. These data are shown in Figures 4 and 6. It is obvious that the $\mu$P uses a large amount of energy. Thus, any architecture that can avoid waking up the $\mu$P has clear advantages from an energy consumption point of view.

It is also clear that in a sensing situation with a dynamic sensor signal, such as ultrasound, avoiding A/D conversion is a promising approach. If analog memory and comparison techniques can be developed similar to what we have seen for A/D converters, analog storage architecture will be a strong contender for future WSN designs.

IV. CONCLUSION

The reactive architecture proposed here for minimal energy consumption of sensing on WSN platforms is promising. Based on an analysis of current state-of-the-art sensor interface electronics, an approach using analog storage provides interesting data when compared with more mature technology such as ADC:s and memory logic.

Future work will reveal whether if a reactive architecture based on an analog storage approach will show improvements in energy consumption similar to those of advanced ADC. If such improvements are shown, the analog storage approach has clear merit for use in future WSN node designs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of a group of sensor nodes, distributed over a field, in order to sense and collect the data of an event. Among the constraints that affect the WSNs performance such as the low availability of energy, low bandwidth, sensing limitations and sensor lifetime, energy consumption is the most challengeable [1].

In order to improve the WSN performance huge number of techniques has been developed before the writing of this paper. Some of them concentrate on routing protocols such as Directed Diffusion, Leach [24], BVR, VRR and Gear [2], to decrease the power consumption of sensor nodes. Using ultra-low power data storage [7], new low-power processors [5], and transmitters [4], the efficiency of WSNs has significantly improved. Applying different positioning strategies for sensors is another complementary approach to increase the efficiency of a WSN performance that has been considered by some researchers lately [3].

Two main factors are considered and evaluated in this research. The first being the sensor location strategy and its effect on the WSN performance, and the second factor of this investigation is the cluster-based approach.

The focus in this paper is mostly on the second factor or the cluster-based approach.

The results showed that the first factor (sensor placement) in a cluster and query based environment has a direct impact on WSN performance. However, in many query-based cases, the main constraint is the cost of manually locating and replacing sensors nodes. Therefore, it was considered essential to evaluate the clustering scenarios of the WSN and their effect on their energy consumption performance.

A. Related Work

Sensor deployment is a topic, which has been studied by many researchers. Chen et al. studied the placement of a given number of sensors to maximize WSN lifetime per unit cost [4]. Another approach in this route was discussed in [8] considering the joint optimization of sensors for data gathering, where a given number of nodes needs to be placed in a field in such a manner that sensed data can be reconstructed at a sink, while minimizing the energy consumed for communication. A constrained multi-variable nonlinear programming problem is formulated in order to determine the optimal location of the nodes in [6]. Also, [3] a comparison of random allocation and two different geometric placements in order to find the optimized sensor placement strategy among the defined strategies and consequently, increasing the WSN performance in terms of power consumption has been undertaken. The [3] experiments are realized in a flat-based environment using Directed Diffusion Protocol.

The main objective of this paper is the study of geometric configuration of the sensor nodes in a clustered environment.

The main idea is based on finding the impact of the node placement strategy among the defined strategies and consequently, increasing the WSN performance in terms of power consumption.

Overall performance under different placements depends on the pattern of queries requested from the network, which in turn might depend on the physical segmentation of the filed. For example, queries for a volcanic surveillance will be carried out from a small number of sites at some distance from a (central) crater, to those sensors, which are found closer to the location of the volcanic activity. In this particular occasion, the filed around the target can be segmented into heterogeneous and homogeneous regions. Theoretically, the clustering the heterogeneous part of the scenario can be a realistic option. This paper emphasizes the use of a geometric clustered-based approach to obtain a significant increase of the energy consumption performance. The strategies, which are deployed, are compared to one another to determine which one optimizes power consumption. This paper presents a realistic simulation-based research whereas all requests for
information originate at random points in of the field, and are directed to the selected clustered pieces of the area.

II. METHODOLOGY

This section describes in detail, the methodology used in the simulation-based experiments. The strategies for sensor allocation are described subsequently.

A. Sensor Placement Strategies

The two main strategies used are random and plan-based. Both are the Cluster-based types.

The two planned strategies which were used are: Uniform and Circular. The Random Strategy is a default common strategy and the Uniform Strategy is the theoretical optimal placement to reduce the number of nodes on a field without obstacles, and the Circular Strategy was an arbitrary plan choice. All strategies were implemented on a small clustered filed in a 50x50. Sensors can only be located at grid intersections.

The experiments are divided into two main categories: with a leader and without a leader:

With a leader: for all kinds of the sensor placement, a sensor is selected as the leader and located on the center of experimented clustered piece.

Without a leader: in each cycle of communication each one of 16 sensors may act as a leader.

1) Random Placement

In Random placement, the sensor nodes are randomly scattered over a previously allocated intersection on the grid and a random distribution scenario is generated. Figure 1 is an illustration of a random distribution for 16 sensor nodes.

2) Plan-Based Placement

In the plan-based strategies, sensors are placed in the field following a predefined geometric plan or using a predefined distribution algorithm.

a) Uniform Distribution

In the uniform strategy, a sensor was placed at each intersection on a selected clustered area. Given the number of sensors used in the experiments, and the predefined area of coverage of each sensor, this type of strategy provides 100% connectivity. Figure 2 illustrates this distribution for 16 sensors with a leader on the center.

b) Circular Distribution

The Circular Distribution Strategy is an arbitrary option; the sensors form a predefined circle of nodes distribution that radiates symmetrically from the center. This distribution can be considered as an alternative arrangement of distributing the sensors. Figure 3 shows a Circular distribution for 16 sensors with the head cluster in the center.

B) Power Consumption Measurement model

As part of the research objectives, the performance analysis was done on power usage at different abstract levels (network, query, individual sensor). In order for the simulation to behave in the same way as it would in reality, battery characteristics have to be defined.

In order to achieve this goal, a particular type of sensor was chosen, and its main characteristics were mapped to the simulation model (battery life, transmission range, and so on). The sensor chosen was the MICA2DOT which is part of the Mica family [12] due to its popularity in WSN design. Its transmission speed is 250 Kbps, and its outdoor range is 75-100 m. The maximum battery capacity is 2000 m.A.h. Some of the relevant energy characteristics of this type of sensor are summarized on Table I.
TABLE I. ENERGY USAGE BY ACTION TYPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Energy used (µ joules)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reception of data message</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception of control message</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission of data message</td>
<td>100 + 200 x d²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission of control message</td>
<td>3 + 64 x d²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As an assumption, the simulation required some simplification over the traditional battery consumption behavior. The total power consumption by each node was based on the estimated consumption rate in “wake up” mode. Another important assumption is that the “wake up” mode includes only transmit and receive modes only, while energy consumed in both the idle and sleep states is ignored. Each time a message (data or control) passes through a node, the energy spending for that node is reduced in the amount necessary to transmit all the messages.

C) Experimentation Design

A C-Sharp Interface was implemented in order to simulate the experiments. When a sink injects a query from any point of the scenario, a possible leader (head cluster) receives the message and sends the control message to the first sensor node in the cluster, consequently, the target node will send back the DATA to the leader. The leader receives the DATA, consumes energy as well as the sender, and will send another control message to the other nodes and repeat the process. The procedure of sending and receiving the control messages between leader and all 16 sensors was defined as a Query Cycle. The sensors can die as they do not have sufficient energy to receive or transmit the DATA or control a message in different query cycle.

As mentioned above, the experiments are cluster-based and are implemented under two categories: with a leader and without a leader.

In the case of experiments with a leader, a particular sensor allocated in the center called the Leader (head cluster). In the without leader option, each of the nodes can be act as a leader (head cluster) and when it has died another sensor takes the role of conducting the process.

The details will be explained in the next subsections.

1) With leader

In a typical scenario as shown in Figure 4, 16 sensors are deployed. The leader of the cluster (HC) is located in the center, sequentially it injects a query into the WSN and a flooding algorithm [3] propagates the query (interest message) over the WSN. When the sink injects a query, all those sensors with enough power to receive and transmit the sensory data back to the leader. All sensors that participate in the process of data delivery consume energy. \( ET_i (\mu j) \) represents the total energy consumed by the message and data delivery is calculated as the sum of the energy consumed when the \( i \)-th query cycle starts, the network has already used some energy for the processing of \( i \)-th queries.

![Figure 4. An experimental scenario With and Without Leader.](image)

2) Without a Leader

In this scenario each of the 16 sensor nodes acts as the leader of the cluster (HC). As an assumption, the sequence of the change is ignored in this experiment because, all sensors are charged the same amount of energy and what is calculated is the sum of energy consumed at the end of the sequence. The rest of the process is the same as the previous section (with a leader).

III. RESULTS

The results obtained under normal and stress conditions in the simulation are organized in different categories. The analysis starts with the total energy consumption under non-stress critical point conditions. Under normal conditions, no sensors can die of energy exhaustion, so unsuccessful queries, that create energy consumption variability, are due to non-reachability issues in the Random strategy.

A) Analysis of the results

At the most critical point, whereas the first sensor was dead, the behavior of the three strategies is varied. The result shows a significant difference between three strategies. The Uniform that theoretically, because of scattering of the nodes, uniformly, total energy consumption, is lower than the Circular and Random strategies. In the Uniform Distribution Strategy more sensors than the other configurations will be involved in the process.

In the particular case of Circular scattering (Figure 5), it demonstrates a reasonable response in terms of the total power consumption (\( \mu j \)) compared to the Random. This fact is shown in the Figure 5.
Figures 6(a), 6(b) show total energy consumption for different strategies under stress situation. The results were obtained for three stress situations. The total energy consumed by all sensor nodes is calculated when 25%, 50% and 75% of the sensors are dead. As the results show, the best result is that of the Uniform Strategy. The Random and Circular cases show the closest outcome in terms of the total energy consumption. When a high rate of the nodes was dead, the Random Strategy was close to that of the Uniform Strategy. This is to be expected as more sensor nodes are involved in any query in the Random Strategy case. Based on the Figures 6(a), 6(b), the result did not demonstrate any significant difference between the results for both with leader and without leader cases.

Another useful result that is revealed in Figure 7, is the total energy consumption for all strategies in different cycles of the query in the normal condition where none of sensors dies. As Figure 7 demonstrates, all strategies have the similar answer. The Uniform Strategy shows a more active strategy when compared to the others. The Random Strategy shows a lower activity in opposition to Circular Strategy and the Uniform Strategy. Based on these aggregate statistics for normal conditions, the rate of increasing energy consumption for all cases is smooth and very similar.

As a final point, Figure 9 shows the different amounts of the average power consumption for different query cycles. Based on the Figure 9, the average energy
consumption pattern for all strategies is similar whereas the Uniform Strategy spends less total energy for almost all queries and in most cycles, as expected.

![Figure 9. Average Power Consumption for different Query Cycle.](image)

Finally, the rate of sensor death was different for all strategies. The first death of the sensor occurs in the Uniform due to the high rate of sensors participating in the process. In different query cycles, this rate varied. The circle Strategy starts with a delay but as the cycles increases the participating level of the nodes in this strategy increases, as well. The Random always keep the same rate compared to the plan-based strategies.

Due to the fact that the selection of deployment of a sensor strategy has a significant effect on WSN performance, a strategic focus for future work could be the task of discovering optimized cluster-based sensor placement strategies on the different WSN scenarios using a particular sensor placement strategy. This investigation is a query-based research.

An additional line of research could focus on the modeling of possible Circular sensor distributions for volcanic monitoring is an example of a real implementation focus for researchers of this paper.

6) CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Simulation results obtained under stress situation for clustered sensor placement have confirmed that plan-based strategies use less total energy than Random deployment strategies. In particular, Plan-based sensor distribution strategies demonstrate better response in terms of the total energy consumption in the system.

Under normal conditions, the Uniform Strategy is the best-proposed strategy for applying in terms of the participating of the sensor nodes and high covering the cluster area. In this case the energy consumption behavior of the all strategies relatively, is similar.

Another significant issue that was observed is, in the critical point that first sensor is dead, the results are very reasonable. As was theoretically expected, the plan-based strategy and the Uniform Strategy, in particular, is the most optimized strategy in terms of the total energy consumption by all sensors that are scattered over the cluster.

Lastly consideration is: for all cases, the result of the experiments with HC and without leader hasn’t shown any significant difference.
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Abstract—New materials and technological developments in electronics and computers have changed all of the industries, as well as the world itself. These technological advancements have evolved automotive industry by redefining the concepts like: performance, efficiency, fuel consumption, driving dynamics, ergonomics etc. to a level far beyond expected. In this paper, the development stages; including the finite element analysis of the current sensors, using finite element analysis to design a new sensor, is elaborated. The new model designed in this study is computationally validated for production purposes and is planned to be experimentally tested. Also, in this paper a novel liquid level sensing device development strategy is presented in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oil sensors and analyzers are used in automotive and industrial applications to gather or send valuable information to ensure that the level of the engine oil does not become dangerously low without being noticed. The sensor monitors the oil level continuously during the entire engine operation, which means that the oil level can be prevented from falling below the minimum level during operation, which in turn means the oil film is not interrupted (which would lead to engine damage). Secondary influences such as the slope of the vehicle’s lateral and longitudinal accelerations are compensated by the vehicle control unit calculating a mean value [1].

There are many oil level sensors in automotive, but most common approaches are ultrasound and resistance sensors [29]. Sensors using a resistance wire work with the principle of changing resistance and temperature of the wire between under and over the liquid. Sensor sends a current to the wire, and the output voltage differs by changing liquid levels.

The ultrasonic level sensor, however, works on the principle of measuring the time-frame between transmitting and receiving of ultrasound waves. The ultrasound wave travels through material [2]. The sensors emit high frequency (20 to 200 kHz) acoustic waves that are reflected back to and detected by the emitting transducer affected by the changing speed of sound according to moisture, temperature, and pressures. Correction factors can be applied to the measurement level to improve the accuracy of measurement [3]. Ultrasonic sensors have advantages in dynamic measurements; nevertheless they are more complex and more expensive when compared with the resistance wire type level sensors.

At this point, new approaches were searched and a possibility of applying Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) theory into liquid level sensing is considered [14] [19].

II. LIQUID LEVEL SENSOR DEVELOPMENTS IN HISTORY

There are many different techniques in literature for measuring the liquid levels. Although, the concept development of sensors is parallel with the technological developments in electronics, some applications are much older than the electronics, like the Archimedes’ principle.

Archimedes’ principle also works for liquid level measurement. A cantilever beam is mounted into the liquid tank, and Archimedes’ principle raises the beam through the liquid, and load cell measures the deflection [4].

Another method which uses ultrasonic lambda waves, was developed in Russia (2002). The principle of this study is based on the changing characteristics of lambda waves in the liquid environment [5].

Ultrasonic level sensor for liquids working under high pressure [6] was developed and performed by NASA Langley research center and Old Dominion University. The basic principle can be explained as follows; the ultrasonic waves sent by a transducer propagate and are reflected from the liquid surface, and the time between transmission and reception is converted to distance.

An ultrasonic wave propagation method was developed in 2001 by BFGoodrich airplane advanced sensors department [7]. The principle is the same with the study before, sending and collecting ultrasonic waves, and finding the liquid levels according to the wave transfer times.

A totally different method is the usage of fiber optics in liquid level measurement [8]. Fiber optic cables reflect the laser/light signal when in the air. However, when the density difference reduces, it transfers the laser light to the liquid environment, and thus, the sensor detects the liquid environment.

Fiber optics is used again in another study [8]. The methodology used in [8] is as follows. While in air, most of the light rays reflect back, but in water light rays continue their way. The decrease in the level of reflected signals indicates that the optical fiber tip is inside water. The simplicity of the methodology implies that within the material property boundaries (between -20C and +70C) usage of optical fibers is easy, accurate and inexpensive.
In the case for automotive engine applications, however, although all of the above methods have different advantages, a new method is required. The design must have high precision, and needs to be small enough to be located into the engine and must be durable enough for working under flammable liquids or gasses safely.

III. NEW OIL LEVEL SENSOR DESIGN

A. Hella Sensor Design

This study was first started with the idea of generation and development of a new oil level sensor which is integrated inside an oil pan (Fig. 1). The initial plan was to study with the engineers in Hella Company's (Hella KGaA Hueck & Co.) automotive sensors division [26].

Figure 1. The current Hella oil level sensor, the picture in the right shows the sensor in it’s assembled position and Target of OLS Design [25].

According to the mutual study plan, available information is shared. The information include previous three dimensional (3D) computer aided design (CAD) models, design and finite element analysis (FEA) studies, as well as the test results of the previous ultrasonic oil level sensor. For this aim, Hella Company has been visited, and during this visit details of the ultrasound sensor, its development, production and validation stages have been evaluated. Design validation tests of the sensor are thoroughly investigated to setup a relevant computational model.

The target of the Hella cooperated study is to work on the mechanical designs (material, sealing, mounting) in order to integrate the ultrasonic oil level sensor inside the vehicles oil pan.

For design verification purposes, a FEA simulation model is developed to study overall thermo-mechanical performance and vibration influence. Following the computational verification of the model developed, rapid prototypes of the model are planned to be produced to perform the first functional tests by Hella.

The main details of the FEA analysis are; the vibration profile and mechanical properties of the new sensor design under various temperature ranges, which are between -40C up to +150C. The endurance of the new design will be evaluated by using computer aided engineering (CAE) methods.

Following the verification of an acceptable design, the physical samples made out-of rapid prototyping will be prepared, and tested submerged in oil within the real world experimental setup. The target is to reach an accuracy of +/- 0.2mm for sensing the oil levels.

In the present the study, several sensor models have been analyzed, and a new, reliable design proposal is developed (Fig. 2)

IV. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS

During the FEA analysis, material properties of PA66-GF35 [25] is assigned for the main sensor parts, while fixings are CuZn39Pb3 and grounding is CuNi10Fe1Mn [24]. Several meshing structures are tested and an optimum mesh structure is reached. Final mesh structure consists of over 76,000 tetrahedral elements and around 22,000 nodes. Following the “meshing” stage of parts, all the individual parts are assembled with an attention to the rigidity of each part and the model. During the analysis it is assumed that the oil level is low, which also demonstrates the worst case by minimizing the damping effect of oil in the sump.

A. Modal Analysis

The goal of modal analysis [27] is to determine the natural mode shapes and frequencies of an object or structure during free vibration. Since the model developed is of complex structure it is customary to use the finite element method (FEM) to perform this analysis.

The types of equations which arise from modal analysis are those seen in Eigen systems. The physical interpretation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which are determined by solving the system, correspond to the natural frequencies and related mode shapes. Usually, the modes that are dominant are the lowest frequencies which are the most prominent modes at which the object will vibrate, dominating all the higher frequency modes [23].

A sample of the results evaluated is presented in Fig 3. The results indicate very high strain and stress values only in 7th, 8th and 9th modes, where the frequencies are 1635 Hz, 2187Hz, and 2413Hz.

All of the above frequencies are higher than the testing limits: (According to DIN EN 60068-2-6) [26], and our design is completely safe according to natural frequencies found in the modal analysis.

The above conclusion is demonstrated in depth in the next section, which summarizes the stress analysis results under the testing conditions.
Figure 3. The mode 2 shape and the elemental strain values of the FE analysis.

B. Stress-Strain Analysis in Frequency-vs-Acceleration

Frequency vs. acceleration values obtained from the Volkswagen Automotive test spec [26] in Table 1., are applied to the new sensor model designed and meshed as summarized in Part A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. THE FREQUENCY VS ACCELERATION VALUES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequenz [Hz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the stress-strain analysis under test conditions (Fig. 4) show that the oil level sensor faces a stress value of not more than 0.21 MPa, which makes no deformation when compared with its Yield Stress and Ultimate Tensile Strength values which ranges within 150-200MPa. Also the results show that there are no significant strain values.

In summary, computational results indicate that, in these test conditions, the new design is assessed to be safe.

C. Fatigue Analysis

Post processing of the results obtained show that, the stress values may not harm the design. However, the new model needs to be analyzed according to fatigue conditions to see the effects of cycling loads.

For this aim Fatigue Strength Coefficient, Fatigue Strength Exponent, Fatigue Ductility Coefficient and Fatigue Ductility Exponent values have been found and inserted into the materials’ database of the computational model [24].

Same loading conditions are repeated for many times to see the life-time of the model under the test conditions. The results show that expected lifetime is above 10³6 cycles. Safety factors have minimum values of 25.76 for fatigue and 2.796 for strength. According to these findings it can be suggested that, the new design is absolutely safe according to both stress-strain and fatigue properties under cycling loading of test conditions.

V. WHISPERING GALLERY MODE PHENOMENON

A. Theory

Following the above study, exploring the capabilities of Southern Methodist University Mechanical Engineering Faculty’s Micro Sensors Lab. a totally new type of liquid level sensor idea is activated.

This new sensor is planned to detect pressure/force by using whispering gallery mode (WGM) phenomenon, and capable of working nearly in everywhere including underwater.

The target is to develop sensor prototypes using the existing WGM theory. The test design includes equipments such as; laser as the signal source, micro sphere as the sensing element, fiber optics, and a liquid container as the test medium (Fig. 5). It is planned to perform the functional tests by using the Micro sensors laboratory of Southern Methodist University.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the proposed WGM pressure sensor experiment setup.

Fig. 5 shows the general experiment setup, while Fig. 6 shows detailed proposal of how to encapsulate the WGM sphere to make the sensor resistant to the medium including liquids [10].
As a summary; results of the present work is aimed to include not only a new level sensor, but also a new perspective into the WGM phenomenon will be evaluated to create a completely new sensor to be used in automotive as well as in many other branches of industry.

B. Equations

In the whispering gallery mode theory, light undergoes total internal reflection, and because it is trapped inside the sphere, WGMs are observed under certain conditions.

The details of the theory, the change in WGM spheres under pressure is as follows [19]:

For \( r >> \lambda \), resonance condition (approximate):

\[
2\pi r n_0 \approx \ell \lambda \quad (\ell = \text{integer})
\]

For \( r \approx \lambda \), resonance condition (approximate):

\[
2\pi r n_0 \approx \lambda
\]

\[
\Delta n \approx \Delta r \approx \Delta \lambda
\]

\[
\frac{\Delta n}{n_0} \approx \frac{\Delta r}{r} \approx \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda}
\]

When we look at Fig. 7 above, it can be seen that each time the light bounces off the inner surface of the sphere due to total internal reflection, the reflected wave experiences a “phase delay”, \( \phi \). This phase delay is a function of the light wavelength, \( \lambda \); and incidence angle; as well as the sphere-to-surrounding refraction index ratio, \( n_1/n_2 \).

As it can be seen easily, the laser light comes into the microsphere in its contact point in the tapered film, and the light undergoes total internal reflections in the sphere, which causes the phase shifts or in other words WGM shifts.

As illustrated in Fig. 8, while light starts re-circulating in the sphere a resonance shift occurs in the light when compared with the reference light beam.

\[
F = f(\Delta \lambda)
\]

\[
\frac{\Delta n}{n_0} = \frac{\Delta r}{r} = \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda}
\]

\[
F = g(\Delta \lambda) = f\left(\frac{\Delta R}{R} \frac{\Delta n}{n_0}\right)
\]
In this manner, there are different kinds of sphere materials showing different responses to the measurements. Fig. 11 shows the different sphere materials and their specific values like Young’s modulus, index of refraction and Elasto-optical constant which all are related with the WGM measurement results.

It can be observed that, the force shifts the resonance, but more importantly according to different materials, resonance shift also differs.

Now if we use WGM phenomenon to develop a pressure sensor we can see that pressure changes of the medium surrounding the sphere will induce WGM shifts.

This means by using the same formula [19]:

\[
\frac{\Delta n}{n_0} + \frac{\Delta a}{a} = \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda}
\]

(6)

We can reach to the pressure as a function of the differences of sphere radius and index of refraction [19]:

\[
P = g(\Delta \lambda) = f \left( \frac{\Delta a}{a}, \frac{\Delta n}{n_0} \right)
\]

(7)

If the stress and strain of a sphere is investigated, first the coordinate system should be defined (Fig. 12).

After many calculation steps, the formulas below can be achieved [16].

By inserting the appropriate expression for the three principle stresses in \( \frac{\Delta n}{n_0}, \frac{\Delta a}{a}, \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda} \), we can obtain the dependence of the WGM shift on external pressure \( P_0 \) for a PMMA spherical resonator as follows [19]:

\[
\frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda} = \frac{1}{2G} \frac{1 - \frac{b}{a}}{\left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{3}{2} \right) \right] \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{2}{2} \right) \right]} \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{b}{a} \right)^3 + \frac{1 - 2\nu}{1 + \nu} + \frac{6CG}{n_0} \right) P_0
\]

(9)

This equation can be simplified - if the effect of \( P_1 \) (Which denotes Inner Pressure) is ignored [19]:

(Please note that \( P_0 \) denotes External Pressure)

\[
\frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda} = \frac{1}{2G} \frac{1 - \frac{b}{a}}{\left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{3}{2} \right) \right] \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{2}{2} \right) \right]} \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{b}{a} \right)^3 + \frac{1 - 2\nu}{1 + \nu} + \frac{6CG}{n_0} \right) P_0
\]

(10)

This equation indicates the dependence of WGM shifts on external pressure \( P_0 \).

Fig. 13 demonstrates the experimental results of a previous study [16] showing that the WGM resonances shift by applying force on the sphere.
As a summary, WGM shifts can now be calculated according to the pressure changes of the medium, or in other words the external pressure changes.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, development and verification stages of a new, state-of-the-art oil level sensor was presented. Finite element analysis and modal analysis results indicate that the new design may be safely used within the oil pan of the engine. Safety factors, 25.76 for fatigue and 2.796 for strength, indicate that the model is ready to initiate production of prototypes for experimental verification purposes.

Research done within the scope of this study initiated an idea for developing a totally new liquid level sensor. The new sensor design is expected to detect pressure/force by using whispering gallery mode (WGM) phenomenon. This attempt is a new perspective into the WGM phenomenon. For this aim, the experimental set up outlined in this paper will be built and operated in SMU laboratories.
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Abstract—Electromagnetic (EM) radios have been recently proposed for underwater sensor networks. Due to the short transmission range of EM radio transmissions underwater, new localization techniques are required for underwater sensor networks using these radios. We propose and evaluate three localization approaches for EM-based underwater sensor networks: (1) multilateration with the aid of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), (2) multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) without the AUVs, and (3) a hybrid approach combining MDS and multilateration. We compare performance of the three approaches with simulations. The main disadvantage of AUV-aided localization with multilateration is that it does not always provide complete localization coverage of the network. On the other hand, MDS provides complete localization coverage, but its performance decreases in sparse networks. The hybrid approach provides complete network coverage and improves the performance of MDS in sparse networks.

Keywords—Underwater Localization; Multi-dimensional Scaling; Multilateration; AUV-aided Localization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of underwater sensor networks (UWSNs) for environmental monitoring is becoming more important as demonstrated by man-made disasters such as the recent oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, natural disasters such as Tsunamis, as well as ongoing concerns about climate change. The monitoring capabilities of UWSNs are essential to limit the impact of disasters and to predict the future of Ocean resources. An important service required for effective environmental monitoring is localization of environmental sensors, which ensures that the environmental information can be mapped. Due to the unavailability of the Global Positioning System (GPS) underwater, UWSN localization is a very challenging problem. In this work, we tackle the localization problem for UWSNs using electromagnetic (EM) based underwater radios.

The EM underwater radio is a recent technology, which promises a cost-effective and reliable underwater communications [1]. Current underwater acoustic communication technologies suffer from serious drawbacks: they are unreliable due to their susceptibility to environmental noise and require expensive signal processing to deal with the multi-path underwater acoustic channel. Underwater, EM-based signals do not suffer from multi-path arrivals and are not susceptible to environmental noise, so they do not require expensive processing for signal decoding.

The major drawback of using the EM-based radio underwater is its limited communication range due to the rapid attenuation of EM waves in the water. This short communication range requires a large number of nodes to provide connectivity across large areas. However, since the cost of EM-based radios is significantly lower than that of acoustic based radios we do not expect the cost of these networks to be large. In fact, a network with hundreds of EM-based nodes would be less expensive than a network with only a few nodes using acoustic modems.

Localization of nodes in a network is a highly desired capability for sensor network applications. Location stamps are used to tag sensor measurements, ensuring that observations can be mapped to the location where they were taken. Even though UWSNs do not have access to the GPS, localization can be achieved in acoustic-based UWSNs [2]. Due to their short range, localization of EM-based UWSNs needs to be handled differently than localization in acoustic-based UWSNs.

We propose and evaluate three different localization algorithms for UWSNs using EM-based radios:

(i) Multilateration using an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) to act as a mobile beacon. The AUV may not reach all nodes, so this localization approach does not in general cover the entire network.

(ii) Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) using neighbourhood distance information. MDS requires all inter-node distances, which may not be available due to the limited transmission range of the nodes. Missing distances are estimated with a shortest path algorithm, which introduces localization errors.

(iii) A hybrid approach, which uses MDS, but where instead of finding the missing inter-node distances with shortest-path algorithms, the missing distances are calculated from the positions estimated with multilateration. The hybrid approach improves the performance of MDS in sparse networks.

An exhaustive review of localization techniques for acoustic UWSNs is available in [2]. Here we briefly point out why many of these techniques cannot be used for EM-based UWSNs, due to their shorter communication range.

Current localization approaches in underwater acoustic networks rely heavily on the use of anchors [2]. Surface anchors have a known location through the GPS [3]–[5],
while dive’n’rise (DNR) anchors get their position on the surface from the GPS and then dive underwater for localization [6], [7]. Underwater anchors get their position from the surface anchors or from the DNR anchors. Given locations of the anchors and distances to the anchors measured by directly communicating with them, UWSN nodes can localize themselves [4]–[7]. For large networks, the anchors may not be able to communicate directly with all nodes. A solution is to use already localized nodes as anchors to localize other nodes in the network, which are then used as anchors, until the entire network is localized [3]. Another approach is to use mobile anchors [8], which can move and reach every node in the network, so that all nodes are covered and localized. The approaches using direct communication with anchors would not work in EM-based UWSNs since they would require an enormous number of anchors to reach all nodes in a network. In the case of surface anchors, the approach may not work at all if the UWSN is located at a high depth. The incremental approach may also require a large number of anchors to provide desired performance, since the localization errors propagate as new nodes become anchors. Mobile anchors [8] can get closer to the nodes in the UWSN, which is the reason why we propose their use in this work. Moreover, the MDS approach used in this paper is especially good at eliminating the propagation of localization errors in large sensor networks.

II. System Architecture

The underwater network considered in this paper is used for environmental monitoring similar to the floats used in the ARGO project [9]. The nodes are dropped off as a swarm to monitor and collect environmental information. Normally, the nodes dive below the surface of the ocean to collect data. Periodically, they rise to the surface and report their data to the sink over a satellite link or are picked up from the water at the end of the monitoring missions and their information is physically retrieved. In either case, the collected information is used for off-line analysis of a given environmental phenomena.

The network may include a roaming AUV for the purpose of augmenting the localization process. The AUV may also be used for other purposes, such as facilitating delay tolerant networking (DTN) if satellite links are not available [10]. In DTN, the data is picked when the AUV is near a sensor and transmitted to the satellite at a later time by the AUV.

All nodes are assumed to be equipped with EM-based radios for peer-to-peer underwater communications [1]. Since EM waves suffer extremely high attenuation in the underwater medium, the radio range of the nodes is several orders of magnitude shorter than that of an acoustic-based networks. We provide more details on node range in Section IV.

The nodes are required to stamp their data with the location of where the data is collected. As the nodes may be moving due to currents, the location where the information is retrieved (by satellite or by ship) may be very different from the location at the time the environmental data was collected. However, since the collected information is analyzed off-line, the sensor nodes do not actually require the knowledge of their location at the time that observations are made – the location estimates are only needed during the analysis of the observed data. Hence, location estimation can be done off-line, in tandem with the analysis of the observed data. This means that, the localization related information does not need to be sent to a central processor on the fly, even for centralized localization algorithms, significantly reducing the communication cost of sensor localization.

As we show later, geometrical information about the network (distances between nodes and between nodes and the AUV), is sufficient for localizing the nodes. In our system, the sensor nodes tag the observations with the geometrical data instead of estimating their own location and tagging the observations with the estimated location. The observation data and the geometrical data are later transferred to the sink for off-line processing. During off-line processing, the location estimates are obtained from the geometrical data and the observed data is then mapped with the location estimates.

While it may seem that this amount of geometrical data is large (in the order of the number of nodes in the network), in practical situations each node is only connected to a few neighbours at any given time. In our simulations, a typical number of neighbours is only 20 even for networks with several hundred nodes. With the current advancement in computer hardware, this storage requirement can be achieved with off-the-shelf hardware.

III. Localization Algorithms

We now discuss three localization approaches tailored for EM-based underwater networks: multilateration, MDS and a hybrid approach. All three approaches use distance information to localize the nodes. For notational purposes, we assume that there are \( n \) nodes in the network and that they are distributed on a plane, i.e., two-dimensional localization is considered. The extension to three dimensions is trivial.

Multilateration uses distance measurements from the AUV to a node \( i \), which are the \( m \) distance measurements \( d_{1}^{(i)}, \ldots, d_{m}^{(i)} \) to the AUV and the corresponding set of \( m \) AUV positions at which the measurements were taken \((x_{1}^{(i)}, y_{1}^{(i)}), \ldots, (x_{m}^{(i)}, y_{m}^{(i)})\). MDS uses the set of distances from each node to each of its neighbours. This information is represented by an \( n \times n \) Euclidian distance matrix \( D \) in which an entry \( D_{ij} \) is the distance between nodes \( i \) and \( j \). The hybrid approach uses both sets of geographical information: the distance measurements to the AUV and the positions of the AUV, and the Euclidean distance matrix \( D \).
A. A Two-way Ranging Protocol

Distances between pairs of nodes, or a node and the AUV, are obtained with a two-way ranging protocol. If node $i$ sends a ranging packet at time $t_1$, which is received by node $j$ at time $t_2$, and at time $t_3$ node $j$ responds with a ranging packet received by node $i$ at time $t_4$, the propagation time can be found with

$$t_{ij}^{(prop)} = \frac{1}{2} [(t_4 - t_3) + (t_2 - t_1)]$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} [(t_4 - t_1) + (t_3 - t_2)]$$

and the distance between $i$ and $j$ can be computed with

$$d_{ij} = t_{ij}^{(prop)} v_{EM}$$

where $v_{EM}$ is the propagation speed of electromagnetic waves in the water. Note that node $j$ can be the mobile AUV.

The two-way ranging protocol time-stamps the ranging packets and also sends the clock differences required to find the propagation delays. For example, node $j$ sends the difference $t_2 - t_1$ in its ranging packets, while time-stamping the packet with $t_3$. The time-stamp and the clock difference is sufficient information for node $i$ to determine the distance to node $j$. In a two-way ranging exchange with the AUV, the AUV also sends its current location in addition to the time difference.

The exchange of ranging packets is performed periodically in order to provide the current distance information in the presence of node movement. We note that this type of packet exchange is found in networks for synchronization purposes [11]. If the network supports synchronized medium access control, the ranging process comes for “free” and does not require extra communications between nodes.

Since the ranging packets are time-stamped with the computer time and not the actual time, the distance estimate contains errors due to inaccurate clock reading and clock skew. However, since the propagation speed of EM waves in the water is relatively low ($10^5$ m/s) and the actual propagation time in EM-based networks is in the order of milliseconds, the clock errors contribute a very small amount of perturbation to the distance estimate (in the order of centimeters).

B. Multilateration from AUV Measurements

The multilateration localizes each individual sensor node using the distance measurements from the node to the AUV. The set of distance measurements to the AUV and the positions of the AUV associated with those measurements are used to form a system of $m$ non-linear equations

$$\left( x_j^{(i)} - x_i \right)^2 + \left( y_j^{(i)} - y_i \right)^2 = \left( d_j^{(i)} \right)^2, 1 \leq j \leq m$$

where $(x_i, y_i)$ is the unknown position of the node $i$. In order to localize a node on a plane, $m \geq 3$ distance measurements from non-collinear AUV locations for each system of equations.

The unknown square terms can be eliminated by subtracting the last equation from the first $m - 1$ equations to arrive at a linear set of equations for each node

$$A_i \begin{bmatrix} x_i \\ y_i \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{2} b_i,$$

where

$${A}_i = \begin{bmatrix} (x_1^{(i)} - x_m) & (y_1^{(i)} - y_m) \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ (x_{m-1}^{(i)} - x_m) & (y_{m-1}^{(i)} - y_m) \end{bmatrix}$$

and

$${b}_i = \begin{bmatrix} (d_m^{(i)})^2 + (x_1^{(i)})^2 + (y_1^{(i)})^2 \\ \vdots \\ (d_{m-1}^{(i)})^2 + (x_m^{(i)})^2 + (y_m^{(i)})^2 \end{bmatrix}.$$

An estimate of the node position is a least squares solution to (1), which minimizes the Euclidian norm

$$\| \frac{1}{2} b_i - A_i \begin{bmatrix} x_i \\ y_i \end{bmatrix} \|.$$  

This solution is given by

$$\begin{bmatrix} \hat{x}_i \\ \hat{y}_i \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{2} (A_i^T A_i)^{-1} A_i^T b_i.$$  

Geographical information collected through the ranging process with the AUV is sufficient for each node to use multilateration to estimate its location without any exchange of information with its neighbours. However, there are several problems with the AUV approach, which may prevent its effective use. First, it is unlikely that the AUV can reach each node in the network from multiple non-collinear locations, meaning that some nodes may not have sufficient number of measurements to localize themselves. Second, since the AUV is underwater, it does not have access to the GPS satellites and must use dead-reckoning techniques to estimate its location. Dead-reckoning only provides a very rough estimate of the AUV’s location and has the disadvantage of error propagation (errors grow with time), which ultimately affects the localization performance. Third, the AUV takes time to visit every node in the network, by which time some nodes may have moved away. So, the location estimates obtained with the AUV may become outdated quickly.
C. Multi-dimensional Scaling

The MDS localization algorithm [12] simultaneously finds the position of all of the nodes in the network. Unlike the multilateration approach with the use of AUV, this approach provides complete localization coverage of the network. In addition, MDS is known to be relatively resilient to distance measurement errors due to the over-determined nature of the solution. The output of the algorithm is the estimated relative positions of the nodes

\[ \hat{P} = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{x}_1 & \hat{y}_1 \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ \hat{x}_m & \hat{y}_m \end{bmatrix} \]

The algorithm works on the full Euclidian distance matrix \( D \), which contains the distances between all pairs of nodes. First, the MDS algorithm calculates the square distance matrix \( \Delta^{(2)} \) in which each entry corresponds to a square entry in the distance matrix

\[ \Delta^{(2)}_{ij} = (D_{ij})^2 \]

Then, the MDS algorithm calculates an estimate of the Gram matrix \( \hat{B} = \hat{P} \hat{P}^T \) by applying double centering to the square distance matrix

\[ \hat{B} = -\frac{1}{2} J \Delta^{(2)} J, \] (3)

where \( J = I - 1/n11^T \), \( I \) is an \( n \times n \) identity matrix, and \( 1 \) is an \( n \times 1 \) column vector of 1s.

Finally, the position matrix is recovered from the Gram matrix with the use of eigenvalue decomposition. Given the eigendecomposition of \( \hat{B} \)

\[ \hat{B} = Q \Lambda Q^T, \] (4)

where \( Q \) is the matrix of eigenvectors and \( \Lambda \) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, the estimate of the position matrix is given by

\[ \hat{P} = Q \Lambda^{1/2} \] (5)

where \( Q_+ \) is an \( n \times 2 \) matrix obtained from \( Q \) by retaining the two eigenvectors corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues and \( \Lambda_+^{1/2} \) is an \( n \times n \) matrix obtained by retaining the columns of \( \Lambda \) corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues and taking their square root and making all other entries in the matrix 0.

The last step in the MDS algorithm minimizes the "strain" error between the position matrix and its Gram matrix [12]

\[ \| \hat{P} \hat{P}^T - \hat{B} \|. \]

The MDS approach assumes that the distance matrix \( D \) is fully populated. However, this is only the case if all nodes can communicate directly with each other. In general, the distance matrix is sparse and missing distances should be approximated or estimated. To fill in the missing entries, we use the standard method where a shortest path algorithm [13] estimates the missing distances from available distance measurements. In our simulations we use the all-pair Ford-Fulkerson algorithm to fill in the missing entries in the distance matrix.

D. Hybrid MDS-Multilateration Localization

Even though the MDS algorithm estimates the positions of all nodes in the network, its major drawback is that it relies on estimates of inter-node distances obtained by the shortest path algorithm. When a network is dense and has a regular shape, the shortest path distance corresponds well to its Euclidean distance. However, if a network is sparse or has an irregular shape, a shortest path distance will not match its Euclidean distance, resulting in localization errors.

To improve the performance of MDS localization in sparse UWSNs, we propose a hybrid approach, which combines the multilateration estimates and the MDS algorithm. In the hybrid approach, the position estimates from multilateration are used to calculate the missing inter-node distances in the distance matrix. These estimates have the potential to improve the shortest path estimates as long as the error from multilateration is small.

IV. Simulation Results

To analyze and compare the performance of the proposed localization algorithms, we perform a set of Monte-Carlo simulations using Matlab. In each Monte-Carlo run, sensor nodes are uniformly distributed over a disk with a 1000 m radius. The transmission range of the nodes is assumed to be 100 m, corresponding to the range of EM radio signals in water [1]. The AUV path and the locations of beacon transmissions are the same for every Monte-Carlo run. For each run, we calculate the inter-node distances and the distances from each node to the AUV. We pass the distance smaller than the maximum range to the localization algorithms.

The AUV moves in a spiral pattern with a trajectory given by the coordinates in time \( x_{AUV}(t + t_0) = At \cos(t_0) \) and \( y_{AUV}(t + t_0) = At \sin(t_0) \), where \( A = 10 \) and \( -19\pi \leq t \leq 19\pi \). Different \( t_0 \) are chosen to ensure that the AUV can visit every node in the network and \( t_0 \) is the uniform random variable chosen from the interval \([0, 2\pi]\). The AUV sends a beacon every 10 s, nodes in the 100 m radius of the AUV at the time of the beacon transmission can perform two-way ranging with the AUV.

Since the AUV moves underwater and only occasionally updates its coordinates using the GPS, most of the time it uses dead-reckoning to determine its coordinates. We model the error due to dead-reckoning by nudging the AUV away from its nominal path with a random perturbation. The AUVs coordinates are randomly sampled from a uniform disk with a given radius centered at the point on the AUVs
nominal path. This radius of this circle is indicated as "AUV error" in our plots.

We vary the speed of the AUV to achieve different amount of node coverage. We use speeds from about 10 m/s to about 0.5 m/s, corresponding to the network traversal time from about 30 minutes to about 9 hours, respectively. At a high speed the AUV can only send a few beacons before it traverses its entire pre-programmed path. The consequence of high speed then is that many nodes may not receive a sufficient number of beacons to localize themselves. At a lower speed the AUV sends out more beacons while traversing its path, thus increasing the number of nodes that received more than 3 non-collinear beacons.

Figure 1 shows the localization coverage of the mobile beacon approach as the total time to traverse the network (AUV speed) changes. We see that at high speeds the coverage is very low (about 30%). The coverage can be 100% at lower speeds, albeit at the cost of longer time to cover the entire network. These results are consistent with previously published results [8] for acoustic based networks. The figure also shows that the coverage does not improve at higher node densities.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 compare the performance of the three localization algorithms. Figure 2 shows the performance for a relatively sparse network (400 nodes), while Figure 3 shows the performance results for a relatively dense network (600 nodes). In both cases, the AUV error is 30 m. The estimated position error is the average across all node errors for all runs.

For the sparse network scenario (Figure 2), we see that multilateration performs better than MDS. However, multilateration cannot localize all nodes for traversal times of less than 4 hours. At higher AUV speeds the nodes that can be localized by multilateration also have fewer ranging measurements with the AUV, than at lower speeds. This decrease in the number of measurements accounts for a larger multilateration error at higher speeds. The hybrid approach is able to localize all nodes, since it uses MDS. In addition, it is able to provide improved localization performance when the AUV is at both high and low speeds. So, using the position estimates from multilateration decreases the error of the MDS position estimates for that scenario.

For the dense network scenario (Figure 3), the MDS approach always outperforms the multilateration approach. The error from estimating inter-node distances with the shortest path algorithm is lower than the error due to the uncertainty of AUV’s location. For higher speeds, the hybrid approach can be thought of as a MDS refinement of the
multilateration approach. At lower speeds, the error in the multilateration position estimates affects the performance of the hybrid approach.

Figure 4 compares the performance of the three algorithms for different network sizes and AUV errors, when the AUV traversal time is set to 2 hours. The error bars show the standard deviation of the localization error. The figure shows that MDS performs better in dense networks and that the hybrid approach can improve MDS performance in sparse networks. However, if the error introduced by the AUV is too large, MDS should be used by itself.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed and analyzed three approaches for localization in EM-based underwater sensor networks. The first approach uses an AUV and a multilateration algorithm. One drawback of this approach is that it may not be able to localize all nodes in the network when the AUV moves at high speeds. The second approach uses MDS to localize nodes based on their neighbourhood inter-node distance measurements. While the MDS approach localizes all nodes in the network, it may suffer from localization errors in sparse networks where not all inter-node distance measurements are available. The performance of MDS degrades in sparse networks because the missing inter-node distance measurements are estimated with a shortest path algorithm. The third approach is a hybrid approach that aims at improving the performance of the MDS by using the position estimates from multilateration to calculate the missing inter-node distances. Our simulations show that the hybrid approach improves the performance of MDS in sparse networks.
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Abstract—This paper presents a receiver structure of passive-phase conjugation (PPC) based adaptive spatial combining for underwater acoustic communications. Based on temporal diversity exploited by PPC processing, the presented structure exploits spatial diversity by adaptive multichannel combining. The structure was assessed in two field experiments which were conducted in two different seasons in Trondheim harbor. The experiments were carried out with the same configuration, but the channel physics were different due to different environmental conditions. A cross receiving array of 10 hydrophones, deployed in a water depth of 10 m, was used to collect the received waveform in a range of 2.0 km. By off-line signal processing, we have demonstrated the superior performance in exploiting spatial diversity for underwater communications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Underwater acoustic communication is frequently limited by intersymbol interference (ISI) due to a time-varying extended multipath structure in an acoustic channel [1]. Time delayed arrivals due to multipath propagation can be spatial and temporal refocused by time reversal method [2, 3], which mitigates ISI caused by multipath. After the equal weight multichannel combining, there is only one channel equalizer required by passive time reversal communications [4, 5], which can be realized by passive-phase conjugation (PPC). PPC achieves pulse compression for the time delayed arrivals [6], and this property is used for underwater acoustic communications with a reduced number of taps for adaptive channel equalization.

With multiple receivers distributed in space, there is spatial diversity which could be used to avoid deep fading in communications [7]. It is necessary to use multiple receivers in a time-varying acoustic channel to achieve stable communications. Since ISI cannot be eliminated by refocusing, an adaptive channel equalizer is required. It is known that a decision feedback equalizer (DFE) removes residual ISI. Spatial diversity is exploited by passive time reversal to mitigate ISI [8], where the side lobe level of \( q(t) \)-function is reduced with an increased number of receivers. Multichannel combining is performed by passive time reversal to achieve refocusing at the receiving array. In a real ocean environment, since there are interchannel correlations among the receivers [9], the diversity combining of passive time reversal does not take spatial coherence into account.

In this paper, a receiver structure which is a PPC based multichannel equalization scheme is presented, where adaptive spatial combining is conducted to exploit spatial diversity. The structure takes advantage of pulse compression, where the number of taps for a multichannel equalizer is significantly reduced. As discussed by Yang [9], there is lack of model which can precisely predict the channel characteristics in a real ocean, and therefore the receiver structure is assessed by experiments. Two sea experiments were conducted to assess the receiver structure, where a receiving array of 10 hydrophones was used, and the received waveforms were recorded for off-line processing in the laboratory. The structure of PPC based multichannel DFE (PPC-McDFE) is used in digital signal processing, and it improves performance of the passive time reversal structure which is realized by PPC plus a signal channel DFE (PPC-DFE). The improvement is shown in terms of output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

This paper is organized as follows. The proposed receiver structure of PPC-McDFE is introduced in Section II, and the diagram shows its differences from PPC-DFE. Section III describes the experimental setup. The information about experimental area and sound speed profiles are shown, and the signal transmission is introduced. In Section IV, the channel measurements and communication results are presented and discussed. Conclusions are given in Section V.

II. THE RECEIVER STRUCTURE

The communication information consists of a sequence of symbols denoted as \( I[n] \), and each symbol occupies a duration of \( T \). The baseband data signal \( s(t) \) can be expressed as

\[
s(t) = \sum_n I[n] g(t - nT)
\]

where \( g(t) \) is the pulse shape function for each symbol such that...
\[ g(\tau) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{for } 0 \leq \tau < T & (2) \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

At the \( i \)th receiver, the received signal \( r_i(t) \) can be written as
\[ r_i(t) = h_i(t) \otimes s(t) + w_i(t) \]  
where \( h_i(t) \) represents the channel impulse response, \( w_i(t) \) is a band-limited noise, and \( \otimes \) denotes convolution. PPC processing can be seen as match-filtering of the received data signal using a channel response. The output of PPC is expressed as
\[ z_i(t) = h_i(-t) \otimes r_i(t) \]
\[ = h_i(-t) \otimes (h_i(t) \otimes s(t) + w_i(t)) \]
\[ = q_i(t) \otimes s(t) + \zeta_i(t), \]  
where \( q_i(t) \) is the autocorrelation function of \( h_i(t) \), and \( \zeta_i(t) \) is a filtered noise. The main lobe width and side lobes of \( q_i(t) \) are determined by the channel physics, and ISI caused by \( q_i(t) \) exists after pulse compression.

ISI can be mitigated by refocusing time delayed arrivals at a receiving array, where one channel output is obtained by passive time reversal. The output of diversity combining over \( K \) receivers is
\[ z(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} h_i(-t) \otimes r_i(t) \]
\[ = \sum_{i=1}^{K} q_i(t) \otimes s(t) + \sum_{i=1}^{K} \zeta_i(t) \]
\[ = q(t) \otimes s(t) + \zeta(t) \]  
where \( q(t) \) is a function of autocorrelations summed over the \( K \) receivers, and \( \zeta(t) \) is a filtered noise. Residual ISI caused by \( q(t) \) can be removed by an adaptive channel equalizer [5]. Figure 1 shows the receiver structure for communications using passive time reversal, and it is realized by PPC plus a single channel DFE (PPC-DFE). Carrier-phase tracking is realized using the technique of a second order digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) proposed by Stojanovic [10], and the DPLL tracks the mean frequency shift of \( K \) receivers. Based on the minimum mean square error (MSE) criterion, the coefficients for the feed-forward and feedback filters are obtained by the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm [11]. The output error is defined as
\[ e[n] = I[n] - \hat{I}[n] \]  
where \( I[n] \) is the estimate. Out the training mode, \( I[n] \) is replaced by the decided output \( \hat{I}[n] \).

The receiver structure PPC-McDFE is shown in Figure 2, and it takes advantage of pulse compression in order to reduce the number of taps for the multichannel DFE. For the \( K \) receivers, independent DPLLs compensate the frequency shifts, and the RLS algorithm updates coefficients of the feed-forward filters. This structure is designed to improve the performance of PPC-DFE by adaptive multichannel combining. As shown in Figure 1, one channel output exploits spatial diversity by low-complex combining without considering both the interchannel correlations and the output errors. For the structure shown in Figure 2, spatial diversity is exploited by performing adaptive spatial combining. Based on a previous output MSE, the RLS algorithm updates the filter tap coefficients for combining in order to minimize current output MSE. PPC-McDFE achieves superior performance in the trials.

---

Figure 1. The diagram of PPC-DFE. There are \( N \) samples per symbol in baseband digital signal processing.

Figure 2. The diagram of PPC-McDFE.
III. THE EXPERIMENTS

The two experiments were carried out on June 30 (Trial A) and September 9 (Trial B), 2010, in Trondheim harbor in Norway shown in Figure 3(a). In the experimental area, the shallow littoral region less than 20 m extends about 100 m off shore. The instrumentation and the source sound level were the same for both Trial A and Trial B. Figure 3(b) shows that the depth profile from the source to the CRA changes from 240 m to 10 m. The red dot denotes the position of the transmitter in a distance of 2 km to the CRA, and the transmitter used a hemispherical acoustic transducer suspended at a depth of 20 m from the NTNU research vessel R/V Gunnerus. The CRA is near-shore deployed in a water depth of 10 m, and it consists of a vertical receiving array of 6 hydrophones with 1 m element spacing and a horizontal receiving array of 4 hydrophones with 1.5 m element spacing. The dynamic positioning system of R/V Gunnerus was activated to reduce drifting.

The sound speed profiles measured during the trials are shown in Figure 4. There was a sound channel at the depth of 25 m in Trial A. In Trial B, there was a negative gradient sound speed profile causing the acoustic energy emitted by the source bent towards the sea bottom. The receiving array was deployed at a depth which was different from the transmitter depth, and the received signal exhibited time-varying fading due to reflections from the sea surface and bottom.

The carrier frequency of the transmitted signals was 12 kHz. The channel probe signal was a linear frequency modulation (LFM) chirp of 0.1 s with a Hanning window, and its effective bandwidth was 2.2 kHz. The chirp was also used as a pulse-shaping signal for the data signals, which were generated by binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulations. The symbol rate in communications was $R=1/T=1$ kilosymbols/s.

Figure 4. Sound speed profiles measured by Gunnerus.

Figure 5(a) shows one period of transmitted signal for Trial A, where the signals were repeatedly transmitted 18 times.
times. Figure 5(b) shows one period of transmitted signal for Trial B, where the signals were repeatedly transmitted 6 times. The 60 chirps spanning 18 s in each period were used to measure the channel response. The received waveforms were recorded with a sampling frequency of 96 kHz for off-line processing in the laboratory.

IV. THE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The parameters for PPC-DFE and PPC-McDFE are given in TABLE I. In baseband digital signal processing, the feed-forward filter taps span 4 symbol intervals with an over sampling rate of $N=2$. As suggested in [12], the second order DPLL is configured with $K_2=K_1/10$ to get good performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_s$</td>
<td>The sampling frequency at the CRA</td>
<td>96 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_c$</td>
<td>Carrier frequency</td>
<td>12 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>The symbol rate</td>
<td>1000 symbols/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Over sampling factor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{ff}$</td>
<td>The number of feed forward filter taps</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{fb}$</td>
<td>The number of feedback filter taps</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_t$</td>
<td>The number of training symbols</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>RLS forgetting factor</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>The number of receiving channels</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_1$</td>
<td>Proportional tracking constant in PLL</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_2$</td>
<td>Integral tracking constant in PLL</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Trial A

In each period, the channel response within 18 s can be measured by the 60-chirp using the method of replica correlation. Figure 6 shows the overview of channel response measurements in hydrophone No. 4, which was located at a depth of 4.5 m above the sea bottom. The temporal compression is observed in the 45-minute trial, the time delayed arrivals in 18 periods are not aligned in delay time, and the first arrivals in the following periods approach the receiving array earlier than those in the previous periods. The compression rate changes with period, and the variation is caused by time-varying Doppler shift due to relative movement between the transmitter and the receiving array [13]. The channel response changes with time, it changes with receivers, and spatial diversity in the channel can be exploited to achieve stable communications.

Figure 7 shows the receiver performance in the first frame versus the number of hydrophones, where the output SNR is calculated by $(1-MSE)/MSE$ [7]. The performance increases with the number of receiving channels, where spatial diversity is exploited, and PPC-McDFE achieves superior performance over PPC-DFE using a small number of receivers. In maximum, an improvement gain of 4.5 dB is obtained where the signals of 7 receiving channels are used for processing. In the following analysis, 10 receiving channels are used in signal processing to assess the improvement in terms of output SNR.

In the 45-minute trial, Figure 8 shows that the receiver performance changes with time, and PPC-McDFE achieves better performance than PPC-DFE. Since the receivers were deployed in a region of reverberation, input SNR varied with time. It is shown in Figure 6 that magnitude of the arrivals changes with time in the trial. It is calculated that the improvement gain for BPSK communication changes from 2.2 dB to 6.7 dB and the improvement gain for QPSK communication changes from 2.5 dB to 6.4 dB. The reason for the improvement variation is that interchannel correlations exist and change with time.

Figure 6. The channel impulse response measurements during the 45-minute experiment.
Spatial coherence measures the strength of interchannel correlation between two receivers, and it can be calculated by

$$\psi(m, n) = \frac{|r_n(t) \otimes r_n(t)|_{\text{max}}}{\sqrt{|r_n(t) \otimes r_n(t)|_{\text{max}}}},$$

where $|r_n(t) \otimes r_n(t)|_{\text{max}}$ denotes the maximum absolute value of cross-correlation between the two signals $r_n(t)$ and $r_n(t)$, and $r_n(t)$ denotes the signal received by the $n$th hydrophone. Figure 9 shows the spatial coherence measurement in the 45-minute trial, and interchannel correlation exists and changes with time during the trial. Since it is infeasible to predict the spatial coherence variations in a real ocean environment [9], it becomes intractable to preset weights for the multichannel combining. PPC-DFE assumes that there are independent receivers of the receiving array, where the spatial diversity is exploited by combining prior to the adaptive channel equalization, and this assumption is impacted by the interchannel correlations. PPC-McDFE achieves superior performance which is attributed to the adaptive spatial combining, as the multichannel combining weights are updated based on output MSEs.

**B. Trial B**

Due to a negative gradient sound speed profile shown in Figure 4, extended time delayed arrivals caused by reflections are observed in Figure 10. The maximum magnitude decreases by 10 dB in the second period, and the compression due to Doppler is observed, where the compression rate is about 3.2e-4 between the two periods. Figure 11 shows the BPSK performance in the first period. There is no bit error of 7782 bits with an output SNR of 13.6 dB, and there is little difference in terms of the slope of phase offset from the DPLLs. This improvement gain is obtained from the adaptive spatial combining. The independent DPLLs are replaced by a common DPLL in the following processing.
where $\hat{\theta}[n]$ denotes the phase offset estimate from $i$th DPLL. Figure 12 shows the performance in 6 periods, and improvement of passive time reversal communications is obtained. In calculation, the improvement gain changes from 1.7 dB to 5.1 dB for BPSK, and it changes from 1.8 dB to 6.5 dB for QPSK. The improvement gain is attributed to spatial diversity exploited by the adaptive combining.

Figure 13 shows the single DPLL output in 6 periods. For the BPSK signals, the slopes of phase offset change from 2.1 rad/s to 9.0 rad/s, where the equivalent carrier frequency shifts vary from 0.3 Hz to 1.4 Hz. The equivalent carrier frequency shifts for the QPSK signals change from 0.5 Hz to 0.9 Hz. In a time-varying acoustic channel, it is necessary that carrier-phase tracking by DPLL is implemented to compensate Doppler shift for underwater communications.

\[
\bar{\theta}[n] = \frac{1}{10} \sum_{i=2}^{10} \hat{\theta}[n]
\]

(8)

V. CONCLUSIONS

The presented receiver structure which is based on pulse compression is assessed in two sea trials over a range dependent channel of 2 km. The presented results have shown that improvement of passive time reversal communications can be obtained by using adaptive spatial combining to exploit spatial diversity. In a real ocean, since the receivers of a receiving array are unable to be distributed independently in space, there is no model which can predict time-varying interchannel correlations, and it is preferred that spatial diversity is exploited by the adaptive combining where the combining coefficients are updated to minimize output MSE. With a receiving array of a small number of hydrophones, we have demonstrated the performance of PC-McDFE.
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Abstract—Climate change impacts polar water mass formation and its subsequent sinking and spreading along the ocean floor, thus affecting oceanic storage of greenhouse gases. Currently, there is no low cost way to monitor the polar and other abyssal water masses. Here we propose to use submarine cables by integrating sensors and node functionality into repeaters to form a real-time global climate change monitoring network that also includes tsunami warning capability and provides for multipurpose connections.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oceans govern climate and climate variability since they store more than 90 percent of the heat and 50 times as much carbon as the atmosphere in the Earth’s climate system. Global warming causes polar ice to melt and sea-level to rise, consequently reducing the ocean’s capacity for greenhouse gas storage in the abyssal ocean and further reinforces atmospheric greenhouse warming. The deepest water mass covering the world’s ocean floor originates from polar regions such as the Greenland Sea, Labrador Sea, Weddell Sea, Ross Sea and around Antarctica. These polar water masses have the highest densities in the world ocean. The densest water plumes along the polar continental slopes and spreads along the ocean floor to fill up the global ocean bottom waters (Figure 1). While doing so, it carries a large amount of atmospheric greenhouse gasses into the deep ocean with residence times on the order of a millennium.

Temperature and salinity are basic state variables of ocean climate. They govern the density and thus, along with wind and solar forcing, the overall circulation of the world ocean. The polar bottom water is formed at the surface of polar seas through air-sea interaction as warm, salty water is cooled and sinks. This process is being affected by climate change, impacting water temperature and salinity as a function of time and space. Consequently, this would affect the formation of the oceans’ bottom water and its volume transport, and thus overall ocean circulation. Under a warming environment, polar water masses can absorb less gas and are less capable of sinking. Consequently, the transport decreases and less atmospheric greenhouse gases are brought into the deep ocean. If the ocean-bottom water temperature, salinity and pressure could be measured on the ocean floor at many locations including “choke points”, changes of the planet’s climate could be monitored in this crucial part of the Earth’s climate system. One of the major results from the recent OceanObs09 conference 21-25 September 2009 in Venice, Italy (http://www.oceanobs09.net), was the need for abyssal measurements below 2000 m since the current Argo program can measure temperature and salinity only above 2000 m.

It is generally understood that climate change monitoring requires very long-term observations from decades to centuries. These observations need sustainable technical and financial support. Currently, there is no low cost way to effectively monitor the ocean climate in the long run. Particularly, the high pressure at abyssal depth (~6000 m) and complicated bottom topography cause instrumentation to be extremely difficult and costly. In traditional oceanographic measurements from ships, the sea bottom is intentionally avoided for possible damage of the instruments in case they hit the bottom. Due to its vast extent and volume, the measurement of the layers of polar water mass on and just above the ocean floor is virtually nonexistent. However, submarine telecommunications cables typically with repeaters (optical amplifier) 40-120 kilometers apart, lie on the ocean floor and can fill this gap (Figure 1). They can be used to measure the bottom water flowing by on a continuous, sustained basis for many decades – something that cannot be done by other means. At the same time, electric signals from the cables can yield information about the ocean currents crossing the cables and as well as average temperature. Importantly, the cables and the repeaters can provide power to transmit data from general purpose observatory nodes on the sea floor.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. From a historical appoint of view, Section 2 emphasizes the importance of turning submarine telecommunications cables into a real-time multipurpose global climate change monitoring network. Such an opportunity was missed and should not be missed again. Section 3 calls for facilitating the usage of retired and in-service submarine cables for ocean climate monitoring. This section also describes the technical feasibility of designing future generation of cables and repeaters, which enable climate measuring sensors to be integrated into repeater housing and to allow for node functionality. The technologies have been developed in
oil/gas industry and ocean observatory in the last decade and are ready to be implemented into the global climate monitoring network. Perspective of realizing the network is given in Section 4 to meet the demand for real-time global tsunami warning, sea-level rise observation and climate change monitoring.

Figure 1. Schematic of polar water formation. It sinks and spreads across the ocean floor, which is affected by global warming and ice melting at its polar source formation region. The change of water properties such as temperature and salinity can be measured with sensors installed in the repeaters (optical amplifiers) of a submarine cable [1] [2].

II. A MAJOR OPPORTUNITY

Since 1850, over a million kilometres of submarine cables have been laid on the ocean floor, covering a significant part of the global oceans [2]. Thousands of repeaters in these cable systems are currently serving only the single purpose of amplifying communication signals (Figure 2). Slight modification of these repeaters – plugging in only one pressure sensor into their housing, for example – could turn the single purpose telecommunication network into multipurpose, real-time global tsunami warning and sea-level rise monitoring network [4] [1]. Such a global network could quickly locate the source of the tsunamis triggered by an earthquake or other factors from most of the ocean floor. The very dense repeater stations – typically about 100 repeaters for a transatlantic cable and 200 repeaters for a transpacific cable – can provide tsunami-wave travel times, amplitudes and speeds for early warning in real time. Such a network can be sustained for decades at low cost. The long-term bottom pressure time series data has also important scientific value for oceanographers to study tides far from land [5].

If more sensors – such as sensors for measuring temperature and salinity – are installed with the repeaters, the telecom cables can be turned into a much-needed real-time global climate change monitoring network. Those repeaters can also be used as nodes for multipurpose connections, using, for instance, inductive power and communications transfer through the repeater pressure case. In the long run, a robust design enables even more channels to measure additional climate data such as ocean currents (using an up-looking acoustic Doppler ocean current profiler), oxygen, greenhouse gasses, seismicity, large-scale temperature using acoustic tomography, geophysical and biochemical properties, and underwater video and acoustics. This very useful resource has been overlooked. This is a major opportunity that should be taken advantage of.

III. PLUG SENSORS INTO NEW GENERATION OF CABLE REPEATERS

At present, only a tiny fraction of the existing cables (about a thousand kilometres or 0.1 per cent) is used for measuring climate change data such as the Florida Current cable that has been used to take daily measures of the volume of water transported by the Florida Current over the past 25 years (derived from the voltage fluctuations measured at the shore station; [4] [2]; [6]). In particular, repeaters have not been modified for this potential of climate monitoring capacity. This is a significant opportunity for telecommunication companies to design the new generation of cable repeaters and to provide additional climate data to stakeholders other than their usual telecoms services. The new repeaters that are integrated with integrated sensors and nodes will enable us to measure the major climate variables of temperature, salinity and pressure and in a cost-effective long-term climate change monitoring network. The designing cost of the new generation of repeaters is estimated at several to ten million US dollars [7]. This non-recurring engineering cost is regarded as modest when amortized over thousands of units for many years to come. Telecom companies can make additional profit by serving the additional stakeholders (e.g., government science agencies) and the broad community with very much needed climate data and relevant products.

Modern technologies enable the new type of repeaters to be assembled into one cable body but two operation systems, one for telecommunication and one for other purposes such as oil/gas, local ocean observatory and science in general, without interfering with each other. The dual-conductor cable and four-cable branch unit recently developed by Tyco Electronics Subsea Communications [8] and the Modular Connecterized Distribution Unit by Ocean Design Incorporation (Flynn, personal communication, 2010) enable independent power and fibre connectivity in a layered network allowing three power path and nodes for multiple connections. The currently used repeaters have space to install the temperature, salinity and pressure sensors (Figure 3). The measured signals can be transmitted to shore via the dual-conductor cable with two coloured fibres, one for telecommunication and one for other purposes such as oil/gas, local ocean observatory and science in general, without interfering with each other. The dual-conductor cable and four-cable branch unit recently developed by Tyco Electronics Subsea Communications [8] and the Modular Connecterized Distribution Unit by Ocean Design Incorporation (Flynn, personal communication, 2010) enable independent power and fibre connectivity in a layered network allowing three power path and nodes for multiple connections. The currently used repeaters have space to install the temperature, salinity and pressure sensors (Figure 3). The measured signals can be transmitted to shore via the dual-conductor cable with two coloured fibres, one for telecommunication and one for scientific data. As a result, the chain of repeaters in a cable can be turned into a densely sampled mooring-like time-series with instant data availability spanning seconds to several decades. Using just a fraction of the new cable systems being constantly installed would provide thousands of time series stations to form a truly real-time global network. Such a network will
effectively monitor global climate change including long-term sea-level rise as well as short term tsunami detection and warning at low cost.

To make the network more useful, future technical development should consider inductive (transformer) transferring of power and communication through a pressure case without connectors. Even power of a watt and communications rate of bits per second is useful. With the inductive capability of power and communication, horizontal electric field (HEF) pressure –inverted echo sound (HPIES) can be placed next to the repeater using a remotely operated vehicle (ROV). A repeater can support an acoustic modem for communications (acomms) [4]. This allows instruments to be placed a farther distance away from the repeater with a large battery.

At present, many of the available technologies are first developed in the oil/gas industry a beneficial situation towards achieving the global climate change monitoring network. As more and more of these technologies are moving to fully instrumented and widely distributed fields for production such as command, control, power and communication as well as 4-D tomographic monitoring of the fields, they, if extensively qualified, can then be migrated to telecommunications.

IV PERSPECTIVE

The recent great earthquakes and resulting tsunamis (Sumatra 2004, Chile 2010, Japan 2011) show yet again how vulnerable our civilization can be to natural disasters. As part of the global effort to build a tsunami warning system, USA has deployed a total 39 Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis (DART) tsunami stations (or buoys) in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and Caribbean Sea by 2008 (Figure 2). More buoys have been planned in other parts of the world oceans. At the same time, many other coastal countries have deployed or planned to deploy their tsunami buoys as well. The cost for purchasing a DART buoy is typically about US$250,000, and maintaining cost for a buoy is about US$125,000/year excluding ship-time; the latter typically costs much more than the buoy itself [9]. Tsunami buoys are usually deployed as close to potential source locations (e.g., along the entire “rim of fire” in the Pacific) as possible for achieving longer lead and evacuation time. But there are still many gaps, for instance, the current system has not covered the mid-ocean ridges and vast open ocean area which are far from land and would be more costly to maintain with ships. On 11 March 2011 Japanese tsunami crossed the open Pacific and caused damage and casualty in west coast of America. Due to lack of buoys in vast open Pacific, insufficient information is provided to public on tsunami travel time, speed and amplitude.

The principal of the DART (or other types) buoys, for example, developed by US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), is the ocean bottom pressure sensor which can record tsunami wave amplitude of less than 1 cm in open ocean. As depicted above, if the pressure sensors are integrated into submarine cable repeaters, harnessing telecoms cable repeaters can form a global real-time tsunami warning network with less cost than the present system. That is because the cable measurements can save the maintenance/ship costs. Further, tsunami buoy life times are limited to a maximum of 4 years because they are powered by batteries. In contrast, cable systems can power the sensors for decades. The harsh sea-surface environment, possible device failure and potential vandalism reduce the tsunami buoys’ effective availability. Cables lie on the ocean floor avoiding the harsh sea surface condition. The designed operation time for DART buoys is typically 80 per cent but actual available up-time is less than 70% [10]. A cabled tsunami warning network is more reliable in terms of its better global ocean coverage and highly dense sensors.

Because warming water expands, sea-level rise is an integrating measure of global ocean heat content, and global warming. Current sea-level observations rely on tide gauges and satellites. Tide gauge records are affected by land rising and sinking, showing considerable variations in the long term. The estimated sea level rise measured with satellite altimetry is greater than with tide gauges. It is still unclear how much the precision of the satellite measurement is affected by orbital decay and the difference between assumed orbit and the Earth geoid. Cabled measurements of sea-bottom pressures are expected to provide more reliable and accurate sea-level data as they measure the whole water column pressure change and better cover the ocean-basins with less effects of vertical ground movement for decades.

With regard to polar climate change condition, the polar region has been warming stronger than global average. In 2007, the summer minimum sea ice in the Arctic was an unprecedented 40 per cent below the minimum sea ice content of the 1980s. Autumn temperatures were 6°C higher than the 1958-98 mean. The Greenland ice sheet has been melting with a 16 per cent increase from 1979-2002. In Antarctica, a significant temperature anomaly of more than +2°C has been found in the Antarctic Peninsula. In responding to the warming, a collapse of the Antarctic ice shelf and drifting of icebergs away from Antarctica are frequently reported in recent years. The polar region’s augmented warming may have already impacted the polar water-mass formation, transport and greenhouse gas carriage. Details are unknown as no effective monitoring is being performed. With the aforementioned temperature, salinity and pressure sensors, submarine cables and repeaters can effectively contribute to the monitoring of polar and global climate change at a low cost. Since the demand for internet usage continues to grow exponentially, telecom cables will only expand. With little additional cost, a new generation of cable repeaters can meet the requirement of very much needed climate change monitoring system. For example, in January 2010, Kodiak Kenai Cable Co. announced plans for a fibre optic cable on the Arctic Ocean seabed to connect Europe and Asia [7]. Australian Telstra also announced recently it would lay a new cable from Sydney to Oakland and then to Los Angeles using more than 500 repeaters with 40 km spacing. These cables and repeaters are still going to serve only a single purpose, i.e., to amplify the communication signal. Telecommunication companies and scientists are urged to work together to
realize the much-needed global climate change monitoring network in future cable systems.

These business opportunities for telecommunication companies are obvious and should not be missed. The current services in tsunami warning and sea-level monitoring are mainly financed by governments. In the future model of invest-outcome/invest-profit for efficiently using tax-payer money, governments should work with and persuade and encourage telecom companies to incorporate the new technologies as part of in the overall emission and mitigation strategy. By encouraging technical standardization, the United Nation (UN) agent, International Telecommunication Union (ITU), as well as non-governmental organizations (NGOs) can facilitate the implementation of the capability. To determine the next step, a workshop has been organized to be held in Rome on 5-9 September 2011 including scientists, engineers, governments and legal experts, in cooperation with relevant organizations and UN agencies. The workshop aims to facilitate the use of retired and in-service submarine cables and encourage the development of new technologies and standards for layered systems and of ocean observing subsystems at each repeater.

At the UN Copenhagen Climate Conference in December 2009, all nations unanimously agreed to curb global warming not to exceed 2 °C. Since human-induced global greenhouse warming will soon cross the 1 °C mark and approach 2 °C [11], the next decades will be crucial for monitoring climate change. As the ocean is one of the most important factors in governing the worldwide warming process and climate variability, they must be closely observed. Without other effective means for long-term climatic measurements, harnessing telecom cables for ocean observation is expected to play a major role in monitoring global climate change for the next decades.
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Figure 2. Submarine cables repeaters (blue dots) are symbolically plotted overlapping the cables (in red). The actual number of repeaters is about 4 times more than that plotted with a distance of about 40-150 km apart. For example, a typical transpacific cable would contain about 200 repeaters. Other plotted symbols are tsunami buoys (open circles in orange) and ocean observatories (stars in light blue). The source of background cable distribution is from the cable map of Global Marine Systems Ltd.
Figure 3. Cable and repeaters are being laid down in the ocean (upper panel), a view of open Alcatel-Lucent repeater (middle panel) and the diagram of a submarine cable repeater (lower panel). Climate monitoring sensors could be integrated into the equipment and the measured signals transmitted back to a shore station via the repeater’s transmission device.
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Abstract—Wireless communication itself consumes the most amount of energy in a given WSN, so the most logical way to reduce the energy consumption is to reduce the number of radio transmissions. To address this issue, there have been developed data reduction strategies which reduce the amount of sent data by predicting the measured values both at the source and the sink, requiring transmission only if a certain reading differ by a given margin from the predicted values. While these strategies often provide great reduction in power consumption, they need a-priori knowledge of the explored domain in order to correctly model the expected values. Using a widely known mathematical apparatus called the Least Mean Square Algorithm (LMS), it is possible to get great energy savings while eliminating the need of former knowledge or any kind of modeling. In this paper with we use the Least Mean Square Algorithm with variable step size (LMS-VSS) parameter. By applying this algorithm on real-world data set with different WSN topologies, we achieved maximum data reduction of over 95%, while retaining a reasonably high precision.
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I. INTRODUCTION

By being inherently distributed systems, WSN allow not only measuring the temporal progression of the ascertained quantity but also provide the ability to take the spatial progression of this quantity as well. By reporting data measurement at each interval, the node itself consumes a great deal of energy, thus, it vastly reduces its lifetime and creates sufficient communication overhead.

There are several techniques that have been developed to overcome these problems i.e., to lower the communication overhead, to increase energy saving and maximize CPU utilization.

Since wireless communication itself consumes the most amount of energy in a given WSN, the most logical way to reduce the energy consumption is to reduce the number of radio transmissions.

Data-reduction techniques aim to reduce the data to be delivered to the sink. These techniques can be divided into three main groups (Fig. 1): data compression, data prediction and in-network processing [1].

Data compression is applied to reduce the amount of information sent by source nodes. This scheme involves coding strategy used to represent data regardless of their semantics.

In-network processing performs data aggregation while data is routed towards the sink node. Data aggregation aims to transform the raw data into less voluminous refined data. It can be achieved with summarization functions (minimum, maximum and average). For applications that require original and accurate measurements, such a summarization may be inappropriate since it represents an accuracy loss [2].

Stochastic approaches are used when sensed phenomena can be considered as a random process by means of probability density function. Although this approach is general, its
computational overhead makes it inappropriate for tiny sensors with limited computational capacities.

The most appropriate models for data prediction in WSN are those based on time series forecasting. Moving Average (MA), Auto-Regressive (AR) or Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) models are simple, easy for implementation and provide acceptable accuracy [3][4].

In this paper, we investigated time-series forecasting technique for WSN based on LMS algorithm with variable step size (LMS-VSS). Least-Mean-Square (LMS) adaptive algorithm as a data-reduction strategy in WSN has been firstly proposed by Santini and Römer [5]. The advantages of LMS algorithm is that it does not require any a priori knowledge or modelling of the statistical properties of the observed signals, thus providing great flexibility and domain independence. Santini and Römer in [5] reported maximum data reduction of 92% for the temperature measurements (on Intel Berkeley Lab dataset [6]) while retaining an accuracy of 0.5°C.

The fact that a great percentage of the real-world wireless sensor networks are multi hop and hierarchy based, motivated us to exploit LMS-VSS on two different network topologies: star topology and cluster-based topology. The proposed algorithm is tested on real data obtained from the Intel Berkeley Research Laboratory sensor deployment [6]. LMS-VSS produce maximum data reduction of 95% for error margin of 0.5°C (for star topology) and around 97% when data aggregation was taken into account (cluster-based topology).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section explains least mean square algorithm. Section three of this paper describes the LMS-VSS. The fourth and the fifth section explore LMS-VSS on star network and cluster-based topologies respectively. Finally, we conclude this paper in section six.

II. LEAST MEAN SQUARE ALGORITHM

In this section, we present a brief explanation of the least mean square algorithm. A thorough explanation can be found in [6].

A linear adaptive filter samples a data stream/input signal at an instant n, which we will denote as \(u[n]\) and calculates a prediction i.e., the output of the filter as \(y[n] = w^T[n]u[n]\), which effectively is a linear combination of the previous \(N\) samples of the data stream (denoted as the vector \(u\) which is of length \(M\)), weighted by the corresponding weight vector \(w[n]\) (also of length \(M\)). \(M\) is an integer parameter that the filter uses and it determines the “memory” of the filter i.e., how many previous input sample it will use.

The output \(y[n]\) is then compared to the input signal or the sample of the data stream the filter tries to adapt to, denoted as \(d[n]\). The prediction error \(e[n]\) is then computed as: \(e[n] = y[n] - d[n]\) and fed into the adaptation algorithm, so the filter weights can be updated. The vector \(w[n]\) i.e., the weights are modified at each time step \(n\) in order to minimize the mean square error.

One of the most extensively used adaptive algorithms is the Least-Mean-Square algorithm (LMS). Although it is extremely simple, it has quite good performances and has found implementation in a variety of applications. [7][8].

The LMS algorithm is defined through the three equations:

1. The filter output:
   \[y[n] = w^T[n]u[n],\]

2. The estimation error:
   \[e[n] = d[n] - y[n]\]

3. The weight adaptation:
   \[w[n+1] = w[n] + \mu u[n]e[n]\]

where \(w[k]\) and \(u[k]\) denote the \(M \times 1\) column vectors:

\[w[k] = [w_1[k], w_2[k], \ldots, w_M[k]]^T;\]

\[u[k] = [u[k - 1], u[k - 2], \ldots, u[k - M]]^T.\]

With simple modification the filter structure from Fig. 2(A) to the so-called predictive structure of Fig. 2(B), the LMS algorithm can be used for prediction. Central to the successful prediction is delaying the current input value \(u[n]\) by one time instance and use it as the reference signal \(d[n]\).

The filter then computes an estimation \(\hat{u}[n]\) of the input signal at time instance \(n\), as a linear combination of the \(N\) previous readings. Subtracting the prediction signal from the desired signal gives the value of the error which is fed back to adapt the filter weights.

Two parameters need to be defined for the adaptation process: the filter length \(M\) and the step-size parameter \(\mu\), which is important for updating the filter weights.

Given that \(w\) and \(u\) are \(M \times 1\) vectors, it can easily be concluded that the LMS algorithm requires \(2M + 1\) multiplications and \(2M\) additions per iteration. [7].

The practical implementation of the LMS algorithm in the prediction scheme in WSN was introduced in [5] where identical predictive filters were introduced both at the source and at the sink. LMS dual prediction scheme
(henceforth referred to as LMS-DPS) consists of simultaneously running an instance of the filter on both the node and the sink. There are three distinct modes of operation: initialization, normal and stand-alone. A node goes through the first only at the beginning and then switches between the normal and stand-alone modes. When a node is in the stand-alone mode it does not report its readings to the sink and this is where the energy savings are made.

The detailed description of each of the modes is as follows:

A. Initialization mode:

First, the step-size parameter $\mu$ must be determined. A certain amount of data must be collected in the beginning, so a proper estimation of the step-size can be made. At this time, the node keeps sending the data to the sink without making predictions. Both the node and the sink compute the value of $\mu$. To ensure convergence [7][8] it must satisfy:

$$0 \leq \mu \leq \frac{2}{E_x}$$

where:

$$E_x = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} |x[n]|^2$$

$E_x$ is the mean power input and $N$ is the number of iterations used to train the filter. Since the input mean power $E_x$ is continually dependent on time, we can approximate $E_x$ by computing over the first $M$ samples i.e., $N$ data readings and easily obtain the upper bound of (2).

After the initialization phase, both the node and the sink will continue to execute the predictive algorithm and node will be switching between the following two modes of operation.

B. Normal mode:

Both the node and the sink simultaneously execute the predictive algorithm and make a prediction for the following reading by using the last $M$ readings and accordingly update the filter weights on the prediction error. As stated in [7], if no a priori knowledge is present, the initial weights should be zero. This is rather important, because:

a) we do not possess any a priori knowledge of the data;

b) setting the initial weights to zero (and using the same values for the step-size parameter and for the filter length), ensures that any instance of the LMS will behave exactly the same at any arbitrary point of time $t_m$.

The node will stay in normal mode (collecting data and reporting it to the sink) as long as the prediction error is greater than the maximum error budget $e_{max}$. When the error drops below $e_{max}$ for $M$ consecutive iterations, then the node switches to stand-alone mode i.e., stops reporting the readings and consequently stops updating the weights.

C. Stand-alone mode:

In this mode, the node still collects data and makes predictions, but if the prediction error is below $e_{max}$ instead of the reading $u[n]$, it feeds the filter with the prediction $\hat{y}[n]$, discards the real reading $u[n]$ and does not send it to the sink. This enables both instances of the filter to be consistent and no update of the weights is needed (the error is zero) thus reducing the computational overhead.

If the prediction error exceeds $e_{max}$ the node switches to normal mode and reports the reading. When the node is in this mode, the filter instance at the sink side uses only the predicted readings as an approximation of the real value.

III. LEAST MEAN SQUARE ALGORITHM WITH VARIABLE STEP SIZE

The step-size parameter $\mu$ is critical for the convergence of the algorithm i.e., it determines the convergence speed, so choosing the right value for $\mu$ is of critical importance [9]. As we explain later on, there are practical boundaries for the values that $\mu$ can receive and with a simple estimation technique, we can determine them. And as we show in this section, we introduce a specific improvement to the LMS-DPS algorithm regarding the step-size parameter $\mu$.

Since LMS-DPS uses single value for the step-size $\mu$, a further improvement can be made, with the introduction of a least mean square algorithm with variable step-size (which we will refer to as LMS-VSS henceforth), where the step-size parameter $\mu$ has two distinct values:

1. Until a certain number of good predictions are made, $\mu$ has the maximum value according to (3) and two orders of magnitude smaller to ensure robustness [8].

2. After $\mu$ has sufficiently learned what kind of data the filter receives, it switches to a stable value, that is:

$$\mu_{new} = \frac{\mu_{old}}{M}$$

where $M$ is the filter length, and $\mu_{old} = 2E_x^{-1} \cdot 10^{-2}$.

This improvement accelerates the initial adaptation to the data, so an additional 3-5% reduction can be gained where the maximum error is sufficiently small, as can be seen in Fig. 4.

A crucial aspect is when the switch should be made. The best value for the number of consecutive iterations in stand-alone mode can be found as:

$$M \leq n \leq M^2$$

where $M$ is the filter length and $n$ is the number of consecutive readings in stand-alone mode. The value $n=M^{1/2}$ yielded best results since it suited best both lower and higher filter lengths. For instance, if $M=4$, using $n=M^2=16$ consecutive good predictions as a switchpoint is a good choice, but for $M=10$, $n=M^2=100$ consecutive good predictions may never be reached, thus compromising performance. In this case, the choice $n=M=10$ would be much more optimal. Also, note that the point of switching is determined such that both the node and sink can execute it.
at the same time and thus retain consistency of both algorithm instances.

One of the advantages of having only two distinct values for the step-size parameter, one to accelerate the initial weight adaptation and another for fine-tuning the weights after the adaptation is that it contributes to the overall data reduction without creating additional computational overhead to the algorithm. Additionally, without using a specific heuristic for a particular type of data, it can be used in other schemes.

In order to compare LMS-VSS and LMS-DPS, both algorithms were implemented in MatLab. For algorithms evaluation, a set of experimental data from Intel Berkeley Research Lab network [6] was used. The 54 Mica2Dot sensors deployed in the laboratory were equipped with weather boards and measured humidity, temperature, light and voltage values once every 31 seconds. The measurements were collected between February 28th and April 5th, 2004. The dataset includes 2.3 million readings collected from these sensors. For our evaluation we use only temperature and humidity readings at different locations in a lab space. We run the simulations for 50 different error margins eMax (ranging from 0.1°C to 5°C).

Metrics used for measuring algorithms performance varies from author to author. Some authors tend to reduce the number of transmissions, thus they count the number of sent messages from the sensor node to the sink node [5]. Here, the metric is the reduction of transmissions in percentage. Another way used for evaluating algorithm performance is by measuring the difference between the predicted and the true value, i.e., mean square error (MSE) or root mean square error (RMSE)[4]. In our case, the first metric is used, assuming that every transmission requires an equal amount of energy.

IV. THE LMS-VSS ALGORITHM IN STAR TOPOLOGY

If a star network topology is considered, LMS-VSS algorithm achieves considerable reduction in number of transmissions. We use data readings from [6] and assume that each sensor sends its reading to the sink node. Fig. 4 shows the reduction gain when using LMS-DPS and LMS-VSS algorithms. The results are average for all 54 nodes from the Intel Berkeley Research Lab network [6]. LMS-DPS uses only one fixed step size $\mu=1.2\cdot10^{-5}$ and filter length $M=4$ and obtain the average savings in the entire network of around 88% for error margin of 0.5°C. LMS-VSS uses the same filter length, but uses the first $M$ data readings to calculate the initial value of $\mu$ and then after $M^{3/2}$ readings switches to $\mu_{new} = \mu_{old} M$. LMS-VSS obtain average savings in the entire network of around 92%.

In Fig. 5, we can see the improvement of LMS-VSS over the LMS-DPS algorithm for particular nodes. We chose these nodes because node 11 performs the best results (95% reduction for 0.5°C) and node 49 the worst (90% reduction for 0.5°C).

In addition, we investigated humidity readings from the same Intel network [6], where humidity is temperature corrected relative humidity, ranging from 0-100%. The results for node 20 and node 10 are shown on Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. As it can be seen from the figures, LMS-VSS performs more than 5% better results compared with LMS-DPS for error margin of 0.5°C, and more than 10% better results for error margin of 1°C and greater. For node 10, root mean square error is given for both algorithms (Fig.7). As can be seen from the figure, our algorithm gives smaller RMSE.
Nodes clustering represents another way of prolonging WSN lifetime. Here, the sensor nodes are geographically grouped into clusters. In each cluster one representative node is chosen to be a cluster-head. Other nodes in the cluster are called members of the cluster and they report their readings to their cluster head, and cluster head forwards the messages directly to the sink. Note that except for the sink, we consider that all the nodes in the network have exactly the same characteristics, so even when a node is a cluster head, it still acts as a sensing node (and its readings are included in the computations for its respective cluster), with the additional duty to forward readings from cluster members. An example of such clustered-based network is given in [6], as presented on Fig. 8.

Our LMS-VSS algorithm was evaluated in this case by using MatLab simulation tool on the same Intel network [6]. We assume that each sensor sends its reading to the cluster head, and then cluster head resends the reading to the sink. As a result, each reading is sent twice, except the readings taken at the cluster heads. The clustering method we used is the simple k-means clustering, with k = 10. The value k = 10 was selected on a purely intuitive basis and it produced satisfactory results. Other clustering methods may be used as well. As it can be seen from Fig. 8, the clustering parameter was geographic position, i.e., Euclidian distance.
Additionally, we simulated data aggregation technique at cluster heads. In this scenario, every message carries exactly the same amount of data, since the cluster head aggregates the messages from its cluster members using a certain aggregation function (Average, Minimum, Maximum, etc) and forwards the aggregate to the sink.

The step size was $\mu = 1.2 \cdot 10^{-5}$ and the filter length was $M = 4$ for all the nodes, although changing the step-size or the length of the filter for a specific cluster can further improve the performance and the results.

Fig. 8. A clustered view of the Intel Berkeley Research Lab wireless sensor network [6] (cluster heads are circled).

We used the cluster containing nodes: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 53 and 54. As displayed in Fig. 9, the averages for this cluster show that there is a substantial gain of 5% when using the LMS-VSS algorithm over the LMS-DPM algorithm. When data aggregation is assumed to be implemented in the cluster, the reduction is far greater and when it is used alongside the LMS-VSS algorithm it results in 97% reduction of the total messages sent for the given error margin of 0.5°C.

Fig. 9. Various savings in the cluster containing the nodes: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 53 and 54 (temperature).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated time-series forecasting technique for WSN based on LMS algorithm with variable step size (LMS-VSS). Santini and Römer in [5] reported maximum data reduction of 92% for the temperature measurements (on Intel dataset [6]) while retaining an accuracy of 0.5°C.

We exploited our LMS-VSS on two different network topologies: star topology and cluster-based topology. We evaluated the LMS-VSS on Intel dataset [6]. Our algorithm outperforms LMS-DPS in terms of data reduction and root mean square error for all evaluated nodes. LMS-VSS performs data reduction of around 92% for error margin of 0.5°C (for the entire Intel network using star topology), and maximum data reduction of around 95% for particular nodes. In cluster-based topology, when data aggregation was taken into account LMS-VSS achieves data reduction of around 97%.

From the simulated results, we can conclude that star network is the most suitable network topology by means of energy saving, since each reading is sent only once. If sensors are not within each other radio range, cluster-based topology could be used, where each reading is being resend by the cluster head. By applying data aggregation at cluster head, this topology can achieve even greater data reduction in scenarios where loosing data precision is affordable. It is obvious that the trade-off is application specific.

For future work, we intend to investigate our LMS-VSS on tree-based network topology, and to evaluate the results using different datasets (from Intel and other networks). We also plan to explore machine learning techniques for choosing the best values for the parameter $\mu$ or implement a scheme that will dynamically readjust the filter length.
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Abstract—Managing efficiently the battery and power consumption became a major challenge in sensor networks. Data transmission is very costly in terms of energy which leads to think of a data cleaning technique in order to reduce the size of packets sent to the sink. However, the quality of the information should be preserved during the in-network transmission. This paper introduces a tree-based bi-level periodic data cleaning approach implemented on the source node and the aggregator levels. Our contribution in this paper is two folds. First we look on a periodic basis at each data measured and periodically clean it while taking into consideration the number of occurrences of the measures captured which we shall call weight. A data cleaning is performed between groups of nodes on the level of the aggregator which, contains lists of measures along with their weights. This algorithm will not tolerate the effect of the information that each data measurement provides by preserving the weight of each measure. The experimental results show the effectiveness of this technique in terms of energy efficiency and quality of the information by focusing on a periodical data cleaning while taking into consideration the weight of the data captured.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Controlling and predicting natural disasters, preventing failures, improving food production, overall productivity and improving human well being became eminent demand thus pushing subjects’ related to think of instantly recurrent information collection and prediction mechanisms all serving the above purposes among others. Monitoring large range of application areas, mostly in which power or infrastructure limitations make a wired solution costly, challenging or even impossible, constituted an essential goal for scientific researchers’ worldwide. Latest researches show that this task is dedicated to spatially distributed autonomous devices. Such devices, or nodes, combined with routers and a gateway constitute a wireless sensor network (WSN). Wireless sensor networks are composed of large distributed number of sensor nodes; each sensor node has a separate sensing, processing, storage, and communication unit. The sensing unit is responsible for gathering data from its environment whereas the processing unit in the form of a microprocessor manages the tasks. Memory is used to store temporary data or data generated during processing. The communication unit communicates with the environment. The distributed measurement nodes communicate wirelessly to a central gateway, which, provides a connection to the wired world where collecting, processing, analyzing, and presenting of measurement data is needed. Each collects a considerable amount of raw data which is sent periodically to a central sink (gateway). Each sensor node is powered by a battery which, supplies energy; however sensor nodes are tightly limited in battery, power and memory storage. As a result, a sensor node is not expected to carry huge amount of data or complex computations. It is important to highlight that a sensor network usually consists of thousands or ten thousands of nodes deployed redundantly in order to ensure reliability and where each single sensor is expected to cooperate with other sensors to provide service. Thus the collected data is partially redundant and is subject to aggregation offering. The major challenge in a wireless sensor network is improving the lifetime of the network in other word managing efficiently the battery and power consumption. Recent researches focused on such task as it is difficult and cost ineffective to recharge the battery. Energy is mainly consumed during data transmission from the source node to the sink (gateway) making network data transmission one of the core issues to address by reducing energy consumption within the wireless sensor network. Furthermore, data accuracy is another main design concern in wireless sensor networks. In order to avoid any faulty alarms, the distributed measurements nodes communicate wirelessly to a central gateway, providing “interaction between people or computers and surrounding environment” [3]. To achieve data accuracy we strongly believe that only the right information should be communicated through the wireless sensor networks. The authors intrigued by such interesting challenge suggest through this article a multilevel data cleaning algorithm aiming to optimize the volume of data transmitted by saving energy consumption and reducing bandwidth on the network level.

This article introduces a periodic multilevel data cleaning algorithm aiming to optimize the volume of data transmitted thus saving energy consumption and reducing bandwidth on the network level. Instead of sending each sensor node’s raw data to a base station, the data is cleaned periodically at the first level of the sensor node then another “data aggregator” sensor node collects the information from its associated nodes. We shall call this first level “in-sensor process periodic cleaning” approach. A second cleaning is applied on the level of the aggregator node itself. The
cleaned data is finally sent from the aggregator to the base station. It is important to note that the weight of each measure (number of occurrences of each measure in the set) is preserved through both described above techniques thus preserving the quality of information provided by each measure. The described approach pioneers in the field of focusing on a periodical data cleaning while taking into consideration the weight of the data captured.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The 1st section presents and accredits data cleaning and aggregation related work and research. While the second introduces the first level periodic data cleaning algorithm applied on the sensor node level. The third presents a heuristic method aiming to clean data on the aggregator level and index the data cleaned by a weight significant of its redundancy and quality. The fourth section shows the experimental results of our suggested multi cleaning algorithm and its contribution to the network life through optimizing energy consumption. We conclude by emphasizing the added value of our approach and its contribution to the world of wireless sensor network research.

II. RELATED WORK

Limited battery power and high transmission cost in wireless sensor networks make in-network cleaning and aggregation a challenging area for research. Data transmission is the most costly operation in sensors [1], compared with it, the energy cost of in-network computation is trivial and negligible. Reducing the number of packets being transmitted in the network will eventually lead to energy consumption reduction. In order to reduce the number of packets, data cleaning and data aggregation related approaches have been conducted. Based on this, we have presented some network data reduction and aggregation related works that fall into different levels of data cleaning approach: In-network approach between hops or on the level of the sensor itself where each sensor takes up some computation according to the applications (e.g., query processing, data collection, event detection, and so on). Several performance measures like network lifetime, data accuracy, false alarm, high data redundancy, latency and scalability need to be considered concurrently [4][5]. Zhuang and Chen Hong Kong [2] focus on the outliers cleaning within multi-hops by including wavelet based outlier correction and neighboring DTW (Dynamic Time Warping) distance-based outlier removal. The cleaning process is accomplished during multi-hop data forwarding process, and made use of the neighboring relation in the hop-count based routing algorithm. On the other hand, data aggregation methods in sensor networks have been reported [11]. Zheng, Chen, and Qiu [12] propose a method to build an aggregation tree model in WSN such that the captured data are aggregated along the route from the leaf cells to the root of the tree. In this scheme, the tree is not built directly on sensors, but on the non overlapping cells which are divided with equal sizes in the target terrain. A representative sensor in each cell acts in name of the whole cell, including forwarding and aggregation of the sensing data in its cell and the receiving data from the neighbor cells. In light of large-scale and high-density sensor nodes, the scheme cuts down the data transmission overhead from three aspects. Firstly, primary aggregation should be conducted in the cell, based on the observation that the measurement data in one small cell are almost identical. Secondly, aggregation operation in one large-scale network should be directed to avoid the dynamic change of aggregation topology. Finally, using cell-by-cell communication instead of hop-by-hop communication reduces the density of communication and the complexity of the aggregation topology in the network. Greedy aggregation is proposed in [9][11], where a tree is constructed to indicate the path from each sensor node to the sink. The shortest path linking a node to the sink is used as the initialization of the tree. Then, the shortest paths linking the remaining nodes to the current tree will be incrementally added to enlarge the tree. With this technique, the packets will be aggregated as early as possible and the aggregated packet will be directly routed back to the sink. However, the efficiency of the greedy incremental method is entirely determined by the shortest path. The data transmission is not reliable since once the path is broken, a large region will be disconnected and will not be able to send information to the sink.

All the presented work didn’t take into consideration the accuracy of the information affected by the number of similarity between measures. In this paper we shall focus on periodic data collection at the first level of sensor nodes. We consider that at each determined time interval the sensing unit is configured to capture measurements. At this level, our approach consists of comparing measurement captured at an interval of time t with measurements already captured at a previous interval in order to perform some in-sensor processing and evaluate data. We shall call this in-sensor process periodic data cleaning approach. Our aim is to periodically clean the data captured from noisy and redundant measures while maintaining an acceptable level of quality and accuracy of the information that is deduced from the captured measures. The measures’ occurrences are called weighted measures in this article and will serve as a parameter passed to all data cleaning levels and subsequently saving accuracy of the purged data. Such scheme will form in future works training set for the classifier, predicting with reasonable accuracy the class of each instance fed. When applying the suggested algorithm, it cleans periodically the data while assigning to each measure its proper weight. The cleaning will be processed in two steps: the source node will constitute the first step whereas a special sensor node called aggregator receiving the data from different source nodes will conduct data cleaning at the second step.

III. DATA AGGREGATION SCHEMA

This section gives the main definitions and notations, together with our approach that will be used for an efficient
and accurate in sensor nodes data reduction. The main focus is the periodic data collection where each sensor takes measurement at regular time interval. We classify our approach as 2 tiers data cleaning approach: the source node will constitute the first tier whereas a special sensor node called aggregator receiving the data from different source nodes will be the subject of data cleaning at the second tier. Fig. 1 illustrates our tree based data aggregation scheme. At the first tier exists the source nodes. The second tier contains the aggregator.

![Tree based data aggregation scheme](image)

**A. Definitions and Notations**

The set of sensor nodes is denoted by $N = \{1, 2, ..., n\}$, where $n$ is the number of nodes. Each node is composed of many sensors $S$ that produce a measurable response to a change in a physical condition like temperature or pressure or humidity, etc. Each sensor node takes a vector of measurements $M[t] = (m_1[t_1], m_2[t_2], ..., m_n[t_n]) \in \mathbb{R}^n$ at regular time interval $t$ during a period $I$. The unit time is called slot, whose length is the time interval between two measurements. After $|I|-1$ slots, each sensor node $N_i$ will have a vector of measurements $M_i$ as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
M_1 & = [m_1[t_1], m_1[t_2], ..., m_1[t_{n-1}]] \\
M_2 & = [m_2[t_1], m_2[t_2], ..., m_2[t_{n-1}]] \\
M_3 & = [m_3[t_1], m_3[t_2], ..., m_3[t_{n-1}]] \\
\vdots & \\
M_n & = [m_n[t_1], m_n[t_2], ..., m_n[t_{n-1}]]
\end{align*}
$$

**Definition 1: Substitution between two measures**

At each interval $I$ and for each sensor $s$, we associate to each measure $m_s[t]$, a function noted $\text{Substitution}(m_s[t_1], m_s[t_2])$, which define a kind of similarity to unify or not with a measure $m_s[t]$ taken a time $t_j$ / $j < i$.

$$\text{Substitution}(m_s[t_i], m_s[t_j]) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } |m_s[t_i] - m_s[t_j]| \leq \delta \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

where $\delta$ is a threshold fixed by the application.

**Definition 2: Weight of a measure**

Intuitively, redundancy gives more importance to some information which are represented by many features and may occult less than others that are less present. We define weight of the measure $m$ at a time $t$ the total number of measures captured after the time $t$ and can be unified with $m$.

$$\text{Weight}(m[t_i]) = \Sigma_{j=1}^{n_s} \text{Substitution}(m[t_i], m[t_j])$$

**Definition 3: Cell’s measure**

On the level of an aggregator $A$, we define a cell’s measure cell $C[i] = A[i](\lambda_i, m_i)$ such that the cell contains the received measure $m_i$ from the node $n_i$ with its corresponding weight $\lambda_i$. A cell $C[i]$ is built based on distinct measures and weights existing in the aggregator $A$. We refer to $C[i](m_i)$ as the measure in a cell while the respective weight is $C[i](\lambda_i)$.

**B. First Tier: Periodic data Cleaning**

The proposed method calculates on periodic basis the substitution function between the measures already captured and the current measure captured at the current period. If the substitution is equal to 1, which, means that the new measure can be unified with the existing measure on which we are performing the substitution function, the weight of the existing measure is incremented by 1 and the new measure is disregarded. Algorithm 1 illustrates the first tier. At the end of this algorithm, no redundant measure will exist. Each sensor will send to the aggregator a set of reduced measures associated to their corresponding weight and ready for the 2nd tier data cleaning algorithm.

**C. Second Tier: Weighted data Cleaning**

We define a special node for each set of nodes which, we shall call “aggregator”, such aggregator will receive data from its set of nodes. We assume that the aggregator is more powerful than its set of nodes $N$. At this stage each aggregator will hold $n$ lists for each type of measurement where $n$ is the number of nodes associated to this aggregator and each list contains measures with their related weights.

Our approach aims at reducing data transmitted from the aggregators to the sink subsequently reducing energy consumption. The obvious idea will suggest looping each list comparing its measures with the remaining lists looking for redundant data. Such approach proved to be costly in terms of data processing since it will scan the whole existing set many times and is attributed a complexity of $O(n!)$! Our approach, illustrated in Algorithm 2, suggests building progressively a dynamic array list as follows:

We define $A = \cup \cup \{\lambda_i, m_i\} \in N$. Than we select a random measure with its related weight from $A$ in order to create the first cell of our dynamic array list by placing the above random value in it. We continue by selecting value $(\lambda_i, m_i)$ from $A$ and calculating the Substitution function for each selected value $m_i$ with the array list values $\{\lambda_j, m_j\}$, $j \in \text{array list values}$. The first measure $m_i$ answering $\text{Substitution}(m_i, m_j) = 1$ is observed and the weight of matched values are added. If no match occurs the value is added to the dynamic array list by creating a new cell. Finally, the selected value $m_i$ is deleted.
Algorithm 1: First Tier Data Cleaning.

Input:
New measure \( m[t_i] \).

Output:
Reduced set of measurements \( M \).

For each slot \( t_i \) during a period \( [1,T] \) do
   Get a measure \( m[t_i] \).
   For each measure \( m[t_i] \) do
      If Substitution \( (m[t_i], m[t_j]) = 1 \) then
         \( \lambda_i \leftarrow \lambda_i + 1 \) // \( \lambda_i \) is the weight \( (m[t_i]) \)
         Disregard \( m[t_i] \).
      Else \( \lambda_i \leftarrow \lambda_i + 1 \) // \( \lambda_i \) is the weight \( (m[t_i]) \)
         Add \( m[t_i] \) to \( M \): \( M \leftarrow \{(M \cup (\lambda_i, m[t_i]))\} \)
   End if
End for
End For

Supposing we are in the case where the measures are not similar we continue as follows:
We move to \( (\lambda_{13}, m_{13}) \), then we check if the similarity is reached with the measure \( m \). If so, the weights are added as follows: \( C_d[1](\lambda) = C_d[1](\lambda) + \lambda_{13} \) and \( m = m_{13} \) is removed from the set \( A \). Otherwise we continue checking the similarity with the measure existing in the second cell. If Substitution \( (C_d[2](m), m_{13}) = 1 \) then \( C_d[2](\lambda) = C_d[2](\lambda) + \lambda_{13} \) and \( m_{13} \) is removed from the set \( A \). If the measure is not similar with any of the existing measures in the array we create a cell \( C_d[3] \) for \( m_{13} \) affected by its weight \( \lambda_{13} \) before we remove \( (\lambda_{13}, m_{13}) \) from the set \( A \). Instead of looping through the entire set of values in \( A \), we are only scanning the cells progressively created in the dynamic array list while computing the Substitution function. If the latter is not verified then we create a new cell containing the measure with its related weight otherwise we are only adding the weight to an existing slot as in Table I.

### Table I. Arraylist under Creation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{11}, m_{11} )</td>
<td>( \lambda_{12}, m_{12} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Experimental Results

To validate the approach presented in this paper, we developed a C# based simulator that we ran on the readings collected from 46 sensors deployed in the Intel Berkeley Research Lab [13]. Every 31 seconds, sensors with weather boards were collecting humidity, temperature, light and voltage values. In our experiments, we are interested in two sensors measurements: the temperature and the humidity. Each node reads an average of 83000 values of each measurement per day and per field. Our approach consists of a two tiers aggregation: (1) first tier where the aggregation is done on a periodic basis every 31 seconds (2)
second tier where the aggregation is done on the level of the aggregator that receives the input from a group of nodes.

A. First tier: periodic data aggregation

At the first tier, data is filtered on a periodic basis where each period is constituted of 31 seconds. At each period, each measure is affected by its weight. The result depends from the threshold delta that we choose to vary between 0.01 and 0.07 based on the variation of measurements. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of data sent to the aggregator. Obviously the data size is disproportional to the threshold data. The goal of this tier is to reduce the size of the data collected by each node while preserving the frequency of each value as to not affect the analysis on the sink level. The experimental results show that a minimum of 5% of the total set for each measure remains. The size of the affected probability for each value is equal to the number of items existing in the message to be sent to the aggregator. The total size of the messages sent to the aggregator is then equal to the total number of measures to be sent in addition to the total number of affected probability. As per the experimental results displayed in Fig. 2, minimum of 10% for each measure is sent to the aggregator.

B. Second Tier: Group weighted data aggregation

At this level, sets of weighted data measures are received by the aggregator. The cleaning on the level of the aggregator can’t ignore the weight of each measure. Weighted data aggregation between sets is performed at the level of the aggregator taking as input the sets received and giving as output one reduced set containing the cleaned measure associated with their weight. The weight of each measure can define the probability of the s data measure existence in this aggregator. Result in Fig. 3 shows that maximum 13% of the data is sent to the sink adding to it 13% related to their respective probability of occurrence. We conclude that only 26% of the size of messages received by each aggregator A will be sent to the sink.

C. Energy study

Sensor nodes that are used to form a sensor network are normally operated by a small battery which has small amount of energy. Therefore, in wireless sensor networks reducing energy consumption of each sensor node is one of the prominent issues to address in the network lifetime, since wireless communications consume significant amount of battery power, sensor nodes should be energy efficient in transmitting data. Protocols can reduce transmitted power in two ways. First where nodes can emit to short distances such as data sinks or cluster nodes. The cluster node can then send the data over a larger distance preserving the power of the smaller nodes. The second is by reducing the number of bits (amount of data) sent across the wireless network. Our approach reduces the overhead by detecting and cleaning redundant measures while preserving the information integrity. To evaluate the energy consumption of our approach we used the same radio model as discussed in [20]. In this model, a radio dissipates $E_{\text{elec}} = 50$ nJ/bit to run the transmitter or receiver circuitry and $\beta_{\text{amp}} = 100$ pj/bit/m$^2$ for the transmitter amplifier. The radios have power control and can expend the minimum required energy to reach the intended recipients as well as they can be turned off to avoid receiving unintended transmissions. The equations used to calculate transmission costs and receiving costs for a k-bit messages and a distance d are respectively shown below in (1) and (2):

$$E_{\text{TX}}(\kappa, \delta) = E_{\text{elec}} \times \kappa + \beta_{\text{amp}} \times \kappa \times d^2.$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (1)

$$E_{\text{RX}}(\kappa, \delta) = E_{\text{elec}} \times \kappa.$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2)

Receiving is also a high cost operation, therefore, the number of receptions and transmissions should be minimal. In our simulations, we used a measure length k of 64 bits which, corresponds to a packet length. With these radio parameters, when d2 is 500m2, the energy spent in the amplifier part is equal to the energy spent in the electronics part, and therefore, the cost to transmit a packet will be twice the cost to receive.
At the first level, and at the end of the period, each node will contain m messages affected each by a weight $\lambda$. The size of the message sent by each node is equal to the number of weight sent in addition to the number of values sent. We consider that each value is equal to 64 bits. The total energy consumed is equal to the sum of the energy consumed by each node when the packet is sent to the aggregator from the source nodes and can be calculated as follows:

$$E_{agg} (\kappa, d) = \Sigma E_{Tx} (\kappa, d) + EP_{s} (\kappa) = \Sigma (E_{elec} * \kappa + \beta_{amp} * \kappa * d^{2}) + E_{elec} * \kappa. \quad (3)$$

At the second level, the energy consumption will be equal to the energy consumed when the aggregator sends the data to the sink in addition to the energy consumed by the sink when receiving the data as shown in (4).

$$E_{sink} (\kappa, d) = \Sigma E_{Tx} (\kappa, d) + ER_{x} (\kappa) = (E_{elec} * \kappa + \beta_{amp} * \kappa * d^{2}) + E_{elec} * \kappa. \quad (4)$$

The total energy consumed on the level of the network is calculated as follows:

$$E = E_{agg} (\kappa, d) + E_{sink} (\kappa, d). \quad (5)$$

To evaluate the energy consumption of our approach we compared it to a classical clustering approach, where every node sends all its measures to a cluster head which, in its turn relays all the received data to the sink. Fig. 4 shows that our approach outperforms clustering approaches and minimizes the energy consumption by at least 50%.

Our approach is efficient since the information integrity is fully preserved. All taken measurements appearing in the final set arrived to the sink along with their weight. Therefore, we can consider that our approach decreases the amount of redundant data forwarded to the sink and performs an overall lossless process in terms of information and integrity by conserving the weight of each measure.

V. Conclusion

Data aggregation is a well known technique to achieve energy efficiency, in wireless sensor networks, when propagating data from sensor nodes to the sink. The main idea behind is that rather than sending all captured data from sensors to the sink, multiple redundant data are aggregated as they are forwarded by the sensor network. In our approach, we proposed two-tiers weighted periodic data aggregation method. We provided two non complex algorithms that allow at the first level sensor nodes, and at the second level aggregators to identify and reduce duplicate sensor measurements. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our approach in reducing the amount of redundant data; furthermore, we confirm that the proposed method outperforms existing clustering method in terms of energy consumption.

As part of our future work, we plan to show the effectiveness of this approach in data mining and how the weighted measures in the training set will serve the classifier predicting with reasonable accuracy the class of each instance fed.
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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks are becoming more and more common. One of the limitations of wireless sensor nodes is their inherent limited energy resource. Besides maximizing the lifetime of the sensor node, it is preferable to increase the trust value of data fusion results. In this paper, a new protocol is introduced, named EETDFCA (an Energy Efficient and Trusted Data Fusion by using Cellular Automata) in Wireless sensor Networks. EETDFCA uses cellular automata rule to find the most suitable cluster head, perform data fusion, find the most trusted neighbors for sending the fusion result to base station, and transforms from current state to a new state. The network is intended for the long-term monitoring of packets produced by jammer nodes. The data flow of the network is mainly toward a cluster head node, which is responsible for collecting data generated by sensor nodes. When the network is first deployed, an initialization algorithm is performed and preliminary clusters, cluster heads and sensors alive are determined. Simulations and results show that the algorithm can extend the lifetime of the wireless sensor network and boost trusted data fusion frequency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been used increasingly in every type of environment due to their ease of deployment. WSNs provide their users which fast and easy access to their data and services anytime and anywhere, especially in remote area such as battlefield, forest and volcano. WSNs have limitations such as: limited energy resources, battery life, computation, and communication capacities, and high cost of transmission. All of these characteristics of wireless sensor networks are complete opposites of their wired network counterparts, in which energy consumption is not an issue, transmission cost is relatively cheap, and the network nodes have plenty of processing capabilities.

In addition, as in many other kinds of network or communications system, the data and services provided require protection. However, WSNs are more vulnerable to security attacks than other traditional networks and Ad Hoc networks due to their unattended nature. For example, an adversary can physically capture some nodes and use them to inject faulty or false data into the network system disturbing the normal cooperation among nodes. Cryptographic and authentication mechanisms, such as TinySec [1] and TinyPK [2], alone cannot be used to solve this problem as internal adversarial nodes will have access to valid cryptographic keys. Moreover, in WSNs, the function of data fusion is mostly shown on saving energy, improving data collection efficiency, enhancing data accuracy, and getting synthesis information [3]. The typical data fusion algorithms, such as Data Funneling, AIDA [4], TAG [5], and TINA [6], do not pay attention to correctness of received data. In addition, clustering is another way to reduce the energy consumption in WSNs. By associating each sensor to one cluster, sensor sends its sensed data to the cluster head of that cluster. Therefore, instead of each sensor sending its message to base station, it sends it to the cluster head; so clustering leads to reducing the message conveyed on the network.

This paper uses cluster heads as fusion nodes and combines data fusion with trust calculation by using a secure data fusion algorithm based on its neighbors’ behavioral trust. In addition, selecting cluster head for each round and seeking next-hop after calculating the fusion results are based on cellular automata’s rule. Moreover, each cluster head punishes or motivates its neighbors based on their activity and sending accurate data. Moreover, it lead to sensors transform from its current state to a new state based upon its current state and the states of its neighbors, according to cellular automata’s rule to achieve the energy efficiency which is the main purpose of this paper. In Section II, briefly describes the related work about energy efficient data fusion protocols for WSNs and existing network simulators. Section III presents brief description of the network model. Section IV presents the network algorithms. Suggested protocol is discussed in this section. Sections V and VI present results of simulation and conclusion, respectively.
II. RELATED WORKS

Wireless sensor networks have attracted a plethora of research efforts due to their vast potential applications [7]. In particular, extensive research work has been devoted to providing energy efficient routing algorithms for data gathering [8-12]. While some of these approaches assume statistically independent information and have developed shortest path tree based routing strategies, others have considered the more realistic case of correlated data gathering [9-11]. By exploring data correlation and employing in-network processing, redundancy among sensed data can be curtailed and hence the network load can be reduced [8]. The objective of sensor routing algorithms is then to jointly explore the data structure and network topology to provide the optimal strategy for data gathering with as minimum energy as possible.

Then it is a critical consideration to collect and fuse sensed information in an energy efficient manner for obtaining a long lifetime of the sensor network. Based on researchers’ findings that the conventional methods of direct transmission, shortest path routing, and Dempster-Shafer tool may not be optimal for data fusion of sensor networks, in [13] Low-Energy Event Centric Fusion (LEECF) is proposed, a event-centric-based protocol that utilizes the sensor-centric node to aggregate the event data among the triggered sensors in a short delay. LEECF incorporates a fast information fusion into the routing protocol to reduce the amount of information that must be transmitted to the sink and the time complexity of fusion computation of fusion center. Simulations show that LEECF can decrease the energy and fusion time significantly compared with conventional routing protocols.

Many routing, power management, and data dissemination protocols have been specially designed for WSNs where energy awareness is an essential design issue. The focus, however, has been given to the routing protocols which might differ depending on the application and network architecture. In general; routing in WSNs can be divided into flat-based routing, hierarchical-based routing, and location-based routing depending on the network structure. In flat-based routing, all nodes are typically assigned equal roles or functionality. In hierarchical-based routing, however, nodes will play different roles in the network. In location-based routing, sensor nodes' positions are exploited to route data in the network. A routing protocol is considered adaptive if certain system parameters can be controlled in order to adapt to the current network conditions and available energy levels. Furthermore, these protocols can be classified into multipath-based, query-based, negotiation-based, QoS-based, or coherent-based routing techniques depending on the protocol operation. In addition to the above, routing protocols can be classified into three categories, namely, proactive, reactive, and hybrid protocols depending on how the source finds a route to the destination. In proactive protocols, all routes are computed before they are really needed, while in reactive protocols, routes are computed on demand. Hybrid protocols use a combination of these two ideas. When sensor nodes are static, it is preferable to have table driven routing protocols rather than using reactive protocols. A significant amount of energy is used in route discovery and setup of reactive protocols. Another class of routing protocols is called the cooperative routing protocols. In cooperative routing, nodes send data to a central node where data can be aggregated and may be subject to further processing, hence reducing route cost in terms of energy use. Many other protocols rely on timing and position information. We also shed some light on these types of protocols in this paper. In order to streamline this survey, we use a classification according to the network structure and protocol operation (routing criteria).

Currently, Agent-based Modeling and Simulation is the only paradigm which allows the simulation of even complex behavior in the environments of Wireless sensors [14]. Simulators like QualNet [15], OPNET Modeler [16], NetSim [17] and NS2 [18] can be used to simulate Wireless Sensor Networks. Other simulators, like IDEA1 – based on SystemC – have hardware-level libraries that permits system-level simulations by taking low-level constraints into account. NS (from network simulator) is a name for series of discrete event network simulators, specifically NS2 and NS3. Both simulators are used in the simulation of routing protocols, among others, and are heavily used in ad-hoc networking research, and support popular network protocols, offering simulation results for wired and wireless networks alike then it is suitable to write CA rules, define different types of nodes that are used in this simulation, and simulate new routing protocol.

III. NETWORK MODEL

The network consists of four types of nodes:
- **Sensor nodes**: These fixed nodes collect data using their sensors. The collected data are then passed to the cluster head nodes through the network. There may be as many sensor nodes as needed depending on the area to be covered.
- **Cluster Head nodes**: Fixed cluster head, which has the same design as sensor node, just do some extra activities. These nodes are responsible for collecting data from sensor nodes, performing data fusion algorithm on them, and producing fusion result on their own cluster; run the Find Routing algorithm to find its most trusted neighbor for sending fusion result; and in the end perform Find Cluster Head algorithm to determine new cluster head for later round.
- **Jammer nodes**: These mobile nodes produce disturbed packet throughout the network and are known as intruders.
- **Base station**: Data from each cluster are gathered and transferred to a central base station.

The sensor nodes, which receive disturbed packet that is produced by jammer nodes, send a data packet to their cluster head. By using the received data packets, cluster heads make decision about the existence of jammer node and send the final result to base station. The cluster heads are connected to the base station in a hierarchical manner.
Each cluster head sends the final result about existence of jammer to its trusted neighbor to send it to the nearest cluster head to base station.

IV. ENERGY EFFICIENT AND TRUSTED DATA FUSION BY USING CELLULAR AUTOMATA (EETDFCA) PROTOCOL

In this section, Trusted Data Fusion by using Cellular Automata (TDFCA) [19] is introduced in terms to increase the trusted data fusion frequency; as can be seen in [19] by using TDFCA WSN has more coverage, longer life time, and greater trusted data fusion in comparison to BCDCP [20]; by using TDFCA, WSN’s trusted data fusion frequency will be greater than using Secure Data Fusion Algorithm. Based on Behavior Trust [3] scenario; and finally network’s lifetime, End-to-end delay, and Packet delivery ratio noticeably decreases, using AODV instead of the TDECA. Therefore, although TDFCA increases the trusted data fusion frequency, it has the higher priority on decrease network’s lifetime. In this paper, a new protocol is introduced, named EETDFCA (Energy Efficient and Trusted Data Fusion by using Cellular Automata) in Wireless Sensor Network which its main purpose is to extend the network’s lifetime and address the main problem of TDFCA protocol (pseudo-codes of the first three algorithms are available in [19]).

A. Initialization

Since the network in consideration is an ad hoc network, an initialization algorithm is needed to establish preliminary connections autonomously. The algorithm is based on polling and as such it guarantees connectivity to all the nodes that are acoustically reachable by at least one of their nearest neighbors. During initialization, the nodes create neighbor tables. These tables contain a list of each node’s neighbors and the premiere clusters and cluster head. The initialization steps can be listed as follows:

All sensor nodes are alive and broadcast a find_premiere_cluster head packet to all the sensors in its transmitted radius.

Each sensor has a variable named #neighbours. By receiving find_premiere_cluster head packet adds one to this variable and adds a new row to its neighbor table. This table has three columns, the first one is the id of its neighbors filling by the ID field of receiving packet, which contain sender node’s x-axis and y-axis, second column is a place to save the data sent by neighbors, and the last one is for saving normalized_trustvalue. In the beginning of the simulation, the data are set to -1 and the normalized_trustvalue set to 1. If the sensor does not receive any packet for ΔT second, then the next step is performed.

Each sensor must calculate the density and distance to the base station by using the following equations:

\[ \text{density} = \frac{\#\text{neighbors}}{2\pi r^2} \]  
(1)

\[ \text{distance} = \sqrt{(pos_x - b.s_x)^2 + (pos_y - b.s_y)^2} \]  
(2)

Where \( r \) is transmitted radius, \( pos_x \) is the x-axis of current sensor, \( b.s_x \) is the x-axis and \( b.s_y \) is the y-axis of base station. All sensors know base station’s x-axis and y-axis. Then, calculate apt, which shows its convenience to be cluster head.

\[ \text{apt}=\alpha_1 \text{density} + \beta_1 \text{distance} + \mu_1 \text{trst-val} \]  
(3)

Where \( \alpha_1, \beta_1 \) and \( \mu_1 \) are empirical coefficients that define the simulation. The trst-val is trust value of sensor node, which is evaluated by using (4) that is explained in following section.

Then, the result of (3) sends by a packet, whose name is find_max_apt to all neighbors of a sensor. By receiving this packet, each sensor performs the Find Cluster Head algorithm to determine whether or not it is a candidate of being this round cluster head. This algorithm is based on cellular automata (CA) rule and makes a decision locally by determining a flag, namely ch_flag. Therefore, it runs for about ΔT second after receiving the first packet.

By receiving the ch_announce packet, each sensor saves the new cluster head’s ID.

B. Data Fusion

When a sensor node detects the intruder noise, it will compare its normalized_trustvalue with normal_trustvalue of its neighbors; if its normalized_trustvalue is greater than majority of normal_trustvalue, then it generates data packet and sends it to the cluster head (CA rule).

When the cluster head gets this packet, first it updates the normalized_trustvalue of the sender neighbor and then performs Data Fusion algorithm to make its cluster decision, which determines whether its cluster detects the intruder noise or not and sends the final decision to base station.

Data Fusion algorithm has two phases, first get the normalized_trustvalue of sender node, which is evaluated by using (4) and (5) in individual sensor nodes as follows:

\[ \text{trst-val}=\alpha_2 \text{r-power}+\beta_2 \text{ch}+\delta \]  
(4)

\[ \text{normalized_trustvalue}=(\text{trst-val})/(\delta+\alpha_3 \text{r-power}) \]  
(5)

Where \( \alpha_3 \) and \( \beta_2 \) are empirical coefficients that define the simulation; \( \delta \) is motivation or punishment coefficient of the cluster head after assessing the final_result and compares it with data sender data, then motivates them if they send the same data as final_result and otherwise punishes them; \( \text{r-power} \) is amount of remaining power to maximum amount of power, (6) divided to maximum amount of power of sensor node; and finally, \( \text{ch} \) is the number of times that this sensor is selected as a cluster head.

\[ E_t(b,d_t)=E_{tx}b+be_d_t^2+\text{processing energy} \]  
(6)

That \( b \) is number of bit sent or received by a sensor, \( d_t \) is distance between the sensor and cluster head, \( E_{tx} \) is constant determined by simulation, and \( e_t \) is transmit amplifier.
Cluster head multiplies the received data by \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \). Then, for evaluating that, the fusion result is trusted or not, compares the result of first step to threshold, TL [21]. Therefore, cluster head makes decision and then must create final_result packet and send it to base station using multi hop strategy and make pun_mot packet and send it to sender sensor to punish or motivate them.

At the end of each round of data fusion, it must compare the amount of remaining power with the lower amount of power that requires to do cluster head duties. If the remaining power, assessed by (7), is less than the amount required to cluster head’s duties or is equal to zero, the Find Cluster Head algorithm must be performed.

\[
E_d(b,d_1) = bE_{\text{tx}} + bE_{\text{rx}} + b + d_1^2 \times \text{processing energy} \tag{7}
\]

That \( E_d \) is data aggregation energy, \( x \) is number of received data, \( d_1 \) is distance between cluster head, and next hop will be detected in next part.

C. Candidate trusted neighbor to receive data fusion results

The other crucial issue is finding the most trustable sensor for conveying the final_result from cluster head to base station. Each sensor, which is nearer to base station in comparison with its cluster head finds the maximum \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) among its neighbors, compares it with its own value if its \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) is bigger than maximum value, then candidates itself as next hop to receive fusion result (CA rule).

Therefore, the most trustable receiver node is available for each sensor.

D. Update Trust value

By receiving a pun_mot packet, changing the remaining power or the number of times that this sensor is selected as a cluster head, or the parameters that play a pivotal role in trust value, each sensor must update its \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) using formulas (4) and (5). Whenever the value of \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) would be changed, this new value must be broadcasted urgently. Then, its neighbors replace old value of \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) with received \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) in their neighbor lists. Therefore, the trust values in their list are always updated.

E. Make decision about transforming state

As mentioned before to extend the network’s lifetime and increase the number of active nodes in wireless sensor networks, this new protocol is introduced. The assumption is each sensor has two states one is alive, which sensor sends or receive packets and performs the entire algorithms (clustering, data fusion and routing) and the other is standby, which sensor does not send any packet just received them and discards all the packet except for packets contain updated \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \). After receiving this packets sensor updates its neighbor tables, therefore this table always is up to date, ch_announce packets- by receiving these packets sensor changes cluster head axis, then the sensor always knows cluster head and cluster that belongs to - , and standby packets, which indicate that one of its neighbors transforms from alive state to a standby state.

At the beginning of simulation all the sensors are alive, after the first change is happened in its \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \), they execute change state algorithm, which is indicated in Table I. The sensor will compare its \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) by \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) of its neighbors; if its \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) value is less than majority of \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \), then it transforms from alive to a standby state (CA rule). It will remain in this state and updates the \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) of its neighbors and cluster head, which is belong to until it receives the standby packet, which indicates that one of its neighbors transforms from alive state to a standby state then it must perform change state algorithm again.

Each sensor, the state of which is set to alive must compare its \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) by its neighbors whenever changes is happened to its \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) or in neighbor tables ; if its \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \) value is less than majority of \( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} \), then it transforms from alive to a standby state (CA rule) and send standby packet to its neighbors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. CHANGING STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data</strong> : ( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} ), and neighbor table,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result</strong> : changing sensor state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if change is happened in ( \text{normalized}_\text{trustvalue} ) or neighbor table, then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ( \text{normalized}<em>\text{trustvalue} ) ( \leq ) ( \sum \text{normalized}</em>\text{trustvalue} \text{neighbors}/2 ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{sensor state} = standby;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{sensor state} = alive;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if standby packet is received then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if \text{sensor state} \text{ === alive} then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do nothing;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ( \text{normalized}<em>\text{trustvalue} ) ( \leq ) ( \sum \text{normalized}</em>\text{trustvalue} \text{neighbors}/2 ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do noting;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{sensor state} = alive;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using this algorithm, the amounts of consumption energy is decreased and network’s lifetime is extended.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In what follows, results of the new protocol will be described by using NS2 simulator. First, it is necessary to use some assumptions: the network has N fixed sensors that propagate in the area that is L meter square (L×L m²). Sensors used here also have the same structures and attributes, and then the network is homogeneous and they are trustable and do not show any intruding behaviors. Two different scenarios are used for evaluating this proposed protocol. Then, the new protocol will be assessed in tow region whose scales are 100×100 m² (having 10,000, 5000, and 2500 sensors) and 250×250 m² (having 62,500, 31,250, and 15,625 sensors). The sensors have a power, which
charges up 0.8j, have a timer that is set to 200 ms, and the maximum transmission radius is about 6m ($R_{\text{max}}=6\text{m}$). This radio transmission updates by using (8) whenever the remaining power evaluates; in this formula $\alpha$ is coefficient.

$$r_{\text{power}} = \alpha R_{\text{max}} \quad (8)$$

EETDFCA with TDFCA will be compared in terms of three parameters: total energy, coverage, and trusted data fusion frequency.

### A. Total Energy

As mentioned above, one of the crucial problems in TDFCA is network’s lifetime, which is noticeably decreased because of massive amount of packets sending and receiving by sensor node; Using EETDFCA instead of TDFCA owing to fewer energy consumption by changing the state of sensor node to standby in which the sensor just receives packets and do not participate in sending them. Figure 1 shows the total energy in network. As can be seen in Fig. 1, in all different scenarios EETDFCA has more energy in comparison with TDFCA this fact end in longer networks’ lifetime by using changing state algorithm. Figure 1 shows that the effectiveness in teams of energy consumption in EETDFCA protocol is 1.2 times greater. Therefore, it seems that EETDFCA almost achieves to extend network’s lifetime.

### B. Coverage

As mentioned above in the proposed protocol, changing remaining power of a sensor lead to calculation of transmission radius. Therefore, by using EETDFCA changes are happening in the remaining power of a sensor seem to be happening at less slow a pace; then it has more coverage and can keep it longer in comparison with TDFCA that does not pay attention to sensor’s state, then to some extend the coverage decreased. As can be seen, figures Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) are the same. This similarity leads to the fact that the scale of region does not have direct effect on coverage.

### C. Trusted data fusion frequency

Whatever data sent to cluster head have higher trust value, the fusion result will be more trusted. By using the both protocols, only when the sensors having higher trust value will send their data to the cluster head; then data fusion is more trusted. Both protocols use this method. Then, the difference between these two protocols is related to standby state, which has no knock on effect on the trusted fusion results. Similar to coverage, trusted data fusion frequency is same for all regions with different scales, hence just one scenario is shown, Fig. 3. As can be seen in [4] trusted data fusion frequency dramatically increase in comparison with...
BCDCP and Secure Data Fusion Algorithm Based on Behavior Trust.

**Figure 3.** Trusted Data Fusion frequency in all scenarios

**VI. CONCLUSION ND FUTURE WORKS**

The suggested protocol, named EETDFCA, based on Cellular Automata for a wireless sensor network was tested by NS2. The simulation results show that EETDFCA protocol expands the network’s lifetime, and coverage dramatically, and has no effect on trust to fusion result in comparison with TDFCA, in wireless sensor networks simultaneously.

The importance of decreasing energy consumptions and increasing trust value, especially in data fusion, in WSNs leads to various works on it. Then, the following changes are suggested for this protocol to assess its efficiency:

1. Implement this protocol in immobile WSNs.
2. Implement this protocol in WSNs whose their sensors have intruding behavior.
3. Using other types of cellular automata instead of totalistic ones, which are used in this paper, to evaluate this protocol.
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Abstract—Several studies in recent years have considered many strategies for increasing sensor network lifetime. We focus on a centralised management scheme where a large number of sensors are randomly deployed in a region of interest to monitor a set of targets and we propose an adaptive scheduling by dividing sensors into non-disjoint cover sets, each cover set being active in different period of time. In this paper, we design a column generation (CG) method based heuristic for efficiently solving the maximum lifetime coverage problem. We first model the problem with a linear programming (LP) formulation for non-disjoint cover sets where the objective is to maximise the sum of activation times of cover sets, with respect the sensor’s battery lifetime. As the number of cover sets may be exponential to the number of sensors and targets, an initial set of cover sets is constructed and other cover sets are generated through the resolution of an auxiliary problem formulated as a integer programming (IP) problem. This problem is either solved at optimality by standard branch-and-bound or solved sub-optimally by a heuristic. Simulation results show the efficiency of the proposed heuristic which provides near optimal solutions while saving computational time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed significant advances in wireless sensor networks which emerge as one of the most promising technologies for the 21st century [1]. In fact, they present huge potential in several domains ranging from health care applications to military applications. A sensor network is composed of a large number of tiny sensing devices deployed in a region of interest. Each device has processing and wireless communication capabilities, which enable to sense its environment, to compute, to store information and to deliver report messages to a base station. These sensor nodes run on batteries with limited capacities. To achieve a long life of the network, it is important to conserve battery power. Therefore, lifetime optimisation is one of the most critical issues in wireless sensor networks. In this paper we concentrate on the target coverage problem, with the objective of maximizing the network lifetime by using an adaptive scheduling. We assume that sensors are randomly sprayed for monitoring a set of targets with known locations and we also assume the sensors have location determination capabilities. We propose energy-aware centralized method by organizing the nodes in non-disjoint cover sets where each cover set is capable of monitoring all the monitored targets and by activate these cover sets successively. Scheduling and grouping sensors into non-disjoint sets is done by the base station, which informs every sensor of the time intervals to be activated. In this paper, the scheduling problem is formulated as a linear program where the variables are the active times of the different cover sets. The objective is to maximize the sum of their active times which corresponds to the network lifetime such that for any sensor its total active time does not exceed its initial lifetime. Unfortunately the number of cover sets may be huge (exponential in number of sensors and targets). Therefore we develop a resolution method based on a column generation (CG) process which is a well-known and widely practiced technique for solving linear programs with too many variables to include in the initial formulation explicitly. Our main contribution is to design a column generation method based heuristic for efficiently solving the maximum lifetime coverage problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work in the field. Section III is devoted to the description of the target coverage problem and to its formulation by a linear program and explains the basics of the column generation technique. Next, in Section IV, we present the different algorithms of the proposed scheme. Section V discusses implementation details of our algorithms and shows the simulation results. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Many works, including centralised, distributed and localized algorithms, have been proposed to extend the network lifetime. In this paper we focus on centralised algorithms because distributed algorithms are outside the scope of our work. Note that centralised coverage algorithms have the advantage of requiring very low processing power from the sensor nodes which have usually limited processing capabilities. Moreover, a recent study conducted in [2] concludes that there is a threshold in terms of network size to switch from a localized to a centralized algorithm. Indeed
the exchange of messages in large networks may consume a considerable amount of energy in a localized approach compared to a centralised one.

The authors in [3] and [4] independently highlight that the use of non-disjoint cover sets may increase the network lifetime by giving appropriate algorithms. For instance, Cardeli et al. [3] formulate the maximum set covers problem as a mixed integer programming (MIP) and then apply a relaxation technique to design a LP-based heuristic of time complexity $O(n^3m^3)$ (where $m$ is the number of targets). They also propose a greedy heuristic with a lower time complexity $O(dm^2n)$ (where $d$ is the number of sensors that covers the most sparsely covered target). This heuristic forms individually set covers by covering first the most critical targets as in [5].

In [4], Berman et al. clearly provide a LP formulation for non-disjoint cover sets. We reuse this formulation in our work but instead of developing an approximation algorithm as in [4], we exploit the CG technique to deal with the huge number of variables in the LP formulation. In [4], the authors propose an algorithm with an approximation factor of $(1 + \epsilon)(1 + 2\log n)$ for any $\epsilon > 0$ based on the $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximation of the Garg and Könemann algorithm.

More recently Zorbas et al. [6] present a novel algorithm that can produce both disjoint cover sets as well as non-disjoint cover sets by using a cost function taking into account various parameters as the monitoring capabilities of a sensor, its association with poorly monitored targets and also its remaining battery life. Through simulations, they compare their proposed algorithm with other approaches found in [3] and [5] and show that it exhibits comparable results in terms of generated cover sets but in faster execution times.

The closest work to ours are [7] and [8]. In [7] and [8], the authors address the problem of maximizing lifetime in wireless network subject to QoS, energy or coverage requirements. They propose a CG approach to decompose the original formulation into a master problem and an auxiliary problem. The auxiliary (AUX) problem is an IP problem in [8] or a MIP problem in [7] which is solved at optimality by a branch-and-bound algorithm. In both papers analyses show that the resolution at optimality of the AUX-problem is time-consuming. Based on this observation, we propose in our work a heuristic for addressing the AUX-problem which produces good solutions in lower computational times.

### III. Problem Description

We try to produce an adaptive scheduling which allows sensors to operate alternatively so as to prolong the network lifetime. For convenience, the notations and assumptions are described first. Then the lifetime problem of sensor network covering a set of targets is formulated.

#### A. Notations and assumptions

- $m$: the number of targets
- $n$: the number of sensors
- $I$: the set of targets
- $K$: the set of sensors
- $S_i$: set of sensors which cover the target $i$
- $Z_k$: set of targets covered by the sensor $k$
- $T_k$: the lifetime of a sensor $k$, which is time duration when the sensor $k$ is in the active state all the time

#### B. Formulation

The problem of monitoring all targets by activating non-disjoint cover sets successively in order to extend the network lifetime can be formulated as a LP. The variables in the LP are as follows. $t_u$ is the lifetime of the cover set $u$, that means that all sensors in the cover set $u$ are active during the time period $t_u$. We denote by $U$ the set of all elementary cover sets. The problem is as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \sum_{u \in U} t_u \\
\text{subject to :} & \sum_{u \in U} a_{ku} t_u \leq T_k, \quad \forall k \in K \\
& t_u \in R^+ 
\end{align*}
$$

(1)

The objective function maximizes the total work time of all the cover sets. The constraint shows the lifetime constraint for each sensor $k$, $a_{ku}$ is a binary index which is set to 1 if sensor $k$ is active in the cover set $u$ and 0 otherwise. An elementary cover set corresponds to a configuration where all targets are covered as well as no superfluous sensor is activated. However, the number of elementary cover sets is very high.

#### C. Example

To illustrate our problem we provide a simple example with only 10 sensors and 4 targets. Table I presents the sensors which are able to cover each target. We consider only two cover sets. Each cover set is given as a tuple and covers all targets.

- Cover set 0 = (0,3,9).
- Cover set 1 = (0,4,8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,4,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,6,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,3,5,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

Collection of sensors to monitor a target
The linear programming corresponding to this simple example is the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\max & \quad t_0 + t_1 \\
\text{subject to :} & \quad t_0 + t_1 \leq 1.00 \quad \text{(sensor 0)} \\
& \quad t_0 \leq 1.00 \quad \text{(sensor 3)} \\
& \quad t_1 \leq 1.00 \quad \text{(sensor 4)} \quad (2) \\
& \quad t_0 \leq 1.00 \quad \text{(sensor 8)} \\
& \quad t_1 \leq 1.00 \quad \text{(sensor 9)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\(t_0\) and \(t_1\) are respectively the lifetimes of the cover sets 0 and 1. The right part of each inequality corresponds to the maximal lifetime of each sensor. Here sensor lifetime is set to 1. In this example we do not enumerate all elementary cover sets, we solve the LP with only two cover sets and the network lifetime obtained is equal to 1 where \(t_0^* = 0.5\) and \(t_1^* = 0.5\). That means that sensors of cover set 0 are active during 0.5 time unit and sensors of the cover set 1 are active during 0.5 time unit. Note that some sensors \((1,2,5,6,7)\) do not appear in the LP because it is not part of any generated cover sets. Only sensor 0 has consumed its entire energy. If we had generated more cover sets, we would have reached the maximal lifetime of the network which is equal to 2. For instance, if we add cover set 2 = (2,3,4) and cover set 3 = (1,2,9), the optimal scheduling is obtained with \(t_0^* = t_1^* = t_2^* = t_3^* = 0.5\).

D. Column generation method

As the set \(U\) of elementary cover sets may be huge we use a CG technique [9] to solve (1). That means that we solve a Restricted Master Problem (RMP) with only a subset \(U' \subseteq U\) of elementary cover sets and we introduce an attractive cover set if necessary. Given a subset \(U' \subseteq U\) and the dual multipliers \(\pi_k \equiv \pi_k(U')\) for sensors \(k\), the AUX-problem consists in finding the most attractive cover set \(u \in U \setminus U'\), that means the cover set \(u\) with the maximal reduced cost \(r_u = (1 - \sum_{k \in K} a_{ku} \pi_k)\). If \(r_u > 0\) then the cover set \(u\) is said to be attractive and it is added in the formulation of the RMP, otherwise the problem (1) is optimal.

The AUX-problem is to find a new feasible cover set \(u\) which maximizes \(r = (1 - \sum_{k \notin A} \pi_k)\), or which minimizes \(\sum_{k \in A} \pi_k\) where \(A\) denotes the set of active sensors in the cover set \(u\). If this sum is less than 1, then the new valid cover set \(u\) is added in the Restricted Master Problem. We formulate the AUX-problem as an IP problem with binary variables \(y_k\) for each sensor \(k\) which is set to 1 if sensor \(k\) is active in the cover set \(u\), and 0 otherwise. The following constraints represent the coverage guarantee for each target \(i\) \((1 \leq i \leq m)\):

\[\sum_{k \in S_i} y_k \geq 1 \quad \forall i \in I\]

The AUX-problem is formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{k \in K} \pi_k y_k \\
\text{subject to :} & \quad \sum_{k \in S_i} y_k \geq 1 \quad \forall i \in I \\
& \quad y_k \in \{0,1\} \quad \forall k \in K \\
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the formulation of the AUX-problem corresponds to the model of the classical set covering problem [10]. This complete CG approach seems to be efficient. The RMP is formulated as a (LP) (1) where the entire set \(U\) of elementary cover sets must be replaced by a subset \(U'\) which contains initially a small number of elementary cover sets. Then the RMP (1) and the AUX-problem (3) are solved sequentially and the set \(U'\) grows up until no attractive cover set is generated. The optimal solution, that means the adaptive scheduling of cover sets which maximizes the network lifetime, is always found. The RMP is a classical LP problem, thus can be solved in polynomial time \(O(n^3m^3)\) with the algorithm proposed by Ye [11]. However the AUX-problem, which is a IP problem, may require a large unacceptable running time (This problem is also classified as NP-hard [12]). The intuitive idea is to speedup the generation of attractive cover sets by the use of a heuristic. To measure the efficiency of our approach, we design three methods, called respectively the Exact Method, the Heuristic Method and the Mixed Method. The Exact Method consists of solving to optimality the AUX-problem at each step of the column generation process with an IP solver. For the Heuristic Method, we propose to generate an attractive cover set taking into account the dual multipliers of sensors \(k\) and without resolving the auxiliary problem at optimality. In the Mixed Method, in case of impossibility for the heuristic to generate an attractive cover set, we solve the (AUX)-problem at optimality. Note that the Exact and the Mixed methods lead to an optimal scheduling compared to the Heuristic Method which provides near optimal solution. The resolution method based on CG technique and its three versions are explained in more details in the following part.

IV. Resolution method

The resolution method requires to generate some elementary cover sets to form the set \(U'\) at the beginning. Note that the initial number of cover sets will not affect the final optimal output. The generation of elementary cover sets involves two steps. First, a cover set is generated and is then analyzed to determine if some sensors are not superfluous.

A. Production of cover set

The algorithm 1 ensures the production of a cover set where all targets are covered. This algorithm does not produce an elementary cover set because some active sensors could be superfluous. That is why we have to check if it is possible to deactivate some sensors through algorithm 2. This algorithm is applied for each generated cover set whatever the generation process.
Algorithm 1 Cover_Set_Generation(u)
Require: A set of targets \( I \), a set of sensors \( K \)
Ensure: A random cover set \( u \)
\[ V \leftarrow I \]
\[ u \leftarrow \emptyset \]
while \( V \) is not \( \emptyset \) do
   Select a target \( i \in V \) randomly
   \[ V \leftarrow V \setminus \{i\} \]
   Select randomly a sensor \( k \in S_i \) to cover the target \( i \)
   \[ u \leftarrow u \cup \{k\} \]
for all targets \( h \in Z_k \) do
   \[ V \leftarrow V \setminus \{h\} \]
end for
end while

Algorithm 2 Check_Elementary_Cover_Set(u)
Require: A cover set \( u \)
Ensure: An elementary cover set \( u \)
\[ G \leftarrow u \]
while \( G \) is not \( \emptyset \) do
   Select a sensor \( k \in G \) randomly
   Check if it is possible to desactivate sensor \( k \)
   if yes then
      \[ u \leftarrow u \setminus \{k\} \]
   end if
   \[ G \leftarrow G \setminus \{k\} \]
end while

B. Generation of an attractive cover set

Once some elementary cover sets are formed and compose the initial set of variables/columns, the CG process consists of introducing new attractive columns in the RMP. This task may be done by the exact resolution of the IP AUX-problem as written in the algorithm 3 or by using a heuristic as described in the algorithm 4.

Algorithm 3 Generation_Attractive_CoverSet_Exact(\( \pi, u, r \))
Require: The dual multipliers \( \pi_k \) for each sensor \( k \in K \)
Ensure: The generated cover set \( u \) and the associated reduced cost \( r \)
\[ u \leftarrow \emptyset \]
\[ r \leftarrow 0 \]
Solve the IP (3) with dual multipliers \( \pi_k \)
\[ y_k^* \quad \forall k \in K \] are the optimal values
for all \( k \in K \) do
   if \( y_k^* = 1 \) then
      \{The sensor \( k \) is active\}
      \[ u \leftarrow u \cup \{k\} \]
   end if
end for
\[ r \leftarrow 1 - \sum_{k \in u} \pi_k \]

Here a heuristic is proposed to provide a new cover set \( u \) such that all targets are covered. Considering the dual multiplier \( \pi_k \) for each sensor \( k \) as a cost, the objective is to activate less expensive sensors in the cover set such that the resulting reduced cost of this cover set is positive.

We first select randomly a target, then we choose a sensor with minimal cost that covers this target. We repeat the process until all targets are covered. If there are multiple sensors of minimum costs, the choice of one of them is made randomly. The algorithm 4 of complexity \( O(mn) \) presents the generation of an attractive cover set with the heuristic. As our heuristic integrates a random part, it may be applied several times (no more than \( \text{Nh}_\text{Max}_\text{Ite} \) iterations) until a cover set with positive reduced cost is found. Note that the two generation methods do not necessarily generate an elementary cover set. Each time an attractive cover set is generated, we call the algorithm 2 to eliminate superfluous sensors.

Algorithm 4 Generation_Attractive_CoverSet_Heuristic(\( \pi, u, r \))
Require: The dual multipliers \( \pi_k \) for each sensor \( k \in K \)
Ensure: The generated cover set \( u \) and the associated reduced cost \( r \)
\[ V \leftarrow I \]
\[ u \leftarrow \emptyset \]
\[ r \leftarrow 0 \]
while \( V \) is not \( \emptyset \) do
   Select a target \( i \in V \) randomly
   Select a sensor \( k \in S_i \) with minimal cost \( (\pi_k) \)
   \[ V \leftarrow V \setminus \{i\} \]
   \[ u \leftarrow u \cup \{k\} \]
   \[ r \leftarrow r + \pi_k \]
for all targets \( h \in Z_k \) do
   \[ V \leftarrow V \setminus \{h\} \]
end for
end while
\[ r \leftarrow 1 - r \]

C. Global process

The algorithm 5 presents our resolution method based on CG which provides a cover set's scheduling to prolong the network lifetime.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Section V is dedicated to experimental results.

A. Experimental setup and environment

We have implemented the three methods presented in section IV. Our experiments have been conducted on a regular Linux workstation with a AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 4000+ of 2.1 GHz. Resolution of the LP or IP problems are respectively carried out the simplex method and the branch-and-bound method implemented in
Algorithm 5 Resolution Method

\[ U \leftarrow \emptyset \]

\{Generation of \( E \) elementary cover sets\}

\textbf{for} \( e = 0 \) to \( E \) \textbf{do}

\[ \text{Cover Set Generation}(u) \]
\[ \text{Check Elementary Cover Set}(u) \]
\[ U \leftarrow U \cup u \]
\textbf{end for}

Restricted Master Problem Resolution(\( U \))

\[ \text{Stop} \leftarrow 0 \]

\textbf{while} (\( \text{Stop} = 0 \)) \textbf{do}

\[ r \leftarrow 0 \]

\{Search of an attractive cover set (3 versions)\}

\textbf{Version 1 : Exact Method}

\text{Generation Attractive Cover Set Exact}(\pi, u, r)

\textbf{Version 2 : Heuristic Method}

\[ Nb_{It}\leftarrow 0 \]

\textbf{while} \((r \leq 0) \) and \((Nb_{It} \leq Nb_{Max}_{It})\) \textbf{do}

\[ \text{Generation Attractive Cover Set Heuristic}(\pi, u, r) \]

\[ Nb_{It} \leftarrow Nb_{It} + 1 \]
\textbf{end while}

\textbf{Version 3 : Mixed Method}

\[ Nb_{It} \leftarrow 0 \]

\textbf{while} \((r \leq 0) \) and \((Nb_{It} \leq Nb_{Max}_{It})\) \textbf{do}

\[ \text{Generation Attractive Cover Set Heuristic}(\pi, u, r) \]

\[ Nb_{It} \leftarrow Nb_{It} + 1 \]
\textbf{end while}

\textbf{if} \((r = 0)\) \textbf{then}

\[ \text{Generation Attractive Cover Set Exact}(\pi, u, r) \]
\textbf{end if}

\textbf{if} \((r = 0)\) \textbf{then}

\{The method did not provide an attractive cover set\}

\[ \text{Stop} \leftarrow 1 \]
\textbf{else}

\{An attractive cover set is added\}

\[ U \leftarrow U \cup \{u\} \]

\[ \text{Restricted Master Problem Resolution}(U) \]
\textbf{end if}
\textbf{end while}

GLPK (GNU linear Programming Kit) [13] available in the public domain.

In this section we evaluate the performance of our algorithms by way of simulations. We simulate a network with sensor nodes and target points randomly located in a \( 500m \times 500m \) area. We assume the sensing range is equal for all the sensors in the network and is set to \( 150m \). In the different scenarios we vary the number of randomly deployed sensor nodes \( n \) between 50 and 200 with an increment of 50. The number \( m \) of targets to be covered varies between 30 and 120 with an increment of 30. Each sensor has a lifetime of 1. The following requirements are satisfied: each sensor covers at least one target and each target is covered by at least one deployed sensor, the connectivity of the network is ensured and all sensors are capable of communicating with the base station. We measure the network lifetime and the execution times. For each scenario, results are averages over 10 instances (we generate 10 random topologies per scenario). In the algorithms we set \( Nb_{Max}_{It}\) to 10. The set of elementary cover sets is initialized with \((E = 10)\) configurations.

B. Comparison of the execution times

First we compare and comment the CPU execution times of the different resolution methods. Table II gives the optimal network lifetime and the distribution of the execution times (in seconds) for the three methods over the 16 scenarios. Results of table II are consistent with those obtained in the literature: network lifetime and execution times increase with sensor density, network lifetime decreases with targets number for a fixed number of sensors because they are more requested. From the above results, we see that the Mixed Method can be up to 6 times faster than the Exact Method which solves an integer programming at each iteration. And the computing times of the Heuristic Method is really lower than the others each time that the number of targets exceeds 60. We observe that the Mixed Method uses 1.83 times on average the algorithm 3 for the resolution of the AUX-problem at optimality, which is really little but enough to slow its execution time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( N )</th>
<th>( M )</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Exact</th>
<th>Heuristic</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>243.95</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>74.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>749.46</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>220.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>17.17</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>4.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>315.66</td>
<td>22.21</td>
<td>48.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>2365.65</td>
<td>30.61</td>
<td>525.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>9299.81</td>
<td>48.13</td>
<td>1987.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>38.80</td>
<td>34.85</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>730.40</td>
<td>56.34</td>
<td>126.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>8293.35</td>
<td>112.40</td>
<td>1287.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>28932.39</td>
<td>105.87</td>
<td>4393.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II

Execution times (in seconds) between the 3 methods

C. Comparison of the objective value

We compare the optimal solution value obtained with the Exact Method with approximate solution values obtained
with the Heuristic Method. And we conclude that the 
Heuristic Method is a very efficient method because this 
method is able of finding the same solution value as the 
value of the optimal solution in all simulated cases with 
computing times drastically lower. We have also tested an 
other heuristic which is not presented here due to space 
limitations and this second heuristic finds the same solution 
values as the Exact Method with two exceptions over the 
160 tests and the difference is equal to 0.0885 in the first 
case and to 0.2482 in the second case. These results are 
very promising and should be confirmed on other problem 
instances with a larger number of sensors and targets.

D. Comparison of the number of generated cover sets

Table III gives the distribution \(^1\) of the number of at- 
ttractive cover sets which have been generated to build an 
adaptive scheduling. We see that the scheduling resulting 
from the Heuristic Method contains a higher number of 
cover sets. We may have expected this result because the 
Exact Method always generates the most attractive cover 
set at each iteration so that the maximal lifetime of the 
network is reached with a minimal number of cover sets. 
The Heuristic Method could be improved to generate less 
cover sets but more attractive. Nevertheless this method is 
very efficient as it quickly produces a good solution by 
generating a slightly higher number of cover sets. And it 
may be interesting for wireless sensor networks to deal 
with a large number of cover sets such that sensor nodes 
frequently oscillate between an active and an inactive state 
as recommended in [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exact</th>
<th>Heuristic</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIN</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FST</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD</td>
<td>58.25</td>
<td>74.50</td>
<td>69.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>130.00</td>
<td>131.00</td>
<td>124.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III
NUMBER OF GENERATED ATTRACTIVE COVER SETS

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Energy-efficiency is crucial in power-limited wireless sen-
sor network, since nodes have significant power constraints 
(battery life). In this paper we have investigated the problem 
of prolonging the network lifetime by organizing sensors 
into non-disjoint cover sets which operate successively in 
order to monitor all targets. We have formulated this problem 
as a linear programming where variables are the activation 
times of the cover sets and we have proposed a column 
generation approach to solve it. Instead of solving the 
auxiliary problem to optimality to generate an attractive 
cover set, we design a efficient heuristic. Simulation results 
show the performance of the heuristic which obtains very 
good solutions with very low time complexity. Although the 
method is a centralised one, it may be used to measure the 
quality of distributed solutions and it can be easily extended 
to deal with different QoS requirements.
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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks are envisioned to make a large impact on how sensor data from physical phenomena can be utilized by millions of users on the Internet. However, one concern in deploying a large number of real-world physical sensors is that replacing spent batteries might not be feasible. One solution to this issue may involve energy harvesting technology, e.g. solar panels. Solar panels are currently relatively expensive because they require a time-consuming and therefore costly assembly process. As an alternative, this paper suggests a new approach to powering networked sensors: the direct integration of a solar cell onto the sensor nodes printed circuit board. This approach eliminates the need for manual assembly and the use of expensive connectors. This article presents test results and a feasibility analysis of the direct integration of a dye-sensitised solar cell onto a circuit board. Preliminary results indicate that this approach is feasible for networked sensors. The aim of this work is to develop a method for the assembly of complete systems, consisting of a printed circuit board, components, and power supply, using a single production process. The first steps towards this aim have been taken, and the authors believe that the proposed approach may be one enabling technology for future large-scale, low-cost wireless sensor networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is composed of a large number of heterogeneous sensor nodes, or sources, that sense phenomena in the physical world [1]. A sensor network also includes one or several gateways, or sinks, which forward sensor data from nodes in the internal network to an external network [2]. Research on WSN technology originally focused on military applications, such as battlefield surveillance, land mine detection, and soldier monitoring [3]. Current wireless sensor network research is additionally motivated by an increasing number of civil usage scenarios, such as environmental and habitat monitoring, seismic and volcanic monitoring, structural monitoring, and industrial applications [4], [5].

Wireless sensors are expected to have a drastic impact on how measurements of the physical world will be presented to users on the Internet. A vision, in which Internet-connected wireless sensors are deployed in the vicinity of users, named the Internet of Things [6] is also projected to enhance both safety and quality of life for future generations. For this vision to be realized, a number of issues must be resolved. Three of these issues, addressed by this article, are:

- Reducing power consumption
- Enabling wireless power
- Lowering the cost of the sensor nodes

Reducing power consumption can be achieved using a number of methods, such as using more efficient components, integrating more intelligent routing protocols [7], or developing energy-aware computing. Wireless power requires power harvesting, power storage, and an appropriate power usage architecture at the sensor node; see for example [8], [9], [10]. A node’s cost will be reduced with the use of more integrated components, and the price of printed circuit boards (PCB), integrated circuits (ICs), and other components will drastically decrease with increased production volumes. However, the costs of certain node components, such
as batteries and power supplies, do not scale as effectively as circuit board production volumes. The cost of packaging a complete node with a circuit board, batteries, solar panels, and enclosure will not be reduced by the same order of magnitude as that of the electronics. This is a major obstacle for realizing the vision of massive wireless sensor networks.

One consideration for energy harvesting relates to the energy density from different sources. It is clear that solar cells are superior to other energy harvesting approaches such as vibrations and thermoelectric power, as reported by Yang et. al [8]. Therefore, the focus of our work was to investigate direct, low-cost solar cell technology integration with a sensor node.

When comparing different solar cell technologies, both power efficiency and cost must be considered. Two main candidate technologies: silicon based solar cells and dye sensitised solar cells (DSC), sometimes called Grätzel cells [11], have been selected for further investigation. A comparison between silicon based solar cells and DSC can be found in [12]. Regarding energy capability a traditional silicon-based solar cell offers about $43\text{mA/cm}^2$ at 0.7V, whereas current DSCs offer about $22\text{mA/cm}^2$ at about 0.6V [13]. Regarding cost, DSCs are considered superior because material cost and manufacturing cost is clearly lower than for silicon-based cells.

This paper presents a novel approach aimed at further reducing manufacturing and integration cost for DSCs that power wireless sensor nodes. The approach is to manufacture a solar panel directly on a sensor node’s circuit board, thus reducing the cost of manufacturing the cell separately and eliminating the assembly cost. This has several benefits, as the resulting device consists of an integrated solution that effectively eliminates costly silicon-based cells, cables and connectors, and an additional integration step. The proposed approach also increases the system’s robustness because there are no connectors or cables that can disconnect due to mechanical phenomena, e.g., vibrations or impacts. The goal of this research is to develop a holistic method for producing complete low-power systems, where assembly of the PCB, components, and an energy-harvesting device can be completed with a single process. The first steps have been taken - a solar cell has been integrated with a PCB - and the authors believe that, in the future, a solar cell will be directly printable on a PCB using a sequential build-up (SBU) technique. For example, Blackshear et al. reported in 2005 [14] the advantages of using SBU for chip assembly onto circuit boards.

The paper is outlined as follows: this section has presented related work and a background of wireless sensor networks and solar cell technologies. The next section gives an overview of DSCs. Section III presents the new method of integrating a DSC directly onto a circuit board, and Sections IV and V show the experimental setup, and results from real-world tests, respectively. Finally, suggestions for future work are presented in Section VI, followed by conclusions in Section VII.

II. DYE SENSITISED SOLAR CELLS

The dye sensitised solar cell (DSC) is currently being investigated as a low cost method of harvesting the abundant energy of sunlight into electricity [11]. It offers the advantages of low cost and better light harvesting in low and/or diffuse lighting, which are more realistic conditions than would be optimal for other photovoltaic devices, such as silicon-based cells.

The DSC operates by light exciting an electron in a dye molecule adsorbed onto a mesoporous semiconductor to an energy level above the conduction band of the semiconductor. The electron is quickly transferred to the conduction band of the semiconductor and transported through the network of interconnected nanoparticles to the electrode. The electron passes through the external circuit and then reduces an electrolyte at the counter electrode which in turn reduces the dye, returning it to its ground state. This type of solar cell exhibits an efficiency of over 11 %, as shown by Han et. al [15]. The operation of the DSC allows for cheap, abundant materials to be used for device components, combined with less energy-intensive processes used for manufacturing. This offers the potential for significantly lower production costs compared to more traditional silicon solar cells, in turn reducing the energy and cost payback times significantly. These factors make the DSC an attractive renewable energy source for the future.
The drawbacks for DSCs are related to lower performance compared to silicon devices, a corrosive electrolyte that limits material selection options and shorter device lifetimes, primarily due to the volatile electrolyte used in the most efficient designs. It is difficult to construct devices with long lifetimes when encapsulating a volatile, corrosive solvent. To this end alternative electrolytes have been investigated - generally highly viscous, non-volatile ionic liquids. Solid state hole conductors have also been considered and are a more elegant solution, as they also remove corrosive iodine from the system, expanding materials selection options within the cell as well as eliminating any solvent leakage issues. The leading organic hole conductor is 2,2,7,7-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)-9,9-spirobifluorene (spiro-MeOTAD) \[16\], with reported device efficiencies up to 4.4% \[17\]. A solid state device is typically constructed onto fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) glass with a titania (\(\text{TiO}_2\)) layer coated on top, which is dyed and then infiltrated with the hole conductor. The counter electrode is a gold layer evaporated onto the coated titania layer and connected to an electrically isolated section of the FTO glass. This architecture is ideal for integration with circuit boards, shown in Fig. 1. The circuit board may be physically contacted to the gold contacts on the back of the DSC module, as shown in Fig. 3. The connections will be made such that each cell is independently measurable and bi-passable if necessary.

### III. PCB WITH INTEGRATED DYE SENSITISED SOLAR CELL

DSC modules were created using the screen printing technique, on pre-etched 100 mm \(\times\) 100 mm 13 \(\Omega/\text{square}\) FTO coated conducting glass (Nippon) masterplates. The etching to separate the contacts for the individual cells was performed using a laser engraving system, a Versa laser VL3.50 unit, which produced fine lines (~150\(\mu\)m) with high spacial precision. Following this procedure the glass was cleaned and a dense blocking layer of \(\text{TiO}_2\) was deposited by spray pyrolysis, with the areas for electrical contacts by solder and the gold layer being masked by flattened aluminium rods.

The screen printing paste for the active layer, provided by JGC Catalysts and Chemicals Ltd, contained 18 nm particles of anatase titania and was diluted by terpineol at a ratio of 2:1 paste (Fluka). The thickness of the titania layer was determined by a Veeco Detak 150 stylus profilometer, to be ~2 \(\mu\)m. The titania layer was incrementally heated to 450\(^{\circ}\)C for 30 min and then to 500\(^{\circ}\)C for 15 min. The master plates were cut into 50 mm \(\times\) 50 mm modules and reheated to 500\(^{\circ}\)C for 30 mins before being placed into the dye solution of 30 mM Z907 (Dyesol) in an acetonitrile/tert-butanol 1:1 mixture, for approximately 24 hours. The electrolyte was a solid state hole conductor, namely Spiro-MeOTAD, which was deposited by spin-coating using a solution that consisted of 180mg/mL of Spiro-MeOTAD (Merck) in chlorobenzene (Sigma) with additives of 4-tertbutylpyridine (TBP) (Sigma) (17.6ul/mL) and Li-TFSI (Sigma) (19.5mM). Chlorobenzene was used on a cotton bud to remove excess Spiro-MeOTAD from the glass were series interconnects were to be formed. The gold charge collecting layer was deposited onto the module via thermal evaporation, and the areas not to be coated with gold were masked with Kapton tape \(^\text{TM}\) (3M).

An attempt was made to integrate these devices onto a PCB using conductive epoxy however, this had a detrimental effect on the DSC leading to dye desorption. Therefore, this approach was abandoned in favour of using a soft compressible conductor. The material used was a polymer mesh substrate with copper deposited onto it. The copper mesh was cut into pieces of the same width as the pads, but slightly longer such that they could be laid over the pads and adhered using Kapton tape. The module was placed on top of the PCB such that the gold contacted the copper mesh and no shorting occurred between cells. The PCB and DSC module where
then clipped into place using bulldog clips. During these alignment and clipping processes care was taken not to damage the fragile gold layer. Wires were soldered onto the board such that the entire module could be used or individual cells could be measured and/or bypassed if faulty. Fig. 2 shows the PCB that serves as the base for the new solar cell. The board, which is composed of four copper stripes each 49 mm wide and 6 mm long, was manufactured using a milling machine from an Eagle CAD design.

Fig. 3 shows a board produced with a DSC on a PCB. This board was used for initial tests and for 5-month degradation tests.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Several experiments were performed to investigate the performance of the PCB-based cell. To evaluate the performance of the module under standard conditions a solar simulator was used. The modules were tested under 1 Sun illumination, 100 mWcm⁻² AM1.5G, using a 1000 W solar simulator xenon lamp (Oriel) fitted with an appropriate filter to achieve spectral match and a Keithley 2400 source meter. Illumination intensity was varied by the use of fine wire mesh and calibrated using a silicon diode. The active area was 10.5 cm², while the size of the glass was 25 cm², this shows a poor active area to device area ratio. In future work this will be increased with 80% coverage, which is a challenging, but achievable, target for an interconnected module of this size. No masking was used; efficiencies may therefore be over estimated due to light piping within the glass.

To investigate the real world performance and feasibility for practical use, tests were performed both indoors and outdoors using different light sources.

A. Measurement system

A measurement system was created to capture characterization measurements for the PCB solar cell. The measurement system, shown in Fig. 4, consists of a 24-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that measures the voltage drop over a 5 ohm resistor, which is used to measure current. To obtain an I-V curve, a digitally programmable potentiometer was also used so that different loads could be presented to the cell. A Mulle v3.1 networked sensor node equipped with a Bluetooth 2.0 transceiver was connected to the measurement system. Using this approach, the PCB cell can be tested outdoors by having a wireless connection to a laptop or PC, which can be placed indoors. The measurement system will be used also to measure the temperature dependency of the cell during winter tests. In addition, the measurement system also serves as a building block in the power supply unit (PSU) that may be used together with the PCB-cell. The PSU includes a boost converter that generates a 5.0V output used to charge a super capacitor. A switch is used to select whether the Mulle should be powered by the super capacitor or by a battery. The Mulle v3.1 also features a battery monitor chip, capable of measuring battery voltage, power consumption, available energy, and estimated lifetime. Combined with the Mulle’s on-board features, the PSU can enable true energy- and power-aware operation.

Fig. 5 shows the measurement system. The system can measure voltages up to 6.5V, and current with a resolution around 20µA. The load can be programmed to any value between 100Ω and 100kΩ in 256 steps.
The measurement system is completely wireless, which allows remote monitoring of the PCB cell. A dedicated software written in C was used to retrieve data from the Mulle and store the results to file. In future implementations, the measurement system should also be integrated with the solar panel to enable true energy- and power-aware sensor node operation. By measuring available stored energy, power harvesting output and power usage, the software can be used to make intelligent decisions regarding how energy-consuming tasks should be managed.

### B. Performed measurements

The following experiments were performed in order to test the cell’s performance under a real-world setting. The different tests that the cell was tested in are typical application locations where a networked embedded system can be deployed.

1) Measurement of the PCB DSC module’s performance initially and after 5 months

2) Measurement of the PCB DSC’s current response at various light incident angles

3) Measurement of the effect of varying light intensity on the current output of the PCB DSC module.

4) Tests of power generation at indoor and outdoor locations and different lighting conditions

The cell was tested for long term degradation effects and different light sources at different angles. However, no temperature tests were performed. It is considered as future work to investigate the cell’s performance in low temperature environments.

### C. Real-world energy usage

The feasibility of using the prototype solar cell, with the power characteristics presented in the previous section, for a real-world networked sensor is presented here. The Mulle node [18] has been used in a number of WSN and BSN applications [19], which will be used as an example for calculating operational lifetimes when combined with the PCB cell. Table I shows examples of the current consumption of a Mulle v3.1 in different operating modes.

### V. RESULTS

The initial performance of the PCB DSC module was 1.47% efficient initially, degrading to approximately 1% after 5 months, as shown in Fig. 6. The aging of the module was performed with no encapsulation and at ambient conditions. The drop in performance is due to reduced current most likely caused by the degradation of the dye molecules by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All systems sleep</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.004 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU 10.0 MHz, BT off</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.6 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU 5.0 MHz, BT off</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.1 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU 2.5 MHz, BT off</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.1 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU 1.25 MHz, BT off</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.2 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU sleep, BT listen</td>
<td>2-12 s.</td>
<td>1.0 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU sleep, BT active</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40.3 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU sleep, BT sniff (210 slots)</td>
<td>131 ms.</td>
<td>8.4 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU sleep, BT sniff (2010 slots)</td>
<td>1256 ms.</td>
<td>2.8 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU sleep, BT parked (18 slots)</td>
<td>13 ms.</td>
<td>7.5 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU sleep, BT parked (200 slots)</td>
<td>130 ms.</td>
<td>2.7 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU sleep, BT parked (4094 slots)</td>
<td>2560 ms.</td>
<td>1.8 mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
oxygen and water. This suggests good stability and may be significantly improved with encapsulation of the device. Figure 7 shows the performance of the PCB DSC at varying incident light angles. Here 0° corresponds to the light beam being perpendicular to the surface of the module. The module demonstrates good performance with the PCB DSC maintaining 80% of current at a 45° tilt. Figure 8 shows the variation of the output current with varied input light intensity, which remains linear for lower light intensities, but slightly decreases upon approaching full illumination, showing the cell is approaching its photocurrent limit. This data may help determine the illumination intensity from the photocurrent produced by the module although this will exhibit a significant spectral mismatch for artificial light sources.

To evaluate the module’s output in real world scenarios the short circuit current was measured at a number of locations that reflect typical applications for the sensor node which can be placed either outdoors or indoors. The following locations were tested:

i) Office with ceiling fluorescence lighting and ambient light from shaded windows; cell horizontal
ii) Corridor with ceiling fluorescence lighting and no ambient light from windows, cell horizontal
iii) Workshop well lit with with ceiling fluorescence lighting and some ambient light from shaded windows; cell horizontal
iv) Office desk with 23W desk fluorescent lamp; cell horizontal
v) Near a closed window with no direct sunlight; cell horizontal
vi) Near an open window with no direct sunlight; cell horizontal
vii) Near a closed window with some direct sunlight; cell horizontal
viii) Near a closed window with direct sunlight; cell horizontal
ix) Near a closed window with no direct sunlight; cell tilted for maximum illumination
x) Outside in full sun light; cell horizontal
xi) Outside in full sun light; cell tilted for maximum illumination

The resulting data is in Table II. For a number of practical usage scenarios assuming no real-time radio communication, a small dye solar cell should be sufficient to provide the necessary power for
making wireless power a reality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>distance to source [m]</th>
<th>Current [$\mu$A]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When comparing the power output from the PCB DSC cell with Table I, it is clear that the generated power is sufficient for powering a Mulle sensor node as long as low-power modes are utilized. Since the peak power of a Mulle is higher than the maximum power output of the PCB DSC cell, some storage will always be required. A super capacitor, a rechargeable battery, or a combination of both can be used for energy storage. Performed tests indicate that the presented approach is feasible for powering low-power electronics such as sensor nodes.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The first steps towards an integrated manufacturing process for solar-powered embedded systems have been successfully completed. In the next step, the authors will continue to investigate printing a dye sensitised solar cell directly onto a circuit board using mass production techniques. The ultimate aim is to develop a method for assembling and manufacturing a complete system that includes a PCB, components, and a solar cell, using a single process.

Another performance-enhancing approach worth investigating requires interconnecting a number of cells in a matrix-style framework using MOSFET transistors. This is possible because all connections can be made by vias, instead of wires. This would enable the system to identify cells with bad performance, and to allow them to be bypassed. The system would thereby dynamically reconfigure itself for maximum performance depending on: light irradiation, work load, and properties of the cells. This approach requires software-support for full performance advantages.

Another issue that needs further investigation is how the system should be encapsulated in a transparent package. One method is to embed the entire system in optically transparent glue, as shown in [20]. How low temperatures are affecting the cell’s performance must also be investigated. Finally, the use of a more low powered device, such as the Mulle v5.2 with an IEEE 802.15.4 radio, should be used to test the true performance in a wireless sensor network.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a novel approach for powering low-power electronic devices, such as networked embedded systems and sensor nodes. The approach integrates a dye sensitised solar cell directly onto a device’s circuit board thereby reducing the material and assembly costs. A prototype device has been manufactured to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach and to enable the cells’ real-world performance to be evaluated. Test results, both initial and after five months of degradation, have been presented to support the claims.

By integrating the power supply directly onto a circuit board, the authors envision that networked sensors may be manufactured at a greatly reduced cost in the future. When combined with new technologies for energy storage and transparent encapsulation, the presented approach can be an enabling technology for future low-cost, large-scale wireless sensor networks, in support of the vision of the Internet of Things.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, there was a substantial progress in Wireless Sensor Networks. Wireless Sensor Network is a combination of large quantities of small nodes dealing directly with the physical environment. These sensors respond to the environment and gather its information. It also sends the data between the information nodes via wireless transmission. Each node works independently and without the need of human intervention. Its size is too small and has limitations in processing, memory capacity, and power supply. These limitations result in some problems which are the source of much research in this field. The most prominent concern in this network would be the information gathered by network sensors. Meanwhile, the network nodes can no longer be used after its energy consumption. Therefore, optimization of energy consumption in order to increase the network lifetime is one of the challenging discussions in this type of networks.

Recent breakthrough in radio short wave technology and micro-electro-mechanical systems led to the invention of intelligent sensors that are capable to sense and process data in wireless communications. These small sensors can be used to gather the ideal information and deliver the sensed data to central units called Sinks. Sending the sensed data to Sinks might take several steps which is a typical trait for data diffusion in wireless sensor networks.

In recent years [4], [5], [6], many algorithms and protocols have been suggested to increase efficiency and reliability for data diffusion in wireless sensor networks. For instance, flooding diffusion is the most reliable method for transmitting data from sensors to the sinks. The implementation is quiet easy as flooding protocols do not use any recondite algorithms. However, the main problem in this protocol is the amount of overhead due to the repetitive messages sent. This problem causes inefficiency in energy consumption. To solve this problem, a new data centric method has been suggested which is quiet different from the traditional routing mechanisms used in wireless sensor network. Data centric protocols are query-based and are dependent on proper data naming (including attribute and value).

Therefore, redundant transmission of many packets will be blocked; and consequently, it will increase the energy consumption. Directed diffusion is one of the data centric protocols which might be the most common data centric protocol due to its energy saving characteristics. For example, using interest message for query as well as data gathering, and using gradient mechanisms also reinforces routing. The gradient is a direction toward the neighbor nodes through which sink is accessible. In most data packets of a set, the sensor is sent toward sink. Hence, each sensor node tacitly has the direction of sink for the purpose of transmission of the sensed data toward it. The important issue here is that the amount of gradient should be built and maintained within each node. Generally, managing the amount of gradient by primary and periodically flood diffusion of controlling packets is performed via the sink. Notice that this periodical flood diffusion will result in too much overhead in sensor networks. In addition, in case of a change in network topology due to being dynamic or the decay of wireless connections,
the value of some gradients will be invalid. Hence, the repetitive flood diffusion is required.

Throughout data discovery phase, directed diffusion encounters is that when discovered data is sent from source to the sink, each node sends this message to all neighbors. It happens because the node does not know which neighbor node has the ability of sending this data to the sink. Consequently, even if the source and sink are very close to each other, (Figure 1) many other irrelevant nodes will be involved in this connection.

The main reason for designing directed diffusion is increasing the efficiency of energy and thereafter, increasing the network lifetime.

This can be done by the help of two methods of data aggregation and in network processing to decrease the overhead of data transmission and consequently, lower energy consumption. However, due to the use of flooding diffusion, this has some limitations that cause too much overhead turnout in this algorithm. In this paper, by classifying the interests and dividing the network into separable areas, we can have a decline in energy consumption and an increase in network lifetime.

![Figure 1. operation of diffusion in forwarding the discovery data](image)

This paper includes different sections. In Section 2, we will study the works already done to improve the directed diffusion for the purpose of increasing the lifetime of network. Section 3 is regarding the suggestive method. In this part, there is a suggestion to improve the directed diffusion to increase the lifetime of network in regard to energy parameters. Afterwards, we will have the simulation in NS-2 and finally the result of simulation will be presented in the last section.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK

There has been a great deal of research in wireless sensor network routing. One of the outstanding protocols is directed diffusion. In this protocol, a sink is responsible for making the return route from all sensed sources to sink by sending an interest packet. This return route is called “Gradient”. Using the interest packets and Gradients the route(s) between the source and the sink will be established. Directed diffusion uses reinforcement mechanisms to choose a high quality route among the several accessible routes to transmit the data. Based on the fact that in directed diffusion, each node sends a packet to a designated neighbor in next step through reinforced route, many of the tasks are done over the basic directed diffusion and each of them improves the overall turnover.

Basic Directed diffusion algorithm is also called diffusion algorithm with the attribute of a two-phase pull. In the first phase of this method, the destination node sends an interest packet to the network and whenever a node senses the collision of the gathered-data by its sensors, it sends a data discovery to the destination; while forwarding the interest message, gradients try to choose a gradient with the best responding time. And this process continues until it reaches the destination. After that, the source node forwards the gathered data to the destination. However being weak in a small number of situations, the two-phase pull is a suitable method for most applications.

Another improvement in directed diffusion is the hexagonal diameter based method. In this method, the sensor nodes similar to a beehive regularize a constant topology. And the main data will be transmitted over the diameter of the hexagonal. In fact, the hexagonal diameter is supposed to be the main route. In this method, the main routes change periodically to distribute the energy consumption among the sensors (Figure 2).

In order to decrease the energy consumption, ‘active’ status of sensors is used in the time of forwarding data and ‘inactive’ status is used in case the sensors are idle.

The rate of energy consumption and deferment in responding to an interest has a wonderful efficiency in comparison with basic forwarding.

![Figure 2. The periodic change to distribute the energy consumption among the sensors](image)
to classic clustering algorithm, is dynamic and is created by the first flood message.

In this method, long frequency of cluster adjustment is prevented. To do this, controlling messages for maintaining cluster are not used explicitly. And all the related information, for maintaining clusters in data messages exchanged in network, is carried. In fact, passive clustering is an appropriate mechanism addressed to increase the efficiency of these crucial diffusion phases and consequently, the efficiency of the whole protocol. The protocols share some common properties:

1. They are on-demand mechanisms that maintain the operation only in case there is application traffic in need of their services.

2. They purely rely on local information for performing their functions. Figure 3 illustrates the structure of directed diffusion routing when passive clustering is used. The simulation results show that directed diffusion along with passive clustering in transmission rate actually increase the density of the network, and deferment has a better performance in comparison with basic forwarding.

![Figure 3. structure of clustered directed diffusion (Gray circles are head of groups and diamonds are the gates)](image)

Based on the type of applications, sensor network have different needs. Directed diffusion is a data centric protocol whose performance in optimizing the energy consumption will be decreased significantly when a proper application is not used. In [12], a compatible directed diffusion routing protocol have been suggested based on their application. In this plan, a general message is used which has the potential of being applied to different practical scenarios just by a slight change. In this method, different versions of directed diffusion are defined in a general message. In fact, according to different applications, adaptive directed diffusion changes are made to result in the desired version. The results of simulation demonstrate that this idea in comparison with other directed diffusion in time of change has a good performance and application.

In [15], a method have been suggested which shows using two filters with the capability of forwarding increase energy. The first filter is a real-time filter which is used to decline the end-to-end deferment in real-time traffics. The second filter named as the best-effort delivery has been suggested in order to reach the global dominant energy as a result of network lifetime growth. Besides, a repairing mechanism for restoring node decay and connections is implemented for real-time traffic. The results of simulation illustrate that the suggested method has different service diffusion for real-time traffic and best-effort as well as low deferment for real-time traffic and totally provides more network lifetime in comparison with the basic diffusion.

In [16], in order to decrease the overhead of network resulted by the exchanged packets for periodical diffusion of interests, delivering the data discovery to sink will be declined. As a result, the energy consumption decreases due to the reduction in the number of exchanged controlling messages; therefore, the network lifetime increases. In the light directed diffusion; first of all, a spars logical topology will be produced through simple, local rules. Then, the directed diffusion will be implemented on this topology.

In the mentioned protocols, this section covers only energy efficiency using various mechanisms. Following that, in the next section, a method is suggested for increasing the network lifetime.

III. SUGGESTIVE METHOD ALGORITHM

A. Clustering interests

In order to overcome the limitations discussed in the previous section, in suggestive algorithm, we have clustered the interests based on demand; for example, clustering the temperatures over 35°; by clustering and naming the interests will be clustered; as a result, it will be quite easy to recognize the source.

B. Network segmentation

Network is segmented geographically; nodes store the vector and specifications of the neighbor nodes in a table and are informed about the neighbors. And their own sink node is defined as the vector of the source; and by the help of the neighbors’ vectors, the network is divided into necessary segments. A variable to each segment is assigned and in case of finding the source in that area, the variable will be reported.

C. Selection of Diffusion filter

After clustering, segmentation and assigning a variable to each class and area, in the diffusion phase, the variables will be analyzed and filter selection will be done based on value. Moreover, before transmission, first of all the sink will check its variables, when one variable is more than the other variables, sink uses flooding phase otherwise, it uses the rumor phase.

The filters used in suggestive method are divided into two types by accuracy in search and the rate of energy consumption.

1. Flooding

2. Rumor

1. Flooding filter
In Phase One of this method, the destination node will forward an interest to the network. As soon as a node senses the adaptation of the gathered data using its sensors with the forwarded interest, a discovery data (packet) will be sent to the destination and this data will try to select the best gradient with the highest quality and the best response time. It will continue until it reaches the destination, afterwards, the source node will forward the gathered data toward the destination.

The main station will request the data with an interest broadcast. Interest will describe the work that must be done by the network. Interest will be forwarded all over the network hop by hop. At the same time, each node will forward it to its neighbor nodes. As the interest is broadcast throughout the network, the routes for forwarding the acceptable data to the applicant node will be created. Each sensor receiving the interest will create a gradient to the sensor nodes that had received the interest. This will continue until the time the gradient from source to the main station is created. Generally, a gradient defines an attribute and a route. Stability of gradient may vary from one neighbor to the other. Consequently, the rate of data stream will be different. Figure 4 shows the directed diffusion when the interests match the gradients. The data stream routes are a combination of some routes, and then the best route will be reinforced by local rules to prevent the flooding diffusion. In order to decrease the cost of connections, the data will be aggregated in a route. The main goal is to find a proper aggregate tree that receives the data from the sources and sends it to the main station. The main station periodically will be refreshed and will send interest to make sure the reliable transmission of data when it begins to receive data from the source(s).

![Figure 4. directed diffusion operation](image)

2. Rumor filter

Directed diffusion uses flood forwarding to inject the query to the whole network, but in some cases there are only a few requests from the nodes; therefore, there is no need for the flood diffusion in this case. The flood diffusion is suggested when there are few events and many queries. The main goal is to clarify the routes for queries from the receiving nodes instead of drowning into the whole network to restore information about the events. In order to flood diffusion of events in the network, the algorithm of Rumor routing packets with higher lifetime called ‘agent’ is used. When a node discovers an event, it will add that event to its local table called as the ‘Events table’ and will produce an agent. The agent surveys the network to forward the local events to the far nodes. When a node produces a query for an event, the nodes that know the path might respond to this query by referring to their Events-table. Therefore, there is no need to flood the whole network. Consequently, it will cause a decline in the cost of connections. In other words, Buzz routing against two-phase pull keeps only one route between the source and the destination. As we can see in Figure 5, the steps decrease with the cutout of route with source searching, and the energy will be saved. On behalf of events, an agent with a definite lifetime will be created to survey the network. Meanwhile, the sink will deliver its interest to one of the neighbors and the survey will continue until the route of agent and diffusion cutout each other. With the cutout of the two routes, the table will be updated and the new path with fewer steps will be replaced.

![Figure 5. Operation of propagation rumor](image)

D. Diffusion filter management

Before the discovery stage, first the counter variable is analyzed. When the network is initiating, all the counters are set by the value of zero. When the values of the counters are equal, the two-phase pull method is used. In other words, at the time of network start due to the equality of the counters, the whole areas of the network will be searched thoroughly to discover the source in cases where the values of the counters are less than the other ones. In other words, the Rumor filtering with low energy consumption rate is used wherever there is less probability of source presence.
IV. EVALUATION OF SUGGESTIVE METHOD

E. Implementation

In order to implement the algorithm, we use the Diffusion 3.2.0 code which is given out along with ns-allinone-2.29 software. In these two packs, there are two versions of directed diffusion algorithm including diffusion and diffusion3. The diffusion version is for implementation of simple algorithm and therefore takes less detail. In this paper, with a change in filter of two-phase pull which is in Diffusion 3.2.0 algorithm, the suggestive method is implemented and using API, it is diffused as a filter toward the core.

F. Simulation scenarios

In this experiment, the number of the nodes is 250 at most, and is distributed throughout 160 * 160 square meters. The protocol 802.11 is used to simulate the wireless scenario Diffusion 3.2.0 in Ns-allinone-2.29. According to energy consumption in PCM-CIA WLAN card as ns2 and the nodes are expanded in grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
<td>Diffusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Protocol</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Transmission Power</td>
<td>0.660mw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Reception Power</td>
<td>0.395mw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Idle Power</td>
<td>0.0375mw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing Power</td>
<td>0.0325mw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Propagation Model</td>
<td>Two-Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>100 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate</td>
<td>1Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Range</td>
<td>90 meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing Range</td>
<td>13 ~ 48 meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>160 m * 160m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. SIMULATION RESULTS SURVEY

In this section, the results of simulation for each of the discussed scenarios in previous section are presented. The graph regarding the results is illustrated. Then the results of each simulation will be studied.

We have compared our suggestion algorithm with pervious algorithms, Two-Phase-Pull and passive clustering directed diffusion (pcdd).

When we increased the number of locations, network’s delay decreased. By raising the number of regions, sink could find
the source sooner than previous methods and Figure 6 and Figure 7 demonstrate this matter. Although previous methods had fluctuations, our algorithm rose slightly; when the number of regions increased, the average energy consumption decreased. Figure 9 and Figure 10 also present that the amount of delivery decreased.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With increasing the number of locations in each area, fewer nodes are used and in case an interface node is spoiled, source would not be accessible. As a result, with increasing the number of locations when the node is spoiled, access to the source might not be possible. However, if the network encounters a lot of decay with the addition of locations, the delivery rate will get worse. If the locations reach the point that there is a node in each location with minimal overhead and traffic and 100% delivery, through increasing locations in case of presence of an interface node, accessing the source may not be possible. Hence in future works, this problem could be solved. For example, if eight locations were not found and the decay happened, access to the source could be improved by decreasing the number of locations to four segments. Our goal is to decrease the overhead. Using the limited Directed Diffusion, we tried to increase the network lifetime by reducing energy consumption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor and actuator networks (WSAN) are used increasingly by numerous applications from various domains such as home, industrial, environmental and medical. They bring us one step closer to the “internet of things” paradigm. However, WSAN are still application-specific networks, contrary to the “general purpose” nature of the current internet. In fact, many standardization groups or industrial private solutions define stacks of protocols, targeting a particular set of domains, which are in general incompatible with the ones defined by others. This heterogeneity is the main obstacle for dynamic plug&play WSAN that is essential for successful large scale deployment of cross-domain solutions [1]. In fact in such dynamic large scale networks, devices should be self-described and self-discovered in a dynamic manner, with minimum human intervention.

Some recent efforts aim at taking on a layer-based approach, thus defining standards at different OSI layers; e.g., IEEE 802.15.4 [2] at the link layer, IETF RPL [3] at the network layer, or IETF COAP [4] at the application layer. This is an important progress towards a plug&play interoperable WSAN solution. However, at the application layer we still need to define what the devices are capable of doing and how to interact with them.

In this paper we propose LRD2, a device description model that aims to fill this gap. The main goal is to obtain a generic device description model for self-discovery of device capabilities, while taking into account energy constraints of the tiny sensor/actuator devices. The description model is based on an extensible hierarchical structure. It also implements a compression (and decompression) process. Besides being generic and extensible, the model therefore aims at being lightweight to keep the description size as small as possible. We apply a compression algorithm to the description in order to reduce its size, thus consuming less energy during its transfer to other devices in the network.

We have performed experiments to measure the efficiency of LRD2 in terms of code size, number of exchanged discovery messages, and the energy consumption for the discovery. We also compared these results against another compression mechanism, namely EXI (Efficient XML Interchange), which is a compact representation model for XML documents [5].

The paper is organized as follows; Section II presents the related work in the domain, in particular making a synthesis of related existing standards. Section III presents our proposition, LRD2, with its description model and compression algorithm. Section IV provides the results of some experiments that we have performed with LRD2. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Several WSAN standards have been defined targeting different OSI levels (from physical to application). For instance, industrial alliances such as LonWorks [6], EnOcean [7], Z-Wave [8] and Insteon [9] build solutions with a holistic approach covering requirements from the physical to the application layer. Some other standards focus on only a few layers. For example IEEE 802.15.4 [2] is a PHY/MAC layer protocol targeting low resource devices. Zigbee alliance [10] defines a set of protocols from the network to the application layer and is based on the 802.15.4 protocol. Similarly, WirelessHART [11] defines a protocol stack from network to application layer, which is also based on the 802.15.4 protocol.
### TABLE I. WWSAN Protocols and OSI Layers They Deal With

At the network layer, IETF specifies 6LoWPAN [12] bringing the IPv6 features to low power personal area networks on top of the 802.15.4 protocol. It is likely to be the “standard” at the network layer for personal area networks. For instance, the Smart Energy v2 of Zigbee will be agnostic to MAC/PHY protocol and will be based on 6LoWPAN.


The protocols dealing with the application layer adopt different approaches to describe devices. We can classify them into two groups according to the level of the structure of the data: structured and semi-structured.

The well-structured format uses fewer resources to express the information, but requires that the description receiver knows the strict structure format. On the other hand, in the case of the semi-structured format, a high level schema is enough to use the description information. However, devices need more resources to express the same information in the latter case. Protocols such as Insteon, EnOcean, Zigbee and LonWorks use a highly structured format for device description, with a few bits to express the sensor device identity and other information small in size. WirelessHART, UPnP, DPWS and SensorML provide a flexible description using a semi-structured format, mostly based on XML. The description size for these protocols is quite high to be stored and shared by very low-power sensor devices. Figure 1 shows the relation between the device description size versus the flexibility for different protocols and the position where LRD2 aims to achieve.

The goal of a recent effort from the W3C, namely EXI (Efficient XML Interchange) [5], is to reduce the size of XML documents by compressing them. The idea is to assign a small binary code to the most-used elements tags, and a larger one for the less-used (instead of assigning the same quantity of bits to represent each different tag) in order to achieve a higher compactness.

The objective of LRD2 is to provide an extensible yet small in size description model. It is based on a hierarchical structure like XML that gives certain flexibility, while being less verbose in order to reach the same size of the structured data models. Similarly to EXI, LRD2 proposes a compression process for the device description with the goal of reducing the description size in the description exchange phase, therefore reducing the number of exchanged messages and saving energy consumption at devices.

III. LRD2

This section describes LRD2 device model, its compression mechanism and theory of operation of a discovery mechanism.

#### A. Device description

LRD2 is a flexible and hierarchical description model capable of describing different kinds of device information. The model schema is composed of the following elements:

- **The group (G) tag** defines a set of information under a common group, e.g., application specific information, network parameters, system information.
- **The resource (R) tag** represents the values of the resources in a group, e.g., temperature value, network address, OS name.
- **The detail (D) tag** allows the model to give some more detail on the resource information in terms of attributes, e.g., the minimum temperature measurable by a temperature sensor, network addressing type, OS version.
- **The operation (O) tag** is used to describe the specific operations implemented by the sensor device, such as sleep, reboot or ping. It defines a parameter (P) attribute is used to determine the input parameters of operations.
- **The enumValue (E) tag** is used to define possible values for resources or parameters.

All the tags are accompanied by a specifically chosen qname (qualified name) and an ID that allows the interaction between devices. The model also defines a size-bits attribute which gives the size used for the resource or parameter of operations.

LRD2 attempts to obtain small-sized yet extensible descriptions. While being strict within a group, it allows flexibility by giving the possibility of adding groups. Within groups the order of appearance of the information in the description has to be strictly respected using the specified number of bits (8 by default) in the size_bits tag attribute. Respecting the order allows us to formulate highly structured messages with a small size. Figure 2 gives a description example.
B. Description compressing/decompressing

Once the description is complete, an ID is designed for each word used. To achieve a higher compactness, the words used in the description are uppercase represented in 6 bits. The compressed description is composed of three parts:

The first part is the new character codification; instead of using 16 bits as UTF-8 or 8 bits as ASCII, we choose the minimal amount needed to code all the used characters in the description. In order for this message to be understandable by other devices, the first part is built as follows: 7 bits representing a digit \( k \) in ASCII, \( k \) being the minimal number of bits used for the chosen character codification, for each used character, the 7-bits ASCII representation followed by the new character codification in \( k \) bits. If \( k \) is 5, that means that the used characters are less than 64, if A and B are used characters coded as 00001 and 00010 respectively, the first codification message could start as 0110101 1000001 00001 1000010 00010 (followed by all the other coded characters), being the underlining bits an ASCII representation.

The second part of the compressed description is the dictionary. The dictionary is a stream of bits. For separating two different words (the words have a variable size) the character “;” is used. The three first words in the dictionary message are: \( n1 \), \( n2 \) and \( n3 \); \( n1 \) being the number of bits assigned to code the ID used in the interaction messages to access the \( group \), \( resource \), \( detail \) or \( operation \); \( n2 \) is the number of bits used to represent the size of the biggest enumValue group; and \( n3 \) is the number of bits used to code each word in the description. After these 3 first words, each other word in the dictionary is written followed by its respective ID in hexadecimal mode and separated also by the character “;”. All the characters used in the second compression part are written using the selected character codification of the first compression part.

For the third and last part of the compression process, the complete description is written using \( n3 \) bits with each word representing the word ID assigned in the second compression part. The compression process is done only once (or each time that the description changes) directly in the description owner device. Another approach is to make the description compression and store it compressed in development time into the device, thus saving space. The compressed description is shared with the interested devices and decompressed only when it arrives at its destination.

When a device joins a network, or when it is contacted by another device, a presentation message is sent containing the three parts of the compressed description. Using these three parts, the description can be decompressed and rebuilt. The information supplied in the description is enough to interact with the sensor device containing sensor parameters and the list of operations that can be executed on the device, besides simple get/set operations to retrieve/modify parameter values. For the construction of the interaction messages, the \( n1 \) bits ID is used to specify the information to be affected (group, resource, detail, operation). The \( n2 \) bits are also used in the case where enumValue is specified. The answer interaction messages come with the \( n1 \) bits ID to match with the interaction message.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION

For the validation of the LRD2 approach we have constructed device descriptions of different sizes and measured various values such as compressed document size, compression duration, and energy consumed on sensors to perform the compression.

We used EXI as a reference and compared the measured values with the ones obtained by EXI. We used the EXI\textcopyright 0.5 [16] implementation of the EXI. We conducted the tests over a desktop PC computer with 3 GB of RAM and processor of 2.66 GHz. Figure 3 shows the size of documents after compression by LRD2, EXI Schema-less and EXI Schema-Informed. In fact, EXI can function in 2 different modes: i) schema-less where there is no knowledge on the document’s XML schema; ii) schema-informed where the schema of the document is used to optimize the compression. In the latter case, the schema is compressed using EXI schema-less algorithm, and then the schema is decompressed and used for decompressing the schema-informed compressed description.

We observed compression ratios varying from 0.71 to 0.26 depending on the size of the documents we used. The ratios we obtained are very close to the ones of the EXI’s schema-less compressed documents. EXI Schema-Informed documents have greater size at the beginning as they also contain the schema of the document.
We also measured the description compression times with both LRD2 and EXI. Figure 4 shows the values we obtained. Even if the execution time for LRD2 compression is slightly longer than that of EXI, considering the code size of the two solutions (50 KB for LRD2 and 1500KB for EXI), LRD2 is preferable for resource-constrained devices having a small memory capacity. LRD2 is simple and lightweight and worked seamlessly over all the tested Java environments (Standard and Micro Editions).

Figure 3. Compressed documents size

Figure 4. Compression time (milliseconds)

For the battery consumption experimentation on sensors, we used SunSPOT sensors with the following processor board specifications: 180 MHz 32 bit ARM920T core - 512K RAM/4M Flash; 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 radio with integrated antenna; 3.7V rechargeable 720 mAh lithium-ion battery. We measured on a SunSPOT node the battery capacity difference between before the start of the compression process and after the transmission of the compressed description. Figure 5 shows the measurements we obtained. We observe that energy consumption is linearly increasing w.r.t the description size. Thanks to its compression mechanism, for descriptions ranging in size from 1KB to 20KB we were able to obtain compression ratios from 0.71 to 0.26; compression times from 1.86ms to 32.6ms; and energy consumption values from 0.32mAh to 3.61mAh. These are reasonable values considering the fact that the compression is performed (mostly) only once. The values are close to the ones we obtained with the EXI implementation; while furthermore the code size of LRD2 being 3.3% of the one of EXI.

Our next plan is to further evaluate the energy consumption, not only at the device level but also at the whole network level. In such multi-hop networks, the energy consumed at a node to compress a description may be largely dominated by the potential energy gain in the multi-hop network, thanks to the decreasing number of exchanged messages.
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Abstract—Traditional wireless devices communicate directly with a beacon or base station located in range of the device. Multi-hop messages are still a rarity in wireless communication. Wireless sensor network protocols often are based on peer-to-peer infrastructure, where messages traverse long distances through the network to reach a certain destination. A flat infrastructure is hard to manage regarding routing and scalability, if number of nodes increase drastically. Because of battery operated nodes, energy-effective mechanisms are very important in wireless sensor networks. Clustering brings hierarchy into the network and can save energy since nodes within a cluster usually communicate locally in a short range. Messages sent to large distances are handled by cluster-heads routing them through an inter-cluster backbone. A heterogeneous infrastructure with a large number of simple and cheap sensor nodes and only a small percentage of more powerful cluster-heads is beneficial but not necessary. This paper presents a new clustering approach called Variable Ranges Protocol that provides basic features to modify the range of each node. A dynamic transmission range adaption protocol substantially prolongs the lifetime of the nodes through energy efficient communication without significantly decreasing the node connectivity. The VR protocol is implemented combining several MAC protocols for local communication within a cluster.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of sensor networks, while being a research field in and of itself, forms a basis for various areas where the collection of environmental data through sensors is essential (e.g., security, traffic control, ubiquitous computing, etc.). The combination of sensing/sensoring, computational aspects, and communication solutions provides for a broad range of applications such as smart hospitals, intelligent battlefields, earthquake response systems, and learning environments [1] [2]. Generally, the term sensor network has come to describe a dynamically self-organizing collaborative network of widely distributed, tiny, low-cost, sensing nodes (“smart dust”) that are capable to cover an area and automatically communicate the collected data to a beacon or base station over multi-hop paths.

Sensor nodes are usually tiny, self contained, battery powered devices. Under normal circumstances it is impossible to replace or recharge these batteries, therefore the lifetime of a wireless sensor network is intrinsically restricted by the initially available power in each individual node, making power consumption considerations an essential part of any new protocol design. Similarly, very small memory, low processing power, and a limited communication bandwidth, all in comparison to traditional wireless devices, further restrict the options. Also, high failure rates, occasional shutdowns, and sporadic communication interference force continuous dynamic changes upon the topology. Finally, the sheer number of individual sensing devices of a sensor network, ranging from hundreds to thousands, make it infeasible to rely on previous solutions of ad-hoc networking protocols such as. For example flooding-based standard routing schemes for ad hoc networks simply do not scale adequately [3].

In [4] we proposed a security architecture for wireless sensor networks called SecSens which fulfills security requirements on multiple levels. SecSens focuses mainly on three security aspects: key management, secure routing, and verification of sensor data. The sensor network in SecSens consists of clusters, each containing a number of simple sensor nodes and one powerful node that acts as a cluster-head. Sensor nodes connect directly to the cluster-head, i.e. routing in clusters is not necessary. A node can be a member of several clusters at the same time. All cluster-heads form together an inter-cluster network used for sending messages to base stations. We assume that sensor nodes do not change their position once they are attached to a location. SecSens works with multiple base stations in order to avoid single-point-of-failures (see Figure 1). In the first version of SecSens clusters were built in the initial phase and remained unmodified for the whole lifetime of the network. Furthermore, all nodes used the same sending configuration, i.e. transmission power and range were set to maximum on each node. This paper describes an extension of this approach with dynamic features. The new variable ranges (VR) protocol optimizes the communication range of each node. This optimization results in more efficient usage of energy throughout the overall sensor network.

The next section describes related energy efficient communication approaches for sensor networks. Section III introduces the variable ranges protocol. We evaluated the new architecture in a wireless sensor network simulator. Section IV presents the evaluation results. The paper ends...
with the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

The Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) protocol [8] is an energy efficient communication protocol for wireless sensor networks. S-MAC is a slot-based protocol where each sensor node has alternating sleep and awake phases. The network is divided into clusters and all members of a cluster are awake or asleep at the same time. All cluster nodes exchange schedules in an initial phase. Within a cluster only one schedule is used, i.e. the schedule of the first node that sent a schedule. If a node receives multiple schedules it follows all of them. Such nodes have a higher energy consumption. Within an awake phase all cluster nodes contend with each other for medium access. The contention mechanism of S-MAC is the same as that in IEEE 802.11, i.e., using RTS (Request To Send) and CTS (Clear To Send) packets. S-MAC needs a strict timer synchronization in order to achieve correct functionality. Periodic synchronization among neighboring nodes is performed to correct their clock drift. An extension of S-MAC by adaptive listening is described in [9]. If a node A notices an ongoing communication of node B whom it wants to send a message, it sleeps the time until B is ready.

A modification of S-MAC called Timeout-MAC or T-MAC is introduced in [10]. In S-MAC all nodes need to be awake in the contention phase even if they have nothing to send or receive. T-MAC uses a specific timer \( T_A \) to shorten the awake phase if the node does not need to communicate. Obviously the \( T_A \) is smaller than the contention phase, thus the energy consumption is reduced. But if the timer \( T_A \) is chosen too small, the node sleeps early missing possible message requests of other nodes. This early sleeping problem could even lead to unfairness. In further extensions of T-MAC this problem is solved by future request to send (FRTS) messages, but this increases again the energy consumption. Nevertheless T-MAC gains better energy results compared to S-MAC.

Token ring [11] can be classified as a combination of TDMA and contention-based. Each node has its own time slot (token holding time) where it has to manage the communication with multiple contending nodes. The Wireless Token Ring Protocol (WTRP) [12] was developed for mobile ad-hoc networks. All nodes build a single ring in the initial phase. The aim of WTRP is to maximize the throughput and minimize the latency without restraining the mobility. Energy efficiency is not considered in WTRP because the nodes are mobile devices with strong energy resources like Laptops or PDAs. A mapping of WTRP on wireless sensor networks is \( E^2\text{WTRP} \) that is described in [13]. \( E^2\text{WTRP} \) aims to enhance the energy balance by dynamic adaptation of the token holding time. An active node can send more messages if the token holding time is increased. The frequency of token hand-over is decreased at the same time that reflects in lower energy consumption. ESTR [14] is an energy saving token ring protocol for wireless sensor networks that introduces sleep periods for nodes which does not need to send or receive messages. This leads to a very good energy balance.

III. VARIABLE RANGES PROTOCOL

A sensor node consumes most of the energy in its active mode. The energy cost rises enormously if the node uses radio communication. The energy consumption of the microprocessor Texas Instruments MSP430F149, which is used in several sensor boards, is 1.6 \( \mu \text{A} \) in sleep mode and rises to 280 \( \mu \text{A} \) in active mode at 1 MHz. In [8] the energy rate between active:receive:send is determined as 1:1.05:1.4, i.e. the energy consumption of sending a message outweighs other tasks. It is plausible that the energy consumption can be highly decreased by establishment of sleep intervals and avoidance of unnecessary packet sending. Using sleep intervals can lead to a contrary effect, i.e. the data exchange is reduced to a shorter time, which can cause higher packet collisions.

The energy consumption of sensor nodes that send with maximum transmission power lies significantly higher than with reduced power. Decreasing transmission power results in exponentially decreased energy consumption. Therefore, the Variable Ranges (VR) protocol saves energy by adjusting and optimizing the signal strength to particular circumstances of the sensor network in order to extend the lifetime of nodes. Additionally, the initial state of reduced transmission power of nodes ensures that complexity of network is low. With high signal strength nodes are confronted with frequent interferences and redundant paths within the network. Low signal strength means that number of neighboring nodes is less, i.e. probability for message collisions decreases.

Regarding the security architecture, the number of neighbors is also an important parameter. Each cluster-head has to manage several keys with each other neighboring sensor node and cluster-head for securing the communication...
and ensuring authentication. More neighbors means higher management effort and more storage space, as well as more encryption and decryption processing. All of this result again in increased energy consumption. Therefore, it is essential that the security architecture works hand in hand with the underlying communication protocol.

In the initial phase of the VR protocol, the nodes search for neighboring nodes starting with a minimum signal strength. For this reason, each node sends a DiscoverNodes message containing its own range parameter and ID. Then the node waits a certain time to get a response. The waiting time is also dynamic, i.e., the time is low, if the range is low and increases, if the range increases. The reason for this is that a node with a low range will reach less neighbors. Therefore, there is no need to wait a long time for a response. The nodes increase stepwise their transceiver power and send new discovery messages until a pre-configured number of nodes is found. A node which receives a DiscoverNodes message of an unknown node, extracts the range information of its seeking new neighbor. In the next step, the node compares the received range value with its own range. If the own range is lower, the node increases its range and sends a DiscoverNodesReply message back. Since the signal strength of the nodes would increase in this way until all nodes would settle at the range of the largest distance between two nodes, the VR protocol performs only a temporary range adjustment. This means that nodes discard the adaptation after a certain time and return again to their previous values.

Figure 2 illustrates this adjustment scheme. Assuming a maximum number of neighbors is set to three in this figure, it would be unfavorable for node y to use the range parameter of node x, since it can reach three neighbors with a much lower signal strength. For this reason, y will only increase range temporarily to answer node x and return to its previous range, in order to proceed with its own search. Cluster-heads find in this way a minimum number of other cluster-heads and as well as sensor nodes.

Actually, the aim of each cluster-head is to be reachable through the inter-cluster network by at least one base station. After the initial phase, each base station sends a broadcast through the new built network. This sink message is also important to generate new keys for further authentication. In [4] this key generation is described in detail. Therefore, reachability of base stations is essential to establish the security architecture in the sensor network. If a cluster-head does not receive a broadcast message after a certain time, it starts a new search phase to find new cluster-heads. The cluster-head uses this time a different message DiscoverNewNodes. It first uses the current range, since there could be cluster-heads which are in range, but not discovered. Cluster-heads who receive such a message, adjust their signal strength to answer, but keep their new range value this time. If the node does not get any answers, it increases its range and repeats the procedure until it finds new connections. Figure 3 shows the TryToConnect phase. You can see on the right side of the figure, that after the initial search phase, several local cluster networks are established, but not all of them can reach a base station marked here as green squares at the four corners. On the left picture you can recognize that the connectivity is enhanced after the TryToConnect phase, but nevertheless there are still local clusters remaining unreachable by any base station. The reason is that nodes are deployed randomly. There is a small probability that some nodes cannot reach a base station, even if transmission power is set to the maximum or due to message collisions in the initial phase.

Cluster-heads check periodically their neighborhood for node losses or new arriving nodes. During lifetime the VR protocol ensures that nodes can dynamically adapt to changes in their environment. This network adaptation goes hand in hand with security adjustments.

Additionally, routing information is updated by cluster-heads after each VR adjustment phase. Simple sensors do not need routing capability, because they exclusively communicate with the cluster-head. Routing is used only within the inter-cluster network established by cluster-heads. Our architecture uses probabilistic multi-path routing based on the level values to forward messages from cluster-heads on the way to the corresponding base station. Cluster-heads build up a trust matrix, where each transmission to its neighbors is recorded. Based on this trust information, cluster-heads calculate a probability value and write it into the packet header. This value is used to decide in which direction the packet has to be send. Each cluster-head
modifies the probability value and sends the message over the most trustworthy route. Furthermore, our architecture provides passive participation, i.e. sensor nodes listen to packet transmissions of their neighbors. If cluster-head \( u \) detects a packet addressed to its neighbor \( v \), and recognizes that \( v \) is not forwarding the message, \( u \) takes responsibility with a certain (low) probability. Also, if \( u \) assumes that \( v \) forwards the message to a non-existent node, \( u \) takes care of transferring.

IV. Evaluation

To evaluate the efficiency of our variable ranges security architecture we implemented a simulation tool where it is possible to establish different sizes of sensor networks. Figure 4 shows the GUI of the simulator. The simulation is divided into three phases: node distribution, initialization of network, and report sending. In the first phase, a predefined number of nodes is distributed randomly over a given area. Sensor nodes and as well as cluster-heads are deployed after setting for each a maximum transceiver range.

Basic parameters for the network are total number of nodes, initial node range, initial node energy, and network density. Type, range, and position of nodes can be changed easily using the simulator GUI. Furthermore, new nodes can be added or existing nodes can be deleted before the next phase of the simulation is started. Figure 4 shows a screenshot after the first phase. Dark circles are cluster-heads whereas light dots are simple sensor nodes. The squares at the corners represent again four base stations. In this case one cluster-head is selected and you can see the communication range of the current node.

The second phase initializes the network based on a communication protocol. We implemented three protocols that can be selected by the user in the beginning of this phase. These are the SMAC protocol, the energy saving token ring protocol (ESTR), and the variable ranges (VR) protocol. The user can change a set of parameters depending on the selected communication protocol, e.g. cluster size, timer settings, update periods. In this phase security and routing information is exchanged, too.

At the end of initialization, the network is established and nodes can start to exchange secured messages. This is simulated in the last phase by randomly generated reports that are sent to base stations. The user can halt the simulation at any time, in order to change parameters for nodes. For example, one can turn off a node to simulate a node loss. It is also possible to simulate a compromised node that sends false reports into the network.

Nodes consume energy for processing data, like encryption and decryption, and sending or receiving messages. For some communication protocols nodes can switch to a sleep mode, where energy consumption is minimal. Our simulator...
In a first evaluation we measured the number of messages sent in the initialization phase using the VR protocol. We performed several simulations where we modified the maximum range of nodes in order to get average number of sent packets, collisions, and lost packets. Figure 5 shows the results of a network with 500 nodes. Traffic load increase with higher range of single nodes, because nodes can reach more neighbors to exchange messages with.

![Figure 5. Traffic load in relation to signal strength](image)

The VR protocol can be initialized with several parameters. As mentioned in the previous section, the VR protocol continues to search for new neighbors by increasing the transmission range. Using the simulator the user can set the maximum number of neighboring cluster-head and sensor for each node in the network, e.g. setting the number to three would stop the search after finding three cluster-heads in the neighborhood. In some cases, this would lead to a low connectivity, since nodes which could not join a cluster group would be disclosed. Therefore, VR protocol offers a second optimization step that was described in the previous section (TryToConnect). Figure 6 shows number of sent packets, packet collisions, and lost packets using different configurations of VR protocol. The notation Init VR 3-3-ExtCon means that each cluster-head searches for new neighbors until 3 other cluster-heads and 3 sensor nodes are found and the TryToConnect mode is turned on. It is clearly seen that packet collision in VR protocol is very low and there are nearly no packet losses, since the communication range is very reduced. The less packets are sent, the less energy is consumed. In Figure 6 the configuration Init VR 2-3 noExtCon seems to be the optimal configuration.

But regarding the connectivity this is not the best choice. Figure 7 shows the connectivity for each configuration. It is clearly seen that the connectivity for the configuration Init VR 2-3 noExtCon is only %14.15, i.e. only a small number of cluster-heads can actually reach a base station.

Turning on the TryToConnect modus brings only an increase of %10 in connectivity. Only after increasing the number of neighboring cluster-heads leads to reasonable results. Even without the second optimization phase, VR protocol can reach nearly %90 connectivity.

![Figure 6. Traffic load for different configurations of VR protocol](image)

![Figure 7. Connectivity for different configurations of VR protocol](image)

As mentioned in the previous section, the complexity of sensor network is much lower using VR protocol. On the left side of Figure 8 the network was established with maximum node range. It is clearly seen that in dense areas of the network, the number of different connections is rather high. In a second simulation, we used the VR protocol to establish the network. As seen on the right part of Figure 8 using the VR protocol lowers the complexity of the network.

The optimal usage of signal strength in VR protocol shows its advantages also in energy consumption. Figure 9 illustrates the energy consumption for sending reports from a sensor node to the base station. Level represents here the distance between sending node and nearest base station, e.g. level 6 means that messages traverse six intermediate cluster-heads until they reach the base station. We performed the energy measurement in four different networks with the same size. For the first three networks the maximum range parameter of each node was set to a fixed value, i.e. range 6 stands for %60 maximum signal strength. The last
network used the VR protocol with at least three cluster-head and three sensor node neighbors and a further optimization step to increase the connectivity (VR 3-3 ExtCon). One can clearly see that the VR protocol has the best energy balance leading to a longer lifetime of the network.

![Figure 8. Network complexity without (left) and with VR protocol (right)](image)

Figure 8. Network complexity without (left) and with VR protocol (right)

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the Variable Ranges protocol for wireless sensor networks. Cluster architectures offer a good basis for scalable and energy-efficient protocols. Using hierarchy of cluster-heads and sensor nodes, it is possible to limit the range of each node and to exploit multi-hop communication. By dynamically adapting the range of each node, the network can be established with low complexity, but still with high connectivity. Since nodes do not sent messages with full transmission power, the energy consumption decreases considerably. This results in an extended lifetime of the overall sensor network.
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Abstract—In this paper, we are interested in enhancing lifetime of wireless sensor networks trying to collect data from all the nodes to a “sink”-node for non-safety critical applications. Connected Dominating Sets are used as a basis for routing messages to the sink. We present a simple distributed algorithm, which computes several CDS trying to distribute the consumption of energy over all the nodes of the network. The simulations show a significant improvement of the lifetime of the network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we investigate the communication efficiency in wireless sensor networks (WSN), which are consisted of sensor with a limited energy resource (batteries). Each sensor is able to communicate with a few other sensors in its neighborhood within its communication range, which we assume to be roughly the same for all sensors (however, this assumption is not restricting the application of our algorithm). The sensors regularly perform measurements and measured data is collected to a single special node of the network called the sink (this operation is called gathering). Our goal is to maximize the number of gatherings that can be done by the network. For each gathering, the set of nodes used for transmissions have to be connected and to dominate the graph associated to the network (backbone). We also assume that there is no central entity to compute optimal routing for communication, therefore we are interested in developing distributed algorithms for this purpose.

In Sections II and III, we present related work, the model and the main assumptions we made in order to get realistic results. Then a distributed algorithm is proposed in Section IV to compute backbones, which distributes the use of sensors for transmissions to maximize network lifetime. Section V shows experimental results achieved by simulations about the lifetime of the network on grid and random topologies. We conclude and give tracks for future works in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Because of the critical importance of energy saving in WSN, literacy about this subject is extensive. In order to increase the lifetime of a WNS, one typical way is to use Connected Dominating Sets (CDS) also called backbones to route the messages where only the nodes belonging to the backbone use energy to forward messages. The goal is then to minimize the number of nodes of the backbones [1]. Because of the need of robustness and scalability of the solution, most algorithms are operating in a distributed manner with local election of the nodes belonging to the backbone [2]. Since this problem is NP-hard, some authors work to find guarantees on the approximation ratio [3].

Unfortunately, with this strategy, the nodes belonging to the backbone will consume more energy. Thus after a certain period of time, the network will be disconnected while the other node may still have a lot of energy. In order to increase the lifetime one can compute several backbones, trying to find a set of CDS such that the maximum number of CDS a node belongs to is minimized. Such a distributed algorithm is proposed in [4]. Nevertheless, this model does not take into account the real consumption of energy of the nodes, which depends (among others) on the number of received messages i.e. on the degree of the node. In [5], the authors dynamically construct backbones taking into account the remaining energy of each node. In our case, all data have to be gathered to a fixed sink. We thus only have to compute a directed in-tree rooted at the sink, and the sink may initiate this computation (the algorithm is not localized but only distributed). This specification allows us to need only a small number of messages to compute a backbone.

III. THE MODEL

A WSN can be modeled by a graph $G=(V, E)$ where $V$ is the set of sensors and an edge $e=(v, w) \in E$ if $v$ and $w$ can communicate. We suppose that if $v$ can communicate with $w$, the contrary is also ($G$ is not directed). Results on WSN are highly dependant on several parameters of the network (density, model of energy consumption, measurement frequency, etc.). We thus have to make several assumptions in order to specify the global framework of our work.

We suppose that the frequency of the measurements is small enough so that there is enough time to collect data from all sensors to the sink without new measurements being sent. If we compute a routing to collect the data, we then can aggregate them at each node. So to do a gathering, we just have to find a directed in-tree rooted at the sink. We also assume that the size of the data is small enough so that even...
after several aggregations the size of the messages sent will be less than one packet. Thus for each gathering, the emission cost will be the same for all sensors. This is our unit to measure the energy consumption. Note that this assumption is just done to fix the conditions of the experiments: our algorithm still works if the size of the messages (and thus the energy needed to send them) is not constant and the sensors know their remaining energy. The cost for a reception cost will not be supposed to be equal to zero. Although this cost is not often taken into account especially in theoretical models, this seems to be a reasonable assumption regarding for example [6] or [5]. Both emission and reception costs depend on the sensors type and on the transmission range but they usually have the same order of magnitude.

The energy needed for measurement depends on the kind of measurement performed and the device used to do so. Taking into account this energy in the model would make it highly dependent on the application. In order to avoid this dependency, we will suppose that auxiliary batteries provide the energy needed to make the measurements and thus the cost for measurement is null. One can remark that this cost would not be difficult to take into account in our model and since for each gathering, each node will make exactly one emission, we just need to increase the cost of emission of this value for the messages containing data.

IV. DISTRIBUTED SEARCH OF VARIOUS CDSS (DSVB)

A. Main Algorithm

The principle of our algorithm is that each node will choose a father in the backbone the first node from which he received an “invitation” message. Since all the nodes but the sink send their invitation after receiving one and waiting a certain time, this ensures that we built a directed in-tree rooted at the sink. More formally, for each search of a backbone $b$, the algorithm works as follows:

- The sink $s$ sends invitation $<\text{INV}>$ with its id and $b$’s id (broadcast to all of its neighbors)
- For all other nodes $v$ do
  - Father $\leftarrow$ sender’s id in the first $<\text{INV}>$ received
  - Send acceptance $<\text{ACC}>$ (with $v$’s id, Father's id and $b$’s id)
  - Chose a delay $w$
  - Wait $w$
  - Send $<\text{INV}>$ (with $v$’s id and $b$’s id)
  - If (number of received $<\text{ACC}>$ = number of neighbors) and ($v$ is a father in none of the received $<\text{ACC}>$) then $v \not\in b$
  - If, in a received $<\text{ACC}>$, (Father’s id = $v$’s id) then $v \in b$

For each node, computing a backbone with this algorithm needs only to send two messages and so a number of receptions equal to twice the degree of the node.

B. Computing the Delay

Fine-tuning of the algorithm is done by the computation of the delay each sensor has to wait before sending an invitation. The influence of this delay obviously depends on the time needed for one node to run the algorithm (if the algorithm needs 100 $\mu$s to be run, adding a delay of 2 $\mu$s will not have much influence). Let $t$ be an upper bound of the time a node needs to run the algorithm (receive and process a message, compute the delay and send a message). Our unit to measure the energy of a node will be the amount $e$ of energy needed to send or receive a message. Let $eE_i$ be the initial energy of the node (thus $E_i$ is the number of messages a node can send), $eE_i$ its remaining energy after a certain duration of use. This remaining energy may by known by the sensor or evaluated considering the numbers of emissions and receptions already done (in this second case, the battery model is supposed to be linear). Let $n_i$ be the number of CDS already used and $n_b$ the number of CDS a node already belongs to. A “penalty” is computed for each node. It has to increase when:

- The proportion of CDS a node belongs to increases in order to discriminate the nodes even at the beginning of the process. This parameter is especially important for regular graphs.
- The remaining energy of a node decreases.

The penalty is thus computed using formula (1)

$$p = t \times \left( f\left(\frac{n_c}{n_b}; E_i\right) \right)$$

where the function $f$ is an increasing function of its parameters. In order to differentiate nodes that would have the same penalty, each delay is randomly chosen in a range [0, exp*pf] where exp is an expansion factor that increases the differences of penalty ensuring that the delay is not too long. Note that if the delay is constant, then our algorithm is formally identical to a Breadth First Search (BFS).

V. MAIN RESULTS

In order to validate our approach and be as near as possible of the functioning of a real network, we use WSNET simulator. Despite NS-2 is more often use in the literacy, WSNET is reported to have a more realistic model for transmission [8]. We simulate the effective communications between the nodes with an autonomous functioning of the nodes. The sink is supposed to have an unlimited energy. In our simulations, $t = 2 \mu s$. Those values are chosen considering the devices Micaz of MEMSIC on which we plain to make experiments on in further works.

For the delay, $f$ is chosen according to equation (2).

$$f\left(\frac{n_c}{n_b}; E_i\right) = \left( \frac{\max(n_c;1)}{\max(n_b;1)} \times \frac{E_i}{1 + E_f} \right)^\dagger$$

The value of $f\left(\frac{n_c}{n_b}; E_i\right)$ is lower or equal to 1, but usually very smaller than 1. In order to know the highest penalty when a backbone is computed, each node has to transmit the maximal current penalty it knows (from its penalty and its children) when returning a data. The highest penalty $p_{\text{max}}$ is
then included in the invitation message. The expansion factor is given by \( \exp = \frac{c}{p_{\text{max}}} \) where \( c \) is a coefficient depending on the size of the network. The latency to build a backbone is at most \( |V|^\exp \). In our experiments, \( c \) is set so that the latency is lower or equal to 10 ms.

A. Networks

Two kinds of networks are used to do the simulations.

1) Grids

In many potential applications, sensors are not randomly spread and the network has a “grid-like” shape (deployment in fields, cities, building, containers on a boat). Furthermore, grids have interesting properties for our studies since they both have low density (which make the computation of disjoint CDS difficult) and relatively high connectivity (which helps to avoid degenerated cases that may occur because of the presence of isthmus or lowly connected parts).

We made simulations on two kinds of grids. The first one \( G_{d}(p, q) \) is the usual \( p \times q \) grid. In the second one \( G_{R, \alpha}(p, q) \), each node cannot only communicate with its 4 neighbors but is also connected on the diagonal and thus has 8 neighbors. The sink is always the center of the grid. The main part of the simulations are made using \( p = q = 11 \).

2) Random networks

The networks are unit disk graphs. For those network, \(|V| = 100\) and the density (average number of neighbors) is 10. We choose the 100 first connected networks generated.

B. Results

1) Setting the parameters

In order to see how the different parts of the delay influence the construction of the CDSs, we try several combinations of the parameters. The best value for \( k \) (the exponent in formula 2) is 6.

In TABLE I, we present the number of gatherings that can be collected to the sink using different parameters for the delay computation and for different graphs. In the first line, the penalty is randomly chosen between 0 and 1. In the second line, \( E_{i} \) is set to \( E_{i} = 1 \). In the third line, \( n_{i} \) is set to \( n_{0} \) and in the last line, both parameters are taken into account. The values in the first two columns are means for 16 runs on the same graph. The values in the last column are means for 16 random graphs with various density and connectivity 2 or 3. A new CDS is computed every 116 gatherings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penalty</th>
<th>Network  ( G_{d}(11, 11) )</th>
<th>Network  ( G_{R, \alpha}(11, 11) )</th>
<th>Random graphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>1578</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td>1358</td>
<td>949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>2059</td>
<td>1615</td>
<td>1182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>2215</td>
<td>1735</td>
<td>1159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results show the interest in using both parameters to compute the delay on regular graphs. For random graphs, taking into account the frequency does not seem to improve the lifetime, but the loss is negligible so both parameters will be used for the next simulations on random networks.

2) Frequency of CDS computation

As expected, when the number of gatherings per backbone is higher than the number of gathering collected (low frequency), the ratio is constant and corresponds to the use of a single backbone. On the contrary, computing many backbones has a cost, which becomes excessive when the frequency is too high.

3) Efficiency of DSVB

In order to know how our algorithm performs, we compute lower and upper bounds for the number of gathering that may be achieved.

The number of gathering made using a single CDS (for example, found by a BFS) \( C \) gives a lower bound. In this case, for a node \( v \) in the CDS, the energy used for each gathering is \( (d(v)+1).e \) (where \( d(v) \) is the degree of \( v \) in \( G \)); this node receives messages from all its neighbors (cost \( d(v).e \)) and transmits its aggregated data to its father (cost \( e \)). Using this strategy, the maximum number of gatherings allowed is \( \min_{v \in C}(E_{i}(v)/(d(v)+1)) \). We thus have to find a CDS \( C \) such that \( \max_{v \in C}(d(v)) \) is minimum.

To compute an upper bound for the number of gatherings we extend the idea proposed in [7] to our model. For each vertex-cut \( S \) that disconnect \( G \) (for convenience, we will suppose that \( S \) does not contain any leaf of \( G \)), we need, for each gathering, to use at least one of its vertices. The energy used by a node \( v \) for a gathering is \( (d(v)+1).e \) if \( v \) is in a CDS and \( e \) else. So if \( x_{i} \) is the number of CDSs a node \( i \) belong to; for each node \( i \) we must have \( (d(i)+1)x_{i} + \Sigma_{j \in S} x_{j} \leq E_{i}(i) \). The number \( z \) of gathering that can be supported by the set \( S \) is then: \( z = \Sigma x_{i} \). To obtain an upper bound, we can solve the relaxation of this linear program. If every constraint is tight \( (x_{i} = (E_{i}(i) - z)/d(i)) \) it leads to:

\[
z = \sum_{i \in S} \frac{E_{i}}{d(i)} \left( 1 + \sum_{j \in S} \frac{1}{d(j)} \right).
\]
Since it is possible to find a solution of the dual having the same value \( y_l = \frac{1}{d(i) \left(1 + \sum_j \frac{1}{d(j)} \right)} \) for all \( l \in S \), this solution is optimal.

Finding the set \( S \) of vertices disconnecting \( G \) such that (3) is minimized gives an upper bound for the maximum number of gatherings. For example, for a network \( G_{a(p, q)} \), a set \( S \) achieving the minimum number of gatherings is composed of the two neighbors of a corner.

In order to evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm, TABLE II. shows the number of gatherings collected using DSVB compared to a lower and an upper bound (the conditions are the same as for TABLE I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Number of gatherings achieved</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
<th>DSVB</th>
<th>Upper bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( G_{a(11, 11)} )</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>2215</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{k(11, 11)} )</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>1735</td>
<td>2754</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random graphs</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>1182</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the actual result using a single CDS would be the lower bound, the upper bound may be overestimated, which suggests a better performance of our algorithm.

4) “real” lifetime

Lifetime of WSN is not a well-defined notion [8]. Especially in the case of networks where the measures made by the sensors are redundant, one may accept a reasonable ratio of loss of messages (i.e., lifetime is not equal with the guaranteed message transfer). This logically influences the lifetime of the network. We have seen that in usual grid networks, the main (theoretical) problem occurs for the corners since they are only connected to the rest of the network by 2 nodes of degree 3. Nevertheless, if we accept a loss rate of 4% those nodes are not any more limiting as soon as the grid has more than 100 nodes. Figure 2 shows how the number of transmitted measurements (i.e. connected nodes) decreases regarding the number of gathering for two representatives runs on \( G_{a(11, 11)} \).

We fix a threshold of 90% such that a new backbone is computed either if 100 gatherings are done or if less than 90% of data are collected. For 16 runs, the first failure occurs in mean at the gathering number 2215, whereas we achieve 2341 gathering collecting more than 90% of data. For random networks, the lifetime increases of 10% with a threshold of 95% and 13% with a threshold of 90%.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a distributed algorithm to collect data in a Wireless Sensor Network. Easy to implement, it computes several Connected Dominating Sets sharing out the use of the sensors for the transmissions. Simulations have shown a significant improve of the network’s lifetime. One of the next steps is to validate our approach on real sensors. In several applications, measures are redundant and some algorithms exist to optimize the energy used for measuring. In a future work, we will try to combine our technique with an efficient k-coverage of the network. We aim to save energy globally for both measuring and communicating.
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel localization approach based on the use of a mobile beacon is proposed for wireless sensor networks. The localization system consists of a mobile beacon and beacon receiving modules on each sensor node for measuring distance. The localization is based on the application of multidimensional scaling technique and a local map registration approach. The approach is designed to operate without requiring path planning for the mobile beacon. It estimates the relative coordinates of the sensor nodes, and does not require the location information of the mobile beacon, making them attractive for applications where access to GPS signals is not available. Finally, computer simulations are used to evaluate the localization performance of the proposed approaches under different scenarios.

Index Terms—wireless sensor network, sensor localization, mobile beacon, multilateration, MDS, map registration, path planning, GPS, least squares

I. INTRODUCTION

Sensor node localization is a highly desirable capability for wireless sensor network applications. Localization refers to the process of estimating the coordinates of the sensor nodes in a network based on various types of measurements and with the aid of a number of beacon or anchor nodes that know their locations. A beacon node broadcasts beacon signals with limited information content. Anchors are required for sensor localization in a global coordinate system. The location information of an anchor or beacon node can be hard-coded or acquired by using localization systems such as a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver. There are a number of reasons why sensor localization is important. For example, sensor location information can be used for tagging sensory data, which is important for environmental monitoring and military surveillance applications. The operation of a sensor network relies on sensor location information for uncovering and healing coverage holes in the network. Sensor location information can also be used to perform efficient spatial querying or tasking, e.g., scooping the query or task propagation to sensor nodes in specific locations or geographic regions without the need to flood the whole network, significantly reducing the network overhead and minimize consumption of energy and resources in the network.

Recently, many sensor localization techniques have been developed for wireless sensor network applications [1][2]. In this paper, we focus on mobile beacon-based sensor localization approaches. Localization using mobile beacons has many advantages over those that use static beacons. The use of mobile beacons pushes the hardware complexity and power consumption requirement on the mobile beacon, which is less resource constrained and has access to the required power for repetitive message transmission to sensor nodes to be localized. In addition, the use of mobile beacons can significantly reduce the cost of sensor deployment. A mobile beacon transmitting at different locations can be considered equivalent of multiple static beacon deployment. Mobile beacons can move and easily avoid environmental obstructions. Using mobile beacons can also avoid the problem of interference and collision of beacon signals due to uncoordinated beacon transmissions of static beacons. In [3], Sichitiu et al. proposed a mobile beacon based localization method, in which the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) was used for ranging. A mobile beacon traverses the deployment area while broadcasting beacon signals. Sensor nodes that receive beacon signals infer proximity constraints to the mobile beacon, and their positions are estimated using a Bayesian approach. In [4], a solution called the Walking GPS was proposed. In this approach, a mote equipped with a GPS receiver (mobile beacon) is carried by a sensor deployment person and periodically broadcasts its location. A sensor node being deployed infers its position from the location broadcast by the GPS mote. This approach is simple and cost effective. Its disadvantage is also obvious: the localization results are directly determined by GPS accuracy. Galstyan et al. [5] proposed a distributed online localization algorithm based on a moving beacon, in which sensor nodes use geometric constraints induced by both radio connectivity and sensing to reduce the uncertainty of their positions. The authors then generalized the approach to use a moving target with a priori unknown coordinates. In [6], a refined approach is proposed, which uses mobile anchor scenarios for anchor information distribution. Statistical techniques are adopted for localization with inaccurate range data. In [7], a walking beacon-assisted localization is discussed and two distributed localization methods are proposed where sensor nodes compute their position estimates based on the range-free technique. The first method uses the arrival and departure information of a walking beacon and the second method exploits the variance of the RSS measurements from the beacon.

In this paper, we propose a novel localization approach, referred to as the MAP approach, based on the use of a mobile beacon for wireless sensor network applications. The localization hardware includes a mobile beacon and a beacon.
receiving module on each sensor node. The mobile beacon moves in the sensor deployment area while broadcasting beacon signals to the network of sensor nodes. When a sensor node receives a beacon signal, it can estimate its distance to the mobile beacon at the time of beacon transmission. In the proposed approach, the user carries the mobile beacon and deploys sensor nodes. When a sensor node is deployed, the user turns on its power and sets the mobile beacon to transmit a set of beacon signals. Any previously deployed nodes that are within the transmission range of the mobile beacon will receive the beacon signals and estimate their distances to the sensor node being placed. The inter-node distance measurements are obtained by using the mobile beacon, and the mobile beacon does not need a pre-planned path. All sensor nodes then pass the data back to a central node for localization using a map registration algorithm developed by Zhou et al. [10][11].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the mobile beacon system is discussed with a detailed description of the hardware systems on both the mobile beacon and the sensor nodes. The ranging mechanism of the mobile beacon is also discussed. The proposed MAP localization approach is also presented in Section III. In Section IV, computer simulations are used to demonstrate and compare the performance of the proposed mobile beacon based localization approaches. Finally, the simulation results are analyzed and conclusions are presented.

II. SYSTEM HARDWARE AND RANGING

Fig. 1 is the block diagram for the mobile beacon and sensor node. The mobile beacon consists of a GPS receiver and an RF/ultrasound transmitter in addition to a processor and a communication module. All sensor nodes in the network are equipped with an RF/ultrasound receiver module. Note that the GPS receiver is required for the mobile beacon when global coordinates of sensor nodes are required. A beacon signal contains an RF message followed by an ultrasound pulse that is synchronized in time. The RF message contains the beacon sequence number, time stamp and the current location of the mobile beacon (optional and obtained through the onboard GPS receiver).

When a sensor node receives a beacon signal, it can estimate its distance to the mobile location at the time of beacon transmission based on the TDOA between the RF signal and the ultrasound pulses. There are different ranging techniques including those based on time-of-flight (TOF), TDOA, and RSSI etc. [2]. They typically use either RF, acoustic or optical signals. The extreme fast propagation speed of RF signals makes them impractical for TOF ranging due to the tight time synchronization requirements for sensor nodes that often operate at a low clock frequency. The relatively inexpensive and simple RSSI based ranging tends to be highly susceptible to environmental interference and is known to be unpredictable for distance estimation. The ranging approach used in this study is similar to the one used by the Cricket system [12]. The underlying principle of RF/ultrasound ranging is to use their different propagation speeds in the air. The fact that ultrasound waves propagate at a much slower speed than RF in the air makes it possible for low cost implementation of accurate ranging. The TOA of the RF signal is used as a reference assuming that it is negligible. Then, the TDOA between the RF and the ultrasound represents the TOF of the ultrasound signal traveling from the mobile beacon to the sensor node. Ranging based on RF and ultrasound signals can achieve an accuracy of a few centimeters over a short distance [12][13]. It is also able to eliminate the requirement for tight time synchronization between the mobile beacon and deployed nodes. However, it should be noted that since the speed of ultrasound in air varies with ambient temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure, the impact of these factors on the speed of ultrasound should be accounted for in practice. This is typically done by installing temperature and humidity sensors on the sensor nodes.

III. MOBILE BEACON BASED LOCALIZATION

The proposed localization approach starts from the stage of sensor node deployment. After the sensor deployment planning process, the user that carries the mobile beacon starts to deploy sensor nodes. When a sensor node is placed, the user turns its power on, and sets the mobile beacon to transmit a set of beacon signals. Any previously deployed nodes that are within the transmission range of the mobile beacon will receive the beacon signals and estimate their distances to the current mobile beacon location (or the location of the sensor node under deployment). The user then moves to deploy the rest of the sensor nodes and repeats the same procedures until all sensor nodes are deployed. After all sensor nodes are deployed, each sensor node will have a set of distance measurements to its neighbors, which are then passed to a central node for localization using the MAP localization algorithm.

The MAP localization algorithm is proposed to overcome the problem of mismatching of the shortest distances in the MDS method. The MDS localization method requires that the full Euclidean matrix be known. In practice, due to power constraint, the mobile beacon may have a limited transmission range. When two nodes are out of the transmission range of the mobile beacon, the distance measurement between them becomes unavailable and needs to be estimated or approximated.
A common approach is to replace the unavailable inter-node distances by their shortest path distances. In a network of regular topology, a shortest path distance is found to match its corresponding Euclidean distance well. However, in a sparse network or a network of irregular topology, a shortest path distance may not match its Euclidean distance, and the use of the approximated distance matrix will result in localization errors [10][8]. In MAP, the network is divided into many small sub-groups of nodes, where adjacent groups share common sensor nodes. A commonly used approach is to form a sub-group for each sensor node, which involves the node and its neighbors with a given number of hops (e.g., one or two hops). One hop is determined by the transmission range of the mobile beacon rather than the radio range of the sensor nodes. A local map is built for each sub-group of sensor nodes using the MDS method [8]. The local maps are then merged into a global map based on the common sensor nodes shared by different groups. In [8], an incremental greedy algorithm was proposed for merging the local maps in a sequential manner. One local map is randomly selected as the core map, which is grown by merging the local maps one by one. During the merging process, an optimal rigid transformation is determined, which minimizes the conformation difference between the locations of the common nodes in the core map and those of the local map subject to the rigid transformation. The incremental greedy algorithm is seen to be locally optimal since it only explores the commonalities of the shared sensor nodes in two maps. In practice, the common sensor nodes are often shared by more than two local maps. The sequential merging process can also lead to error propagation and perhaps unacceptable errors as the network grows. In [10], the MAP approach was introduced to counter the problems of the incremental greedy approach. In MAP, instead of using a sequential pairwise approach for merging local maps, the construction of the global map is considered at a global level. An affine transformation is defined for each local map. The set of optimal affine transformations are obtained simultaneously by considering all available nodes that are shared by various local maps. The set of optimal affine transformations is found, which minimize the location discrepancies of sensor nodes subject to their corresponding affine transforms in the global map. The discrepancy is represented by the sum of the squared distances of all nodes to their respective geometric centers in the global map. The resulting coordinates of the sensor nodes in the global map are relative coordinates. If desired, they can be transformed into their global coordinates on the use of a few selected beacon nodes.

Since the proposed local map registration algorithm minimizes the overall discrepancies of the locations of all sensor nodes, it is able to counter the problems associated with approaches based on pairwise map merging, and achieve the global optimal performance. The problem of finding the optimal rigid transformation for two maps based on common nodes has closed-form solutions [14]. The approach by Arun et al. [15] is shown to have provable optimality and the advantage of computational efficiency over other methods. Arun’s approach minimizes the squares error between two sets of matched points under rotation and translation, and the optimal transformation is obtained using a singular value decomposition (SVD). The problem of finding a set of optimal transforms for multiple local maps, however, is not trivial, and analytic solutions do not exist due to the highly nonlinear optimization criterion involved. In this study, a gradient projection algorithm is developed for finding the optimal transforms for transforming local maps to a global map [10]. The algorithm is developed based on the general idea by Jennrich in [16][17] and is suitable to the constrained optimization problem of coordinate transformation. In spite of the iterative nature of the algorithm, it has faster convergence and is computationally more efficient than many general numerical optimization techniques [19][18] for nonlinear programming.

The proposed localization approach does not rely on the knowledge of the mobile beacon locations, which is important for applications where access to GPS satellites is not available. However, it is necessary to point out that the localization results from MAP are relative sensor locations, i.e., the estimated sensor locations are given in an arbitrary coordinate system. In many applications, relative location information is sufficient. For example, in applications such as detecting and tracking an intruder, the user is concerned about the location of a target relative to the network rather than its global coordinates. Relative locations of the sensor nodes will suffice for wireless network functions such as routing for communications and tasking. If global coordinates of the sensor nodes are desired, then, a number of anchors are needed to determine a rigid transformation of the relative coordinates into global coordinates.

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we use computer simulations to demonstrate the performance of the proposed mobile beacon based localization techniques. Four types of network shapes and sensor deployment scenarios are used in the simulation: rectangular random network, rectangular grid network, C-shape random network, and C-shape grid network. A C-shape area is defined as a rectangle that contains a concave on one side. In this study, the concave is located at the center of the rectangle’s bottom line.

The mobile beacon is simulated to have a transmission range of 25 meters. The user moves at a speed of 0.694 meters per second and spends 4 seconds to place a sensor node. When in periodic broadcasting mode, the mobile beacon broadcasts beacons to the network regularly every 10 seconds. For a grid network, the deploying person starts from the left-most column of the sensors, and places the sensor nodes from bottom to top. The next column of sensor nodes are placed from top to bottom along the y-axis. This process continues until all sensor nodes are placed. For a random network, the sensor deployment area is divided into multiple segment of equal length on the x-axis. In the first (left-most) segment, sensor nodes are placed from bottom to top along the y-axis. In the
next segment, the sensor nodes are placed from top to bottom along the negative direction of the y-axis. This process repeats itself until all sensor nodes are placed.

The distance estimates computed by a sensor node from receiving the mobile beacon signals is assumed to contain additive errors, which are modeled as a random variable that follows a uniform distribution with boundaries (both positively and negatively) proportional to the actual distance. For an actual distance \( d \) between the mobile beacon and sensor node, the distance estimate error is uniformly distributed in the interval \( [-\kappa d, \kappa d] \), where \( \kappa \) is the proportionality constant. The mobile beacon is assumed to carry a GPS receiver to acquire its own coordinates (this information is only needed for multilateration based approaches). The mobile beacon location errors are simulated to be additive Gaussian distributed with zero mean in both \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates. The errors in \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates are assumed to be statistically independent and have a same standard deviation of \( 1/\sqrt{2} \) meters. For each scenario, we vary the constant of proportionality \( \kappa \) and use Monte-Carlo simulations to compute the root mean square errors (RMSE) of the sensor location estimates. In the simulation, \( \kappa \) varies from 0 to 0.1 with a step size of 0.01. For each value of \( \kappa \), 100 tests are repeated to obtain the RMSEs of the location estimate of each sensor node. An averaged RMSE is then computed by averaging the RMSEs of all nodes.

Five other localization approaches, referred to as MLE, LLS, MDS PATH-MLE and PATH-LLS, respectively, are included for comparisons. MLE and LLS are based on the use of multilateration. The user carries the mobile beacon and deploys sensor nodes. The mobile beacon broadcasts beacon signals periodically. If a sensor node receives beacon signals from more than three locations, it can apply multilateration to find its coordinates. The only difference between MLE and LLS is that MLE uses a nonlinear least squares formulation of multilateration while LLS is formulated as a linear solution. MDS uses the same deployment strategy as the proposed MAP approach. PATH-MLE and PATH-LLS are the nonlinear and linear least squares solutions of multilateration, respectively. They differ from MLE and LLS in that the mobile beacon moves along a planned path around or in the sensor deployment area. In this study, simple paths are used in evaluating PATH-MLE and PATH-LLS, which are along the perimeter of the sensor deployment area.

A. Rectangular random network

30 sensor nodes are deployed in a rectangular area of 100 meters by 20 meters. The mobile beacon moves on a Z-shape path in the deployment area. Four anchor nodes are selected. The anchor nodes are required by MAP and MDS to transform the resulting relative coordinates of the sensor nodes into global coordinates for comparison. For PATH-MLE and PATH-LLS, the mobile beacon moves on a Z-shape path in the deployment area.

Fig. 2 shows the RMSEs of the location estimates versus \( \kappa \). Among all the approaches, the MDS approach performs the worst in terms of RMSEs for all \( \kappa \). Even when \( \kappa = 0 \), i.e., there are no ranging errors at all, MDS still shows an RMSE of 1 meter. This phenomenon is due to the use of approximated distances in the Euclidean matrix in MDS. As discussed before, due to the limited transmission of the mobile beacon, all inter-node distance estimates are not available. For node pairs that have separation distances greater than the mobile beacon transmission range, the distance estimates will be approximated by their shortest path distances. As the number of unavailable distance estimates increases, the localization performance deteriorates. We use connectivity level to characterize the availability of inter-node distances, which is defined as the averaged number of nodes that a node can receive mobile beacon signals from. Note that this connectivity is defined based on the mobile beacon transmission range instead of the radio range of the sensor nodes. In Fig. 2, the connectivity level is computed as 11.2, which means that each node can directly measure its distances to about 11 nodes instead of the 29 nodes in the ideal case. In general, the connectivity level increases with node density of a network and the mobile beacon transmission range. PATH-MLE, Path-LLS and MLE outperform the others. The LLS approach outperforms MAP only for low values of \( \kappa \) (\( \kappa < 0.06 \)). It is interesting to note that, for relatively small \( \kappa \) (\( \kappa < 0.06 \)), the RMSEs for PATH-MLE, PATH-LLS, MLE, LLS, and MAP, are all smaller than 1 meter, which is the simulated RMSE for GPS location errors. This indicates that these approaches are able to suppress errors in the mobile beacon locations, and provide better localization performance than by using GPS alone.

B. Rectangular grid network

In this scenario, 30 sensor nodes are placed on a rectangular grid with 20% placement errors. The unit length of the grid is \( r = 8 \) meters. The placement errors are simulated as additive and uniformly distributed in the interval \( [-0.2r, 0.2r] \) in both the \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates of the node’s original grid position. For PATH-MLE and PATH-LLS, the mobile beacon moves on
a $Z$-shape path in the deployment area. Four anchor nodes are selected.

Fig. 3 shows the RMSEs of the location estimates versus the beacon ranging errors ($\kappa$). The MAP approach performs better than PATH-LLS and LLS when $\kappa < 0.06$. The performance of MDS lags behind the other approaches. All the approaches have better localization performance in the rectangular grid network than in the rectangular random network. In particular, MDS sees significant improvement in the rectangular grid network, which may partially be attributed to the increased connectivity level of the grid network and its relatively uniform node density. The simulated grid network has a connectivity level of 14.1. For a rectangular grid network, the shortest path between a pair of nodes corresponds well with their Euclidean distance.

C. $C$-shape random network

The $C$-shape random network is simulated by randomly placing 45 sensor nodes in a $C$-shape area. The rectangle size is 100 meters by 40 meters, and the concave size is 60 meters by 20 meters. The placement of the sensor nodes follows a uniform distribution. Five anchor nodes are selected. For PATH-MLE and PATH-LLS, the mobile beacon moves along the perimeter of the $C$-shape area.

Fig. 4 shows the RMSEs of location estimates versus $\kappa$. PATH-MLE and MLE have similar performance and perform best among all approaches for all $\kappa$. PATH-LLS and LLS are close in their RMSEs for all $\kappa$, and they are slightly outperformed by PATH-MLE and MLE. The MAP approach performs reasonably well and has RMSE values that are less than 1 meter when $\kappa < 0.07$. On the other hand, the MDS performs poorly and fails to provide satisfactory localization performance. The RMSE values for MDS are larger than 3.5 meters for all $\kappa$. The failure may be due to the irregular shape of the $C$-shape network as well as the low connectivity level of the network. As discussed in [10], for a sensor network of irregular shape, the shortest paths between pairs of sensor nodes usually do not correlate well with their Euclidean distances. The simulated $C$-shape random network has a connectivity level of 13.5.

D. $C$-shape grid network

In the simulation of the $C$-shape grid network, 38 sensor nodes are placed on a $C$-shape grid with 20% placement errors. The grid has 10 sensor nodes in the $x$ direction and 5 sensor nodes in the $y$ direction. The concave contains 4 and 2 sensor nodes in the $x$ and $y$ directions, respectively. The unit length of the grid is 8 meters. Five anchor nodes are selected. The anchor nodes are selected by dividing the sensor deployment area into five sub-areas and randomly selecting one sensor node from each area. The mobile beacon moves along the perimeter of the $C$-shape area.

Fig. 5 shows the RMSEs of location estimates versus $\kappa$. The RMSE curves for the $C$-shape grid network are similar to those for the $C$-shape random network. The RMSEs for all six approaches increase as $\kappa$ increases. PATH-MLE and MLE perform best and have close RMSE for all $\kappa$. PATH-LLS and LLS are slightly outperformed by PATH-MLE and MLE, but have close RMSE values for all $\kappa$. The MAP approach outperforms PATH-LLS and LLS for $\kappa < 0.4$. The MDS approach fails to produce satisfactory results with RMSE values larger than 3 meters for all $\kappa$. Note that MDS has slightly smaller RMSE values than in the $C$-shape random network. As the simulated $C$-shape grid network has a connectivity level of 16, which is larger than the connectivity level for the $C$-shape random network, this may explain the improved RMSEs of the sensor location estimates for the MDS approach.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the MAP localization approach based on the use of a mobile beacon has been presented for wireless sensor network applications. The use of a mobile beacon has the advantage of flexibility and can greatly simplify the process of sensor localization. In addition, it is able to overcome many of
the difficulties that would be encountered by using static beacons or localization approaches based on inter-node ranging. The performance of the MAP approach was evaluated using computer simulations and compared with other approaches that are also based on the use of mobile beacons. Four types of network topology and sensor node placement were simulated. The simulation results show that the MAP approach has significant improvement in terms of RMSEs of sensor location estimates in comparison with the MDS approach. It outperforms or performs as well as LLS for low $\kappa$ values. In the case of rectangular grid network, MAP outperforms LLS for all $\kappa$. It is observed that MAP performs better for grid networks than for random networks partly due to the relatively large and more balanced connectivity levels of grid networks. In general, MAP is a practical sensor localization techniques that can provide satisfactory localization results. Although the simulation results showed that maximum likelihood based approaches (e.g., MLE and PATH-MLE) are able to provide the best localization performance, they are not considered practical due to the nonlinear optimization procedures. MAP is a GPS-less approach, i.e., it does not need to know its own location coordinates. However, if global coordinates of the sensor nodes are desired, then a sufficient number of anchor nodes with known global coordinates is required.
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Abstract—In this paper, a rate adaptation framework is proposed to address the problem of Slepian-Wolf coding with uncertain side information at the encoder. The uncertainty arises due to the time-varying nature of the correlation between source and side information in settings such as wireless sensor networks and distributed video coding. The proposed framework is set up based on a multi-mode Slepian-Wolf coding scheme which is designed to minimize the average rate. The presented solution utilizes the feedback channel judiciously to select the best encoder mode and substantially reduces the delay and decoding complexity compared to the previous methods which rely on frequent retransmissions for successful decoding. The designs based on both practical and ideal Slepian-Wolf codes are considered, where the latter serves as the corresponding theoretical performance bound. Simulation results based on LDPC codes show that by using sufficient number of modes, a desirably small average rate gap from the theoretical bound with no uncertainty can be achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Source Coding (DSC) and especially Slepian-Wolf (SW) coding has been the subject of substantial research interest recently. This is mainly due to its applications in data compression for wireless sensor networks and distributed video coding.

The SW coding theorem as introduced in [1], states that the ultimate lossless compression rate for a source with a given correlated Side Information (SI) only available to the decoder, is the same as that when SI is also available to the encoder. Practical coding schemes appeared later and may be categorized as parity-based and syndrome-based coding approaches [2][3]. These schemes are constructed based on capacity approaching codes such as LDPC and Turbo codes [4][5]. As indicated in [1], the joint Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of source and SI must be available to the encoder for compression based on SW coding.

In many practical scenarios, the joint PDF of source and SI may not be available perfectly to the encoder. For instance, in distributed video coding [6] for wireless video sensor networks, correlation model cannot be estimated at the encoder due to its associated computational cost for the encoder, usually being a mobile device. Also, in wireless sensor networks for environmental monitoring, the correlation varies in time as a result of natural phenomena.

Simple feedback schemes are suggested to overcome this uncertainty problem in the joint PDF of source and SI. For instance, for distributed video coding based on Turbo or LDPC codes, decoding failure is first detected. Next, with requested additional syndrome or parity bits via a feedback channel, subsequent decodings are performed until a probability of error constraint is satisfied [6]. The aforementioned procedure has two major drawbacks; (1) the delay due to the number retransmissions and (2) the computational cost of multiple decodings each time more syndrome or parity bits are fed to the decoder. Different approaches have been proposed to tackle the inefficient use of feedback usually resulting in increasing encoder complexity. Recently in [7], the relay nodes in a wireless video sensor network are utilized to reduce the said retransmission delay by incorporating network coding. However, the delay is still non-negligible.

For flexible rate SW compression, [8] and [9] provide methods to construct multi-rate LDPC and serial and parallel concatenated convolutional codes from a parent code to efficiently handle possibly varying correlation of source and SI. However, these works are focused on code design and either do not present a code selection mechanism or rely on simple ACK/NACK feedback schemes discussed before.

The rate-distortion performance bounds for Gaussian Wyner-Ziv (WZ) coding (lossy DSC) with uncertain SI at the encoder is studied in [10]. In [11], for the case when the SI quality has two different states, unknown to both encoder and decoder, a two-layer WZ coding scheme using transform coding and ideal SW coding is presented.

In this work, we propose a framework to address the problem of SW coding with uncertain SI at the encoder. The framework consists of a multi-mode encoder working with a carefully designed feedback from the decoder. The proposed scheme utilizes the feedback channel effectively and consequently performs a one-time-only decoding for each data frame to substantially reduce decoding delay and computational cost of multiple decodings. It is assumed that the joint PDF of source and SI is fixed over each source frame but varies from frame to frame. In line with [10], we assume that this PDF is controlled by a single parameter \( \sigma \), which is known to the decoder. We partition the range of \( \sigma \) and assign each interval to a unique mode of the encoder. For each frame, the decoder sends the mode index to the encoder.
II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first briefly discuss the original SW coding theorem. We then present the proposed system model and introduce the parameters used in the rest of the paper.

A. Slepian-Wolf Coding and Related Limitations

Consider the i.i.d sequence \( (X^n, Y^n) = \{x_i, y_i\}_{i=0}^{\infty} \) with joint probability distribution \( P_{xy}(x,y) = P_x(x)P_{y|x}(y|x) \). It may be assumed that \( X^n \) and \( Y^n \) are correlated via a virtual innovation channel model \( P_{y|x}(y|x) \). It was shown in [1] that the two sources \( X^n \) and \( Y^n \) may be separately encoded and jointly and losslessly decoded at a minimum sum rate of \( H(X,Y) \), where \( H(\cdot) \) is the Shannon entropy function. This is referred to as distributed source coding in symmetric setting. Interestingly, the said rate coincides with that when both sources are collocated.

If \( Y^n \) is available to the decoder as SI, \( X^n \) can be encoded at the rate of \( H(X|Y) \). This scenario is known as distributed source coding in asymmetric setting. The situation in which \( X^n \) is a discrete random variable but \( Y^n \) has a continuous alphabet, usually arises in compression of data in sensor networks [12] or compression of quantized indexes in WZ coding of correlated data [13]. A good model for these scenarios is that \( X^n \) is a sequence of binary uniform random variables, i.e., \( X = \{\pm 1\} \) and \( P_{y|x}(y|x) \) represents an AWGN channel. If the variance of the AWGN channel is equal to \( \sigma^2 \), then the necessary rate for compression of \( X^n \) as given in [1] equals \( R_{SW} = H(X|Y) \). This rate can be calculated as

\[
R_{SW} = H(X|Y) = H(X) + \frac{1}{2} \log 2\pi e \sigma^2 - h(\sigma),
\]

where

\[
h(\sigma) = -\frac{1}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} (e^{-\frac{(y-x)^2}{2\sigma^2}} + e^{-\frac{(y+x)^2}{2\sigma^2}}) \right) \log \left( \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} (e^{-\frac{(y-x)^2}{2\sigma^2}} + e^{-\frac{(y+x)^2}{2\sigma^2}}) \right) dy.
\]

Clearly, the compression rate is a function of \( \sigma^2 \) and if the correct compression rate is not known at the encoder, lossless decoding is not possible at the decoder.

Practical SW coding is based on finite rate and finite length codes as follows. According to [3], if the parity check matrix for this code is \( H_p \) of size \( (n-k) \times n \), first the syndrome \( S_i \) for a block \( X_t \) of source is created by calculating \( S_i = H_p X_t \) and then \( S_i \) is sent to the decoder. This indicates a compression rate of \( (n-k)/n \). At the decoder, exploiting SI, an estimate \( \hat{X}_i \) is found such that \( S_i = H_p \hat{X}_i \) and the Hamming distance between \( X_t \) and \( \hat{X}_i \) is minimized. This is ideally done by Maximum-Likelihood decoding, but iterative decoding algorithms based on Turbo or LDPC codes are usually used in practice. In this paper, the method of [5] has been used for practical implementations in Section V.

B. System Model

Figure 1 shows the general system model in this paper. \( X^n = \{x_i\}_{i=0}^{\infty} \) is the source to be encoded where \( x_i \) are binary random variables with uniform distribution. \( Y^n = \{y_i\}_{i=0}^{\infty} \) is the correlated SI available to the decoder. To model the correlation, we have \( y_i = x_i + z_i \), where \( z_i \) is Gaussian distributed with variance \( \sigma^2 \). The source is encoded in frames of length \( n_f \) and it is assumed that \( \sigma \) is constant for each separate frame, but varies from one frame to another. The random variable \( \sigma \) follows the PDF \( g_\sigma(\sigma) \) and cumulative distribution function \( G(\sigma) = \int_0^\sigma g_\sigma(x) dx \), where the range of \( \sigma \) is denoted by \( \Sigma \), usually including all non-negative real numbers.

Encoding is performed using a multi-mode encoder with a set \( R \) of pre-designed SW codes for compression, where \( |R| = M \). The decoder is assumed to estimate \( \sigma \) perfectly in each frame [10], and based on which select an encoder mode or equivalently the SW code to be used. The decoder then sends the index \( i, i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, M\} \) of the selected mode to the encoder via a rate-limited feedback channel with the rate \( R_f = \lceil \log_2(M) \rceil \) without delay or error. Therefore, \( \Sigma \) is partitioned into \( M \) disjoint intervals (modes) in an optimized
manner and each interval is associated with one code. The partitions are in the form \([T_i, T_{i+1})\), \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, M\). The probability of each mode being used is then equal to \(p_i = \frac{1}{T_{i+1} - T_i} g_\sigma(x) dx\).

Given a set of SW codes \(R\) with rates \(R_i, i \in \{1, \ldots, M\}\), the multi-mode SW design problem is to determine the partitioning of \(\Sigma\) such that the source coder average rate \(R_{\text{avg}} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} p_i R_i\), is minimized (maximum compression). Without loss of generality, we assume that \(R_i > R_{i-1}, 2 \leq i \leq M\). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper is the first in the context of Slepian-Wolf coding to formulate the rate control mechanism as the solution to an optimization problem. In Section III, performance bounds to this problem are obtained when ideal (lossless) SW codes are considered and their corresponding rates may also be designed. In Section IV, the design problem with practical SW codes and hence a practical lossless decoding constraint is addressed. This is accomplished by modeling the decoding error performance of each SW code by a function \(f_i(\cdot)\). Specifically, \(f_i(\alpha)\) denotes the probability of bit error at the SW decoder, when \(\sigma^2 = \alpha\) and \(\alpha\) is known to both encoder and decoder.

III. RATE ADAPTATION FOR IDEAL SLEPIAN-WOLF CODING

Assuming ideal SW codes with infinite block length and zero error probability, one can obtain a lower bound for the average rate and use it as a benchmark for the performance of practical SW codes. In this direction, no constraint on the rate of the codes are assumed, i.e., \(R_i \in [0, 1]\), and indeed, the code rates are design parameters. This is in contrast to practical SW codes with predetermined rates.

Formally stating the problem, the objective is to minimize the average rate (maximize the compression ratio) for lossless decoding. In this case, the probability of decoding error goes to zero as the block length goes to infinity.

Problem 1:

\[
\min_{T_i \in \Sigma, R_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, M} \quad R_{\text{avg}} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} p_i R_i \\
\text{s.t.} \{ \tilde{P}_e \to 0 \mid n_f \to \infty \} 
\]

where \(\tilde{P}_e\) denotes the average probability of error and \(R_i \in [0, 1]\). To solve this problem, we set

\[
R_i = h(T_i) = 1 + \frac{1}{2} \log(2\pi e T_i^2) - h(T_i) . \tag{4}
\]

This is due to the fact that each \(T_i\) in fact corresponds to a value of \(\sigma\) and by definition of conditional entropy and as given in equation (1), \(h(T_i)\) is the minimum achievable rate for \(\sigma = T_i\). It can be simply verified that if \(R_i < h(T_i)\) the probability of error cannot go to zero when \(n_f \to \infty\). After setting \(R_i\) for given \(T_i\), finding the optimal partitioning of \(\Sigma\), or equivalently the values of \(T_i\), completes the solution to problem 1. Algorithm 1 is proposed for this purpose.

Algorithm 1:

- Initialize \(T_{i,0}\) for \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, M - 1\) as the interval thresholds at iteration 0 arbitrarily, but satisfying \(T_i < T_{j,0}\) for any \(i < j\). Set \(T_{0,0} = \min(\Sigma)\) and \(T_{M,0} = \max(\Sigma)\).
- Choose the values of \(\eta\) and \(k_{\text{max}}\) as predefined constants to control the number of iterations.

Now, for each iteration \(k = 1, 2, \ldots, k_{\text{max}}\), do the following,

1) For each \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, M - 1\), find \(T_{i,k}\) such that

\[
\frac{\partial R_{\text{avg},k}(T_{i,k})}{\partial T_i} = 0, \quad T_{i-1,k} < T_{i,k} < T_{i+1,k}. \tag{5}
\]

where

\[
\frac{\partial R_{\text{avg},k}(x)}{\partial x} = g_\sigma(x) [h(T_{i+1}) - h(T_{i,1})] + [h(x) - h(T_{i-1,k})] \frac{\partial h(T_i)}{\partial x}. \tag{6}
\]

If there are multiple solutions for \(T_{i,k}\), select the one which results in the smallest average rate \(R_{\text{avg},k}\). Note that in calculating \(T_{i,k}\) using (5), all other \(T_{j,k}, j \neq i\) are kept fixed.

2) Calculate the average rate, \(R_{\text{avg},k}\), using the final partitioning at iteration \(k\). If \((R_{\text{avg},k-1} - R_{\text{avg},k}) / (R_{\text{avg},k-1}) < \eta\) or \(k > k_{\text{max}}\), stop.

More details on Algorithm 1 are presented below.

Proposition 1: The average rate computed using Algorithm 1 is reduced in each run of its step 1.

Proof: From (3) and (4), we have

\[
R_{\text{avg}} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \int_{T_{i-1}}^{T_i} g_\sigma(x) h(T_i) dx \tag{7}
\]

\[
= \beta + \int_{T_{i-1}}^{T_i} g_\sigma(x) h(T_i) dx + \int_{T_i}^{T_{i+1}} g_\sigma(x) h(T_{i+1}) dx ,
\]

where \(\beta\) is a constant independent of \(T_i\). As evident in (6) for \(x = T_i\), noting that \(h'(T_i) = \partial h(T_i) / \partial T_i\) is differentiable for \(T_i > 0\), \(\partial R_{\text{avg}} / \partial T_i\) exists for all values of \(T_i\) and continuous \(g_\sigma(x)\).

In the following, we show that Algorithm 1 is able to find at least one minimum for \(R_{\text{avg}}\) in each step. It can be verified that

\[
R_{\text{avg}}|_{T_i \to T_{i-1}} = R_{\text{avg}}|_{T_i \to T_{i+1}} = \beta + h(T_{i+1}) (h(T_{i+1}) - h(T_{i-1})). \tag{8}
\]

Also from (6), we have

\[
\lim_{T_{i-1} \to T_{i+1}} \frac{\partial R_{\text{avg}}}{\partial T_i} = g_\sigma(T_{i-1}) (h(T_{i-1}) - h(T_{i+1})) < 0, \tag{9}
\]
\[
\lim_{T_i \to T_{i+1}} \frac{\partial R_{avg}}{\partial T_i} = H'(T_{i-1})(G(T_{i+1}) - G(T_{i-1})) > 0, \quad (10)
\]

which follow as both \(H(.)\) and \(G(.)\) are increasing functions of their arguments or consequently \(H(T_{i-1}) < H(T_{i+1}), H'(T_{i-1}) > 0, \) and \(G(T_{i+1}) - G(T_{i-1}) > 0.\) Equations (8), (9) and (10) are sufficient conditions that \(R_{avg}(T_i)\) has at least one minimum in the interval \([T_{i-1}, T_{i+1}]\), which is found using (6). This indicates that \(R_{avg}\) is in fact reduced in each run of the step 1 of Algorithm 1.

**Remark 1.** \(R_{f} \to \infty\) is associated with infinite number of encoder modes or having an ideal feedback channel with no rate limit. This eliminates any uncertainty at the encoder and the SW bound is then achieved for an equivalent encoder which is fully aware of SI statistics. This results in the minimum possible rate. In such case we have,

\[
R_{min} = \int_{0}^{\infty} H(x)\sigma_{x}(x)dx
\]

which can be calculated numerically. This is referred to as SI-Aware SW Coding bound (SIA-SWC) and is used for comparison in Section V.

IV. RATE ADAPTATION FOR PRACTICAL SLEPIAN-WOLF CODING

The performance bounds of multi-mode rate-adaptation scheme for SW coding with rate-limited feedback was studied in Section III using ideal (lossless) SW codes. For practical SW coding and in presence of uncertain SI, the encoder may only use a certain number of pre-designed codes with predetermined rates. These codes are not ideal and may involve possible decoding error.

A. Rate-Adaptation Based on Practical Codes

The following design problem formulates the minimization of the average rate when finite length and discrete rate SW codes are used and their probability of error performance are taken into account.

**Problem 2:**

\[
\min_{T_i \in \Sigma, i = 1, 2, \ldots, M} \quad R_{avg} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} R_i \int_{T_{i-1}}^{T_i} \sigma_{x}(x)dx
\]

s.t. \(\{\bar{p}_i = \int_{T_{i-1}}^{T_i} \sigma_{x}(x)f_i(x)dx < p_0 \quad | \quad R_i \in \mathcal{R}\}\)

where \(\bar{p}_i\) denotes the average probability of error in mode \(i.\) Note that in this design, practical lossless compression has been interpreted as the average probability of error per mode being limited to a small \(p_0.\) Satisfying the stricter per-mode average probability of error constraint also satisfies the overall average probability of error.

In the following, we present an algorithm to solve problem 2. The proposed solution is general in the sense that it is independent of the selected set of codes, their rates, and their error probability performance.

**Algorithm 2:**

Set \(T_i = 0\) and select \(\epsilon\) a small number. For \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, M\) do the following,

1) Set \(T_i = T_{i-1}.\)
2) Increase \(T_i\) with a step size \(\epsilon.\)
3) Calculate \(\bar{p}_i,\) if \(\bar{p}_i < p_0,\) go to (2). Else reduce \(T_i\) by \(\epsilon.\)

Intuitively, with \(R_i > R_{i-1},\) in order to reduce \(R_{avg},\) the lower rates are to cover as much of the range of \(\sigma\) as possible. Thus, the thresholds are updated from \(T_i\) to \(T_{M}.\) Each one is increased until the probability of error constraint for the corresponding mode is met with equality. To show that \(R_{avg}\) is decreased at each step of Algorithm 2, we present Proposition 2.

**Proposition 2:** Suppose that \(\Sigma\) is partitioned with the intervals \([T_{j-1}, T_j],\) \(j = 1, 2, \ldots, M.\) If all thresholds except \(T_i\) are fixed, in order for \(R_{avg}\) to be reduced, \(T_i\) must be increased.

**Proof:** Suppose that all thresholds \(\{T_j\}_{j=1, j \neq i}^{M}\) are fixed and only \(T_i\) is to be updated. Also suppose that \(T'_i\) refers to the modified \(T_i\) value, and define \(R'_{avg}\) as the updated value for \(R_{avg}\) when \(T_i\) is modified. Now, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
R'_{avg} - R_{avg} &= \left(\gamma + \int_{T_{i-1}}^{T'_i} R_i\sigma_{x}(x)dx + \int_{T'_i}^{T_{i+1}} R_{i+1}\sigma_{x}(x)dx\right) \\
&- \left(\gamma + \int_{T_{i-1}}^{T_i} R_i\sigma_{x}(x)dx + \int_{T_i}^{T_{i+1}} R_{i+1}\sigma_{x}(x)dx\right) \\
&= \left(\int_{T_{i-1}}^{T_{i+1}} R_{i}\sigma_{x}(x)dx + \int_{T_{i-1}}^{T_i} (R_{i+1} - R_i)\sigma_{x}(x)dx\right) \\
&- \left(\int_{T_{i-1}}^{T_{i+1}} R_{i}\sigma_{x}(x)dx + \int_{T_i}^{T_{i+1}} (R_{i+1} - R_i)\sigma_{x}(x)dx\right) \\
&= \int_{T_{i-1}}^{T_i} (R_{i+1} - R_i)\sigma_{x}(x)dx
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\gamma = \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{M} \int_{T_{j-1}}^{T_j} R_j\sigma_{x}(x)dx,\) \(j \neq i, i + 1.\) The term \(\int_{T_{i+1} - R_i}^{T_i} (R_{i+1} - R_i)\sigma_{x}(x)dx\) is always positive as the code rates are assumed ordered and \(\sigma_{x}(x)\) is positive as a PDF. Therefore, it is a necessary and sufficient condition for \(R_{avg}\) to decrease that \(T'_i > T_i.\)

B. Mode Selection

In practice, due to limitations for the feedback channel rate \(R_f\) and for reduced encoder/decoder complexity, only a limited number of modes equal to \(N = 2^{R_f} < M\) may be allowed. For that reason in the following, we propose the Algorithm 3 to select a suitable subset of modes with the desired size \(N\) and their associated rates and
Algorithm 3:
- Initialization: Given the set \( R \), use Algorithm 2 to design a rate-adaptive multi-mode SW code. Consider the resulting thresholds in the sequel.
- Perform the followings for \( m = 1, 2, \ldots, |R| - N \).
- For \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, |R| \),
  1) Merge each two partitions in the form of \([T_{i-1}, T_i]\) and \([T_i, T_{i+1}]\), into one single partition \([T_{i-1}, T_{i+1}]\).
  2) Remove the code in \( R \) with the rate \( R_i \), associated with \([T_{i-1}, T_i]\), temporarily from \( R \) and assign \( R_{i+1} \) to the partition \([T_{i-1}, T_{i+1}]\).
  3) Calculate \( R_{\text{avg}} \) and store its value as \( R_{\text{avg}}' \).
- Select the merging of intervals corresponding to \( \arg \min_i R_{\text{avg}}' \).

Note that by selecting \( R_{i+1} \) for the merged partitions, the probability of error constraint is still satisfied because \( R_{i+1} > R_i \) and SW code \((i+1)\) can be used for compression instead of code \( i \) without incurring more error.

The presented algorithm provides a low complexity but suboptimal solution to select a subset of \( N \) codes out of \( M \) available codes for the multi-mode SW encoder. Using an exhaustive search to this end, involves running Algorithm 2 for each code subset, which equals \( M!/(N!(M-N)!) \) subsets in total. However, Algorithm 3 has only \( M-N \) steps (a small number). Also, the computational cost for each step, which only consists of merging partitions, is much smaller than cost of running Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 is used for mode selection in simulations of Section V.

V. Simulations and Results

In this section, we present a simulation setting and corresponding results to validate and compare the designs of Sections III and IV. We used a set of high-performance LDPC codes from the DVB-S2 standard for SW compression. The selected set consists of 11 SW codes with discrete rates as in Table 1. The bit error rate performance of this set was obtained via extensive simulations. The probability of error function \( f_i(\sigma^2) \) for the code with rate \( R_i \) is modeled by

\[
f_i(\sigma^2) = \frac{1}{(1 + e^{c_i(1/\sigma^2-b_i)})d_i}, \tag{14}
\]

for small (less than \( 10^{-2} \)) bit error rates, where \( b_i, c_i, d_i \) are constants that are obtained using fitting techniques as presented in Table 1. It is noteworthy that a similar error performance model in (14) has been used to model channel decoding error in [14].

For the simulations, it is assumed that the parameter \( \sigma^2 \), as introduced in Section II, is Rayleigh distributed with parameter \( \theta^2 \), i.e., if \( u = \sigma^2 \), then \( f_u(u) = \frac{u}{E^2} e^{-u/2}, u > 0 \). A greater \( \theta^2 \) implies more uncertain SI. We also set \( p_0 = 1 \times 10^{-4} \).

Figure 2 depicts the performance of the proposed multi-mode SW coding quantified by \( R_{\text{avg}} \), as a function of \( \theta^2 \) for different number of modes. Using ideal SW codes and Algorithm 1, a lower bound for \( R_{\text{avg}} \) is presented. As expected, adding to the number of modes or equivalently the feedback rate, reduces the average rate. Using ideal SW codes with feedback rates \( R_f = 1, 2, 3 \) bps and for values of \( \theta^2 > 0.2 \) the gap from SIA-SWC bound (ideal feedback) approximately equals 0.188, 0.104, and 0.060 bps, respectively. For practical SW codes and using 2, 4, 8, and 11 modes, this gap is approximately 0.278, 0.145, 0.093, and 0.084 bits per symbol (bps), respectively.

The gap between ideal and practical SW code performance for \( \theta^2 > 0.2 \) equals 0.090, 0.047, 0.033 bps, respectively for \( R_f = 1, 2, 3 \) bps. For small values of \( \theta^2 \), this \( R_{\text{avg}} \) gap is larger, e.g., for \( \theta^2 = 0.1 \) and \( R_f = 1 \) bps, it amounts to 0.141 bps. This small gap between practical and ideal code performance is more due to using finite length and discrete rate codes, and not to sub-optimality of Algorithm 3. This is supported by performance comparison of Algorithm 3 for mode selection and an exhaustive search solution as depicted in Figure 3. As evident, the incurred gap due to sub-optimality of the proposed Algorithm 3 is negligible over a wide range of values of \( R_f \) and \( \theta \). This is certainly outweighed by its much smaller complexity in comparison to an exhaustive search.

It is noteworthy that the gap between ideal and practical code performance decreases as \( R_f \) increases. This is due to the fact that as \( R_f \) and hence the number of modes (codes) increase, the set \( R \) approximately resembles a set of continuous rate codes. It is very interesting that the induced rate loss using 11 modes for compression is only 0.084 bps. This is comparable with the suggested SI aware
schemes of [8] and [9] with LDPC and Turbo-based SW codes. In comparison to [6], the superiority of the proposed method is of course due to its judicious use of feedback and hence reduced decoding complexity and delay as discussed in section I.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a rate adaptation framework for the problem of Slepian-Wolf coding in presence of uncertain side information at the encoder is presented which uses a multi-mode encoder accompanied by a well-designed feedback scheme. SW compression rate and other mode parameters based on practical SW codes are designed such that the average rate is minimized. A lower bound is also derived considering ideal SW compression rate and other mode parameters based on encoder accompanied by a well-designed feedback scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of a WSN is to provide users with access to the information of interest from data collected by spatially distributed sensors. In real-world applications, sensors are often deployed in high numbers to ensure a full exposure of the monitored physical environment. Consequently, such networks are expected to generate enormous amount of data [1]. The desire to locate and obtain information makes the success of WSNs applications, largely, determined by the accuracy and quality of the extracted information. The principal concerns when extracting information include the timeliness, accuracy, cost, and reliability of the extracted information and the methods used for extraction. The process of IE enables unstructured data to be retrieved and filtered from sensor nodes using sophisticated techniques to discover specific patterns [2]. Practical constraints on sensor node implementation such as power consumption (battery limits), computational capability, and maximum memory storage, make IE a challenging distributed processing task.

In terms of data delivery required by an application, IE in WSNs can be classified into four broad categories: event-driven, time-driven, query-based, and hybrid. In event-driven, data is only generated when an event of interest occurs, while, in the time-driven, data is periodically sent to a sink every constant interval of time. With query-based, the data is collected according to end user’s demand. Finally, the hybrid approach is a combination of one or more of the above.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 identifies what types of information needs to be reported to end users. Section 3 looks at event-driven IE approaches and presents sample developments. Section 4, describes time-driven IE and recent successful deployments. Section 5, describes query-based IE and present some of the recent approaches. Section 6, describes and identify recent advances in hybrid IE methods. In section 7, a summary on future research direction for IE is discussed. Section 8 concludes this paper.

II. WHAT NEEDS TO BE REPORTED?

IE is one of the most vital efforts to utilise the ever burgeoning amount of data returned by WSNs for achieving detailed, often costly task of finding, analysing and identifying needed information. The process of IE involves the classification of data based on the type of information they hold, and is concerned with identifying the portion of information related to a specific fact. In the context of WSNs, the notion of fact can be defined as a property or characteristic of the monitored phenomenon at a certain point in time or during a time interval. Fact can also refer to an event or action. An event is a pattern or exceptional change that occasionally appears in the observed environment [3]. Events have some distinct features that can be used as thresholds, e.g. temperature > 50, to make a distinction between usual and unusual environmental parameters.

An event may arise in many other forms. It can be a continuous, gradually occurs over time (e.g. temperature does not change instantly), and has obvious limit with normal environment parameters. In [4], complex events are defined as sequences of sensor measurements over a period of time indicating an unusual activity in the monitored environment. In WSNs, the network owners may be unaware in advance what type of events may occur. This is because one of the ultimate goals of such networks is to discover new events and interesting information about the monitored phenomenon. For this reason, threshold based event detection methods are not always efficient to identify and extract event-based facts. From this deficiency arise the need for periodic, query-based, and hybrid IE approaches.

Events can be further classified into two categories: system events and environmental events. System events are concerned with architectural or topological changes, e.g. a mobile node entered a cluster area. Environmental events are concerned
with the occurrences of unusual changes across the monitored environment, e.g. spotting a moving target [4].

Nodes organisation plays an important role in IE because it defines, among other factors, the cost (amount of energy required to collect raw data), accuracy (level of coverage), reliability (e.g. timeliness) of extracted information. The organisation of nodes can be either centralised or hierarchical. In the centralised approach, data collected by all nodes are sent towards a sink node using single or multi-hop communication [5]. However, this approach does not provide scalability, which is a main design factor for WSN. Also, it causes communication bottlenecks and transmission delays due to congestions especially in areas around the sink [6]. To overcome the problems in the centralised approaches, hierarchical techniques has been proposed as an effective solution for achieving longer network lifetime and better scalability.

Since the number of existing IE approaches is significantly large, it will not be feasible to provide a detailed description of each approach. Instead, we have selected recent approaches that particularly represent directions of future research without focusing on the details of these approaches. However, characteristics of various approaches that are common for the approach they apply will be presented. Table I lists the reviewed approaches and some older approaches for the more interested readers. In Sections III to VI the approaches are presented based on the categorisation so as related sub-categories are discussed in the common context. To make the analysis of different approaches more logical and to set up a common base for their comparison and connection we consider some qualitative criteria.

III. EVENT-DRIVEN IE

A. Description and Operation

In event-driven approaches to IE, the initiative is with the sensor node and the end user is in the position of an observer, waiting for incoming information. Any node may generate a report when a significant event (e.g. a change of state) or an unusual event (e.g. fire) occurs. Event-driven is valuable for detecting events as soon as they occur over a specified region. In the simplest form, sensor nodes are pre-configured with threshold values that when exceeded indicate an event.

Event-driven approaches incur low power consumption and requires low maintenance. Among the benefits of this class of approaches are: they reduce the amount of communication overhead by applying local filtering on collected data to determine whether to send new data or not; they implement local mechanisms to prevent multiple nodes reporting the same event; they exploit redundancy to reduce the number of false alarms; they allow timely responses to detected events; they are easy to implement and configure; they allow distributed processing at the node level or within a group of node to collaboratively detect an event; and they are suitable for time critical applications, e.g. forest fire monitoring or intrusion detection.

However, there are a number of limitations to the event-driven IE. First, it is difficult to capture events of spatio-temporal characteristics. Second, detecting complex event may require non trivial distributed algorithms, which require the involvement of multiple sensor nodes [9]. Third, due to the fact that events occur randomly, some nodes generate higher rates of data than other nodes. This will lead to unbalanced workloads among sensor nodes. Fourth, it is not suitable for continuous monitoring applications, where sensed measurements change gradually and continuously. Finally, due to sensors measurement inaccuracies, event-driven approaches may potentially generate false alarms.

B. Event-driven Approaches to IE

In earlier studies, events were detected with a user-defined threshold values [7], [8]. In such approaches sensor nodes are pre-configured with a static threshold value. When the sensor node reading deviates from the pre-defined thresholds, this indicates an event, which triggers the node to convey it is data back to the sink. To overcome some of the inherent problems in the threshold-based event-detection, [13] presented a data fusion tool to increase resilience of event detection techniques. They introduced two levels for event detection: at the first level, each sensor node will individually decide on detecting event using classifier (naive bayes). At the second level, fusion technique is placed in a higher level (e.g, cluster head) and used to distinguish between outliers. Outliers are measurements that differ from the normal pattern of sensed data occurring at individual nodes and events that more nodes agree upon [15]. The data fusion approach reduces the number of transmission, thus extends the network life time. It also reduces the number of false alarms, since cluster heads are able to distinguish between anomalies and event. Because of its distributed nature, this approach is scalable. However, processing data at the cluster head introduces delays in reporting an event. Moreover, the efficiency of the approach depends on the efficiency of cluster formation methods. For instance, many clustering algorithms result in unbalanced clusters.

Another threshold-based approach [12] introduced double decision mechanisms. A sensor may decide about the presence of an event of interest either directly or asking for additional data from nearby nodes. This approach minimises the energy consumption since the final process detection is activated only when it is needed, and there is no need for fusion centre to process the data as a fixed number of nodes will take the responsibility to make decisions about the occurrences of an event. However, it is always difficult to determine node’s neighbours. Although these approaches can reduce communication overhead and report events promptly, however, it is difficult to define the optimal threshold values. Also, the
complications of implementing an efficient sleep-wake cycles may dissipate the gained energy savings.

More advanced approaches, such as SAF [35] and Ken [18], exploit the fact that physical environments frequently exhibit predictable stable and strong attribute correlations to improve compression of the data communicated to the sink node. The basic idea is to use replicated dynamic models to reflect the state of the environment being monitored. This is done by maintaining a pair of dynamic probabilistic models over the WSN attributes with one copy distributed in the network and the other at the sink. The sink computes the expected values of the WSN attributes according to the defined prediction model and uses it extract information. When the sensor nodes detect anomalous data that was not predicted by the model within the required certainty level, they route the data back to the sink. This approach is subject to failure as basic suppression. It does not have any mechanism to distinguish between node failure and the case that the data is always within the error bound. Ken is not robust to message loss; it relies on the Markovian nature of the prediction models to presume that any failures will eventually be corrected with model updates, and the approximation certainty will not be affected by the missed updates. They propose periodic updates to ensure models can not be incorrect indefinitely. This approach is not suitable for raw value reconstruction; for any time-step where the model has suffered from failures and is incorrect, the corresponding raw value samples will be wrong. Finally, as the approach presented in [17], SAF and Ken can only handle static network models.

A decentralised, lightweight, and accurate event detection technique is proposed in [36]. The technique uses decision trees for distributed event detection and a reputation-based voting method for aggregating the detection results of each node. Each sensor node perform event detection using it own decision tree-based classifier. The classification results, i.e. detected events, from several nodes are aggregated by a higher node, e.g. a cluster head. Each node sends it is detected events, called detection value, to all other nodes in it is neighbourhood. The detection value will be stored in a table. Finally, tables are sent to the voter (e.g. cluster head), which in turns decides to make a final decision among different opinion. The decision tree approach provides accurate event detection and characterised by low computational and time complexities. However, the processing of data at the cluster head will introduce further delays in reporting an event.

IV. TIME-DRIVEN IE

A. Description and Operation

In time-driven approaches to IE, a sensor node periodically generates a report from the physical environment to give the end-user its current status. The reporting period may be preconfigured or set by the end-user depending on the nature of the monitored environment and applications requirements.

Time-driven approaches have the ability to enable arbitrary data analysis, they provide continuous monitoring of the WSN to reflect environmental changes, they scale to handle millions of nodes (through aggregation), they extend network life time by sending nodes to sleep between transmissions, they can reduce congestion and improve system reliability by scheduling nodes to transmit at different times, they explicitly incorporate resource capacity, and highlights unused resources. However, there are a number of limitations to the time-driven approaches. First, they are limited to specific set of applications where consistent changes occur across the network, e.g. agricultural applications. Second, a large portion of the returned data might be redundant and not useful for the end-user thereby resulting in wastage of resources. Third, nodes have to maintain global clock and deal with synchronisation issues. Finally, it is extremely difficult to define optimal time intervals.

B. Time-driven Approaches to IE

In time-driven IE, most of the published work in the literature is based on probabilistic models that attempt predict the next value that the sensor is expected to acquire. For example, Ken’s [18] model exploits the spatio-temporal data correlations while guaranteeing correctness. It involves placing a dynamic probabilistic model on the sensor node and on the sink, and these models are always kept in synchronisation for periodic updates. Similar approaches to Ken have been suggested in [9], [37]. In contrast to Ken, these approach uses dynamically changing subset of the nodes as samplers where the sensor readings of the sampler nodes are directly collected, while, the values of non sampler nodes are predicated through probabilistic models that are locally and periodically constructed. All approaches in [9], [18], [37] save energy by reducing the number of transmitted messages. However, the additional cost to maintain models synchronised is not negligible.

Another approach called Cascading Data Collection (CDC) is presented in [19]. In CDC only a subset of sensor nodes are selected randomly to periodically transfer data back to the sink node. The mechanism is distributed and only utilises local information of sensor node. The CDC reduces communication cost by allowing only a subset of sensor nodes to periodically transmit readings back to the sink. However, the CDC uses packet aggregation at an intermediate node, which introduces undesirable communication delays. The work presented in [38] takes CDC one step further by enabling each node to use its local and neighbourhood state information to adapt its routing and MAC layer behaviour.

V. QUERY-BASED IE

A. Description and Operation

Query-based approaches to IE, typically involve request-response interactions between the end-user or application components and sensor nodes. End users issue queries in an appropriate language, and then each query is disseminated to the network to retrieve the desired data from the sensors based on the description in the query.

Query based approaches provide a high level interface that hides the network topology as well as radio communication from end users. Queries can be sent on demand or at fixed
intervals. They provide a solution if the data needs to be retrieved from the entire network.

However, there are a number of limitations to the query-based approaches. First, most of existing query languages do not provide suitable constructs to easily articulate spatiotemporal sense data characteristics. Second, it is difficult to formulate queries using current languages that represent higher level behaviour, or specify a subset of nodes that have significant effect on the query answer. This may result in generating large amount of data of which big portion is not useful for the end user. Third, to the best of our knowledge, there is no published work that fully exploits all the potentials of different heterogeneous resources in WSN applications in a context-aware manner. Forth, approaches that take a database view of the network are inclined more towards the extraction of the reactive behaviour of the WSN and suggestions were made that the active inclined should be viewed as two endpoints of the range of rule-based languages in databases [39]. Finally, though declarative languages are came into view in WSNs settings, the trigger that are the fundamental means for specifying the reactive behaviour in a database have not yet been maturely developed.

B. Query-based Approaches to IE

Query-based systems, applies techniques used in traditional database systems to implement IE. A query is sent to the network and data is collected according to the description in the query. COUGAR [21] was the first project that attempted to introduce the concept of WSN as a distributed database. It allows the end user to issue a declarative query (SQL) for retrieving information. The authors introduced a query layer between the application layer and the network layer. The query layer comprises a query proxy, which is placed on each sensor node to interact with both the application layer and the networking layer. The goal of the query proxy is to perform in-network processing. In-network processing increases efficiency in terms of power consumption, and reduces the amount of data that needs to be sent to the gateway node. The user does not need to have knowledge about the network, or how the data is retrieved or processed. However, COUGAR is incapable of capturing complex events, e.g. of spatio-temporal nature, or a produce queries that targets only a subset of the network [22].

A similar approach to COUGAR is proposed in [23]. TinyDB is a query processing system, which extracts information from the data collected by the WSN using the TinyOS operating system. TinyDB maintains a virtual database table called SENSORS. It disseminates the queries throughout the network by maintaining a routing tree (spanning tree) rooted at the end point (usually the user’s physical location). Every sensor node has its own query processor that processes and aggregates the sensor data and maintains the routing information. TinyDB is extensible and complete framework with effective declarative queries. In-network processing reduces the amount of data that is required to be sent to the sink, thus, energy consumption is reduced. However, data does not include the georeferencing of sensor nodes for spatial quires, and tight correlation among routing and queries.

In [24], a new data collection algorithm that aims on reduce energy consumption by focusing on selective aggregate queries. The proposed algorithm, named, PDT (Pocket Driven Trajectories) deals with queries that aggregate data only from a subset of all network nodes. PDT is based on the logical assumption that spatial correlation in sensor values coupled with query selectivity gives rise to a subset of participating nodes formed by one or more geographically clustered sets (pockets). The algorithm starts by discovering the set of pockets for a given query. Then, the aggregation tree to the spatially optimal path connecting these pockets is aligned. The PDT algorithm reduces the amount of communication and is scalable for large WSNs. However, PDT introduces a delay in reporting data to a sink, because data is processed at an intermediate node.

In [25], a mobile sink moving through the sensing field issues a query to a specific area. The sensor node that is closest to the centre of the area of interest elects itself as a cluster head. The cluster head performs data collection and aggregation, then the aggregated data is sent back to the mobile sink. The proposed mobile sink approach saves energy by choosing an optimal time and location to disseminate query. The area-based querying and the mobile sink makes the approach scalable for large-scale WSNs. However, the proposed approach is limited to a set of applications, specifically, intelligent transportation system and environmental monitoring. Also, it introduces undesirable delay since the data is aggregated at the mobile sink.

The authors in [26], proposed a query processing algorithm, that allows the user to specify a value and time accuracy constraints based on an optimised query plan. Using these optimisation constraints, the algorithm can find an optimal sensing and transmission of attribute readings to sink node. Rather than sending sensors readings directly to the sink, the proposed algorithm report only updates. This results in considerable reduction in communication costs. However, the algorithm does not support dynamic adjustment of accuracy constraints.

More recently in [27], the authors designed and implemented a distributed in-network query processing, called Corona. Corona is composed of three components: the query engine that is executed on the sensors; a host system on the clients PC that is connected to the sink; and GUI that is connected to the host system via TCP/IP. The Corona query processing provides multi-tasking capabilities by running multiple queries concurrently, which in turns reduces processing delays and communications cost by applying data aggregation. However, the language can not easily capture spatio-temporal events.

VI. HYBRID-BASED IE

A. Description and Operation

A hybrid approach is an approach that combines the functionality of two or more algorithms from different IE
B. Hybrid Approaches to IE

Many hybrid approaches to IE have been recently proposed in the literature. In [34], the authors proposed a hybrid protocol that adaptively switches between time-driven and event-driven data collection. A sensor node is triggered to detect an event of interest, and from the point when an event detected to the point when the event becomes no longer valid, the protocol switches to behave as a time-driven protocol. During this period sensor nodes continuously report data to the sink. This protocol reduces unnecessary data transmission and minimise event notification time. However, it is not guaranteed to work well for all applications due to limitations of the PAD algorithm, such as if sensor nodes detecting an event are located at the border between clusters, those nodes in other clusters can be included only when clusters at the same level have used time-driven data dissemination.

More recently, in [33], the authors proposed a hybrid framework similar to [9], [18], which deploy both of event-driven and query-based approaches to IE. The idea is to process continuous group-by aggregate queries, and to allow each sensor node to check whether sensor readings satisfy local predicates based on a predefined thresholds. Then, nodes send only data that satisfy local predicates to their cluster heads, which in turns process the data to answer the query as accurate as possible. The proposed hybrid framework is able to target a subset of the network by using the group-by clause. It reduces communication cost by using one dimensional haar wavelets. However, it introduces a delay in reporting events since the data is processed at the cluster head.

In [32], the authors proposed energy-efficient hybrid data collection architecture similar to [25]. The aim is to enhance the network performance and reduce the total energy consumption by introducing mobile node entities. A mobile node is moving through the network deployment region to collect data from the static nodes over a single hop radio links. The mobile node visits the sink periodically to drop off the collected data. The proposed solution reduces energy consumption and communication overhead by moving the sink node near to the nodes to collect data. However, the mobile node introduces latency in transferring the data as it has to travel back to a sink.

VII. DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Before concluding this paper, this section provides a discussion about research issues, and future directions in the area of IE in WSNs. This short survey revealed that most of the existing approaches to IE suffer from inherent problems that limit their applications including: they are application specific; characterised by poor spatio-temporal IE capabilities; consume high power; many approaches trade the amount and quality of returned information by energy consumption; they lack appropriate high-level interfaces that allow the user to set thresholds and issue queries; and the tight coupling between IE algorithms, applications, and hardware stacks leads to lack of code reuse. The lack of development frameworks means each new application has to be tackled from the ground up. These issues limit the usefulness of the developed IE approaches, making it hard to use them on anything other than the application it was designed for.

The problems and limitations presented above are the opportunities we intend to follow in our future work. Possible solutions that we are currently investigating for the integration of the three IE approaches will be achieved through the use of coordination rules [40] and mobile agents [41].

Coordination rules are a set of modelling primitives, design principles and patterns that deal with enabling and controlling the collaboration among a group of software distributed agents performing a common task. If each algorithm in each IE category is viewed as a service, then the composition of these services will result in a complete IE framework. Service composition provides new services by combining existing services. The coordination rules specify the order in which services are invoked and the conditions under which a certain service may or may not be invoked.

The mobile agent paradigm will be adopted to facilitate cooperation among services on different nodes. Mobile agent is a piece of software that performs data processing autonomously while migrating from node to node [41]. The agent can collect local data and perform any necessary data aggregation. Mobile agents can make decision autonomously without user input. They provide flexibility in terms of decision making, and reliability in terms of node failure [42].

Figure 1 shows an illustration of the described hybrid framework. It shows how services on one node are connected and how a service can access other services on remote node.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this paper is to provide an understanding of the current issues in this area for better future academic research and industrial practice of WSNs IE. We have presented a review of the state of the art for IE approaches in WSNs. We discussed various approaches to IE. We also discussed the challenges as well as future research directions in developing a complete integrated WSNs IE framework.
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Abstract—The problem of tracking multiple targets using Sequential Monte Carlo technique under the framework of Bayesian techniques for wireless sensor networks is discussed. Distributed filtering in wireless sensor networks is an active area of research owing to the high communication costs of centralized tracking. However, distributed filtering must carefully address the conflict between high correlation among signals picked up by neighboring sensors and detached sensing by far away nodes due to limited sensing radii. Further challenges relate to the processing and communication of large number of particles in resource-constrained sensor nodes. This paper proposes a novel integrated approach to network management and target tracking by which distributed tracking is achieved in a lightweight manner. Important contributions are ‘Consensus Tracking’ as a low-cost distributed solution for sensor tasking and ‘Multitiling’ as computationally efficient solution for managing and propagating particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advancements in electronics and communication technologies coupled with research in fusion techniques have made it possible to model the non-linear and non-Gaussian nature of most real-life problems more accurately, overcoming the limitations of Kalman filter and its variants. Applications are increasingly adopting the rigorous general framework of formal Bayes modeling for dynamic state estimation problems.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has been another interesting recent development. Large networks of small untethered nodes capable of sensing, communicating and computing have opened up entirely new possibilities.

In Bayes modeling of target-tracking applications, the goal is to estimate the density \(f_{\mathbf{x}_k}(x^k | z^{1:k})\) of the target set being in state \(x^k\), given all observations up to time \(k\). The estimate is performed recursively in two steps viz. prediction and update. Prediction amounts to obtaining the prior density

\[
f_{k+1:0}(x^{k+1} | z^{1:k}) = \int f_{k+1:0}(x^{k+1} | x^k) f_{\mathbf{x}_k}(x^k | z^{1:k}) dx^k \quad \ldots (1)
\]

The update step uses the Bayes’ rule to find the posterior

\[
f_{k+1:k}(x^{k+1} | z^{1:k}) = \frac{f_{k+1:k}(x^{k+1} | x^k) f_{\mathbf{x}_k}(x^k | z^{1:k})}{\int f_{k:0}(x^{k+1} | x^k) f_{\mathbf{x}_k}(x^k | z^{1:k}) dx^k} \quad \ldots (2)
\]

Finite Set Statistics [1] extends Bayes single target tracking model to scenarios involving multiple sensors and multiple targets including target birth, death, merger and spawning by providing a unified, scientifically defensible probabilistic foundation for tracking.

The Bayes modeling problem has no closed form solution. For discrete state-spaces, exact inference is always possible, but may be computationally prohibitive [2]. A number of computationally tractable stochastic approximation techniques have been proposed. Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) approximation or Particle filtering is one such technique that, given enough samples, guarantees to give exact answer [3]. The basic idea is to approximate the belief state by a set of weighted particles or samples

\[
f_{k|0}(x^k | z^{1:k}) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_{k|0}^i \theta(x_{k|0}^i) \quad \ldots (3)
\]

for any unitless function \(\theta(x)\) of a state set variable \(x\) (likewise for sets \(X\) and \(Z\) in case of multitarget tracking). The particles approach the pdf 'in asymptotia': the larger the number of particles, the better the approximation.

Tracking in the resource-constrained WSN poses even bigger challenges. Due to the limited field of sensing of individual nodes, the set of particles must be propagated not just temporally but also spatially for computing the belief state. Centralized solutions are not suitable due to latency and excessive energy requirement. Decision on the next node responsible for tracking a target as it leaves the sensing zone of one sensor must be taken in distributed manner. Managing and propagating the particles, typically large in numbers, is highly computation and communication intensive.

This paper makes two important contributions. First, it proposes ‘Consensus Tracking’, a method that works in integrated mode with network management functions to designate the node responsible for tracking a target in distributed and lightweight manner. Second, it proposes ‘Multitiling’, a method to reduce cost of managing and propagating the particles. To the best of our knowledge, no work has been reported addressing these problems in an integrated manner.

Handling of target birth, death, merger, spawning, missed detections, false alarms, track initiation and maintenance are the scope of a related work and are not discussed here.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related prior work. Section III describes the network setting. Consensus tracking and Multitiling are
discussed in Sections IV and V respectively. Simulation results are shown in Section VI. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. RELATED PRIOR WORK

Many researchers have addressed the many different facets of distributed particle filtering. Liu, Chu and Reich [4] provide a survey of techniques for tracking multiple targets in distributed sensor networks. A good study on distributed target tracking is also provided in [5].

Fang, Zhao and Guibas [6] have discussed the problem of target enumeration and aggregation in sensor networks. Zhao, Liu, Liu, Guibas, and Reich [7] have considered leader-based tracking with mutual information based handing over of target to neighboring node, non-parametric storage of belief state and also a real-life implementation of distributed tracking. Coates [8] proposed two methods for reducing communication overheads: using factorization and using adaptive encoding. Särkkä, Vehtari, and Lampinen [9] proposed a Rao-Blackwellized Monte Carlo data association method in a centralized setting. The authors propose partitioning the problem into many single target tracking problem and solving the data association problem by sequential importance sampling.


Leader-based tracking is essential in WSN due to high correlation among signals picked up by neighboring nodes and for energy conservation. However, selecting leader node(s) as the target(s) move requires computation and communication overheads. The problem gets more complicated for multiple and unknown number of targets, and in the presence of clutter and missed detections. Realizing the importance of efficient networking infrastructure, lot of work has been carried out in this area (reference [15] provides a review); however, almost all of the “tracking leader election” is independent of such structures. Also, while it is important to reduce communication cost, which is order of magnitude higher compared to computation cost, the energy consumption due to computation cannot be ignored, more so given the typically large number of particles in tracking problems. To the best of our knowledge, no work has been reported that addresses computation cost.

III. NETWORK SETTING

As discussed by Sheng, Hu, and Ramanathan [10], the assumption of independent observations at individual sensor nodes is unrealistic, and hence the motivation to partition the network into cliques. The clique size proposed in [10] is enough to cater to the spatio-temporal bandwidth of signals. As the target moves, newer cliques are formed. The authors argue that it results in unpredictable and time-varying size of clusters. In such cases, the cost of network management is typically very high and tends to dominate the operations cost. The cost of creating newer clusters every time results in additional overheads [16]. Most importantly, when multiple targets move in a given region, it is non-trivial, even impossible in some cases, to form distinct cliques for individual targets. Hence it is ideally suited that network be partitioned efficiently, not dependent on target movements, and sensor tasking be done using a robust distributed mechanism.

N. Trivedi and N. Balakrishnan have earlier proposed iGroup [16], a lightweight distributed algorithm to partition the sensor network into hexagonal cells and also to decide on unique communication channels and time slots for interference-free intra- and inter-cell communication. In communication infrastructure, the number of neighbors being bounded by six allows pre-determination of communication channels and time slots in a way that avoids interference. Figures 1 and 2 indicating the organization, channel usage and time slot allocation have been reproduced from [16] for reference.

The numbers inside cells in Figure 1 indicate channel indices. Many mote systems allow selection of channel from a set of tunable frequencies up to 25 in number, and the channel can be changed at run time simply by using a system call by providing the index as parameter. In Figure 2, interpretation of data can be determined by the control messages. The cell diameter is chosen such that the neighboring cells can communicate using the available power levels, and that the desired sensing coverage can be obtained when only the cell leaders are awake.

This paper demonstrates how this infrastructure can be exploited for efficiency in tracking problems. Though discussed in this setting, ‘Consensus Tracking’ can be used with other networking structures with ease.

Figure 1. Intra-cell (left) and Inter-cell (right) channel usage patterns

Figure 2. Network Operation Cycle (modified for Consensus Tracking)
IV. CONSENSUS TRACKING

To exploit spatial diversity, multiple nodes observe a particular target; however, in a hierarchical infrastructure, it is the cell leader’s responsibility to track target(s) using detection details from itself and the other cell members. Two neighboring cells may detect the same target(s) and hence it is required to decide which cells must track which targets.

The theme of Consensus Tracking is that the cell that is assumed to contain a given target must track it. Of course, the target position is never known in advance and hence a distributed mechanism is required by which all neighboring cells can uniquely agree on an assignment. This is achieved as follows.

All members belonging to the cell having intra-cell channel ID ‘m’ broadcast their findings in slot ‘m’ on channel ‘m’ using transmission power enough to reach the neighboring cells. Random backoff is used to avoid collision. Having received the signals from own cell members and the neighbors’, each cell generates ‘energy plots’ [5]. Figure 3 shows a sample energy plot. It is assumed that the sensor density is at least enough to capture the peaks and valleys of the energy field. The peaks in this plot indicate target positions. The cell to which the peak belongs is responsible for tracking that target. Since the same transmission is heard by all the neighbors for common targets and same algorithm used for generating energy plots, the peaks are common (error handling is discussed in the following subsection). The distributed algorithm for checking cell boundary [16] ensures that the cell assignment is also unique. Due to the properties of network infrastructure created by tGroup, neighbors more than one hop away need not participate in the coordination.

The assignment of targets to cells is followed by decision on whether to hand over the history. Specifically, if one cell was tracking a target that has just crossed its boundary, the current cell must hand over the time-series measurement data to the neighbor. The tracking process per se is out of scope of this paper; however, Section IV discusses computationally efficient methods towards distributed state-estimation process as well as towards preparing for handover.

A. Effect of Message Errors

If the presence of transmission or reception errors, the neighbors may end up with different peaks and sensor tasking may be ambiguous. However, the Bayesian tracking framework is robust enough to accommodate process and measurement noise and, as the further analysis and simulation results show, this fluctuation gets smoothened out in the tracking framework.

The framework for Consensus Tracking consists of an outer loop responsible for considering target births and deaths including clutter handling. Targets are identified by a grid-identification mechanism. When a target is detected for the first time, it is associated with a ‘time-to-live’ counter. If it was a false detection, this counter will eventually expire and the track will be deleted. Missed detections are handled in a similar manner by letting the tracks live for a ‘time-to-live’ counter. This mechanism helps combat occasional message errors as discussed below.

Detection or transmission errors could lead to a target being detected in wrong position by all relevant neighboring cells. As a result, a wrong cell may begin tracking it. If the target was an existing one originally belonging to some other cell, the error would lead to missed detection there. Assuming that errors are spurious and non-identical over different time periods, the subsequent cycles will be able to recover from this error, where one cell assumes the phenomenon to be a false alarm and the other treats it as missed detection.

Reception errors could lead to generation of different peaks by neighboring cells and as a result, a target may be detected in two different positions by neighboring cells, potentially both of which may be wrong. Even this will be treated as false alarm and/or missed detections and subsequent cycles will allow recovery from this error as well.

A target moving on the cell boundary for some time could potentially cause fluctuating handovers. To avoid this, a cell hands over tracking to a neighbor only when the target is consistently in the other cell boundary for at least 3 cycles. The neighboring cell is informed not to initiate track during this period.

V. MULTITILING

Computation steps in SMC techniques involve particle initialization, prediction, assigning importance weights based on measurement and sequential importance sampling to alleviate impoverishment. A large number of particles must be used if the tracking has to be accurate. This involves large number of computationally expensive floating point operations. Multitiling is a low-cost solution to this problem.

A. Initialization

In the absence of any prior knowledge, the initial measurement is best representation of the density for the belief state. The number of peaks is representative of the number of targets initially present in the system. Assuming typical sound source point target at location $\xi$ with amplitude $a$ and lossless, isotropic sound propagation model, the root-mean squared amplitude measurement $z$ at location $x$ is given by

$$z = \frac{a}{\| x - \xi \|} + w$$

(3)

where $w$ is measurement noise. The measurement function is discretized with desired resolution to generate particles.
B. Prediction

State transition is given by

\[ x'_{t+1} = g(\theta_{t+1})x_t + w_t \]  

where \( w \) is the process noise. The first prediction typically assumes a large variance for process noise for each state vector component. The variance gets reduced through the predict-measure-update cycle.

C. Update

Measurement is given by

\[ z'_t = h'(\theta'_t)x'_t + v'_t \]  

where \( v \) is measurement noise. The distance between \( z'_t = h'(\theta'_t)x'_t + v'_t \) and \( z''_{t-1} = h'(\theta'_{t-1})x''_{t-1} \) is the prediction error assuming \( z''_{t-1} \) is what measurement would have been if state were \( x''_{t-1} \) as predicted at time \( t-1 \).

Importance weights to be assigned to particles are inversely proportional to the ‘distance’ between predicted and actual measurements. In the cases where state vector involves non-spherically symmetric distributions, mere Euclidean distance is not a good metric. Distance measure that takes into account the variance of the variables is required. This can be achieved by scaling the variables by their ‘variability’. Mahalanobis distance is one such measure that does not just take this variability into account but also caters to covariance between variables. Mahalanobis distance between two vectors \( x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_N) \) and \( y = (y_1, y_2, ..., y_N) \) in \( \mathbb{R}^N \) is defined as

\[ D = \sqrt{(x-y)\Sigma^{-1}(x-y)} \]  

where \( \Sigma \) is the covariance matrix of the distribution.

Mahalanobis distance must be calculated for each particle during every predict-update cycle for all the targets. The operation requires many floating-point multiplications. Given that the number of particles is typically very large, this is a highly computation-intensive step. In the following section the authors propose a low-cost approximation to this step. As the approximation progresses, side information is stored that helps in quick consolidation of state-estimate to be exchanged between cells either for belief handover or for distributed state estimate.

1) Tile-based Weight Assignments

The particles that are ‘closer’ to the measurement must be weighted higher. Points equidistant (in Mahalanobis sense) from the center form an ellipsoid around the center. A less computation-intensive approximation would be to consider cuboids enclosing the ellipsoid boundaries, because then the ‘distance’ could be calculated by only comparing the values with minimum and maximum values. This is the principle behind Multitiling. The region of interest in \( \mathbb{R}^N \) is divided into bigger cuboids enclosing smaller ones having common center point; this center point is the measured target state vector. Distance between the cuboids could be fixed for a fixed-interval comparison, or could increase with distance from the center for variable-intervals. Particles inside one cuboid share common weight.

Spatial data structures such as k-D tree are ideally suited for proximity-based searches even when state vector contains elements other than position [12]; however, the weight assignment process requires the entire particle set to be processed i.e., all the nodes in the tree must be visited. This results in undue space and time complexity compared to array-based representations. Nevertheless, the distance comparison concept in k-D tree is computationally efficient and is used in Multitiling for assigning weights. Multitiling treats concentric ellipsoids as ‘bins’, with particles in one bin considered to have equal weights. These bins approximated as cuboids allow simpler boundary comparisons.

a) Statistically Independent State Variables

When the covariance matrix is diagonal, i.e., the different state variables are statistically uncorrelated, the axes of the ellipsoids are parallel to the principle axes of \( \mathbb{R}^N \). Without loss of generalization, consider \( \mathbb{R}^2 \). The area of ellipse is \( \pi \times A \times B \) where \( A \) and \( B \) are the axes of the ellipse. The area of the enclosing rectangle is \( 4 \times A \times B \). Scaling down the axes of the ellipse i.e., the bin sizes by 0.9 ensures that the rectangle covers desired area. Memberships get affected only for those particles on the boundary, which is an acceptable approximation considering the savings in computation. Figure 4(a) depicts this approximation called Multitiling-Z.

The test for a particle to lie within given cuboid boundaries involves simple order comparisons. Taking an example of 2-D Euclidean space, equidistant points form a circle and a low-cost approximation requires checking for \((x < center_x + radius)\) and \((y < center_y + radius)\). Extending this approximation to non-Euclidean distances means checking for \((a < center_\alpha + \alpha\_radius)\) and \((c < center_\epsilon + \epsilon\_radius)\), where \( a\_radius \) and \( \epsilon\_radius \) are the scaled radii of the ellipse corresponding to variances in \( \alpha \) and \( \epsilon \) respectively.

The range for each variable in the state vector is divided into intervals that are multiples of \( \sigma_i \) (variance or spread) for that variable. In the present work, ranges are considered as multiples of 0.5\( \sigma_i \) for each variable.

b) Correlated State Variables

Some elements of the state vector may be correlated with each other, causing the concentric ellipsoids that depict ‘scaled equal distances’ to be inclined at a non-zero angle with respect to the principle axes in \( \mathbb{R}^N \). Mahalanobis distance calculation uses covariance for scaling. The inclined axes can be projected to the principle axes, effectively uncorrelating the elements; however, comparisons in this case will involve first projecting the particle vectors to the new coordinate system, involving costly operations. The following simplification by fitting ellipsoids to cuboids called Multitiling-N is proposed. \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) is considered for illustration without loss of generality.

As a preprocessing step, a rotated rectangle is fitted to the ellipse (Figure 4(b)). It is required to compute the projection
on each axis in $\mathbb{R}^2$ only; thereafter additions and subtractions can be used for finding the corner points of the rectangle. An acceptable quantization factor is decided, which is used for approximating the rectangle edges by stair cases. Even this operation uses only additions and subtractions. The resulting quantization effect is a good tradeoff towards the gain in speed and closeness of approximation. Figure 5 depicts the staircase approximation.

Having preprocessed the (quantized) edge points, Multitiling comparisons in each cycle amount to finding the staircase step in one direction followed by checking the boundary in the other direction. It can be easily seen that there are only two points on the horizontal axis for one step on the vertical axis. The number of comparisons during the update cycle is identical to that in the case of Multitiling-Z.

2) Joint Tracking

Multitarget tracking can be implemented as multiple independent particle sets or as multitarget particle systems, the latter being far more complex because it must deal with state sets rather than state vectors. The former case benefits the latter being far more complex because it must deal with independent particle sets or as multitarget particle systems, tradeoff towards the gain in speed and closeness of approximation. Figure 5 depicts the staircase approximation.

Mahalanobis distance must now be calculated for each particle in the set for permutations of locations. The weights assigned to the cardinality multiplied by the weights to the particle set by Multitiling are the net weights for the sets.

3) Computational Complexity

The computation complexity of Multitiling is order of magnitude less compared to direct method of distance calculation for the same number of state variables. Mahalanobis distance is calculated as

\[ D = \sqrt{(x-y)\Sigma^{-1}(x-y)}. \]

Even if we were to ignore the square root (only ordering is needed, not the absolute distance) and the inverse of $\Sigma$ (assuming known covariance matrix, it is enough to calculate the inverse once), it requires $O(N)$ floating-point subtractions and $O(N^2)$ floating-point multiplications.

In contrast, Multitiling-Z requires $O(N)$ floating-point comparisons only. Multitiling-N additionally requires preprocessing. Since the distribution covariance is known, the computation-intensive operations such as fitting the cuboids can be done offline and fed to the sensor nodes.

In the $O(N)$ comparisons, the constant factor depends on the number and spread of bins ($B$) and, in the case of Multitiling-N, the desired quantization factor ($K$). Assuming that $B<<N$ (number of particles) and the number of steps due to $K<<B$, the cost of binning and quantization does not dominate. This is huge saving considering the typical number of particles to be handled in each cycle of real-time operations. The saving is even more significant in the case of joint tracking, where distances for many permutations of target states must be computed.

4) Resampling

Since the particles have unequal weights, they must be replaced by new particles having equal weights while retaining the influence of weights. The weights assigned by Multitiling are analogous to those assigned by existing methods and hence sequential importance sampling for Multitiling can be performed using common methods. This paper uses multinomial resampling. Assuming $V$ particles and $w_i = w_i^{(i)k+i}$ for all $i=1...V$, the multinomial distribution

\[ \mu (i_1,...,i_v) = \frac{v!}{i_1!...i_v!} \prod_{i=1}^v w_i^{i_v} \]

on all $V$-tuples $(i_1,...,i_v)$ of nonnegative integers for which $i_1 + \ldots + i_v = V$. A random sample $(e_1,...,e_v) \mu(.)$ is drawn from this distribution. If $e_1=0$, then the particle $x_{i_1...i_k}^{(1)}$ is
eliminated, else \( e_i \) identical copies are made of this particle. Since \( e_1 + \ldots + e_\nu = \nu \), total number of particles stays as \( \nu \).

To avoid particle impoverishment, the copies of particles are randomly jittered.

5) **Belief Handover**

Belief propagation always requires more bits than raw data and hence is extremely expensive. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) approximation is an excellent way to save the transmission cost \([10][11]\). However, there usually is no prior knowledge of the number of components ‘\( \mathcal{C} \)’ in the mixture. The \( \mu \)s and \( \sigma \)s are also not known in advance. Reference \([10]\) suggests selecting \( \mathcal{C} \) as a function of number of targets and learning the GMM parameters using an iterating Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. Reference \([11]\) picks up \( \mathcal{C} \) on a higher side subject to a maximum number, merges two components if the Kullback-Lieber distance between them is below a threshold, and applies EM algorithm.

**De facto** method for initialization of EM has been to assign random values to the parameters. However, EM is guaranteed only to converge to local optimum in the likelihood and hence it is best to initialize the model in the region of likelhood space where the local maxima are supposed to lie. Multitiling provides a crucial cue to \( \mathcal{C}, \mu, \) and \( \sigma \), arguably the closest approximation for EM iterations, thereby saving precious iteration cost and also resulting in more accurate mixture parameters. The cue is provided as follows.

A mode is a local maximum and is represented by higher frequency of particles. In Multitiling, finding local maxima amounts to counting the number of particles in each bin. Multitiling divides the particles into bins having equal ‘weighted’ distance from the estimated state; however, selection of mode requires both range and bearing in the multidimensional space. First, the bins corresponding to local maxima are identified based on first-order differences; threshold is applied to avoid spurious small maxima. The number of maxima thus found is indicative of \( \mathcal{C} \). One random particle each from these bins is assumed to be the mean ‘\( \mu \)’ for the mixture component. The variance ‘\( \sigma \)’ is estimated based on the first order difference.

This process does not take into account the possibility of multiple modes for a single target in a single bin e.g., equal probability of a target taking a left or a right turn, indicated by two modes on the opposite sides. To address this, Multitiling maintains another variable called ‘quadrant’ for each particle. Orthogonal hyperplanes in \( \mathbb{R}^d \) divide the cuboids into four ‘quadrants’. No additional cost is needed to find this quarter through Multitiling process. Binning is done separately for the quadrants. Modes closer than this are considered as data fluctuations and are filtered out during thresholding.

VI. SIMULATION

An area of 100mx100m is considered with 400 nodes forming the *iGroup* infrastructure, and a target is moved through the area.

---

**Table I. Parameters for Consensus Tracking**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P_d )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission error</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception Error</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II. Consensus Tracking: Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Tasking</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect Tasking</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handover Fluctuations</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery after Error</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**B. Multitiling-Z**

Figure 6 shows the actual (with process noise), Mahalanobis-estimated, and Multitiling-Z-estimated X and Y positions. Figure 7 shows a smaller sector zoomed in for clarity. Results were averaged over 20 simulation runs.
C. Muttiling-N

A hypothetical ellipse like the one in Figure 4 (b) is considered with variances and correlations as listed in Table III. Monte Carlo simulations were used to generate data points with these statistical parameters; these points represent particles. State estimates were computed using Mahalanobis distance and Muttiling-N approximation with various quantization levels. The estimation errors in both cases are depicted on the scatter plot of Figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \sigma_x^2 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_y^2 )</th>
<th>( \sigma_{xy} ) (Covar)</th>
<th>( \rho_{xy} ) (Correlation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>[10, -7, 0, 0.5]</td>
<td>[0.5, 0.35, 0, 0.025]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>[-8, 13, 0, 0.9]</td>
<td>[-0.53, 0.87, 0, 0.006]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>[50, -7, 0, 0.1]</td>
<td>[0.89, 0.125, 0, 0.0018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>[24, -12, 0, 0.8]</td>
<td>[0.49, -0.25, 0, 0.016]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Using the strength of the Bayesian technique atop the foundation of a robust networking infrastructure helps build a robust distributed tracking framework. Use of Muttiling provides the additional cost-saving.

Results in Table-II will change for multi-target scenario, especially when targets move in close proximity. Handling target energy overlap is the subject of a related work and hence not discussed here; however, multi-target tracking can only build out of robust single target tracking.

Muttiling provides excellent approximation for Mahalanobis distance, and at a substantially reduced cost. Even in the case of Muttiling-N (Figure 8), the worst-case estimation error is less than 3 units (most of the worst-case numbers belong to the cases of large variances and coarse quantization), whereas most other errors are confined to ±0.5 units, similar to what Mahalanobis distance based estimates provided. The framework makes a low-cost tracking model.

Our ongoing work is on implementation of EM and using it with data generated by Muttiling to demonstrate increase in performance and reduction in iterations.
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Abstract—Traffic management systems help to organise the more and more dense traffic in cities. However, the classic approach for such systems is the use of traffic models, which incorporate a long-term knowledge of traffic situations in the respective city. This approach is not adequate for reacting to changes in traffic, either long-term changes, which have not been trained to the model, or short-term changes due to unexpected events. In this paper, we describe how we collect real-time traffic data using a laser scanner, evaluate the precision of the traffic measurements and assess the circumstances under which the results are useable for a professional traffic management system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In modern cities traffic is becoming a topic of more and more controversial discussion: On the one hand the need for transportation of people and goods from place A to place B is still increasing [1], on the other hand this causes severe problems, especially in cities with dense population (as the most European cities are): congestion, pollution, noise, etc. [2]. Traffic management systems are used to optimise the traffic according to pre-defined metrics. This is done for instance by setting the time periods for green and red phases of traffic lights.

Yet in most cases, traffic management systems are based on static traffic models only [3], i.e., static data that provide statistical information about characteristic parameters like traffic density in an area, throughput of an intersection, rates for different directions, etc. These information are provided for several situations (e.g., rush hour, night traffic, holidays, etc.), and for each of these situations some optimisation calculations can be performed.

For many operating traffic management systems these parameters are captured manually, e.g., by a person counting cars passing a certain position [4]. This is an unfavourable situation: First, the correctness of the data cannot be validated. Second, in order to integrate long-term traffic changes, the counting has to be re-done in regular intervals, and the model has to be optimised again in order to adapt to the changes of the regarded traffic situations.

However the knowledge of the current distribution of these parameters does not compensate for a situation awareness including live traffic data. To be able to include unexpected events like accidents or short-time changes like the opening of a new shopping mall into the traffic management system, a real-time capable solution for sensing the current traffic situation is an indispensable precondition. A dynamic traffic management system is able to react to every change detected, i.e., instead of making offline optimisations based on measured traffic data, the traffic management system reacts in real-time to the traffic measurements, thus setting up a closed-loop control [5]. This is called a dynamic traffic management system [3].

Such a system consists of the following logical distinguished parts:

- The sensing part: Several traffic parameters of interest for the traffic management have to be measured, e.g., the number of vehicles passing per lane and per time unit, the ratio of vehicles driving to the outgoing directions of an intersection, the average time a vehicle needs to drive from reference point A to reference point B, the average pollution caused by vehicles, etc.
- The communication part: The sensed values have to be collected in timely manner (with timing constraints). Thus the underlying communication network, which is used for transmitting the measured values to the control part, has to be dependable [6].
- The control part: Dynamic traffic management systems use the sensed values under real-time conditions for the respective traffic management tasks (e.g., control traffic lights or dynamic speed limits) according to existing rules [3].
- The actuator part: To influence the traffic in order to optimise the relevant traffic parameters according to a defined strategy, the traffic has to be controlled by suitable actuators. Here, the traffic lights are the easiest way to influence traffic in cities; dynamic speed limit signs are used on highways; but also weak actuators can be taken into account [7], like signs with the number of free parking slots in city centres, etc.
During the project sTC-net [8] we worked on a prototypical solution of a dynamic traffic management system. The part of our group was the setup of a sensor system and the collection of sensor data, which are usable as input for a dynamic control system. This machine learning based control system was set up by a partner company.

In this paper, we describe the traffic sensing approach we used, based on a single row laser scanner system. First we give a brief overview of the state-of-the-art of scientific work in this area. In the following section we describe the architecture of the system we used to measure and collect data (hardware, software, communication infrastructure). The next section shows the traffic counting algorithm, which was implemented in Matlab [9], and how we validated the output of that algorithm. This is followed by an overview of the measurements we conducted with this system and the results of the measurements. After that, we present some conclusions that can be derived. Finally, we give an outlook at possible further research and development activities.

II. RELATED WORK

There are several approaches for traffic counting and for sensing other traffic parameters like average speed etc.: Inductive loops; magnetic, piezo-electric and pneumatic sensors; microwave, infrared and ultrasonic radars; optical systems and floating car data (FCD).

For traffic counting, laser scanners are a popular alternative, especially overhead mounted at highways [10]. Zhao et.al. [11] propose to use horizontally mounted single row laser scanners to monitor the traffic at an intersection in a city. The applicability of such an approach to our scenario is limited, as a mounting at a height of less than one meter has two main disadvantages: First, as the lasers can easily be reached, they are potentially subject to vandalism. Second, pedestrians waiting at a position near the laser devices are “blocking” a large angle of the laser scanners.

Regarding traffic management systems, there are approaches to integrate live sensor data into dynamic traffic management systems [3]. Such systems could also exploit the sensor information to adopt their rule base, i.e., the underlying traffic model, by using machine learning methods (e.g., artificial neural networks [12], or genetic algorithms [13]).

For communication purposes, e.g., collecting the sensed data, wireless networks provide an easy to deploy solution [14].

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Existing traffic counting solutions are using a large number of laser sensors. In typical installations [10], one laser sensor is installed above each lane in order to count the number of vehicles on this lane. In cities, it is often not possible to install a metal carrier above the lanes due to limited space. Consequently installing one laser per lane is not feasible. Besides that, for larger intersections, e.g., with 12 individual lanes (3 lanes per direction), installing 12 laser sensors is a cost factor that operators are not willing to pay in many cases.

Our approach had the goal to sense the traffic on an intersection using a minimum number of laser devices and to setup an installation with minimal costs, being accurate enough to be used as input for a traffic management system. According to the requirements of the traffic management system of our partner a target value of 90% [8] for precision and recall [15] is sufficient. Here, precision is the ratio of correctly counted vehicles compared to all counts; recall is the ratio of correctly counted vehicles to all vehicles.

Figure 1 shows our installation at the intersection Ignaz-Harrer-Str./Rudolf-Biebl-Str. in Salzburg Lehen. Two lasers have been installed to count the vehicles to and from south and partially vehicles from west (Lane 23) and to east (Lane 13). For sensing the complete traffic on all lanes at the chosen intersection, four lasers would be required. The lanes are numbered according to the following scheme: The first digit is the number of the laser, and the second digit is a running index. Lanes may be scanned by two lasers, having two identification numbers then, e.g., Lane 24 = Lane 16.

The lasers were mounted on existing traffic light masts in order to minimize the effort and costs for mounting. As a consequence the position of the masts is not optimal for the used lasers. Thus we expected to get a good estimation under which circumstances (e.g., light, weather conditions) the measurements fulfill the required precision and recall.

For validating the conducted measurements a camera was installed. The camera’s resolution does not allow for identifying the plates, but is sufficient for counting.

Figure 2 visualizes the measurement architecture at the chosen site. It consists of two lasers, three router boards and one server:
IV. ALGORITHM

Our system requires knowledge about the individual geometry at the intersection. The mounting heights of the lasers as well as the horizontal distance from the laser to the borders of the individual lanes have to be known. A further step needed in initialization is to measure the ground, as the shape of the ground is not necessarily even. Unevenness or inclination of the ground influence the measurements and have to be identified in advance.

This is done best by simply sensing the empty intersection: The laser measures the distances to the road surface itself without any cars present. For places further away than 18 m from the sensor, we are not able to detect the road surface any more. We are using linear extrapolation of the detected surface then. This extrapolation only works for almost horizontal intersections.

Our newly developed vehicle counting algorithm itself consists of three major steps:

1) Pre-process the data for each lane
2) Count vehicles for each lane
3) Combine information from different lanes

Pre-processing the data sets is done as follows: Values, which are further away than the current lane of interest, are set to ground. Values, which are closer than the current lane of interest are replaced by “NaN” (the Matlab value “Not a Number”) [9], as it is uncertain whether there is a vehicle behind this obstacle or not.

For the vehicle counting algorithm, the pre-processed data is used for each lane of interest. For each measurement value (which is representing the distance from the laser scanner to the reflection point) the height of the corresponding obstacle is derived, using a trigonometric calculation (cosine function) with the current angle of the laser beam and the height of the laser sensor as inputs.

Figure 3 shows 200 consecutive scans on a specific lane of interest. The color scheme changes from dark red for maximum distance to dark blue for minimum distance. White fields indicate that no value has been retrieved (NaN). The figure shows three cars passing the lane, where especially for Car 1 and Car 3 only a small number of measurement values have been retrieved. For the measurements on this lane an angle of 22 degrees is of interest; thus we are concentrating on the respective 45 scan points.

Due to the plain surface of cars and the acute measurement angle of the objects, many measurements do not produce correct values (NaN). As a consequence the algorithm has to detect a car even if it is represented by NaNs and not only by respective measurement values (i.e., smaller distances between laser and reflection point than for the ground). This can be observed for instance for Car 2.

Figure 4 shows same plot as Figure 3, but after determination of the height (above ground) of each individual scan point.

To deal with the NaN values a linear interpolation is used. The results of such an interpolation for the above example are shown in Figure 5. These interpolated values are used for classification.
In comparison to a car, a pedestrian leads to a smaller representation, as indicated in Figure 6.

A scan is classified in one of three categories:
- “Car Scan”: This scan provides an indication for a vehicle
- “Clear Scan”: The measurement reflects that there is no vehicle present on the lane
- “Unsure Scan”: For this scan it cannot be determined whether a vehicle is present or not

A scan is classified as Car Scan, if two characteristics are met: First there has to be at least one block (of a pre-defined length) of (consecutive) values greater than zero. Second the average height within this block has to exceed the MinHeight threshold.

For classification as Clear Scan two other characteristics have to be met: First the average height has to be below the NoiseHeight threshold or the average is based on less than 5 values (the rest is interpolated). Second the NaN fraction (number of NaN values divided by the number of scan points for this lane) has to be below MaxNaNtoClear.

An Unsure Scan is one that falls into none of the above categories.

In our prototypical implementation the MinHeight threshold is set to 250 mm and the NoiseHeight threshold is set 100 mm. The value of MaxNaNtoClear depends on the lane and is configured between 0.2 and 0.9.

To count a detection as car, three Car Scans without a Clear Scan in between have to be present. Each Car Scan increases the CarIndicationCount whereas a Clear Scan resets this variable to 0. An Unsure Scan does not change the CarIndicationCount.

For traffic management systems it is important to consider the fraction of large vehicles like trucks or buses compared to the total number of vehicles. Thus our algorithm adds a further category for the scans, which is based on the maximum height value within one lane: A Truck Scan.
This is a subcategory of a Car Scan, where additionally the maximum height exceeds 2750 mm. If we count five scans as Truck Scan (using the variable TruckIndicationCount), without a Clear Scan in between, the vehicle is classified as truck or bus; otherwise it is assumed to be a car.

After the counts of the separate lanes have been finished, the measurements can be combined in order to improve the rate of correctly measured turns. Lane 23 for instance is solely intended for right turns only; nevertheless it occurs that cars on this lane go straight ahead. To correct the counting for such (misbehaving) vehicles, we combine counts on Lane 23 and Lane 24: If within Z seconds after a vehicle was counted on Lane 23 there is no count on Lane 24, this item is removed from the number of right turning vehicles, as it probably was (illicitly) moving straight ahead. The parameter Z has to be adjusted according to the intersection’s geometry.

Furthermore the validation process has shown that trucks and buses, which perform a right turn from Lane 23 to Lane 24 trend to sheer out to Lane 25, thus making a passing of two trucks/buses at the same time impossible. Thus whenever a truck/bus is counted on Lane 24, a truck/bus count from Lane 25 within a given time range is removed.

An important design goal was that the ability of the algorithm to be able to operate live, with a delay small enough to enable the traffic control in time. Thus we decided that the counting algorithm should basically operate on single scans. As mentioned, it only uses two status variables (CarIndicationCount and TruckIndicationCount) to proceed information between different scans. In practice, for traffic management systems a typically used counting granularity is 15 min.

V. MEASUREMENTS

We have performed a number of measurements on the intersection shown in Figure 1. The measurements were performed under different environmental influences: We have taken into account different weather conditions, day and night, as well as high and low load situations.

We performed 4 different measurements with a length of about 20 min each, and analysed the classification results compared with a manual counting based on the camera movie. Measurement M1 was performed at a high load situation in the morning with good weather conditions, M2 at a high load situation during snowfall, M3 at a low load situation in the night and M4 at a high load situation with sun in the afternoon. Furthermore we conducted a long-term measurement for 3 consecutive days. For the latter, Figure 7 shows the number of counted right turns.

As evaluation metrics, we use precision and recall [15]. Table I shows precision and recall for the counts on Lane 23 and Lane 24 as well as for the number of right turns. Precision and recall are close to 100% and comply with the requirement to exceed 90%.

We further evaluated the ability to count traffic on further lanes including interior lanes (e.g., Lane 15/25) where it is likely that an object on an exterior lane influences the measurement. Table II shows the results of these lanes based on Measurement M4.

These results show that also traffic on interior lanes can be counted with the needed precision and recall. Yet the values are lower due to influences of exterior lanes. Lane 15 resp. 25 is a split lane where the left part is used for left turns, and the right part to go straight ahead. Thus we split this lane also for our counting algorithm. We used the respective nearer lasers: Laser 2 for the left part (Lane 25A), Laser 1 for the right part (Lane 15B).

We observed a lower precision (yet still above 90%) for Lane 13: This is due to the mounting position of the laser; the laser beam crosses the cross-walk in the region of interest. It may occur that pedestrians or groups of pedestrians are counted as cars. This problem increases with the distance between the laser and the area of interest, as the angle gets more acute and thus laser beams reach the side of the car/pedestrian and not the roof of a car. However, these wrong counts for the pedestrians can be easily removed by post processing, e.g., by mapping incoming and outgoing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANE 23</th>
<th>LANE 24</th>
<th>RIGHT TURN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREC.</td>
<td>RECALL</td>
<td>PREC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Results for different conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANE 25A</th>
<th>LANE 15B</th>
<th>LANE 14</th>
<th>LANE 13</th>
<th>RIGHT TURN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREC.</td>
<td>RECALL</td>
<td>PREC.</td>
<td>RECALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Results for different lanes
traffic together (like it was performed for Lanes 23 and 24) or by simply taking into account the current phase of the traffic lights.

For interior lanes, which are further away from the laser devices, the counting algorithm does not obtain the required precision and recall of 90%; thus for counting Lane 11, 12, or 22 further lasers would have to be installed. The reason for these limits of the applicability of the laser devices is, that (besides the limited distance the laser is able to measure) the angle between laser beam and moving object gets too acute to obtain enough correct measurement values.

VI. Conclusion

We have shown the ability and the potential of the examined technology to work as a traffic sensor, measuring the number of two different categories of vehicles (cars vs. buses or trucks) passing a control point in a defined measurement period. The required measurement precision and recall (90%) have been reached, yet both values turned out to be very much dependent on the angle between laser and street surface and on the distance between device and the reflecting point.

VII. Further Work

An automatic adaptation to different geometries of intersections would help to reduce the effort of installing sensor systems at new intersections. This has potential to be researched in follow-up projects.

Another unsolved question is the integration of sensors and actuators from third-party providers by generating a generic interface in order to enhance the situation awareness of the traffic management system and to enable alternative control mechanisms to red lights and speed limits. For instance the integration of FCD could help to identify regions of high traffic density and slow speed. If drivers get informed of the current traffic situation this could enable them to avoid these regions for the time being.
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Abstract—The non-compliance with the ambient air quality standards in hospitals as well as in all working settings can cause possible adverse effects on health of people. It is extremely important to monitor public exposure of air pollutant contaminants in order to prevent air quality related emergencies such as heavy smoke from fires or toxic releases.

In this paper a wireless device for monitoring air quality is presented. Each node, based on commercial gas sensor arrays and a ZigBee wireless network interface, is local powered by plugging it into a generic light socket. No wiring is required for data transmission. Air data measured by nodes are delivered via ZigBee network to a database station where different technical analyses can be used to obtain pollutant dispersion information. This system can be used for monitoring and classifying Hazardous Air Pollutants in various places: laboratories, offices and operating rooms. Thus, the wireless electronic nose approach aims at strengthening its potential for automatic environment monitoring with regard to many industrial applications too.

Keywords: e-nose, environment, emergency

I. INTRODUCTION

The implementation and development of electronic noses are linked to different areas of application today. In food field artificial olfactory systems have an important role for preventing food fraud. Similarly, in industrial areas (e.g., industry of perfumes and cosmetics) there are many potential applications, such as the dangerous chemical agent detection. In the healthcare field, extensive researches, based on a thorough examination and appropriate investigations of relevant data as a result of medical diagnosis in this regard, were conducted. The most promising results have been obtained with the detection of lung cancer through breath. The principle is based on clinical chemistry. In fact, the chemical composition of a person's breath changes when they develop this disease. Furthermore, numerous scientific studies have clearly demonstrated the influence that the air has on human health. The great importance of the continuous air monitoring in residential areas or in workplaces is really self evident. Particular attention is given to the risk factors for specific population groups (children, elderly, sick, etc). This paper aims to define a low-cost, real time, self configurable sensor network for the continuous evaluation of indoor/outdoor air quality.

A classical limit of monitoring is the data network wiring. Currently, fully wired buildings are going to become the norm, but this feature is typically reserved to working areas and not to service and technical areas (i.e. storage room, basement and wire way).

Particular consideration, by the same authors, has been given to air quality in hospital environments. In [1] we report an application of monitoring system within laboratories, operating rooms, and executive offices. However this technology can be applied to several industrial and domestic fields.

From the environmental perspective, the hospital is characterized by a mixture of gases and chemical products (many of which are volatile organic compounds) used in therapy and generic activity (cleaning, maintenance, potting etc).

The monitoring stations, for checking the presence of hazardous substances to human health, are only located in operating rooms and in specific laboratories (that use antiblastic and another dangerous compounds). Therefore, these devices cannot provide the control of the whole hospital, but only of some spaces.

In addition to human risks, the presence of oxygen, butane and other technical gases highlights the risk of explosion.

Significant examples of rules to be observed are offered by the Italian Public Health Office: Circular letter n. 5 of the year 1989, that establishes the maximum concentration levels of substances used for anesthesia gases in operating rooms (Guidelines for environmental and hygienic procedures in operation theatre) and the DECREE on April 9, 2008, n. 81 for the protection of health and safety at work [9].

It is clear that the proposed technologies can be used in fire, flooding and contamination detection [2-3].

With the continuous development of wireless sensor network (WSN), the usability of sensors is becoming increasingly prevalent in our environments. Therefore, combining an electronic nose technology with WSN to realize wireless detection system can be seen as a very important step in the right direction of human safety research. According to this trend, a wireless electronic nose has been developed; the device has been based on IEEE 802.15.4 or the so-called ZigBee and tested for environment monitoring in various rooms and areas.

ZigBee technology is a short-range (10-300 feet), low power, low-speed, low-cost wireless communication technology, mainly for wireless sensor networks, automatic
control and remote control areas. It is, generally, considered as a good wireless communication protocol, because it fully meets the requirements of WSN application and owns such property as higher reliability, self-organization network, self-cure capacity and large network volume [2].

In this paper after a methodological approach, describing the sensors and the circuits of the electronic nose, a case study with the related results is discussed.

II. METHODOLOGY

The design of the wireless electronic nose node (e-nose) can be divided into three parts including sensor and electronic hardware, power supply and ZigBee network interface.

A. Electronic Hardware and Sensor

The e-nose is composed of an acquisition module comprising the sensors and the signal conditioning circuitry, and an interface to the ZigBee transponder, also a different protocol transponder or a data-logger that records the data in an SD memory can be used [4]. For specific applications in medical and hospital environments, the following sensors are provided: LM335 sensors for detecting temperature, HIH-4000-001 for relative humidity, TGS2620 for CH\textsubscript{4} and TGS2602 to monitor CO, MQ811 for CO\textsubscript{2}, and MQ137 for NO\textsubscript{x}, and MQ131 for O\textsubscript{3} and MQ136 for SO\textsubscript{2}.

The criterion for the choice of these sensors was based on the need for covering the greatest range of pollutants to be observed in hospital environment [Table I].

These sensors are semiconductor gas sensors and they are widely used for detecting inflammable gases and certain toxic gases in air. The adsorption or reaction of a gas on the surface of the semiconducting material induces a change in the density of the conducting electrons in the polycrystalline surface of the semiconducting material, which has low conductivity in clean air. In the presence of a detectable gas, the sensor resistance decreases depending on the gas concentration in the air. An electrical circuit can convert the change in resistance to an output signal operating the preliminary correction as a function of temperature and humidity.

B. Power supply

A very simple and low cost constant voltage power supply has been used. Main feature is 5 V DC, 1 A (high current for gas sensor header supply). The circuit is designed around ON’s NCP1014 integrated controller with internal mosfet in a discontinuous mode flyback topology. A low drop serial regulator IC has been used to reduce 5 Volts outputted to 3.3 volts for ZigBee transponder supply. Due to low current used by the transponder, the dissipated thermal power is about 170 mW. In order to evaluate the features of powerline communications an OFDM-based modem is also present on the board [Figure 1-2].

C. ZigBee Modules

ZigBee technology is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, which also represents the personal area wireless network (PAN) [4]. ZigBee is characterized by its low cost, low power consumption and miniaturization.

The ZigBee stack architecture defines two layers, namely, the physical layer and the medium access control sub-layer. The ZigBee alliance provides the network layer and the framework in the application layer. In the test-bed a commercial ZigBee module has been used (XTR-ZB1-xHE from Aurel). From specifications, the line of sight distance of this module can extend up to 1000 feet (open air) with power consumption of 350 mW. ASCII strings commands are used to configure the module (PAN ID, channel scan function, time to join the network, destination address, hopping parameters, data baud rate, sleep mode function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Typical concentrations</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>Decomposition of organic matter; combustion</td>
<td>380 ppm throughout the troposphere</td>
<td>MQ811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Decomposition of organic matter; combustion of fossil fuels</td>
<td>0.05 ppm unpolluted air, 10-50 ppm in the urban traffic areas</td>
<td>TGS2602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>Decomposition of organic matter; natural gas emission</td>
<td>1-2 ppm throughout the troposphere</td>
<td>TGS2620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO\textsubscript{x}</td>
<td>Electric shock; internal combustion engines, combustion of organic matter</td>
<td>0.01 ppm unpolluted air, 0.5 ppm in air pollution</td>
<td>MQ137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>Electric shock; photochemical smog</td>
<td>Up to 0.01 ppm in the air unpolluted, 0.5 ppm in photochemical smog</td>
<td>MQ131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>Volcanic gases, forest fires, fossil fuels, roasting ore</td>
<td>Up to 0.01 ppm in the air unpolluted, 0.5 ppm in photochemical smog</td>
<td>MQ136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td>-10 °C to +40 °C</td>
<td>LM335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-100% relative</td>
<td>HIH-4000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
etc). This ZigBee module uses a frequency band at 2.4 GHz and 128 bits cryptography. We have employed a stylus external antenna in order to work also in reinforced concrete buildings. The Figure 3 depicts a ZigBee module (on the right).

In general, a ZigBee network can be implemented using one of topologies, as depicted in left side of the Figure 3. The used modules adopt the mesh topology allowing nodes to have as many paths as possible for communication. As a result, the mesh topology is very reliable and the extension of the network size can be done with a simple reconfiguration (up to 6 links in the used Aurel firmware). However, this network topology requires each node to be activated for most of the time, thus consuming more energy than other topologies. The base node is realized using the same module, with specific network interface (in our case USB) collecting data from all nodes in the network.

A previously-tested database, MySQL base was used for storing data. Before storing, two relevant operations are made on the row-data. The first one is needed to correct the sensors output for temperature and humidity dependence [5]. The second one is needed to reduce the ambiguity of this class of sensors.

It is well known that low-cost oxide-based resistive sensors are sensitive to a wide spectrum of VOCs, however their selectivity is generally low [6] thus providing an ambiguous response in terms of individual components of the gas mixture. Several attempts have been made to overcome this problem. With reference to tin oxide chemical sensors, two typical measurement strategies are employed [7]: multi-sensor arrays or dynamic measurements based on a single sensor [8].

In this paper, according to previous works of the same authors, an IF THEN inference system is used [10]. The experimental results seem to be in good agreement with what has been previously observed experimentally for these systems and show the effectiveness of the proposed method consistent with those in literature.

III. APPLICATION AND CASE STUDY

In hospitals both medical gas cylinders and compressed gases are used. The most commonly used gases are: oxygen, air, carbon dioxide, propane, acetylene and anesthetic gases (nitrous oxide and halogenated agents). They are generally available in vial forms. These substances, with their distribution systems are the subject of close attention for a
proper assessment and management of potential chemical hazards in a hospital [12]. We can suppose that in a hospital there could be:

- Operating rooms and medical center
- Hospital rooms
- Offices
- Laboratories and kitchen
- Hall and open public areas
- Unattended rooms.

Here, several logistic and health activities are performed and these require the adoption of specific security measures. In particular, the operating rooms [11] are equipped with ventilation and air change systems and fixed monitoring stations. In fact, here there are many pollution sources due to the several activities performed by the staff.

Another important issue regards air quality of hospital rooms and medical center, equipped with air conditioning systems. Therefore, in these areas, it is important to adhere to air quality safety features by equipping the rooms with humidification and dehumidification system, filtration, and air flow regulation devices. In fact, in these rooms microclimatic conditions must be respected according to Italian standards, (referring to D. P.R. 01/14/1997). In these areas, however, air quality can be altered (e.g., a low number of air changes per hour, cigarette smoke, etc). This situation cannot be detected, because in these places there are not any monitoring devices.

The same thing could occur within the laboratories. They are a potential source of chemical hazard. Here, the solvents and detergents have to be used, in accordance with appropriate safety procedures (under the hood, with gloves and masks). However, they could cause accidental releases of hazardous substances thus bringing about dangerous situations such as poisoning or fire.

The kitchens are hazardous too for the presence of propane gas. Specific risk areas may also be halls (open public room) and administrative offices. For adequate air exchange, these places must be equipped with efficient air conditioning systems and active and passive ventilation systems providing fresh air circulation. A default of air exchange may be a source of microbiological risk, causing the inhalation of microbial aerosol or deposition of contaminated particles. Particular attention should be given also to the unattended areas, which represent approximately 20-30% of all hospital. The lack of staff to check regularly or occasionally spills, changes in humidity or other similar risks is a condition that deserves attention. They are typically intended for ancillary services to health care:

- Technical areas
- Paper archives
- Computer rooms

- Conducted for the gas adduction gas and other products within the hospital
- Power and data distribution lines.

In normal conditions there are not gas leaks and therefore the direction does not perform a periodic inspection. In fact, usually, technical staff is only in charge of annually maintenance operation, with the exception of occasional conditions, such as emergency or concurrent events (restructuring, maintenance) [14].

The fire detection system, as required by the regulations for public and private healthcare settings, is the only security measure that is effective in these places.

In addition, many of these spaces are also used to store laboratory materials, disused electrical devices or waste. This stuff stationed here for a long time.

In fact, the material can show the signs of wear over the times. This could cause small leaks of various kinds of substances, sometimes with harmful consequences. It should also be recalled that seasonal temperature changes i.e., the climatic variations occurring from warm to cold seasons in these storage rooms involve a high risk of incorrect maintenance of materials, for instance the degradation of papers or radiological materials. In many cases, these risk situations are very difficult to cope with if there is no outside automatic control.

In these conditions, the environmental relief appears to be very complex. It will be measured only by the subjective perception of people entering into the room (smell of damp, smelly material, acrid smell of gas). The devices that can detect the problem are extremely expensive and complex (e.g., hygrometer, gas detector, samples of chemicals).

These phases of control, however, are not very useful in...
emergency situations that may arise from sudden emission of toxic gases, when we have not time to sample the surrounding air and analyze it with sophisticated instruments that provide detailed concentrations of pollutants, but require extremely long time to report a hazard [13].

According to the aim of this paper, the wireless e-nose was tested in three operating rooms, in the hall and an office of a public hospital. The first test has been realized in an office on the 4th floor with a courtyard window. The office belongs to a Head Physician. Row-data (electric output of the sensors as ratio Ro/Rs) from the sensor, except for direct voltage output sensors (LM335 and HIH-4000-001) are shown in Figure 4. The same data after humidity/temperature correction and disambiguation are shown in Figure 5 according to [10].

![Figure 4. Gas concentration (ppm) of the acquisition realized within a 4th floor office of the hospital with a courtyards window.](image1)

The second test has been realized in the hall of the Hospital with the access to Emergency Room. The hall is open and exposed to an urban traffic-congested street, with private cars, ambulances and bus. There are at least 30 persons including patients, relatives, staff and waiting persons. Gas concentrations in ppm are reported in Figure 6.

The last test has been made in a surgical room. As already reported in [4] all operating rooms are equipped with continuous monitoring stations and they have air conditioning and ventilation systems with HEPA filters. The volume of each room is 25 m². The presented data are related to a plastic surgery facility (specifically in relation to mastectomy operation). The smell of alcohol was perceived by the operators, probably due to use of Betadine (alcohol disinfectant), Sevoflurane (vaporized) and Propoform.

During the surgery operation, the door of the operating room is often open or ajar and there is continuous passing-by of personnel (doctors, nurses and auxiliary ones). An electrosurgical device was used. Gas concentrations of the monitoring performed in operating rooms on the 1th floor in 1 hour of acquisition, are shown in Figure 7 and, after 25 minutes, a probably sensor saturation can be seen, synchronized to use electrosurgical devices and a strong smell perceived by the operators.

![Figure 5. Gas concentration (ppm) of the acquisition realized within a 4th floor office of the hospital with a courtyards window.](image2)

The second test has been realized in the hall of the Hospital with the access to Emergency Room. The hall is open and exposed to an urban traffic-congested street, with private cars, ambulances and bus. There are at least 30 persons including patients, relatives, staff and waiting persons. Gas concentrations in ppm are reported in Figure 6.

The last test has been made in a surgical room. As already reported in [4] all operating rooms are equipped with continuous monitoring stations and they have air conditioning and ventilation systems with HEPA filters. The volume of each room is 25 m². The presented data are related to a plastic surgery facility (specifically in relation to mastectomy operation). The smell of alcohol was perceived by the operators, probably due to use of Betadine (alcohol disinfectant), Sevoflurane (vaporized) and Propoform.
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

In this study, six gas sensors were used to test air quality inside different rooms and areas of a public hospital. It should be noted that after a warming up period (some minutes for data sheet, about 1 hour in our tests) the sensors are able to measure the presence of pollutants in the air.

Typical responses of gas sensing measurement are shown. None of the data are reposted by the existing sensor. Some of these data show the exceeding of the limits imposed by a directive of Italian Public Health policy.

But low-cost solid state sensors are generally sensitive to a number of different gases and are characterized by a high response to the temperature and the humidity. In this work, the problem of discrimination abilities of these sensors has been solved. The basic idea grounds on the hypothesis that, if the same gas is actually measured by two or more sensors, then their estimated concentrations will be similar, with accuracy related to the number of concordant sensors. The sensors are connected to the hub using the ZigBee protocol. Main features of this choice refer to the high connectivity ability. In particular, the adopted mesh topology is very reliable and extension of the network size can be done without reconfiguration.

Joining these two technologies a very cheap gas sensor network arrangement has been realized, tested and proposed in this paper.

The same technology, tested for a hospital application, can be used in any class of application. Farms, workshops, offices, public area can suffer from air contamination. The classical solutions, based on air sample or chemical tests are very slow and expensive. Moreover, the proposed solution does not require wiring and fixed installation, it is possible to reconfigure dynamically the network configuration. As described, a kit with a mixture of different selectivity e-noses can be considered as a smart and cost effective solution to emergency air monitoring.

Therefore, the experimental results, albeit grounding on a set of catalytic sensors, seem to support the idea that smart compositions of low-cost sensors are able to manifest surprising discrimination abilities. The achieved goals are in line with our expectations and show that overall our system is able to perform an analysis, efficient enough to be of practical use. Future works will focus on studying further improvements of the system for getting higher accuracy level measurements.
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Design of Noise Measurement Sensor Network: Networking and Communication

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) design is usually application oriented [1]. Different applications have different requirements and objectives in protocol design. Though there are plenty of proposals published for WSN, yet a specific application needs a specific solution which is usually an optimization and trade-off between available proposals.

In many countries, environmental acoustic noise is regarded as a critical metric for working and living comfort. Recent studies have shown that if people are exposed to environmental noise levels that are too high, this increases the risks for hearing problems but it also contributes to ischemic heart diseases, hypertension and sleep disorders [2][3]. The European Commission also states that environmental noise negatively affects productivity and that it is one of the major environmental problems in Europe [4].

The traditional way of conducting noise measurements is cumbersome: A technician has to carry a Sound Level Meter (SLM) to a measuring location, set the meter up for a necessary measurement which usually takes several hours and repeat this procedure for all the measuring points. The disadvantages of this method are obvious: 1) a commercial SLM is expensive, making large-scale measurements very costly, 2) point-by-point measurements make the results incoherent timewise, 3) due to the lack of a communication facility, the measured result will not be available in real-time, and 4) SLM needs full attention, which is increasing the work load.

There is a requirement for measuring acoustic noise in both industrial and residential areas in the Ostrobothnia area of Western Finland. In Kokkola city area, officials need a flexible and inexpensive method to monitor environmental noise. Noise sources include loading cargo on a train or a rock concert, among others. Thus the measuring system should be able to cover a large area, such as a university campus, an industrial park, or a residential block. System should be able measure over weekend and store continuous noise levels (1s samples). Real-time data is needed when monitoring rock concert so that officials could react on time. This local need and disadvantages associated with the traditional method gave us the motivation for the design and implementation of a wireless noise sensor network. In such a WSN, a set of wireless sensor nodes are scattered within a concerned area. Each node measures the acoustic noise level at its location, and the measured data is collected by a sink node. Compared with the traditional method, the designed system has the following significant advantages: 1) cost reduction in both sensing devices and workload; 2) real-time, multi-point, coherent measurement; and 3) minimal attention required. The uniqueness of this application is that it combines routing, global synchronization, and scheduling under a single framework. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section II outlines the related work concerning environmental noise monitoring. In section III we illustrate the details of protocol design, including platform selection, protocol stack architecture, timing and synchronization, link-state routing etc.; in section IV the results and corresponding analysis are given; Section V summarizes the design and provides some prospects for future work with this application.

II. RELATED WORK

Transmission of noise sensor measurements in real-time also sets special demands for network protocols. As far as
we know, there are only few reports in literature resembling our approach to the problem. This is because wireless noise measurement for WSN is quite special. Thus we review reports and commercial tools related to wireless noise measurement.

The work carried out in [5] is probably the most related one to our project. In that project the Tmote Sky platform was used, and sensors were deployed to measure road traffic noise. From the measured data it is possible to count the number and type of vehicles. The authors assert that large-scale noise measurement using a WSN solution is possible. However, the accuracy of their measurements is not mentioned, and the calibration of nodes was left as an open issue in their work. The sampling rate is set at 8kHz due to the CPU/ADC limit, which does not cover the proper acoustic frequency range.

In [6] the authors stated that wireless sensor network is feasible for the use in environmental noise monitoring. They also evaluated three hardware platforms and two data collection protocols. By using their own custom noise level sensor, demanding noise level calculations could be delegated to dedicated hardware. Their protocol comparison results showed that CTP (Collection Tree Protocol) with LPL (Low Power Listening) provides better performance in terms of energy efficiency compared to CTP and DMAC protocols.

There is a Bluetooth-based solution for noise measurement available in market [7]. In this solution, a Bluetooth piconet which supports a maximum of 5 noise sensor nodes can be deployed. It does not support multi-hop communication, and therefore the application’s scale is quite limited.

In SoundEar Pro [8], 10 independent noise level meters can send data wirelessly to the PC within maximum range of 70m. There was no mention about the technology employed in this.

APL Systems Aures [9] is a wireless noise measurement network, which can measure noise levels at multiple points at the same time. The technology behind the product is hidden, but it is told that system works in single a cluster, containing a single network controller and Aures devices.

Compared to reviewed solutions, our system has significant advantages. With multi-hop feature, our wireless noise measurement network is able to cover a large area. Low-cost design makes system much cheaper, decreasing the costs of installation. Because the system uses battery powered sensor nodes with dynamic data routing in network, it is also more flexible than any of the reviewed systems. By choosing suitable duty cycles, the lifetime of the designed battery-powered measurement network can be extended to months.

III. PROTOCOL DESIGN

We only describe the networking and communication function design in this document. The sensing function, hardware design and energy consumption results can be found in [10].

A. Design Objectives

The network is able to support multi-hop tree topology so that a large area can be covered. For example, monitoring environmental noise of surrounding areas of open air rock concert, the network should cover several hundred square meters. In a network size this means that it has 2-3 clusters which each includes 3 to 6 noise sensors. Throughput should be high enough so that the loss of data does not affect the precision of long-term statistics. A global synchronization is necessary in order to produce timely correlated noise data.

The sensors are able to measure the acoustic noise continuously for a long enough period, usually for a whole weekend, and the cost of sensor nodes must be minimized.

The most challenging feature of this application is the collection of large amount of noise data (72 bytes every 5 seconds for every sensor node in network) from the whole network, and delivering that to the sink node in a very short communication window. When a sensor node is measuring the noise, it has to turn off the radio transceiver due to that 1) noise ADC (Analog-to-Digital Conversion) sampling can not be interrupted, 2) radio activities are the source of significant interference to the sampling circuits. This leaves only a short time for all the sensor nodes to send and receive.

Our first design was to let the sensor nodes near the SINK relay data for the remote sensors. Soon we found that it had a severe scaling problem when the number of sensors grows. In order to alleviate the bursty traffic, relay nodes are introduced for the remote sensors. Thus our target WSN contains a SINK node, a set of relay nodes, and a set of noise sensor nodes. The network topology is a multi-hop tree with SINK as the root of the tree. The sensor nodes can be deployed at any arbitrary location in the area concerned. An example application of such a network is shown in Figure 1. The relay nodes take care of relaying sensor packets to the sink.

B. Platform Selection

We choose IEEE 802.15.4 standard [11] compatible modules as our design platform for the following reasons:

1) We had already integrated (microcontroller + RF) modules, with the cross-layer architecture CiNet[12] implemented, which helped reducing the node size and the power consumption as well as the load on software development.
2) IEEE 802.15.4 is the de facto standard for WSN. This guarantees the portability and continuity of the project.
3) A sophisticated CSMA/CA MAC protocol eases the design of upper layer protocols.
4) IEEE 802.15.4 offers radio link statistics in terms of Receive Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) or Link
Quality Indication (LQI). This helps to implement a high throughput link-state routing protocol.

In practice, two platforms are included in our development: one is a microcontroller-RF separated solution (Atmega128+CC2420) and the second is an integrated solution (Jennic JN5148). They work seamlessly in our testbed network.

C. Networking and Synchronization

We developed an integrated synchronization and routing protocol denoted as SYNC2SINK[13] to achieve our objectives. The SYNC2SINK protocol enables the nodes to establish and maintain a route to the sink using the information contained in synchronization frames. SYNC2SINK is built on the CiNet protocol stack[12], which is a cross-layer architecture in which time, radio link state, battery and topology information are shared by sensing, packet transmission and reception, and route table maintenance. The architecture of CiNet can be seen in Figure 2.

In the SYNC2SINK protocol a node works periodically in 4 phases: synchronization phase, sensing phase, data communication phase, and optional sleep phase for energy saving. In this particular application the noise measurement has to be done continuously so that the sleep phase is removed. Thus the target network works periodically for synchronization, sensing, and data communications, denoted as $T_{syn}$, $T_{sen}$, and $T_{com}$, respectively. However, note that during $T_{sen}$, the radio part of the sensor nodes must be turned off due to the uninterruptability of noise sampling and interference reduction. Because the sensed data must be time-stamped, the SINK is synchronized by a server. The sensing phase is started synchronously right after the synchronization phase. The timeline activity of the network is shown in Figure 3.

The SINK broadcasts SYNC frames periodically, with the period denoted as $T$. The frame size is 128 bytes in IEEE 802.15.4 networks. A current data frame can fit maximum of 4.5 second of noise data. Due to that, a 5 seconds sync period is chosen of which sensing phase is 4.5 seconds and 0.5 seconds is transmission phase. The broadcasting of SYNC has four functions: 1) let the whole network become synchronized, 2) let the relay nodes establish a route back to SINK, and 3) let the sensor nodes select the best relay node. The SYNC frame structure is shown in Figure 4(a) it has a length of 16 bytes, and function of its fields is given in Table I. More detailed function of the fields is illustrated in the following section.

Correspondingly, in each synchronization period a sensor node sends a DATA frame back to the SINK. The length of the DATA frame is variable and the structure of DATA frame can be seen in Figure 4(b), in which the SeqNo field and GlobalTime is copied from the latest SYNC. $SrcAddr$ and $PredAddr$ are the addresses of the sending node and its predecessor, respectively. This address couple is used by the SINK to figure out the network topology.

A relay/sensor node must be synchronized by the a SYNC frame, as it is not possible to relay or deliver any data if no
Table I
SYNC FRAME STRUCTURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field (octet)</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Indicate that this is a SYNC frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeqNo (1)</td>
<td>$s_i$</td>
<td>Sequence number that increments every cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINKAddr (2)</td>
<td>$\Lambda_{\text{sink}}$</td>
<td>Network address of the originating sink (short IEEE 802.15.4 MAC address)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PredAddr (2)</td>
<td>$\Lambda_{\text{pred}}$</td>
<td>the predecessor of the sending node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL (1/2)</td>
<td>$TTL^*$</td>
<td>The upper nibble is the initial value of TTL and kept constant during the broadcasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxTTL (1/2)</td>
<td>$TTL^*$</td>
<td>the lower nibble is set by SINK as $TTL^* = TTL$ and decremented by each node, so that the nodes can calculate the hop count to the SINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bat (1/2)</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>The upper nibble, indicating the battery residual of the sending node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINKAddr (2)</td>
<td>$\Lambda_{\text{sink}}$</td>
<td>Network address of the originating sink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSSI (1)</td>
<td>$\Psi$</td>
<td>Indicate the link quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thpt (1)</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Downlink throughput, basically a statistic of SYNC frame reception rate, can be used to estimate the uplink performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CmdData (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Network command given out by SINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlobalTime (4)</td>
<td>$G_t$</td>
<td>Global time in seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. (a) SYNC frame structure

Figure 6. Problem of simple first-SYNC-routing

route is established. The relay/sensor node must follow a strategy where:

1) When powered up, a node sets the radio module to receive the mode and starts waiting for a SYNC frame for a SYNC-hunting time $t_{s_h}$ when $t_{s_h} \geq T$.
2) If the SYNC frame is received within $t_{s_h}$ time, the node takes the information from the SYNC to the route entry which contains 1) SINKADDR, 2) seqno, 3) predecessor addr, 4) Hop-count to SINK, 5) Link Quality (RSSI); then rebroadcasts the SYNC after the decrementing TTL field. The node is then running in Synchronized mode.
3) If no SYNC frame has been received within $t_{s_h}$, the node turns off the radio and sleeps for a random backoff time $t_{b_k}$. When $t_{b_k}$ expires, the node goes back to Step 1. Such an operation will prevent the node from spending unnecessary energy in SYNC-hunting mode.
4) If the node is in synchronized mode and the next $m$ consecutive SYNC frames are missed, the node will turn back to sync-hunting mode.

The state-transition diagram of the nodes is shown in Figure 5.

D. Link-State Routing

In our first design, the relay/sensor nodes establish the route path to the SINK by the taking parameters of the first received SYNC frame (i.e., a greedy algorithm). We found that the DATA frame Packet Receive Ratio (PRR) to SINK was very poor. This is due to the fact that radio links established by the strategy may be poor, because the first arrival SYNC usually comes from a node over the maximum distance. As shown in Figure 6(a), a better choice might be to have a two-hop route from node C to node A, using node B in the middle as a relay, even though C hears SYNC from the A node first.

In order to overcome this problem, we adopt a link-state routing protocol (Power-Aware Routing - PAR[14]). We utilize RSSI, which is a default IEEE802.15.4 MAC layer information. Upon the reception of a SYNC frame, the receiving node can choose a more favourable predecessor as a relay to SINK. According to [15], [16] and a number of related works, an RSSI > -75dBm or equivalently LQI > 90 indicates a PRR > 90% over a single link.

The logic of PAR can be depicted as: if a node has received a SYNC frame with new SeqNo, it takes the sender of this SYNC as predecessor and mark the RSSI in the route entry; If a node has received a SYNC frame with the same SeqNo, it compares the RSSI with the previous one in the route entry. If 1) the new SYNC RSSI is within the range between a lower limit $Q_1$, and a higher limit $Q_2$, 2) the old one is less than $Q_1$, 3) the hop count of the new one is no more than the old one plus 2, and 4) the sending node’s predecessor is not the receiving node; the receiving node will replace the route entry by the new SYNC’s information. If all the SYNC frames that come to this node have RSSI lower than the threshold, the node will simply use the first
Figure 7. Flowchart of SYNC frame processing (Re.\textit{x} represent the parameter stored in Route Entry)

one. Here we set a higher limit \( Q_H \) in order to prevent too short hops. As an example illustrated in Figure 6(b), both B and C have a poor link to A; however, when B receives a rebroadcast SYNC frame from C with a good RSSI, it shall not replace A by C as its predecessor.

The flowchart about the processing of a SYNC frame is given in Figure 7. The result of adopting the link-state routing can be seen in Section IV.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Before setting up a testbed network, important parameters such as \( T_{com} \), \( T_{syn} \) must be determined. These parameters are tightly bounded by the hardware properties such as clock oscillator precision, physical and MAC layer features of IEEE 802.15.4 such as CSMA/CA slot time and contention window. As mentioned in Section III, noise sampling must be as continuous as possible —therefore both \( T_{syn} \) and \( T_{com} \) shall be kept small.

A. SYNC Phase Time \( T_{syn} \)

A broadcast frame in IEEE 802.15.4 MAC does not require acknowledgement. According to the analysis in [17], the upper-limit time of broadcasting a SYNC takes

\[
t_{bc} = \text{randombackoff}([0, 2^3 - 1] \times 320\,\mu s) + \text{datatfrmaeduration}(352\,\mu s) + \text{turnaroundtime}(192\,\mu s).
\]

This gives that the maximum \( t_{bc} = 2784\,\mu s \). Thus the phase time for synchronization is

\[
T_{syn} = T_{syn}^* \times t_{bc} \times D
\]

where \( D \) is the node density in terms of the node number that can hear each other in a given area.

This analysis does not consider the processing delay in each rebroadcasting node, which is actually a variable due to the task scheduling features of the running operating system. However, the processing of a broadcast message should be set as the highest priority task because this type of messages usually contains network management/control information, thus resulting in very short delay comparing to \( T_{syn} \).

B. Transmission Scheduling

At the end of every cycle, each sensor node generates a DATA frame and sends it out. If we try to deliver all the data frames to the SINK within a small time slot, it will create a burst of radio traffic and PRR can not be optimistic. In order to mitigate the problem, we set up both inter-layer and intra-layer transmission schedules. Here “layer” means the hop count to the SINK.

Inter-layer scheduling is based on hop count to the SINK, denoted as \( H \). Each relay node schedules the radio transceiver into the transmitting mode by

\[
t_{tx}(H) = C \cdot (T_{syn}^* - H) + T_0 = C \cdot T_{syn} + T_0
\]

where \( C \) is the scaling constant, and \( T_0 \) is the cycle starting time. Figure 8 shows an example. By this scheduling the remote nodes start the forwarding of DATA frames earlier than those closer to the SINK, and data frames are accumulated to the SINK in \( C \times T_{syn}^* \) time.

Intra-layer scheduling is done by the order of rebroadcasting SYNC frame. Since a SYNC frame can be heard by all the nodes in radio range, each node marks the sequence of its own broadcasting, and schedules the transmission by

\[
t_c(S) = t_{tx}(H) + (S \mod D') \cdot C'
\]
Figure 10. Time Adjustment between Server PC and the SINK

Table II

| Testbed network settings | 5 sec. | 1 80 bytes 1/4 sec. 0.001 sec. 0.15 sec. 7200 sec. or over night 150 varying |
|--------------------------|-------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Cycle time $T$           |       |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |
| Data frames $k$ per cycle|       |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |
| Data frame length $T_{trun}$, $T_{sen}$ |      |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |
| Node time precision $C$  |       |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |
| Inter-layer Delay Constant $C$ |      |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |
| Run time of each scenario $Q_H (LQI)$, $Q_L (LQI)$ |      |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |

C. Server-Sink Synchronization

The SINK acts simply as a passthrough gateway between the WSN and a webserver which manages the sensor data in the SQL database. Therefore the measurement must follow the server time so that sensor data can be correctly stored and displayed. The connection between the server and the sink is either a direct RS-232 link or a GPRS channel. In order to synchronize with the server time, a fine adjustment is implemented between the SINK and the server as illustrated in the follow.

Right after a SYNC frame has been sent out, the SINK immediately sends a polling message to the server. After the reception of the polling message, the server records the time when the message arrives, and compares it with the time of the previous arrival, denoted as $δ_i = t_{i+1} - t_i - T$, and immediately sends $δ_i$ in a reply message, as shown in Figure 10. The SINK adjusts its next SYNC broadcasting time by $T_{i+1} = T_i + T + δ_i$. This adjustment will force the SYNC broadcasting to follow the server time.

This simple time adjustment worked fine in our testbed. We tested the algorithm for nearly 1 day and the synchronization was maintained well (with mean $δ$ only 0.0767 ms).

D. Test Settings

We designed 5 scenarios to test different aspects of our communication protocol. In the first scenario, we examined our synchronization performance. In the second scenario, we tested the link-state routing performance by varying the LQI threshold, to obtain an optimal LQI threshold. In the third scenario, single-hop capacity was tested. The last two scenarios were designed to verify dynamic routing and multi-hop communication performance, respectively. More detailed protocol parameter settings are given in Table II for all the scenarios.

We first put five noise sensor nodes in a coffee room to exam the synchronization performance. Figure 11 shows the time-line of the measurement results, and it can be seen that they are time-correlated.

Then we set up a test network which has nine relay nodes
and one SINK at 4th floor of our laboratory building. In each cycle, a relay node produces one data frame and sends it back to the SINK.

Figure 12 shows the link-state routing performance with different LQI thresholds. Note that $LQI_{th}=0$ (or RSSI=-128dBm) indicates a non-Link-State routing protocol. It can be seen that at $LQI_{th}=90$ (or RSSI=-75dBm) the PRR hits the maximum value in the multi-hop scenario, which improves PRR by 10% compared with that of $LQI_{th}=0$. A low LQI threshold results in that the network has smaller number of hops from the sink to the most remote nodes, but the radio link goodput is poor due to the long distance of the hops. On the other hand, a high LQI threshold gives a good radio link performance, but a remote data packet has to be relayed by more nodes back to the SINK, and it also aggravates the hidden node problem [18].

The third test was for single-hop capacity. We set up a number of sensor nodes as the first layer from a SINK. It can be seen that using intra-layer scheduling, one SINK can serve up to 14 sensor nodes with an average PRR greater than 96%. Table III shows the results of setting 12, 13, and 14 nodes respectively.

Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node No.</th>
<th>$P_{min}$</th>
<th>$P_{max}$</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9870</td>
<td>0.9978</td>
<td>0.9916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.9739</td>
<td>0.9942</td>
<td>0.9868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.9301</td>
<td>0.9892</td>
<td>0.9659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our next scenario was a two-hop setup with 1 relay and 16 sensors. This setup was meant to exam the dynamic routing performance. The result given in Figure 13 shows how well the dynamic link-state routing performs. The second column of Table IV shows the PRR results. A node mostly sends data to its closest SINK/relay, and in case of link fluctuation, almost all of them have tried the alternative route.

The last scenario was a 4-hop setup with 3 relays and 9 sensors. This setup was meant to exam the scalability of routing protocol. The setup scenario is shown in Figure 14. PRR results are in the third column of Table IV. Results are good and it shows that scheduling works.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we report the design and implementation of a protocol suite for a WSN application which measures the instantaneous environmental acoustic noise in a given area. The protocol features synchronization, link-state routing, and can be deployed/retrieved quickly. A good packet delivery ratio is achieved by carefully adjusting the timing and link-state parameters. The most significant unique feature of our design is the support of multi-hop communications, which makes large-scale noise measurement possible. This feature has not been seen in any peer solution.
Table IV
2-HOP AND 4-HOP LINK-STATE PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node addr</th>
<th>PRR 2-hop</th>
<th>PRR 4-hop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>012</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>013</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. INTRODUCTION

The military areas of operation are becoming less contiguous, creating broad surveillance areas that are increasingly more difficult to monitor. The security and force protection of observation posts, for instance, face particular challenges especially when relocation may not be an option due to the requirements of the mission. In addition, the more urban deployment locations of modern military operations include buildings and other man-made structures that block lines of sight creating challenges for reconnaissance systems.

To meet the needs of contemporary deployments, the military requires a sensor system that can detect, classify, and localize hostile forces 24 hours a day in all weather conditions. This system must enhance the surveillance of both critical terrain and nomadic installations to support the monitoring of cease-fire lines, demilitarized zones, encampments, and other high-value assets. As such, the sensor system should be able to reduce the operators’ workload while providing greater persistence, thereby freeing up troops for other tasks.

Conventional platform-based military sensor surveillance systems are usually large and expensive, requiring substantial manpower to operate and monitor [1]-[4]. These wireless systems have the ability to sense phenomena from their surrounding environment and communicate the gathered data to a base unit or gateway where the information is sent via long-haul communication to a command and control unit. The deployment requires that the sensors be placed strategically at a certain distance to the gateway to ensure that the sensor nodes are in line-of-sight (LOS) to the gateway or the base station. This deployment configuration results in limited coverage and single point of failures when deployed in complex terrain. Sharing detections and validation of events between sensor nodes is non-existent, which can result in high-levels of false alarms. The application of these systems is limited to predefined and fixed monitoring tasks. For fast and effective deployment, the usability of such systems is very constrained.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) have gained popularity particularly with the proliferation in Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) which have made possible the use of large networks of small wireless sensors that are inexpensive compared to the traditional sensors. Through distributed coordination, WSN are envisioned to enhance situational awareness and improve the effectiveness of military operations. This new generation of WSNS consists of collaborative sensing nodes that are equipped with many transducers, a processor, memory, batteries, and a radio that supports the formation of an ad hoc network for extended communication coverage [5]-[7]. Sensor nodes communicate in a multi-hop fashion to reach a gateway. This type of architecture can be referred to as a planar wireless sensor network. The gateway provides wireless long-haul connectivity between the sensor nodes and the backend command and control station. The gateway bridges the sensed data and alarms to a remote user using beyond line-of-sight (BLOS) communication. The advantages of having the sensor nodes communicate in an ad hoc fashion are that the network is more robust, link redundancy increases system reliability, and sensor nodes can be deployed more rapidly. Additionally, the sensor nodes can perform cross-cueing to validate events before sending the information to the gateway, hence reducing the number of false alarms. The drawback of transmitting the sensory data in a multi-hop fashion is that the throughput per node falls asymptotically with the number of nodes N as $O(\sqrt{1/N})$. Hence, when large areas need to be monitored, the number of sensor nodes as well as the number of hops to reach the gateway increases resulting in a decreased communication throughput and an increased delay.

A tiered networking architecture can be used to facilitate scalability and address this problem. A number of gateways
can be deployed and the sensor nodes can associate with the closest gateway to form clusters [8-10]. The gateways form the second level of the hierarchy and also form an ad hoc network. When using clustering techniques, one can reduce the number of hops required to reach the gateways and decrease the bottleneck around the gateway. Based on this motivation, we designed and implemented a tiered embedded WSN that exhibits a hierarchical networking architecture that we called Self-healing Autonomous Sensor Network (SASNet).

The SASNet system tackles the fundamental requirements of deployment effectiveness, usability, scalability, reliability, robustness and offers an agile surveillance system with a focus on improved operational flexibility and usability for military applications. SASNet aims at providing a holistic solution that facilitates rapid network deployment and concept of operations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the SASNet network architecture. Section 3 covers the deployment effectiveness and usability. In section 4, the performance of the tiered network is discussed as well the limitations of the network architecture. Section 5 provides the conclusion.

II. SASNET ARCHITECTURE

SASNet is a tiered embedded wireless sensor network that exhibits a hierarchical networking architecture, containing: low cost disposable sensors, the sensor nodes, for extended monitoring coverage; resource-rich specialized nodes, the fusion nodes, for aggregation, database and application processing; and a management node for the command and control by a remote operator.

A. SASNet Hardware

The sensor nodes form the level 1 tier of the network. A sensor node is composed of a transducer board for sensing, an ultrasound board for localization, and a Newtrax WN-200 board [11] for communication as shown in Figure 1. The sensor nodes communicate with each other on a non-IP network in non-standard frequency bands anywhere between 300 MHz and 1,100 MHz. They use also this band to communicate with the fusion node belonging to their cluster. The communication board supports data rates in the order of kbps.

The fusion nodes form the level 2 tier of the network. The fusion node hardware is shown in Figure 2. The fusion node consists of a TS7800 ARM embedded computer, a BU-353 GPS receiver, and three radios:

- The first radio operates within the tier-1 network to communicate with the sensor nodes in the lower UHF band.
- The second radio is a more capable radio (in term of data rate) using IEEE 802.11b. It is used to communicate using IP with other fusion nodes at the level 2 tier network in the higher UHF band at a maximum rate of 11Mbps.
- The third radio is a WiMax link between the fusion nodes and the management node. It supports data rates in the order of tens of Mbps.

The TS7800 ARM holds the database software, the fusion node application software, and the level 2 tier routing software. The database is contained in the flash memory.

The management node is at the level 3 tier of the network. The management node hardware consists of a laptop computer and a WiMax radio operating in the 5.8GHz band. The laptop holds the Graphical User Interface (GUI) software.

B. SASNet Networking Architecture

The SASNet hierarchical networking architecture is depicted in Figure 3. The sensor nodes lie at the first level (tier-1) of the hierarchy, where they perform basic operations and provide extended monitoring coverage. Sensor nodes are equipped with on board transducers such as acoustic, seismic, passive infra-red (PIR), magnetic and piezo-electric. They can detect the event of interest, validate the detection by performing cross-cueing, and facilitate classification. Each sensor node in the network acts as a router, forwarding data packets for its neighbor nodes. They form an ad hoc network on the fly and support a single radio interface for
bi-directional communication between the sensor nodes and the fusion node.

At the second level (tier-2) of the hierarchy, the fusion nodes provide a more comprehensive function such as database synchronization, cluster formation, application logic formation, and commanding. The fusion nodes receive information requests from users, keep track of command/response queries, task the sensor nodes, aggregate information, and store history of events that have occurred in the area covered by the fusion node. The fusion nodes can also act as actuators in the network, for example, to trigger an onboard or nearby camera to obtain near real-time imagery. Unlike the typical WSN, fusion nodes at the second level of the hierarchy also form an ad hoc network enabling extended coverage for larger deployment support. They are equipped with multiple radio interfaces for communication with the sensor nodes and other fusion nodes and for long-range data communications to reach the BLOS management node. The sensor nodes and fusion nodes form clusters that interconnect through capable fusion nodes to construct an unattended ground sensor system.

The management node (MN) at the third level provides the global view of the system for application, for operational control, and for system management. The fusion node uses a long-haul communication link to communicate with the management node. Authorized users can flexibly access the system from the fusion nodes at level 2 or from the management node at level 3. Using a handheld device, a laptop or a station PC, a user with proper authorization can query and subscribe to events, receive the alerts, and view histories of the system activities.

### III. DEPLOYMENT EFFECTIVENESS AND USABILITY

SASNet employs the concept of a sensor toolbox allowing for the assigned users to rapidly deploy the system. The sensor toolbox is a lightweight piece of equipment in which the soldier finds necessary tools to instrument an area of interest where remote surveillance tasks are conducted. The toolbox typically contains:

- Multiple sensing nodes supporting multiple sensors per unit (motion, vibration, sound, magnetic field, etc) and a communication module.
- One or multiple "fusion nodes" that manage the clusters, each consisting of a group of sensor nodes in an area of interest performing one common or multiple sensing tasks.
- One advanced sensor node per cluster, for example an EO sensor, capable of local image analysis.
- Handheld device unit(s) (HHD) used for deploying the network, tasking a cluster, and monitoring activities.

During the deployment, the fusion nodes are placed first and the user must ensure that they communicate with the management node. The fusion nodes are equipped with a GPS receiver and send their position to the management node and the handheld device. The fusion nodes can be connected directly to the management node using long-haul communication or to another fusion node using ad hoc routing technology when long-haul communication is not available on all fusion nodes. Once the fusion nodes have been deployed successfully, the sensor nodes are deployed and associate with the nearest fusion node to form clusters.

During the deployment, the handheld device user needs to quickly establish and verify the desired network communication coverage and effectiveness. As the nodes are being deployed, LEDs on the sensor nodes indicate if a network connection has been established to the fusion node or to another sensor node. Network formation is done autonomously. Once the sensor nodes in the system have calculated their position, completed auto-configuration and formed the network, users that are authorized to configure the system view the sensor nodes and the network status on their monitoring interface. Once all sensor nodes in a cluster have been deployed, the network formation of the cluster is verified by the user by tasking the system. After the nodes placement and tasking from the handheld device have been completed, the task is sent to the management node using the database synchronization scheme. The operator can then add additional tasks if necessary. The handheld device user can retreat to a covered area that may be a distance away from the monitored area.

Authorized users can formulate the query and/or the event subscription with desired contextual information such as period of time, geographical area, type of event to trigger on and an action to perform. An event subscription sets up the actions following a detection trigger, including further detection and confirmation of the event, sending an alarm for the event trigger, etc. A query can retrieve the past activity reports in the system. Users and operators can be at a distance of a few hundred meters to up to 1 km, or in some cases to up to 10 km from the instrumented area.
The user interface on the hand-held device allows navigation through the system information and quick setup of event subscription, tasking, and queries. The user can easily select the geographical area of interest, a period of interest in time, a pre-configured type of event and action such as classification of detected vehicle and alarm with event image reporting.

The operator at the command and control station has more time and can formulate more complex tasks that can be dispatched to the right area and nodes in the network. The useful basic patterns may include as examples, motion pattern detection such as stop, turning direction, and detection contextual information setup such as time, location, and count.

Event subscriptions and associated tasks can be flexibly modified during the operation to monitor new events or to obtain different contextual information of the monitored events. Upon the subscribed event triggering, the network performs the actions as assigned in the corresponding task to collect, coordinate, aggregate the detection information and to send report/alarm to the required destination device(s).

After completion of the SASNet operation for a certain mission, the system is decommissioned and reusable equipments are collected and placed back into the SASNet toolbox.

IV. PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF THE NETWORK

In this section, we use a simulation environment to evaluate the performance of the SASNet system in two different topologies.

The simulation environment is based on the discrete-event model using the OmNet++ architecture and runs the same protocol stack firmware as run on the nodes to simulate a wireless mesh network. The simulator can be easily configured via configuration scripts and results are obtained in the form of reports and detailed event lists. It is also possible to visualize the network topology at any time using Matlab/Octave.

The performance of the network was analyzed using simulation results for two deployment scenarios, namely a single-hop cluster and a multi-hop linear network. We considered the following performance metrics: average one-hop latency, average single node throughput, average rate of packet loss.

A. Scenario 1: Single-Hop Cluster Network

The first scenario represents a cluster of sensor nodes that connect directly to a fusion node in a single hop. We deployed clusters of sizes $N = \{5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15\}$ nodes in a star-topology where the fusion node is placed at the centre of a circle of radius 35m and the sensor nodes are placed at equal distances along the perimeter of the circle. This represents a worst-case congestion scenario as all nodes are in RF range of one another and therefore can experience interference from any other node in the network.

Once the cluster networks form in the simulator, we send 10 byte packets from every sensor at the same instants at two different rates: every second and every five seconds. This gives a packet rate of 16 bits/second and 80 bits/second from each sensor node respectively. We transmit packets continuously over a 4500 second interval.

In Figure 4, we show the average packet latency of the single-hop cluster networks of varying size at both packet rates. We see that when the sensor nodes transmit packets every 5 seconds, the latency per packet is between 2 and 6 seconds as the cluster size increases. For cluster sizes less than ten nodes when we send packets every second, the latency on a typical node is the same as when we send packets every five seconds. However for cluster sizes larger than 12 nodes, we see that the congestion in the network at 80 bits/second causes the latency to sharply increase.

In Figure 5, we show the average packet loss ratio for both sensor node traffic rates. Here we see that for clusters of less than 8 nodes and packet generation every 5 seconds (16 bits/sec) we get very low packet loss. However as the cluster size increases, the congestion of the medium sharply pushes the loss rate above 20%. For packets generated every second (80 bits/sec), the packet loss rate increases linearly above 10% for clusters of size 6 and greater. Sensor networks are known to exhibit severe packet losses due to congestion of a shared medium when supporting high data rates and this is often referred to as the Data Implosion Problem when many nodes simultaneously transmit to a centralized fusion node. This problem is especially exacerbated here because all nodes are in interfering RF range with each other and were forced to connect directly to the fusion node to create a worst-case scenario. The performance could be improved by deploying several fusion nodes to effectively share the network load.

![Figure 4. Average Latency for one-hop cluster networks where each sensor node sends data at 16bits/sec and 80bits/sec respectively.](image-url)
In Figure 6, we show the effective average throughput of a node in the cluster networks for the two different packet generation rates. To compare the results between the two packet rates, we have normalized each curve by the packet generation rate. For packets generated every 5 seconds, the throughput stays very close to the maximum achievable (16 bits/second) for cluster sizes below 9 nodes and then quickly decreases as the cluster size is increased towards 15 nodes. When packets are generated every second, the throughput drops off for all cluster sizes above 5 nodes in a linear manner.

B. Scenario 2: Multi-Hop Linear Network

The next set of scenarios studied were multi-hop linear networks of fixed distance between consecutive nodes with the fusion node at the head of the network. In all scenarios, the fixed inter-node distance was 70m between all nodes. At 15dBm transmission power, this creates a network such that any node is only in RF range of its two adjacent neighbors. We experimented with network lengths of \( N = \{5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 50\} \) nodes \((N - 1\) sensor nodes and 1 fusion node).

For each \( N \), we studied the performance of the linear network by sending one 10 byte packet from every sensor at the same instants at two different rates: every second and every five seconds. This gives a packet rate of 16 bits/second and 80 bits/second from each sensor node respectively. We transmit packets continuously over a 4500 second interval.

Compared to the star-topology, the linear network where each node is only in RF range of two adjacent neighbors will experience much less congestion of the RF medium. However as we shall discuss later, linear networks have their own congestion problems. In Tables I, II, and III we show the statistics for the latency, packet-loss, and normalized throughput for both data rates with linear networks of various number of nodes.

If we look at the performance at 16 bits/sec data rate, we see that we can successfully deliver all packets generated with optimal latency (about 0.2 sec/hop). When the data rate is increased to 80 bits/sec, for \( N \leq 25 \) we can deliver all packets with optimal or near optimal latency (0.356 sec/hop in a 25 node network). However for \( N \geq 25 \) nodes, we see that the performance begins to degrade. In particular, we see nodes close to the fusion node with latencies near 40 seconds for both 30 and 50 node linear networks with corresponding packet-loss rates of 95% and 99.5% respectively.

Unlike the star-topology network previously examined, the performance degradation as the length of the linear

---

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Nodes in Network</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg Latency Per Hop (sec)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Latency Per Hop</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Latency Per Hop</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StdDev Latency Per Hop</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Nodes in Network</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg Packet Loss Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Packet Loss Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Packet Loss Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StdDev Packet Loss Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Nodes in Network</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg Packet Loss Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Packet Loss Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Packet Loss Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StdDev Packet Loss Ratio</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
network increases is the result of buffers being filled at downstream nodes close to the fusion node. Basically, the nodes closer to the fusion node must route all the traffic generated further upstream and over an extended period of time, their buffers become full and they will drop packets when this happens. Again, this is a manifestation of the data implosion problem of large-scale sensor networks.

In fact, for \( N \geq 30 \) the average values in Tables I, II and III are somewhat statistically misleading on account of this data implosion. We see in these tables, that for more than 30 hops in the network, the variance on the latency, packet-drop, and throughput is on the same order of magnitude as the average value. In Figure 7, 8 and 9 we plot the average latency, packet-drop, and throughput of each node in a linear network to illustrate the relationship between the hop-distance to the fusion node and the node performance for \( N = \{25, 30, 50\} \) nodes.

Figure 7 demonstrates well the rapidly increasing per-hop latency as packets from downstream nodes get congested in the buffers of nodes closer to the fusion node. For \( N = 30 \) nodes, the latency starts to increase around the 11th node and gets rapidly worse as we approach the fusion node, and thus about 1/3 of nodes experience latencies far from the optimal value of about 0.2 sec/hop. For \( N = 50 \) nodes, the latency starts to increase around the 34th node and gets rapidly worse as we approach the fusion node and so about 2/3 of the nodes experience latencies far from the optimal value.

Looking at Figure 8, we see that as expected the packet-loss is much higher for the nodes closer to the fusion node. In fact for 50 node networks, the packet-loss is actually relatively low for hop-distances greater than 35 hops. At hop 34, the packet loss sharply swings to almost 100%. This same phenomenon happens at the 10th hop for a 30 node linear network. However, we should note here that if the network were allowed to run for a longer interval and continue to generate packets every second, we could expect that these downstream sensor nodes farther from the fusion node would one-by-one begin to experience exponentially increasing congestion and at this point there would be essentially no throughput in the network. Also note that contrary to our intuition, the node closest to the fusion node does not have the highest packet-loss rate. For example when we have a 50 node linear network, there is a region of about 30 nodes starting at the 5th node that has almost 100% packet-loss rates. The first 4 nodes after the fusion node have packet-loss rates between 75% and 90%. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. At first, congestion affects the nodes closest to the fusion node. However, as their buffers fill up and they drop packets this phenomenon spreads one node at a time down the network towards the last node in the network. After a certain point, there is so much congestion due to packet transmissions and retransmits that the packets from the last 1/3 of the network no longer even reach the nodes closest to the fusion node and so the load on these nodes is slightly less than the nodes in the middle of the network and they can successfully route more packets.

We also note here that the degradation of linear network performance at 80 bits/sec data rate is also a function of the time-window over which the packets are generated. For shorter windows, the linear network can successfully handle all the packets. For example, with a linear network of 50 nodes we can generate packets for 78 seconds (a relatively short window) continuously before the nodes close to the fusion node begin to experience buffer congestion and the resulting high packet-loss. For a 30 node network, we can support the 80 bit/sec packet rate for about 300 seconds before buffer congestion and the resulting high packet-loss. Indeed, we can imagine many sensor network applications where there is a large but short-lived burst of data (for example a vehicle moving quickly by all the sensor nodes) and so our networks could support the data generated in these cases. The durations we have tested in our simulations are really meant to give a worst-case and long-term picture of the network performance.

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Nodes in Network</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg Normalized Throughput</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Normalized Throughput</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Normalized Throughput</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StdDev Normalized Throughput</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. The Average Latency for a multi-hop linear network plotted as a function of hop distance to the fusion node for linear networks of length 25, 30, 50 nodes. Data packets are generated at each node at a rate of 80 bits/sec.
Figure 8. Average Packet Loss as a function of hop-distance to the fusion node for linear networks of length 25, 30, 50 nodes. Data packets are generated at each node at a rate of 80 bits/sec.

Figure 9. Average Throughput as a function of hop-distance to the fusion node for linear networks of length 25, 30, 50 nodes. Data packets are generated at each node at a rate of 80 bits/sec.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a tiered network architecture that results in an agile surveillance system with a focus on improved operational flexibility and usability. It was shown that two topology families, pure star and pure linear, are special-cases of what we could reasonably expect to form in an actual deployment of sensors in the field. In many applications it is reasonable to expect that not all sensor nodes will be in range of the fusion node and there will be some leap frogging because some sensors will be in range of 3 or more devices and so a pure linear network will form. Thus, what might be expected to form in the field would be closer to a hierarchical tree topology which will alleviate the buffer congestion seen in long linear networks and the wireless medium congestion seen in larger star-topology networks.
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Abstract—Road surface quality monitoring is an important requirement for efficient, safe and comfortable transportation. However, the data collection is made difficult by the scope of the data source. Therefore, participatory sensing is a promising approach for road damage assessment. We are developing a vehicular participatory sensing application using Android smart-phones for pothole detection. This paper describes lessons learned from our field tests, which have exposed the deficiencies in terms of collected data quality. Nevertheless, the tests provide invaluable experience for planning future field tests and improvements to the test execution procedure for vehicular sensing researchers. Based on empirical and analytical results, we conclude, that semi-automated ground-truth reference point recording by a human observer in a moving vehicle while doing the actual data collection is imprecise as a consequence of multiple technical and human factors. We also discuss the motivation, why careful pothole position marking and categorization by walking along the test track is capable of providing highly accurate ground-truth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Road surface damage (potholes, bumps, gaps, etc.) are a serious issues causing distractions for safe and comfortable transportation. Both drivers and road maintainers are interested to fix the problems as soon, as possible. To fix them, they first have to be identified. Centralized road inspection is difficult due to the scope of road infrastructure. Several pothole reporting systems already exist, including web sites, such as [1] [2]. However, they rely entirely on manual reports of individuals. The requirement for manual human interaction implies the low report rate, which, we believe, can in turn be increased dramatically by automated pothole detection and reporting systems.

We are developing a pothole detection system based on participatory sensing using Android smartphones in driving vehicles. Accelerometers and Global Positioning System (GPS) are used to detect and geotag potholes encountered during the ride. The system is envisioned to be added as a service to navigation systems, such as Waze [3], which people use on daily basis. That would enable large-scale pothole detection, reports to responsible authorities as well as publicly available pothole visualization map. Systems architecture and general principles are described in the Section II.

To evaluate our approach, a set of field tests (described in Section III) with multiple Android-based smartphones in a driving vehicle were performed and acceleration sensor data for more than five hours of driving were collected. The analysis of the data revealed both positive and negative results. On one hand, the initial ground-truth marking methodology was deficient. On the other hand invaluable knowledge about vehicular sensing experiment planning, execution and accurate ground-truth marking, and practical experience with multiple, distinct, Android devices was gained. We believe, that our concluding recommendations (described in Section IV) will improve the quality and reduce the time investment for experimental evaluation process of vehicular sensing application researchers. We state the proposed recommendations as our main contribution in this paper.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system (see Figure 1) consists of Android smartphones located in vehicles, acting as mobile agents in urban environment; and central server, which aggregates the data and provides web interface. 3-axis accelerometers are required for pothole detection, GPS for event geotagging and communication (either WiFi or Cellular) for data exchange with the server. The requirements are not too restrictive, as the components are available on most of Android phones.

The phone should be either fully charged or connected to a car charger, as the data collection process may require significant amount of energy. The most consuming components are the touchscreen, which can be turned off if no user interaction is required, and GPS, which can be optimized by combination of other localization methods [4].

The sensor sampling and event detection (in the particular case - potholes, but other types of events can be supported in general) is performed on the phone. Only reported events
are sent to the server, without raw sensor data. The server aggregates reported data and sends back other participant collected events upon request. Hence the data transmission channel utilization is very low, and the system has high scalability, which is an important factor for platforms intended for public and large-scale usage.

The system is intended for use in urban environments, at speeds up to 70km/h ($\approx 37$mph).

The event detection involves accelerometer data processing. We have adapted multiple algorithms from our own [5] and other researcher prior work experience. Briefly, our algorithms include vertical-axis acceleration and its standard deviation thresholding by amplitude. More in depth algorithm analysis is out of the scope of this paper.

III. FIELD TESTS

To evaluate the approach, data collected in real-world urban environment is required. Therefore a set of field tests were performed. Data was collected by multiple Android devices in a driving vehicle. Multiple drives were performed. Additionally, a laptop with external GPS device and a microphone was used as a reference, detecting potholes by audio data processing, using RoadMic methodology, described in our previous work [6].

Online event detection and audio notification was implemented for debugging reasons. Additionally, all the raw data was recorded for offline processing and analysis, to tune and assess the detection algorithms and collected data quality.

The test track (Figure 2) was selected due to three significant features it possesses: short enough to repeat multiple laps; diverse road segments, both very smooth and very rough; located in a realistic urban environment.

A. Test setup

The experimental setup and collected data characteristics is shown in Table I. Overall, the track is 4.4km long (2.73 miles). Five different Android smartphones were used: Samsung i5700, HTC Desire, Samsung Galaxy S, HTC Desire Z, and HTC HD2. Five different test drives were performed (25th and 28th of January, 10th and 28th of February, and 24th of March, 2011), using three different vehicles: BMW 323 Touring, Mitsubishi Space Wagon, and Mazda 323F. Besides accelerometer sensor, microphone data was recorded for future use. The first and second drives contained 3 test laps each, the third - one lap. The fourth and fifth drives contained 10 laps each.

During the first two drives no ground-truth was marked and the corresponding collected data is therefore only usable to get an impression of Android smartphone peculiarity, distinct device, vehicle and environmental factor impact on sensor data quality.

The goal of the third drive was an insight into ground-truth marking. A PC laptop with an external GPS and our custom built ground-truth marking application was used in the same driving vehicle, where Android phones were collecting accelerometer data. A human operator pressed spacebar each time he experienced a street damage initiated shake, and the software recorded local system time (with millisecond accuracy) accordingly. Offline pothole detection was performed, using multiple detection algorithms on the data collected in the third drive. The detected events were compared against ground-truth points. The results were unsatisfactory - only about 65% of the detected events were in ground-truth point vicinity. Unfortunately, it was unable to distinguish whether the source of the error is ground-truth inaccuracy, detection algorithm inappropriateness, or data set size. And the situation on the road had changed since the first drives, the ground-truth was not usable as a reference for the older data.

Therefore the fourth drive was performed, which was planned to overcome the drawbacks of the first drives. Ten laps of data collection and ground-truth recording with four different Android devices were performed, a total of 44 kilometers, more than two hours of data. Unfortunately inconsistencies in the used semi-automated ground-truth marking in the driving vehicle were discovered. It led to a conclusion, that manual ground-truth pothole marking is a
Table I
TEST DRIVE CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Phones</th>
<th>Laps</th>
<th>Minutes</th>
<th>Kilometers</th>
<th>Ground truth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011-01-25</td>
<td>BMW 323 Touring</td>
<td>Samsung i5700, HTC Desire, Samsung Galaxy S</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-01-28</td>
<td>Mitsubishi Space Wagon</td>
<td>Samsung i5700, Samsung Galaxy S</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-02-10</td>
<td>Mazda 323F</td>
<td>Samsung i5700, HTC Desire</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Yes, incomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-02-28</td>
<td>Mazda 323F</td>
<td>Samsung i5700, HTC Desire, Samsung Galaxy S, HTC Desire Z</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>Yes, incomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-03-24</td>
<td>BMW 323 Touring</td>
<td>Samsung i5700, HTC Desire, Samsung Galaxy S, HTC HD2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>Yes, complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

better method for accurate reference point selection. A more in-depth analysis is described in Section III-B.

The fifth drive was performed in conjunction with manual ground-truth marking. A total of 108 potholes were marked on the 4.4km long test track (Figure 4c). The points were recorded on pedestrian sidewalks and GPS signal was interrupted by high buildings. Therefore offline position correction was performed, by calculating simple perpendiculars to the mean trajectory of all the 10 laps of the fifth test drive, as shown in Figure 3. Preliminary analysis shows that collected data and marked ground-truth in the fifth drive are sufficiently accurate to perform further pothole detection algorithm evaluation.

The next two subsections describe the negative and positive inferences of the collected data.

B. The Dark Side

The offline data processing revealed several deficiencies of the fourth test drive. Semi-automated ground-truth marking mechanism seemed to be attractive due to two reasons. First of all, in such a way only the encountered potholes would be recorded. Second, it seemed a natural approach, compared to additional two hour walk with manual point-of-interest marking on the GPS device (Walking GPS approach [7]). As it turned out, the capabilities of semi-automated ground-truth point marking were overrated. It was imperfect both in terms of accuracy and time-efficiency.

Overall 1326 locations were marked during the 131 minute drive, shown in Figure 4a. Such a set of points cannot be used as ground-truth directly, therefore it was refined: only the points which had at least \( c \) other points (from other, distinct, laps) in their vicinity (no further than \( d \) meters) remained. A total of 273 ground-truth locations (21% of initial 1326 locations) remained after the refinement procedure with parameters \( c = 6 \) and \( d = 5 \) (Figure 4b). Although visually the refined locations correspond to expectations, more in depth analysis showed, that their usability is doubtful due to the following reasons:

1) There is no classification possibilities. All the potholes are considered equal, regardless of their actual size and significance. Multiple pothole type support in ground-truth marking software would be practically useless, as the human operator would not be able to categorize the potholes in a short period of time.
2) There is always a distance between the real pothole and the location of the button press, which is, unfortunately, undetermined and cannot therefore be eliminated by simple shift operations.
3) During a two hour drive the human ground-truth marking operator is loosing attention. Hence the last laps have less accurate ground-truth locations.
4) Lack of precisely defined methodology (when to press the button) leads to inconsistent results - a particular pothole is recorded in some laps, ignored in the rest.
5) GPS inaccuracy has a greater impact compared to Walking GPS approach, where it can be mitigated by standing a while at the same location and allowing GPS signal to stabilize.
6) The amount of shake the human perceives depends not only on the size and type of road irregularity, but also on vehicle speed and technical condition. Hence insignificant potholes might get recorded and significant ones ignored.
7) During the fourth test drive audio signal on a laptop was recorded and pothole detection by previously evaluated and reliable RoadMic [6] methodology was performed. And the results contained contradiction: while increasing algorithm threshold, detection accur-
racy had to increase and reach 100%, but it decreased. That caused a strong suspicion about the ground-truth accuracy.

8) Needless to say, the refinement procedure design, implementation and tuning took more time and effort than would Walking GPS approach require. The arguments listed above led to an unpleasant conclusion - the collected ground-truth is inaccurate and cannot be used as a reference for further algorithm analysis.

Another problem was related to incorrect data storage. It was assumed, that acceleration values will not exceed $32m/s^2$ ($\approx 3.27g$). They were stored in 16-bit variables, supporting values $-32.768..32.767m/s^2$. However, Samsung i5700 reported values greater than $32m/s^2$ (which, we believe, is a bug of this specific device). It led to a number of overflows, which required additional time and effort.

Besides systematic problems unexpected ones were also encountered. Two of four Android devices experienced a reboot during the fourth ride. The data collection was restarted as soon as possible, but significant amount of data was lost: 47 and 16 minutes. The reboot reason is unclear, but it is probably related to incorrect OS handling of intense audio data recording, requiring large data buffers and fast flushing to SD card. In the fifth drive, audio recording was disabled. But it turned out to be a bad design decision, as it involved last-minute code modifications and consecutive bugs which resulted in partial data loss for two devices: 47 and 20 minutes. Additionally, one of the phones ran out of battery in the fourth drive, 19 minutes of data were lost.

Preliminary audio data analysis showed, that RoadMic approach cannot be transferred to Android phones directly due to dynamic range compression used, but further analysis must be performed to evaluate potential of pothole detection from audio signal using Android phones.

C. The Bright Side

Although the collected data did not satisfy all of our research needs, it was valuable for a number of reasons.

First of all, an insight into Android OS impact on sensor data collection was acquired. On one hand, Android handles a lot of processes which had to be done manually on an embedded system. It converts raw values to SI system, handles chip management, provides simple programming interface. On other hand, it limits the freedom available on customized embedded devices. Accelerometer sensor data is reported as fast as possible, without any guarantees of minimum or maximum latency. The achieved sampling rate was relatively low and device dependent.

The most unexpected difference between Android devices was accelerometer sensor output. Although the four devices have two common vendors (Samsung and HTC), every device had different sensor sampling rate, ranging from 26Hz up to 98Hz, see Table II. The sensor sensitivity and noisiness was also different. For comparison, we calculated standard deviation for vertical axis acceleration for the same 500 second time period from the fifth drive (fourth drive for HTC Desire Z, as it was not present on the fifth drive) for all the devices. Samsung i5700 has significantly higher deviation compared to other devices.

GPS accuracy was better than we expected, having mean Android-reported error under 7 meters with more than 7 satellites visible on average (Table II).

The diversity of the test drive environment (snow and potholes on the road varied a lot during the two month period) and setup (different vehicles) provide data for vehicle and environment variety impact assessment. But it will only be usable, when the correctness of pothole detection algorithms will be proved.

And, last but not least, the rather negative experience transforms into conclusions on how to perform the experiments in higher quality and with higher success rate.

IV. EXPERIENCE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section describes recommendations based on the performed vehicular sensing experiments on the Android platform.

1) Do not mark ground-truth positions in a driving vehicle: detailed motivation is described above, in Section III-B. The recommended solution is to walk along the test track with a GPS device, stay a couple of seconds at each position of interest allowing GPS signal to stabilize, record the
position, and add an event category to it. Offline correction may be required.

2) **Ground-truth is temporary accurate**: even in a few days situation on the road can change. Therefore ground-truth must be recorded as close to the actual data, as possible.

3) **Android devices are different**: a complete experimental evaluation must be performed on more than one device to get valid results.

4) **There is a non-deterministic delay between actual sensor sampling and data reception in the software**: this fact must be taken into account in situations where the subject is moving at significant speeds.

5) **During long test drives miscellaneous errors can occur preventing the data collection**: It is advisable to monitor the devices continuously.

6) **Although Android is an open platform, it has remarkable hardware access restrictions compared to customized embedded platforms**: it is reasonable to invest the saved application creation time to develop more sophisticated data processing algorithms.

7) **Device power supply is an underrated problem**: for each device a decision has to be made - should it require a power supply during the ride or not? And a supply must be provided if necessary.

8) **Insignificant data recording may distract the essential data collection**: collect just the required information. Otherwise, software bugs and hardware limitations could degrade the sensing process.

9) **Different value scales cause problems with data interpretation**: it is advisable to convert all the data to a unified scale. Human-readable values are preferred over raw values.

10) **It is hard to get the overall understanding of large data set and location data**: visualization techniques are recommended to simplify pattern perception.

11) **Unsynchronized time for devices will lead to inefficient post-processing**: it is advisable to synchronize time of all the devices before the experimental tests. Note, that “Use network-provided values” under date&time settings on Android devices does not mean synchronization with NTP servers!

V. **DISCUSSION**

One of the main problems with ground-truth is the lack of objectiveness. If data processing and event detection system is considered as a formal logic, ground-truth serves as a set of axioms used to prove further algorithm accuracy. It is, however, hard to argue on the correctness of the groundtruth itself. Three basic requirements for ground-truth as an axiomatic system for vehicular sensing experiments:

1) **Usability** - Ground-truth must represent real environmental and road conditions

2) **Consistency** - Algorithm analysis and comparison to ground-truth should contain no contradiction

3) **Completeness** - Ground-truth should be usable as etalon for analysis of any algorithm that detects the particular event type

According to Goedel’s Incompleteness theorem, consistency and completeness cannot be guaranteed simultaneously in general case.

For Walking-GPS approach, usability follows from its definition: we mark positions of encountered real potholes on city streets. For semi-automated approach it is arguable: we mark positions, where it feels similar to pothole. Evaluation of usability is, however, subjective - locations of particular events are recorded by humans and represent their viewpoint.

Consistency in this context requires clear response to “what kind of event is located at x?” for each x. If a location exists for which it is not clear, whether there is a pothole or not, it is a contradiction. Semi-automated approach suffers from such inconsistencies, as described above. Walking-GPS, and any other methods contain a certain degree of position deviance due to GPS inaccuracy. But for each recorded ground-truth point it is clear - there is a real pothole in close vicinity.

Completeness includes multiple event category support, as some of the detection algorithms might be intended for event segregation or intensity detection. Manual ground-truth marking satisfies this requirement.

An alternative approach would be to use a well-known, previously proved algorithm as a ground-truth, to which all the new algorithms are compared. However, in reality, perfect algorithms with 100% accuracy are rarely. If there is a well-known algorithm with 90% accuracy as a reference and a new algorithm matches its results with 90% accuracy, how accurate really is the new algorithm, 90 * 90 = 81%? Or is it 100% accurate and the 10% are lost due to reference algorithm’s imperfection?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Accelerometer</th>
<th>GPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sampling rate</td>
<td>Z-axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung i5700</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.3076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC Desire</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.1215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.1171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC Desire Z</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.1536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC HD2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.1242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: SENSOR DATA DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DISTINCT ANDROID SMARTPHONES. AVERAGED OVER 10 MINUTE DRIVE.
 Accordingly, we argue, that it is hardly possible to prove that a particular ground-truth is objective and accurate, as it contains significant amount of subjectiveness. Still, manual ground-truth marking provides a reasonable degree of trust.

VI. RELATED WORK

Vehicular sensing systems have been proposed by researchers previously, including BusNet [8], Pothole Patrol [9], Nericell [10], RoadMic [6]. Besides vehicular applications, other types of mobile participatory sensing dealing with environmental monitoring do exist, including BikeNet [11]. However, in this paper we do not concentrate on data analysis algorithms or communication and content delivery protocols, rather on effective and efficient data collection process and recommendations for improved real-world experiments and deployments.

This paper shares common structural and ideological patterns with prior research papers concentrating on real-world wireless sensor network experiences and deployment recommendations in different application areas, including precision agriculture [12], environmental [13] and wild animal monitoring [14], [15]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper describing field test recommendations especially for vehicular sensing applications using mobile phones, having specific requirements and characteristics.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we described our experience from urban vehicular sensing experiments with Android smartphones detecting potholes by analyzing accelerometer data. Although the collected data is deficient, we draw multiple highly valuable conclusions. First of all, we admit, that semi-automated ground-truth location marking by a human operator pressing a button during the test drive is subject to multiple errors due to both technical limitations and human factors. Manual pothole marking and categorization while walking along the test track is recognized as the right method for ground-truth recording, but offline position correction is recommended. We also detect differences between distinct Android devices, most significant of which is the difference in accelerometer sampling rate and deviation.

We believe, that our experience will help to improve efficiency and reduce time and effort for further experiments using Android platform for vehicular sensing researchers. Our future work includes further evaluation of our pothole detection algorithm accuracy.
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Abstract— This paper describes the design process for a mobile patient-centric, self-monitoring, symptom recognition and self intervention system supporting chronic cardiac disease management. The system design was undertaken in five phases, refining our concept from crude prototype to brass-board system ready for product development and experimental testing. Our system is composed of a mobile smart phone and wearable sensor suite linked through blue tooth and cell phone technology to a backend data repository, data mining, knowledge discovery, knowledge evolution and knowledge processing system, providing clinical data collection, procedural collection, intervention planning, medical situational assessment and health status feedback for users. The system aids patients in learning to recognize disease specific symptoms and understand the effect on their health of adherence to interventions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular disease represents a significant public health problem affecting approximately 6 million Americans last year alone at a cost of 37.2 Billion dollars [1]. Heart failure, as a chronic and progressive illness, primarily of the elderly, has a negative effect on patients’ quality of life with symptoms affecting well being, limiting normal daily living activities, and increasing the risk of multiple hospitalizations [2]. Faulty self-care behaviors including the inability to recognize symptoms and seek timely treatment are linked to hospitalization in this population [3]. Self-care of heart failure is difficult for many patients since it involves daily monitoring of symptoms, dietary restrictions, and correctly taking multiple medications [4].

Symptom awareness and monitoring, important for self-care, are confounded by the often insidious yet subtle changes in severity of symptoms, as well as due to advanced age and cognition, leading to discounting of early symptoms of heart failure decompensation, such as fatigue and dyspnea, to aging [5].

Recent heart failure medical management advances include the use of implanted devices to provide early cues to decompensation through monitoring of heart rate, fluid status, and heart rhythms [6]. Unfortunately, not all persons with heart failure are able to receive such devices for a variety of reasons including cost, eligibility and geographic proximity to a clinic that monitors such devices. Wearable low cost devices easily placed by a patient or clinician are needed to support more frequent access to real-time cardiac physiologic data [7].

A number of researchers are attempting to develop interventions to improve symptom recognition, interpretation and ultimately improve treatment seeking behaviors [8]. Before tailored, patient centric heart failure care models can be developed, more information is needed about the process of symptom recognition and the validity of health related feedback in improving self-care in heart failure patients. Currently, no research has shared data derived from technological monitoring processes with patients themselves with the goal of making them an active partner in the process of performing self-care. Increasing patient’s ability to identify and report these correlates may increase the ability to develop interventions that improve symptom recognition and treatment seeking behaviors.

The problem with conventional out-patient post cardiac disease management is the inability to monitor and assess patient health status in real-time within the home setting. Most post hospitalization care protocols require patient visitation by a clinician to assess health and progress. These visitations occur sporadically and are not necessarily focused on patient needs. Patients in such home care settings do not typically comprehend their own disease status or changes correctly. Patients have not been trained before leaving the hospital environment on what symptoms are important and how to assess subtle, yet important changes to these symptoms.

Our research fills the need for tools that aid both the patient and clinician in improving individual patient outcomes. The primary function of our tool is to assist patients through simple interactions and feedback in learning how to recognize the relative status of their health condition, to recognize and understand symptom and status changes either positively or negatively and to develop and put into...
II. BACKGROUND

The theoretical framework that guides our study is the situation specific Theory of Heart Failure Self-Care, fig. 1. The theory posits that self-care is a naturalistic decision making process consisting of two types of behaviors: self-care maintenance and self-care management. In self-care maintenance, persons with heart failure follow the advice of a provider to take medications, follow a diet and make healthy lifestyle choices such as getting a flu shot [9,10]. Self-care management is an active process of heart failure symptom monitoring that begins with recognizing symptoms, evaluating the symptoms, deciding on a course of action, taking action and finally evaluating the effectiveness of the selected course of action (treatment evaluation). All of these behaviors require practice to develop skills and confidence in the ability to undertake the behaviors.

The self-care management portion of the model is patient-centered with the patient making treatment decisions based on knowledge and context. Often self-care decision making is embedded in other processes and not a discrete task thus increasing the complexity of the process.

Symptom recognition, evaluation and treatment implementation are critical yet extremely hard to realize goals in chronic heart failure patient populations [11]. Prior research suggests that a number of factors influence self-care behaviors in persons with heart failure. First, patients fail to recognize the symptoms of an acute heart failure exacerbation leading to delay in seeking treatment, resulting in costly hospitalizations [12,13]. Second, knowledge about appropriate self-care actions to maintain health in heart failure is low [14]. Finally, making linkages between acute symptoms and appropriate actions requires practice and education beyond the hospitalization period.

III. MOBILE CHRONIC HEART FAILURE MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT

In our mobile monitoring system, physiologic and perceptual mobile instruments are used to gather patient specific information. Gathered data include, physiologic measurements, perceptual measurements, psychosocial measurements, health history and ontological information. This information is collected and fused into our system’s knowledge base using four forms of case equivalence (structural equivalence, functional equivalence, conceptual equivalence and temporal equivalence) forming new clinical use cases mined for new clinical knowledge [15]. The detection of patterns and sequences in time oriented clinical data is an important component of our analysis and takes into account subtle differences in how individual patients react to their malady and care interventions. [16].

Health monitoring, wellness and assessment application algorithms use these and a variety of other data sets to assess patient status and develop patient-centered interventions. For example, the physiological data sets are collected through the wearable sensors, during home visits, during clinical visits and during unplanned health crisis events providing a means to construct a temporal map of the patient’s physiologic health viewable at any instance of time or range of time.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN, ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATIONS

The need to develop a more effective and seamless integration of all forms of related data into health care delivery has been described for over a decade [17,18], with progress mostly in health care related business processes. Our System and user interface design included the nurse and patient from the beginning to improve on acceptance and use.

Clinical knowledge is created during interactions between the patient and the nurse, between a patient and automated system or nurse and automated system with all clinical events stored in a knowledge base, fig. 2. Patient centric medical knowledge is made available to nurses and patients to aid in outcome improvement through two collaborative applications [19,20,21].

In patients with cognitive changes, the ability to make linkages between symptoms and actions may require new interventions to support the development of this critical self-care behavior.

---

Figure 1: Theory of heart Failure Self-care [10]

Figure 2: Clinical knowledge creation model
Our system is intended to mimic a knowledgeable mentor, guiding users (both patient’s and nurses) through clinical data collection, situational assessment and decisions using information specific to the individual patient. Through iterative use, successful health management strategies can be learned, practiced and honed. Another desired outcome is the ability to uncover new practice knowledge using data mining methods which have seen very limited use to date in non-hospital based health care settings.

V. SYSTEM OPERATIONS AND USE

To improve both patient and clinicians ability to recognize subtle changes in symptoms requires more frequent collection, analysis and presentation of patient physiologic and perceptual data be performed. Our system uses a mobile smart phone and wearable sensor suite linked through blue tooth technology connected with a backend data repository, data mining and knowledge processing system, fig. 3, to improve data collection, real-time assessment and interventional decision support.

The front end patient and nurse mobile monitoring devices and patient wearable sensors act as the clinical data collection, procedural collection, intervention planning, medical situational assessment and instructional feedback platform. The backend inference engine is based on the integration of case-based and rule-based reasoning subsystems [22]. Clinical knowledge is represented as a set of data rules and associated meta-rules, ranked using evidence-based and usage relationships [23]. An approximate answer to a clinical problem is derived using rules and similarity computations [24,25,26] computed under four different contexts, depending on the phase of the decision process that the nurse or patients are in [15,22].

In order to improve the efficiency of case lookup, multi-context clusters of cases are formed using declarative, procedural and semantic context. Similarity searches focus on multiple events temporal sequences to determine how this patient’s present scenario relates to past cases [24] both general and specific. For trend analysis the system examines how data items transition over time [23] and relate to past cases stored in the knowledge repository or represented in the knowledge ontology.

A nurse can invoke the patient collaboration application to perform a remote virtual home visit, to extract both spatial and temporal physiologic and perceptual measurements. A nurse, selects patients from those assigned and available on their device screen, selects and performs a variety of physical and psychological health assessments, evaluates patient status using collected and historic information and plans patient interventions focused on accomplishing desired patient outcomes (e.g. improved quality of life), fig. 4.

The clinical nursing mode application provides for active patient monitoring and extraction of stored and real-time measurements, configurable as an automated process. A second application supports nurse visual assessment of assigned patients. At the highest view, a nurse can request visual annotations (e.g. colored icons, green for all is well, yellow for some issues, orange for serious issues and red for dire issues) to indicate patient aggregated health assessment. Using visual patient representations a clinician can easily select a specific patient data set to drill down into for prior and present assessments using a variety of visual aids. For example, through trend analysis graphs, fig. 5, indicating improvement or degradation, or detailed physiologic graphs showing real-time measurements and historical measurements with expanded details available due to events such as a clinical office visit or hospitalization (e.g. blood workups, etc.).

The nurse can further choose intervention analysis and planning tools to examine which form of intervention is best suited for this specific patient [22]. The clinician can also reconfigure the patient wearable sensor suite or cell phone applications to change the periodicity of measurements as well as sensor sensitivity or even add new applications as they become available.

A second collaborative application supports patient self reporting and self analysis of health and wellness status. Patients select applications supporting lifestyle, physiologic and psychological assessments. Applications implement questionnaire based instruments such as the Duke Activity Status Index (DASI) or Heart Failure Somatic Awareness Scale index (HFSA). Once self evaluations are completed, patients can transmit data to the backend database or store locally. Self reporting and patient symptom self recognition is based on the symptom self recognition model [10], fig. 1. This model requires patients to be actively engaged in their health management. Using the tool set, a patient can further use visual assessment tools to examine progress of their self health management plan. Such feedback supports patient learning.

A third self management and intervention mobile application, allows a patient to explore a set of self interventions to (e.g. exercise regime, diet alteration, etc.)
aid in symptom and overall health management. Patients can examine what the impact on their health could potentially be if they adhere to a specific intervention. Collaborative patient self management has been shown \[27, 28, 29\] to be an effective tool in helping patients understand, respond to and manage their health condition making them an active participant in their self care.

![Figure 4: Clinician Example usage sequence](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Dem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiologic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5: Trend analysis graph](image)

**VI. SYSTEM DESIGN**

Phase one of five phases within our design odyssey (fig.6) involved the design of all sensors from scratch so that each could be designed with the end system on a chip (SOC) goal in mind. During this phase of design (completed fall 2010) all components were designed and tested using a microprocessor as the core computing engine, along with discrete printed circuit board (PCB) designs for each of the seven sensors.

The electro cardiogram (ECG) Sensor, fig. 7 (top left), was designed using a three lead concept. The sensor operates by measuring the electrical activity called action potential generated by the heart muscles during heart contractions, representing a graphical mapping of measurements taken of the heart’s electrical activity over time. The signals generated are measured using electrodes that convert the electrical potential into a measurable voltage signal. Our sensor operates by extracting measurements using a two lead approach with the third being body ground. The two electrodes rest on the right and left chest. The measured voltage is in the 1 to 5 mV range and is measured from the AgCL electrodes. The signal is then amplified using a high gain (e.g. 100) amplification factor.

The amplified signal is then isolated and filtered using a band pass filter (e.g. 0.04 – 150 HZ). The transducer output is then sent to a digital signal processor that extracts out the ECG signal, determines the principally important points (PIP) and then sends these to the core processing engine for ECG classification. Our sensor classifies ECG signals into one of six classes; normal, slow-fast heart rate, irregular heart rhythm, abnormality in ECG P wave, abnormality in ECG QRS wave, or abnormality within the ECG QRS wave and the ECG P waves combined.

The oxygen saturation sensor (SO2) sensor was designed using tradition pulse oximetry concepts. Two light emitting diodes are used that produce red and infrared beams at 660 nm and 940 nm respectively. These signals are pulsed at approximately 30 times per second with a synchronous on cycle, followed by a pause cycle allowing for compensation due to ambient light. A photo-detector is used to measure the received light using the transmission method. The received red and infrared signals are extracted and used to compute a ratio of red to infrared light measured. This ratio is then used to compute the SO2 percentage. In general typical ratios of .5 equate to an SO2 of 100%, a ratio of 1 to an SO2 rate of 82% and a ratio of 2 to an SO2 of 0%. Our computations and calibrations use models well known in the industry. The SO2 sensor front end design is shown in fig. 7 (bottom left).

The present sensors were implemented on a PCB and subsequently re-implemented in a mixed signal FPGA core. We are presently in the process of taking the core designs and redesigning for a mixed signal system on a chip (SOC) which will then be fabricated into our final form factor (e.g. the smart band aid, fig. 6, phase 5).

The third sensor is a simple temperature sensor. The design of the temperature sensor was accomplished using a 2 wire thin film resistive temperature detector (RTD) and a simple translation component that interprets the detected
voltages across the RTD wires and converts these into a temperature using a simple model. Using these basic sensors, all other cardiac measurements (e.g. blood pressure, blood flow, pulse rate, respiration rate) are derived using synthetic sensor concepts built using synthetic models [30].

![Figure 7: ECG/O2 Sensors Design and Integration](image)

For example, to calculate the pulse rate the ECG wave interval is tracked and counted. The count of waveforms per minute is then used to compute a pulse rate averaged over time to reflect the clients pulse. Likewise for respiration rate, the ECG can be used to extract out a background variation signal in the amplitude of the ECG peaks in synch with the clients respiration rate.

Likewise the client’s blood pressure and blood flow can also be calculated from the ECG and SO2 values generated from the sensors using relationships exhibited in the signals along with functions derived from the client’s physiology or using an additional acoustic transducer that measures flow variations. Our final design will choose one based on a least number of transducers principle.

The block diagram for our sensor is shown in fig.8. There are many novel features being developed as part of our system. First, we have adopted a cost cutting approach in terms of dollars, size, weight and power driven by the use of a minimum number of physical transducers to deliver the required measurements effectively and non-intrusively [31]. Secondly, we have gone for a single system on a chip design that will minimize the number of electronic elements that will be integrated into the final form factor (the smart band aid). Third, we have integrated the sensor processing with a cell phone mobile application to minimize the need for extensive on chip storage. Data storage needs will be limited to a maximum of three days of sensor readings based on present calculations.

The SOC sensor suite also consists of position and motion sensors integrated on chip allowing us to compensate for motion artifacts, reducing false alarms and producing more accurate readings based upon a patient’s true movements. The entire device is linked to a cell phone via a blue tooth transmit and receive component integrated on the chip. The only external component needed is the antenna. Three internal subsections are used to compute ECG, SO2 and temperature readings from the raw transducer measurements. These measurements are then used in the synthetic sensor derivation unit (fig.8) to synthetically derive all other measurements. All physical and derived cardiac measurements are then used by the cardiac wellness engine (along with mobile phone based psychological assessments) to compute a patients relative cardiac health and cardiac health events (to signal adverse conditions automatically).

The board level version of the system, fig. 6 phase 3, will be completed by August 2011. This system was designed by a team of graduate computer engineering students, led by the authors who will complete all integration, testing and fielding of the system in an experimental study to begin in January of 2012. The final product, shown in fig.6 phase 5, is projected to be available after the completion of the experimental study which runs for an 18 month period.

![Figure 8: Wearable Sensor Architecture and Interface](image)

VII. SUMMARY

We presented a novel mobile collaborative decision support tool consisting of an integrated non-intrusive sensor suite, mobile smart phone application and backend server. The system is designed for patient and clinical nurses and utilizes specific patient physiologic and psychosocial information and evidence-based nursing knowledge to offer real-time guidance to the patient and clinician mimicking that of an expert mentor. The system’s architecture is presented from three different viewpoints; an informational view, an operational perspective and a architectural design view. In the informational description, we utilized multiple sources of information to construct patient specific health assessments and wellness measures based on real-time and historic patient-centric data. In the operational system description, particular emphasis was placed on describing the steps patients and clinicians utilize in performing data collection actions, patient assessments, patient evaluations and intervention planning and execution.
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Abstract—In this work, a low cost automatic sensing system is proposed to detect ‘synthetic milk’, which has been reconstructed after adulterating the milk with ‘liquid-whey’. The constant-phase angle (CPA) based sensor detects the synthetic milk and a micro-controller based circuit drives a stepper motor to close the valve installed at the outlet of the milk supply line to prevent mixing. The sensor is stick type, rigid and hence it is easy to mount. The electrodes of the sensor are coated with polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) film, which makes it bio-compatible and suitable for the application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Milk adulteration is a century old problem [1, 2]. The oldest and simplest method of adulterating milk is by dilution with water to increase volume [3] and then to compensate specific gravity, different types of salt or sugar [4] are used. Sometimes the color change due to adulterants are corrected by the addition of a small amount of coloring matter [5] which may cause serious health problem [6].

A similar type of milk adulteration problem is reported in this work, where the volume is increased by addition of ‘liquid-whey’ (liquid-by-product of cottage cheese) to increase the volume. The liquid-whey addition makes the natural milk a little acidic and lowers its pH value which is compensated by adding NaOH.

It is a well known fact that NaOH may cause health hazards to the patients suffering from heart disease and hypertension. It also deprives the body from utilizing lysine which is required for growing babies. Moreover, some greedy cheese maker uses cheap muriatic acid (a chemical composition of hydrochloric acid) to make cheese from milk, which causes more health problems.

The profit of using liquid-whey, as milk adulterants is double folded. First of all it is in abundance to the cheese maker, so cheap and easily available to the milk supplier. Secondly whey retains many natural properties of milk, so preparation of synthetic milk from liquid-whey is simple and can camouflage the natural milk easily. As a result adulteration of natural milk with liquid-whey became a wide spread fraudulent activity, where huge amount of cottage cheese is used everyday to make different varieties of sweets.

In this work, the change in constant phase angle \( \theta \) detected by the sensor (Fig. 2) can be expressed as

\[
Z(s) = Qs^{-\alpha}
\]  

(1)

where \( Z \) is the impedance, \( Q \) is a constant, \( \alpha \) is a real number and \( s \) is the Laplace operator. So, magnitude \( |Z| = Qs^\alpha \) and phase angle \( \theta = -\alpha \pi/2 \), where \( \theta \) is expressed in radians and independent of frequency. When \( \alpha = 1 \), \( Z = Qs^1 \) and \( Z \) represents a capacitor. Similarly for \( \alpha = 0 \) and -1, \( Z \) represents a resistance and inductance respectively.

For the above sensing system, it has been observed experimentally that the constant phase angle \( \theta \) is a function of three parameters of the measurement arrangement and expressed as

\[
\theta = f(A, t, \sigma)
\]  

(2)

where ‘\( \sigma \)’ is the property (e.g.,ionic, dielectric) of the medium under test, ‘A’ is the area of contact of the probe with the test medium and ‘t’ is the thickness of PMMA-film coated on the electrodes [7, 9].

In this work, the change in constant phase angle \( \theta \) for pure milk, adulterated milk and synthetic milk (reconstructed after adding liquid-whey) has been observed to identify synthetic milk. For a particular measurement, area of contact of the probe with liquid medium and the thickness of film coated on the electrodes are kept constant. However the effect of these two parameters needs to be studied for standardizing the sensor and the optimum area and thickness is to be chosen for measurement [10]. It has also been observed that this

Hence, this becomes a serious concern to the dairy firms who buy milk from thousands of different milk suppliers and need a simple, robust and bio-compatible automated sensing system to their milk incoming line for quality control.

In this work a stick type probe, whose electrodes are coated with porous film of PMMA [7], is used as a sensor for developing the sensing system. The advantage is that it can be easily dipped inside the medium and at the same time
constant phase angle changes with the change of physical property of the polarizing medium (e.g., ionic concentration). This property of the CPE can be used for sensing purposes—this means the phase angle of the CPE will be different for plain milk and the milk with some impurity.

It has been already mentioned that the phase angle remains constant over frequency which makes the measurement independent of the frequency. However, the bandwidth is limited to 10 kHz to 20 kHz. In this report all the measurement is performed at 15 kHz, so that in automatic sensing, if due to environmental or other effect the frequency of the detector circuit shifts, it will not affect the measurement.

III. FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SENSOR

The principle of development of thin PMMA-film coating on the probe electrodes are similar as reported by the authors in earlier report [11]. The sensor used in present application is 6 cm long, 6 mm wide, cut from double sided copper cladded PCB, generally used in electrical circuit fabrication. A thin film of PMMA is coated on the electrode surface using spin coating technique. The different film thickness can be achieved by changing concentration of the PMMA chloroform solution and the speed of the rotation of the spin coating machine. In the present study sensor with coating thickness of 18 µm is used. The fabricated sensor is characterized by measuring impedance (Z) and phase angle θ with a LCR meter (Agilent Precision Impedance Analyser 4294A). The sinusoidal signal frequency is varied from 100 Hz to 4 MHz and peak to peak voltage is 1 V. The phase angle change is noted with standard buffer pH 4.0, pH 9.2 solutions, and also in pure milk. Each measurement is repeated five times and the average value of phase angle is plotted. It can be observed in Fig. 1, that the sensor gives a constant phase angle in the frequency range 10 kHz-20 kHz. The entire experiment was performed in controlled room temperature of 20°C, since temperature is one of the dependent parameter of pH value.

IV. DESIGN OF THE SENSING SYSTEM

Fig. 2a shows the proposed sensing system to detect the synthetic milk. The physical dimension of the probe is shown in Fig. 2b. The first block consists of the CPA-based sensor dipped inside the test sample. The output of the sensor is a phase angle (which remains constant over a frequency band). A phase detector circuit [12] measures the phase angle and gives voltage output. The display will glow indicator circuit whenever adulteration is detected. The microcontroller based stepper motor drives the control valve so that whenever adulteration is detected the control valve at the outlet of the milk line shuts off to prevent mixing.
A. Sensor block

The sensor block consists of the CPA sensor dipped inside the test medium. The interaction of the sensor with the test medium changes its impedance. In this measurement the "change of phase angle" in different test medium is considered as the sensor output. In Eqn. 2, it has been mentioned that the change of phase angle is dependent upon the ionic property of the test medium, hence the milk sample consisting of different ions will result different values of the phase angle. The phase angle mode is advantageous as the subsequent signal transduction becomes easy [8]. More over, for a particular measurement the phase angle remains constant over a frequency band, which is an essential requirement for automated sensing system [13, 14] where change of signal frequency for interference or other effect will not hamper the measurement.

B. Phase angle detector

The phase detector circuit [11] is shown in the Fig. 3. In this circuit four op-amps and one XOR gate are used. XOR gate mainly perform the phase detection. First two Op-Amps (Amplifier 1, Amplifier 2) act as amplifier circuit and second two (Comparator 1, Comparator 2) are comparators. The lower part of the circuit i.e., Amplifier 2 and Comparator 2 are used for reference signal. In the inverting terminal of Amplifier 2, a resistor of 1 kΩ is connected whereas in the Amplifier 1, an element with different phase angle is connected. So the outputs from the Amplifier 1 and 2 have some phase difference when a sinusoidal excitation is applied. Then the output signals are fed to the comparator. The comparator converts the sinusoidal signal to square wave.

From the truth table of the XOR gate it can be seen that when \( d \), the phase difference between the two inputs of the XOR gate is zero the output voltage \( V_0 = 0 \), and when the phase difference is \( 90^\circ \) the output will be maximum (half of the \( V_{DD} \) applied to the XOR gate chip). The output of the XOR gate is fed to a low pass filter containing a resistance and capacitance. So, it gives dc output voltage proportional to the phase difference between the two inputs.

Fig. 3 shows the phase detector circuit used for the sensing system. Though the circuit is a standard one, but as the constant phase angle is to be measured over a frequency range, the phase characteristics for individual component is to be studied. To do that, frequency response of the individual op-amp has been studied before fabricating the complete circuit.

C. Actuator

The micro-controller based stepper motor driver closes the control valve to perform the actuation. The output voltage corresponding to the pure milk is stored in the micro-controller and whenever a deviation occurs the driver circuit of the stepper motor is activated. This closes the control valve at the outlet and cuts off the milk supply line.

D. Display unit

The display unit consists of LCD display and a LED array system. The output voltage can be read from the LCD and a comparator based LED driver system is used to glow the ‘RED’ or ‘GREEN’ LED to indicate the status of the milk.
The above mentioned ‘liquid-whey’ (pH value 4.33-4.98) is added to the pure milk which makes the mixture acidic (lowers the pH value). To compensate that small amount of NaOH is added till the pH value matches the original pH value of the pure milk. This reconstructed ‘synthetic milk’ is the test sample.

B. Experiment

The experiments are carried out as discussed in Section III. The sensor is dipped inside the tests samples (first column of TABLE-2) and then the value of pH is measured by precision pH meter (Systronics Digital pH Meter 335). The magnitude and phase angle values of impedance of the sensor are measured by using precision LCR meter (Agilent Precision Impedance Analyzer 4294A) varying input frequency. And then output voltage is noted from the LCD by varying the frequency of the input signal. The results are tabulated in TABLE-2.

C. Results and Discussion

From Fig. 1, it is apparent that the sensor shows almost constant phase angle in the frequency zone 10 kHz–20 kHz and can be used for the proposed constant phase angle based sensing system.

The second and third columns of TABLE-2 show the pH value of the test samples and corresponding phase angle obtained by the sensor at 15 kHz. Point to be noted the phase angle is almost constant in the frequency range (10 kHz-20 kHz) which changes with the different ionic property of the test medium.

From Fig. 4, it can be observed that the output voltage of the sensing system also remains almost constant in the prescribed frequency zone (15 kHz-20 kHz). Though output voltage versus phase angle (Fig. 5) does not show a linear curve but exhibits a definite relationship, i.e., with the increase of phase angle (i.e., decrease of ionic concentration), output voltage decreases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test samples</th>
<th>pH value</th>
<th>Phase angle</th>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH4.0</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>-7.24</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure milk</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>-15.15</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure milk+15% whey adulteration</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>-13.02</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure milk+30% whey adulteration</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>-11.81</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic milk (reconstructed after adding 30% whey and NaOH)</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>-12.81</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH9.2</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>-42.11</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will be worth mentioning here, that after adding NaOH to the whey adulterated milk though the pH value is brought to the same value of the pure-milk, the sensor could identify between these two test samples and shows different phase angles. This is also reflected in the voltage output (3.75 volt for pure milk and 3.48 volt for Synthetic milk).

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work, a low cost automatic sensing system is designed to detect synthetic milk. The synthetic milk is reconstructed after adulterating pure milk with ‘liquid-whey’. The main difference between the pure milk and synthetic milk is the presence of different ions which the sensor is capable to detect. Moreover, the measurement is based on the change of the value of the phase angle due to the presence of ions with different concentration in the test medium. The phase angle is again constant over a frequency range, which is an added advantage for such automatic sensing systems. The instrumentation system is such designed, that whenever
adulteration is detected the micro-controller based stepper motor shuts off the control valve in the milk supply line and prevents mixing pure milk with adulterated milk.

The stick type PMMA-film coated probe is rigid and hence, easy to install in the system and also replace whenever necessary. The PMMA coating makes it biocompatible, an essential requirement for the system.

The proposed system can detect synthetic milk when 30% whey is added, but need to increase the resolution of the system. Further research work is on in this direction.

Modification of the electronic transduction circuit to improve sensitivity and linearity remain as one of the future scopes of work. Field testing of the sensing system is to be carried out and the life time of the sensor as well as other components of the system is to be investigated in future.
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APPENDIX-I

Specification of the milk used for experimentation
Mother Dairy Cow Milk

Vitamin A Enriched
Homogenised & Pasteurised
Net content 500ml
Enriched with Vit A 2000 IU per 1000ml
Milk Fat 3.5% Minimum
Milk SNF 8.5% Minimum

Nutritional information per 100 ml.

| Protein(g) | 3.20 | Fatty Acids(g) | 0.008 |
| Carbohydrate | 4.5 | Mineral(g) | 0.70 |
| Added vit(IU) | 200 | Vitamin(mg) | 4.9 |
| Energy value (K cal) | 62 | Fat(g) | 3.5 |
| Cholesterol(g) | 0.01 |

Marketed by: Mother Dairy Calcutta
P.O. Dankuni Coal Complex,
Dist. Hooghly(WB), Pin- 712310
Customer Care No. 033-2659-2342

MMPO Regn. No. 187/R-MMPO/95,
A West Bengal Govt. Project
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Abstract—A single component fractional order element (FOE) is indigenously developed and its electrical equivalent model is proposed. The FOE exhibits fractional order behavior due to anomalous diffusion of ions through the porous surface of the electrode. The model includes the effect of the polarizable solution and diameter of the pores on the parameters of the FOE. The simulation results of the proposed electrical equivalent model obtained by changing its parameters are discussed along with the experimental results illustrating the behavior of single component FOE.

Keywords—Single component fractional order element (FOE); anomalous diffusion; porous electrode.

I. INTRODUCTION

Design and development of fractional order element (FOE) has become an important field of research owing to the growing interest in studying fractional order systems. The earlier technique for realization of a fractional order element was using different combinations of RC ladder networks [1], [2], [3], [4]. But recently some authors have reported realization of FOE by using physico-chemical phenomenon [5]. A single component fractional order element has been developed by the authors indigenously [6], [7], [8], where a capacitor type probe with porous surface behave as an FOE when dipped in ionic medium.

To understand the exact relationship among the fractional exponent of FOE and the fabrication parameters, the mechanism due to which the fractional order behavior is exhibited must be studied. Literature shows that anomalous diffusion of ions [9], [10] through fractal surface results in fractional order behavior. In case of the single component FOE, the porous PMMA coating on the electrode surface consists of self similar spherical pores. Thus the electrode surface is fractal in nature, ion diffusion through which results in the fractional behavior.

It is well known that using different circuit combinations of resistance (R) and capacitance (C), i.e., cross RC ladder network, domino ladder, tree structure, an FOE can be realized. Thus a single component FOE can also be modeled using some combinations of R and C.

In this paper, the relation between the parameters of single component FOE and the fabrication criteria has been identified. Also the effect of diffusion of ions through the porous electrode surface on the behavior of the FOE is explored. An electrical equivalent model is proposed which is required for designing the single component FOE with desired specifications.

The paper is organised in four sections. Section II deals with the basics of single component fractional order element and the proposed electrical equivalent model for it. In Section III the experimental results showing the behavior of single component FOE as well as the simulation results obtained from the electrical equivalent model are discussed. Finally, in Section IV, concluding remarks and future scope have been looked into.

II. ELECTRICAL EQUIVALENT MODEL OF SINGLE COMPONENT FOE

A single component fractional order element is fabricated by coating a copper plated epoxy glass with a porous film of poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA). This probe is dipped in a polarizable medium. The polymer coated copper probe when dipped in polarizable solution behaves as a fractional order element. The diagram of single component FOE is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Diagram of single component FOE
The impedance of a fractional order element is given by

\[ Z(s) = Qs^{-\alpha} \]  

(1)

where \( \alpha \) is the fractional exponent of the FOE.

Single component FOEs having different values of \( \alpha \) can be realized by varying the following fabrication parameters:

i. Thickness of PMMA coating

ii. Concentration of the polarizable solution

iii. Area of contact of the electrode surface with the solution.

The fractional behavior of the probe arises due to the anomalous diffusion of ions through the porous surface of the single component FOE. In ordinary diffusion, the mean square displacement \( \langle r^2 \rangle \) of diffusing particles is directly proportional to time \( t \), i.e., \( \langle r^2 \rangle \propto t \). On the other hand, in case of anomalous diffusion, \( \langle r^2 \rangle \) has a power law distribution on time, i.e., \( \langle r^2 \rangle \propto t^\beta \), where \( \beta < 1 \). This occurs due to the distribution of time constant resulting from ion diffusion through porous surfaces.

The surface of the FOE is porous in nature and the pores are more or less circular as is evident from the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5).

It can be seen from Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 that the pore diameter has an one to one relationship with the thickness of the PMMA film, i.e., the pore size increases with increase in thickness of the PMMA coating and vice versa.

The pores on the electrode surface are assumed to be spherical. At different layers of the film, the pore diameter is different. As the ions penetrate through the porous film, the resistance offered by the solution increases due to decrease in pore size (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5). The ions continue to penetrate till the pore diameter is less than the diameter of the ions. At this point the ions cannot move any further and become stationary.

Let, diameter of ion be \( d_i \);

Thickness of the PMMA coating be \( t \);

Pore diameter corresponding to coating thickness \( t \) be \( D \);

Number of branches the ions penetrate be \( n \) and

Ratio of decrease of the pore diameter between two successive layers be \( a \).

The ions can penetrate till the pore diameter is less than \( d_i \). This can be mathematically represented by

\[ \frac{D}{a^n} \leq d_i \]  

(2)

The movement of the ions through the porous film can be modeled using a tree network consisting of resistances and capacitances. The electrode surface consists of numerous pores. Considering a single pore, the cross sectional view of the film can be represented as shown in Figure 6.

The porous structures are considered to be self similar in nature, i.e., from each pore \( N \) number of smaller pores
branch out and this structure continues. Each spherical pore can be represented by a simple series RC circuit. The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 7.

The resistance value depends on the resistivity ($\rho$) of the polarizable solution and the surface area of the pore.

$$R = \frac{\rho D}{4\pi(\frac{D}{2})} = \frac{\rho}{\pi D}$$

(3)

The capacitance $C$ is the interfacial capacitance between two layers of the film.

$$C = \frac{4\pi(D^2)\epsilon}{D} = \pi\epsilon D$$

(4)

where, $\epsilon$ is the permittivity of PMMA. The impedance of the circuit shown in Figure 7 can be represented by [11]

$$Z_n = R + \frac{1}{j\omega C + aR + \frac{1}{j\omega C + a^2R}}$$

(5)

The tree form of Figure 7 is equivalent to the ladder network [12] as shown in Figure 8.

In the above circuit, ‘$N$’ is the number of sub branches from each node.

Geometric ratio of resistance ($g$) = $a/N$

Geometric ratio of capacitance ($G$) = $N$

Parameter ‘$\nu$’ is such that [3], [13]

$$\nu = \frac{\ln G}{\ln(Gg)} = \frac{\ln N}{\ln a}$$

(6)

Thus, the fractional exponent of the ladder network is given by

$$\alpha = 1 - \nu = 1 - \frac{\ln G}{\ln(Gg)} = 1 - \frac{\ln N}{\ln a}$$

(7)

‘$\nu$’ can be defined as the fractal dimension of the single component FOE. For the model to behave as a fractional order element, the value of ‘$N$’ should be greater than 1.

III. INFERENCES FROM THE ELECTRICAL EQUIVALENT MODEL

Simulation of the ladder network given in Figure 8 shows that the value of ‘$\alpha$’ depends on the ratios ‘$g$’ and ‘$G$’ (Figure 9).

It has been observed that by changing the product of R and C the bandwidth of constant phase angle can be shifted. On increasing the product RC the bandwidth shifts to lower frequency range and vice versa. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 10.

Also the frequency range of constant phase angle can be varied by changing the value of ‘$n$’ (Figure 11).
From (7) it can be observed that ‘α’ depends on ‘α’ and ‘N’. The value of ‘α’ increases with an increase in ‘α’. It has been found experimentally that ‘α’ increases with the thickness of the PMMA coating (Table. I). Hence, ‘α’ is directly proportional to the PMMA film thickness. The fractional exponent, ‘α’ also depends on the concentration of the polarizable medium. This dependence can be incorporated in the theoretical model in terms of the value of ‘n’. Experiments show that the constant phase angle of a single component FOE increases with the decrease in concentration. This can be seen from Figure 12 and Tables. II and III. Thus, we can infer that with concentration of the ionic medium, the value of ‘n’ increases. The increase in ‘n’ results in decrease in value of ‘α’ and increase in bandwidth of constant phase angle. From (2) it is obvious that if ‘n’ increases keeping ‘D’ and ‘d_i’ constant, the value of ‘α’ decreases and in turn ‘α’. An important observation is that the bandwidth of constant phase angle shifts to lower frequency range as concentration decreases. This is because when concentration of the polarizable solution decreases, its conductivity decreases. Hence, the resistance offered by the solution increases. The interfacial capacitance remaining constant, the product of R and C increases, thus shifting the bandwidth of constant phase angle to lower frequency range. This is evident from Figure 12.

Keeping concentration of polarizable solution fixed, i.e., ‘n’ constant, if different polarizable solutions are used then the solution having ions of larger radius results in smaller ‘α’ value as evident from (2) and Tables. II and III.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, an electrical equivalent model of the single component FOE has been proposed which takes into account the effects of anomalous diffusion of ions through porous surface and fractal dimension. The factors affecting the value of the fractional exponent ‘α’ and also their relationship with ‘α’ have been identified. The electrical equivalent model will help in predicting the behavior of single component FOE and also designing an FOE with desired specifications. The exact mathematical relation among the fabrication parameters and ‘α’ is yet to be established and needs further research.
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### Table I

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS SHOWING THE CHANGE OF \( \alpha' \) WITH PMMA COATING THICKNESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Thickness (( \mu ))</th>
<th>Pore size (( \mu ))</th>
<th>Polarizable medium</th>
<th>Conductivity (mS/cm)</th>
<th>( Q )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POE1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>NaCl (N/512)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>20.34 ( \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>100 Hz – 100 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>NaCl (N/64)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>46.28 ( \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>100 Hz – 4 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>12.35</td>
<td>KCl (N/32)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>13.98 ( \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>200 kHz – 1 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14.72</td>
<td>KCl (N/32)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>46.41 ( \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>200 kHz – 1 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS SHOWING THE EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION OF POLARIZABLE SOLUTION (KCl) ON \( \alpha' \) AND BANDWIDTH OF CONSTANT PHASE ANGLE: IONIC RADIUS OF \( K = 1.38 \text{ Angstrom} \)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Thickness (( \mu ))</th>
<th>Pore size (( \mu ))</th>
<th>Polarizable medium</th>
<th>Conductivity (mS/cm)</th>
<th>( Q )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>Frequency range of constant phase angle</th>
<th>Bandwidth (decade)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOE5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>KCl (N/564)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>1.5 kHz – 10 kHz</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOE5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>KCl (N/128)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>16.51</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>1 kHz – 10 kHz</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOE5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>KCl (N/256)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>34.24</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>600 Hz – 1 kHz</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOE5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>KCl (N/512)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>73.92</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>400 Hz – 3 kHz</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOE5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>KCl (N/1024)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>136.52</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>250 Hz – 1.5 kHz</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS SHOWING THE EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION OF POLARIZABLE SOLUTION (NaCl) ON \( \alpha' \) AND BANDWIDTH OF CONSTANT PHASE ANGLE: IONIC RADIUS OF \( Na = 1.02 \text{ Angstrom} \)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Thickness (( \mu ))</th>
<th>Pore size (( \mu ))</th>
<th>Polarizable medium</th>
<th>Conductivity (mS/cm)</th>
<th>( Q )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>Frequency range of constant phase angle</th>
<th>Bandwidth (decade)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOE5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>NaCl (N/532)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>13.26</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>800 Hz – 10 kHz</td>
<td>1.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOE5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>NaCl (N/64)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>25.78</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>500 Hz – 6 kHz</td>
<td>1.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOE5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>NaCl (N/128)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>68.51</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>200 Hz – 2 kHz</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOE5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>NaCl (N/256)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>197.05</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>100 Hz – 800 Hz</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract: The detection of concealed weapons is one of the biggest challenges facing the security community. It has been shown that each weapon can have a unique fingerprint, which is an electromagnetic signal determined by its size, shape, and physical composition. Extracting the signature of each weapon is one of the major tasks of any detection system. This paper addresses the issue of identifying conductive objects based on their response to electromagnetic fields. A system developed at Newcastle University using a walk-through metal detector with a giant magneto-resistive sensor array to measure the spatial magnetic field is used in the study. Threat and non-threat objects have been tested. Image visualization and feature extraction of the electromagnetic field were carried out. Classification was performed using cross correlation. Promising results indicating the feasibility of using electromagnetic imaging to identify objects have been found.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing need for effective, quick and reliable security methods and techniques to identify weapon threats using new screening devices [1]. Electromagnetic (EM) weapon detection has been used for many years, but object identification and discrimination capabilities are limited. Many approaches and systems/devices have been proposed and realised for security in airports, railway stations, courts, etc. The fact that most weapons are made of metallic materials makes EM detection methods the most prominent and systems/devices built on the principle of EM induction have been prevalent for many years for the detection of suspicious metallic items carried covertly [2]. Walk-through metal detector (WTMD) and Hand-held metal detector (HHMD) are commonly used devices for detecting metallic weapons and contraband items using the EM field. Most of the WTMD and HHMD units use active EM techniques to detect a metal objects [1, 3, 4] see Fig. 1. Active EM means that the detector sets up a field by a source coil and this field is used to probe the environment. The applied/primary field induces eddy currents in the metal under inspection which then generate a secondary magnetic field that can be sensed by a detector coil. The rate of decay and the spatial behaviour of the secondary field are determined by the conductivity, magnetic permeability, shape, and size of the target. Sets of measurements can be then taken and used to recover the position, the size and the shape of the objects.

Many other EM techniques have been also used in WTMD, such as Microwave imagers based on the EM Reflectometer principal [5], a wide bandwidth, time-domain EM sensor system to measure the eddy current time-decay response of a wide variety of metal targets [6], other advanced EM technique such as a magnetic real-time tracking vector gradiometer RTG using high-resolution fluxgate magnetometers used for incorporation into an unmanned underwater vessel to improve mine detection which comprises three primary three axis sensors and one three-axis reference sensor [7].

Currently available weapons detection systems are primarily used to detect metal and have a high false alarm rate because the WTMD works on adjusting threshold to discriminate between threat items and personal items, depending on the mass of the objects which means increasing the false alarm level (Fig. 2) [8, 9], also a human body has affected the sensitivity of the detector so when dealing with
low conductivity or small materials, the human body could give a stronger signal than the material. This would cause the material to pass undetected, giving poor reliability [10].

It can be concluded that the current EM imaging systems have several drawbacks such as: low-resolution images, the shape captured of EM signal not corresponding to the actual shape of objects, lack of detection with multiple objects, high cost for the 2-D array and the signal received correspond to the metal part only.

The aim of this study is to improve the characterisation capabilities of EM systems, especially in terms of object identification and classification, using visualization of an EM signal. A system developed at Newcastle University [11] and built in a lab using an ex-service CEIA WTMD, with the addition of a giant magneto-resistive (GMR) sensor array to capture the EM data, is used in this study. Features are extracted and integrated from the EM image to visualize, identify and classify metallic objects using cross correlation techniques.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II will describe the system design and set up. Section III will present the details of the classification approach and results and is followed by the conclusions and future work in Section IV.

II. TEST SYSTEM AND PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
A. System design

The system used for the experimental tests is based around an array of NVE GMR sensors [12] used in conjunction with the excitation coil in an ex-service CEIA WTMD. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the system.

Fig. 4 illustrates the experimental system, converted from a typical walk through system. The signals from the sensor array are amplified using an array of signal amplifiers based on INA111 instrumentation amplifier. Data acquisition is performed using an 80 channel PXI based National instruments data acquisition system. The use of the PXI based system allows data to be acquired on 40 channels at a rate of 125ks/s or 80 channels at a rate of 62.5ks/s. The channel count is further increased to a maximum of 160 by the use of multiplexer circuits. A variable excitation waveform is provided by a function generator, the signal from which is also used for data acquisition synchronisation. The signal is amplified by a Kepco BOP 36-12ML bipolar power supply operating in constant current mode.

![Diagram showing the system block diagram](image-url)

Fig. 3: System block diagram

![Image of system setup in lab at Newcastle University](image-url)

Fig. 4: System set up in a lab at Newcastle University.

The AAL002-02 GMR sensors were chosen because of their sensitivity and noise suppression compared with other common sensors such as Hall Effect models [13]. The AAL002-02 has a linear range of 0.15mT–1.05mT and a sensitivity of 4.5μV/T. The L in the sensor model name indicates that low hysteresis (maximum 2%) GMR material has been used fabricate the sensor, this was chosen because it was initially intended to utilise an applied magnetic field varying from 0 to a maximum value and the lower hysteresis would minimise error at low fields. However, after initial tests, it was found that a more stable signal could be achieved by biasing...
the sensor response into its linear region using a DC offset superimposed on the excitation signal.

B. Electromagnetic field imaging

Fig. 5 illustrates the different metallic objects and their EM field images. The samples represent common threat and personal objects carried by peoples. Five experiments have been carried out with each item and their capturing condition can be summarized below:

1. The object under inspection is moved through the detector with data acquired at a pulse repetition rate of 500Hz.
2. Sets of 10 pulses are averaged to produce a single pulse response to improve signal-to-noise ratio.
3. A single value is computed from each pulse response. In this case the maximum value of the difference signal (with object and without object) has been used.

![Fig. 5: Samples with the equivalent EMIs.](image)

Thus the temporal EM field distribution as the object moves past the array can be determined. The sensors array is aligned with the coil to pick up any distortions in the applied field due to the presence of metallic materials, the interaction between the applied field and any sensor in the array will be captured and the pulse response from a group of sensors will be stored. If no object is present in the WTMD, the field measured by the sensor is unchanged; the presence of a metallic object causes a distortion of the field, which can then be measured by the sensor.

In the system, pulsed excitation is applied to the coil. Pulsed excitation provides the opportunity to apply an interrogating field with rich frequency components in a single waveform. In the tests detailed in this paper, a pulse repetition frequency of 500Hz is used with a pulse width of 1ms and an applied current of 0.5A – 1.5A.

C. Transient analysis

In order to extract more information about the objects in the WTMD from the test results, a form of transient analysis has been employed. In this transient EM signature imaging technique, the pulse response from each sensor is analysed and processed into sections, or time slots, as shown in Fig. 6a.

The values of the samples in each time slot are averaged, and using the data from all sensors for the whole test, an image is built up for each time slot. Fig. 6b shows a sequence of these transient images for the hunting knife.

![Fig. 6: a) Pulse response with time slots marked, b) Result of imaging the transient response from the hunting knife.](image)

III. OBJECT CLASSIFICATION

Analysis of the transient image sequence can be used to extract more information about the object under examination especially for object classification. For example, it has been observed that aluminium objects exhibit a tendency for the EM signature to appear later in the image sequence and to increase in intensity over time. In contrast, the EM signatures corresponding predominantly to ferromagnetic objects, such as the hunting knife, have a tendency to appear earlier in the sequence, peak in amplitude at a particular point and to change.
in distribution over time. Consequently, through analysis of the image sequence generated by the transient analysis, any object detected by the system can be classified. An example of this is shown in Fig. 7, where a cross correlation technique has been applied to the transient image sequence [14] and processed to classify the objects into paramagnetic (aluminium=AL-block), ferromagnetic (steel=ST-block) and combinations of both. Fig. 7a represents a maximum cross correlation values between each two frames. Fig. 7b shows the result of computing the ratio between two peaks which are evident in the cross correlation plot shown in Fig. 7a, where different objects have unique transient features reflecting materials and geometrical characters. The results can be applied for object classification and are sorted by ascending amplitude. It can be seen from Fig. 7b and Table 1 that a clear distinction can be made between paramagnetic, ferromagnetic and mixed objects thus allowing very good discrimination.

![Feature Amplitude-Max correlation value](image1)

**TABLE 1: CLASSIFICATION RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Par-magnetic</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Ferro-magnetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL-Gun</td>
<td>ST-AL-Block</td>
<td>ST-Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL-Block</td>
<td>AL-ST-Block</td>
<td>Screwdriver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunting-Knife</td>
<td>Kitchen Knife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House-key</td>
<td>Pen-Knife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt</td>
<td>Gap-gun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stapler-rem.</td>
<td>Scissors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coins</td>
<td>Spanner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB</td>
<td>Bunch of keys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pen</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Ratio between 7 and 12](image2)

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has demonstrated a new EM metal detector system and investigated the feasibility of visualizing the EM signal in a WTMD for object identification and classification purposes. A system to obtain the EM images has been built and features have been selected using the cross correlation between 14 EM frames to discriminate between the 20 different objects depending on the material properties. The system show promising results for the visualisation of EM signal especially in security applications.

In comparison with conventional induction based WTMDs, the GMR array based system has shown great potential in material discrimination as the samples are made from mixed material is clearly distinguished. Whereas the induction based WTMD can only discriminate between metal and non-metal, this system has taken it a step further. The proposed cross correlation technique is more advanced in object characterisation as it depends on the amplitude distribution of the EM field making training possible using a database of objects; unlike traditional thresholding adopted in the induction based system, which largely depends on material volume. On the whole the conventional WTMD based system had a limitation to present results in images, however, the proposed system has superior performance when using proposed sensor in terms of using imaging for localisation and material discrimination as buttressed by the results discussed in this paper.

The discrimination capabilities of the system could be developed to the point that individuals could pass through the system without removing metallic objects from their person. This would be realised through “training” the system to identify threat objects by presenting the system with a wide variety of threat and non-threat objects and programming the response accordingly.

Further study is necessary to extend these results to smaller metallic objects in not controlled environment to investigate concealed weapons. EM images from other objects will be investigated and compared with the results of this study. Other features such as: metallic density, total area of metallic density...
and metal properties will be investigated. Features will be optimised and prepared to use as input data in a classification algorithms.
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Abstract— The capabilities of an Integrated Streak Camera (ISC) prototype fabricated in an AMS 0.35 µm CMOS process to observe light pulses of few nanosecond FWHM (Full width at half maximum) with or without analog accumulation is presented. The sensor consists of a matrix of 64 * 64 pixels including an electronic shutter and an analog accumulation capability. The sensor can operate in single shot mode when the light pulse power is sufficient and in repetitive mode, i.e., it can measure a recurrent light pulse and accumulates the successive photo charges into an internal node, for low light detection. The repetitive mode improves the sensitivity and the signal to noise ratio of the system. The functionality of a streak camera is reproduced through a versatile integrated temporal sweep unit that generates a sampling period continuously adjustable from 125 ps to DC. The distributed architecture and the in-pixel embedded memory allows the sampling rate to exceed 400 GS/s. Results on the dynamic performance of the ISC are presented. The measurements showed a temporal resolution close to the nanosecond and a repetition rate of more than 50 MHz. A 6 ns FWHM light pulse spatially focused on a single pixel row has been successfully measured in single shot and in accumulation mode.

Keywords - CMOS integrated circuits, image sensors, integrated optoelectronics, time domain measurements

I. INTRODUCTION

High speed imaging is used in many scientific fields to measure phenomena which are not observable with naked eyes [1]-[4]. Ultra fast video cameras take a succession of images to observe transient events of about a microsecond [5]. The observation of faster transients is possible using a streak camera [6][7] which produces the one-dimensional spatial (x) intensity (I) (a streak) of a light pulse event as a function of the time (t). The output of the camera is a two dimensional image $I=f(x,t)$. The streak camera offers the best temporal resolution in the field of direct detection in optics which can reach less than one picosecond [8]. However the use of vacuum tubes for this camera makes the system delicate, cumbersome and expensive. It also requires a high supply voltage (> 1 kV) and makes use of critical radio frequency electronics. The aim of our work is to develop an Integrated Streak Camera (ISC) in a standard CMOS technology that can reach a temporal resolution of the order of a few hundreds of picoseconds that actually corresponds to the use of streak camera for a lot of applications. Examples are photoluminescence from nanocrystals [9][10], velocimetry, interferometry to study shock waves of various materials [11]-[13], or in-life sciences for fluorescence lifetime imaging [14][15] and Förster resonance energy transfer [16]. In 2003, the first prototype of ISC, based on a pixel array, demonstrated the feasibility of an ISC with a sampling period in the order of one nanosecond and a temporal resolution of about 6 ns [17]. Nevertheless, this sensor operates only in single shot mode and presents a low signal to noise ratio. Indeed, it requires a derivative reconstruction process that increases the high frequency noise and implies a low output dynamic range.

The pixel architecture developed for the second generation of the CMOS spatiotemporal camera includes an electronic shutter and an analog accumulation feature within the pixel in order to increase the system sensitivity. In [18], the static characterization of the accumulation mode has been reported. In this paper, an improvement of the complete architecture and the dynamic performances of the accumulation mode are presented. The new design increases considerably the signal to noise ratio for both the single shot and the repetitive mode. Moreover, the evaluated maximal repetition rate is above 50 MHz which is comparable to the fast repetition rate achievable with a conventional streak camera in synchronscan mode [19]. In the next section, we present the overall architecture and operation of the ISC and its pixel. After that, the dynamic characteristics and some experimental results of optical pulse measurements with and without accumulation are shown.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE INTEGRATED STREAK CAMERA

A. Overall architecture and operation principle

The functionality of the MISC (for Matrix based ISC) sensor is depicted in Fig. 1. For this matrix sensor architecture, in which the spatial axis is directed along the columns and the temporal axis is associated to the rows, the light signal can be correctly discriminated only if the spatial light intensity on a row is well known or, ideally, uniform. The advantage of creating a 2D array is to have several spatial channels in one chip, i.e., a conventional streak camera-like image $I=f(x,t)$. One can take advantage of the proposed illumination setup in [20] including a mechanical slit followed by a cylindrical lens in order to carry out the uniform light spreading operation while maintaining the
spatial resolution along the slit. Let us consider a laser pulse train for the clarity of the explanation. We assume that this luminous event is punctual and focused on the slit, i.e., it is lighting uniformly a single row $i$ of the MISC. For each pulse, the optical signal is integrated by the photodetector within the pixels $p_{ij}$ with $j \in [1,m]$. The light is integrated during $T_{int}$ for each pixel, but the beginning of the integration $Start_{ij}$ for each column $j$ is shifted by $\Delta T$ through the sweep unit. This operation is equivalent to the deflection of the electronic beam in an ordinary streak camera. Next, the corresponding photo-charges are stored and added to the previous ones inside the pixel by activating the $Acc$ signal. Note that the operational sample rate of such a device is about 400 GS/s with a sample period $\Delta T$ of 150 ps and 64 lines. This very high data rate close to 10 Tb/s cannot be continuously extracted from the sensor. In order to bypass the bottleneck of the I/O bus of the circuit, this architecture uses an embedded analog memory in each pixel to perform this operation. At the end of the acquisition, the data are extracted at a moderate rate of 20 Mpixel/s with a classical readout unit, not represented on Fig. 1.

The resulting signal of pixel $p_{ij}$ is equivalent to a convolution between the illumination and a rectangle function with duration $T_{int}$ and is given by:

$$p_{ij} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{1}{m} G_i \int_{\Delta T}^{j \Delta T + T_{int}} E_{int}(t) \cdot dt,$$

where $N$ is the number of accumulations, $G_i$ is the global conversion gain and $E_{int}$ is the $k_{ref}$ optical signal received by the row $i$.

**B. Description of the sweep unit**

The sweep unit previously reported in [18] consists of a cascaded chain of inverter with constant delays and fixed sweep speed. The new architecture of the sweep unit, depicted in Fig. 2, generates a flexible sweep speed in the range from 125 ps/pixel up to the DC operation. It consists of two main delay generators. The fast sweep unit (FSU) is useful for sub-nanosecond sample period operation. It is composed of a Delay Locked Loop (DLL) and two Voltage-Controlled Delay Lines (VCDLs). The observation time of the camera is set by the DLL reference clock period. The mirror VCDLs are driven by the same control voltages $V_{hl}$ and $V_{sh}$ as the master DLL and allow an asynchronous delay generation with respect to the reference clock. This makes it possible for the proposed generator to be launched from zero-tap position upon external triggering signal, ensuring the synchronization between the beginning of the acquisition procedure and the luminous phenomenon to be captured. The output taps of the VCDLs are delayed by an adjustable delay $\Delta T$ given by the ratio of the DLL Clock to the number of columns $m$.

The voltage controlled cell is a current starved double inverter with NMOS control transistors. It presents a large delay range and has been optimized for the shortest delay achievable in the CMOS technology employed [21]. The master DLL ensures the stability over temperature and the absolute precision of the delay. Nevertheless, the VCDLs must be exactly matched to ensure the same temporal shifting and duration of integrating window. The $Start$ and $Stop$ trigger signals are generated externally. Using two independent command signals allows reducing the integration time down to 1 ns or less. Results from a similar FSU have been reported in [22] and are summarized on table I.

The slow sweep unit (SSU) is useful for nanosecond up to DC operation. It uses a fast D flip-flop shift register. The sample period $\Delta T$ is equal to the frequency period of the register clock frequency REG Clock. The linearity of such a delay generator is very good as it is linked to the clock stability. Nevertheless, in an asynchronous operation, the timing jitter of the generated $start$ and $stop$ signals with respect to the trigger signal $start$ and $stop$ is equal to the sample period peak-to-peak.
C. Description of the pixel

The architecture of the pixel is shown in Fig. 3. A Nwell/Psub photodiode is used in order to have a broadband light sensitivity and a low capacitance to enhance the conversion gain. The Start, and Reset transistors reset the photodiode and the readout node (RN), respectively. Shuttering is carried out by the Stop transistor and the charges are transferred from the internal node (IN) to the readout node by the Acc transistor. The Acc and Reset commands are global for the entire matrix.

The static operation and characterization of the MISC obtained under continuous illumination in single shot and in accumulation mode and has been reported in [23]. In the next section, the repetitive mode with analog on chip accumulation is described and some experimental results are shown.

III. ANALOG ACCUMULATION FEATURE

A. Description of the analog accumulation operation

The accumulation mode is performed by several acquisitions of one repetitive pulse. The initial phase consists in resetting the readout node with the Reset transistors. Then the readout node RN is left floating, ready to accumulate several low intensity acquisitions. Each acquisition is composed of four operating phases: the reset of the photodiode, the integration of the light, the sampling and the charge transfer from the internal to the readout nodes. During the reset of the photodiode the Stop transistor is held high to have the same potential on the photodiode and on the internal node (Fig. 3). The integration begins when the command of the Start transistor is at low level and finishes when the command of the Stop transistor falls at low level. Indeed, on the falling edge of the signal Stop, the potential of the photodiode is sampled and hold in the IN. Finally, the charges stored in this node are transferred to RN by applying an intermediate voltage between V_{RR} and V_{RBD} to the gate of the transistor Acc (e.g., 2.5 V) during the transfer time T_{Acc} [18]. In the accumulation mode this sequence is repeated several times, without resetting the readout node.

B. Analog accumulation performances

The maximal repetition rate of the acquisition is limited by the sum of the reset phase, the observation time mΔT and the transfer time T_{Acc}. The reset phase occurs in less than 1 ns. The functions of the RN voltage versus the photodiode reset voltage (V_{RBD}) for different transfer durations from 1 ns up to 10 µs, with V_{RR} = 3.3 V and Acc = 2.5 V, are depicted on Fig. 4. These functions are composed of 3 regions. In the first region, the gain is zero, i.e., no charge is transferred as the Acc transistor is turned off, because V_{RBD} is above a threshold voltage (V_{TH}) depending on T_{Acc}. The second region illustrates the charge transfer operation that occurs when the photodiode voltage V_{RBD} is lower than the previous V_{TH} and above a second threshold voltage depending of T_{Acc}. Below this last voltage, the Acc transistor is completely turned on and the RN and IN nodes are shorted, i.e., voltage V_{IN} and V_{RN} are equal, consequently, the gain gets lower [23]. The region 2 is the usable mode for the accumulation process and the simulation results show that the charge transfer efficiency is independent of the T_{Acc} duration if the photodiode reset voltage is well adjusted (Fig. 4). In this case, V_{RN} is given by

\[ V_{RN} = \frac{C_{RN}}{C_{IN}} (V_{IN} - (V_{Acc} - V_{TH})) + V_{RN0} \]  

(2)

where V_{RN0} the previous voltage of the RN. This indicates that the maximal repetition rate is mainly due to the temporal window as the reset and transfer phase can be reduced to a few nanoseconds.

This behavior arises from the transient phenomenon of the charge transfer. At the beginning of the charge transfer, the V_{GS} of the Acc transistor is well above its threshold voltage but as soon as the charges are transferred, the potential of the internal node V_{IN} increases very quickly.
i.e., in less than 1 ns, reducing the $V_{GS}$ down to the threshold. Then the transistor is turning off very slowly while the charge flow gets lower and lower. Consequently, when $T_{acc}$ gets longer, more and more of those charges are transferred maintaining the transfer efficiency even with a higher $V_{RPD}$. For linear operation, the inflections in the $V_{RN}$ to $V_{RP}$ curves visible in the ellipse of the Fig. 4 must be avoided. Consequently, an overvoltage of 20 mV of dark signal must be added at each accumulation. Assuming a dynamic range of 1 V, the number of accumulations is limited to about 50 shots.

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Charge transfer efficiency

A $64 \times 64$ pixels prototype has been realized in the standard AMS 0.35 $\mu$m CMOS technology. In order to evaluate the highest repetition rate, the transfer gain efficiency versus the $V_{RPD}$ for different $T_{acc}$ has been measured (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 shows that the transfer efficiency is effectively independent of $T_{acc}$ if the photodiode reset voltage is well tuned. For $T_{acc}$ equal 1 ns and 10 ns the curves are shifted to a lower $V_{RPD}$ than expected by the simulation. This is due to the external pulse generator we use to generate the Acc control signal. Indeed, the rising and falling time of the signal delivered by this unit is about 1 ns, consequently, the effective $T_{acc}$ is reduced for a pulse duration a few nanoseconds. Nevertheless, this measurement is the proof that $T_{acc}$ can be reduced to a few nanoseconds, leading to a repetition period very close to the observation time.

B. Test bench for repetitive pulse observation

The experimental setup for the observation of repetitive optical pulses is show in Fig. 6. It is composed of a pulsed laser source, a synchronization unit, a delay line and an optical fiber. The accumulation is possible only if the MISC is synchronized with the source. Since the laser is subjected to jitter, the synchronization is operated by using a photodiode trigger unit. The delivered trigger signal is split between the Start signal of the sweep unit and the Stop signal. A flexible very short delay (a few nanoseconds or less) of integration $\Delta T$ is externally added by a passive jitter-less delay line. The laser source is delayed by an optical fiber to fit the capture temporal window of the MISC. The electronic setup inside the camera is composed of a FPGA that delivers the remaining command signals (Acc transistor, readout, etc.), a 12 bits analog to digital converter and the digital acquisition board. For this measurement, the FSU has been used with a 22 MHz reference clock which corresponds to an observation window of 45.5 ns and a sample period of 710 ps.

C. Observation of light pulses in accumulation mode

A vanadate Q-switched diode pumped solid state laser which delivers pulses of 6 ns FWHM, at 532 nm, with a frequency repetition of 100 Hz has been used as the optical source. The laser beam was spread with a cylindrical lens in order to illuminate uniformly one row on the array sensor. A luminous pulse of low intensity, spatially focused on 20 $\mu$m, has been observed with three different operation modes of our sensor. The integration time used to obtain measurements presented on Figs. 7, 8 and 9 was fixed at 1 ns. With this short $T_{int}$, the convolution effect can be neglected with a pulse FWHM of several nanoseconds.
all these images the dark level of each pixel has been subtracted in order to remove the fixed pattern noise (FPN).

Fig. 7 shows the luminous pulse measured in single shot mode. It is not easy to discern the pulse shape among the noise. Indeed, the signal to noise ratio (SNR), i.e., the ratio between the normalized Gaussian power and the normalized RMS noise, is evaluated to 29.

Fig. 8 presents the same signal measured without analog accumulation but with 200 frame software acquisitions, i.e., the resulting picture is the computed averaging of several single shot laser pulses. Of course the level of the luminous pulses has the same order of magnitude, but in this case, the effect of the readout noise is expected to be attenuated by a ratio of $200^{0.5}$. The measured SNR is 155. The improvement of the SNR by a factor 5.4 is less than then expected one. The difference probably results by some speckle effects than are not averaged with this technique.

Finally, Fig. 9 presents the luminous pulse resulting from 20 on-chip analog accumulations, without external acquisition. The signal amplitude is about 20 times higher than the one obtain in single shot with its associated photodiode KTC noise, whereas KTC noise of the RN and the readout noise are kept constant. Indeed, there are just one Reset of RN and one readout per acquisition. The result shows that the readout noise is the dominant noise, thus, to first approximation, the expected SNR improvement ratio is roughly 20 while neglecting the photodiode KTC noise, the photonic noise and the speckle effect. The SNR obtained in this mode is 215, i.e. a improvement ratio of 7.4 compare to the single shot. This is higher than the software averaging for an order of magnitude less acquisition. Consequently, the analog on chip accumulation capability is a powerful feature, which improves the SNR of an ISC. Moreover, the repetition rate in this mode is not limited by the readout time but only by the transfer time. It is thus not limited to a few hundred of Hz but can be higher than 50 MHz.

D. Temporal resolution

During these measurements, the measured FWHM is $8 \pm 0.5$ pixels. As the sampling period is 710 ps/pixel, it means that the observed pulse duration is $5.7 \pm 0.4 \text{ ns}$ FWHM, which is very close to the 6 ns measured by a fast PIn photodiode and an oscilloscope. Consequently, the temporal resolution is better than 6 ns at 532 nm. Measurement of a femtosecond laser pulse at 400 nm with an integration duration $\Delta T$ of 400 ps indicates that the temporal resolution is 1.1 ns FWHM (see Fig. 10). Preliminary results obtained with the picoseconds laser diode generator described in [24] show a temporal resolution very close to the nanosecond too at 650 nm whereas it is degraded to more than 3 ns at 808 nm. This degradation of the temporal resolution is due to the slow transient response of the used Nwell/Psub photodiode at such a long wavelength.
V. CONCLUSION

This work showed that it is possible to realize an integrated streak camera in CMOS technology operating in a accumulation mode at a high repetition rate of more than 50 MHz. This system, carried out in a 0.35 μm AMS CMOS technology, allows the observation of short luminous phenomena in repetitive mode by analog accumulation of the photo-charges inside the sensor with a temporal resolution close to the nanosecond. The analog accumulation feature increases the SNR proportionally to the number of accumulations. However, the maximum number of accumulations is limited to 50 to avoid nonlinear operation. Combination of both the analog and software accumulation could be used to enhance the SNR to a higher value.
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TABLE I. PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCES OF THE MISC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pixel pitch</td>
<td>20μm × 20μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill factor</td>
<td>47 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion gain</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.4 μV/e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweep speed (ΔT/pixel)</td>
<td>From 125 ps/pixel up to DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweep speed drift</td>
<td>&lt;0.05%/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing jitter</td>
<td>&lt;70 ps p-p@150ps/pixel (FSU) [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal axis linearity</td>
<td>Better than 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal resolution</td>
<td>1.1 ns @ 400 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR single shot</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR with 200 software accumulation</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR with 20 on chip analog accumulation</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max frame per second</td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition rate in analog accumulation mode</td>
<td>From single shot up to 50 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max accumulated</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract: Secure data transfer (SDT) in wireless networks is required with minimum overhead. The SDT was done historically through cryptography, authentication, and probability based approaches. Collaborative approach for trust-based packet transfer is new to the wireless sensor network research. In the proposed research, trust value of a node is continuously updated using Sporas formula and repeated trust calculations. The average of these two provides the trust value of a node. The suspicious node will be informed to the neighbor nodes. Further, the neighbor nodes calculate their own trust of a suspicious node using its trust value plus trust factor received from their neighbor. The cooperative and collaborative approaches eliminate the suspicious node from the path quickly and confidently. The results show that the new approach is better than simply using the cooperative way or collaborative approach using Sporas formula.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Massive deployment of sensors in hostile areas including forests, biological and chemical fields is very common and requires secure communication. Replacement of failing sensors or adding sensors to cover the black holes is very common in such dangerous places. Since they are organized in an open environment, injecting of bad nodes to corrupt the transmission is possible. Therefore, a secure transmission model is required to avoid the transmission through corrupted node. Further, design of secure communication model between sensor nodes is very difficult. The traditional protocols use exchange and distribute the keys through cryptographic tools for trust evidence. The resource limitations in sensor networks obstruct the use of traditional tools including cryptographic models and protocols for secure communications.

In sensor networks, the topology changes dynamically due to failure of sensors nodes. Further, sensing data and reporting data with limited communication distance requires cooperation of nodes to complete the task. The cooperation happens between the nodes only if they trust their neighbor to transfer the data. The trust management system helps to detect the node that is not behaving as expected in the path.

Routing the packets in wireless sensor networks (WSN) is done by routing protocols. The routing procedure uses encryption, digital signature, and authentication. Further encryption and authentication limits the performance of nodes in WSNs. Encryption and authentication cannot prevent the malicious or misbehavior of the sensor nodes. After reviewing relevant sensor network models, we found that the trust-based model is a better model than the existing models. Since trust cannot be generated automatically, we use the verification of repeated data transfer in the successive node. The trust model detects the sinkholes, selective packet dropping, and malfunction of the node.

Once the trust is established, it cannot be taken for granted for the rest of the sensor lifetime without repeated reevaluations. The trust relationship changes continuously due to sensor failures and malfunctions. Therefore, the
trust relationships among the neighboring nodes are very important to keep track of the uncertainties.

The remaining part of the paper discusses the recent developments, collaborative reputation activity, simulations using Sporos formula, reputation-based trust formulation, trust cluster approach and conclusion of results.

2. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

If a user is given the work repeatedly and the user completes to the level of satisfaction, we say the user will be trusted. The same concept is used in credit cards, bank loans, and at work places. Sensor networks are not different when we consider the trust. The Figure 1 shows the scenario of a sensor network. The nodes A, B, C are transferring the data to their successive node D, where D transfers to its next successive node E. The level of trust of a node D depends upon the percentage of packets successfully transferred to its next successive node E. The trust of node D depends upon the behavior of node D at a given time. The trust evaluation of node D also monitored through the neighboring nodes (node B and node C within communication distance) of A.

Trust values are derived in [2] by evaluating risk and reputation. In [3] the authors developed an algorithm to calculate trust using the complaints of another agent. Reputation-based framework using Bayesian formulation was developed by Generiwal et al. [4]. The proposed system uses community trustworthy behavior of the sensor nodes. The trust calculation in WSN using a bio-inspired algorithm (BTRM-WSN) based on ant colony systems was presented in [5]. The system uses similarity of how the ants’ deposited pheromone helps to trace the path and quality of path by trusting the deposited pheromone.

Moman et al. [6], explained the difference between trust, security, and reputation. Further, authors introduced the WSN security issues and innovative approaches to solve these problems. The authors concluded that the future research follows the innovative approach to model trust-based approach in WSN.

Task-based trust management, event-based trust management and an agent-based trust management was studied in [7-11]. In [7], a general approach for task-based trust management is used similar to economics to detect the malicious node. The event-based approach [8] uses several trust ratings to enforce the security in WSN. The agent-based trust models in [8-11] discuss the attacks on WSN, packet dropping, and local storage management using the trust policy. The models can further discuss the trust aggregation, Hello flood attack, and detect the malicious nodes.

Zhang et al. [12] presented a trust-based approach to distinguish illegal nodes from legal nodes. They claim that their approach detects insider attacks and uses trust evaluation model. The trust management model in [13] uses the Bayesian probabilistic approach. The current model calculates the trust factor by using the current trust factor plus the second hand information received from its neighboring nodes.

3. COLLABORATIVE REPUTATION ACTIVITY

Reputation builds the trust in a specific domain. Reputation-based trust was discussed in [14] and defined as the amount of trust influenced by a person or node in a specific domain. Like with human relationships, reputation values associated with a node may change over a time. Therefore, it is advised to update the node ratings using current ratings. This procedure helps to calculate better trust factor. The reason for changing the trust rates overtime is that the node may get corrupt due to malicious activity.

Assume that each node entering in the sensor network has a minimum reputation value, i.e., initially every node transfers packets correctly. The node value will be updated after a set time period. A threshold value (trust value) will be set to decide either the node will continue in the communication path or discord at the end of each set period. In a sensor network, a new node can join the existing set of sensors or a malicious sensor will be discarded from communicating path (Similar to an electronic market, a new user may join in the group or untrusted member may discontinue). The reputation value of a current node should not fall below the newly joined node. A node can rate the neighboring node more than once, but the current rating will be taken. A higher rated node will have smaller change after each rating (unless the node is corrupted).

The sample rating of a neighboring node is done depending upon the trust. Trust of each node depends upon the opinion of other nodes, particularly neighboring nodes. Trust of a node is continuous updating through rating. The current reputation of a node (trust level) is updated using the following Sporos formula [15].

\[ R_i = R_{i-1} + \frac{1}{\theta} \phi(R_{i-1}), (W_i - R_{i-1}) \]  

\[ \phi(R_{i-1}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-((R_{i-1} - D)/\sigma)}} \]  

where:

- \( \theta \) - effective number of ratings taken into account 

- \( \phi \) - helps to slow down the incremental change 

- \( W_i \) - represents the rating given by the node \( i \) 

- \( D \) - range or maximum reputation value 

- \( \sigma \) - the acceleration factor to keep the \( \phi \) above certain value (> threshold).

If the node is compromised, the rating will be smaller and \( (W_i - R_{i-1}) \) become negative. Therefore the current
reputation slowly crosses below threshold and node declared as malicious.

In the Figure 1, the opinion poll on node D will be done by nodes A, B, C, and P, because these nodes communicates the packets through D to the base station. The node E cannot poll on D, since it receives the packets from D. Assume that there is a node Z between E and base station, then E can poll on D, because if Z becomes malicious then E may need to transfer the data through D to reach the base station. In the opinion poll, the node A may poll 70% and node B may poll 80%. Sporas formula updates the rating (helps to build the trust) on node D using the rates polled by the connected nodes.

4. Simulations Using Sporas Formula

Suppose the node A makes 50 transactions and each time the node A give its own rating depends upon the number of packets transmits by the node D. Figure 2 provides the ratings on node D obtained by node A. Similarly, the ratings at B and C were found. The random values selected to calculate the ratings are as below:

\[ \theta > 10; \quad 0.5 < W_i < 1; \]
\[ 0.6 < D < 0.99; \quad 0 < \sigma < 0.5; \]
\[ 0.5 < R_{i-1} < 1; \]

Table I provides the ratings after 50 samples. Each time the rate was updated with the current value. At 50th time (current ratings at A, B, and C are 0.801, 0.85, and 0.90. Suppose the threshold value is set at 0.85, then the node A requests the neighbor nodes C and D about the trust of node D. The nodes B and C give their trust value 0.85 and 0.9. The node A cannot discard the node D from its communication path, but it uses the reputation based trust calculation as given in the next section and will come to a conclusion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I: Ratings of node D at Nodes A, B, and C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R-rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490 0.8490</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Reputation-Based Trust Formulation

The Sporas formula updates the node reputation to current status. The reputation status value of each node is stored by its neighboring nodes. Therefore, each node maintains a table and stores the reputation status of its neighboring node or nodes. If any node gets malicious, then the connected nodes change the reputation value in their table. If the value of a node drops below the threshold, then the node will be declared as malicious. The declared malicious node will be disconnected from the network.

The reputation of a node is calculated average of two methods. First, reputation value is calculated through Sporas formula using equation (1) basing on opinion poll. Second, reputation of a neighboring node is calculated using the ratio of the number of packets sent to the node \( S_m \) to the number of packets forwarded \( F_n \) by the node.

\[
R_{nm} = \frac{F_n}{S_m} \tag{3}
\]

The ratio \( F_n / S_m \leq 1 \) and \( n / m \leq 1 \) must be true all time. Unlike in Sporas formula, whenever a node is added to the network, it is given a reputation value equals to 1, means the reputation value is 100%. The reputation \( R \) must be calculated in fixed intervals. After few intervals, the average reputation value will be generated (includes the initial value). The average reputation value \( R_{av} \) should not fall below the threshold \( T \). Therefore, it follows that \( R_{av} > T \), otherwise the node is treated as malicious. Consider an arbitrary variable \( x \) that has a maximum value 1 and minimum 0. The current reputation value of a node is calculated as:

\[
R_r = ((1-x).R_p + x.R_c) \leq 1 \tag{4}
\]

where, \( R_r \) is the calculated reputation calculated, \( R_p \) is the previous reputation value, and \( R_c \) is the current reputation value. The value of \( x \) will be above 0.5 and closely the threshold value (0.95). The new updates must be small enough to be comparable with Sporas formula. The equation (4) will be compared to the equation (1), where the reputation in both cases provides the current trust status of the node. The average of these two values will provide best possible trust value \( R \). Therefore,
If the node A observes that the node D is suspicious, Figure 1, then it broadcasts to its neighbor nodes C and B. The node C and node B calculates the trust value of node D using the broadcasted value and determines the node A’s claim of suspiciousness. The node B calculates the trust of node D as below:

\[ T_{ND} = R_{r}R_{BA} + (1 - R_{BA}).R_{BD} \]  

(6)

where

- \( T_{ND} \) is the new trust value of D at B
- \( R \) is the trust value received from A
- \( R_{BA} \) is the trust value of B on A
- \( R_{BD} \) is the trust value of B on D

If A broadcasts that D is suspicious, B should not believe immediately. It should use the trust on A and trust on D and calculate the combined trust. If the calculated value is below the threshold then B believes that D is suspicious otherwise it broadcasts that D is not suspicious. Similarly the node C calculates its own trust on D.

Discussion of Results

We assume that the current trust value of node D is known by nodes A, B, and C. Suppose the current trust values of node D at nodes A, B, and C are 0.8, 0.85, and 0.92 respectively. Let \( x=0.8 \), and let \( R_{r}, R \), and \( T_{ND} \) be given by equations (5) and (6). The value of \( R_{r}, R \), and \( T_{ND} \) with respect to node C and node B decides that either node D will be trusted or not.

It is a known fact that sensors have limited resources including battery, computational, and communication resources. Therefore, it is suggested to use either Spors formula or reputation-based trust model. It is further suggested using average of both formulas depending upon the sensitivity of the problem. If the data sensitivity is low and data need to be transferred securely then use either one of the formulas.

6. Simulations on Reputation-Based Trust Calculation

The simulation uses the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol of wireless sensor network. The simulation is written in the Java language. The idea of the simulation is based on the popular simulation software NS-2 (Network Simulator 2). We created a 500 x 500 field and randomly distributed 20, 50 and 100 nodes in the network. The simulation detected all misbehaving (nodes which did not forward data properly) nodes such as a sink hole and selective forwarding nodes. We calculated the trust ratio using promiscuous mode overhearing the packets forwarded by the successive node. The node swaps from promiscuous mode to normal mode as soon as it overhears the packet to save battery life. If it does not overhear packet for a given time frame, it automatically comes back to normal mode. The trust ratio was calculated using the number of packets received by successive node and transferred from it.

The sample simulations are given in Figure 3. We assumed node 2, node 3, and node 4 are neighbors of node 1. These four nodes transfer the data from the same node and calculate the reputation value. If the reputation value of node 1 drops below the threshold, then node 1 verifies the data from its neighboring nodes (nodes 2 – 4). For example, node 2 is a neighbor of node 1 and sent 50 packets and the successive node forwards 50 packets. That is 90% success. Similarly, the calculations follow from other nodes. Each node calculates its trustworthiness using equation (6) and send to node 1. The node 1 decides the trustworthiness of its successive after receiving data from its neighboring nodes.

7. Trust Cluster Approach

Trust clusters are very useful in the collaborative approach. The nodes within communication distance forms a cluster, and conduct collaborative activity in calculating the trust of any successive node. For example, if \( n_j \) is a neighbor of node \( n_i \), then we represent the neighbors \((n_i, n_j) = true \). Suppose, if \( n_i \) has more than one neighbor then we write

\[ (n_i, n_j)_{\lambda_j} = true \]  

(7)

\( \lambda_j \) are the \( j \) nodes which are within the communication distance of node \( i \). That is, \( i \) has the collaborative relation to the \( \lambda_j \) nodes. Similarly, we form the neighboring nodes to each node in the network. Suppose \( \zeta_{i,j} \) is the trust factor of each of the \( j \) node close \( i \)th node, then most dependable node in the neighborhood of a node \( i \) is the highest reputation value calculated through equation (5).

It is always necessary to keep track of the most trusted nodes within the communication distance and most inferior nodes within the communication distance. The inferior nodes will be eliminated to calculate the trust factor and if the trust factor of any inferior node is below the threshold, then all neighbors must discard the suspected node from the network. The inferior node is denoted as

\[ \zeta_{inf} = (n_i, n_j)_{\lambda_j<\text{threshold}} \]  

(8)

Therefore, the node \( i \) must depend upon the trusted neighbor nodes for the future path selection.

8. Conclusions

Sensors are organized in an open environment and injecting of bad nodes to corrupt the transmission is possible. Therefore, a secure transmission model is required to avoid the transmission through corrupted node. The traditional protocols use exchange and distribute the...
keys for trust evidence. The resource limitations in sensor networks obstruct the use of traditional tools including cryptographic models and intrusion detection packages for secure communications. Encryption, intrusion detection models, and authentication techniques limits the performance of nodes in WSNs. Encryption and authentication cannot prevent the malicious or misbehavior of the sensor nodes. After reviewing relevant sensor network models, we believed that proposed collaborative trust-based model will overcome the shortcomings in the current models.

In the proposed collaborative model, each node is each node is updated through ratings. The ratings are provided by the nodes transfer the packets through that node. The update of node ratings is done through Sporas formula. If the node rate is below the threshold, the previous node uses the cooperative effort through neighboring nodes. By using the cooperative and collaborative effort, we eliminate the suspicious node from the communication path. Preliminary results are presented using the rating of a node through Sporas formula.

The future work includes the agent-based trust model. Each cluster has an agent and agent relieves the computations of the nodes. All decisions will be taken at the agent.
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Abstract - Cooperation in wireless sensor networks to detect the malicious node without any infrastructure is a recent trend in research. The current models need more storage, computation, security tools, and communication requirements. They fail in wireless sensor networks due to limitation of resources. Trust-based approach does not need high-end resource requirement. The proposed agent-based approach eliminates the computations in the sensor nodes with appropriate trust factor. The proposed approach uses an agent-based collaborative concept to ensure the trust in the successive node in the path. The proposed agent-based framework uses reputation of neighboring nodes as part of trust calculation in its successive node. The simulations were presented to calculate the trust of a node.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sensors are small in size, limited computational power, and capabilities. Wireless sensor networks are based on these small form-factor nodes transmitting the collected information to the base station. Since safe transmission of information is important, the path of transmission must be trustworthy. Therefore, each node must trust the successive node in the path. If any node in the path is suspicious, the decision node must calculate the alternative path.

There are varieties of methods to calculate the trust of a successive node. The methods include the reputation-based trust management, event-based trust management, collaborative trust management, and agent-based trust management. In reputation-based trust management, the node stores the number of packets transfer from the node and calculate the success rate of packets transferred from its successive node. In the event-based trust management system, the trust rate is calculated at particular or specific time events or periodically. In collaborative models, the business models are used to calculate the trust similar to product trust management. In agent-based trust management systems, an agent node is introduced to store the packet transfer information from a cluster of nodes within communication distance. The agent-based systems relieve the most of the processing time of nodes and the nodes concentrate on transfer of information. Trust-based systems will help to detect the malicious nodes and eliminate them from the communication path.

A trusted node must transmit the minimum acceptable number of packets. The minimum acceptable number is called threshold. The threshold is used to rate the node. The ratings will be updated and maintained using Sporos formula [7] or Molina’s fuzzy reputation model [5] or proposed agent-based model. The proposed model reduces the overheads on sensor nodes and helps to improve the life time expectancy and efficiency.

Figure 1 show the WSN with nodes, neighbor nodes, and an agent to collect and process trust information. The agent’s responsibility is to collect the node ratings update the trust of each node within communication distance of successive node in the path. The agent also provides the level of trust and recommends alternative path if the trust is below the threshold value.

The remaining part of the paper discusses the related work, reputation based trust, agent-based trust calculation. The reputation based trust model uses Sporos formula and Molina’s fuzzy model and comparison of these models to update the rates. Finally, the paper presents concluding remarks and future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Trust management is not a new concept in the electronic market. Reputation and trust are the basics of product sales. Establishing trust on a product manufacture industry and reputation of a product is the source of sales. Similarly, establishing trust on a node transferring the packets and reputation of the node is very important to keep the sensor node on data transfer path. Trust calculation and update the node ratings uses reputation-based trust calculation [1, 4], event-based trust management [3], and agent-based trust management [7-9]. Repeated games help to detect the trustworthiness of a node in the path [1].

Ganeriwal et al. [2] discussed the reputation-based framework for high integrity sensor networks. The model
evaluates the trustworthiness of the nodes and various type of misbehavior of nodes in the network. The model uses the Bayesian formulation and updates the trust with direct and indirect trust calculations.

Trust is not consistent. It varies from time to time and event to event. In sensor networks, a series of events happens. Data collection, data routing, location report, identifying neighbor, reorganizing the network, and time synchronization are very common. In event-based systems [2], the behavior of sensors and collection of trust rating from neighbor nodes is done through agents. The agent decides the trustworthiness of sensor and path reestablishment.

The agent-based system [7-9] uses various methods of sensor node ratings and calculation of trust of nodes. In agent-based models, an agent is created with a set of nodes within the communication distance. The agent is responsible to calculate the trust and reputation of the nodes using various formulas.

Collaborative reputation in an electronic market [3] uses the Sporas formula to calculate the ratings of a node on Web. The ratings will conclude the trust in WSN. Bio-inspired technique based on ant colony system. The most worthy path is detected by using the pheromone traces deposited by ants.

Momeni et al. [10] proposed the secure data aggregation scheme to detect the inside attack (within networks) and trustworthiness of a node in the WSN. Further, trust establishment in ad hoc network using distributed environment was studied in [12].

**Contribution:** Trust ratings with Sporas formula and fuzzy reputations of Molina’s formula were derived and compared. The two methods used to calculate the trust of a node. It is concluded that the learning rate and most recent trust rate helps in detecting the malicious node quickly. Further, the agent in each cluster minimizes the computational overhead of the nodes. The simulations were presented to illustrate the theoretical analysis.

III. TRUST AND REPUTATION

The reputation-based models use the rate of a number of packets received to transfer by a node [1]. The event-based models calculate the trust on the rate of transfer of packets at any particular event [2]. Further, business (collaborative) models are used to calculate the trust of a node depending upon the rating by neighboring nodes [3]. All models were used to calculate the trust and detect the malicious node, so that they can avoid the malicious node from the data transfer path. These calculations show that trust is calculated on the behavior of a node in the data transfer path.

Molina et al. used the fuzzy reputation to calculate the trust of a node [5, 6]. The trust depends upon the reputation of a node $R_{i}$ at the time $i-1$, current rating $C_{i}$ and remembrance weight $\omega$. The maximum value of remembrance is 1. Therefore, $0 \leq \omega \leq 1$. The current reputation is calculated as [5]:

$$R_{i} = R_{i-1} \omega + C_{i} \cdot (2 - \omega) \quad (1)$$

If $\omega=0$ then $R_{i} = C_{i}$. If the node does not remember the previous reputation, then current rating is the reputation value. It shows that a new node entering into network does not have previous value. If $\omega=1$ then the new reputation is equal to average of previous reputation and current rating. The maximum value of $\omega$ provides the excellent reputation and more trustworthy. Therefore, the equation (1) becomes

$$R_{i} = \frac{R_{i-1} + C_{i}}{2} \quad (2)$$

The equation (2) shows that if a node is added with the best possible rating, it should not be given more than half of reputation. The reputation must be established.

The reputation of a node is updated with current ratings. The current ratings are obtained using the following Sporas formula [7].

$$R_{i} = R_{i-1} + \frac{1}{\theta} \phi(R_{i-1}) (C_{i} - R_{i-1}) \quad (3)$$

$$\phi(R_{i-1}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\frac{R_{i-1} - D}{\sigma}}} \quad (4)$$

where:

- $\theta$ - effective number of ratings taken into account ($\theta > 1$). The change in rating should not be very large.
- $\phi$ - helps to slow down the incremental change
- $C_{i}$ - represents the rating given by the node $i$
- $D$ - range or maximum reputation value
- $\sigma$ - the acceleration factor to keep the $\phi$ above certain value (> threshold).
If the node compromises, the rating will be smaller and \((C_i - R_{i-1})\) become negative. Therefore the current reputation slowly crosses below threshold and node declared as malicious.

The equations (1) and (3) calculate the new reputation of a node. Substituting equation (1) in (3), we obtain:

\[
\frac{R_{i-1} \omega + C_i (2 - \omega)}{2} = R_{i-1} + \frac{1}{\Theta} \phi (R_{i-1})(C_i - R_{i-1})
\]

(5)

Assume the remembrance weight \(\omega = 1\) or \(\omega = 0\) the equation (5) simplifies

\[
C_i = R_{i-1}
\]

(6)

The equation (6) shows that if the remembrance \(\omega = 1\) or \(\omega = 0\) the ratings given by a node \(i\) is equal to reputation of the node. That is, a long term excellent reputation node and recent added good node assumes to be trustworthy.

Further, in equation (1), if the remembrance \(\omega = 1\), then current reputation is average of previous reputation and current ratings. Figure 2a shows the relation between reputation of a node and current reputation. In normal conditions, the current reputation is proportional to previous reputation.

Figure 2b is drawn for the remembering weights \(\omega = 0, 0.7, 1.0\). Once the system get updated continuously, the node rate constantly increases (stabilizes). If the reputation is random (reputation may be low or high) and ratings are increasing or decreasing, the node is not trustworthy. The node drops the packets randomly. The Figure 2c and Figure 2d shows that if the nodes are dropping packets randomly, the increasing reputation is better than decreasing reputation.

In the agent based systems, it is recommended to use the Sporas formula to update the ratings, so that the fuzzy reputation formula of equation (1) provides better results. The reliability of the nodes in WSN is temporary. The continuous update of ratings is required in the WSN.

IV. AGENT-BASED APPROACH

Agent-based trust approach is similar to cluster-based approach or watchdog approach [5, 7, 9]. The cluster forms with the nodes that are within communicating distance. Each cluster has an agent to collect the reputation of nodes. The reputation of a node includes two factors.

- Trust of each node in the cluster transmitting the packets through same node and must be within communicating distance.
- Trust of a node (constant and less than 1) to its neighboring node(s).

The agent keeps the above information of each node within communicating distance and calculates the trust of a node in the transmitting path. The trust value decides the trust of node in the communication path. Therefore, the trust depends upon the direct observations of a node plus the indirect observations received from its neighboring nodes. The reputation of a node is calculated in two ways.

Case 1: From the Figure 1, the reputation of a node D at node A is a sum of the observations of node A, node C with respect node A, and node B with respect to node A. The reputation of node D at node A is given by

\[
R_{A,D} = \alpha R_{A,D} + \beta R_{C,D} + \gamma R_{B,D}
\]

(7)

and

\[
\alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1
\]

(8)

where

- \(R_{A,D}\) reputation of node D at node A
- \(R_{C,D}\) reputation of node D at node C
- \(R_{B,D}\) reputation of node D at node B

The nodes C and B are neighbors of node A. The direct reputations are at decision node and indirect reputations are from its neighboring nodes. Initially, the constant factor at decision node carries higher value than other nodes. The values of \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) are based on the trust of node A with respect to nodes C and B. Figure 3a shows that the higher value of alpha lower the confidence of a node that was put in trust test. If the value of \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) are larger, then the indirect observations provide better results. That is, the neighbor nodes receive more confidence on the successive node with respective to the testing node (node A is a testing node in the current case).

Therefore, it is better to adjust the alpha value at lower level (<0.5). Figure 3b shows the collaborative trust calculation at Node A as trust value decreases. Collaborative effort helps and confirms the trust status. In the current problem (Figure 3a and 3b), it is clearly shown that, the node A to D has communication problem and D is not a malicious node. Furthermore, node A can confirm from node B and node C the confidence or reputation of
node D using their original trust values which are stored at the agent.

In agent-based systems, the agent has the trust and reputation values of all nodes. The agent also has the level of belief on its neighbors. The level of belief is the multiplication factor (β or γ) that helps to calculate its belief factor on a specific node. The trust at any node is calculated using the equation (7). Further, the agent-based system eliminates the computations required at each node and saves the energy of nodes. Saving the energy increases the life of sensor nodes.

Case 2: The trust of node D with respect to node A ($R_{A,D}$) is calculated using the trust of node D at B with respect to node A and trust of node D at C with respect to node A.

(a) Trust of node D at node B with respect to node A ($R_{B,D}$) is the sum of the trust of node B on node D and trust of node B on node A ($R_{BA}$):

$$R_{B,D} = R_{A,D} \cdot R_{BA} + (1 - R_{BA}) R_{B,D} \quad (9)$$

(b) Trust of node D at node C with respect to node A ($R_{C,D}$) is the sum of the trust of node C on node D and trust of node B on node A ($R_{CA}$):

$$R_{C,D} = R_{A,D} \cdot R_{CA} + (1 - R_{CA}) R_{C,D} \quad (10)$$

Find the average of trust of node A on D, trust of node B on node D with respect A, and trust of node C on node D with respect A.

$$R_{A,D} = \frac{R_{A,D} + R_{B,D} + R_{C,D}}{3} \quad (11)$$

Figure 4a shows the slow decrease of trust calculated through equations (9) to (11). The confidence factor helps to confirm the successive node status. The Figure 4a is drawn with higher reputation of neighbor nodes and trust of node A on node D is decreasing. Figure 4b is drawn for higher reputation of node D at node A (above the threshold value) and lower reputation of nodes B and C on D. The results show that the lower reputation of node D at neighboring nodes effects the decision at node A.

The equations (7) and (11) approximately produce the same result. The results show that if the node D is malicious and temporarily produces better reputation at A, the collaborative effort will give warning to drop the node from the communication path.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Trust-based packet transfer has been taken significant importance in recent years. The secure transfer of information with low cost is still a debatable problem in WSN. In this paper, we first presented the fuzzy rating models and Sporas formula for node rating. An agent-based approach was introduced to calculate the trust using the collaborative approach. The ratings of a node and its neighbors with respect to the node help for better decision on trust calculation of successive node in the path. A similar approach was used to lower the burden of computational work on the node. Lowering the computational work at node increases the life of sensor node.

The future research includes the event-based trust calculation. The event-based trust is recently introduced, and very little work was done in this line. Event-based trust models depend upon the specific events in the surroundings of a sensor node. It will be easier to detect the malicious node in the communication path using the data of specific events in the surroundings of a node.
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Abstract—Due to resource constraints and unique features of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), designing a key establishment protocol is much harder for WSNs than for traditional wired and wireless counterparts. In this paper, we propose a new efficient and secure ID-based one-pass authenticated key establishment protocol between an outside user and a sensor node. The proposed protocol does not require sensor nodes to compute any expensive pairing function. Moreover, it imposes very light computational and communication overheads and also provides scalability. We analyze security and efficiency of the proposed protocol by comparing firstly the session key establishment protocols for WSNs and secondly the existing ID-based one-pass key establishment protocols. The comparison shows that the proposed protocol is the most secure and efficient one for WSNs applications providing both security features of user authentication and session key establishment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in embedded technologies, as well as wireless communications, have broadened the prospects for many applications of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), for instance, environmental monitoring, ocean reading and many military applications [1]. However, the vulnerability of wireless communication and the ad-hoc nature of deployment open the door for a wide variety of malicious attacks, making security a key concern for these applications. On the other hand, the resource constrained nature of sensor nodes, i.e., limited power, computing and storage resources, poses a need for highly efficient security solutions. This restriction has significantly impacted the field of application security. For such applications, the efficiency of a security scheme is as important as its security. Any security scheme which is computationally expensive, no matter how secure it is, does not suit resource constrained sensor nodes.

To protect the communication in WSNs, one security requirement is the ability to encrypt and decrypt confidential data entailing the establishment of a session key. An authenticated session key establishment protocol provides the communicating parties with a secret and authentic shared session key which is used for the encryption and decryption of data. The session key establishment protocol is particularly important for those applications of WSNs which frequently exchange confidential data through insecure channels, for instance, environmental monitoring and ocean reading. In these applications, the data collected by the sensor nodes is useful for many research and business purposes. Different research organizations and businesses pay money to the deployment agencies of large scale sensor networks and obtain data from them. Thus, the data collected within the network is valuable and confidential in these applications. Since the data is available only to “authorized” users who have paid for the data, user authentication is another security requirement for such applications. These authorized users, after successful authentication, issue queries to the sensor nodes to access data of their interest. Therefore, a secure mechanism becomes highly desirable in these applications that allows sensor nodes to establish a session key with the users (to encrypt and decrypt confidential data) while facilitating all the necessary authentications (to know who their counterparts are). On the other hand, designing a secure and efficient security protocol for resource constrained sensor nodes is a challenging task.

In this paper, we propose an efficient and secure ID-based one-pass session key establishment protocol between an outside user and a sensor node which combines user authentication with session key establishment. ID-based cryptography [2] replaces a user’s public key with his unique public identifier (ID), such as email address. The corresponding private key is generated by a private key generator (PKG), a trusted third party. ID-based cryptography removes the need for certificate transmission and verification to obtain the public key, and hence reduces the transmission and the processing costs of the security schemes.

A. One-Pass Key Establishment

High computation and communication cost of secure two-pass key establishment protocols makes them expensive for low-power WSN applications (where low computation and communication cost is critical), for instance, the authenticated DiffieHellman protocol named as Station-to-Station protocol [3]. To satisfy the resource constraints of sensor nodes, a session key establishment protocol with high se-
curity and a minimum amount of computation and number of passes is required. A secure one-pass key establishment protocol is an attractive alternative for them. In a one-pass key establishment protocol only one message transmission is required for the establishment of key, i.e., only the sender (initiator) of the protocol generates an ephemeral private key and transmits its public part, called the ephemeral public key, to the receiver (responder). Both parties then compute a shared session key using their own private keys and ephemeral keys. In one-pass key establishment protocols, the reduced number of exchanged messages lessens the transmission and processing costs because only one message is transmitted and processed.

Besides the reduced cost, another advantage of a one-pass key establishment protocol is its use for off-line communications, explained as follows: The sender computes its shared session key, encrypts the message \( m \) (any confidential message) using the computed session key and sends both the ephemeral public key and the ciphertext of \( m \) to the receiver. The receiver can compute the same shared key any time using the sender’s ephemeral public key and decrypt the message. The receiver needs not to be necessarily online. This feature is particularly useful for applications where only one entity is on-line, for instance, email. This feature can also be utilized in a WSN environment where the only message sent by the user for key establishment can be combined with the encrypted user query to provide query privacy. The details are discussed in Section III.D.1.

**Contribution.** The main contribution of this paper is a new secure and efficient ID-based one-pass key establishment protocol for WSNs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first ID-based one-pass key establishment protocol which does not require any pairing computation. Lack of pairing operation makes our scheme computationally efficient and, hence, suitable for resource constrained sensor nodes. Scalability is another attractive feature of the proposed protocol which is required for WSN environment. Other than performance, the provable security is also an aspect of the proposed protocol. Although the details of formal security analysis including security model and security proof are omitted in this paper due to space limitations, they will be a part of the extended version of this paper.

**Organization.** Section II presents an overview of the related work. Section III describes the proposed scheme in detail. Section IV and Section V give the security analysis and the performance evaluation of the proposed protocol, respectively. Finally, a brief conclusion is given in Section VI.

### II. RELATED WORK

#### A. Session Key Establishment in Wireless Sensor Networks

This section briefly reviews the work related to the session key establishment in WSNs. A public key cryptography based hybrid authenticated key establishment protocol between a sensor node and a security manager is proposed by Huang et al. [4]. Their protocol exploits the difference in capabilities between the sensor nodes and the security manager. Like an outside user, a security manager is a powerful device (compared to a sensor node) which establishes a session key with a sensor node for subsequent use. In the beginning of the protocol, both parties exchange their certificates signed by a certification authority to extract the public keys of each other. However, the knowledge of the corresponding private keys is only proved after the complete run of the protocol on both sides. An adversary can exploit this fact and repeat this protocol with the sensor node by replaying a valid certificate, resulting into Denial of Service (DoS) attack. Before a sensor node detects the replayed certificate, it would have performed expensive computations and communications wasting its resources, particularly battery power. Later on Tian et al. [5] detected another serious security attack against Huang et al.’s protocol. They showed in [5] that a security manager (user in our case) easily learns the long-term private key of a sensor node after having one normal run of the protocol with the sensor node.

Kim et al. [6] propose an ID-based key establishment protocol from pairing-based cryptography which aims to reduce the communication cost of [4]. Being ID-based, their protocol replaces the public keys by the IDs, eliminating the need of exchange of certificates. This protocol reduces the communication cost but increases the overall computation cost of the protocol due to the expensive pairing computation. Like [4], this protocol also experiences a delayed user authentication (again by the proof of private key knowledge) on the sensor node’s side, causing a DoS attack. An attempt to reduce the computation cost of [6] is made by Zhang et al. in [7]. They propose another version using pairing-based cryptography. Compared with Kim et al.’s protocol, their contribution is to scale down the number of point multiplication operations on a sensor node under the same communication complexity as in [6]. However, their protocol does not authenticate the security manager at all which enables any one to establish a session key with the sensor node. Yasmin et al. [8] propose an authentication framework describing user authentication and session key establishment for WSNs using ID-based cryptography. However, they did not provide any concrete scheme for the establishment of session key between the user and the sensor node. Our proposed protocol can be integrated into their authentication framework to provide a concrete scheme for user authentication and session key establishment.

#### B. ID-based Key Establishment

This section lists the work related to the ID-based key establishment. In recent years, a few ID-based one-pass key establishment protocols [9], [10], [11], [12] have been designed for traditional networks. However, none of these...
schemes is efficient as all of these require pairing computations. Extensive use of pairings makes these schemes quite slow and computationally expensive, particularly for resource constrained sensor nodes consuming considerable resources on them. Other related work includes the pairing-free ID-based two-pass authenticated key establishment schemes, for instance, [13], [14], [15] using the same ID-based setup as used in our scheme. However, as mentioned earlier, the secure two-pass key establishment schemes consume more resources on sensor nodes in terms of computation and communication overheads than one-pass schemes.

III. THE PROPOSED SESSION KEY ESTABLISHMENT PROTOCOL

In this section, we present our proposed ID-based one-pass authenticated key establishment protocol by introducing the four phases: System Initialization, Private Key Generation, User Registration and Key Establishment. The first two phases are performed once, before the deployment of the sensor network. In an ID-based cryptosystem, a private key generator (PKG) computes the private keys corresponding to IDs. In WSNs the base station, a resourceful device, is considered as trustworthy. In our scheme, the base station plays the role of PKG and computes the private keys for sensor nodes and users.

A. System Initialization

In this phase, the Setup algorithm runs on the base station (before deployment) and generates the system parameters, including master public key (mpk), and the corresponding master secret key (msk) by using a security parameter k. This algorithm performs the following steps:

(a) Specify q, p, E/Fp, P and G where
   • q is a large prime number and p is the field size,
   • E/Fp is an elliptic curve E over a finite field Fp,
   • P is a base point of order q on the curve E and
   • G is a cyclic group of order q under the point addition “+” generated by P.

(b) For msk s ∈ Zq, compute mpk as PPKG = sp.

(c) Choose one hash function H: {0, 1}k × G → Zq.

(d) Choose one key derivation function χ: G → {0, 1}k.

(e) Output system parameters {q, p, E/Fp, P, G, PPKG, H, χ} and keep s secret.

B. Private Key Generation

In this phase, the Extract algorithm runs on the base station (before deployment) and computes the private keys of all sensor nodes corresponding to their IDs. This algorithm takes msk and a sensor node’s ID as input and generates a private key corresponding to that ID using the well known Schnorr signature. For a sensor node I with identity ID, this algorithm performs the following steps:

(a) For rI ∈ Zq, compute RI = rI P and ci = H(ID, RI).

(b) Compute private key as si = ci s + rI.

(c) Output (sI, RI) where sI is secret while RI is public.

Here the private key sI is the Schnorr signature on the ID of the node signed with the private key of the PKG. IDs, corresponding private keys and system parameters are stored on sensor nodes before deployment. Hence, every sensor node i stores {IDi, sI, RI} and system parameters.

C. User Registration

This phase is repeated every time when a new user is registered with the system. In this phase, the Extract algorithm runs on the base station and computes the private key for a user U corresponding to his identity IDu in the same way as computed for sensor nodes in the Private Key Generation phase. The base station who runs this algorithm, sends the private key to the user via a secure channel. Hence, every user U gets {IDu, su, Ru} and system parameters.

D. Key Establishment: One-Pass Authenticated Session Key Establishment

Whenever a user wants to access data from sensor nodes, he establishes a session key with the sensor node in his range after successfully authenticating himself to the sensor node. Whether the user query is processed by a single sensor node or a set of sensor nodes is related to the topic of query processing in wireless sensor networks and is not addressed in our paper. We now describe our ID-based one-pass session key establishment protocol between a user U and a sensor node I. Fig. 1 describes the steps of the protocol.

(a) The user U chooses at random t ∈ Zq as ephemeral key and computes y = tsu and L = yP. U signs the ephemeral public key L together with IDu, IDI and TS and sends [L, IDu, IDI, TS, SigL(L, IDu, IDI, TS)] to the sensor node I in his range. Here TS is the current time stamp to avoid a replay attack and SigL(L, IDu, IDI, TS) is a signature signed by U using his private key su. Computing y from L is the so-called Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm (ECDL) problem, which is intractable.

(b) The sensor node I first checks the time stamp TS to avoid the verification of a replayed message. If this is a fresh message, I verifies the signature SigL(L, IDu, IDI, TS). Successful signature verification implies the message is actually sent by the user U and is fresh. Hence, I accepts the message, otherwise the protocol is terminated at this stage. Next the sensor node I computes the shared secret Ksu as

Ksu = sI L ( = tsu sP) and deletes L.

(c) The user U computes the same shared secret Ksu as

Ssu = cI PPKG + RI where cI = H(IDu, RI)

Ksu = ySsu ( = tsu sP)

U then deletes L, t and y.

The both parties then compute the shared session key as SK = χ(Ksu) = χ(Ksu) = χ(tsusu)P, where χ is the key derivation function.
However, there is no guarantee that at the end of the secure run of the protocol both parties compute the key. Indeed, in any key establishment protocol, the sender of the last message cannot make sure whether or not its last message is received by the other party. The user may successfully finish the protocol with a key output. Although the adversary is not able to learn the computed key, the sensor node might not receive the user’s message and consequently might not be able to compute the key. The assurance against this scenario is achieved via an authenticated key establishment protocol with key confirmation (AKC). This is usually achieved by adding a key confirmation message to the authenticated key establishment protocol after the key has been established. Hence, after both parties establish the session key, the Key Establishment algorithm proceeds as follows:

(d) After key computation, the sensor node $I$ performs the following steps:

i) Computes the XOR of its computed key $SK_i$ with $ID_u$ and $ID_i$ as follows: $E = (SK_i \oplus ID_u \oplus ID_i)$.

ii) Encrypts $E$ with $SK_i$ using a secure symmetric encryption algorithm, i.e., $E' = Enc_{SK_i}(E)$ and sends $E'$ to $U$.

(e) After $U$ receives $E'$, he performs the following steps:

i) Decrypts $E'$ using his computed key $SK_u$ to obtain $E$, i.e., $E = Dec_{SK_u}(E')$.

ii) Checks whether $E = (SK_u \oplus ID_u \oplus ID_i)$.

Successful verification implies that both parties have computed the shared session key. As user does not expect to receive any message from the sensor node to compute the key, he does not need to send a key confirmation message to the sensor node.

1) Authentication, Key Establishment and Query Privacy:

To obtain sensor nodes data, the user first authenticates himself to his nearby sensor node, establishes a session key with it and then sends his query to it. The sensor node, after successful user authentication and session key establishment, processes the received user query, encrypts the query results and sends them back to the user. For privacy reasons, the user query needs to be encrypted in some situations [16] since users may not be willing to disclose their areas of interests. Due to the one-pass key establishment, query privacy can also be provided by the proposed protocol as follows: the user computes his shared session key, encrypts his query using computed session key and sends his signed ephemeral public key to the sensor node together with his encrypted query in a single message. The sensor node first authenticates the user by verifying the signature. If the signature verification fails, the protocol terminates here. Otherwise, the sensor node computes the same shared session key, decrypts the user query, processes it and sends the encrypted query results back to the user. Thus, only a single message is exchanged for authentication, key establishment and encrypted query transmission achieving transmission efficiency.

2) ID-based Signature: To sign the ephemeral public key, any secure ID-based signature (IBS) scheme with the same ID-based parameters can be used, for instance, the secure BNN-IBS [17] scheme proposed by Bellare et al., whose security is proved under the discrete logarithm problem. There are also some other secure variants of BNN-IBS, e.g., vBNN-IBS [18] and SLL-IBS [19] which can be used. vBNN-IBS has already been used in WSNs to provide broadcast authentication.

3) Distributing The Public Information $ID_i$ and $R_i$: One possible question might be how a user can obtain $ID_i$ and $R_i$, the public information of a sensor node $I$. As the user is equipped with a resourceful device, it can store the $ID_i$ and $R_i$ pairs of the sensor nodes in user’s range. In 160-bit ECC settings, the size of the $ID_i$ and $R_i$ pair is about
25 bytes. For say 5000 sensor nodes in user’s range, the total storage required will be about 125KB. This is an acceptable storage overhead on a resourceful user device to provide security with efficiency on resource constrained sensor nodes. User can also obtain ID_{U} and R_{I} pair from the base station via any other means e.g., Internet, before making a query to I. Note the difference that here ID_{I} and R_{I} are two identity elements of I and not the public keys as in the traditional public key crypto system where public keys are verified using the signed certificates. Here, if some one tries to use fake ID_{I} and R_{I} pair, he would not be able to generate corresponding private key s_{I} which is generated using msk. Generating such a valid triplet without msk would be equivalent to forging Schnorr signature. The ID-based two-pass key establishment schemes mentioned in Section II.B and the ID-based signature schemes mentioned in Section III.D.2 all use the same ID-based setup. This setup allows to construct efficient pairing-free ID-based schemes while handling the problem of public keys/certificates.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The security of our protocol is formally analyzed using the reductionist proof technique under the standard Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption. The CDH assumption assumes that for a large security parameter k (e.g., k \geq 160) it is intractable to compute abP given \langle P, aP, bP \rangle, where P is a random generator of G and a, b are uniformly selected at random from \mathbb{Z}_{q}. By assuming that the CDH assumption holds in G we show that the proposed protocol is secure in the ID-eCK model [10]. Due to space limitation, the security model and rigorous proof have to be omitted in this paper. The detailed security analysis including security proof will be a part of the extended version of this paper. In this section, we informally discuss five security attributes appertaining to the proposed protocol.

Authentication. The proposed protocol provides the required authentication. There is only one message exchanged and that is sent by the user. Authentication of that single message is achieved by the verification of signature signed by the user. It is infeasible for an adversary to sign a message on behalf of a user without knowing user’s private key. Successful signature verification by the node I proves the fact that the ephemeral public key is actually sent by a legitimate user U. On the other side, S_{I}(= s_{I}P) computed from I’s public information assures the user that the session key is, in fact, established with I. Only the sensor node I with the valid corresponding private key s_{I} can compute the same session key. Authentication avoids the chances of the adversary mounting a man-in-the-middle attack.

Key Confidentiality. After the successful key establishment between a sensor node and a user, the only information available to the adversary is the public parameters and the ephemeral public key L(= ts_{U}P). However, he cannot compute the user U’s private key s_{U} and/or ephemeral private key t from L since we assume there is no polynomial time algorithm to solve the ECDL problem. Furthermore, he cannot compute the shared secret ts_{U}s_{I}P because it requires the knowledge of private keys of both the sensor node and the user. Hence, the key is computable only by the user U and the sensor node I.

Key Compromise. The random value for ephemeral private key t is separately generated for each session. Therefore, the established session key is computationally different for different sessions. A session key established between a compromised sensor node and a user would not enable an adversary to compute or learn any other session key established between any other legitimate sensor node and a user. Furthermore, it would not enable an adversary to learn the user’s private key s_{U} from L due to the intractability of ECDL problem. In fact, the proposed protocol guarantees that the communication between an uncompromised sensor node and a user cannot be exposed, irrespective of the number of other nodes that are compromised.

Key Confirmation. In the proposed protocol, the key confirmation message E’ provides the explicit key confirmation. The sensor node computes E’ and sends it to the user so that the user can be assured that the sensor node has received the user’s ephemeral public key and successfully computed the session key. However, the user does not expect to receive any message from the sensor node for key establishment, as he can compute the same session key by himself. Hence, the user does not need to send a key confirmation message back to the sensor node.

Replay Attack. In a replay attack, an adversary replays the previous successful user request to either establish a session key with the sensor node or to waste sensor node resources by the request verification. In the proposed protocol, because of user’s signed message, the adversary will not be able to authenticate successfully and establish a key. Furthermore, the time stamp TS provides freshness. The sensor node checks time stamp before the signature verification to avoid the verification of a replayed request message. Depending on the transmission delay imposed by the communication channel between the user and the sensor node, the sensor node sets a time threshold leaving a potential attacker little time to mount a replay attack.

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed protocol in two ways: firstly, by comparing it with the existing session key establishment protocols for WSNs in Tables I and II, and secondly, by comparing it with the other ID-based one-pass session key establishment protocols in Table III. The factors used to evaluate the performance
are the number of complex cryptographic operations including pairing, point multiplication and exponentiation operations (computation overhead), total number of messages exchanged in each protocol run (communication overhead) and the memory requirements (storage overhead). Since the sensor nodes are more resource-constrained than the user devices, we pay more attention to the efficiency of the protocol on the sensor node side than on the user side.

For 80-bit security, in an efficient and optimized implementation on a standard MICA2 sensor node, one pairing computation takes 1.90s [20] and one point multiplication takes 0.32s [21]. Note that if the basic operation in $G$ is denoted multiplicatively ($\cdot$) instead of additively ($+$), the point multiplication in $G$ is then called exponentiation correspondingly and thus takes 0.32s. However, the exponentiation in the target group $G_T$ (in the settings of pairing [22]) takes more time than exponentiation (or point multiplication) in $G$ because of the fact that it computes arithmetic in $G_T$ which is operated in a field much bigger than the field in which $G$ is defined. In usual implementations of pairing, 1 exponentiation in $G_T$ costs about equal to 4 exponentiations in a multiplicative group [22] or 4 point multiplications in an additive group. The overheads of hash operation and arithmetic operations in $\mathbb{Z}_q$ are very small compared to the above mentioned expensive cryptographic operations. Thus, we only consider the expensive cryptographic operations for performance analysis. In all tables, $P$ denotes one pairing computation, $H$ denotes one hash evaluation, $M$ denotes one point multiplication or exponentiation in $G$ and $E$ denotes one exponentiation in target group $G_T$.

A. Session Key Establishment for Wireless Sensor Networks

This section compares the proposed protocol with the existing session key establishment protocols for WSNs. Tables I and II show the comparison results.

1) Computation Overhead: In WSNs scenario, it is highly desirable for a security protocol to have low computational overhead on resource constrained sensor nodes. In Huang et al.’s key establishment protocol [4], the computation overhead on a sensor node is the verification of a signed certificate to extract user’s public key and the computations of 3 point multiplications to compute session key. The user authentication, however, is achieved via key confirmation messages. For comparison purpose, we assume that the certificate verification requires the verification of an ECDSA signature. The ECDSA signature is considered more efficient for sensor nodes than RSA signature because of shorter key and signature sizes. ECDSA requires 2 point multiplications as expensive operations to verify a signature. Hence, the total computation overhead of Huang et al’s protocol is 5 point multiplications. Kim et al.’s protocol [6] requires sensor nodes to compute 3 point multiplications and 1 exponentiation in $G_T$. Zhang et al.’s protocol [7] brings down the computation cost of [6] by one point multiplication without providing user authentication. Our proposed protocol requires a sensor node to compute only 1 point multiplication to compute the session key and one signature verification to authenticate the user. For comparison with [4] and [6], we assume that the secure and efficient ID-based signature scheme vBNN-IBS [18] is used in our protocol for user authentication which requires 3 point multiplications for signature verification. It is clear from Table I that the overall computational load of the proposed protocol is still lower than the computational loads of both [4] and [6] and the key computation cost is lower than the key computation cost of [7]. At the same time, the proposed protocol has stronger security, as we shall discuss in Section V.A.6.

2) Time Consumption: We now compare the estimated total computation time taken by a sensor node to authenticate a user and derive a session key. The results of this time analysis are also given in Table I. Huang et al.’s protocol [4] requires a sensor node to compute 5 point multiplications and therefore, takes about 1.60s on it. Kim et al.’s protocol [6], on the other hand, computes 3 point multiplications and 1 exponentiation in $G_T$. Considering the fact that the exponentiation in $G_T$ costs four times than one point multiplication, the estimated computation time is about 2.24s for their protocol. Zhang et al.’s protocol [7] requires a sensor node to compute 2 point multiplications and 1 exponentiation in $G_T$ for key computation (this protocol does not provide user authentication) and consumes about 1.92s on a sensor node. Considering the ID-based signature scheme vBNN-IBS [18], the total estimated computation time for the proposed protocol is about 1.28s for 4 point multiplications. This implies that compared with the protocols proposed by Huang et al., Kim et al. and Zhang et al., our protocol reduces the total computation time for key establishment and user authentication on a sensor node by 20%, 33%, and 43%, respectively, without mentioning that Huang et al.’s and Zhang et al.’s protocols are quite weak in security.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Establishment Cost</th>
<th>User Authentication Cost</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>Sensor Node</td>
<td>Sensor Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. [4]</td>
<td>$4M+3H$</td>
<td>$3M+3H$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. [6]</td>
<td>$2P+1M+1E+2T$</td>
<td>$3M+1E+2T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [7]</td>
<td>$2P+1M+4H$</td>
<td>$2M+1E+3H$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our scheme</td>
<td>$3M+1H$</td>
<td>$1M$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Refer to Section V.A.6). In addition, note that our protocol also improves the performance of a user by 25%, 82%, and 75% over Huang et al.’s, Kim et al.’s and Zhang et al.’s solutions, respectively. As improving the efficiency of the user side is not our focus in this paper, we do not discuss this issue in detail.

3) Communication Overhead: To achieve network resource efficiency and minimum latency, the number of message exchanges between the sensor node and the user should be as small as possible. Huang et al.’s protocol [4] and Kim et al.’s protocol [6] exchange 6 and 4 messages, respectively, for key establishment and user authentication. The key confirmation messages are compulsory to provide user authentication in their protocols. Zhang et al.’s protocol [7] exchanges 3 messages for the key establishment. The proposed protocol exchanges only 1 message for both key establishment and user authentication. Hence, the proposed protocol causes very low communication overhead than the other three protocols for WSNs as shown in Table II.

4) Storage Overhead: The storage overhead of the proposed protocol is similar to the other protocols which is not very high. The proposed protocol does not require sensor nodes to store any user credentials (IDs, public keys, certificates etc.) for the verification of a user’s legitimacy and so provides storage efficiency. The only storage overhead is the sensor node’s ID, corresponding ID-based key and the system parameters.

5) Scalability: Since the overheads of the proposed protocol do not increase with the network size, it supports large scale deployment of WSNs. New sensor nodes and outside users can be added to the WSN easily at any time. Preloaded with ID, secret key and public parameters, the new sensor node can establish a key with any legitimate user after user authentication. The new users simply need to register themselves to the base station and get their private keys and system parameters. ID-based cryptography relieves sensor nodes from storing any users specific information to authenticate them, and consequently eliminates the restriction on the number of outside users.

6) Analysis - Performance Versus Security: As discussed earlier, Huang et al.’s protocol [4] is not secure since user can learn a sensor node’s private key after one run of the protocol with that node. This is a severe security attack against a key establishment protocol which cannot be tolerated, no matter how efficient a protocol is. Another drawback is the DoS attack caused by the delayed user authentication. On the other hand, Zhang et al.’s protocol [7] does not support user authentication at all allowing any adversary to establish a session key and obtain sensor nodes data. Hence, these two protocols lack the required security. Kim et al.’s protocol [6] also suffers from the DoS attack caused by the delayed user authentication wasting sensor node’s resources. The proposed protocol authenticates a user at the first step by the verification of a signed user’s ephemeral public key and the time stamp. Furthermore, it is not possible for any participant or any adversary to learn any participant’s private key.

However, an adversary can cause a sensor node to verify a fake signature in the proposed protocol wasting its resources. To see how devastating this attack is as compared to the DoS attack in Kim et al.’s protocol, we assume the secure and efficient ID-based signature scheme vBNN-IBS [18] for signature generation in our protocol. To detect a fake user request sent by an adversary, a sensor node will perform 3 point multiplications in the proposed protocol and 3 point multiplications and 1 exponentiation in G2 in Kim et al.'s protocol. Before a user is authenticated, 4 messages will be exchanged in Kim et al.’s protocol while only 1 message will be exchanged in the proposed protocol as after receiving the first message from the user the sensor node can find out the fake request and terminate the protocol. Thus, DoS attack in the proposed protocol is much less devastating than in Kim et al.’s protocol saving both the communication and the computation costs. Hence, the proposed protocol provides better performance versus security than the existing session key establishment protocols for the WSNs.

B. ID-based One-Pass Session Key Establishment

In this section, by comparing our protocol with the existing ID-based one-pass session key establishment protocols, we show that the significant efficiency improvement achieved by the proposed protocol is its very low computation overhead. Note that the existing protocols are not originally claimed for WSNs. What we are discussing here is that these protocols do not suit WSNs due to their low performances. Table III compares our protocol with the existing protocols by listing the key establishment costs for both sides of each protocol. Compared to the existing protocols, the proposed protocol is computationally efficient on the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Messages Exchanged</th>
<th>Key Establishment</th>
<th>Key Confirmation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. [4]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA (Does not support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. [6]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA (Does not support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [7]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA (Does not support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our scheme</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA (Does not support)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II**

**Communication Cost Comparison with the Existing Session Key Establishment Protocols for WSNs**

**Table III**

**Comparison with the Existing ID-Based One-Pass Key Establishment Protocols**
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sensor node’s side requiring only one point multiplication but no pairing computation. One pairing computation on a standard MICA2 sensor node takes 1.90s versus 0.32s for a point multiplication on the same node and therefore, consumes resources equal to 6 point multiplications. Due to the lack of pairing computations on both sides, our proposed protocol provides much better performance than the existing protocols. Table III also shows the estimated time that a sensor node consumes if the existing protocols are applied in WSNs. It is clear from Table III that our protocol is almost 6 times faster than Benit et al.’s protocol [9], which is the best existing ID-based one-pass key establishment protocol in terms of efficiency on the sensor node side. Moreover, if we also count the user authentication (signature verification) cost mentioned in Section V.A.2, the proposed protocol still outperforms all the existing protocols with the total time of 1.28s. Note that not all the existing protocols include user authentication, for instance, Benit et al.’s protocol. Hence, the proposed protocol is the first most suitable ID-based one-pass session key establishment protocol for WSNs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new secure and efficient ID-based one-pass key establishment protocol for WSNs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first ID-based one-pass authenticated key establishment protocol without pairing. Lack of pairing computation makes it much more efficient for sensor nodes than the existing ID-based one-pass key establishment protocols. At the same time, it enjoys all the desirable security properties for session key establishment protocols. The security and efficiency analysis shows that the proposed protocol performs better than the existing ID-based one-pass key establishment protocols and the key establishment protocols for WSNs.
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Abstract—We discuss a secure wireless communication scheme, focusing on designing two major components: the key generation and the coding scheme. To achieve high key matching rate, we propose a feed-forward and feed-back quantization. The proposed scheme offers 1 dB improvement over the best known schemes. We also propose a universal quantization scheme with feed-forward/feedback and show that its performance is the same as, or better than the other schemes which require prior distribution information. For rate-adaptive coding, we propose the use of rateless codes. Our evaluations show that the rateless code can offer significant performance gain over a low-density parity-check (LDPC) code. Moreover, we implement a soft input rateless decoder which offers additional gains. The overall security performance of our design based on these two components significantly outperforms existing designs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A security system is only as good as its weakest part, frequently, the Key Management System (KMS), which consists of the key management, key derivation, storage and distribution [20]. Unfortunately, designing a good KMS is an extremely hard problem and not all designers agree on how to construct it. This problem is exacerbated with the current trend of moving into the “Internet of Things” and “cyber physical systems”, where large scale, complex, ad-hoc, often infrastructure-less wireless sensor networks and the broadcast nature of the channels makes the problem much harder to tackle.

Most commonly used key management techniques are based on public key cryptography and requires a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). PKI is generally not suitable for ad-hoc systems where a) infrastructure is not guaranteed; b) key derivation functions are computation intensive and therefore cannot be carried out in low power and low cost devices such as wireless sensor nodes; and c) designing a key storage scheme that survives frequent system and node reboot is also challenging.

Physical-Layer Security (PLS) has been proposed [23, 24] with the hope to address this problem. It is envisioned that by establishing security at the physical or link layer, a network wide KMS is no longer needed, or can be greatly simplified and we can potentially remove the requirement of having a PKI in the network, that would result in a simple and cost/power efficient yet secure network.

Most of the PLS schemes proposed so far fall into two categories: a) generating secret keys from correlated sources based on wireless channel reciprocity, and then applying traditional cryptography and b) adapting transmission rate to the information-theoretic channel capacity to achieve a positive secrecy capacity.

In the former category, where Alice and Bob try to generate a pair of secret keys based on correlated observations $X^n$ and $Y^n$ respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Assume that Alice and Bob can communicate through an unauthenticated public channel which might be observed by an eavesdropper, Eve, who might have side information $Z^n$ which can be correlated with $X^n$ and $Y^n$. The information-theoretical study of this problem was provided by Maurer [1] and Ahlswede and Csiszár [2], where the secrecy capacity defined as the maximum key generation rate is given for the special case when Eve has no side information $Z^n$, and lower bounds and upper bounds on the secrecy capacity are provided for general cases. While the theoretical aspects of this problem are well understood, there is a growing interest in designing practical secret key generation algorithms to approach the secrecy capacity of the key generation rate.

One way to design such algorithms is to exploit the inherent randomness in the wireless channel between two nodes as the source for extracting secret key sequences [3–12]. The security of these schemes relies on the reciprocity principle of the radio wave propagation which states that the multipath properties of the radio channel such as channel gains, phase shifts and delays at any point in time are identical in both direction of the communication link [8]. In addition, these properties are intrinsically spatially specific in a multipath radio environment due to the scatter effects. An eavesdropper at a third location more than a few wavelengths away from the two legitimated users will observe a different and uncorrelated radio channel [13]. As a result, the two legitimated users can generate a secret key based on the shared common randomness which is unavailable to the eavesdropper. Among these schemes, channel gain information [4, 5, 7–12] is the most commonly used. Most of these existing algorithms on key generation from channel gain measurements consist three steps: quantization, information reconciliation [14], and privacy amplification [15]. The purpose of quantization is to convert the real channel measurements into binary bit strings. Information reconciliation is aimed at generating an identical random sequence between the two legitimated users by communicating through the public channel and privacy amplification is used to extract a perfect secure key from the identical random sequence agreed in the information reconciliation stage. As the foundation of the whole process,
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designing a good quantization algorithm is crucial. In this paper, we focus on the quantizer design. The purpose is to generate two binary sequences at two legitimate users with bit mismatch rate as small as possible.

Traditional quantization schemes such as equiprobable quantization [4] and level crossing quantization [7] have the limitation of high bit mismatch probability or low key generation rate. Moreover, these quantization schemes do not take advantage of the public channel. Recently, Wallace et al. [16] proposed a new quantization algorithm utilizing a one-way communication over the public channel and achieved a significant improvement in the bit mismatch probability. The over-quantization algorithm proposed in [12] used a similar idea to achieve higher key generation rate within 1.1 bits from the secret key capacity.

Schemes in the latter category are all based on the principle that data transmitted at a rate exceeding the channel capacity cannot be decoded by the receiving end. Many papers derive the secrecy capacity for various channels including wire-tap channels [21], broadcast channels [22], multiple access channels [26], relay broadcast channels [24], fading channels [23], etc. Fundamentally, to achieve a positive secrecy capacity, it is required that the channel capacity of the eavesdroppers be lower than that of the intended receivers. This limits the practicality of these types of schemes, as it is nearly impossible to guarantee such a condition in wireless environment. Some attempts have been made to address this. For instance, Pinto et al. showed in [27] that if physical security can be guaranteed (e.g., a small area around the intended receiver is secured from eavesdroppers), secrecy capacity is improved. Advanced transmission schemes are also proposed to improve the secrecy capacity, e.g., the secrecy capacity improvement with MIMO precoding is analyzed in [25]. Beamforming and artificial jamming noise injection are shown to improve the secrecy capacity [28], with the assumption that certain knowledge of the eavesdropper’s channel is available to the transmitter.

To the best of our knowledge, however, there is yet a practical way of guarantees that legitimate receivers have favorable channels, and the research in this area suffers from being limited to mostly just theoretical analysis.

In this paper, we propose a secure transmission scheme by combining both ideas. The nodes first carry out key generation using the quantization schemes that offers high bit matching rate (BMR), and then carry out secure transmissions by scrambling data to create an artificial channel that is favorable to the legitimate node pairs, and then apply rate adaptive coding with a rate tightly coupled to instantaneous capacity.

The first focus of the design is the key generation process, in particular, quantization schemes that allow an independently generated keys pair to have high BMR. Motivated by the theoretical analysis in [1, 2], we propose a quantization algorithm by exploiting the public channel through two-way communications; more specifically, feed-forward and feed-back quantization. For the case that the channel measurements are Gaussian distributed, the proposed algorithm improves around 1 dB at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over the best known scheme [16]. Moreover, we propose a universal quantization scheme with feed-forward and feed-back for the general case when the two end nodes do not know the prior distribution. It is demonstrated through simulations that the proposed universal scheme works asymptotically close to the case with known prior information.

The second focus of the design is the transmission scheme, where we propose applying channel scrambling and rateless coding to achieve the maximum achievable secrecy capacity.

The key management of PLS scheme proposed in this paper is simple, as the link keys are generated locally between two communicating nodes and are used locally. A node only need to store and update the keys to its immediate (one hop) neighbors. PLS schemes such as the one discussed in this paper can be seamlessly integrated with existing security mechanisms in the upper layer to enhance the overall security level of wireless systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of the transmission scheme and the node design. In Section III, we introduce the system model for key generation. Section IV introduces the new quantization algorithm which uses the feed-forward and feed-back scheme. The universal quantization scheme is detailed in Section V. Coding with rateless codes is discussed in Section VI. We conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. SECURE TRANSMISSION WITH MISMATCHING KEYS

The transmitter and the receiver under consideration have the structure shown in Fig. 2. Both legitimate nodes, Alice and Bob, implement a Key Generator block. Each key generator produces a secret key string, i.e., $K_A$ and $K_B$. The transmitter encodes a message $M$ with an inner code and then scrambles the coded message $C$ with its secret key, $K_A$. The scrambled data $S$ will be transmitted directly, or alternatively, coded with an outer code before being transmitted over the wireless channel.

Correspondingly, a decoder implemented in the receiver to decode the outer code is necessary. The receiver descrambles the output of the outer decoder $R_B$ with the secret key generated by its own key generator, $K_B$, and feed the descrambled message $C_B$ to its inner code decoder. The receiver’s inner decoder decodes the message. We also assume Eve has full knowledge of the transmission scheme and is equipped with the same functional block as in a legitimate receiver. Eve may be able to produce a key, $K_E$, scrambl and decode the receiver message.

In the proposed receiver, rate adaptive codes are used as the inner code to maximize the secrecy capacity. We focus on the performance of rateless codes in this paper. During
the transmission of a message $M$, the transmitter's encoder continues sending out the coded stream $S$ until the receiver has successfully decoded the message, $\hat{M}$. A feedback channel is needed for the receiver to send an acknowledgement (ACK) or a negative ACK (NACK) back to the transmitter. The mechanism of rateless codes guarantees that the rate of the transmission matches the instantaneous capacity.

The process of key generation needs to be carried out before any secure data transmissions. Alice and Bob first perform key generations. Both nodes transmit sounding signals alternatively to enable the other side to perform channel estimations. Key pairs need to be updated periodically but not necessary at every data transmission. The update frequency is determined by the overhead. In most cases, the data packets are preceded by preambles so that the receiver can estimate the channel for coherent detections. Therefore, this allows the key generation/update be integrated into the transmission period and further reduces the overhead.

The overall secrecy capacity of such a scheme is determined by two factors:

1) The difference of the key matching rates
2) The closeness of the coding rate

The former item dictates the maximum secrecy capacity while the latter item affects the achievable secrecy capacity. They both need to be optimized such that overall security can be maximized. The following sections describe how they can be optimized separately.

III. SECRET KEY GENERATION

A. Secret Key Generation Based on Channel Measurements

Alice and Bob want to share a secret key by measuring the channel response between them. With a channel reciprocity, the channel estimates of Alice and Bob are highly correlated. We can model Alice and Bob's observations, $X^n$ and $Y^n$, as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) $n$ repetitions of dependent random variables, $X$ and $Y$, from a joint distribution $f(X,Y)$. Based on those correlated observations $X^n$ and $Y^n$, Alice and Bob generate a secret key by communicating over a public channel, while the messages transmitted through the public channel may be observed by eavesdroppers. We assume that the eavesdropper, Eve, can only observe the channel without any message modifications, i.e., a passive eavesdropper. The messages transmitted through the channel (possibly two way) are denoted as $V$.

In this paper, we focus on the case when $X$ and $Y$ are jointly Gaussian; more specifically,

$$X = G + W_A, \quad Y = G + W_B,$$

where $G \sim \mathcal{N}(0, P)$, $W_A \sim \mathcal{N}(0, N_A)$ and $W_B \sim \mathcal{N}(0, N_B)$ denote the channel response, the estimation error at Alice and the estimation error at Bob, respectively. For simplicity, we consider the case of $N_A = N_B = N$.

IV. QUANTIZATION WITH FEED-FORWARD AND FEED-BACK

In this section, we discuss a quantization-based key generation algorithm. We use a core quantization module based on a scalar equiprobable quantizer because of its lightweight and its property of maximum entropy.

A. Algorithm Description

Our secure key sharing algorithm consists of the following five steps.

1) Initialization phase: Alice and Bob agree on the quantization level $L$ and the feed-forwarding level $m$. Both Alice and Bob use the same equiprobable scalar quantizer, which is designed for a zero-mean and unit-variance Gaussian random variable. For the $L$-level quantizer, the quantization boundary $q_i$ to indicate $L$ intervals, $(q_0, q_1], (q_1, q_2], \ldots, (q_{L-1}, q_L)$, is chosen such that [4]

$$Q(q_i) \triangleq \int_{q_i}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2}{2}\right) dx = \frac{L-i}{L},$$

for any $i \in \mathbb{Z}_L$, where $Q(\cdot)$ denotes the Gaussian tail function and $\mathbb{Z}_L \triangleq \{0, 1, \ldots, L-1\}$ denotes an integer set. Here, we
set \( q_0 = -\infty \) and \( q_L = \infty \). Gray coding is used for mapping the quantizer indices to bits.

For generating feed-forwarding information, each quantization interval \( (q_{i-1,1}, q_i) \) is further split into \( m \) sub-intervals, \( (t_{i-1,0}, t_{i-1,1}], (t_{i-1,1}, t_{i-1,2}], \ldots, (t_{i-1,m-1,1}, t_{i-1,m}] \), where \( t_{i-1,0} = q_{i-1} \) and \( t_{i-1,m} = q_i \), such that each sub-interval \( (t_{i-1,k}, t_{i-1,k+1}] \) for \( k \in \mathbb{Z}_m \) has an identical probability of

\[
Q(t_{i-1,k}) - Q(t_{i-1,k+1}) = \frac{1}{mL}. \quad (3)
\]

For each sub-interval, we index them by \( 0, 1, \ldots, m-1 \) in an ascending order.

2) Channel sounding phase: Alice and Bob sequentially send known training signals to each other in order to measure the channel between Alice and Bob. Given each channel estimate \( X_i \) and \( Y_i \) for any \( i \in \mathbb{N}_n \) (where \( n \) denotes the total number of measurement times), Alice and Bob individually quantize them into \( \log_2(L) \)-bit indices \( K_A(i) \) and \( K_B(i) \), using the \( L \)-level equiprobable scalar quantizer. Note that the quantization is done with a power normalization of \( \beta = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\sigma_i^2}} \) to have unity variance for quantizing data. The quantized data at \( i \in \mathbb{N}_n \) is then given as

\[
\begin{align*}
K_A(i) &= \{ j : \beta x_i \in (q_j, q_{j+1}) \}, \\
K_B(i) &= \{ j : \beta y_i \in (q_j, q_{j+1}) \},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( n \seteq \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \) is a positive integer set. After \( n \) observations, Alice and Bob obtain \( n \log_2(L) \)-bit quantized information, \( K_A = [K_A(1), K_A(2), \ldots, K_A(n)] \) and \( K_B = [K_B(1), K_B(2), \ldots, K_B(n)] \), respectively.

3) Feed-forward phase: Alice generates a \( \log_2(m) \)-bit feed-forwarding data \( V_a(i) \) from \( X_i \) such that \( V_a(i) \) is the sub-interval of the interval \( K_A(i) \), more specifically, we can write \( V_a(i) \) for any \( i \in \mathbb{N}_n \) as follows:

\[
V_a(i) = \{ j : \beta x_i \in (t_{K_A(i),j}, t_{K_A(i),j+1}] \}. \quad (5)
\]

Through the public channel, Alice then sends an \( n \log_2(m) \)-bit message, \( V_a = [V_a(1), V_a(2), \cdots, V_a(n)] \) towards Bob where each sub-interval index \( t_{K_A(i),j} \) can be expressed by its binary natural code representation with \( \log_2(m) \) bits. We propose one additional step termed feed-back phase to further improve the bit mismatch rate.

4) Feed-back phase: Upon receiving the feed-forwarding information \( V_a \) from Alice and his own observation \( Y^n \), Bob employs a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation of \( K_A \). In the MAP estimation, for each \( Y_i = y_i \) and \( V_a = v_a \) for any \( i \in \mathbb{N}_n \), Bob searches for the index \( j \) such that

\[
(j_i) = \arg \max_{j \in \mathbb{Z}_L} \Pr(\beta X_i \in (q_j, q_{j+1}))|Y_i = y_i, V_a = v_a). \quad (6)
\]

With the MAP estimate \( j_i \) and the original quantized data \( K_B(i) \), Bob generates feed-back information \( V_b(i) \) which is set to be one if \( j_i \neq K_B(i) \) and zero otherwise, for each \( i \in \mathbb{N}_n \). The feed-back message \( V_b = [V_b(1), V_b(2), \cdots, V_b(n)] \) of \( n \) bits is sent to Alice through the public channel.

5) Key generation phase: Based on the feed-back message \( V_b \), Alice skips the corresponding \( K_A(i) \) if \( V_b(i) = 1 \), for \( i \in \mathbb{N}_n \), and sets the remaining as her secret key \( K_A \). Similarly, for each \( i \in \mathbb{N}_n \), Bob also skips the corresponding indices \( K_B(i) \) if \( V_b(i) = 1 \) and produce his secret key using the remaining bits.

B. Discussions

1) MAP estimation: We call the algorithm described above MAP with feed-back key generation algorithm. For the case that \( X^n \) and \( Y^n \) are jointly Gaussian as in (1), by noticing that \( \Pr(V_{ai} = v_{ai}|Y_i = y_i) \) is a constant for given \( y_i \) and \( v_{ai} \), we have

\[
\begin{align*}
\Pr(\beta X_i \in (q_j, q_{j+1})|Y_i = y_i, V_a(i) = v_{ai}) &= \Pr(\beta X_i \in (q_j, q_{j+1}), V_a(i) = v_{ai}|Y_i = y_i) \\
&= \Pr(\beta X_i \in (t_{j-1,v_{ai}}, t_{j-1,v_{ai}+1}], Y_i = y_i) \\
&= Q\left( \frac{t_{j-1,v_{ai}+1} - \mu_j}{\sigma_i} \right) - Q\left( \frac{t_{j-1,v_{ai}} - \mu_j}{\sigma_i} \right),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \mu_j = \rho y_j, \rho = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{P+N}} \) and \( \sigma_i = \sqrt{(P+N)(1-\rho^2)} \). The last equality comes from the fact that \( X_i|Y_i = y_i \) is uniformly distributed over \( \mathbb{Z}_L \).

Hence, the MAP estimation in (6) is equivalent to find the index \( j_i \in \mathbb{Z}_L \) such that interval \( (t_{j-1,v_{ai}}, t_{j-1,v_{ai}+1}] \) is the closest one to \( \mu_j = \rho y_j \) in the sense of Euclidean distance. Or equivalently, Bob will decide \( j_i = j \in \mathbb{Z}_L \) if \( y_i \in (q_j, q_{j+1}) = \frac{1}{\rho}(q_j, q_{j+1}) \), where

\[
q_j = \frac{1}{2}(v_{ai}+1 + t_{j,v_{ai}}), \quad 1 \leq j \leq L-2,
\]

\[
\begin{cases}
1, & j \in [0, L-2], \\
\infty, & j = 0, \\
-\infty, & j = L-1.
\end{cases}
\]

We remark here that the process of finding new quantization regions for Bob according to feed-forward bits is slightly different from the one described in [16]. In [16], a middle point as in (8) is chosen as the new quantization region while the optimal one should multiply a coefficient of \( \frac{1}{2} \).

The procedure of finding \( j_i \) is illustrated in Fig. 3 for \( L = 4 \) and \( m = 2 \). Initial quantization codebook for both Alice and Bob is \( (\infty, q_1, q_1, q_2, q_2, q_1, \infty) \). The observations of Alice and Bob are \( X \) and \( Y \), respectively. In this example, Alice will quantize her observation into a two-bit information \( K_a = [0, 1] \) and send a feed-forwarding data \( V_a = 0 \) towards Bob. By observing \( V_a = 0 \), Bob calculates his MAP codebook \( (\infty, q_1, q_1, q_2, q_2, q_3, q_3, \infty) \) using (8), and finds \( j_i = 1 \) to generate the feed-back information.

2) Security: Transmitting the messages \( V_a \) and \( V_b \) through the public channel does not result in release of information about the secret key. This is because \( V_a(i) \) is equiprobable, namely \( \Pr(V_a(i) = v_{ai}) = 1/L \), and \( V_b(i) \) indicates only the positions of the skipped bits.

3) Simulation results: Fig. 4 shows the performance of the algorithm described above (with \( 10^6 \) runs). As we can see from this figure, interaction between two nodes significantly improves the key agreement performance in bit mismatch rate at high SNR (higher than 10 dB), where SNR is defined as \( P/N \). The introduction of feed-back phase brings approximately 1 dB gain over the scheme without feed-back. To compare the performance with the result by Wallace et al. [16], we also plot MAP without feed-back scheme in which the feed-back step is dropped in the algorithm. The 1-bit feed-forwarding in [16], though slightly different from the MAP without feed-back scheme as discussed above, achieves almost the same performance as the optimal MAP scheme. It is shown by
simulation that the average number of skipped bits is relatively small (less than 15%).

V. UNIVERSAL KEY GENERATION ALGORITHM

The algorithm described in the previous section assumes prior knowledge of the joint distribution of $X^n$ and $Y^n$ is available to the nodes. However, in most of the practical applications, we might not have such information. In this section, we deal with this issue by introducing a universal key generation scheme in which no prior knowledge about the underlying joint distribution is required. The core quantization module is a universal equiprobable quantizer described below.

A universal equiprobable scalar quantizer for an arbitrarily distributed random sequence $X^n$ is a set of intervals $[q_0, q_1], [q_1, q_2], \cdots, [q_{L-1}, q_L]$, and the boundary $q_i$ (for $i \in \mathbb{Z}_L$) can be calculated as follows. Let us sort $X^n = [X_1, X_2, \cdots, X_n]$ into an ascending order $[X_{(1)}, X_{(2)}, \cdots, X_{(n)}]$ and dividing it into $L$ intervals with each interval containing equal number of $X_i$’s, and then pick the boundary points in an ascending order as $q_0, q_1, \cdots, q_L$, that is, $q_0 = X_{(1)}, q_1 = X_{(n/L)}, \cdots, q_L = X_{(n)}$.

A. Algorithm Description

The universal key generation algorithm is described in the following steps. We suppose that Alice and Bob pre-agree on the quantization level $L$ and the feed-forward data level $m$.

1) Channel sounding phase: For each $X_i$ and $Y_i$ ($i \in \mathbb{N}_n$), Alice and Bob quantize their estimated channel information into $\log_2(L)$-bit data $K_A(i)$ and $K_B(i)$ using the universal equiprobable scalar quantizer described above. Gray coding is used for mapping the quantizer indices to bits. Notice that, Alice and Bob’s quantization codebook might not be the same. After $n$ channel measurements, Alice and Bob obtain an $n \log_2(L)$-bit data $K_A = [K_A(1), K_A(2), \cdots, K_A(n)]$ and $K_B = [K_B(1), K_B(2), \cdots, K_B(n)]$.

2) Feed-forwarding phase: Alice generates feed-forwarding data by using the universal equiprobable quantizer to indicate $m$-level sub-intervals $[q_{i-1}, t_{i-1,1}], [t_{i-1,1}, t_{i-1,2}], \cdots, [t_{i-1,m-1}, q_i]$. Let us index the sub-intervals by $0, 1, \cdots, m - 1$ for each sub-interval in an ascending order. Alice then sends an $n \log_2(m)$-bit message, $V_a = [V_a(1), V_a(2), \cdots, V_a(n)]$ towards Bob through the public channel.

3) Feed-back phase: For each $i \in \mathbb{N}_n$, using the feed-forward data $V_a(i) = v_{ai}$, Bob decides his estimation of Alice’s index by $j_i = j \in \mathbb{Z}_L$ if $y_i \in (q_j, q_{j+1})$, where $\bar{q}_j = \min\{t_{j-1,v_{ai}+1}, t_{j,v_{ai}}\}$, $1 \leq j \leq L - 2$.

Here, the median operation of an ordered set $(t_{j-1,v_{ai}+1}, t_{j,v_{ai}})$ as in (9) can be implemented by looking into the ordered sequences $[X_{(1)}, X_{(2)}, \cdots, X_{(n)}]$ and picking the middle point such that it divides interval $(t_{j-1,v_{ai}+1}, t_{j,v_{ai}})$ into two sub-regions with equal number of sequences. Notice that this is a little different from (8) where a Euclidean middle point of two boundaries of $(t_{j-1,v_{ai}+1}, t_{j,v_{ai}})$ is chosen. Bob then sets $V_b(i) = 1$ if $j_i \neq K_B(i)$ and $V_b(i) = 0$ otherwise, for each $i \in \mathbb{N}_n$, and sends an $n$-bit feed-back message $V_b = [V_b(1), V_b(2), \cdots, V_b(n)]$ to Alice through the public channel.

4) Key generation phase: Using the feed-back message $V_b$, Alice skips the corresponding $K_A(i)$ if $V_b(i) = 1$ (for each $i \in \mathbb{N}_n$), and sets the remaining as her secret key. As for Bob, for each $i \in \mathbb{N}_n$, he skips the indices $K_B(i)$ if $V_b(i) = 1$ and sets it as his secret key.

B. Simulation results

Fig. 5 plots the performance of the universal key generation algorithm described above with 1-bit (i.e., $m = 2$) feed-forwarding (with $10^5$ runs). Here, we assume the underlying joint distribution of $X$ and $Y$ is given by (1). To compare the performance, we also present the result of MAP with feed-back algorithm with $m = 2$ as in the previous section. As we can see from the figure, the universal scheme works almost as well as the MAP with feed-back scheme. Fig. 6 shows the performance of the universal key generation algorithm when the underlying source is uniformly distributed and the estimation noise is assumed Gaussian. For this case, the universal scheme outperforms the MAP with feed-back algorithm designed for Gaussian priors as in Section III.

VI. SECURE CODING WITH RATELESS CODES

If a positive secrecy capacity can be established, it is necessary that the transmitter shall transmit at a rate $R$ that
time pad encryption. Our scheme, however, does NOT require descrambled with the receiver’s key. This is similar to a one-
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equals the $C_{AB}$ to achieve the allowed maximum secrecy capacity. Unfortunately, it is difficult to estimate accurately $C_{AB}$, and moreover, the instantaneous capacity $C_{AB}(t)$ varies.

Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) is generally used to deal with instantaneous channel capacity variation. However, it is inefficient as information from previous transmission is thrown away. Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) using rate-compatible codes combines the original packet and the retransmitted packet(s) and is slightly more efficient. The issue with typical rate compatible code is the large granularity of the effective rates. For instance, a convolutional code may be punctured to obtain rates of $R = 7/8$, $R = 3/4$ and $R = 1/2$. Certain degree of secrecy capacity is sacrificed because of the coarse granularity.

Rateless codes, on the other hand, allows the transmitter to gradually reduce the rate. Combining it with HARQ, we can theoretically match the transmission rate to the exact instantaneous capacity as the number of bits transmitted can be arbitrarily small and we can adjust the rate at a much finer granularity.

A. Channel Scrambling for Positive Secrecy Capacity

To obtain positive secrecy capacity, the transmitter simply scrambles the coded data stream with the key it produced using the scheme discussed above. The received stream is descrambled with the receiver’s key. This is similar to a one-time pad encryption. Our scheme, however, does NOT require keys to be exactly the same.

Note that in the case of a perfectly matched key pairs, the output after descrambling is the original received message. Mismatching bits in the keys will result in erroneous bits and the scrambling-descrambling process is equivalent to a binary symmetric channel (BSC), and the key mismatch rate is the crossover rate of the BSC channel. Because the eavesdropper’s channel has zero, or low correlation with the channel between Alice and Bob, the crossover rate is much higher, and hence a much worse channel for the eavesdropper.

The artificial BSC channels created by scrambling-descrambling, can be combined with the wireless channels between nodes, or treated separated if we insert an outer channel code. For clarity, we consider the wireless channel noise free in the following discussion.

B. Overview of Rateless Codes

Rateless codes, also known as Fountain codes, are a class of codes with no fixed coding rate. The transmitter can generate a potentially limitless sequence of encoding symbols from a given set of information symbols. The receiver starts to decode after receiving a sufficient number of symbols from the channel. If it fails decoding, it will collect more symbols and start decoding again. The process is repeated until decoding succeeds. The transmitter keeps sending more symbols until receiving an ACK of successful decoding from the receiver. The number of symbols required for successful decoding depends on the quality of the channel. Rateless codes are especially useful for those cases where channel statistics are not known and fixed-rate codes do not work well.

The first class of practical rateless codes, Luby Transform (LT) codes [17], is invented in 1998. LT codes can be represented by Tanner graph and decoded using the belief propagation algorithm, like low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes. Given $k$ information symbols, an encoding symbol of LT codes can be generated by first picking a degree $d$ at random according to some distribution. Then select $d$ distinct information symbols uniformly and XOR them to form an encoding symbol. The transmitter and the receiver should share the same random seed so that the decoder could construct the same code graph as the encoder. Luby shows the Robust Soliton distribution has excellent performance on erasure channel, but the disadvantage is that the decoding complexity is high, i.e., $O(k \ln k)$.

One problem with LT codes is that they exhibit an error floor phenomenon. This can be fixed by Raptor codes proposed by Shokrollahi [18], which combine LT codes with outer LDPC codes. Raptor codes show no noticeable error floors, however their rate is slightly bounded away from capacity.

C. Code Parameters and Decoding Scheme

In this paper, we focus on LT codes with the following degree distribution [18].

$$\mu(x) = 0.007969x + 0.493570x^2 + 0.166220x^3 + 0.072646x^4 + 0.082558x^5 + 0.056058x^6 + 0.037229x^7 + 0.055590x^8 + 0.25023x^9 + 0.0003135x^{10}. \quad (10)$$

The main advantage of this distribution is that its decoding complexity grows only as $O(k)$. However this leads to a small
fraction of information symbols that are not involved in any encoding symbols. Then the bit error rate does not go to zero even when $k$ goes to infinity. Nevertheless in practice, LT codes with the degree distribution in (10) still work well.

Decoding LT codes is similar to LDPC codes. Since information symbols are not transmitted, at the decoder side, they do not have any observation, thereby no a priori information. Different from information symbols, encoding symbols have a priori information, which is denoted by log likelihood ratios (LLRs) [29]:

$$L = \ln \frac{\Pr(s = 1|r_c, r_k)}{\Pr(s = 0|r_c, r_k)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $r_c$ is the observation from the channel and $r_k$ is the observation from the key. An a priori information is used for the initialization of decoding. Let the LLRs of received data from the channel be $L_c$ and the LLRs of the key be $L_k$. Then, we have [29]

$$L = 2 \tanh^{-1} \left( \frac{\tanh \left( \frac{L_c}{2} \right) \tanh \left( \frac{L_k}{2} \right)}{1} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

If the reliability of key is unknown, then $K_b$ can be treated as error free, i.e., $L_k$ is infinity. For this case, (12) can be rewritten as

$$L = (1 - 2K_b)L_c,$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $K_b$ is the corresponding bit in the key string of the receiver.

D. Simulation Results

We consider a time-variant channel and compare the performance of a fixed-rate LDPC code and an LT code with the degree distribution in (10). In this simulation, we assume the channel between Alice and Bob is a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability $p$. To consider the time-variant property in wireless channels, we assume that $p$ is uniformly distributed over an interval of $[0.01, 0.06]$, and is fixed for every 100 blocks while keep changing during the entire simulation ($10^5$ blocks).

In each block, 1000 bits are transmitted using either an LT code with or a fixed-rate LDPC code, whose degree distribution is optimized according to [19]. To make fair comparison, the parameters of the time-variant channel are the same for both codes. This can be achieved by saving the values of $p$ in the first round of simulation and use it directly in the second round.

If decoding fails, the scheme using LT codes can request more bits from the transmitter to achieve an arbitrary small probability of decoding error. Hence, a reasonable procedure is to set a retransmission threshold $n_t$ at the decoder side. If the total number of received bits exceeds this threshold and there are still bit errors, the decoder will report a block error.

Fig. 7 shows the simulation result of the two codes, wherein the y-axis is the probability of block error and the x-axis is the inverse of the code rate. For LDPC codes, we set a rate of 0.65, 0.6 or 0.55, with an optimization degree [19]. For LT codes, the rate is calculated using the average code-length in the entire $10^5$ blocks. Note that, if a block error is reported, $n_t$ is chosen as the code-length in that block and a block error is collected. In this figure, the red curve corresponds to the case where the LLRs of the key are known while the blue one corresponds to the case without key reliability information. As we can see from the figure, the LT code achieves better performance. The probability of block error converges to zero much faster than the fixed-rate LDPC code. Moreover, key reliability information helps decoding and hence achieves better performance. The same observation can be made in another simulation where $p$ is assumed to be uniformly distributed in $[0.06, 0.11]$ as shown in Fig. 8.

VII. CONCLUSION

We described a transceiver design which can improve physical-layer security for practical wireless communications. The design combines the channel reciprocity based key generation and rate-adaptive coding. The design does not require a perfectly matched key pair. By scrambling the transmitted data and de-scrambling the received data with the independently generated keys, we guarantee the legitimate receiver to have a preferable channel compared to eavesdroppers, therefore a positive secrecy capacity.

To improve the overall security, we optimized the key generation and secure transmissions separately. The secrecy capacity is maximized by minimizing key mismatch rate between two legitimate nodes. We introduced the notion of feed-forward and feed-back techniques into our quantizer design and proposed an MAP estimator with feed-back quantization scheme that achieves 1 dB improvement over the best known scheme in
the high SNR regimes. Moreover, for the cases that the two legitimated nodes do not have any prior information about the underlying statistical distribution, we proposed a universal quantization scheme with feed-forward and feed-back information. It has been verified by simulations that the proposed universal scheme can achieve the same performance as algorithms which require prior information.

We then investigated the scheme of applying rateless codes for secure transmissions. Rateless codes can potentially overcome the uncertainty from the key generation as well as channel variation. The performance of the proposed scheme is compared with a fixed-rate LDPC code. It is demonstrated in the simulation that the proposed scheme achieves a significant improvement over LDPC codes.
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Abstract — Typical sensor nodes are resource constrained devices containing user level applications, operating system components, and device drivers in a single address space, with no form of memory protection. A malicious user could easily capture a node and tamper the applications running on it, in order to perform different types of attacks. In this paper, we propose a 3-Tier Security Framework composed by physical security schemes, cryptography of communication channels and live forensics protection techniques that allows for secure WSN deployments. Each of the abovementioned techniques maximizes the security levels leading to a tamper proof sensor node. Even if the physical protection of the nodes is bypassed which is common in wireless sensor attacks, the attacker must surpass 2 more security tiers in order to perform a valid attack on the underlying network. By applying the proposed security framework, secure communication between nodes is guaranteed, identified captured nodes are silenced and their destructive effect on the rest of the network infrastructure is minimized due to the early measures applied. Our main concern is to propose a framework that balances its attributes between robustness, as long as security is concerned and cost effective implementation as far as resources (energy consumption) are concerned.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are emerging as an important tier in the IT ecosystem where active research involving hardware and system design, networking, distributed algorithms, data management and security, is blended to deal with a unique environment with distinctive characteristics and demands. The main function of a sensor network is the utilization of tiny sensing devices which are capable of sensing various types of incidents/parameters and communicating those with other devices. Sensor networks sensing can be applied for many applications such as target tracking, surveillance, environmental monitoring, etc. [30].

Due to the unattended environment on which wireless sensors operate and the resource constrained nature of these devices in the manner of computational capabilities, memory size and available energy, it is a major challenge to employ efficient security schemes coming from the computers or ad hoc wireless networks domain [2][30].

In this paper, the critical security issues in wireless sensor networks are addressed, various types of threats and attacks against them are explored in order an efficient multi-tier security framework to be proposed.

Furthermore, an evaluation of the combination of cryptography of the communication channel is presented along with valid sand-boxing techniques for providing protection in energy constrained embedded sensor nodes.

The three layers of the proposed framework are:

a) Physical Sensor Protection
b) Sand-Boxing
c) Crypto-Communication

![Layer 1: Physical  
Layer 2: Sand-boxing +Forensics  
Layer 3: Crypto-Communication](image)

Figure 1: Multi layer Security Framework

Framework’s primary goal is the effective blending of common security techniques such as physical security or cryptography with more modern ones like sand-boxing [1][2][26][27].

The proposed protection framework is thoroughly presented along with real life use examples that prove its robustness and effectiveness against the most popular WSN security attacks. The overall concept of combining live forensics along with “sand-boxing” techniques and other commonly used security schemes as cryptography in a single framework is, to our knowledge, a unique and out of the box security attempt that can lead to an impenetrable multi-tier security framework.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a review of similar security techniques and frameworks. In Section III, we briefly explain the
components on which the framework is based. Section IV describes in details the proposed framework. In Section V, the framework’s efficiency against different types on attacks in explained. Finally, Section VI some concluded remarks are presented.

II. SIMILAR WORK

Attacks on the sensor network can be classified as:

a) Physical attacks on sensor devices, e.g., destroying, analyzing, and/or reprogramming sensors.

b) Service disruption attacks on routing, localization

c) Data attacks, e.g., traffic capture, spoofing.

d) Resource-consumption and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks.

One of the serious attacks to the sensor networks deployed in an unattended environment is physical tampering with sensors. An adversary can easily capture, reverse-engineer the sensor, and deploy (multiple clones of) manipulated sensors. The compromised sensors will then be exploited by the adversary to mount actual attacks which will facilitate the subversion of the entire network.

Traditionally, the tamper-proofing of programs relies on tamper-resistant hardware [1][2]. However, hardware-based protection will likely fail to provide acceptable security and efficiency on its own because 1) strong tamper-resistance is "expensive" to be implemented in resource-limited sensor devices and 2) the tamper-resistant hardware itself is not always absolutely safe due to various tampering techniques [1][3][4] such as reverse-engineering on chips, microprobing, glitch and power analysis, and cipher instruction search attacks.

Existing approaches to generating tamper-resistant programs without hardware support can be classified as:

a) Code obfuscation that transforms the executable code to make analysis/modification difficult [5][6][7][8].

b) Result checking that examines the validity of intermediate results produced by the program [9][10][11].

c) Self-decrypting programs that store the encrypted executables and decrypt them before execution [12][13].

d) Self-checking that embeds, in programs, codes for hash computation as well as correct hash values to be invoked to verify the integrity of the program under execution [12][14][15].

e) Software based Attestation to remotely verify the integrity of sensor software [20].

However, most of the above mentioned approaches will more likely fail on sensor networks where a program runs on slow, less-capable microcontrollers.

Software attestation is a challenge-response protocol where a verifier (e.g., base station) sends an attestation command to the attester (the node being attested) asking for certain state information as the evidence of its software integrity. Such state can be computed correctly only if the attester’s system meets certain integrity requirement. After receiving the response, the verifier compares it with the known good state to check if the software at the attester has been corrupted. If a sensor node fails to give the correct answer, actions can be taken to revoke this node from the network. Several software attestation schemes have been proposed to attest the static memory regions of the software [17][18][19][20].

Physical hardening of the sensor is the first obstacle an attacker must overcome in order to tamper a wireless sensor. The effectiveness of the physical security on sensors is usually low and a WSN based only on physical security cannot be considered as secure. In our approach physically securing a sensor is the layer of defense mostly used to prevent less determined attackers. Our second defense scheme strips the major functions of a live forensics check on an average system in order to match with the limited resources of a sensor, leading to the important conclusion of whether a sensor is compromised.

The live forensics security layer proposed in this paper verifies the integrity of the program residing in each sensor through a process that has been specifically designed to:

a) Prevent altering / manipulation / reprogramming of the sensor

b) Be purely software-based.

c) Work on sensor devices with severe resource limitations

d) The verification of the different parameters tested does not add large overhead to the communication.

e) Prevent eavesdropping attacks on the communication channel.

III. LIVE FORENSICS FRAMEWORK

As the need for decentralized security emerges in large public wireless sensor networks, new application level security mechanisms aim at providing application developers with appropriate abstractions for designing the security aspects of the target software.

In computer security, a sandbox is a security mechanism for separating running programs. It is often used to execute untested code, or untrusted programs from unverified third-parties, suppliers and/or untrusted users.

It typically provides a tightly-controlled set of resources for guest programs to run in, such as scratch space on disk and memory. In this sense, sandboxes are a specific example of virtualization.

Zaharis et al. [26] proposed a protocol based on sandboxing technique. According to this approach, they divide isolates in two categories:

- The Security-Dedicated Isolates (“SDI”)
- The Work-Dedicated Isolates (“WDI”)

An Isolate Verification Server plays a key role on verifying the genuine WDIs from the malicious ones while performing all the computational and energy consuming and needy tasks.
The verification of genuine WDIs is based on 1) RAM dumbing and 2) Hashing techniques. This framework uses a secure RAM dumping technique specially designed for sensors. This technique provides the framework with safer intrusion recognition while complying with the classic digital forensic techniques.

The Hashing technique that is used by the framework is based on the Randomized Hashing Function [16]. This technique is used on the Work-Dedicated isolates in order to acquire highly secure tamper-proofing on sensor-resident programs. The hashing function plays a key role in the effectiveness of the proposed architecture as it is robust technique, used frequently in computer security and digital forensics due to its precision in detecting altered code.

Our goal is to improve this mechanism by enriching it with cryptographic procedures, in order to provide a secure end-to-end data delivery framework.

A. Cryptography

The Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA) is a cryptographic algorithm designed to minimize memory footprint and maximize speed. It is a Feistel type cipher that uses operations from mixed (orthogonal) algebraic groups [31]. Despite its robustness minor extensions have been published in order to present safer encryption results. In this research, we determine the weaknesses and identify the robustness of TEA, XTEA and XXTEA algorithms in wireless sensor networks and implement them in secure framework to harden security during communication [27][28][29].

The conditions must be met in order the algorithm to bet truly "inseparable":

- The distribution of keys must have been to all nodes in a secure manner.
- Each message uses a secure, unique key.
- The key generation has become with a truly random cryptographic way.

In order to generate a set of unique, truly random keys, we use the Random Number Generator service designed and operated by the University of Trinity [25]. RANDOM.ORG’s source of entropy is atmospheric noise. This noise is obtained by tuning a radio to a radio frequency that no one is using. It is then played into a workstation where a program converts it to an 8-bit mono signal at a frequency of 8 KHz. Then the first seven bits are discarded and the remaining bits are gathered together. This stream of bits has very high entropy.

A possible attack on the generator is to broadcast on the frequencies that the RANDOM.ORG radios use in order to affect the generator. However, radio frequency attacks of this type would be difficult for a variety of reasons. First, the frequencies that the radios use are not published, so an attacker would have to broadcast across all frequencies of all bands used for FM and AM broadcasting. Second, this is not an attack that can be launched from anywhere in the world, only reasonably close to the generator.

RANDOM.ORG currently has radio receivers in several different countries, which would make it difficult to coordinate this type of attack. Third, if an attacker actually did succeed at broadcasting highly regular signals (e.g., perfect sine waves) at exactly the right frequencies from the right locations, then the RANDOM.ORG real-time statistics would pick up the drop in quality very rapidly, which would raise an alert [25].

IV. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Our sensor network consists of an Isolate Verification Server (IVS) an Isolate Verification Database (IVDB) and numerous sensors which consist of an SDI and one or more WDIs. The Security-Dedicated Isolate (SDI) is the one executed on start up and conducts the forensics check of the second isolate. The ‘SDI’ is the one responsible for the communication with the Isolate Verification Server (IVS)

The Role of the Isolate Verification Server is:

- To communicate with the SDI of every sensor in its vicinity.
- To update/manage its local IVDB.
- To act as a trusted authentication third party.

For scalability, we let cluster-heads in a cluster-based hierarchical architecture serve as IVSs. This allows each IVS to maintain a local IVDB that stores SDI_IDs of the sensors belonging to its own cluster.

It is undesirable to equip only one IVS in a network as it becomes a single point of failure and the performance bottleneck and so use multiple IVSs can be deployed over the entire network. We assume that there exists a mechanism for a sensor to learn how to discover, and reach, an IVS.

The proposed architecture leads to a decentralized model of sensor protection where its cluster head / IVS is responsible for its sensors. Of course, all this information must be gathered in a master IVS with the total IVDB of the whole WSN.

A. Sandboxing In Action

In order to achieve the maximum tampering protection of our sensors, sand-boxing is applied to achieve safety against malicious code execution. While more than one Security-Dedicated Isolates can run on a sensor in our proposed Framework we will use one per sensor.
On the other hand, more than one Work-Dedicated Isolates can run on a sensor performing different tasks. The verification process performed on a single WDI applies for more than one instance with the same results. Failure to verify one of the WDIs leads to locking and blacklisting of the sensors.

1) Security dedicated isolate

The Security-Dedicated Isolate is actually a mini forensics tool case specially created to perform live forensics in a sensor, on demand or periodically in order to specify if the sensor is compromised and react depending on the result.

The Security-Dedicated Isolate has a unique id/key for every sensor, the “SDI_ID” that is used in order to communicate with the Isolate Verification Server.

On the first supervised boot the SDI is the first to execute and perform a mini mapping and state validation of the sensor. These results are stored on the Isolate Verification Database (‘IVDB’) which resides on the Isolate Verification Server (‘IVS’). As in every Digital Forensics case these data are going to be used as a proof of the sensors authenticity on the field.

From now on all data transmitted by the SDI are going to be compared to those stored on the ‘IVDB’ depending on the “SDI_ID”.

The tasks the SDI is responsible for are:

a) Communicating safely with IVS.
b) Checking the Work-Dedicated Isolates.
c) Applying countermeasures upon intrusion detection.

2) Work dedicated isolate

The Work-Dedicated Isolate performs the everyday tasks of a typical sensor. Due to the sand-boxing technology, more than one WDI can be executed simultaneously on a sensor, performing different tasks. Execution of non verifiable WDIs will lead to the activation of countermeasures by the SDI.

The fingerprinting of the performance of every isolate on different parameters is stored on Isolate Verification Database along with the SDI_ID of the sensor on which the WDIs belong.

The fingerprinting parameters of a WDI can depend on:

a) The hash value of the isolate.
b) The RAM dump of the isolate.

B. State-Transition Diagram

Each sensor device is associated with one of four states:

a) “LOCKED”
b) “VERIFYING”
c) “ACTIVATED”
d) “COUNTERMEASURES”

When a sensor starts its execution, it is in the LOCKED state. Upon deployment a sensor device will remain in LOCKED state until it securely authenticates with IVS. No other tasks can be performed until it is authenticated.

After a valid authentication, it makes a transition to the VERIFYING state by executing the SDI verification checks. The stripped results are transmitted back to the IVS where: If the verification fails, it returns to the LOCKED state, causing the network to deny this sensor's access to the network. Otherwise, it transitions to the ACTIVATED state, in which the WDIs code is normally executed. Periodic re-verification by the SDI during ACTIVATED state can lead to LOCKED state or COUNTERMEASURES state.

C. Authentication Protocol

The proposed protocol is consisted by three phases where certain actions must take place. These phases are divided into actions prior to deployment, during the “initialization” phase and, while in regular operation.

1) Pre-deployment phase

During the phase prior to deployment a set of random keys is generated by the base station. This set is stored to the tamper resistant storage area and it is the same for each of the network’s nodes. This set will act as the key repository from where the nodes and the base station will choose their encryption keys during the operational life of the network.

The generation of the keys prior to deployment allows for significant gains in the energy consumed by the nodes, due to the fact that in order to compute a strong
cryptographically key, a number of complex mathematical operations and a sequence of iterations are required, which are energy consuming and computational demanding operations.

2) Initialization phase

After the deployment of the network the following actions are taking place:

a) Initiation: This step starts the authentication protocol between the IVS and the sensor by transmitting the SDI_ID. The sensor, after receiving the IVS_ID, asks for authentication. If the authentication fails the protocol is terminated.

b) If authentication succeeds, SDI is executed.

c) The result of SDI is transmitted back to IVS. IVS checks the IVDB and validates the results. The received hash value and Ram dump are checked. If it passes the test, the IVS registers the sensor in the IVDB. Then, the IVS notifies the sensors SDI of the verification result.

d) Based on the verification result, the sensor is either activated or locked. The sensor state will be changed to either ACTIVATED or LOCKED, accordingly.

Step 1 ensures sensor security, i.e., a malicious device can neither pass the authentication procedure nor has its own code executed on the sensor as far as the IVS’s authentication key is kept secret from the attacker.

3) Regular operation

After the initialization phase, the activated sensors can perform the data’s collection, encryption and transmit ion to the base station.

All message transactions, described to the above phases, are encrypted using the XTEA cryptographic algorithm. Each message is encrypted with a key belonged to the set of random keys deployed during the Pre-Deployment Phase of the protocol.

D. Verification Protocol

The verification of a sensor is based on two widely used digital forensics techniques 1) Hashing (RHF) and 2) RAM dumping per WDI.

Hashing Function (RHF)[16] which can be easily and with a minimum cost be calculated. Once calculated for every user it is stored on ISDB along with the SDI of every sensor creating the first fingerprint of the sensor.

Also thanks to the fact that sensors of the same network usually perform the same task can lead to a smaller number of different hash patterns stored on ISDB per WDI.

Each WDI can be classified as being 1) common to all sensors in the network, 2) common to a group of sensors with the same missions, or 3) unique to a specific sensor.

2) RAM Dump

When using this technique, our SDI reads arbitrary RAM contents from the different WDIs running on the sensor. Every process running on a system leaves specific, well distinguished footprint on the RAM. Our goal is to create hash like footprint of the memory and store it on ISDB along with the SDI of every sensor creating the second fingerprint of the sensor. In order to keep our framework in energy efficient levels specific parts of the RAM dump are checked concerning the execution of the WDIs.

These WDI –specific fingerprints are also hashed using the Randomized Hashing Function providing an extra protection parameter.

E. Protocol Implementation

In order to evaluate our protocol we have implemented it on Mica2 sensor nodes [23]. The MICA2 is a third generation mote module used for enabling low-power, wireless sensor networks. It consists of an ATMega128L CPU, 4kb of Ram, 128kb of program memory and 512kb of serial flash memory and a ChipCon CC1000 radio. The Crossbow MTS310 sensor board was used which provides temperature, and other sensor types.

The protocol is implemented in two parts; the first part corresponds to IVS code (Figure 6) and the second to sensor code (Figure 7).

IVS Code

```c
on receive UserHashMsg:
    receive( idAddr , UserHashMsg );
    decrypt(UserHashMsg);
    if( check (UserHashMsg) == valid() ){
        VerifyMsg = Valid;
        encrypt(VerifyMsg);
        send( idAddr , VerifyMsg );
    } else{
        VerifyMsg = Invalid;
        encrypt(VerifyMsg);
        send( idAddr , VerifyMsg );
    }

on receive HashMsg:
    receive( idAddr , HashMsg );
    decrypt(HashMsg);
    if( IVDBcheck (HashMsg) == valid() ){
        VerifyMsg = Valid;
        encrypt(VerifyMsg);
        send(idAddr , VerifyMsg );
    } else{
        VerifyMsg = Invalid;
        encrypt(VerifyMsg);
        send(idAddr , VerifyMsg );
    }
```

Figure 6: IVS Code
The messages sequence diagram of the aforementioned code implementation can be seen in Figure 8.

```java
Sensor Code
on boot:
    state = LOCKED;
    encrypt(UserHashMsg);
    send(broadcastAddr , UserHashMsg );

on receive VerifyMsg:
    decrypt(VerifyMsg);
    if( VerifyMsg==Valid && state==LOCKED){
        state = VERYFINING;
        HashMsg = computeHashValue();
        encrypt(HashMsg);
        send(broadcastAddr , HashMsg );
    }
    else if( VerifyMsg==Valid && state==VERYFINING){
        state = ACTIVATED;
        start_data_process();
    }
    else{ state = LOCKED;
}
```

Figure 7: Sensor Code

![Protocol Messages Diagram](image)

Figure 8: Protocol Messages

a) During the Pre-deployment Phase, each node equipped with a set of secure keys. (120 keys.)
b) The client node encrypts the SDL_ID using the XTea algorithm.
c) The client node sends the 80-bit encrypted message to IVS
d) The IVS decrypts the message and checks the authenticity of the SDL_ID (this step was simulated with 1 sec delay during simulation).
e) IVS sends to the sensor the appropriate response (valid/invalid).
f) On valid response sensors turns from locked to verifying status, initiates the hashing and RAM-dumbing procedure (during the simulation we have used the SHA-1 algorithm (~13ms/hash) [24]. For the calculation of the hash value the algorithm utilizes 512 bytes from the memory and produces a 160 bit hash.
g) The sensor encrypts the 160-bit hash values, producing a 208-bit message. The sensor transmits the 208bit message to the IVS for validation.
h) IVS verifies the validity of the sensor’s hash value. (This step was simulated with 1 sec delay during simulation).
i) IVS validates or the sensor.
j) Sensor turns status into ACTIVATED or LOCKED in accordance with IVS message.

F. Energy Analysis

In order to measure protocol’s energy consumption we have implemented it and simulate its performance in Avrora Simulator. Avrora [22] is a set of simulation and analysis tools for programs written for the AVR microcontroller produced by Atmel and the Mica2 sensor nodes. Avrora contains a flexible framework for simulating and analyzing assembly programs, providing a clean Java API and infrastructure for experimentation, profiling, and analysis. Avrora uses the AOEN (Accurate Prediction of Power Consumption) [21] energy consumer model. AOEN uses empirical current consumption measurements of hardware such as the radio transceiver, microcontroller and sensors) to calculate the overall power consumption. AOEN is based on the execution of real application and OS code and measurements of node current draw, this model enables accurate prediction of the actual energy consumption of nodes. Thus, it prevents erroneous assumptions on device and network lifetime. Such a detailed prediction allows the comparison of different low power and energy aware approaches in terms of energy efficiency and the estimation of the overall lifetime of a sensor network.

1) Energy cost of cryptography operations.

Table 1 compares the energy consumed by the different versions of TEA cryptography algorithm. The values represent the energy consumed by a node in order to execute the following procedure:

- Encryption and sending of a 64-bit packet
- Receiving and decryption of the 64-bit packet.

The SIMPLE algorithm represents the procedure of sending and receiving the raw packet, without the execution of any cryptographic command.

We do not present the cost of key generation. We assume that the key is created during the pre-deployment phase, as described on section IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Encryption – Send</th>
<th>Receive - Decryption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIMPLE</td>
<td>6041.81 μJoule</td>
<td>6002.94 μJoule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEA</td>
<td>6067.82 μJoule</td>
<td>6030.77 μJoule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTEA</td>
<td>6071.98 μJoule</td>
<td>6033.19 μJoule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXTEA</td>
<td>6087.23 μJoule</td>
<td>6042.30 μJoule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) **Energy Cost of Attestation Protocol.**

We analyze the energy usage of the Attestation’s protocol handshake procedure. Table 2 compares the energy consumed by the 2 different version of the protocol. The main difference between these versions is the encrypted message transactions that are implemented in the second protocol. As described above, in the Encrypted Attestation Algorithm we the TEA cryptographic algorithm in order to provide an end-to-end secure data delivery protocol. For our analysis we chose to focus on XTEA version of TEA’s family cryptographic algorithms.

TABLE 2. ATTESTATION’S PROTOCOL ENERGY COST (Joule).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>CPU Energy</th>
<th>Radio Energy</th>
<th>Total Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attestation</td>
<td>0.02286 Joule</td>
<td>0.06034 Joule</td>
<td>0.08321 Joule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encrypted Attestation</td>
<td>0.02311 Joule</td>
<td>0.06094 Joule</td>
<td>0.08406 Joule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Energy cost of TEA cryptography algorithms. (μJoule)

Figure 10: Energy cost of Attestation’s protocol handshake procedure. (Joule)

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Examples of our proposed framework efficiency against different types on attacks will be displayed in this paragraph along with real life scenarios that prove its robustness.

A. **Physical Attacks**

Physical attacks that can impact the coverage of the WSN and in many cases make the WSN inoperable.

Because of the widespread placement of the individual nodes in an often non-secure and unmonitored area, individual nodes are subject to capture. Physical hardening of the sensors against reverse-engineering on chips, microprobing, glitch and power analysis, and cipher instruction search attacks on the first layer of security of the proposed framework can lead to the needed results.

B. **Replay Attacks**

Replay attacks (i.e., intercepting a message and replacing it with an old message) cannot succeed as the proposed hash computation and verification are keyed operations that can be defeated as following: First, reporting a different SDI_ID will be detected by IVS when its uniqueness is checked and, moreover, the malicious sensor will not be able to pass the hash of RAM dump test unless it has the matching program which must be free of malicious codes and created an exact fingerprint. Second, modifying the Hash algorithm will cause inconsistency between two hash outputs and, hence, the verification will fail. Encryption of the communication channel makes it more difficult for an attacker to forge messages, as the messages have to be encrypted with the appropriate secret key.

C. **Forgery Attacks**

We will now show that it is impossible for the adversary to forge the hash value without the knowledge of all the specific parameters previously described, for each WDI. Consider the situation where the adversary reprograms the sensor with a malicious program and attempts to fake the verification process by nullifying the effect of the output of the Hash algorithm. This is impossible because the Hash algorithm is inherently a nonlinear function of program blocks. Thus it is impossible to create a malicious WDI that has the same RHF as the original. Encryption of the communication channel makes it impossible for an attacker to forge the communication between two nodes as unique keys are distributed to every node.

So, what can prevent an attacker from capturing and reverse-engineering a sensor, and using the same sand-boxing technique to keep a good copy of the sensor running in order to feed good answers to the challenge-response protocol initiated by the verifier?

The attacker will not be able to manipulate the sending data of the captured sensor by internal means as changes will be detected by the present SDI. Any attempt to copy only the WDIs will fail as no authenticated messages are going to be sent to the authentication authority leading to rendering the sensor useless. Any attempt to copy both images SDI and WDI in a different sensor or a more resource efficient device will lead in creating different Ram dumps, both in size and structure leading to non verification of the WDI and locking the sensor out of the network. The only way you can copy both SDI and WDI in a different device and get valid results is by copying them in the exact
sensor model (hardware and software) thus leading to forensically sound proof results.

D. Hardware Tampering Attacks

If the malicious sensor has enough memory to maintain the original program blocks some of the previously stated attacks can succeed. However, as it has been previously defined upon initiation of our Framework a specific fingerprint of both the hash value of the WDIs and RAM dump has been stored.

Therefore, there is no room left in the sensor for the adversary to save and execute arbitrary code. The adversary may attach more memory to each sensor, but it will incur a considerable amount of hardware modification while the RAM dump check will identify the attack. Moving/Copying the isolates in different sensors, as far as hardware specs is concerned, or a personal computer will lead to rendering the sensor useless because of the RAM dump check inconsistencies.

E. Encryption Algorithms

TEA operates on 64-bit blocks and uses a 128-bit key. It has a Feistel structure with a suggested 64 rounds, typically implemented in pairs termed cycles. It has an extremely simple key schedule, mixing all of the key material in exactly the same way for each cycle.

TEA has a few weaknesses. Most notably, it suffers from equivalent keys—each key is equivalent to three others, which means that the effective key size is only 126 bits. TEA is also susceptible to a related-key attack which requires 223 chosen plaintexts under a related-key pair, with 232 time complexity.

Because of these weaknesses, we chose to focus on XTEA version of TEA's family cryptographic algorithms. XTEA is a 64-bit block Feistel network with a 128-bit key and a suggested 64 rounds. Several differences from TEA are apparent, including a somewhat more complex key-schedule and a rearrangement of the shifts, XORs, and additions.

Also, a third version Corrected Block TEA (often referred to as XXTEA) was designed, in order to correct weaknesses of the other previous two versions.

Our implementation is based on XTEA cryptographic algorithm, because it is more secure than the TEA and is less energy−harvesting than the XXTEA version, as described on table 1.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a complete tamper-proofing framework based on physical security schemes, encryption, digital forensics and sand-boxing techniques which offer 1) prevention of manipulation, reverse-engineering, and reprogramming of sensors; 2) purely software based protection with/without tamper-resistant hardware; and 3) infrequent triggering of the verification. Through securely executed isolates a verification of the Integrity of the program of each sensor device is performed successfully. For verification, it remotely calculates, 1) hash value of every WDI being executed, 2) RAM dumps and checks if the values match with those stored on IVDB depending on the SDI_ID. All communication is through encrypted channels.

Our security analysis has proven that the proposed framework effectively defeats different types of attacks while improving the state of the art in software based protection mechanisms, furthermore from the simulations conducted the protocol has proven to be low.
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Abstract—In this work, the condition of a metallic structure is classified based on the acquired sensor data from a surface-mounted piezoelectric sensor/actuator network. The structure under consideration is an aluminum plate with riveted holes and possible crack damage in these holes is investigated. The sensor/actuator network uses diagnostic signals injected to piezoelectric actuators and received sensor signals to detect the crack. The damage classification system consists of three major components: sensitive signal acquisition, principal feature extraction and damage classification. An appropriate sine wave burst is used as diagnostic signals for actuators to transmit to sensors in order to detect the integrity of the structure. The combination of time-domain S0 waves from all sensitive sensor signals is directly used as features to detect damage. Since the time sequence of the extracted S0 waves is selected as the feature and has a high dimension, principal component estimation is applied to reduce the data dimension before entering the neural network training. Finally, in structure condition classification, a LVQ (learning vector quantization) neural network is used to classify structure conditions as healthy or damaged. In this paper, a number of FEM (finite element modeling) simulation results of sensor signals are taken as inputs to the neural network for training, since it is found that the FEM results have a good agreement with the experimental testing results on real plates. The performance of the classification is then validated by using these testing results.

Keywords—active sensing; damage classification; feature extraction; finite element modeling; Lamb wave; principal component analysis; structure health monitoring; sensor network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Early detection of damages such as cracks in metallic structures due to cyclic loads and environmental corrosion is critical for preventing catastrophic failure and prolonging the life of aircraft structures. To reduce the cost of maintenance, structural health monitoring (SHM) has been proposed as an alternative approach to replace traditional time-consuming inspection for maintenance. The wave propagation method for structural health monitoring has been demonstrated to be effective in detecting debonding in composites and cracks in metallic structures. Therefore, in this work, wave propagation method based on surface-mounted piezoelectric sensor arrays is adopted to monitor crack growth at riveted holes.

In general, the structural health monitoring system consists of two major parts: hardware and software. The hardware includes the distributed sensor network and the data acquisition system. In this work, the active sensing network with actuators excited by known diagnosis signals is adopted. And the software part for diagnosis includes signal analysis for sensitive feature extraction and intelligent algorithms for damage interpretation and classification, which actually result in the physical condition of a given structure from the raw sensor measurements. Our research reported in this paper is concentrated on feature extraction and structure condition classification.

Neural network methods are widely used to solve classification problem, since when properly trained they easily map the extracted feature space to structure condition space. Designing an effective neural network has always been a challenging task. In [6], a three-layer probabilistic neural network is applied to classify the sensor data into several categories relative to the damage location in the circular plates using resonance frequency shifts of E/M (electro/mechanical) impedance as damage features. In [7], a backpropagation neural network is trained to categorize cracks according to their lengths using FE modeling data for scattering of ultrasound by the cracks emanating from rivet holes in a thin aluminum plate. An impedance-based damage detection combined with a backpropagator neural network is developed in [8] to locate and identify the structure damages. In [9], with independent component analysis for vibration features, a multi-layer perceptron neural network, trained using an error backpropagation algorithm, is able to detect the undamaged and damaged states with very good accuracy and repeatability.

Lamb wave is much more sensitive to structure damages than other structural responses such as modal shape, natural frequency, etc., and the artificial neural network technique based on Lamb wave testing is able to lead to precise identification of the damages. In [10], the authors developed an identification technique for debonding in ad-
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hesively bonded joints using Lamb wave signals interpreted by neural network training. In [11], different crack lengths at four locations in a PVC sandwich panel were numerically simulated and the percentage shifts in structural energy were used to train a backpropagation neural network. Good identification precision was achieved for another numerically simulated damage cases, while poor precision was attained using measurement signals. In [12], the so-called DDFs (digital damage fingerprints) are extracted from the spectrographic characteristics of Lamb wave signals and serve as damage features. Various numerical simulation results are employed to train the NN (neural network) and then experimentally validated by identifying cylinder through-holes and delamination in the composite laminates. In most of these papers, the artificial NN employs the method of supervised feedforward backpropagation.

This paper presents a method based on neural network for the classification of an aluminum plate with and without crack damage at reveted holes. The time-domain sensor signals are directly used as damage features, and key features having reduced data size are extracted after principal component estimation. The estimated key features are then considered as the input at the neural network, which is trained according to the learning vector quantization method. The NN training uses FEM (finite element modeling) data of Lamb wave propagation in the active sensor network system, and the classification performance is evaluated through the validation using the experimental testing data.

II. Active Sensing System for Structure Crack Detection

![Figure 1. Active sensing system for an aluminum plate with riveted holes with cracks.](image1)

The aluminum plate with riveted holes illustrated in Fig. 1 is studied on crack detection using the active sensing system, which consists of sensors denoted as s1, s2, · · · , s7, and actuators denoted as a1, a2, · · · , a7. The cracks in the hole are indicated in Fig. 1 with length l. The actuators excited by the diagnosis signal, which is here the windowed sinewave burst as shown in Fig. 2, transmit the signal to the sensors. The received signal on the sensor contains the information about the integrity of the structure between the actuator and the sensor, and will be used to detect any crack occurrence by investigating any change in the received signal. Based on the analysis of the sensor signals, information can be retrieved concerning the extent of the damage and used to assess and classify the health condition of the structure.

In this work, we take actuator a4 as one case which is excited by the diagnosis signal in Fig. 2. Signal propagation is simulated with FEM method, and will be verified by testing on real plates.

A. FEM simulation

The FEM result of sensor signals for the pristine plate is shown in Fig. 3. The fundamental symmetric (S0) mode is widely used to detect surface crack in metallic structures due to its sensitivity to crack growth [1] and thus in this work it is utilized for crack detection. As indicated in Fig. 3, S0 wave is obviously fetched by the sensors.

When the plate has a crack with l=6mm at the hole #4, the signals of sensors 1 to 4 are shown in Fig. 12. It is obviously noticed that the S0 wave amplitude of sensor 4 is reduced compared with that of the pristine plate. In this case, because sensors s5, s6 and s7 are symmetric to sensors s3, s2 and s1, their signals are respectively the same as those of sensors s3, s2 and s1 and thus omitted here.

With different crack lengths, the maximum amplitude of S0 wave of each sensor signal is plotted in Fig. 5. As expected, sensor s4 is most sensitive to crack at hole #4, which is proved from Fig. 5 as the curve corresponding to s4 drops most significantly even for a small crack l=2mm.

![Figure 2. 400 kHz sinewave burst injected to the actuator in simulation.](image2)

Figure 2. 400 kHz sinewave burst injected to the actuator in simulation.
Other sensors s2 and s3 are sensitive to bigger cracks, while s1 signal does not change much and thus it is not able to detect the crack at hole #4.

Simulation results of sensor signals for cracks located respectively at holes # 3, 2 and 1 have been obtained. The S0 wave maximum amplitude versus different crack lengths is displayed in Figs 6-8. In Fig. 6, s3 and s2 are most sensitive to cracks, and s1 is also possibly useful to detect crack. In Fig. 7 for the crack at hole #2, s1 and s2 are able to detect it. However, for crack at hole #1, none of the four sensors is capable of detecting the crack. This implies that excitation to an actuator closer to it is required. In this work, we study the case of actuator a4 excited. As for other actuators, the processing to sensor signals is similar.

The above analysis shows that the sensors are all useful to crack detection. It is also noticed that S0 wave amplitude as well as its time delay (or, time of flight [2]) relative to actuator signal are sensitive to the crack. Therefore the time

Figure 3. Sensor signals for the pristine plate.

Figure 4. Sensor signals for the plate with crack l=6mm at hole #4.

Figure 5. Maximum amplitude of S0 wave versus crack length for crack at hole #4.

Figure 6. Maximum amplitude of S0 wave versus crack length for crack at hole #3.

Figure 7. Maximum amplitude of S0 wave versus crack length for crack at hole #2.
sequences of S0 waves of sensors s1-s4 will be used as features for classification in this paper. Take the crack at hole #4 as an example. The combined S0 wave time sequence of sensors s1-s4 is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9. S0 waves for crack at hole #4.

B. Experimental verification

The experimental setup consists of an Arbitrary Wave Generator (AWG) 2041, PZT driver, sensor signal amplifiers, and a programmable GAGE Compuscope 82G card connected to a PC running Labwindows/CVI. The actuation and the sensor signals are amplified by high bandwidth amplifiers. The data acquisition subsystem includes a PCI interface controlled with the PC running Labwindows/CVI, and the data are saved in PC through the GAGE card. The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10.

Experimental testing on a real plate has been conducted. Circular transducers as sensors and actuators are mounted to the surface of the plate by using epoxy. Excitation signal to the actuator is the same as that in Fig. 2. The sensor signal is collected via the data acquisition card with 20MHz sampling rate. For the pristine plate, sensor signals are displayed in Fig. 11, which agrees well with the simulation results in Fig. 3. We take the plate with crack l=6mm at hole #4 as one example with crack. Fig.s 12-13 show the simulation and experimental results, where it is observed that the S0 mode agrees quite well to each other.

Figure 11. Experimental sensor signals for the pristine plate.

Since the FEM result agrees well with the experiment data, in the next section the FEM results together with some of the experiment data will be used in the neural network training for damage classification.

III. CLASSIFICATION ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the system architecture being used for the crack classification methodology. The key steps
The first step of the methodology involves the extraction of S0 wave. The time sequences of S0 waves from several sensors are used as inputs to the stage of principal component estimation. This step directly uses the time-domain signal of the sensors, which reduces the processing time for the sensor signals.

The second step given in the proposed approach involves the dimension reduction of the sensor signal using Principal Component Estimation. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical technique used for data compression by determining a linear transformation matrix $W \in R^{m \times n}$ ($m < n$). The data $X \in R^{n \times 1}$ is compressed and a lower dimension data $y \in R^{m \times 1}$ is yielded and given by

$$y = WX.$$  

The PCA technique is to reduce the number of features representing a data by discarding the ones which have small variance and retains only those that have large variance. It uses singular value decomposition method in calculating the eigenvectors of the co-variance matrix formed by analyzing the sensor data. Only those eigenvectors are selected which give the maximum information about the data. These chosen eigenvectors form the matrix $W$.

The last and the main step of classifying structure conditions are obtained from the methodology of neural network. The neural network is based on Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) nets. The LVQ network is trained using Kohonen learning rule to classify structure conditions.

### IV. Classification Performance Analysis

The time domain data of S0 waves from sensors 1 to 4 discussed in Section II is used as feature to classify the cases into categories relative to the structure condition. In this paper, two classes are assigned: 1 representing no damage, and 2 representing damage with crack.

As shown in Table 1, the shaded parts are the types of plates under investigation. It is shown that the data used for principal component estimation and neural network training are mostly coming from FEM results. Only one case is from a real specimen as the pristine plate. For principal component estimation and neural network training, these data are expanded as 1019 pristine plate and 736 damaged plates, which means the sensor data for pristine plate is repeatedly used for 1019 times, and the sensor data for each damaged case is repeatedly used for 46 times. The dimension of S0 wave combination from the four sensors is 1684. After principal component estimation, the dimension is reduced from 1684 to 13.

The used LVQ neural network (`newlvq` function in MATLAB) is a a two-layer network. The first layer is a competitive layer that uses the compet transfer function and calculates the distance from an input to each row of the input weight matrix. The second layer is a linear layer having purelin neurons. In this application, the number of hidden neuron

---

Figure 12. Simulated sensor signals for the plate with crack $l=6$mm at hole #4.

Figure 13. Experimental sensor signals for the plate with crack $l=6$mm at hole #4.

involved in the methodology are 1) S0 wave extraction, 2) Estimation of principal components, 3) Structure condition classification using a neural network.

The proposed approach makes use of an architecture that consists of a neural network to classify different structure conditions. The scheme employed in the approach is shown in Fig. 14, and is detailed in subsequent sections and outlined below.
of the first layer is 4 and the class percentages are 45% and 55%.

As shown in Table 1, testing results from 10 real plates (indicated by the shadow) are used to verify the classification method. Based on the trained LVQ neural network, 8 plates are classified correctly, and 2 plates are not classified correctly. It is noted the NN training is mainly based on the FEM simulation results. The trained NN leads to such a classification results for the tested specimens is acceptable and promising. It is also noticed that the trained NN is potentially able to identify combined cracks, although it is solely based on the single crack cases.

Table 1. Health classification with sensor data from s1-s4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plates</th>
<th>Crack length / FEM</th>
<th>Tested plates</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack at Hole #4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack at Hole #3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack at Hole #2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack at Hole #1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracks:2mm@hole #4, 6mm@hole #1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracks:6mm@hole #4, 2mm@hole #1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classification results: 1- healthy; 2- damaged
T: used for principal component estimation and NN training

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the aluminum plates with the riveted holes and possible crack damage at these holes have been studied and the surface-mounted piezoelectric sensor/actuator network has been utilized to detect the crack. The 400 kHz sine wave burst has been used as diagnostic signals and injected to actuators and it propagates to sensors in order to detect the integrity of the structure. The combination of time-domain S0 waves from all sensitive sensor signals has been directly used as features to detect the crack damage. After the principal component estimation, the reduced-size data work as input for the LVQ neural network training. The neural network training has utilized a series of FEM simulation results, since it has been found that the FEM results have a good agreement with the experimental testing results on real plates. The performance of the classification has been finally validated by using the testing results from 10 real plates.
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Abstract—This paper describes the implementation and results of a field demonstration that monitors the usage and the generation of electricity in a two-story building. The field demonstration took place in Jeju to increase energy efficiency and to evaluate the stability of the developed system including smart meters, a wind power generator, a photovoltaic power generator, a rechargeable battery, electric vehicle chargers, light controllers, and a smart outlet. The light controllers exchange data through a power line communication; the other devices exchange those through a wireless sensor network based on ZigBee. A centralized monitoring server has operated to collect periodically all data such as the amount of the electricity consumption and generation and to control the amount of electricity consumption and charge. This testbed provides valuable insights about design decisions of a smart grid using wireless sensor networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid industrialization and indiscriminate development in a lot of countries have increased greenhouse gas emissions, caused environmental degradation, and depleted natural resources. To overcome these problems, many countries have sought to develop technologies to reduce the use of natural resources as well as the greenhouse gas emissions. A smart grid is considered one of innovative technologies that reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by increasing energy efficiency [1][2][3].

A smart grid refers to a next generation electric power network that combines information technologies and power technologies. The smart grid includes all functions of a utility such as power generation, electricity distribution, electricity transmission, and energy trading. Some of these functionalities related to utilities are already implemented through some automation systems such as SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) and DAS (Distribution Automation Systems) [4]. Recently, the smart grid is extending to include customers. Therefore, it becomes a system that enables two-way communications between consumers and suppliers [5]. Through the communications, the energy consumption of a consumer is transmitted to an electric power company and the company sends control messages to reduce the energy consumption to the consumer. The energy consumption is measured by a smart meter on the consumer side and the energy control is executed by smart appliances. In addition to the devices, the smart grid includes distributed energy such as renewable energies.

There are several competing technologies for capturing and transmitting the electricity usages of consumers in the smart grid, such as wired technology, power line communication (PLC) technology, and wireless sensor network (WSN) technology [6]. Although each technology has its own advantages, the WSN technology is very promising candidate among these technologies for several reasons. The WSN technology represents an emerging set of technologies that will have profound effects across a range of industrial, scientific, and energy management applications [7]-[15]. The WSN can reduce wiring cost and time for the smart grid deployment. Also, the WSN technology can reduce labor costs by simplifying installation. Moreover, it is one of key solution for facilities that frequently reconfigure spaces and places where a wire communication is difficult to apply. Meanwhile, in the residential area, the WSN is regarded as a part of the home network system. Accordingly, various service concepts which integrate the smart grid with home networks can be derived [6][7][8]. By introducing WSN technologies which assure network flexibility and mobility, it is easier to provide value added services like electricity equipment control.

The ZigBee technology is one of the most popular wireless standards to implement the monitoring and controlling of the energy consumption for the smart grid. The ZigBee Alliance published the smart energy profile for interoperable products that monitor, control and automate the delivery and use of energy. The profile includes several specifications related to the advanced metering, the demand response and load control, pricing, and text message [16].

We implemented several devices based on the ZigBee standards and some of them were certified by the ZigBee Alliance. They were installed at a testbed in Jeju Island, South Korea. Our system focuses on measuring, monitoring, and controlling the energy consumption on the customer side.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The motivation is discussed in Section II. The detailed design of the testbed is described in Section III. Finally, Section IV provides the conclusion and the future work.

II. MOTIVATION

In this section, we discuss the motivation of this study. In South Korea the demand of electricity is growing faster every year. If the peak electricity demand grows higher than
the power generation, then the power network is broken down. Figure 1 shows the increasing trend of the power production and the consumption in South Korea from 2005 to 2009. We can clearly see in Figure 1 that the electricity consumption is growing every year. To supply the energy for consumers without outage, the utility company, KEPCO (Korea Electric Power Corporation), can do two activities: constructing a new power plant and reducing energy consumption. The construction of a new plant may not be reasonable in a certain aspect. It requires a lot of costs and time to construct a new power plant. Also, the new plant might operate and generate the electricity only when the energy consumption approaches peak load. This situation is ineffective for utilities. Therefore, many utilities have sought to decrease the energy consumption, in other words, they want to balance the power generation and the power consumption by controlling the energy consumption.

A. Application

The main function of the application is to display all measurements according to the requirements of users. Two examples are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3-(a) indicates the main dashboard that displays and compares the electricity usages of today and yesterday. If the electricity gauge is displayed in red, then the user had better control the electricity usages because the electricity usage is over a threshold. Figure 3-(b) displays the electricity usages according to the specific period. The electricity usage has been measured and transmitted on every 15 minutes by the smart meters and the smart outlet. The graph based on hour will be changed according to the search condition such as day, month, or year.

III. SMART GRID TESTBED DESIGN

The building in which the system was installed is a two-story building and the area of each story is about 30m × 20m. The system consists of five main components: (i) application, (ii) server, (iii) gateway, (iv) electric devices, and (v) information networks connecting all devices. They are shown in Figure 2.
B. Server

The server is divided into SEMS (Smart Energy Management Server) and FEP (Front End Processor). The functionalities of SEMS and FEP are similar; however, their coverage is different. SEMS is installed in a relatively narrow area such as a home, a building, a university campus, a factory, an apartment, etc; on the other hand, FEP covers a wide area such as a city by connecting to a lot of SEMSs. Therefore, SEMS gathers and manages the electricity usage at the fine-grained level, in other words, it captures directly the electricity usage of each electricity device. FEP summarizes the values gathered by SEMSs. Figure 4 displays the user interface of SEMS. The electricity usages of lighting, EV (Electric Vehicle) chargers, a battery, and renewable power generators are displayed separately. SEMS sends a query at 15-minute intervals to gather the electricity usage to all electric devices and sends the gathered data to FEP. In addition, SEMS sends a control message (e.g., turn a device on/off, charge/discharge the battery) to the smart outlet, the battery, and the light controller. The control message is generated by a demand response program in SEMS according to predefined rules. For example, if the electricity usage exceeds a threshold, the demand response program sends a turn-off message to the outside lighting devices. If the usage exceeds the threshold again, then it sends another message to those near to windows.

C. Gateway

The gateway becomes a bridge between the wireless sensor network and SEMS through an IP-based network. The gateway provides the gateway device interface and the smart energy profile 1.0 announced by ZigBee Alliance [16][17] as well as provides the functions that connect and manage all electric devices within HAN (Home Area Network). The gateway includes PANC (Personal Area Network Coordinator) starting the network formation and routing messages between the gateway and each electric device. The gateway is implemented on Linux 2.6 in the C programming language, and uses PHP (Personal Hypertext Preprocessor) for the web application to exchange data with SEMS. The gateway and SEMS exchange XML messages following REST (Representational State Transfer) specification [17]. Figure 5 shows the gateway hardware and the main window.

D. Electric Devices

The electric devices consist of five smart meters, two wind power generators, a photovoltaic power generator, a rechargeable battery, two electric vehicle chargers, two light controllers, and a smart outlet. The light controllers exchange their data and control messages through PLC and the other devices exchange those through a wireless sensor network. The smart meters measure the electricity usage of the first and second floor, the two electric vehicle chargers, and the smart outlet as well as the electricity generation of two wind generators and one photovoltaic generator. The wind and the photovoltaic generator produce 0.8KWh and 6 KWh of energy, respectively. The measurements of the meters are transmitted to the gateway. The meters send LP_Data (Load Profile Data) including forward active power, backward active power, reactive power, etc. The forward power indicates that it is supplied for a customer by a utility; the backward power indicates that it is supplied for the utility by the customer. The outlet measures the electricity usage of an appliance (e.g., TV, air conditioner, refrigerator, etc.) which connects to it and transmits the measurement to the gateway. The rechargeable battery is a storage device which repeats charging and discharging according to the predefined conditions. It can store the power generated by the wind and the photovoltaic generator and dispatch power to supply electricity for streetlights over a night. Its current state and the charge level are transmitted to the gateway. Depending on a battery type and capacity, the high speed and the low speed EV charger can take about 3 hours and 12 hours to fully recharge a battery. The light controller measures the electricity usage of the first and the second floor, and transmits them to the PLC gateway.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competitiveness Items</th>
<th>ZigBee</th>
<th>Narrowband PLC</th>
<th>Z-Wave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Range</td>
<td>1~75m+</td>
<td>Max 1Km(bet. PLC modems)</td>
<td>30~500m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transfer Speed</td>
<td>40K~250Kbps</td>
<td>1Kbps~20Kbps</td>
<td>10~40Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Stability</td>
<td>Partly Limited</td>
<td>Very Limited</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability with HAN Devices</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardization Support</td>
<td>Global Standard</td>
<td>De facto Standard</td>
<td>Local Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability(Number of Device Adders)</td>
<td>255+</td>
<td>20-255</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience in Deployment</td>
<td>Non-line-of-sight feature is suitable for various environment</td>
<td>needs to deploy repeaters and modems on the wire</td>
<td>Non-line-of-sight feature is suitable for various environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Support(One AAA battery with network activation on a minute basis)</td>
<td>Weeks</td>
<td>No capability of battery support</td>
<td>Weeks ~ Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Information Networks

In a smart grid, two-way communication allows the data exchange between the customer side and the supply side.
There are several technologies that can be used in the smart grid [6]. We compare the technologies in terms of communication range, data transfer speed, interoperability with HAN devices, standardization support, etc. The result is shown in Table I.

We select PLC and the ZigBee technology. As PLC uses the existing power line infrastructure, it is used to capture and to control the electricity usage of lighting devices in our testbed. On the other hand, newly installed devices are developed based on ZigBee because it is one of the most popular wireless standards to implement the monitoring and controlling the energy consumption for the smart grid through the smart energy profile. Therefore, our wireless sensor network system is developed based on ZigBee specification and IEEE 802.15.4. The sensor network installed on each floor consists of one gateway and several nodes corresponding to the electric devices respectively. In this building environment, the devices can exchange messages via one-hop communication with star topology because every device is within the radio range of the gateway. After PANC included in the gateway starts the network formation, a node willing to associate with the network starts the association procedure by requesting for a beacon with channel scanning. A joined node permits the association by beaconing with setting permit-joining flag on. Once a node has associated the network, it maintains three data tables: routing table, neighbor list table and link cost table. The maintaining of those tables allows the further expanding of the network up to the mesh topology, and the size of each table is resizable according to the network size.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper describes a smart grid testbed using a wireless sensor network within a small building. To monitor and control the usage and the generation of the electricity in the building, we installed two monitoring servers and several electric devices including five smart meters, two wind power generators, a photovoltaic power generator, a battery, two electric vehicle chargers, two light controllers, and a smart outlet. The light controllers exchange their data and control messages through PLC and the other devices exchange those through a wireless sensor network. By visualizing the electricity usage and running a demand response program based on the electricity usage, the energy consumption could be saved. Also, the building owner could reduce the amount due on the electricity bill because most of the consumed energy has been supplied by the renewable power generators.

In the future, we will execute a demand response program combining with a real-time pricing policy. In addition, we will perform the economic analysis on the smart grid testbed to apply the devices to other households and buildings.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an approach for designing and implementing a middleware for data dissemination in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). The designing aspect considers three perspectives: device, network and application. Each application layer is implemented as an independent Component Object Model (COM) Project which offers portability, security, reusability and domain expertise encapsulation. For result analysis, the percentage of success is used as performance parameter. Such analysis reveals that the middleware enables to greatly increase the percentage of success of the messages disseminated in a WSN.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is to gather environmental information in a specific region and make it available to users. For this purpose, it uses a set of sensor nodes, i.e., a set of devices that sense and measure environmental variables, such as light, temperature, humidity and barometric pressure [1]. Another important component of a WSN is the Base Station (BS). Since sensors are normally battery-constrained and equipped with low system capabilities, they need to transfer their collected data to a long-life device. Laptops, Personal Computers (PCs), handhelds and access points to a fixed infrastructure are examples of physical devices used as BSs. To make the communication possible between SNs and BSs, a gateway (GW) is set in between, acting as a bridge. Figure 1 shows an example of a WSN.

In a WSN, the exchange of information between the SNs, the GW and the BS is done through a data-dissemination technique where the information is transported towards different destinations [2-5]. For this purpose, a middleware is required between the network and the applications to offer tracking capabilities of the disseminated information. Using a data dissemination protocol, this middleware can take on-time decisions when a maximum end-to-end delay constraint is exceeded. This paper proposes an approach for designing and implementing a middleware for data dissemination in WSNs.

Figure 1. Example of a Wireless Sensor Network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the designing aspects of the middleware. Section III focuses on the software components that lead to the middleware deliverables. Section IV describes the implementation of each software component. Section V presents some results and analysis, whereas Section VI gives some concluding remarks.

II. DESIGNING ASPECTS

A. Reference architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the general architecture considered for this research from the infrastructure point of view. It integrates a WSN with two other networks: the source of information is the sensor network, whereas the destination can be Internet or a Cellular Network. This architecture considers two roles: the Message Originator (MO), which is responsible for initializing the notification process, and the Message Terminator (MT), which receives the information...
and sends back a response. MT is a role played by any person or device in the system. In case of a person, it can be either a Security Group (SG) member, or a User Group (UG). The MO represents each single sensor node that is deployed. It collects information that could be disseminated. If an event is detected, the sensor node starts the dissemination process towards the gateway (GW), using the forwarders in between. The GW is responsible for receiving the information sent by any node in the WSN, and conveys it to the base station (BS). Once the BS receives the information, it will make a decision depending on its own configuration, e.g., Send information to UG and SG through different protocols, such as Short Message Services (SMS), email or twitter.

B. Model roadmap

Figure 3 presents a general overview of the middleware. Therefore, the top layer represents delay-constrained applications that use the middleware which, in turn, is the intermediate layer. In the meantime, it imposes some requirements (e.g., end-to-end delay) to the underlying data dissemination protocols located in the bottom layer.

The middleware deals with different data dissemination protocols, and it requires to be executed on different types of devices (i.e., SNs, GWs, BSs), which forces each environment to control different configurations and specificities. For such a purpose, the approach from [6] is adopted. It considers three points of view: device, network and application. Firstly, device perspective focuses on each device and its components, considering five features: type of devices, operating systems, radio technology, development technologies and storage. Type of devices represents different machines where the middleware is intended to be executed (i.e., SNs, GWs, BSs). Operating systems represent different operational platforms running on the types of devices (i.e., TinyOS, Linux and Windows). Radio technology is used to establish communication with other nodes of the architecture (i.e., 802.11). Additionally, development technologies features need to be taken into consideration. For the suitability of these technologies and their widely acceptance in the academia, nesC, Java and C++ have been chosen. Finally, storage takes care of the persistence of the information when needed (i.e., databases, XML files).

Secondly, network perspective represents the dissemination of information among the network. It takes into account several network characteristics, e.g., end-to-end delay, confirmation mechanisms and energy optimization. In other words, the network perspective takes into account three network services in order to achieve the requirements: delivery manager, message sender manager and service manager. Delivery Manager (DM) is responsible for managing the delivery process. It tracks messages sent along the process while considering delay constraints. It includes reporting, receiving and analyzing capabilities. Message Sender Manager (MSM) is in charge of the message sending process. It is made up of three main processes: listening, analyzing and sending. Service Manager (SM) is a service that allows managing the protocols the system works with and the resources associated to each of them.

Finally, the application perspective represents the applications using the middleware services. It is divided into two main categories: delay-constrained applications and user applications. On one hand, delay-constrained applications have strict Quality of Service (QoS) constraints, and are used to warn people in emergency events. They require a continuous feedback from the middleware. On the other hand, user applications tolerate lower QoS constraints due to their specific goals. Failures or delays are not as critical as they are for the former category. As a result, confirmation mechanisms could be avoided or delayed. Despite of that, user applications can use the middleware as well.
The integration of such perspectives constitutes the roadmap of this proposition, guaranteeing a holistic view of the system. This amalgamation is intended to show that all perspectives are present at any time in the system and the intersection of all of them produces the middleware. Figure 4 depicts such integration. The 3D-view offers the possibility to analyze the system from different perspectives while preserving the unity and respecting the requirements and constraints.

III. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

This section focuses on presenting the software components that lead to the middleware deliverables. Firstly, the class diagram that shows the class interactions within the whole system is presented. Later on, the sequence diagrams that show the interaction of the architecture components are explained.

A. Class diagram

Figure 5 presents the class diagram of the middleware, giving a static view of the system. It is divided into four logical layers which depict the main components presented in the reference architecture. The first three layers refer to five main components: Interfaces, Message Sender Manager, Delivery Reporter Manager, Data Access Manager and Service Manager, whereas the bottom layer represents the data dissemination protocols to be used. On top of the diagram, a set of Interfaces classes offers a unique way for consumers to use the middleware services. It is made up of three classes that interact with the second layer components. In the second layer, the Message Sender Manager is responsible for managing the sending process while considering three main classes: Listener, Analyzer and Sender. Listener senses new messages that arrive to the middleware. Analyzer consists of four classes, which means that all classes need to participate in the process when the analyzer is executing. Finally, Sender is in charge of sending the analyzed message. Then, the Delivery Report Manager classes track the message status. Similarly to the previous component, it also considers three classes: Reporter, Analyzer and Receiver.

Furthermore, Data Access Manager is responsible for providing and modifying the data models (i.e., databases and configuration files). It uses an ActionController which is responsible for receiving an action to be executed and identifying which component in the system will realize it. Normally, this action is assigned to a Data Access Object (DAO), which in turn, affects the information relying on any Business Objects (BOs). Finally, the Service Manager is responsible for interacting with the protocols and the network to complete either the message sending process, or the delivery report process. It consists of a set of classes that offer system characteristics, such as end-to-end delay (ETEDM), delivery report (DLR), environment events (EnvironmentRecorder), Confirmation features (ConfirmationAgent) and sending of messages (IServices and IRessources). Service Manager relies on a ServiceLocator which identifies the most appropriate services and protocols according to the application requirements.

As previously discussed, the middleware is located in the application layer. In order to perform its tasks, it should have access to specialized protocols that are normally located in lower layers in the communication stack. For such reason, the bottom layer shows the available protocols to be used and
their interactions with the middleware. It is important to notice that this proposal is protocol independent, which means that any protocol could be used as long as it supports the application requirements. Therefore, it is up to the implementers to choose the right dissemination protocol.

B. Sequence diagrams

The sequence diagrams present a dynamic view of the system. Two main processes are described: the message sending process which shows how the components participate in order to offer end-to-end delay and confirmation support to the messages sent, and the delivery report process which enables to have knowledge about messages states at any moment.

1) Message sending process: As depicted in Figure 6, this process is initiated by a sensor, a gateway or a base station when a new message arrives. Any of them may register a new message using the Registrar interface. This interface puts the message into a Queue waiting for Listener to be in charge of it. Listener is a daemon process responsible for the surveillance of new messages that arrive. For this purpose, it executes asynchronous calls to MessageQueue. Once it discovers a message standing there, it takes the message and passes it to a new phase to be analyzed. This process is broken up into 4 stages: analysis of destinations, priorities, rules and throughput. These stages heavily depend on the environment where the middleware is deployed. Once the whole analysis is completed, a Sender class is called to send the message. Later, the ServiceLocator class receives the Sender request in order to locate the service and the resource that will be responsible for disseminating the information towards the destinations. For such a purpose, this class takes into consideration basic information, such as priorities and rules. Once the resource is identified (i.e., dissemination protocol with its parameters), IResource begins to interact with the protocol, which finally is responsible to convey the information to the destinations, considering the application requirements.

At the same time, ETEDM, which is the process to offer timeliness support, is activated. It controls delay-constraints for each message sent while verifying the acknowledgements (ACKs) or negative acknowledgements (NACKs) sent by the protocol. If no response is received by the end of this time period, it asks the ServiceLocator to look for another service and resource to disseminate the information, i.e., the lookup process. This cycle is repeated based on the middleware configuration.

2) Delivery report process: Any device (i.e., a sensor node, a gateway, a base station) or internal component in the architecture (e.g., a sender) may want to know the status of a message sent at any time. The sequence shown in Figure 7 details how this process is executed. Once a device or a component interrogates the Status interface, this request is transferred to the system, then analyzed further to identify the message that is going to be tracked. Once this identification is performed, ConfirmationAgent is interrogated. It reads and analyzes the information presented by EnvironmentRecorder, which tracks all the events that happen with the message, such as end-to-end delay information, DLR and network failures. Based on this analysis, ConfirmationAgent presents a response to the system, which is sent back to the Status interface, then to the user or component interested in this information.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The application is divided into three main logic components: Interfaces, Business Rules and Data Services. Each layer is implemented as an independent Component Object Model (COM) Project which offers portability, security, reusability and domain expertise encapsulation.

A. Interfaces Layer

The Interfaces layer exposes functionalities as services and variables. It provides a method called registrar for the applications to register the events. The definition of this method is presented as follows:

![Figure 6. Message sending process.](image)

![Figure 7. Delivery report process.](image)
public static void registrar(int priority,  
   String shortDescription,  
   String description,  
   String source,
   int type,
   String comments);  

It receives six mandatory parameters. First, priority is used to establish the priority of the message (e.g., 100=emergency). Then, shortDescription contains a brief description about the event. The third parameter, description, contains a more detailed description of the incident (e.g., sensor x registered a value of light intensity y in the z-building). Next, source indicates the origin of this information. Then, type refers to the type of the originator (e.g., sensor node, gateway, base station). Finally, comments permits to include any additional information required to complement the message. This information can be presented in an XML format for a better portability. Using this service, the events that come from the WSN are initiated in the middleware.

B. Business Rules Layer

The Business Rules layer is the core of the system, since it implements the basic components: Message Sender Manager, Service Manager and Delivery Report Manager, enabling messages to be sent through different protocols. To set up these protocols, an XML file is generated. It might be noticed that each protocol is composed by one or multiple resources, supporting the definition made in Figure 5. Table I describes the tags composing the file. As described in this table, each resource might require several parameter values to be described and configured. Figure 8 presents a fragment of resources.xml file for the implemented prototype.

It can be noticed that the instance shows an SMS resource configuration. The tag name is used to identify the protocol used. The tag class describes the name of the class that implements the service. It is dynamically executed using on-the-fly.Net capabilities (also known as assemblies). This feature makes the environment execution more versatile, since it only requires setting up the XML. The information is sent in strict order according to its appearance in this file. The maximum set up time for each resource to complete its task is obtained from the XML file. This information is defined using a probabilistic approach based on studies done on the efficiency of these resources, as stated in [7]. The DLR interface is simulated using these probabilistic values to know whether the message was successfully received or not.

C. Data Services Layer

This layer is responsible for providing the interfaces the access to the information. This information is mainly stored in two locations: the database and the XML resources file. Figure 9 presents the Entity/Relation (E/R) diagram for the middleware. It can be seen that there is a table called queued_message, where the message is initially queued using the registrar service. Then, the middleware using the listener processes moves the record to the message table. Later on, after the analysis is done, the single message is multiplexed into multiple records. Each message is addressed to a single user, using a different protocol and device (e.g., SMS-blackberry, Email-iPhone), as defined in the XML file and in the database configuration. This information is stored in the sent_message table. The DLR obtained from each service is recorded in the status attribute. By using this information, the middleware knows the state of each single message sent to any user in the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag Name</th>
<th>Tag Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protocols</td>
<td>Indicates the beginning and the end of the resources file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>Indicates the beginning or the end of a protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name (protocols)</td>
<td>Contains the name of a protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classname</td>
<td>Describes the name of the class fully specified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>description</td>
<td>Brief description of the protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>Indicates the beginning or the end of a resource.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name (resource)</td>
<td>Contains the name of a resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>param-name</td>
<td>Details all the parameters required to describe a resource.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Resource file.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an approach for designing and implementing a middleware for data dissemination in WSNs. For the analysis, the percentage of success is used as performance parameter. Such analysis reveals a middleware success close to 98%, which is highly superior to the success of other individual resources.
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Abstract—Body sensor networks face different challenges than those faced in traditional wireless sensor networks. Challenges faced include fewer, more accurate sensor nodes and an increased requirement of context awareness, however, body sensor networks are relieved from high scalability. Programming sensor networks, in general, can be a daunting task due to the limited computation, memory and energy resources available. Operating systems for wireless sensor networks have been proposed which focus on the challenges they face. We believe that an operating system and toolset which focuses primarily on the challenges and properties of body sensor networks could help ease the burden of programming body sensor network applications. In this paper, we present an operating system which is focused on facilitating body sensor network application development.

Keywords—body sensor networks; operating systems;

I. INTRODUCTION

Body sensor networks have emerged as a promising platform to enable scientists to further understand how the human body operates with a means of remotely monitoring different environmental conditions accurately. Operating systems for wireless sensor networks have been the primary tool in developing body sensor node applications in the past. Developers require expertise in C and embedded programming to be able to create applications. Even seasoned programmers find the task of programming such applications daunting and time consuming. Domain scientists rely on and wait for such applications to be developed before they can extract any useful information from the environment they wish to investigate.

The challenges faced in body sensor networks vary to that of traditional wireless sensor networks. Body sensor networks usually consist of smaller networks of short range communication, whilst traditional wireless sensor network research has been heavily focused on routing and MAC protocols to facilitate scalability and longer range communication.

In this paper, we present the BSNOS platform, an operating system and platform designed to especially meet the requirements of body sensor network applications. The operating system exposes a Java programming environment enabling novice programmers to develop applications with ease. Also, in that it is an operating system, we believe that it should be usable without requiring any low level development. Thus, we have included in the operating system a default application which allows domain experts to monitor environments and configure the sampling and transmission rates of collected data.

The primary contribution of this paper is that we have designed the first operating system targetted especially for body sensor networks, which utilizes run-time compilation of bytecode to provide an efficient Java execution platform for resource constrained devices.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II provides an overview of related work. Section III describes the motivation behind why this work is necessary. We provide an overview of the system design in Section IV, followed by implementation details in Section V. We evaluate our work in Section VI and then conclude in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Operating systems commonly used for sensor network development include TinyOS [1] and Contiki [2]. TinyOS exposes an event driven execution model programmed using a component model. TinyOS applications are programmed using the nesC language developed specifically for TinyOS. Contiki also provides an event-driven programming model, however, programs are coded in C. It is very hard for non-embedded developers to write programs for these operating systems due to the level of embedded and event-driven programming experience required.

More recent initiatives to enable Java for sensor nodes aims to facilitate an easier programming paradigm for sensor nodes [3] [4] [5] [6]. The Squawk virtual machine [4] allows for Java code to be executed on Sun SPOT devices. Sun SPOT devices have substantially more resources than that of more popular sensor nodes (especially those used for body sensing). The Squawk virtual machine has a program memory footprint of 270kB which is larger than that available for most body sensor nodes available.
Darjeeling [6] and TakaTuka [5] are two virtual machines which provide a Java interpreter for resource constrained devices. Interpreters are infamous for their high execution overheads, and as can be seen in [6], the overhead is quite large. To overcome such interpretation overheads, run-time compilation of bytecode [3] was proposed for sensor nodes, which provides substantially faster execution of bytecode compared to interpreted versions.

III. MOTIVATION

Body sensor networks provide a different environment and paradigm to that of traditional wireless sensor networks [7]. The size of the environment (the body) to be monitored is much smaller and is geometrically the same to any other (body) deployments, unlike the environments which traditional sensor networks are deployed in (which vary from one deployment to another). This results in smaller sized networks with nodes placed in, usually, known places. A body sensor network rarely grows (or shrinks) in size. Also, once a node is placed, it is very unlikely to move. Transmission ranges of sensor nodes do not require long distances. Additionally, nodes are usually one hop away from every node in the same body sensor network. These properties of body sensor networks relieve body sensor nodes from complex MAC and routing protocols which is a primary requirement for traditional wireless sensor networks.

Although body sensor networks will consist of a smaller numbers of nodes, relieving the nodes from scalability issues, this also means that nodes will not be able to rely on neighbouring nodes for redundancy. Thus, body sensor networks require more accurate and robust sensing algorithms. More so, typical body sensor networks do not usually have the luxury of long sleep periods since events must be caught immediately due to the repercussions of missing a vital event, which in turn affects the lifetime of the sensor node. However, most body sensor network deployments do not require long lifetimes since they are usually used temporarily to analyse or detect specific conditions or applications.

Due to the geometrical, environmental and requirement similarities between different body sensor network deployments and applications, a substantial amount of application logic is common amongst body sensor network applications. Such logic includes context awareness both of the internal environment (the body) and the external environment, logging of data (either distributed or centrally), uploading of data to a pc or server either real-time or post-collection, and sending alerts when an interesting event has occurred.

Programming sensor network applications is a challenging task which most often requires experienced embedded developers to develop such applications and also may involve adopting new programming languages and models. This is primarily due to the operating systems, languages and tools which are currently used including C based operating systems [1][2].

The motivation behind our work is to provide an operating system which facilitates ease of development of body sensor network applications for novice programmers and domain experts. We plan to achieve this by focusing on the intrinsic properties of body sensor network applications. Whilst at the same time, sacrificing features required for traditional wireless sensor networks which are not inherent in body sensor networks in aim of delegating such relieved resources for ease of programmability and body sensor network specific functionality. By exposing an easy to use standard API we envisage that algorithms can seamlessly be shared, switched and compared. Thus, enabling an open development research platform for body sensor network applications.

IV. DESIGN

One of the main motivations behind our work is to provide an easy to use programming environment for developing body sensor network applications for novice programmers. Most available tools for sensor network applications rely on C (or flavours thereof such as nesC) as a programming language. However, we have decided to opt for a Java programming environment to facilitate an easy to use programming environment. As mentioned in Section II, several initiatives have been made to port Java to sensor nodes, most of which use an interpreter to execute bytecode. As shown in [6], interpretation of bytecode suffers from great execution overheads. We have, therefore decided to utilise a run-time compiler similar to [3] in aim of offering a Java programming environment without incurring substantial execution overhead. An overview of the toolchain and operating system is shown in Figure 1. We will follow by describing each component of the toolchain and operating system.

1) Scripting: We would like to target not only programmers but also domain experts who more than likely do not have a large amount of experience programming. Thus, we have included in our architecture a means of being able to control how a body sensor network application would work on a higher level. For those with slight knowledge of programming we have provided a scripting tool which can be used to create simple applications by configuring the main execution thread using a Java like syntax without having to deal with the intrinsic properties of Java. The scripting source is passed into the Java Source Generator which creates equivalent Java source of the specified application, which can then be passed through the toolchain as normal Java source. The reason for doing this is that we can facilitate such abstractions without incurring any extra overhead on the sensor node itself.

2) Parameter Configuration: For domain experts without any knowledge of programming, we have provided a tool to configure body sensor network applications' sensing and transmission rates, which should allow domain scientists
to extract initial data before moving on to more complex applications. BSNOS is initially loaded with the Default Application. The Default Application will sample the connected sensors according to the parameters set using the parameter configuration tool. The data will then be sent to a base station at a period also defined by the parameter configuration tool.

3) Java for Sensor Nodes: Java source is passed into the Java compiler and converter which generates an altered version of Java bytecode which is more suitable for resource constrained devices. The details of this compilation and conversion process is similar to that described in [3]. The generated bytecode differs to that of standard Java bytecode in that String literals relating to class and function names are completely removed. Also, Java bytecode is based on a 32 bit stack width, which for majority of sensor network applications is not required. Thus, the converter also changes the bytecode to use a 16 bit stack width. The bytecode generated can then be disseminated to sensor nodes over a serial connection or over-the-air. The benefits of transmitting bytecode instead of native code is that bytecode is smaller in size, and thus, less energy is required to transmit code updates.

4) Applications to Hardware: At the lowest level of the BSNOS stack lies the underlying hardware including the microcontroller, radio and sensors. Driver code installed on the microcontroller will expose the different peripherals and hardware features which are required to be used. The operating system can then expose the hardware via the drivers to provide common lower level services required by applications.

5) The BSNOS Kernel: Figure 2 provides a view of the different operating system and facilitating tool components. The BSNOS Kernel encapsulates services which are essential to provide an easy to use Java programming and operating system environment. The main kernel components are outlined below:

   **Java Run-time Environment:** The run-time compiler generates native code which mimics the Java operand stack used by the original bytecode. Due to this a Java run-time environment is required. The run-time environment exposes basic Java functionality such as array manipulation, object creation, exception handling amongst other features.

   **Garbage Collector:** Java relieves programmers from the task of memory management. However, after objects or arrays are no longer required, their memory is still being occupied, and thus a check is required to release such memory that is no longer being used. This is the job of the Garbage Collector.

   **Run-time Compiler:** By providing a Java programming environment, the learning curve for novice programmers to develop applications for body sensor networks will be decreased. However, since the early days of Java, it’s slow speed was notable as was summed up in [8] with their statement “Java isn’t just slow, it’s really slow, surprisingly slow.” This was primarily due to the fact that Java’s execution platform was completely based on interpreters. In aim of providing an efficient execution platform for Java based applications, we have opted to use a run-time compiler similar to [3] which compiles the bytecode it receives to native code which the underlying microcontroller can execute without incurring any interpretation overheads.

   **Software Manager:** Body sensor networks like other wireless sensor networks and traditional computing systems require updates from time to time due to various reasons including bug fixes, new features or complete new applications. The Software Manager enables efficient remote updating by providing dynamic loading and unloading of code at the granularity of classes or functions.

   **Scheduler:** At the center of the kernel lies the Scheduler. The Scheduler is responsible for scheduling execution of threads and events. Figure 3 depicts how events and threads are scheduled. Interrupts (IRQ) raised on microcontrollers have higher priority than the main thread of execution. Similarly, we have designed events in BSNOS to have a higher
Figure 2. The operating system and facilitating tool components.

Figure 3. The scheduler execution policy is demonstrated above. Preference is given to microcontroller interrupts (IRQ) which in turn then invoke system events by the Event Scheduler (ES). The Thread Scheduler (TS) is invoked when no interrupts are pending, which in turn executes threads in a round-robin fashion.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The BSNOS kernel is written in C and compiled using Texas Instruments’ Code Composer Studio v 4.0.1 for the MSP430F1611 microcontroller. As an initial target node, we have decided to port the operating system for the BSN platform [9]. A detailed view of BSNOS, hardware and facilitating tools is depicted in Figure 2. We have implemented drivers for Atmel’s AT45DB321D 4MB DataFlash and Texas Instruments’ CC2420 Radio which communicate with the microcontroller over SPI. The I²C protocol is used to communicate with Honeywell’s HMC5843 3-Axis Magnetometer and InvenSense’s ITG-3200 3-Axis Gyroscope. ADC channels are used to sample the analog readings for Analog Device’s ADXL330 3-Axis Accelerometer and a unique ID is provided to the operating system using Dallas Semiconductor’s DS2411 chip which is communicated with using the proprietary 1-Wire protocol.

The ROM footprint for each module is listed in Table I, totalling to just over 12 KB.

We have implemented a lightweight API which provides an easy to use interface. A sample of the BSNOS API is
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**Context Manager**: Context is an element that is predominant in body sensor networks. We would like to encapsulate context aware logic that is common to body sensor networks in the operating system. The Context Manager provides a built in mechanism to support applications in their contextual needs. The human body provides an environment which (usually) consists of the same structure amongst different subjects. Thus, we have created an API to facilitate developers in defining the position of sensor placement.

**Parameter Registry**: Sensor networks application users often require to change parameters which alter the way applications would operate. It is to the best of the authors knowledge that other sensor network operating systems have however not provided any API to cater for such a common feature, leaving it up to the application developer to provide a mechanism for storing, altering and retrieving of parameters. The Parameter Registry is a storage area in
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Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Footprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run-time System</td>
<td>2 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Run-time</td>
<td>500 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-time Compiler</td>
<td>8 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threading</td>
<td>400 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Loader</td>
<td>400 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivers</td>
<td>1 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

listed in Table II. To demonstrate the API, a sample program is listed in Figure 4.

VI. EVALUATION

Evaluation of run-time compilation code compared with interpreted code and native code generated from C source code has been evaluated in [3]. The aim of BSNOS is to provide an easy to use platform which is focused primarily on higher data rates due to the nature of common body sensor network applications. We have conducted evaluation as regards to the maximum throughput that can be achieved using default configurations of BSNOS and TinyOS. Figure 5 depicts the maximum transmission rates of messages of size 1, 50 and 100 bytes for BSNOS and TinyOS. As can be seen from the graph BSNOS achieves a substantial increase in maximum throughput when compared with TinyOS. Obviously, however, this is due to the radio driver implementation and the minimal MAC layer that was used. Were a similar radio implementation to be used with TinyOS, than a similar throughput would be achieved.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented, BSNOS, a new lightweight operating system designed specifically for body sensor networks. We have implemented BSNOS on the BSN node as the first target platform. The aims of the operating system is to allow novice developers to focus on the specific application rather than the intrinsic properties of embedded programming. We aimed to achieve this by exposing functionality common in body sensor network applications such as parameter configuration and context. We envisage that by providing a standard API and a Java programming environment, developers would be able to seamlessly share and compare different implementations and algorithms. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We have presented the first operating system targeted

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>void performAccelSample()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>float getAccelX()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>float getAccelY()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>float getAccelZ()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>BodySegment.getBodySegment()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void writeByte(byte b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>byte readNextByte()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void dumpFlashToSerial()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyroscope</td>
<td>void performGyroSample()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>float getGyroY()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>short getShortParameter(Parameter p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>void msgAppendFloat(float f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void msgAppendShort(short s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void msgAppendInt(int i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void sendMessage(short nodeid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>void serialSendByte(byte b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>byte serialReceiveByte()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threading</td>
<td>void sleepMS(short ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique ID</td>
<td>long getUniqueID()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Sample source for a sample and send application which samples the accelerometer and sends the data to the base station.

Figure 5. Maximum transmission throughput for BSNOS and TinyOS using default configurations.
for body sensor network applications.

- We have proposed a parameter registry for sensor node operating systems which releases the developer of implementing such functionality.
- We have implemented first steps towards integrating body sensor network context awareness into an OS.
- We have designed the first operating system which utilizes run-time compilation of bytecode to provide an efficient means of executing Java applications for resource constrained embedded devices.

We plan to continue development on the operating system with the following future work:

- We envisage that domain experts would be able to write body sensor network applications using a GUI block programming environment. Thus, we will investigate into integrating such tools.
- We have currently implemented a round-robin thread scheduling policy, however would like to investigate into more sophisticated policies and the associated tradeoffs and benefits.
- The current implementation of the Context Manager exposes functionality to easily define and share context amongst code and applications. We would like to further investigate whether we can integrate commonly used algorithms into the operating system or as system libraries that can be dynamically loaded.
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Abstract—Trust policy languages are implemented to express the trust requirements of the users. These requirements are represented by a set of rules specifying the necessary conditions that should be fulfilled by an entity in order to gain the trust of the evaluator. Most of the known trust policy languages are designed to express credential, authorization and access control requirements for the trust establishment. The credential based approach represents only one aspect of trust. The other main aspects like reputation and recommendation are not covered by these policy languages. In this paper we propose a new policy language for expressing trust requirements for reputation models, and particularly for the KPI-based reputation model in a supply chain scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Trust is a subjective matter, it depends on a trusting’s subjective evaluation of past experiences and it depends on the characteristics of the trustee [1]. Still, for making trust usable, we need to be able to express it in terms of measurable quantities (trust metrics and reputation). These metrics will be clearly not able to capture the many subjective and context dependent facets of this complex sociological phenomenon, but still they may be used in a specific context to assess the reliability of the trustee and its capability to ensure privacy, security, and so on. Nowadays, the notion of trust does not rely only on the traditional trust infrastructure (based on certificate verification or recommendation) but it is strongly related to the behavior of the users and their virtual reputation. The traditional trustworthiness models implemented in the internet, such as Amazon or E-Bay, are relying on a subjective rating system in which users estimate the “quality” of the transaction over a numerical scale. Knowing that nobody is able to formalize and explain the difference between two successive values like a transaction rewarded at 9/10 and another one 10/10, we cannot really estimate the correctness and the objectivity of the trust and reputation value. In addition, such trustworthiness models are limited in terms of federation and adaptability; in fact it is very hard to adapt the perception of trust in different domains and conditions. For example the reputation of a transporter cannot be exported to packaging and storage domain, because there is no possibility to map the subjective trustworthiness values between two different domains with two different trust perceptions. In order to address the limitations above, we proposed a less subjective trust model taking into account quantifiable parameters for the computation of the trustworthiness value of an entity [11]. We called these parameters KPI for Key Performance Indicators. In the context of trust, the goal of using these metrics is to quantify the sources of trust and adapt them to the personal perception of each trusting entity. For example if a shipment and a distribution company were sharing the same KPI parameters for their reputation model, like transportation time, package quality, quality of goods, price etc. the federation of trust between these two domains can be handled in an easy way by adapting the reputation calculation according to the local perception of trust. Each trustee in the supply chain can configure a pattern for his trust model according to his objectives and his trust perception expressed through a formal language, for example the trusting entity that prioritizes the delivery time of a good, will obtain a different reputation value than another user that prioritizes the CO2 footprint.

In this paper, we propose a new reputation policy language for expressing easily the personalized trust requirements related to the KPI-based trust model. There are few languages describing the reputation-based trust models, and in the majority of the cases they are not designed for non-expert users, therefore they are far from being user friendly. On the other hand, an increasing number of people are starting to use trust models in the supply chain industry in order to evaluate the trustworthiness of the different nodes of the chains. Most of the time users in that domain are not necessarily security experts, and they encounter major obstacles in the configuration and personalization of reputation models. For this reason we propose here a user friendly policy language, able to express in a very simple way the trust requirements of a user who wants to evaluate the reputation of an entity according to its performance parameters. The long term goal of this language is not limited to KPI based trust model, but to support most of the behavioral trust models.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss the related work in the domain of Trust and reputation policies, in Section 3, we present a brief use case scenario, in Section 4, we define the KPI-based reputation model, in Section 5, we present the policy language specification, then we briefly provide the implementation details, and finally we conclude our work.
II. RELATED WORK

In the literature, the two aspects of policy based and reputation based management are usually separated [9]. On one side, the policy based trust management focuses on problems related to authorization and access control in open systems; i.e., it determines whether or not an unknown user can be trusted, based on a set of credentials and on a set of policies. On the other side, reputation-based management assesses the trust relationships based on non-certified available information, like recommendations or previous experiences of other users. In this paper we show how we can merge these two approaches by providing a policy language that expresses the trust requirements from a reputation model.

Among the existing trust policy languages we can mention TPL (Trust Policy Language) [6] that is a XML-based language defining the relation between unknown entities to roles. It expresses a mechanism that allows a business to define a policy to map accessed users to roles, based on certificates received from the user and collected automatically by the system. The XML nature of the language makes it appropriate for automated processing, but less suitable for human users. Bonatti and Samarati [5] proposed the PSPL language to regulate service access and information release in large scale networks. This language is designed to express access and release policies in conjunction with a policy filtering mechanism, which allow the parties to exchange their requirements in a compact and privacy preserving way. PSPL has a Prolog-like syntax, in which one can define rules that take into account the elements of the trust model. Blaze et al. proposed the KeyNote policy language [8] that provides a simple notation for specifying both local security policies and security credentials that can be sent over a non trusted network. KeyNote policies and credentials, called "assertions", contain predicates describing the trusted actions permitted by the holders of specific public keys. KeyNote assertions are small and structured programs written in a simple notation based on C-like expressions and attribute/value pairs actions.

All these trust policy languages do not support the reputation models. And, to our knowledge there are very few studies trying to address the expressivity of the reputation requirements by a policy language like TriQLP [10] that plans to propose a reputation dedicated language, but up to now few results are available from this project.

III. USE CASE

To illustrate our approach, let us consider a simple supply chain use case. Let us consider an active transport tracking devices attached to returnable transport items, such as crates, rolling containers, pallets and shipping containers. Consider a shipment of milk as it travels from the farm near Rennes in France to a supermarket distribution center in Paris. After collecting the milk in the farm, the farmer has to use a small tank truck to carry his daily production to the local milk collecting center. There the milk is packaged then assembled to pallets and finally charged up to huge transportation trucks. The trucks chip the bricks of milk to the supermarkets in Paris.

In order to monitor and evaluate the quality of the transportation process from the farm to the distribution center the supermarket quality manager will setup a KPI requirement list in which he defines the all the quantifiable thresholds that should be satisfied during the entire process. The metrics chosen by the quality manager are for example the transportation time between the farm and the local collecting center, the average temperature, the packaging time and cost, the transportation time between the packaging factory and the supermarket in Paris, the average temperature during the transportation etc. All these indicators are provided by tamperproof sensors. The quality manager usually defines KPIs that represent his business objectives and compute a reputation score for each actor in the chain according to the compliance with the requirements described above. For example a good temperature average should be between 3 and 4 degrees Celsius. The transportation time between Rennes and Paris should be 5 hours (more is bad, less is good), etc.

For each delivery day the manager collects from different sensors the indicator values and integrates it to the reputation model in order to evaluate the score of each actor contributing to the chain. This example is quite trivial, and any manager can compute the score with a spreadsheet. The problem becomes serious when in real cases, some managers have to take into account a large number of KPIs. These performance indicator values may be gathered through different sensors located in different places and communicating via different protocols (for example in a remote database, in an XML file from a web service...). In that case the user should have a wide range of computer skills just to collect and convert the values in a suitable format and then to compute the reputation values. This is not always the case. For this reason we define in this paper a formal model to collect KPI values and compute the final score, as well as an easily accessible policy language that expresses these requirements.

IV. KPI-BASED TRUST MODEL

We propose a KPI-based trust Model (KPI-TM) [11] as an approach in which trust evaluation is based on KPIs shared by different users.

A. Reputation model

The KPI-based reputation model takes into account trust metrics based on KPI. In this approach, a user can express his trust preferences via an expressive language that specifies the sources of the performance indicators factors and how the factors should be combined to obtain a reputation score. According to his business objectives, the user is able to prioritize some indicators by setting a strong weight affecting the result of the trust score. These indicator values are then normalized (between 0 and 1) and then aggregated in order to obtain a unified reputation value.

The normalization rule is written as follows:
Higher is better KPI normalization

\[
\begin{cases}
1 & \text{if } K_i > K_{\text{max}} \\
0 & \text{if } K_i < K_{\text{min}} \\
K_i - K_{\text{min}} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Lower is better KPI normalization

\[
\begin{cases}
0 & \text{if } K_i > K_{\text{max}} \\
1 & \text{if } K_i < K_{\text{min}} \\
K_{\text{max}} - K_i & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Where \( K_i \) is the measured performance indicator value, \( K_{\text{min}} \) and \( K_{\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum values declared in the objectives scale. If lower values are better (e.g., the delivery time example) the value is reversed by subtracting it from 1.

In the KPI-based model, each item has a semantic meaning that explains the context of the measured value related to any performance parameter (e.g., delivery time, temperature, CO2 impact, etc.). The combination of different KPI items offers the possibility to the trustee to customize his trust evaluation by expressing complex semantic queries.

An entity that wants to connect to a KPITM system in order to evaluate the trust of another entity has to select three elements: first, the KPI items that are relevant for him, second, the location where to find the performance indicator value and, lastly, the weights of each KPI in order to prioritize some performance indicators. All this information must be contained in the core query sent to the KPITM engine that will automatically connect to the different sources, get the values of each item and compute the trust value.

The KPI-based trust model offers the possibility to quantify the trustworthiness according to some domain specific objectives (how should be the conservation temperature range for the milk?) and it permits to any trustee entity to determine, which tested element is more trustworthy according to an objective estimation. In particular, our KPI-based trust model allows a trustee to evaluate the weight of a recommendation by applying the business objective scale of the recommender.

More formally, the KPI-based trust model used is composed of three complementary layers:

- **Performance Indicator Values**: they are collected from the different sources providing the values related to the performance items.
- **Business Objectives Scale**: it is defined by the trustee according to the performance indicators related to their business objectives. An interval of values (min and max) must be chosen for every performance indicator in order to normalize the measured value with a [0, 1] scale. Furthermore a weight factor must be defined to prioritize the performance indicators and to compute the final trust value.
- **Trust Level Value**: it is the aggregation of all the normalized performance indicators plus, possibly, some external values like the recommendation from other trusted entities.

For example in our scenario these layers are represented in Figure 1, the weight factors are within the circles, whereas the interval of values is represented by the double ended arrow in the same layer.

B. Architecture

We proposed a loosely coupled architecture (Figure 2) for managing the KPI based trust in which we have three independent and complementary layers:

- The **Indicator sources**: we proposed two kinds of interfaces in order to collect the indicator values that should be used to compute the reputation: a database connector used as an interface to get access to any kind of local or remote database. A Web Service interface for collecting the indicator values published as Web Services.
- The **KPITM engine** in charge of computing the reputation value according to the trust model described in the previous section. It interprets the queries sent by the user via a UI or the policy language, and then it uses the collected indicator values to compute the reputation.
- The **KPI-based reputation language engine**: this component interprets the queries written in the policy language (human readable language used to express the reputation/trust requirements) and translates it into a remote call to the KPITM engine in order to calculate the reputation value.

The choice of this kind of decoupled architecture is motivated by the requirement to have a generic solution independent from the trust/reputation model and from the sources of trust. In this paper, we describe a specific case, where the trust model is based on the KPIs only, but in other
cases, we may use another reputation model with other sources of trust, and we want to develop a language generic and flexible enough to be used with a wide range of trust and reputation models. Each layer of this architecture is independent and replaceable.

Fig2. Architecture

V. KPI-BASED POLICY LANGUAGE

The reputation language allows a user to define queries for the KPIITM engine in a simple and concise way. No programming knowledge is required since we propose a script based language.

Referring to our scenario, the following code calculates the trust value of an actor in the chain that we will call FARMER for example:

```
? example
Actors[Farmer] -> Delivery (20:30:0.8) -> Temperature (3:5:0.2)
```

According to our trust model, this query specifies the KPI that are relevant to the manager (time and temperature), the location of the performance values (location Actors for the actor Farmer) and finally the range of acceptable values and the weight for each KPI (20:30:0.8, i.e. delivery time can vary between 20 and 30 minutes with a weight of 0.8).

A. Language Specification

A formal language is a set of sequences of symbols. Elements of this set are called sentences. In the KPI language sentences are programs called scripts. The symbols originate from a finite set called the vocabulary. The set of programs (which is infinite) is defined by rules of their composition. Sequences of symbols that are composed by these rules are said to be syntactically correct or well-formed. The set of rules is the syntax of the language. The program (or sentence of the formal language) consists of parts called syntactic entities, such as declarations, statements or expressions.

Parentheses may be used to group factors or terms. The notation introduced here is known as Extended Backus-Naur Formalism (EBNF) [2].

Besides syntactic entities, denoted by identifiers, we need to substitute elements, also called tokens, taken from the formal language's vocabulary. The vocabulary of the KPI language consists of identifiers, numbers, strings, operators, delimiters and comments. They are called lexical symbols and are composed of sequences of characters. (Note the distinction between symbols and characters.)

In the EBNF notation non-terminal symbols are denoted by English words expressing their intuitive meaning. Terminal symbols are denoted by strings enclosed in quote marks.

B. Lexical Analysis

The representation of terminal symbols in terms of characters is defined using the Latin-1 set. Terminal symbols include identifiers, numbers, strings, operators, delimiters and comments. Blanks and line breaks must not occur within symbols (except in comments and blanks in strings). They are ignored unless they are essential to separate two consecutive symbols. Capital and lower-case letters are considered as being distinct. The lexical rules are now considered in detail:

i. An identifier (ident) starts with an upper-case letter followed by a sequence of zero or more letters or digit or the special character "_":

Examples: Actors, Temperature, green_car10

ii. Numbers are of type real, a sequence of digit followed by an optional decimal part:

```
real = digit {digit} [.digit {digit}] .
```

Examples: 3.14, 8, 6.33.

iii. A string is a sequence of characters enclosed in quotation marks. A string cannot contain the delimiting quote mark:

```
string = "{character}" .
```

Examples: "This", "is 'a'", "short "string""

iv. Operators and delimiters are the special characters, character pairs or reserved words listed below. These reserved words cannot be used as identifiers.

v. Comments start with a hash character "#" that is not part of a string and ends at the end of the physical line.

C. Syntax and Semantic

A script begins with an optional chart declaration followed by a sequence of statements:

```
Script = [chart] statement {statement}.
```

There are two kinds of statements, assignment and query:

```
statement = assignment | query.
```

1) Assignments

An assignment allows the creation of a variable with a value given by an expression:

```
assignment = "var" ident "=" expression.
expression = ["+"|"-" ] term { ["+"|"-" ] term].
term = factor { ["*"|"/" ] factor}.
factor = real | ident | ("expression")
```

The above rules specify that an expression can use the mathematical operators for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. These operators have the usual
arithmetic precedence and they are left-associative. The parentheses are used to group expressions and they have the highest precedence. For example the following assignments are correct and all the expressions evaluate to 8:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{var} a &= 4 + 3 \times 10 / 5 - 2 \\
\text{var} b &= 4 + 3 \times (10 / 5) - 2 \\
\text{var} c &= (4 + 3 \times 10 / 5) - 2
\end{align*}
\]

2) \textbf{Query}

A query allows the creation of a list of KPIs:

\[
\text{query} = "?" \text{ ident } \text{ item } \{\text{item}\}.
\]

It starts with a question mark character followed by ident that represents the name of the list. A KPI is defined as an item:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{item} &= \text{ident} \[\text{ident} \[\text{ident} \] \] \text{ type} \\
\text{type} &= "\rightarrow" \text{ ident} \["\text{min}\_\text{max}" : "\text{min}\_\text{max}" : \text{weight} \]. \\
\text{weight} &= \text{expression} \| \"/\". \\
\text{min}\_\text{max} &= \text{expression} \| \"\text{MIN}\" \| \"\text{MAX}\".
\end{align*}
\]

The above rules define the exact syntax of a KPI. Some examples from Table 1 will make these rules clear. Consider this script:

? Example1

Actors[Farmer] -> Delivery (20:30:1)

In order to take into account the KPI of type Delivery a second item is added:

? Example2

Actors[Farmer] -> Delivery (20:30:0.6)
Actors[Farmer] -> Temperature (3:5:0.4)

Notice that the sum of all the weights in the list must be always one. It is possible to add KPIs with different name, type, location, min, max and weight; they are fully customizable as shown in the following example:

? Example3

Actors[Farmer] -> Delivery (20:30:0.6)
Actors[Packaging] -> Delivery (40:60:0.2)
Finance[GOOG] -> Price (100:30:0.2)

In Example2 there are two KPIs with same name (Farmer) and location (Actors). That script can be written in this equivalent form:

? Example4

Actors[Farmer] -> Delivery (20:30:0.6) -> Temperature (3:5:0.4)

Let’s suppose that a company wants to evaluate the reputation of two Actors (Farmer and Packaging) based on their delivery time and temperature. A possible script can be:

? Examples

Actors[Farmer] -> Delivery (20:30:0.3) -> Temperature (3:5:0.2)
Actors[Packaging] -> Delivery (20:30:0.3) -> Temperature (3:5:0.2)

This last example can be rewritten also as:

? Example6

Actors[Farmer, Packaging] -> Delivery (20:30:0.6)

In fact the four KPIs share the location (Actors) and taken in pair they share also the type, the min, the max and the weight (see Example5). In this way it is enough to list the names inside the square brackets and write the shared part only once. It is important to notice the changes in the weights: the language will split 0.6 and 0.4 like in Example 6 automatically.

3) \textbf{Automatic weight and MIN MAX keywords}

Since the sum of the weights for all the items must be equal to one, it is possible to specify only the weights of interest and let the language to calculate the others. To achieve this result use the "/" symbol:

? Example7

Actors[Farmer, Packaging] -> Delivery (20:30:0.6) -> Temperature (3:5:0.4)

Sometimes can be convenient to use the keywords MIN and MAX:

? Example8

Actors[Farmer] -> Temperature (MIN:5:0.6) -> Delivery (20:MAX:0.4)

The MIN will be replaced by the lowest value of type Delivery in the Actors location. Accordingly to the table defined before this value is 1. The same reasoning applies for MAX, its value is 45.

As discussed before a script contains a sequence of statements so more than one query (and so KPIs lists) can be written:

? Example9

Farmer: 0.95
Packaging: 0.4

The implementation of the language displays a list of query's name sorted by their resulting trust value:

? Example10

Actors[Farmer] -> Delivery (20:30:0.8) -> Temperature (3:5:0.2)
Actors[Packaging] -> Delivery (20:30:0.8) -> Temperature (3:5:0.2)

4) \textbf{Graphical charts}

In our prototype language implementation, we also support some essential graphic function. If a script starts with a chart declaration a graphical representation of the results will be displayed. The chart syntax is the following:

\[
\text{chart} = \"\text{Charts}\" : \text{chart_desc} \[\text{chart_desc}].
\]

\[
\text{chart_desc} = \"\text{Pie}\" \[\"\text{pie_option}\, \text{pie_option}\] | \"\text{Bar}\" \[\"\text{bar_option}\, \text{bar_option}\].
\]

A chart declaration starts with the keyword "Charts" followed by ":" and a sequence of chart's descriptions (chart_desc). A chart_desc starts with the keyword "Pie" or "Bar" and is composed of a name followed by options. The chart name is used to display the chart in the result list. An example is described in Table 1.
"Bar" followed by an optional sequence of options. For a pie chart the possible options are:

\[
pie\_option = \begin{cases} 
\text{"title" = "string} | \text{"legend" = bool} | \text{"tooltips" = bool} | \text{"3d" = bool}. 
\end{cases}
\]

While for a bar chart are:

\[
bar\_option = \begin{cases} 
\text{"title" = string} | \text{"xlabel" = string} | \text{"ylabel" = string} | \text{"horizontal" = bool} | \text{"legend" = bool} | \text{"tooltips" = bool} | \text{"3d" = bool}. 
\end{cases}
\]

The following example will display the same charts as before but with a 3D effect and with other options enabled:

```
Charts: Pie {title = "Pie Summary" 3d = true
legend = true tooltips = true}

Bar {title = "Bar Summary" 3d = true
xlabel = "Actors" ylabel = "Score" tooltips = true}
```

Fig3. Graphical pie and bar charts

D. Implementation Details

We implemented a syntax directed interpreter that parses the script given as input and translate it in an internal data structure (a list of objects). In order to execute a script this list is further processed and finally the interpreter uses it to query the web service to collect the results and displays them. We used the ANTLR parser generator [3] to build the parser and the JFreeChart library to create and display the charts[4].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a new policy language for expressing reputation requirements in the context of supply chain scenarios. This language is now compatible with the KPI-based trust model but can be extended to the other reputation models. Using this new language one can easily specify the location of input sources (sensors) of the reputation model and configure its perception of trust. A visualization script is also integrated to the language in order to represent graphically the results. This language is in its initial phase and we are currently enhancing its capabilities. The first extension will be the support other reputation models than KPI like for example eBay/OnSale or Sporas & Histos [12] models.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks together with Radio Frequency Identification are promising technologies for supply chain management systems. They both provide supply chain players with goods tracking and monitoring functions along the chain. Whereas RFID are rather focusing on identification of goods (e.g., identification, classification), WSNs are meant to monitor and control the supply chain environment. Nevertheless, despite the interest for the supply chain management systems, their integration is often deterred due to the lack of interoperability. In this paper, we propose a software framework which makes easier the integration of both RFIDs and WSNs into supply chain management systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Context

Both WSN (Wireless Sensor Networks) and RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) are very promising technologies for supply chain management as they introduce automation of product tracking and monitoring, and as such, they reduce the cost of the whole supply chain [19]. Today, there are only few attempts, mostly from industrial initiatives, that aim at integrating WSN and passive RFID tags [7, 8, 11].

Similarly, in the scope of the RESCUEIT project [14], we address the integration of RFIDs and WSNs into supply chain management systems. Together with major industrials such as K+N [15], Group Casino [16], REWE [17], Dr. Oetker [18], we identify a clear need of secure and efficient tracking of goods along the supply. Supported by the integration of WSNs and RFIDs either within packaging or at pallet level, good tracking empowers supply chain players with tools for risk assessment along the supply chain, but also with mechanisms for identification of responsibility in case of incident.

B. Motivation

The benefit of such integration for supply chain management could be significant as data collected from RFID and sensors are complementary and could serve for enriching the range of supported services like monitoring and real time traceability. Whereas RFID is rather focusing on identification of goods (e.g., identification, classification), WSNs are meant to monitor and control the supply chain environment. To some extent, RFID are not restricted to unique identification of goods along the supply chain, but can be associated to information related to the classification, and dangerousness of goods. Based on those classifications, and with regards to the regulations (e.g., safety [20], quality), the handling, storage, and transport constraints are identified. In this context, WSNs are meant to enforce those constraints (e.g., incompatibilities with other products, flash points). Based on the sensed supply chain context at runtime, sensors tend to evaluate mismatches between the constraints defined by regulations and the current context. Any mismatch is therefore reported to the supply chain management system as a risk of incident.

As depicted in Figure 1., we propose a distribution of sensors into the supply chain, as foreseen in RESCUEIT [14]. Figure 1. shows an integration of RFID and sensor nodes only at pallet level. This assumption has been validated with end users of the project, like K+N [15]and the Casino Group [16]. In this case, we are addressing only low valuable products (e.g., household, gardening products), which explain the fact that neither goods nor packages are equipped with RFID or sensors. Nevertheless, goods and packages are still identified with barcode. In addition, depending on the value of the product, RFID and sensor can be integrated either at package or even product level.
C. Problem statement

Even though the integration of RFID and WSNs appears to be promising for supply chain management systems, it can be deterred due to a lack of interoperability. First they are considered as disjoint networks. The EPCglobal network is designed for supporting RFID only; there is no standard targeting the integration of RFID and WSN into one network. Second, from a technological point of view, RFID are rather supporting single-hop communication between tag and reader, while WSNs support a larger variety of communication (e.g., single to multi-hop communications). Third, they have different objectives. RFID are used for products identification and traceability. They rely on the information stored within the EPCGlobal infrastructure [10]. This information is related to the characterization of tagged assets. On the opposite, sensors have the objective to control and monitor the physical environment of assets, but not specifically associated to assets. Moreover they are able to self-store the useful information and regularly report that information to some supervision platform.

Due to different technological capabilities and uses and different objectives, a direct communication between RFID and sensor nodes is barely conceivable. That is why, we propose a software architecture that supports both RFID, especially very low-cost RFID systems, and WSN with the objectives to control, supervise and monitor both the environment of assets and the assets themselves.

D. Overall Approach

Our technical approach aims at integrating both WSN and RFID at the software layer. For that purpose, we propose to use EPCIS (Electronic Product Code Information Services) for RFID management and a mediation layer for the WSNs management. EPCIS is usually in charge of giving the list of all the features associated to an RFID product. In order to ease the interaction of RFID and sensor nodes, we use a mediation layer, Middleware for Device Integration (MDI), a SAP Research prototype. It serves for the activation of adequate monitoring and controlling mechanisms on the sensors, and to implement interactions with RFID.

As described previously, RFID and sensor are meant to be associated to a single product, package or pallet. In that context, RFID only have two major roles: (i) identifying automatically goods along the supply chain - as made possible by the EPCglobal standard [10] for RFID but not with sensors - and including their classification, (ii) and tracing RFID for keeping sensors informed of the activity along the supply chain (e.g., storage, transport). As such, RFID are used for their fundamental identification and traceability functions, but also through EPCIS data basis to automatically raise the awareness of sensors about some (transport, storage) constraints (e.g., humidity, temperature) for the tagged good, with respect to the effective regulations. In addition, the traceability function enabled by RFID makes it possible to dynamically inform the sensor of any change of activity in the supply chain (e.g., transport, storage), so sensors can automatically adapt its constraints. Together with classification of goods, and update on supply chain activities, sensor nodes can therefore adapt their monitoring and controlling mechanisms according to regulations.

In this context, both EPCIS and MDI are considered as agents, each having interactions with RFID tags and sensors. As such, this architecture is of great help to make RFID and sensors systems interact through the MDI which handles data from RFID and sensors. Note that this approach is very attractive as no new integrated nodes are needed since the whole collaboration process between RFID and sensors is done at the software layer.

E. Outline

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We present the related work in section II. We describe our approach in section III, together with a architecture for the integration of RFID and WSNs into supply chain management systems. Finally, we conclude in section IV, with an outlook on our ongoing activities.

II. RELATED WORKS

To the best of our knowledge, integration of RFID and WSN did not attract the interest of the research community. RFID and sensor networks are both under development but with no interactions in between. Sensors are generally an open system contrary to RFID passive tags that are generally considered as a closed system where modification of their behavior is barely possible. Moreover, whereas sensors support multi-hop communications, current RFID systems are affording only single-hop communications, so no communication among tags is possible. Many issues are to be solved before integrating RFID technology with sensor networks.
issues include protocol design, energy consumption, security and privacy [13].

Moreover, the RFID technology benefits from the standard framework EPCglobal Network [10] that defines a network architecture for managing the RFID product information. This framework serves for trading partners to share product data. It is based on several key network elements including: EPCIS (EPC Information Services) and ONS (Object Naming Service). EPCIS hosts and facilitates access to serialized product information generated by EPC-tagged products. ONS is a centralized authoritative directory that routes information requests about particular EPCs likely to the well known Domain Name System (DNS).

The integration of RFID technology and wireless sensor networks provides promising perspectives as both of them can be used for tightly coupling the physical and virtual worlds.

Few research works are targeting integration of RFID passive tags and sensors. We distinguish two types of integration: hardware and software. On the hardware side, several commercial solutions are provided, which integrate RFID and WSNs in a single device (see Section II.A). On the other side, and similar to our approach, existing research works address the integration of RFID and WSNs at the software level (Section II.B).

A. Hardware integration

Integrating sensors into an RFID tag is used only for sensing few parameters. These sensor tags can be passive, semi-passive or active depending on the monitored phenomena. Generally, they only support single-hop communications.

The sensor passive tags draw power from the reader to perform operations. They are activated only when sensing data are required. They can be used to sense photo detection [4], acceleration [5], temperature [4, 6], etc.

The semi-passive sensor tags contain an on-board battery that is exclusively utilized for computation (and not for communication). They can perform measurements independently of the reader, but the energy supplied by the reader is always necessary for communication.

SenSTAG [7] is a highly configurable semi-passive sensor tag. It operates at 13.6 MHz, and can be used to monitor a variety of sensor options, like temperature, humidity, strain, shock and light, etc.

The sensor active tags contain a battery from which they draw power for computation, sensing functions, and for communication to readers. They may be compliant with RFID standards, or they can use protocols based on wireless protocols such as ZigBee or WLAN.

Evigia [8], Savi [11] and Crossbow [12] develop many active sensor tags that integrate many embedded sensors like temperature, humidity, light sensor, etc.

Several companies ([11] [12]) also provide active RFID tags embedded with sensors nodes (e.g., temperature, light, presence detection). In the best case, those devices are equipped with GSM/GPRS communication capabilities which make them totally independent from supply chain player’s IT infrastructure.

B. Software integration

In [3], the authors propose a new architecture made of RFID tags and sensors. It consists in adapting the Application Level Event middleware (ALE) within the EPCglobal Network so that the filtering originally done over tag data is extended to sensor data. The main idea of this architecture is to distinguish data and control mechanisms in both RFID and WSN by introducing a reader management component that provides a uniform interface. This component is able to include WSN by adopting a Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) and the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). As such, the WSN data are delivered to upper layers exactly like for RFID data, because the reader management component is able to handle data coming from RFID and WSN.

C. Conclusion

Regarding hardware integration within a single device, the exposed approaches often lack of integration with business applications. Those hardware solutions still require specific development for their integration into supply chain management specific.

Our solution belongs to this category, this type of integration offers advantages, as no new integrated nodes are needed. Moreover this solution provides a common infrastructure to link RFID system and WSN together.

So far, there are no standards proposing the integration of separate RFID and WSN into one network. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first combining sensors and RFID passive tags for specific needs for securing supply chains.

III. OUR APPROACH

As introduced in Section I.D, our approach aims at integrating RFID and WSNs through the establishment of a communication channel between EPCIS, for RFID, and a mediation layer, the Middleware for Device Integration (MDI), for WSNs.

For that purpose, we use the MDI as an interface between RFID and WSNs. The main idea of our approach is to integrate RFID and sensors at the software layers. To do this, we make interacting two software elements: the EPCIS (designed for RFID as part of the RFID standards) and the MDI middleware (originally designed by industrials specifically for WSN). These elements support authentication of the tagged products and activation of the monitoring mechanisms within the sensors.

The integration at the software layer is necessary within this solution because we use very low-cost passive RFID tags with existing standards like EPC [10] to authenticate the products whereas we use WSN to monitor products along the supply chain.

A. Architecture

As depicted in Figure 2., our architecture is organized in three main components: (i) a palett equipped with an
RFID and a sensor node, (ii) an EPCIS component, and (iii) the MDI.

1) Description of EPCIS
The EPCIS module is a special web service interacting with the whole RFID system (reader, tags, and database) and serving as an RFID system interface by the rest of our platform. That is, it gives access to serialized product information generated by EPC-tagged products and available in the backend database. In other words, the EPCIS module is like a gateway between any requester of tag information and the database containing that information. EPCIS is able to handle large volumes of tag data coming from numerous RFID readers.

2) Middleware for Device Integration.
As mediation layer between EPCIS and sensor nodes, we use a mediation layer called the Middleware for Device Integration (MDI). MDI is a mediation layer developed by SAP Research [21] for the integration of smart items (e.g., WSNs, RFID) into business applications. Based on an OSGi Service Platform [22], MDI is an agent-based middleware which enables both monitoring and controlling of smart items. In Figure 2, the MDI hosts three agents: the sensor interface, the update, and the alerting service. The sensor interface enables communication with nodes, and the alerting service triggers alerts to users.

In addition the updater agent is in charge of the update of monitoring and controlling constraints on the sensor nodes. Depending on the classification and activity update from RFID, this agent updates on the nodes the constraints to be evaluated. For example, an alert whenever temperature reaches a given threshold can be activated. The same alert can be further on deactivated, in case of activity changes along the supply chain. For example, pallet fall alerting must be evaluated during storage in warehouse, but deactivated whenever the pallet is manipulated.

In Figure 3, we identify the following relationships: constraints, based on regulation, depend on asset’s classification and activity along the supply chain. In addition, risk is depending on mismatch between constraints on goods and their context in the supply chain. If a constraint on temperature is defined, the probability on incident occurrence is depending on a mismatch with the context of the asset.

To that purpose, our updater agent enablement service is in charge of maintaining a monitoring database, based on the nature of the products, and the status of the supply chain process. Accordingly constraints to be evaluated are pushed to sensor nodes.

B. Interactions between RFID/Sensor Systems
The sensor node on the pallet is capable of in node processing, and is able to measure different contextual information (e.g., temperature, humidity). On the other hand, RFID is passive. As explained in Section III, the EPCIS service stores in its database all the information relative to the RFID tagged pallets: i.e. the SSCC [25] information (e.g. identifier of the pallet along the supply chain), CLP classification of goods (Classification, Labeling and Packaging of substances and mixtures) [24]). Also, the RFID identification is mapped manually to the identifier of the sensor attached to the pallet during the initialization phase of the EPCIS database. Table 1 gives the adopted EPCIS data model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RFID Id</th>
<th>SSCC</th>
<th>CLP</th>
<th>Sensor Id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1. EPCIS DATA MODEL

Upon reading a tagged pallet, an RFID reader must send the RFID Id to the EPCIS service. EPCIS is then in charge of informing the MDI that the sensor identified by sensorId monitors a good classified according to the CLP norm. Based on that classification, the service enablement within the MDI extracts a set of constraint to be enforced on the sensor Id node. Those constraints are described in the constraint database, as shown in Table 1. Finally constraints are pushed to the sensor nodes via the MDI.

For example, for a chemical and anytime along the supply chain, a flash point of 13 Celsius degrees is defined...
by safety regulation. In addition, and only during storage, a constraint on acceleration of the pallet is activated, in order to prevent any pallet fall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Set of constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GoodClassification, Sensor</td>
<td>Integer ErrorCode, String Activity</td>
<td>GoodClassification, String Activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As depicted in Figure 2., three agents are running into the MDI. The updater agent is in charge of the update of constraints to be evaluated on nodes. An additional alerting agent is dedicated to the collection of alerts form the nodes, and the forwarding of alerts to end users. Finally a dedicated agent enables the communication between sensors and the two former agents. With respect to the targeted sensor node, a dedicated agent has to be implemented. In our case, we are focusing on crossbow [12] sensor node, which requires a dedicated agent. This agent has to be able to: (i) acquire information (e.g., alert, raw sensor data) from sensor nodes, and (ii) to push information (e.g., commands, constraints) to nodes.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

As a conclusion, this paper proposed a framework for integrating RFID and sensor within the supply chain management systems. With this approach, we firstly aim at demonstrating the benefit of integrating RFID and WSNs. RFID are in charge of identifying good, their classification, and the status within the supply chain process. WSNs, embedded with monitoring and controlling capabilities, are meant to mismatch between regulation on goods, depending on their classification and on the status in the supply chain process. Therefore, WSNs depends on RFID information in order to run adequate alerting service on nodes.

We are planning an evaluation of our approach through a prototype in the scope of the RESCUEIT project. In addition, we are currently working of the design of security mechanisms for mutual authentication between RFID and tags reader, risk assessment delegations to nodes, and secure and efficient tracking of goods along the supply chain. Our goal is to address security requirement regarding the integration of RFID and WSNs for supply chain management systems.

V. DISCLAIMER

The research was partially funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research under the promotional reference 01IS07009 and by the French Ministry of Research within the RESCUE-IT project [14]. The authors take the responsibility for the content.
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Abstract—One of the main applications of supply chain management is product tracking. We define it as tracing the product path along the supply chain. In this paper, we propose a solution to track the product while preserving the privacy of the supply chain actors involved and the path traced. More precisely, this solution allows to identify which path a product has taken in the supply chain, without disclosing sensitive information. To allow product tracking, the product is attached to a sensor node. This latter stores a trace of the product path along the supply chain. The trace is computed using polynomial based signature techniques. We restrict the visibility of the manager of the supply chain by organizing the supply chain facilities into clusters. Also, we encrypt the path traces to ensure security against adversaries. To perform access control in the sensor nodes we use randomized Rabin scheme which is known for being efficient and lightweight. In this paper, sensor nodes are not required to perform heavy computation, which makes our solution feasible. The main achievement of this work is a cryptographic mechanism that allows to the supply chain manager to trace the supply chain entities that product went through, without disclosing the identity of those entities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, sensor-based applications have become more and more popular. One of their major applications is supply chain management [21]. More precisely, sensor nodes are used to monitor and track products from production, storage to distribution [6]. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of different parties involved in the supply chain, raises new security and privacy challenges. Partners aim at verifying the legitimacy of products in their sites, yet they are reluctant into leaking information about their internal processes. Studies show that most security incidents involve business partners. This a significantly growing trend over the last few years [2]. Furthermore, the number of security incidents affects the trust between partners in supply chains [2]. Therefore, there are many attempts to overcome security issues and the lack of trust among the partners in the supply chain. In [14], the authors propose a mechanism based on Secure multi-party computation [26]. They aim at achieving security against the business partner. It enables the supply chain partners the computation of joint function without disclosing their inputs data. Only the final input is revealed. Secure multi-party computation can only compute specific families of functions, which restricts the used operations. In our case, Secure multi-party computation cannot compute our path trace. Elkhiyaoui et al. [4] propose RFID-based tracking mechanisms of the products in the supply chain. They allowed to authorized entities to validate the path of the products, without disclosing the identity of the others partners in the supply chain. The issue with this approach is the use of unsuitable arithmetic operations for low capacity devices.

In this context, the paper at hand aims at enabling the manager of the supply chain to verify the validity of the path a product took. Such a verification could allow the manager to detect counterfeits in the supply chain. Here, we assume that each supply chain has its own global manager. However, supply chains are distributed over sites or facilities. The latter reside in different locations and belong to different partners. Hence, the supply chain manager does not have full control over interconnections among the facilities. He also does not have full control over some of the facilities themselves. We propose, as possibility, that the products carry necessary information that will allow to a manager to verify their paths. To this effect, we use the memory capacity of the sensor nodes that are attached to the products to store the path trace.

In this paper, we propose a mechanism to protect the partners’ privacy and the product privacy in the supply chain. First, to protect partners privacy against the manager, this latter should have a restricted visibility of the partners internal processes. Thus, we organize the supply chain into clusters such where sites and facilities belonging to the same partner will form a single entity. Then, when product arrives to the manager, he can identify which partners handled it. However, he cannot know precisely which sites and facilities the product visited. Figure 1 illustrates a clustered supply chain. This supply chain consists of : production, storage, and distribution cluster. Each cluster consists of three sites.

Second, to protect product privacy in the supply chain, only the manager should be able to verify the path of products in the supply chain.
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Any technical solution that addresses secure and privacy preserving product tracking should take into account the limitations of sensor nodes. These are constrained devices in terms of computation, power and memory. For example, RSA signature [8] cannot be implemented in sensor nodes.

This paper introduces a mechanism to track products in supply chain while protecting sensitive information of supply chain partners and products. The main idea is to organize the supply chain into clusters to restrict the manager visibility, and to attach products to sensor nodes which store an encoding of the products’ path. The path encoding is computed using polynomial based signatures for run time fault detection [17]. In order to ensure the validity of the actors that interact with the product, sensors use Rabin scheme to authenticate them. However, Rabin scheme can be easily replaced by other mechanisms such as the one proposed by Gomez et al. [24]. Then, the path trace is encrypted to ensure confidentiality.

The major contributions of this work:

- It allows the supply chain manager to verify the validity of the paths a product took. More precisely, it allows the manager to verify which sequence of clusters, a product have visited.
- It guarantees the privacy of products and therewith partners in the supply chain. Only the manager is able to verify the path the product took.
- It only requires sensors to perform efficient low capacity operations and to store few Kbytes.
- It allows the restriction of product information that can be disclosed to each partner.

II. SOLUTION

A. Preliminaries

A supply chain in this paper simply denotes a set of sites that a product goes through. As discussed previously, we organize the supply chain into clusters such that sites belonging to the same partner belong to the same cluster. These clusters are used to restrict the visibility of the manager of the supply chain. The manager is able to recognize the cluster a product visited but not the exact site the product visited. Thus, in this manner we enforce the privacy of the partners in the supply chain against the manager of the supply chain. The solution proposed involves the following entities:

- **Sensors** $S_i$: each sensor is attached to a product in the supply chain. A sensor $S_i$ is equipped with a re-writable memory that stores the trace $s(S_i,j)$. $s(S_i,j)$ represents the trace of the path that the sensor took in the supply chain until cluster $j$. Sensors can also compute a cryptographic function $f$ to authenticate the partners’ systems in the supply chain.

- **Manager** $M$: the manager $M$ attaches $S_i$ to a product and writes into $S_i$ an initial state $s(S_i,0)$. $M$ wants to identify the path a sensor $S_i$ went through. More precisely, $M$ wants to identify the sequence of clusters that $S_i$ went through. $M$ therefore, reads the current state $s(S_i,j)$ of $S_i$, and decides whether $S_i$ visited legitimate sequence of clusters or not. We assume that $M$ knows which paths in the supply chain are valid or not. In other words, $M$ has a database $DB$ of valid path traces.

- **Clusters** $c_k$: To enforce the privacy of the partners in the supply chain, the supply chain will be organized into clusters. Each cluster contains a set of supply chain sites that belong to the same supply chain partner. Without loss of generality, we assume that each cluster $c_k$ is equipped with a supply chain actor’s system $A_k$. $A_k$ uses some function $f_{A_k}$ to generate $s(S_i,j+1)$ from $s(S_i,j)$, i.e., $f_{A_k}(s(S_i,j)) = s(S_i,j+1)$. The actor’s system $A_k$ can also compute a cryptographic function $g$ to authenticate themselves to sensors.

III. PROTOCOL

A. Protocol overview

In this paper, a sensor $S$ state noted $s(S,j)$ represents the sequence of clusters in the supply chain that $S$ visited. One of the challenges in this work is to encode the sensor’s path efficiently, i.e., encoding has to be independent of the number of visited clusters by the sensor. For that purpose, we use a technique for run time fault detection to encode paths using polynomials. More precisely, each valid path in the supply chain $P_{valid}$ will match the evaluation of a unique polynomial $Q_{P_{valid}}(x_0)$ at a fixed number $x_0$. The efficiency of this encoding relies on two properties: 1) a path is represented as polynomial evaluation at point $x_0$, therefore, the size of the encoding does not depend on the number of clusters a sensor visited 2) for any two different paths in $P_1$ and $P_2$, the equation $Q_{P_1}(x_0) = Q_{P_2}(x_0)$ holds only with negligible probability [17]. As a result, the state of a sensor node $S$ at the end of the supply chain can be uniquely mapped to one single path.

However, the path representation as presented above does not suffice to prevent path cloning, i.e., copying the path of a valid sensor into a fake sensor and then injecting the fake sensor in the supply chain. To tackle this problem, sensors store $Q_{P_{valid}}(x_0)$ added to a keyed HMAC of their unique IDs. HMAC is used for two purposes: first, it ensures that sensors are issued by a legitimate authority and prevents an
adversary from injecting its own sensor. Second, it allows
to map the Sensor’s ID to a random number that cannot be predicted by the adversary. Therefore, an adversary cannot clone a sensor more than once, and thus, cloning cannot be performed in a large scale.

Whenever, a sensor \( S \) visits a cluster in the supply chain, the actor’s system updates the sensor node’s state by updating the polynomial evaluation. In a nutshell, the protocol consists of

- Initialization phase: Supply Chain manager \( M \) initializes sensors, and distributes IDs to the different partners.
- Authentication phase: Sensor \( S \) authenticates each visited site, before updating its trace.
- Collection phase: Sensors successively store the evaluation of a polynomial. That is achieved by updating the trace of the sensor in each cluster.
- Verification phase: Manager \( M \) extracts the sensor’s path trace and therewith the polynomial. \( M \) checks whether the sensor state corresponds to a valid sequence of clusters.

Privacy and security overview: To protect product privacy, sensors will store only probabilistic Paillier encryptions \([19]\) of their states, and the actor’s systems use homomorphic techniques for arithmetic operations on encrypted path encodings. At the end of the supply chain, \( M \) can then decrypt and identify the path. Also, the use of Paillier cryptosystem and HMAC guarantees the security of path encoding.

B. Path Encoding technique

The polynomial path encoding is used in \([4]\). It is based on techniques for software fault detection. Noubir et al. \([17]\) propose to encode a software state machine using polynomials such that the exact sequence of states visited during run-time generates a unique “mark”. Therewith, run-time faults can be detected. By considering the actor’s system instead of state machine, the path encoding used by Noubir et al. \([17]\) can be applied in our case.

For each cluster \( c_i \) in the supply chain, \( c_i \) is associated with a unique random identifier \( c_i \in \mathbb{F}_q \), where \( q \) is a large prime.

As mentioned above, a path in the supply chain is represented as a polynomial \( \in \mathbb{F}_q \). The polynomial corresponding to a path \( P = c_0c_1 \ldots c_l \) is defined in Equation \((1)\). All operations are in \( \mathbb{F}_q \).

\[
Q_P(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{l} c_i x^{l-i} \tag{1}
\]

To have a more compact representation of paths, a path \( P \) is represented as the evaluation of \( Q_P \) at \( x_0 \), where \( x_0 \) is a generator of \( \mathbb{F}_q^* \). We denote \( \phi(P) = Q_P(x_0) \). The desired property of anti-collision, i.e. \( \forall P \neq P', \phi(P) = \phi(P') \) ensures the uniqueness of the path mark with high probability.

C. Paillier Cryptosystem

The following is description to the Paillier cryptosystem \([19]\) that we use in order to achieve both privacy and security of our mechanism:

Key Generation: Let \( k \) be the security parameter. Choose uniformly and at random two \( k \)-bit primes \( p \) and \( q \), set \( N = pq \), and set \( \lambda(N) = \text{lcm}(p - 1, q - 1) \). Choose a random base \( g \in \mathbb{Z}_N^* \).

Encryption: To encrypt message \( m \in \mathbb{Z}_N \), one chooses a random value \( r \in \mathbb{Z}_N^* \) and computes the ciphertext as

\[
c = E(m, r) = g^m r^N \mod N^2 \tag{2}
\]

Decryption: When receiving a ciphertext \( c \), check that \( c < N^2 \). If yes, retrieve the message \( m \) as

\[
m = D(c) = \frac{L((\lambda(N) \mod N^2)^m)}{L((g^N \mod N^2)^m)} \mod N \tag{3}
\]

where \( \forall u \in \{ u < N^2 / u \equiv 1 \mod N \} L(u) = \frac{u - 1}{N} \).

Additive Homomorphic property: Paillier cryptosystem has the property to be additively homomorphic:

\[
E(m_1, r_1) * E(m_2, r_2) = E(m_1 + m_2, r_1 r_2) \tag{4}
\]

This property allows the execution of arithmetic operations on encrypted data. Therefore, it supports the evaluation the polynomial mark at each cluster of the supply chain without decryption.

Self Blinding: Paillier cryptosystem has the property to be Self-Blinding, i.e. the property by which any ciphertext can randomly be changed into another without affecting the plaintext. This property is achieved as follows:

\[
\forall r \in \mathbb{Z}_N^* D(E(m, r)) = m \tag{5}
\]

Therefore, the decryption of any message \( m \) is independent of the value of \( r \).

D. Detailed Protocol description

Our protocol consists of an initialization phase, the phase that prepares a sensor to enter the supply chain. Then, the authentication phase to verify the legitimacy of the site before collecting its trace. Collection phase, where the sensor interacts with different Sites and collects its traces. Finally, the path verification phase, when the polynomial mark is extracted by the supply chain manager \( M \) and the path gets verified. Figure 2 illustrates the sequence of the different phases, which compose the sensor life-cycle.
1) Initialization phase: In this phase, we assume that every partner in the supply chain has the necessary resources to perform the following actions:

- supply chain manager $M$ shares with the supply chain actors a Rabin’s private key $(p_R,q_R)$. Rabin cryptosystem [22] is used to achieve authentication of the supply chain actors. Rabin encryption is single square modular encryption, which makes it feasible for low capacity devices such as sensor nodes. Rabin’s public key $N_R = p_Rq_R$ is stored in the sensor to perform the authentication process.
- $M$ generates randomly a list of cluster identifiers $C_{list}$. For the sake of simplicity, we don’t distinguish between cluster $c_i$ and its identifier.
- $M$ generates a Paillier public key $pk_M$ and private key $sk_M$. Then $M$ sends $E_M(c_i)$ to each actor belongs to the cluster $c_i$ in a secure way.
- $M$ generates the identifiers list $S_{list}$ of sensors. For the sake of simplicity, we assimilate a sensor $S_i$ and its identifier $ID_i$, $M$ stores in each sensor $S_i$, the Paillier encryption of its $ID_i$, the Paillier encryption of $HMAC_k(S_i)$, where $HMAC_k$ is keyed hash function [3], and $k$ is its secret key.

Now, for each sensor entering the supply chain, $M$ has already stored on it the initial value $s(S,0) = E(HMAC_k(S_i))$. The table 1 illustrates the exchanges messages in the initialization phase between $M$ and $S$ in , and between $M$ and each site in the supply chain.

2) Authentication phase: In this phase, the sensor $S$ and the actor’s system $A$ interact in the supply chain by executing the following actions: We assume that the sensor $S$ has visited the clusters $c_0, \ldots, c_l$. When, $S$ visits the actor’s system $A_{l+1}$, it is already stored the trace $P_l = c_0c_2\ldots c_l$ that encodes the path from the sites that belongs to the clusters $c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_l$. Therefore, the current state of the sensor is $s(S,l)$, which corresponds to the state of the sensor after interacting with $l$ clusters.

$S$ chooses a random value $r \in \mathbb{F}_{N_R}$ and sends $Rabin(r) = r^2 mod N_R$ to $A$, while storing the hash($r$) and hash($N_R - r$). Abduvaliev et al. [1] show that a large possibility of hash functions can be implemented in low capacity devices such as sensor nodes. $A$ decrypts $Rabin(r)$ using its public key. The decryption gives exactly four solutions, $r, N_R - r, t, N_R - t$. As the actor does not know which is the real solution, he chooses to send back to $S$ two hash values. The values are chosen in such a way that their sum is not null $mod N_R$. For example $A$ chooses to send $hash(r)$, and $hash(N_R - t)$. Therefore, $S$ considers the authentication as successful, if one of the received value matched one of the stored value. Then, $S$ can start trace collection procedure. Table II illustrates the messages exchanged between $S$ and site to verify if the actor is legitimate or not.

3) Collection phase: After the authentication phase, $S$ starts the collection phase. $S$ sends its current state $s(S,l)$ to the actor’s system $A_{l+1}$. $A_{l+1}$ updates the sensor’s state as following:

$$s(S,l+1) = s(S,l) g^r = s(S,l) x_0 g^{c_{l+1} r N mod N^2}$$

(6)

Assuming that our products has to interact with $n$ supply chain partner, the final sensor’s state is:

$$s(S,n) = s(S,n-1) x_0^{s_1} g^{c_{n-1} r_2 N mod N^2}, \text{where } r_1 \in \mathbb{F}_N$$
$$= s(S,0) * g_{\sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i x_0^{n-i} r_2 N mod N^2}, \text{where } r_2 \in \mathbb{F}_N$$

$$g^{HMAC_k(S)x_0^n + \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i x_0^{n-i}}, \text{where } r_3 \in \mathbb{F}_N$$

$$= E_M(HMAC_k(S)x_0^n + \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i x_0^{n-i})$$
Table III illustrates the two messages exchanges between $S$ and random site in the collection phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S \rightarrow$ Site, $s(S, i)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site $\rightarrow$ $S$, $s(S, i + 1)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III

**COLLECTION PHASE**

4) Verification phase: In this phase, the supply chain manager $M$ checks if the path recorded in the sensor is a valid one. $M$ extracts the final state from the sensor $s(S, n)$, and decrypts it, so he can extract the path trace $\phi(P)$.

$$
\phi(P) = \mathcal{D}_{TP}(s(S, n)) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i x^i
$$

$$
= \text{HMAC}(S)x_0^n + \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i x_0^{n-i}
$$

Using successive division operations, $M$ extracts the coefficients $a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_n$ of the polynomial $\phi(P)$. Then, $M$ computes $\text{HMAC}_{k}(S)$ and compare it with $a_n$. If $a_n = \text{HMAC}_{k}(S)$, $M$ accepts the sensor. Otherwise, $M$ rejects the sensor. Finally, $M$ checks if the cluster identifiers $c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n$ belongs to the cluster identifiers list, and the path trace $\phi(P)$ proofs that the sequence of the clusters is valid. If one of the identifiers, or the sequence is not valid, $M$ rejects the sensor, and declares the products as non compliant.

IV. Evaluation

Our protocol is implementable using today’s sensors such as Crossbow motes [13] and phidgets [12]. It only requires sensors to store the Rabin public key, which is 1024 bits, and the encrypted state, which is 2048 bits, so a total memory of 3Kb. Through the different steps of the supply chain, the amount of memory needed does not increase. Storing 3Kb of data is feasible in today’s sensor hardware. Hempstead et al. [10] show that the memory available in hardware sensors are between 8 kb (i.e. 68Kb) and 132 kb (i.e. 1056 Kb). Therefore, from a memory capacity perspective, our protocol is efficient.

The complexity on the nodes is low. The sensor has to perform at each step of the supply chain, the same arithmetic operations. Therefore, the complexity is linear to the number of the actors in the supply chain. The sensor needs to authenticate the visited site in the supply chain, which means it has to perform one modular square and to compute two hash functions. These operations are necessary to perform a Rabin based authentication. Gaubatz et al. [7] show that one (modular multiplication in sensor, needs roughly $1\mu J$, which is very low compared to RSA signature requirements [25]. A sensor node of type crossbow has 2 AA batteries, which means roughly $4K\mu J$ of energy [11].

V. Related work

The idea of using WSN in the supply chain management to track goods was first suggested in [16]. However, research focused mainly on RFID tags to achieve secure tracking in supply chain. Ouafi and Vaudenay [18] address counterfeiting of products using strong cryptography on RFID tags. Blass et al. [4] present a tracker, a new mechanism to protect against malicious state update of tags in each step of the supply chain. Secure tracking of specific target using WSN was also addressed in [9]. It describes a mechanism of tracking a moving target based on relaxation algorithms [20]. However, passive RFID tags have limited resources, which makes security and privacy hard to achieve. As matter of fact, Modular multiplication which is necessity to perform arithmetic operations, cannot be implet in this type of RFID tags. Only hash functions is implementable in passive RFID tag environment. Chawla et al. [5] check whether covert channels exist in a supply chain that leak information about a supply chains internal details to an adversary using security mechanism implemented in RFID tag. Therefore, tags state is frequently synchronized with a backend-database. If a tags state contains data that is not in the database, the tag is rejected. As supply chain involve different actors, it is difficult to have a single backend-database common among them. Our mechanism focus, however, is on secure and privacy-preserving identification of the path a sensor has taken. Shihua and Chu [23] detect malicious tampering of a tags state in a supply chain using watermarks. However, there is neither a way to identify a tags path, nor to protect its privacy in the supply chain. Kerschbaum and Oertel [15] detect counterfeits in the supply chain using pattern matching for anomaly detection. This latter can be combined with our mechanism to achieve cloning countermeasure.

VI. Conclusion and outline

In this paper, we presented a protocol to secure the tracking of products in supply chain. Our main idea is to encode the path of the products using polynomial path encoding. Partners in the supply chain update the path trace successively, such that the path has unique identifier. Our protocol’s security and privacy proprieties relies on the semantic security of Paillier and the security of HMAC. It requires only one modular multiplication in each step, and only 3Kb of storage, which ensures its feasibility in available sensors in the market.

In our supply chain scenario, we assume that we have a global supply chain manager. There is no notion of multiple managers. However in real world, That is might not be true.
Supply chain can have a quality, security, and recall manager. Delivering the right information to the right manager is an issue, especially in big scale supply chains. However, this is left to future work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An SCM application can be viewed as a long chain process along which goods have to pass through mandatory gates. It involves various devices, from embedded systems like sensors to large-scale servers in backend systems. Sensors usages are dedicated to data collection and signal triggering. They try to capture real-world status and measure it. Backend systems allow for data processing but need to adapt to all devices communicating with them, as each can have a different communication protocol and data format.

The heterogeneity of platforms and software used in devices makes it difficult to manage simple security rules, especially across a supply chain. In order to deal with the multiple possibilities and not to interfere with the business part of software, one might want to describe security behavior for one system that adapts to security capabilities of systems communicating with it. To do so, we propose an architecture that allows correct modularization of security concerns to quickly intervene in applications and make them adapt to the conditions they can face up to.

The application uses the SOA architectural style to provide a loosely-coupled platform where entities can integrate with each other. In the following sections, we start by explaining the different concepts we are using in our proposed architecture. Namely, Web Services and SOA concepts, security properties we aim to express in an adaptive manner and also AOP (Aspect-oriented programming) paradigm. Then, we describe the proposed architecture and process to handle service adaptation with two examples highlighting difficulties to adapt security for systems accordingly.

II. SERVICES

Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) enable a world of loosely-coupled and interoperable software components towards reusability. Nowadays, the main entity used to represent a software service is a Web Service. Web-Services represent a paradigm defined by W3C as "a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP messages, conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards" [1]. Web Services can also be addressed through other transport mechanisms such as JMS or ESBs.

The Web Service standards stack goes beyond the atomic service, and proposes different approaches depending on the level of abstraction. Service behavior can be defined when linking different services together, e.g., with BPEL4WS or BPMN 2.0 [2]. It allows definition of service composition to realize a so-called business process.

III. SECURITY

As services are advancing fast and are being extensively deployed in applications spanning different organizations, it becomes crucial to ensure security and trust for these applications to hold their promise. It was only recognized in recent years that services are themselves susceptible to various attacks at different levels of system conceptualization [3].

Since SOA has a flexible set of design principles used during the phases of system development, integration, and evolution, one obvious and common challenge is to secure SOA. This often involves invasive modifications, in particular to enable new security functionalities that require modifications to applications. Furthermore, enforcing crosscutting security functionality in service-based systems is difficult to specify and implement because the security of services and
their compositions is not modular. Modifications made to one part of an application may interact strongly with the security properties of other parts of the same application. Security properties generally pervade software systems, that is, security properties crosscut service-oriented architectures. Enforcing service level security needs specialization based on the implementation.

We propose in the following an aspect-based service model that proposes an original method to introduce several security properties. These security properties are specified in a security policy language that is then interpreted to generate crosscutting concerns. It includes Integrity which relates to communication, storage (resources), and execution (process - infrastructure) integrity. The execution environment integrity is an important security objective together with data integrity measures. Confidentiality relates to message exchange between entities such as sensors and services, or need-to-know principles limitation applied to specific resources. Authentication and Authorization crosscut applications to decide at several points if a given subject is allowed to perform an action on a given resource. Whereas authorization decisions are mainly on server-side, authentication mechanism needs to adapt all peers to agree on the scheme, including sensors authentication. Applying non-repudiation requires the implementation of an asymmetric encryption scheme in the execution environment supporting the computation.

The aforementioned properties represent security goals we want to apply on applications by adapting them with our framework.

IV. ASPECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

The term Aspect-Oriented-Programming [4] (AOP) has been coined around 1995 by a group led by Gregor Kiczales, with the goal to bring proper separation of concerns for cross cutting functionalities. Roots for foundations can be traced back to adaptive programming, or composition filters [5]. O. Selfridge introduced a notion that can be related to AOP as "demons that record events as they occur, recognize patterns in those events, and can trigger subsequent events according to patterns that they care about" [6]. But the approach has then derived to become a discipline apart.

The aspect concept is composed of several advice/pointcut couple. Pointcuts allow to define where (points in the source code of an application) or when (events during the execution of an application) aspects should apply modifications. Pointcuts are expressed in pointcut languages and often contain a large number of aspect-specific constructs that match specific structures of the language in which base applications are expressed, such a pattern language based on language syntax. Advices are used to define modifications an aspect may perform on the base application. Advices are often expressed in terms of some general-purpose language with a small number of aspect-specific extensions, such as the proceed construct that allows the execution of the behavior of the base application that triggered the aspect application in the first place. The main advantage using this technology is the ability to intervene in the execution without interfering with the base program code, thus facilitating maintainability.

V. ARCHITECTURE PROPOSAL

In this paper, we shape the solution we are currently implementing at the service layer. The root of the problem is to instrument several services at the same time, potentially not under the same execution environment to realize a specific security property. Illustration examples are available in next section. The architecture is presented in Figure 1. It contains two parts, involving design and runtime part. The design part involves business stakeholders to define aforementioned security policies (also denoted rules), and security experts to provide concrete security mechanisms as prementioned security policies. The runtime part of the architecture leverages the aspect model to modify the different execution environments and make them satisfy security policies specified by business and security stakeholders. The main piece is the runtime engine whose goal is to detect a certain state across platforms. The state is described by rules composed of predicates. Upon matching between rules and a state, platforms coordinate to realize a new behavior. Locally, systems implement mechanisms to realize a behavior specified in the knowledge base and make usage of context information available at execution.

Runtime monitor agents and runtime engine work together to realize a distributed aspect model, introduced in [7]. The advantage of such an architecture is to intervene in one specific organization where we separate security concerns across different platforms. The security code is no longer tied to the business code. Rather, it is decoupled from business code intentionally and bound with the distributed pointcut language. The runtime engine uses rules to gather state of various services at the same time, and security aspects are used in advice to dispatch security behavior

Figure 1. Proposed architecture
across several services. For example, in the integrity and origination scenario, the distributed aspect model tracks all places where messages come in the system to taint them. Then, the system tracks these taint messages to weave security aspects when behavior is needed.

Security policies are specified by business users, security experts and architects then derived in rules to realize a specific security property. To provide an enriched semantic addressing all concerns of services and security at the same time, we are developing a policy which contains high level description of wanted behavior, through predicates. The predicates allow matching with a particular state. The language semantic relates to events and actions a platform can generate, i.e., services, messages and resources. Services can be atomic or composite, e.g., orchestration of services with BPEL4WS or BPMN2.0, or simply a service that consumes other services. Examples of predicates that can be used are "receive" or "reply" to match a service call. There are also predicates for messages and resources. Predicates have different level of abstraction relating to the service stack we discussed above.

The policies also contain behavior that stakeholders want to introduce across systems. In our framework, we address only security concerns such as the ones described in previous sections: confidentiality, integrity, authorization, etc. In Listing 1, the policy describes integrity and non-repudiation presence in messages when they are issued by sensors. The message origination is verified when we are able to verify signature. The behavior is described in an abstract way to indicate which parties are concerned and what shall be executed. Platforms receive this behavior and are in charge of translating it according to mechanisms available for the given platform. The Listing 2 in next section is an example of java code to verify a given signature for a message. The runtime monitor detects a certain application state through the aforementioned predicates. Upon matching, the wanted behavior is read from policies and spread to concerned systems to satisfy and realize security properties.

```
message_in (issuer, msg):
  issuer in (s:sensors) => verify_integrity (s, msg), verify_origination (s, msg)
  msg.taint(UNSAFE) #Default
  msg:integrity, msg:non_repudiation => msg.taint(SAFE)
  verify_integrity (msg):
    msg.contains(integrity), integrity.check(msg) => msg:integrity
  verify_origination (msg, issuer):
    msg.contains(sign), sign.issued(issuer) =>
      verify_origination (msg, sign, issuer), msg:non_repudiation
```

Listing 1. Policy snippet for integrity and non-repudiation check

Our framework heavily relies on aspect oriented paradigm. The runtime monitor is able to detect system state using a distributed aspect pointcut language. On matching system state, advices are executed with the system’s context through context exposition mechanisms. For example, a service can expose information about inputs, outputs, service origination, as well as other security-related information.

The proposed architecture allows definition of security policies for service systems at a global level that are then enforced at a local level in an semi-automatic mode. We propose to decouple definition of specific security properties from the base application, and let declaration through rules respecting application owners’ needs.

VI. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

We describe two scenarios illustrating when our framework can be applied in a SCM application. The long term scenario (cf Fig. 2) is a military container that is sent to supply a camp thanks to a boat transport. Shipment is not direct and the container has to pass through several intermediaries, to refuel, change boat, etc.. Thus, it has been decided by the army to frequently track and check containers when they stop in harbors. The communication between containers and the army system is made through Web Services and use the Harbor system to certify the shipment advancement.

The first scenario leveraging our framework is on adaptation and tracking of sensitive data. It highlights integrity and non-repudiation scenario and how it impacts the existing architecture on the army systems. Over time, the army deployed containers with protection mechanisms to detect failure or intrusion composed of sensors and nodes. Different software solutions are shipped with containers with different security capabilities.

Maintaining applications, both in nodes and back-end systems, is costly. It requires business owners to specify each possible use case, at a time. Upon release of new version, they need to extend existing specifications and activate their development team. The development team has to correctly implement the solution and to not break the previous solutions. The release cycle can be counted in weeks or even months and is error prone. A suitable solution is to have a framework that knows what to do given a certain situation. For example we want to allow communication between all nodes versions and the back
end system while keeping track of sensitive nodes - those which do not implement security mechanisms. An example of policy we might define to detect various versions of protocols is described in Listing 1. The policy language used is not yet fully developed and is used as an illustration.

```java
@Aspect
Class Verification{
  // ...,
  @Covers(SPL.verify_origination) // Provided by framework
  boolean verifyOrigination ( Byte[] msg, Byte[] msgdsig, Identity issuer)
  {
    // get public key of
    X509EncodedKeySpec pubKeySpec = new X509EncodedKeySpec(pubKeySpec);
    KeyFactory keyFactory = KeyFactory.getInstance("RSA");
    PublicKey publicKey = keyFactory.generatePublic(publicKeySpec);
    // get message signature
    Signature sig = Signature.getInstance("SHA1withDSA", "SUN");
    sig.initVerify(pubKey);
    sig.update(msg);
    // verify
    boolean verifies = sig.verify(msgdsig);
    return verifies;
  }
}
```

Listing 2. Java snippet for proof of origin as aspect

Figure 3 shows the sequence diagram of two containers notifying the back-end system. Containers one (C1) and two (C2) both send the same type of information to the army system. But C2 uses a newer protocol which includes a proof of origin to avoid tamper risk on transmission. The rectangles and their attached dotted-lines in the figure are points in architecture where our framework intervenes and injects mechanisms. With our framework, the back-end system intercepts data coming in the system and verifies it, thanks to a runtime monitor agent. It detects security protections from containers and provide to back-end services the data formatted accordingly. A taint mechanism marks data depending on its state and policy in place. Detection is made through platform implementation, such the one described in Listing 2. The listing respects policy declaration, as shown in Line 4 which bind the code - hence the behavior with the policy. The method signature is extracted from the leaf policy verify_origination(msg, sign, issuer). It then allow verification of signature. The message is tainted depending the method execution result. The piece of code is processed only upon correct matching and return information understandable by the "runtime engine". In our example, the origination of data1 cannot be verified. As the policy in Listing 1 expresses, the data is marked as UNSAFE. When headquarters request this data, the army system knows the data is unsafe and can propose notification mechanisms to warn user about data uncertainty.

The second use-case shows authorization and confidentiality check with our framework. The adaptation relies heavily on the context. We first explain the authorization part. The army system receives a document composed of parts with different authorization level: L1 and L2. We are in the context of a Mandatory Access Control thus strong hierarchy and definition of who is allowed to perform which action on which resource. The resource is composed of two parts. One that contains logistics information, such as freight id, container weight or event history of harbour. The second part contains details about freight: composition of the fret, final destination and usage, etc. The second part contains strategic information, that only high-ranked military can consult. As shown in Figure 4, a lieutenant and the logistics officer tries to access resources sent by the container. The former can access all parts while the latter can only access the L2-part. When the lieutenant accesses the sensitive part of the data, the runtime monitor detects usage of a sensitive data and adapt the platform to provide confidentiality between involved peers: encryption for the lieutenant before data transmission and decryption mechanism after transmission.

Our framework intervenes from security rules upon detection of data from a specific container, the runtime monitor triggers a code that marks different parts of the data. Then, it introduces a behavior when sensitive information is transmitted. The concrete implementation of mechanisms is made locally. For instance, when the lieutenant requests the sensitive part of the data, the encryption/decryption mechanisms are executed. Systems agreed upon a behavior then implementation and execution of security mechanisms is made locally.

VII. RELATED WORK

We divide the related work in two separate categories addressing security-related solutions with aspects, or aspects for services. The former often imply modelling of security properties beforehand to latter enforce them correctly on the system. Translation mechanisms are often hand-written. The second category focuses on AOP and how to introduce its underlying concepts in services. To the best of our knowledge, no concrete work has been done to address security concerns that pervades both applications and services while proposing decoupling from the business code.

In [8], Balland uses AOP with Web Services to introduce non-functional requirements, following a policy. The difference with our work is they do not cover simultaneous orchestration of different services to realize one capability. [9] has the same goal but proposes an XML-centric approach to specify pointcuts and advice whereas we rely on automatic matching from policy rules. In [10], Ganesh et al. addresses an aspect model for composite services. They
introduce a specification language to design non-functional requirements as distributed aspects, but they do not cover security per se. In [11], Mostéfaoui et al. also address a framework to decouple security concerns with aspects on web services. They use frames concept to have a configuration including both composite and component level. In [12], the authors provide an architecture to have distributed aspects to modularize and adapt non-functional requirement but only for composite services. Also, their approach implies advice code to be already on target platform for execution. In [13], Jakob et al. use AOP to secure distributed systems. Their approach is rather to specify early security properties thanks to pointcut language tied to an architecture diagram. [14] exposes a concrete use case of applying authentication with AOP in a SOA-based sensor architecture. Whereas it provides concrete mechanisms as we aim to do, we go a step further by binding these mechanisms with policies. It makes policy analysis way more consistent over time. In [15], Mourad et al. use an AOP-based language for security hardening. The language introduces concepts close to pointcuts. Therefore, the language does not cover services.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Addressing cross-cutting concerns that pervades services with strong focus on security lead us to a new architecture proposal. We have seen through our example that this architecture can be applied to an SCM use case. It gives tools and methods from early phase of application design to implementation and maintenance of sensors to gather accurate context information. From modelling information, ones decide what are specifications that have to be enforced during the execution of the application. In other words, the proposed architecture allows definition of security policies for service-based systems at a global level that are then enforced at a local level in an semi-automatic mode. We propose to decouple definition of specific security properties from the base application, and let declaration through rules respecting application owners’ needs. A prototype is under development to address the runtime part - modification of different execution environment with Aspects to introduce security features. Currently, we limit complexity to one platform at a time. We want to investigate modifications across platforms in future work - platforms not located under a same administrative domain. It requires trust and mechanisms to ensure synchronisation, guaranties that security is effectively implemented to mention a few.
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